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TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962
TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1962
UNrED STATES SENATE,
CommrIr E ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senotors Byrd, Smathers, Talmadge, Williams and
Carlson.
Also present" Senator Allott.
Elizabeth B. Opringer, chief clerk, and Serge N. Benson, professional staff meinbr.
The CHArMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. James H. Casey, Jr., of the National As,
sociation of Glove Manufacturers, Inc.
Take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF J'AMES H. CASEY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GLOVE MANUFACTURERS, INC.
Mr. CASEY. My name is James H. Casey. I am executive secretary
of the National Association of Glove Manufacturers, Inc., with main
offices in Gloversville, N.Y., located in Fulton County, the single largest glove producing area in the world.
Our association represents manufacturers of leather gloves, fabric
gloves, and those gloves made in combination of both leather and
fabric.
Our greatest concentration of manufacturing is in the States of
New York and Wisconsin. Glove manufacturing facilities are
located in an additional 22 States. With the exception of a few large
cities where there is a limited glove production; namely, Chicago,
Milwaukee, New York City, and Des Moines, over 95 percent of the
U.S. production is in small communities located in the various States.
It follows that, because of the location of the industry, our contribution to the industrial and social well-being of these communities is
very important. In many areas glove manufacturing is the major
industry.
Domestic-made merchandise has one market, and that is the United
States. Our export trade is nil, and that is because the labor burden
in a pair of gloves is high in contrast to the low-labor burden on foreign-mada gloves. Accordingly, countries in Europe and the Far
East can supply their own demands; and such sources as Italy,
France, Germany, Japan, and Hong kong are used where foreign
countries have a demand in excess of their production.
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The domestic manufacturers have at times supplied U.S. demand,
but only when foreign sources, because of wars or other unusual conditions, have interrupted their production.
Our markets have always been available to foreign sources, and the
latter have been able to take over any part of our market at will.
At the present time in the United States there is a demand for
foreign-made gloves, particularly those of leather, 10 times greater
than foreign sources can supply. Here again, it is the low labor
burden on foreign goods which keep them attractively priced in our
market.
Italy, France, and Germany, our major suppliers of leather gloves
for women, control better than 75 percent of our market and could at
will easily capture all of it, as their broad training programs supply
them with the additional production force.
This sounds almost incredible, and a few months ago we felt that
European countries had about reached their peak in production be.
cause of possible labor shortages and limited raw material supplies.
As we compare the figures for the first 4 months of 1962 with those
of 1961, we can see how badly we misjudged the entire situation.
The unprecedented advances made in deliveries and manufacturing
operations is nothing less than phenomenal, and the following figures
will attest to this statement:
Oompariaon of firet 4 months
[In dozens)
i1961
Women's leather gloves ......................................................
Men's leather gloves .........................................................
Horsehide lined gloves .......................................................
Horsehide dress gloves ................................................
Synthetic gloves .........
........
.
:.............................
Hot ton gloves ..................
.............................

]_

61,787
13,173
8,572
34 I13
324,651
1,8

i
11820
37,318
36,004
33 6M
39
,417

It is obvious that in some classes imports more than doubled and
1961 was the highest year of imports for the last 25 years. hined
horsehide gloves was the start perforer, up over 1,000 percent.
Members of the Senate Finance Committee, the only reason we continue to exist is that domestic sources can use us when foreign sources
fail to make deliveries, and for a few special color and style selections.
To give the power to any individual or group to destroy a basic
American industry is unthinkable, and to hold out the silver platter of
aid as a payoff to those who have spent their lives in the truly American tradition is barbaric.
We hear too much about the greatness of the EEC or the Common
Market and the great marriage these countries have made. I wonder,
as you must, how long the love will endure between Italy, France, and
Germany.
I have before me a letter from the National Revenue of Canada,
the Customs Division, advising me of the rate of duty on a certain
glove. I must admit the rate is comparable to ours; however, the
punch line is in the last paragraph, where they tell me that, in addition to the duty, there is an 11-percent sales tax also to be added.
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Gentlemen,
thiswatch
is going
on cut
all us
thedown
time among many countries, while
we
sat back and
them
to size.
We negotiate these trade treaties with them, we have a duty established, and every country in the world has an internal tax against our
merchandise and they go on further to say about this tax in Canada
that it is levied at the time the custom duties are paid.
Only a few weeks ago, the Canadian Minister of Finance, in speaking before the Parliament in Ottawa, stated that all they have to do
is sit back and let the United States negotiate with the Common Market
and they will get all the benefits without giving up anything. He is
correct in saying that, because Canada will get the benefits under our
most-favored-nation rule.
While we are not in accord with the bill in its entirety, we would
like to point out to you a few specific sections which we feel need further study, and particularly do we favor the Bush amendments.
Under the 80-percent test specified in section 211, U.S. duties could
be eliminated even though the United States accounted for a negligible
art of the 80 percent. The presumption is that, because the-United
tate and the EEC are the foremost suppliers, no. special benefits
would go to other countries. Asume that the United States is not a
major factor in this group; then the elimination of duties on such a
group would not benefit our efforts. It would be well for the Senate
to insist that before such drastic reductions are made, it be determined
that we, the United States, account for at least one-half of the 80 percent.
It appears to us that if, under our most-favored-nation rule, we are
going to give concessions to all countries, we should expect the EEC
to make similar concessions to all countries. This would prevent European countries from setting up specific trade blocks on goods coming
in from low-cost producing countries and diverting their fair share
to the United States.
The principle of selective reduction of duties on all items should be
restored to the bill. While we do not think this will prevent injury,
it could be helpful in determining the various economic factors that
are common to some industries and not to others, and would certainly
provide a more orderly program. To attempt to lump several industries together could be very harmful to many domestic industries.
The peril point determination should be carefully spelled out and
not presented as a recommendation, but as a positive finding, below
which no consideration could be given. Much time, effort, and study
is given to this work, and to permit any individual to alter it is grantinr him extraordinary power.
No bargaining group or negotiating team can possibly predetermine the consequences of their findings. This is true of the tariff
as well as anything else. Thus the escape clause should be made a
definite and important section of this bill. The clause should be
clear and concise and mean exactly what its title suggests-a remedy
for an industry which finds that imports are causing injury.
Gentlemen, for many years we have watched the tariffs on gloves
adjusted downward and, since 1938, we can only recall one instance
where an upward revision was made. Now we are considering a bill
which further broadens the power of our executive branch of the
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Government, to add injury on injury, and we appear willing to give
them 5 full years to do the job, without any senatcrial restraint.
Is not such a program a giveaway of your responsibility and, we
might say, a shirking of your obligations to us, as American citizens?
Can you consider a more modified approach, a time limit or 2 or
even 3 years and the creation of a more watchful eye over the
program?
Industry is concerned with this bill and just what you have in store
for them. We think we are better informed aboit the problems of
our own industry than any man outside it. The negotiating teams
are established with one man from each of various branches of our
Government, yet never have we had a man from industry sit at the
conference, while our State Department tells industry what is good
for it. Foreign countries don't do this, and that is why we are outtraded at every conference.
All workers are concerned with this bill and as yet are not ready to
accept the fact that low-wage areas should be permitted to destroy the
economy of any industry. Free trade will be accepted by the workers
when the American standard of living becomes thA international
standard.
Reciprocal trade may mean many different things to many people;
however, in pursuing a goal of reciprocity, we must make certain
American workers and industry are not called on to underwrite the
exploitation of workers in other parts of the world where wages are
ke t very low.
The Common Market, its concept and program, have been so well
publicized that most people are, to say the least, confused. Many
look at this as a great trading bloc and only that, forgetting that it
has as many political considerations as it has economic. It may
prove good for Europe and the British if they can make the grade, yet
there is nothing that has shown up yet that says it is good for the
United States.
Your consideration of this bill, and the apprehensive feeling that
exists among industries and labor, leaves you with a gigantic task
ahead. Many of us, I am sure, will feel no pain if you let the bill d*e,
while giving us a chance to learn to live with the trade adjustments
that have been made to date.
Thank you very much.
The CIJM2t1AN. Thank you very much, Mr. Casey.
Any questions?
Senator CAmusoN. Mr. Casey, may I inquire what countries import
gloves into the United States?
Mr. CASEY. Almost every one today, every domestic country. We
have special men who just specialize in- importing, but all domestic
producers do, too.
Senator CARLSO.N. What is the principal importing of gloves?
Mr. CASEY. In leather gloves it is Italy, France, in that order, and
Germany. In fabrics it is Japan, then Hong Kong.
Senator CARrsoN. Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMA. Thank you, Mr. Casey.
The next witness is Mr. R. C. Cobourn, American Fine China Guild,
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STATEMENT OF R. C.COBOURN, AMERICAN FINE CHINA GUILD, INC.
Mr. COBOURN. I am R. C. Cobourn of the Syracuse China Corp.,
here to represent the membership of the American Fine China Guild,
and the membership of the United States Potters Association in their
opposition to provisions of the Trade Expansion Act.
Members of the American Fine China Guild produce some 85 percent of the fine, thin, translucent household china tableware of high
quality that is made in the United States today.
Members of the United States Potters Association produce over 55
percent of the earthen tableware for household use that is made in the
United States today.
I will provide this committee within the next few days a list of the
distinguished members of these two organizations.
(The list as subsequently submitted follows:)
Membership of the American Fine China Guild, Inc.:
Costleton China, Inc.
Flintrldge China Co.
Gladding, MeBean & Co.

Lenox, Inc.

Syracuse China Corp. (division of Onondaga Pottery Co.)
Membership of United States Potters Association:
Canonsburg Pottery Co.
French Saxon China Co.
The Hall China Co.
Harker Pottery Co.
Edwin M. Knowles China Co.
lomer Laughlin China Co.
Royal China, Inc.
Salem China Co.
Taylor, Smith & Taylor Co.

Mr. COBOURN. Under the Trade Agreements Act these branches
of the ceramic industry of the United States have suffered to the
point of distress as a result of tremendous influx of low-cost ceramic
tableware from other countries.
Domestic production of fine china declined from about 860,00(
dozen in 1950 to an estimated 450,000 dozen in 1960.
Earthenware production declined from about, 43 million dozen to
25 million dozen in the same year.
During this same span chinaware imports increased from 4,500,000
dozen to 10 million dozen, and earthenware imports climbed from
2,200,000 dozen to 9,200,000 dozen.
Under the Trade Agreements Act the ad valorem equivalent of duty
applied to ceramic tableware imports declined from 94 percent in
1933 to 51 percent in 1960 on china, and from 68 percent in 1933 to 31
percent in 1960 on earthenware.
Under the Trade Expansion Act present duties for both commodities could be lowered an additional 50 percent over the next 5,years.
I am quite sure that a number of existing manufacturers of ceramic
tableware will not be able to survive unless current tariffs are increased and unless quotas are employed.
Fifteen producers of earthen tableware have gone out of business
since 1954.
Our difficulty arises out of the great disparity in wages paid here
and in the countries with which we compete. This is something over
which we have no control, and it is this gap that tariffs must over-
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come to a greater extent if our industry is to be preserved and permitted to make its contributions to the balanced economy of our
country.
We are a labor-intensive industry. Wages and fringe benefit costs
represent from 55 to 60 percent-65 percent of our costs of manufacture. The influence of wa scales on manufacturing costs and
selling prices in various countries will be evident in detailed exhibits
which I will submit to you.
I should like to assure this committee that we are not an inefficient
industry. We are mechanized to the full degree that has been developed in any country of the world.
We have led the world industry in this respect.
We are opposed to further tariff reductions. We are dismayed to
have in prospect a weakening of the "peril point" and escape clause
provisions through the bill under consideration, and we fail to see
the logic of permitting long-established industry to be liquidated or
obliged to move into a new field of endeavor when competition is
already intense in all areas of industrial activity in this country.
This is particularly bitter medicine for us because the countries
that are our prime competitors in our home markets protect this industry in their home markets through licensing, tariffs, or quotas, or
all three.
I will submit information to confirm that statement.
(The confirming information was subsequently submitted to the
committee and incorporated in the committee files.)

The CHArRMAN. Thank you.

Mr. COBOURN. We have just concluded hearings in escape clause
procedures covering household china tableware and earthern tableware.
This is the second escape clause action for the china tableware group,
which also applied for relief about 10 years ago under section 336.
No relief was granted to the chinaware group under the previous
escape clause action and under the section 336 action, though the trend
of imports was clearly threatening the industry.
Our difficulty arises out of the great disparity in wages paid here
and in the countries which are our competitor in the U.S. market.
This is something over which we have no control and it is this gap that
tariffs must overcome to a greater extent if our industry is to be preserved and permitted to make its contribution to the balanced economy
of our country.
We are a labor-intensive industry. Wages and fringe benefits repreent from 50 to 65 percent of our coats of manufacture. The influence, therefore, that wages exert on manufacturing costs and selling
prices is self-evident when the average hourly rate paid, including
fringe benefits, for 1961, are reported for the pottery industry by the
U.S. Department of Labor to be 33 cents in Japan, 79 cents in the
United Kingdom, 79 cents in West Germany--our principal competitors. These wage costs per hour for members of the American Fine
China Guild averaged $2.53.
I should like to assure this committee that we are not an inefficient
industry. We are mechanized to the full degree that has been developed in any country of the world. We have led the world industry in
this respect.
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We are dismayed over the provisions of H.R. 11970, as the countries
that are our prime competitors in the U.S. market protect the ceramic
tableware industry in their home markets through import licensing,
tariffs, or quotas, and in some cases by all three methods.
Let me speak more generally of the effects the sort of international
trade and finance philosophies we have been pursuing in this country
are having on American industry.
The problem of how to cope with low-cost production of other countries of the world is now faced by almost all manufacturers in the
United States.
Production costs are lower abroad. We do not need to await surveys
and studies to prove this. Hundreds of major U.S. companies have
had to build plants in other countries because they cen no longer sell
in foreign markets the production they once turned v . in American
Higher costs at home are not the only reason for these moves. In
many cases a company not only can make more money, but can keep
more of what it makes, by investing and operating in a foreign country, than it can in the United States.
In other cases, foreign countries have closed their doors to American
imports, insisting that goods be manufactured within their borders by
their own citizens.
This movement of American money and transfer of our production
know-how to other countries has been and is still being encouraged by
the U.S. Government. Our Government has, at the same time, lowered
our tariffs to encourage importation of these lower cost, foreign made
goods that drive long-established U.S. producers out of business.
Each time a commodity already manufactured in the United States
comes into our market from abroad, the U.S. producer of it has the
choice of slow death, of converting to the manufacture of some other
item (which may be under the gun next year) or of moving his own
operation abroad.
The abandonment or transferring of an operation abroad is roughest, of course, on the worker. He has invested the only asset he has-the years of his working life--in a job that our Government trade
policy takes away from him.
For him, there is unemployment insurance or, perhaps, relief or
perhaps, retraining for (but no guarantee of) a new job that he would
enter on the lowet rung of the seniority ladder.
Of those who defend this trade policy, those who shrug off the unpleasantness of import-liquidated jobs with the statement, "I suppose
it does make a difference whose ox is being gored." I ask, when is the
goring of any ox moral?
The drums are now being beaten for an even more liberal trade
policy for the United States. The administration is using everT means
at its disposal to persuade Congressmen to vote the Executive sweeping power to slash tariffs and to wipe out virtually all legislation designed to preserve efficient American industry from destructive import
competition.
A predictable result of the trade policy for which our Government
is crusading is a concentration of American industry to supply specialized items to the markets of the free world. In return, we would
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be dependent on foreign producers for other manufactured goods we
wouldrequire.
If no such refinement occurs, our own pattern of manufacturing,
instead of being geared mainly to U.S. needs and demand will be subject to constant upset by the appearance or disappearance of foreign
products in our markets-an activity over which we would have no
control.
There seems to be a general lack of understanding that manufacturing efficiency is promoted by a dependable market. Imports attack
that stability. heir appearance, unpredictable and uncontrolled in
volume and price, creates unfair and disruptive competition. Every
country in Europe recognizes this and does something about it.
The time is long overdue for that group of economic theorists that
is now so influential in Washington, to awake to the fact that their concern should be for a healthy and balanced industry in this country.
Industry, which includes agriculture, is our only agency for creating
national wealth. It is the wells spring of all purchasing power, on
which our national economic well-being is completely dependent.
In this situation, free trade would be as damaging and demoralizing
to the U.S. industrial community as anarchy or the law of the jungle
would be to our social order.
H.R. 11970 completely ignores what, in my opinion, is the greatest
single disruptive element to orderly and sound international trade: I
speak of the strange and arbitrary schedule of international currency
exchange rates -greed to by the U.S. Government.
Only a hasty glance at the vast differences in wages paid per hour
(in terms of U.S. dollars) in the major trading countries of the world
is enough to bring into question the equitableness of these exchange
schedules.
I think there can be no doubt that existing exchange rates overprice
the unit of American labor in products we (o and would ship to other
countries of the world and that they undervalue the unit of labor in
foreign products that enter our country. I think I would not be
wrong in claiming that inequitable exchange rates distort all costs
of goods entering international trade.
Under the system, even grossly inefficient production from other
countries can gain ready access to the U.S. market. But more important, even efficient foreign production enters our markets at needlessly low prices so that most countries do not earn the full dollars in
trade with the United States that would bolster our export industries.
A second whipsaw result of this system is that some countries do
convert the proceeds of undervalued sales to the United States to gold
or to credits for use in purchasing imports from third countries in
wh'ch more favorable prices prevail.
To thbse who woulddefend this system on the basis that it is benefiting the American consumer, I say, beware. Imports under these
conditions are a heavy factor in our national balance-of-payments
deficit. Further, if a low-priced import is a windfall because it is
undervalued in the country of origin, we could be contributing to the
economic instability of a nation we need as a strong partner in the
free world.
Having said this, about the only pertinent comment I can make
about H.R. 11970 is that it is greatly out of step with the basic prob-
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lems confronting American industry. It substitutes an alleged ability
to "negotiate" trade for the factors needed to maiitain a sound trade
that is of mutual benefit and service to the nations involved.
It anticipates and clears the way for further disruption of the
balance in industrial activity that has made this country the greatest
power in the world.
The weakening of peril point and escape clause provisions for the
purpose of freeing the hands of program administrators to negotiate
andbargain out of existence whole industrial enterprises is not in keeping with democratic processes.
The provisions for aid and assistance to adversely affected companies and workers are at best, visionary; at worst, improvident and
not practicable; and altogether an expensive substitute (even when
successful) for established, self-supporting members of our industrial
community.
Under the current conditions of international trade and finance,
tariffs and quotas are the only measures now available to many American producers to compensate for the inequitable competitive advantages enjoyed by foreign manufacturers.
Unless the American dollar is revalued on a realistic basis, I am
not only opposed to the tariff reduction features of H.R. 11970, but
I also feel the bill should instruct the use of quotas and require upward
tariff revisions similar to those that were once available under section
336 of the Tariff Actoi 1930.
I thank you for this opportunity to express my views on what I consider to be an intemperate and poorly drawn trade measure.
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Chairman, I was impressed with some of
the statistics about the decline in production of the earthenware industry in our country. Were proceedings filed under the escape clause
provision of the Trade Act?
Mr. CiOtORN. We have just concluded, the chinaware people, all
escape clause hearing. This is the second one for the chin..
Earthenware just concluded its first hearing under the escape clause.
The chinaware people also applied for relief under section 336 back
in 1952.
Senator TALMADGE. What was the result of those various procedures?
Mr. CoBOURN. There was no relief granted. The decision on 336
was one which we could never quite accept. The staff of the Tariff
Commission determined that a tariff of 284 percent and 15 cents r
dozen specific would be needed to equalize the cost of production between Japan and the United States.
However, the ruling was that because the Japanese ware was priced
so low, it was not commercially competitive and, therefore, we were
not entitled to relief.
Senator TALMADGE. That is a rather strange thesis, isn't it?
Mr. CoBOURN. We thought so.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Cobourn, what is the averagewzga in Japan?
Mr. COBOURN. Including fringe ben efit, 3 cents an hour, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. On this particular work, the china work?
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Mr. COBOtUN. In England, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CoBouir . Including fringe benefits, 791, cents per hour, and

in West Germany, which is another major supplier 79.7 cents per hour.
Our own industry is paying $2.53 per hou.r.

The CHAIRMAN. Do they have overtime in Japan?

Mr. CoBouRN. Not much at this time, but they are working the
full 44 hour week which is standard in Japan.
The CHAIRMAN. I say do they get paic-for overtime?
Mr. CoRoURN. Yes, they do. It is at the rate of time and onequarter for the overtime.
The CHARMMAN. In the textile industry when I was over there in
December, I was told it was 28 cents an hour without overtime, is
that correct, do you think I
Mr. COBUMM. That is confirmed by information I have from the
Department of Labor, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

The next witness is Mr. George M. Parker of the American Flint
Glass Workers Union of North America.
Mr. Parker, you take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE X. PARKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FLINT
GLASS WORKERS' UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL.-IO
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am
George M. Parker, president of the American Flint Glass Workers'
Union of North America, an affiliate of the AFL-CIO. Our union
represents, among other workers, those in America's oldest industry,
that of making glass by hand.
I speak today on behalf of the remaining American workers in this
traditional craft, workers whose jobs and security depend on preserving the American handmade glass industry. The livelihood of these
workers is chiefly threatenedby the growing stream of imports from
low wage countries.
Ths most seriously affected group now are the hand-blown and
handpressed table and art glassware productions. In recent years,
however, foreign producers also have made ever increasing inroads
into the illuminating and allied glass manufacturing market.
Based on past experience and present trenlds, manufacturers and
workers in the technical, scientific and laboratory glassware fields will
be open to increased attack.
It is the .pparent philosophy of H. R. 11790 to sacrifice certain industries if necessary to stimulate foreign trade on the assumption that
in the overall there will be a net gain in those industries in which we
are better able to compete.
It is our sincere belief that the forces which H. R. 11790 would unleash clearly would mark the handmade glass industry for ultimate
extinction and that this would be detrimental to the nited States,
both immediately and over the long haul.
Our union represents virtually all of the workers in this industry.
We are uniquely qualified to observe the impact of industry trends.
We note that in 1950 some 44 plants were engaged in making glass
products by hand.
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In 1960, only a decade later, 19 of them had closed their doors, a decline of 43 percent.
In 1950 these plants employed over 10,000 production and maintenance workers.
In 1961 the remaining plants employed 4,900 workers, a decline of
more than 50 percent.
We do not maintain that imports were the sole cause of the deterioration of the hand-press and hand-blown glass industries.
Automation and standardization also have taken their toll. But we
do believe imports were and are still the principal cause of our
problems.
Moreover, recently the Department of Commerce released a prediction that imports in handmade glass products would rise 8 percent in
1962, a projection presumably based on 1961 tariff levels.
Under the trade agreement announced earlier this year, existing
tariffs will be reduced-by 20 percent on many items and even more on
others.
To us, each tariff reduction means fewer *obs.
Under the sweeping across-the-board tari revisions made possible
by H.R. 11970, the new, lower tariff could be reduced by an additional
50 percent in the next 5 years. The industry trend toward obliteration
would indeed be accelerated.
One of the peculiarities of the handmade glass industry is that labor
costs make up approximately 65 percent of the entire cost of the product. By American standards, our wage levels are low, averaging $2.P.0
an hour in the handmade segment of the industry.
We are however, competing against workers overseas earning a fraction of this amount. The competitive West German glassware is
made by labor receiving approximately 58 cents an hour; the Swedish
by workers earning 75 cents; the French and Italian by workers who
receive 43 and 39 cents, respectively; Japanese glass imports are made
by workers who earn approximately 25 cents an hour.
As a "most favored nation" the tariff concessions made under H.R.
11970 designed for Europe would apply equally to Japan if the bill is
adopted.
Product after product which has been traditionally American has
simply disappeared from our factories under the growing impact of
imports. We find a broad range of glass products offered, duty paid,
f.ob. New York at from 20 percent to 35 percent below the price for
comparable products made by American industry and craftsmen. The
industry simply cannot meet this competition at a profit, and, of conise,
cannot endlessly operate at a loss.
We are convinced that there will always be a market for handmade
glassware. Beautiful glassware is a most prizedl possession ,in many
American homes. In science and industry, handmade glass products
are essential and used extensively.
But whose hands shall make these things, the skilled American
craftsman or the skilled worker overseasI
Today, if we faced a national emergency similar to that created by
World War II, the American handmade glass industry would expenence great difficulty in supplying the craftsmen who would be urgently
needed.
87270--2--pt. 8--2
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The skilled glassblower in World War II made radar and other
electronic devices immediately available for forming the technical
and exacting glass tubes necessary for producing these miracles. He
also fashioned all television tubes when that giant industry was in its
infancy. We understand that presently most electronic tubes under
5 inches in diameter continue tp be made by hand. Science, industry
and the military are the principal users.
The average age of the journeyman glassworker in this essential
industry is an incredible 55.
Fewer than 100 men under 35 are learning this vital trade. American artisans have been producing handmade glassware since 1608.
We have been world famous for our glassmaking. For more than
350 years the art of making glass by hand has been handed down from
generation to generation.
The glasworker is a man with quarter-inch callouses on his hands, a
man of intense technical skill and often an artist as well.
He starts with a globule of glass, heated to 2,000 (legrees, at the end
of a pipe, and by blowing, pressing as the job may require, and using
the special tools of his craft creates beautiful table and art glassware,
illuminating and industrial glassware or scientific apparatus, often
within the closest of tolerances and always of highest quality.
This is the ancient craft, the art form, the American heritage, the
tradition being entrusted now to a relative handful of younger men.
If you believe we overstate the case, consider this: I was advised
some months ago that $22 million worth of electronic equipment
destined for use in the B-52 and B-70 bomber programs were delayed
because of difficulty encountered in producing just 66 handmade glass
tubes used in radar scanning devices.
As a result of the continued depressed condition of the hand-glass
industry, the history of alternating a week of compensated unemployment with a week of employment, and the dim future of the industry,
we simply cannot attract qualified apprentices where opportunities
do not exist.
Our industry is lagging behind others in wages and fringes. Pensions, for example, were not achieved to any great extent until 1959
for our members employed in hand production plants.
We do not believe that from either a cultural or a military standpoint we can afford to let the handmade glass industry die.
Moreover, the glowing promises of retraining and relocation made
in the present legislation, we out of bitter experience, view with an
extremely jaundiced eye.
Much of the handmade glass industry is concentrated in the smaller
communities of New York, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Indiana
and the Ohio Valley. Often the glass company is the principal, or
one of the principal employers. When the glass plant closes or slows
down, that community suffers a very real and lasting depression.
We know of at least one company which we are advised plans to
close its doors, of economic necessity, if H.R. 11970 passes in its present
form. Others will surely follow.
Perhaps
you." this is what Khrushchev meant when he said, "We will
bury
For our members and their communities, H.R. 11970 means more
pockets of chronic unemployment, more community hardships, more
individual suffering.
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For our older men, especially the skilled glass workers, retraining
and relocation holds no promise whatsoever. Even if they abandon the
skills of their fathers and grandfathers for new ones, no job opportunities exist for men of their ages
We do not believe the conscience of America should permit this
problem to be swept under the rug by giving these men a little more
"rocking chair money." What we want, and need, is full time employment and economy building jobs.
In America we have a whole body of social legislation, financed in
great measure by the employer, which is designed to assure American
working people of a decent and ever-rising standard of living. The
American economy is built upon this rock. We are now, and always
should be, our own best customer.
By allowing our jobs to fall by the wayside, many of our members
will become a tax burden instead of a positive economic asset. What
is the net gain to America when low-wage imports absorb American
jobs and factories I
In our industry, as in any other where the major cost component is
labor, we are now being asked to yield to industries abroad where the
workers get far less pay, work longer hours and have a lower standard
of living.
Is it the intent of Congress that all such American industrites go
down the drain?
Is it the intent that we become a purely automated nation and the
craftsmen and the artisans and the industry in which they are employed be abandoned in favor of those in less fortunate landsI
We do not oppose accelerating trade between nations of the free
world. We do, however, oppose sacrificing American workers, American culture, Aierican crafts and entire American industries to bring
it about.
We are a specific industry condemned to ultimate extinction by the
"across-the-board" tariff reductions made possible by H.R. 11P0.
Unless more effective and positive escape clause mechanisms am inserted in the legislation, unless the products of American craftsmen
are given reasonable protection against low-wage imports, H.R. 11970
will ultimately destroy the industry which first nourished our Founding Fathers.
I for one, am much impressed by the White House effort to preserve
traditionally American crafts and arts. But would it not indeed be a
cosmic jest if, on some future White House tour, the television camera
paused before American glassware while the narrator explained that
the same administration which started the cultural revival, sponsored
legislation that killed the glass craft in America, and that we now rely
entirely on Europe and Japan for these essential and beautiful
products.
A few years ago, our union contributed $5,000 to the rebbildingof
the site of America's first industry, a glass house built in 1603 at historic Jamestown, Va.
It is up to you gentlemen and the Congress to decide whether this
monument shall be a shrine or a headstone.
Thank you.
The CHAIRabMA. Thankyou very much.
I want to congratulate you on making a very impressive statement.
Mr. PARKER. Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Have you appealed to the Tariff Commission for
relief ?
Mr. PARKER. Yes. We appealed to the Tariff Commission I believe
it was in 1957 under President Eisenhower. There was a tie vote
by the Tariff Commission, and when we applied to the President we
were turned down insofar as relief under the escape clause was
.
concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. I note that your employees have been reduced from
10,000 to 4,900; is that in the space of 10 years?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, in the past 10 years.
The CHARMAN. Under the present conditions, the present tariffs,
do you see any hope of the future?
Mr. PARKER. Well, under the present tariff we won't be hurt as bad
as we will be under the new bill, but even under the present arrangement we will continue to need some sort of relief.
The CHAIRMAN. I am one of those who is a great admirer of these
beautiful pieces of glass which have been made.
What country is your chief competitor?
Mr. PARKER. At the present time, West Germany is sending more
glass into the United States than any of the other countries.
The CHAIRMAN. And the wages in Germany, what did you state
they were?
Mr. PARKER. About 58 cents an hour.
The CHArRMAx. And Russia?
How does Russia import?
Mr. PARKER. Well, we don't have any competition from there at the
present time.
The CHAIMMAN. Didn't you say that your chief competitors were
Germany and Russia?
Mr. PARKER. West Germany.
The CHAnRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. And Italy.
The CHAIrMAN. Eastern Germany?
Mr. PARKER. No, western.
The CHATRMAN. Thank you very much.

Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. In your statement, you say:
As the most favored nation tariff concessions made under H.R. 11970 designed
for Europe would apply equally to Japan if the bill is adopt,,d.

Now, there has been some criticism of this most favored nation
rovision of the bill, as you know. Japan would get the benefits,
ut would they in turn give the benefits under the most favored nation
provision?
Mr. PARKER. I don't know, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. What I am trying to get at is what do we' get
in return for this most favored nations provisions? I recall a number
of years ago we made a trade agreement with Iceland about fish, and
as a result of that most favored nation provision Japan received the
biggest benefit therefrom and almost took over the American fishing
industry in certain categories.
I am wondering if that is a two-way or a one-way street?
Mr. PARKER. I am not aware of that. Apparently it is a one-way
street. I know that it would be very difficult for us to send any hatid-
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made glassware into Ja !sn and compete with those people over there
under our standard of living and the costs that our manufacturers
have.
Senator TALVADOE. Thank you very much.
The CHAmiN. Thank you very much, Mr. Parker.
The next w" ness is Mr. John H. Zwicker, president of the American
Knit Glove Association, Inc., of Gloversvllle, N.Y.
Please proceed, Mr. Zwicker.
STATEMENT OF JOHN H. ZWICKER, PRESI
N, A
0ERIOAN
KNIT
GLOVE ASSOCIATION, INC., GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y.
Mr. ZwoKom. Honorable chairman and members of the committee,
my name is John H. Zwicker. I am appearing before you today for
the American Knit Glove Association, Inc., ofGloversville, N.Y., of
which I am the president, on behalf of the American knit handwear
industry, manufacturers of those gloves and mittens which are knit
directly from yarn.
This industry is composed of the firms listed on the sheet titled
"Knitted Glove Industry," appended to the copies of my statement.
We trust you will observe the longer list of plants which are out of
business, liquidated, merged, or closed indefinitely.

Those "out of business' are the victims of low-wae import com-

petition. They have all ceased operations since 1950, shortly after
the postwar resumption of oriental imports.
Our experience with imports goes back to the early 1930's. At the
outset of World War II, imports of knit gloves took about 25 percent
of the American market Today the positions are reversed.
Our interest in H.R. 11970 is, therefore, obvious. We have had a
long period of education through adversity. While we do not pretend
to be omniscient we can form a commonsense judgment of what is
involved in legislation such as is proposed
th.s biU.
in
Frankly, we must oppose the radical about-face in U.S. foreign
policy which it would effect. The traditional policy of countenancing
no injury to American industries would be supplanted by a policy of
anticipating and accepting import injury. This is inherent in the
purposes set forth in the bill, which include provisions for "adjustment assistance."
This concept of Government aid for stricken industries, companies,
and workers undoubtedly was devised to rationalize the sacrifice of
one industry for another. To the industry being in ured it is no
solace, because the aid proposed is impractical. The illusory benefits
of such provisions are a conscience salve for those proponents who
will profit by the misery of the unfortunate.

The need for assistancel will result from the radically now 5-year
grant of authority to the President to rewrite U.S. tariff schedules,

not according to a formula or criteria which can be ascertained in
advance but rather according to circumstances within and outside
of the United States at the time he proposes to make the changes.
Your committee is respected for its good balance in considering any
proposals which affect the economy of our country. We hope that
you will continue to be aware of both the civilian and military need
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for diversified industry, including industries, such as ours, which cannot compete with foreign producers.
The list of "dead" firms submitted with this statement attests to
the vulnerability of so many small American industries such as ours,
in selling to our own American market.
What is not so apparent is the exclusion over the years of such
American industries from export markets. We never had any market but the American market, so little of which is left to us under the
present law and so much less that may be permitted to survive under
the proposed law.
We may illustrate our lack of export opportunities by briefly quoting
from a letter received by one of our member companies. Earlier this
year, at the invitation of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Marr
knitting, Inc., of Osage, Iowa, contracted to exhibit their gloves at
the accessories show in the newly opened U.S. Trade Center Building
in London, England, during this past June and July. Attendance
was from all Western European countries, to get a look at American
lines, place orders, and arrange agencies.
Marr had no illusions about our inability to compete in the
European market, but thought the matter worth the proof.
On July 23, 1962, Vernon A. Acker of London, who had been retained by Marr to attend to Marr's stand at the show wrote to Marr,
in part:
* * * Exhibition, which was held at the U.S. Trade Center, July 3-13
.
I
must say that your stand with the ladies' knitted gloves and mittens did not
receive the attention you must have expected * * *.
Your stand was the only one at the exhibition with a display of gloves * *
There are two main obstacles cited by visitors to a profitable selling of the
samples you submitted: first, it was stated that knitted gloves and mittens
coining Into Britain from Austria, Switzerland, and Hong Kong are similar to
the.ones you manufacture; and, secondly, it was remarked that these foreign
imports are retailing in Britain at a price lower than yours, thereby making
your gloves uncompetitive in the British market * * *.

We trust that the picture of this industry clearly demonstrates our
involvement with the subject matter of this bill and confirms the
propriety of our opinions.
We therefore urge your committee to amend H.R. 11970 in the
following respects:
(a) Eliminate completely the adjustment assistance provisions of
this bill. They do not conform to the remedies in present law. They
create radical standards of unemployment assistance, inequalities between classes of unemployed workers and distressed firms and provide
an administrative enticement to substitute postmortem assistance for
antemortem tariff adjustment.
(b) Restore to the bill the historic principle that tariff rates are to
be reduced selectively, thereby avoiding the cause or threat of serious
injury to domestic workers and industries; the principle which Congress has developed and emphasized in extension of the trade agreements program.
(o) Strengthen the escape clause provisions of the bill. We emphatically urge incorporating the definition of industry as provided
in the present law.
(d) Eliminate the proposed preliminaries to negotiation. In place
thereof, incorporate the peril point provisions of the present law.
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(The material previously referred to follows:)
KNITTED GLOvE INDUSTRY
MEMBERS OF AMERIOAN KNV' GLOVE ASSOCIATION,

INC.

Clydebank Knitting Co., Inc., Canal Stre,,t, Fort Plain, N.Y.
Gloversville-Continental Mills, Beaver Street, Gloversville, N.Y.
Knit-True Handwear Corp., 6 Division Street, Gloversville, N.Y.
Marr Knitting, Inc., 508 Main Street, Osage, Iowa.
Sternwild Knitting Mills, Inc., 53 South Broadway, Yonkers, N.Y.
Leon F. Swears, Inc., 111 North Perry Street, Johnstown, N.Y.
Zwlcker Knitting Mills, 416 North Richmond Street, Appleton, Wis.
NONMEMBERS

Allied Knitting Mills, 1239 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Gelmart Knitting Mills, 33 Prospect Street, Yonkers, N.Y. (P.R.)
Hitchcock & Curtiss Knitting Co., 111 Lock Street, Nashua, N.H.
Manhelm Knitting Co., 329 West High Street, Manhelim, Pa.
York Glove Mills, 35 St. Casimir Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. (P.R.)
OUT OF GLOVE BUSINESS, LIQUIDATED, MERGED, OR CLOSED INDEFINITELY

Ackshand Knitting Co., Ballston Spa, N.Y.
Alma Knitting Mills, Inc., 11 East Pine Street, Gloversville, N.Y.
Albany Knitting Co., 373 South Pearl Street, Albany, N.Y.
Ashe Manufacturing Corp., 17 Washington Street, Rensselaer, N.Y.
Becopa Glove Mills, Inc., 4 Warburton Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y.
Geo. Dorner Knitting Mills, 107-02 37th Avenue, Corona, N.Y.
Eagle Knitting Mills (Glove Division), 507 Second Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Figel Knitting Mills, Inc., 22-30 Orange Street, Albany, N.Y.
Florida Knitting Mills, Inc., 20 North Coburn Avenue, Orlando, Fla.
31. Friedlander Knitting Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Glove Associates, Inc., 151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, N.Y.
Glovemasters, Inc., 52 St. Casimir Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y.
Granite State Knitting Co., 18 Merrimack Street, Nashua, N.H.
D. C. Haber Knitting Co., 7400 Stanton Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Hega Knitting Mills, Inc., 209 Riverdale Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y.
Interboro Knitting Mills, Inc., 209 Riverdale Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. (P.R.)
Jerome Knitting Mills, 289 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y.
Joseph A. Milstein Co., Inc., 64 Trinity Place, Albany, N.Y.
Mode Knitting Mills (Glove Division), 1319 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Modern Knitting Co., 732 North Fifth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mohawk Glove Co., 42 Wall Street, Amsterdam, N.Y.
Nolde & Horst Co., Reading, Pa.
Reliance Knitting Mills Co., 640 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Riverdale Glove Mills Corp., 93 Riverdale Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y.
Rivoli Knitting Mills, Inc., 151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, N.Y.
Royalknit Glove Division, 19 West State Street, Johnstown, N.Y.
Scotsmoor Co., Inc., 29 North Market Street, Johnstown, N.Y.
Stdr Manufacturing Co., 243 West 17th Street, New York, N.Y.
Straus Knitting Mills (Glove Division), 350 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Sweetwater plant, Gloversville Knitting Co., 107 Morris Street, Sweetwater, Tenn.
Waldorf Knitting Co., 243 West 17th Street, New York, N.Y.
Wells Lamont Corp. (Wool Glove Division), 1791 Howard Street, Chicago, Ill.
Wings Knitting Co., 827 East Locust Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
OTHER

Max Lowenthal & Sons, 422 Clinton Avenue, South, Rochester, N.Y.
Portage Hosiery Co., Portage, Wis.
Royal Knitting Mills, Inc., 20th Street and South California Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

The CnA11MAw. Thank you very much, M[r. Zwicker.
The next witness is Mr. A. K. Scribner, president of Virginia Chemicals & Smelting Co., of West/Norfolk, Va.
Please proceed, Mr. Scribner.
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STATEMENT OF A. . SCRIBNE , PRESIDENT OF VIRGnIIA
CHEMICALS & SMELTING O.
Mr. SCRIBNER. I am A. K. Scribner, president of Virginia Chemicals
& Smelting Co. of West Norfolk, Va. I appreciate this opportunity
of aappearing before you as a small chemical manufacturer.
Ourcorpnany is rated as "wall business," is a major producer
of sodium hydrosulfite, a chemical that generates over 35 percent
of our sales and profits. Bill H.R. 11970, as written, carries with it
the threat of serious injury to the hydrosulfite industry and perhaps
irrevocable damage or fatal consequences to Virginia Chemicals and
other small companies involved due to the basic economic advantages
European producers have in the production of sodium hydrosul fit
As a result, U.S. producers have been unable to export to EEC or
United Kingdom. A substantial lowering or removal of our tariffs
would open the doors to foreign hydrosulfite and would not create
now markets for "hydro"-merely replace domestic production in
this country.
We are opposed to H.R. 11970 as now written even though we
operate an export department and appreciate the necessity for world
trade.
We recommend that H.R. 11970 be amended to include more definitive safeguards that will assure the continuing existence of efficiently
operated small business.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Tariff Commission after the necessary hearings, whether
prenegotiation or postnegotiation should report its findings, with recommendations to the President and specify the minimum level below
which a tarifd reduction on each product would threaten or cause
serious injury (secs 221 and 211), and the President should be required to explain to Congress his reasons for not following the recommendations of the Tariff Commission (see. 226).
2. Chapter 5 should provide that during the course of negotiations
information and advice pertaining to the group of products under consideration must be sought from industry sources with specific knowledge of the products under discussion.
3. (a) Tariff concessions and negotiations should be made on a
product-by-product basis and not on broad category groupings.
(b) Reciprocal trading should be limited to like products and not,
for example, permit the trading of chemicals for agricultural products.
4. (a) The adjustment assistance chapters should be eliminated.
(b) The escape clause procedures of our present laws should be restored and strengthened.
These recommendations are based upon the following considerations:
THE SMALL BUSINESS PROBLEM

Although we are a small chemical company (375 employees), I
am sure we must be representative of many other manufacturing
concerns of our size in this country who compete successfully on a
product-by-product basis with large, diversified companies manufacturing the same products. The fact that 7e are all operating in
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the same economic climate and With the same ground rules makes this
I
possible.
Competition with efficient foreign producers, large or small, With
their economic advantages is quite different.
Repr eentatives of the Mqnufacturin' Chemists' Association (of
which we are a member) and of the Synthetic Organic Chemical
Manufacturers Association have already presented in a comprehensive
manner the overall objections of the chemie'. 'Ids
y to H.R. 11970.
My objective in presenting this testimony to you ie to call your
attention to the fact that the dangers as presented by the larger
industries are compounded many times in the case of small companies
such as ours.
Companies in our type of industry, chemicals must maintain a profit
picture that will support a strong research and development program
to even maintain our position, let alone grow. The impact of a drop
in dollar profits in a large business can probably be absorbed but in a
small business a loss of the equivalent profit dollars could have a drastic effect. The alternatives open to them would be to curtail opera.
tions, close down, shrink, or merge. Any of these alternatives would
be serious, and even disastrous for the small company and its employees, customers, suppliers, stockholders, and the recipients of its
tax dollars
During 40 years with this company I have been exposed to a 'wide
variety of customers both small and large. The consensus has b-en
that the efficient profit-minded small business helps maintain healthy
competition and has a responsible place in our economic system and
the community.
One of the fundamental differences between large and small companies is availability of capital. This not only narrows a small company's choice of new products and processes but normally leads them
into batch and semicontinuous processes that inherently operate with
more man-hours per unit of production than the large automated, continuous processes. Moreover, many of these batch ana semicontinuous
processes consume several manufactured products as raw materials
instead of starting from a natural resource. The cumulative labor
charges in these raw materials are indirect but all enter into the final
unit cost of the end product. Although competitive batch-type manufacturing processes will also be found in many large companies, they
usually represent a small segment of their total business Thus limited
capital, narrow choice of products, and high direct and indirect labor
content of the products combine to make small business particularly
sensitive to imports. '
For example, in the process of manufacturing the 62 million pounds
of sodium hydrosulfite produced by this industry in 1961, more than
310 million pounds of previously manufactured items were consumed
as raw materials. These different chemicals carry forward indirectly
into the ultimate unit cost of "hydro" not only all their labor and
transportation costs, but also the taxes and profits they generated.
For "hydro," this is a use ratio of 5 to 1 between the raw materials
consumed and the finished product. This ratio varies from product
to product and is needed to better evaluate the total impact of tariff
concessions. These facts will contradict the simple statement that a
pound of imported goods will merely replace a similar pound of U.S.
production.
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The utimate effect on the U.S. economy can be deep and far
reaching as these ratios change, product by product. This is the type
of basic information our negotiators should have available when evaluating and deciding upon concessions.
To a small company each product manufactured is an important and
substantial part of the whole with little depth for mistakes and losses.
Damage to the profitability of qne item can seriously threaten a small
company's ability to operate and perhaps exist, let alone expand;
whereas a large diversified company producing the same product can
probably withdraw or.close down with much less injury or jeopardy to
their entire business. A small company's limited number of products
should not be obscured or trapped in broad categories or on an industry-wide basis.
TlHE -IMPACT OF H.R. 11970 ON TIE HYDROSULFITE INDUSTRY AND
VIRGINIA CHEMICALS & SMELTING CO.

The chemicals that concern my company are hydrosulfites or "dithionites" (as described on page 19, series M, No. 34, SITC), and particu-

larly sodium hydrosulfite or "hydro" as we shall call it.
The importance of hydrosulfites to Virginia Chemicals is based upon
the fact that these generate 35 percent or more of our total sales and
profit. Any- substantial drop in profits from "hydro" would seriously
affect our ability to exist or expand.
at "Hdro" selling prices are in the range of 21.5 to 2 2 cents per pound
U.9. producers plants. There are six U.S. producers. Total production has varied from 55 to 62 million pounds annually. A 25percent excess capacity has existed for some time. Competition is very
keen; prices have moved in a narrow range ( 5 percent), and profits
have been thin.
Of the producers, four are large, diversified chemical manufacturers,

and two would be classified as 'Small business". Our company is i,n
the latter group. In spite of size, the two small companies have
become major producers of "'hydro."
"Hydro" is produced worldwide by a batch process. An average
U.S. "hydro" llant would require an investment of less than $1/2
million and has a high man-hour requirement per unit of production.
To the best of our knowledge a "hydro" manufacturing plant could
not be converted to the production of any other chemical.
The following comparisons clearly pinpoint the fact that the United
States cannot produce hydrosulfites without a tariff. This sensitiveness of "hydro' to imports is a result of the basic differences in unit
costs:
(a) We estimate from our knowledge of European operations that
U.S. plant unit costs for "hydro" (no plaht overhead, depreciation or
profit) are 35 to 40 percent higher than European costs. This provides
European producers with a cost advantage of approximately 4 to 5
cents perpound on plant unit costs alone.
This differential is not leveled by ocean freight costs to our market
and exceeds our pretax operating profit by a substantial 'margin.
This European advantage is not due to U.S. inefficiency or plant
capacity but to their much lower labor rates including benefits, even
after a 70-percent productivity adjustment allowance (Virginia esti-
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mate) is applied to "hydro," plus varying lower prices on raw materials and packages.
(b) If the tariff on "hydro" should be eliminatd by both parties
through reciprocal negotiations and both used a minimum marginal
pricing policy (plant unit costs plus return on investment) for export
pricing, then imports of "hydro" would increase, exports to the
European Economic Community or United Kingdom would not improve, and our total world exports would probably decrease. It is our
judgment that(1) EEC or U.K. producers could land their "hydro" at our
east coast ports at prices 20 percent or more below our operating
costs.
(2) U.S. "hydro" landed at U.K. or EEC producing countries'
ports would cost 20 to 25 percent above European home market
prices.
From 1957 through 1961, only 2.4 to 3.8 percent of the U.S. annual
production was exported including substantial foreign economic aid
shipments in 1961 in spite of the 25-percent excess plant capacity
readily available. During this period of 5 years just 55 tons of
"hydro" were exported to Europe. Canada was our best customer
(35 percent of total exported), but European competition is rapidly
taking this Canadian business at prices .we cannot afford to match.
Vital industries such as paper, textiles, synthetic rubber, and other
uses of "hydro" would become dependent upon foreign products, placinthem in jeopardy. in a national emergency.
d
inally, any lowering of duties on hydrosulfite would leave us with
two choices, loss of business or reduction of prices to meet foreign
competition. Either of these would result in serious erosion of profit.
As a result, our business would be seriously affected. 1While our profits
were sinking, our foreign counterparts' would be increasing. Our
research and development program would suffer and have to be curtailed. Theirs would prosper. The hours worked by, our operators
would be reduced and people might be laid off. Overall, oar foreigncompetition would improve their position while ours deteriorated.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Scribner.
The next witness is Mr. Raymond J. Price of the Glass Crafts of
America.
Mr. Price, please take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF J. RAYMOND PRICE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
GLASS CRAFTS OF AMERICA
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Chairman, in addition to the typed draft I have
given to the committee there are several exhibits that I will dispense
without reading at this time.
My name is J. Raymond Price. I am executive secretary of Glass
Crafts of America, an organization comprised of 17 U.S. companies
engaged in the production of hand-pressed and hand-blown glassware.
Jam also executive secretary of the Illuminating and Allied Glassware Manufacturers Association, an organization of seven U.S. comp anies engaged in the production of hand-made glassware products
for illuminating, industrial and allied purposes.
In addition to these two association groups of glassware manufacturers, I also represent, on an individual company basis, seven addi.
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t ional companies producing a general line of hand-made glassware.
(See Ae'b. t,"A".)
.
I am speak;- today on behalf of all these companies, and all are
unanimously oppos-I *-,
H.R. 11970. These companies, in toto, manufacture from 0O to 95 percent Iof all of the hand-made g' assware made
in America today. Incidentally, I would like to call your attention
to the fact that of these 81 com ponies, 10 are located in West. Virginia,
aState which has received much comment and publicity as a distressed
area.
In addition, three others are locked at 1.'est; Virginia's borders.
In each of their respective locations these companies contribute substantially to the total industrial payroll and in some cases almost
100 percent of the total indilstrialpayroll.
I have served this industry in various capacities for more than 25
years. This service has been as a production worker in the factory.
as a union officer and representative, and as an official of various associations of glass manufacturers that have existed over this period of
time.
Because of my long and intimate association with the affairs and
problems of this industry I can relay to you from first-hand know]edg, some of the troubles we have experienced under the governmental
policy of continuing, and ever-increasing, exposure of this vital industry to the unfair competition of low-wage foreign imports, a policy
which is now being carried to the ultimate and which, if persisted it;,
threatens to deal a final, fatal blow to some of the most time-honored
and highly respected manufacturing firms in this, the oldest of American manufacturing industries.
We are but one of many industries similarly affected.
To illustrate the fact that we, in the glass industry, do have a vital
stake in any legislation on tariffs, I think it is appropriate to say, and
important to remember, that in the decade of 1950-60 the number of
hand-made glassware plants in this country has been reduced by at
least. 16; incidentally, Mr. Chairman, now that number is 19 or possiblT 20.
he number of men and women employed at hourly rated work has
been reduced by approximately 42 percent. This represents a loss of
approximately 11/v million man-hours of work per year. These losses
are attributable, in large measure, to foreign imports produced at
wages which are far below those paid to American glasworkers.
Over the same decade, imports of competing glassware products
increased from $51, million per year in 1950 '.o $11, million in 1960,
as reported by the U.S. Department of Conmrierce. (See exhibits C,
D, ndE.)
These Department of Commerce reports show an increase in imports of over 100 percent in all categories of glassware asof 1MtO.
However, if we were to spearate the data applicable to certain categories of glassware important to the Tt.S. companies today, the percentage increase in imports wculd range upward to 3,00 percent
or higher.
I Estimated by comparing our Individual company reports against band plants listed
in the Industry's glass directories.
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Over this same decade, our exports of glass sad glass products were
reduced by 27.3 percent and, I might add, current exports of hand.
made glassware are practically nil.
It thus becomes obvious that, even at present rates, U.S. tariff duties
are no obstacle to a foreign manufacturer. Notwithstanding these
facts, the legislation to which we are addressing ourselves today would
open the way to the complete elimination of the already extremely low
tariffs remaining.
Moreover, even if our own tariff negotiators should do an about face
and introduce true reciprocity into the agreemo:,ts entered into with
foreign countries it would avail us very little, if anything, because of
the restrictions, other than tariffs, which are imposed by those countries upon the importation of U.S. goods.
We are told that by sac'fi *
product lines the United States
will more than ma
the loss thro
cr
exports of others.
However, in th
rd of past experience, as
ealed by Department
of Commerce ata in imports and exports, we ca
nd no justification
forsuch p. ictions.
c
t
Even i that were to
.eemehs fact,
would
o 'ttlend comfort
to
experience
ent inbeskills
investn)
a high! /skilled, gla~w'rke
t
would be of little vl lue else'~dhere.:
Th/ simple tr~th is that, in j ~dury"after/iidustry, i sports have
beenA aking over 0"ffr~dome tk m ar-kes for products in whih the labor
cost factor is high. Sup t'giafi as 'ehave mitde have fn in the
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ass . industry is~ofe of thtse with a very high
hand a
ihe
labor cost-approx katelV 05' to-70 percehtOf title total m aufactur-
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legislation
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Gentlemen, we firmly believe that. the reduction, or the elimination,
of
the degjuction
resultofinAmericans
will surely
tariffs
too lowand
of our
now emof millions
earnings
opportunities
job already
the
industries.
wloyed in many of our manufacturing
It will accentuate the already serious problems stemming from the

capital and jobs to oversea low-wage countries.
exports of American
Secretary of the Treasury Dillon, in his testimony boere the Rouse
on March 15 of this year, expressed conCommittee
Means
and
Ways
corn over this possibility when he said:
that we work toward equality of taxes so
ever
Iasentai
I think It I more than
that our own Investment won't aii flow overseas to produce Items for our own
markets.
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That Secretary Dillon's fears were well founded is indicated by an
article published in the July 31 issue of the bnport Bulletin.
,
This article, entitled "Common Market Position of Belgium Attractive,- starts out by saying:
In~reaslng Inveetments in the economic union of Belgium and Luxembourg,
many from U.S. companies promise greater prosperity for the two countries and

point to Increased trade abroad. * '

, The United States accounts for a major

share in the foreign investments currently going on, 77 U.S. companies having set
themselves up in Belgium last year to bring the total to over 500. The 1961
U.S. investments compared to 48 companies In 1960, and 19 companies in
1958. * *
Belgium has, through this year. under the ESCS, to remain protected
from free coal trading within the Common Market. Quotas for imports from
Common Market producers have simultaneously been raised, mostly at the
expense of imports from the United States. U.S. shipments have fallen to 668,000 tons of coal in 1961 from 1,900,000 tons in 1958 0 * *.

In the same article Carlos Van Bellinghen, Minister Plenipotentiar, General Consul of Belgium, expresses his extreme satisfaction
with the trend our tgftji
policy is taking when he'says his country exports 40 percent of her total production and 70 percent of her industrial production in order to maintain a high level of employment.
For this reason, he said, Belgium has made intensive efforts since
the end of World War II to expand her trading activities in the vast
U.S. market.
These efforts have met with such success that the U.S. market now
absorbs over 9 percent of Belgium's total exports, or $355 million last
year.
The credit for this success is due, says Mr. Bellinghen, not only to
the achievements of the public and private sectors of the Belgium
economybut Is also a consequence of themoral and material aid afforded by the United
States to my country and to aU Europe after the war. After having contributed
greatly to the liberation of the Continent of Europ, the United States, through
Marshall aid, has helped rebuild the economies of the Western European nations.

In the same article, the consul general speaks favorably of the vote
of the U.S. House of Representatives on this trade expansion bill, and
said that when the bill is enacted it will, by making possible a coiisiderable lowering of customs duties, help, no doubt, to increase Belgium's exports to the United States.
The Import Bulletin also reports, in connection with the above
comments that in 1961 Belgium shipped $20.7 million worth of glass
into the United States. Most of this was in plate glass and window
f lass, but we note that enough of the total was in crystal glassware
approximately $2 million) to equal the entire annual shipments of
one of the larger of the few remaining handnade glassware plants in
the country.
-I make this reference to our latest reports on the Belgium situation
because we have every reason to believe that it is typical of the situation with respect to the other Common Market countries insofar as
trade practices affect employment in the handmade glassware industry
in this country.
Foreign manufacturers paying wages far below rates required by
law in the United States and using the latest, most efficient machinery
and method-sup plied, in large measure, by American tax dollars
under the Marshall plan and otherwis&-are in a position to eliminate
ahmQst all possibility of successful competition on our part.

h
its
There is no equity ii, proposing that the 'Untitd Sit in'eA
exportso'f raw materials and semimanufactued goods if that Ifust
be don# at the sacrifice of the jobs of tliousands of working men antd
women in this country to say nothing of the millions of dollars of
invested capital and taxes paid by these industries.
From the standpoint of national interest, gentlem6l 'ithehandmade
glassware industry is of vital importance to our national defense in
et'these factdrieWcAntf
timos of war or other nationalemergenc,
be maintained nor can the irrplaceabe skills of the men ahd-women
who work in the industry be preserved on a wartime 6t!emergencyneed basis.
Their ability to rapidly convert t,6 the production of such ite~m as

glas

for ships,- plan's ai rports, ordrhaned

egnlglss'sonar,

radar ttnd television bulb haq been fully deinoAstrated in Wotld Wars
I and II and in the Korean situation, and there is no reliable source
of supply outside our NAtion's borders to replace them in time of war.
This reservoir of facilities technical personnel, and skilled craftsmen cannot be tossed into the discard. However, these companies
cannot exist unless we can find some way to preserve for them a fair
share of the domestic market for the ordinary household glassware,
giftware glass, glass for household' and business illumination purposes, and so forth--their "bread and butter" items as it wee-in
.
I
times of peace.
In order that there be no misunderstanding of our position, gentlemen, this industry is fully cognizant of the necessity for maintaining
trade with foreign nations.
It does not seek to create tariff barriers for the sole purpose of
eliminating competition. All it asks is that the Ameician manufacturer be given an opportunity to sell his waret, 'made by American
workmen at American- labor rAt5 eqnallfo the opportunity' afrded
foreign manufacturers whose employees are hid mttch lower rates..
While there are many justifiable reasons, ot'this opposition, I'will
attempt only to touch up6n a few of its more objectionable features.
Ostensibly, the purpose of this bill is to promote the general welfare,
foreign policy and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic
industry, agriculture and labor, and for other purposes.
Certainly volumes could be written about the objectives so broadly
outlined, so general in scope and so inadequately provided for in detailed terms of implementation.
One of the prime objectives we are asked to believe is the development of freer trade between the nations involved. It should by now
be quite clear to all concerned that H.R. 11970 does not eliminate many
of the major obstructions to free trade nor does it include any provision

to do so.

41

Such restrictions on free trade as import quotas, licensing arrangements and other discriminatory practices arin no way dealt with.
These various types of nontariff restrictionE exist in almost every
country in the world in one form or another aid this is certainly true
of all of the Common Market countries.
Tabulations and descriptions of such practices occupy more than a
hundred pages in the record of the
ays and Means Committee
hearings.
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Since our tariffs ar already the lowest in the world and

we see
to
us no
hoe of removal of these nontariff restrictions it is diffcult for
nloerstand how lIR. 11970 will "promote the general welfare"
With respect to foreign policy we do not believe that our industry
should be sacrificed upon the altar of international politics.
The adjustment assistance ostensibly provided uner this bill is
particularly objectionable bqause, of the unprecedented powers it
gives to the executive departmeUat in deterniining which firms or
groups of workers shall be granted relief.
Thee powers are so broad thrat the President will be able to pick
and choose among persons or firms seeking relief. This opens the
way to at least the possibility of granting or withholding adjustment
assistance on the basis of purely political considerations. Such unlimited delegation of authority would give to the President virtual life
.
and death power over any industry.
The final phrase, "and for other purposes," is indeed all-inclusive
and frightening to contemplate.
Section 24 of the bill requires only that the President shall transmit
to Congress his reasons for entering into an agreement after the
agreement has been entered,
We believe that if additional powers are granted to the executive
department the Congress should very carefully insure retention of its
constitutional right to "regulate commerce with foreign nations * * *."
We believe that the escape clause in the present law should be
strengthened and applied to its original purpose;
We believe that the peril point piovisions should be retained and
strengthened to the extent that the findings of the responsible body
enrusted with injury determination cannot be overruled nor igno rated
by any one person. We, believe that the peril point should be the
ruling criterion in cases of import injury; and
We believe that the special Federal standards of adjustment provisions of H.R. 11970 should be removed from consideration in the
development of any new legislation affecting our tariff policies.
For the reasons I have stated and the many more reasons which
time would not permit of introduction here, we respectfully urge
that this committee will recommend the rejection of H.R. 11970 in
its present form.
We further respectfully urge that this committee will lend its experience, its knowledge and its judgment to legislation that will preserve and strengthen the free enterprise system in America and to
legislation that, will restore equity and balance to our national import-

export policy.

On behalf of the companies I represent, I want to thank the committee for this opportunity to be heard today. I would like also to
request thet my statement, together with the exhibits attached, be
made a part of the record of this hearing.
The CiNm Aix. Without objection tat will be done.
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(The exhibits referred to follow:).
Eximuxnir A'
IlUMINATING & ALLIED GLASSWAlE

GLASS CR&"S or AXZRIOA

MANUFACTURERS

ASSOCIATION

Blvnko Glass Co., Milton, W. Va.
Gillinder Bros., Inc., Port Jervis, N.Y.
Bryce Bros. Co., Mount Pleasant, Pa.
Fenton Art Glass Co., Williamstown, Holophane Co., Inc., Newark, Ohio.
Inland Glass Division, La Orange Park,
W. Va.
Ill.
Fostoria Glass Co., Moundsville, W. Va.
Houze Glass Corp., Polut Marion, Pa. Jeannette Shade & Novelty o., Jeh
nette, Pa.
Imperial Glass Corp., Bellaire, Ohio.
Kopp Glass, Inc., Swlssdale, Pittsburgh,
Indiana Glass Co., Dunkirk, Ind.
Pa.
.
Lewis County Glass Co., Jane Lew,
Phoenix Glass Co., Monaca, Pa.
W. Va,
Rodefer-Gleason
Glass Co., BellairM
Morgantown Glassware Guild, MorganOhio.
town, W. Va.
Pennsboro Glass Co., Pennaboro, W. Va.
INDIVIDUAL PLANTS
Rainbow Art Glass Co., Huntirngton,
W. Va.
Beaumont Co., Morgantown, W. Va.
Seneca Glass Co., Morgantown, W. Va. Brock Glass Co., Ltd., Santa Ana, Calif.
Smith Glass Co., L. H., Mount Pleasant, Consolidated Lamp & Glass Co., CoraoPa,
polls, Pa.
United States Glass Co., Tiffin, Ohio.
Crescent Glass Co., Wellsburg, W. Va.
Viking Glass Co., New Martlnsville, Lancaster Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio.
W. Va.
Peltier Glass Co., Ottawa, Ill.
Westmoreland Glass Co., Grapeville, United States Glass Co., Glassport, Pa.
Pa.
West Virginia Glass Specialty Co.,
Weston, W. Va,
mIT

B

Handmade glassware manufacturing companies which have gone out of business
sinoe 1950

Company

Number
of
workers

Anco
De

Glass Co

Total

hours

Total

earnings I wenrour

of busl-.

Toronto, Ohio .........................
works,
Wuth
Brooklyn N.Y,
...................

A. I1.ileisey & Co., Newvark, Ohio,'196 .......................
Gill Glass & Fixture, Philadelphia, Pa., 1950 ...................
American Gi.ss Corp., Greensburg, Pa. 1953..................

Paden City Glass Oo., Paden City, W. Va., 190 ...............
Victory Glass Co., Jeannette Ps., 950 .........................
Duncan & Miller Co., Washington, Pa. 1955.
............
Oleason-Tiebout Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. 1 1950
............
Snemah Glass Co., Uartford City,Ind 1950 ....................
Cambridge Glass Co., Cambridge, Ohio, 195 ..................

Frckson lass Co., Bremen, Ohio......................
Cumberland Glass Co Mount Savage, Md ............
Dunbar Glass Corp., Iunbar, W. Vs ..........................
Commercial Glass Co., Fairmont W.Va ......................
Eastern Glass Co., Dunkirk, NT ....
..............

ApproxlmtW
dVA
company

961-62
157
78
11

8, 845
49,101
2 400

28106
196 173,246
17
7g,011
o
58,745
195
62

126,426
196731

145,672
77,803
306,570

231. 628
13918

r7.2

183 171
291.067

1957
1937
1954

191-2
196-5
195

l964--8
1964-88
19,58-8

IHIcrly paid employees only.
1 No agurea availsble.

1"
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VoUww eMd peroestagecenge from 1950 in mpormi of table and ornamental

household VkWswere'
Imports

*

(number of
galche)

Iw0..................................................

.

Amount of

obang,
(nwnbero(
ortleca)

Percentage
change

7 ,774

6o............
4'.J............
i .9 ......
I1on
.,. .............
196 ...........................................................
16,071,672
,243, 89N
+10&3
..............................................................
20, 322,622 12, 494.84
+16 6
................................................................
22,290,906 14,41, 132
-14.8
Iws ...............................................................
21, 6A 791 10,828,017
-216.0
1969.....................................................
..
29,184,118 21, 3534
-2 8
1
....................................................
90
I 28,3 ,8Ot1 20,69,87 1
-26 4

IOnalts of articles imported under schedule A, statistical classes 27 , 62780, and 827860.
Comparable data Dot avaiable.
Source: U.S. Impor ta of Merchandise for Consumption, Reports FT-I1O, Bureau of the Census, Deport.
ment of Commerce.
ExHxBIT D
Imports of handmade blown glassware a esimated by the Department of
Oommeroe and the Tariff Uommi.ion
These imports are based upon their foreign valuation. The foreign value
may be converted to U.S. wholesale value by multiplying by 250 percent (foot.
note 1, table 18, 1953 report). Accordingly, the increase in the imports of handblown glassware, measured in terms of its U.S. wholesale price is shown by the
following table:
Imports
Foreign
value

Igo................$2,212,742

1947.................
1948.... ..........
1949 .................
1980 .................
1961 .................
1912.................

2,977,348
2,0 K

2,294,000
2,779,399

4.19,892
4.221,.58

U.S. wholesle value

Imports
Foreign
value

$5,631,8 953..........
...
$4.6W7,084
7,443,370 1954 ...................
4,9K4142
,235,000
1.
. ....
,843.9
5,733,000
15.
......
7,124%807

6.9W&
496 1957..... .......... 7802,109
10,425,980 1958.................7,378,839
10,654. 145 1959................927M,86

U.S. whole.
sale value
$1,57,710

12,33&,3&W
14,9

17,814,618
18, 75%,273
18,442,098

23, 1K4.n3

Accordingly, It will be seen that since the first GATT concessions were made
in Geneva in 1947, the imports of handmade blown glasswa-e have increased
from a foreign value of $2,12,742 in 1946 to a value of $9,278,885 in 1959, an
increase ot 319 percent.
EXHIBIT E
U.8. imports of pressed and blown glassware increase in 1960 (1961 data
reoeived too ate to be tabulated for th(8 hearing)
U.S. imports of pressed and blown glassware reached a record high of $24.3
million In 1960, 4 percent above the previous high of $28.4 million In 1969, #s
reported today by the Consumer Durable Goods Division, Business and Defen'se
Services Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Handmade glassware, which represented about one-half of total glassware
imports, showed the greatest Increase and reached $11.6 million, 8 percent above
the 1959 figure of $10.8 million. Technical, scientific, and industrial glassware,
accounted for about one-third of the total imports, and increased 8.8 percent,
totaling $8.6 million compared with $8.8 million in 1969. Illuminating and electronic ware which represented about one-sixth of all glassware imports, totaled
$4 million, a decrease of 8.3 percent from the $4.1 million of 19W9. Machine-made
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glassware, which accounted for less than 1 percent of the total, declined to $9 A0O
from $104,000 in 1959, a decrease of 49.7 percent.
In 1960, West Germany remained the largest supplier to the United State 'of
pressed and blown glassware, and accounted for 28.7 percent of the total Imports.
Imports from West Germany also showed the greatest Increase, amounting to
$7 million, 11.6 percent over the 1959 figure of $0.2 million. Japan was pext,
representing 18.3 percent of the total, amounting to $4.4 million, an Increase of
3.1 percent over the $4.3 mUlion of 1959. The third largest supplier, Italy, which
accounted for 15.9 pertevr t of total imports of glassware, showed a decline of
4.9 percent for a total of $3.9 million compared with $4.1 million Iu 196.
Exnrnrr F
Volume and percentage change from 1950 in U.8. shtpmeIt#of handmade blown
tumbler*, goblets, and ohAer stemware
Shipments

(thousand
dozems)

Amount of

(thousand
dozens)

peocnwo
ch

195 ......................................................................
-9,4
-228
2,191
1951 .........................................................
192 .........................................................
2,074
-348
-14.8

193
.................................................
1,954
-466
-19.2
1954 .................................................
1
-36.3
-4
195 ..........................................................
1,966
-453
-1&7
195.
................................................
2.000
-419
1957 .........................................................
1.804
-616
19 ..........................................................
1,50
-911

199 ..................................................
low ..................................................

18
1,618

-871
-9o1

-17.8
-2& 4
-87.7

-6.S0
-3.1

Volume and percentage change from 1950 in U.S. shipmenlt of machine.made
tumblers, goblets, and other stemware
Shipments

(thousand
dons)

Amount of
change
(thou- Perce
chang
sand downs)

1950 ................................................

71,884......................

19n...9.......
I..........................................
1960 ...........................................
.........

4.777
63,729

1961
...................................................... ...
+706 .8.
+. 6
1w ...........................................................
66,100
-6,
7 4
-9.4
i1 ...........................................................
6,128
-8.756
-&0
9 ...........................................................
,t216
-3. M8
-. 1
15 ...........................................................
6,010
-,874
-. 2
w ...........................................................
67,437
-14,447
-2.1
197 ..........................................................
607
-1a,377
-166
19 ...........................................................
,
- 816,6
-21.8
-17,107
-18,166

-23.8
-25.3

The CIIA
Nuw
. Mr. Price, you state that 77 U.S. companies set
themselves up in Belgium this past year to bring the total to over
500;-you mean 500 American companies are operatng-

MVr. ~P
IC. I am not quite clear on that, Mr. Chairman. I lifted,
this statement from a press article in the import bulletin and it is put
in here verbatim as reported. I can only assume that over 500
.S.
I
companies are located there now.

If you will note, the writer goes on to say this compares to 48 com-

panies in 1960, and only 19 in 1958.
So, I can only assume that there has been thii tremendous growth
since 1958 from 19 companies to 500 now.
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The CHAMMAN. I don't question the figures but that is a tremen-

dous growth.
Mr. PRiCE. It is indeed, sir.
My personal opinion is, it is very alarming and ix.dicative of the
outflow of capital and job opportunities from the United States
to these more favorable nations.
The CHAIRMAN. I am alarmed, too. I wish you would check on
those figures because it doesn't seem reasonable that the companies
would grow from 48 in 1960 to 500. Maybe that covers, that 500 covers
something else.
Mr. PRIcE. I will be happy to check further into that report, Mr.
Chairman, and provide it for you, if possible.
The CHARMAN. If you have it available, I would like to know the
investment made.
Could that be secured, by these companies, are they built factories
or selling organizations or what are they I
Mr. PRICE. I assume you mean the total investment capital represented by these 500.
The CHAIRMAN. When you say companies have set themselves up
in Belgium do you mean manufacturing companies or selling organizations? Some of them are selling organizations and some of them
are manufacturing, aren't they I
Mr. PRICE. That might very well be that some of them are selling
orgaizations. I am not sure because the article was not that explicit.
he CHAMMAN. I share your concern about this tremendous oversea
investment of American capital.
Do you think it is accelerated by reason of the Common Market?
Mr. PRICE. I think it has been accelerated, and this is my personal
opinion, because of the extremely low labor rates in the foreign countries it is-it has been part of the general picture for a number of
years.
The CHAJRMAN. It is also perhaps accelerated by the thought they
can sell among themselves without a tariff and get the benefit of low
labor rates?
Mr. PRICE. I think that is a natural trend.
The CHAIRMAN. 'hat was that?
Mr. PRICE. I think that was the natural trend. It might very well
have been foreseen.

The

CHAIRMAN.

The Common Market was first announced about 3

years ago
Mr. PRICE. Three three and a half years ago, I am not just sure
The CHAIRMAN. i would like to have the increase in American
companies locating within the Common Market area beginning with
the time that the announcement was first made, if these figures are
available.
Mr.' PRICE. I shall make every effort to obtain them for you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And also, if possible, that amount invested by the
companies.
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(The following was later received for the record:)
augut IQ, 196'S.
Re H.R. 11970 (additional data requested).
Hon. Hamy F. ByiD,

Oharman, Senate Tianoe Oammittes, New Setaae 6toe Buadism, Wa4
D.O.

gto

D&Au Si: At the close of my testimony before the Senate FInance Committee on August 7, you asked several questions which I was unable to answer
offhand. In keeping with my promise to obtain the answers, if possible, I
submit the following additional data:
A. Question. When did the EEC come into being?
Answer. The EEC came into being as a result of the Treaty of Rome, which
became effective January 1, 1958.
B. Question. You mention an increase of from 19 companies In 1958 to 5M0
companies (setting up in business in Belgium and Luxembourg) between 1958
and 1962-are these all U.S. companies?
Answer. The Consumer Durable Goods Division of the U.S. Department of
Commerce has informed me that 236 new business establishments were set
up in Belgium in 1961. Of these 236 new establishments, 77 were U.S. firms;
these 77 firms represented an investment of $79 million and they employ 2,8M5
workers.
The types of new enterprises by U.S. investors for 1961 are broken down as
follows:
Industrial -------------------------------------- ---------. 38
Commercial
------------------------------------------------80
14
--------------------------------------------------Services
TotaL -----------------------------------------------------------77
This is the same total that I quoted from the Import Bulletin in my testimony
on August 7.
The Consumer Durable GoQds Division could not answer immediately my question with respect to the 500 new establishments in )Belgium and Lux~Tbourg
since 1958; i.e., how many were U.S. firms, total capital investment, 6tc. However, I am enclosing several charts from the September 1961 issue of Survey of
Current Business, as published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics.
These charts are to be found on pages 20, 21, 22, and 23 of the issue mentioned
above. For identification purposes, they are designated as follows, and you will
note that the upsurge In U.S. investment in manufacturing facilities in the
Common Market countries coincides with the enactment of the Treaty of Rome
and is growing each year:
No. 1. "Comparison of domestic and foreign plant and equipment expenditures
by U.S. companies--197-01."
No. 2. "Plant and equipment expenditures abroad by U.S. manufacturing companies by area and major commodity-1959-62." (With respect to this chart,
please note the high totals In the Common Market countries as compared to all
other areas of Europe and the rest of the world.)
No. 3. "Plant and equipment expenditures of direct foreign Investments in
selected industries, 1959-62."
No. 4. "Domestic and foreign expenditures for plant equipment in selected
industries, 1959-61."
No. 5. "Sales of manufacturers by direct Investment enterprises abroad, principal commodities by areas--1957, 1959, and 1960."
No. S. "Production abroad by direct investment manufacturing enterprises, by
selected countries--1957, 1959, and 1960."
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The above charts are in an article written by Frederick Cutler and 0hristopher Douty for the September Issue of Survey of Current Business for 1961
and, $n connection with the charts, they write:
"U.S. direct investment enterprises abroad are planning to spend over 4L5
billion this year for plant and equipment, and expect to maintain this rate during
1982. Of this total, nearly $4 billion is expected to be invested in production facilities for manufaetmers petroleum, and raw materials of various kinds, the remainder for utilities, trade and distribution, and service industries. (I believe
this answers your question as to how much of this foreign investment is going
into production facilities for manufacturers.)
"The 1981 amount exceeds the previous year's actual investment by more than
20 percent, and approaches the earlier high established in 1967 when the petroleum industry was extremely active abroad. * * 0
"U.S. manufacturing companies anticipate an increase of 30 percent In outlays
for capital equipment in 1961, with only a small decrease from this high now
*
expected for 1982.
'"Outlays in Europe-over half of the total-are rising sharply in both the
Common Market countries and the United Kingdom. * 0 *
"Outlays in the Common Market are expected to increase more than 50 percent
in 1961.
"OOMPAWISON WITH DOMESTIC OUTLAYS

"Foreign plant and equipment expeditures are becoming an increasingly large
proportion of the overall capital Investment programs of many U.S. manufacturing industries, as shown in table 4 (exhibit No. 4 attached hereto). * 0 *
"[They] are rising faster than for the domestic industry. * * * Domestic expenditures in 1961 remained practically unchanged, compared to 1960, while
foreign expenditures show a strong upward trend."
The above comments, issued by the Department of Commerce, and the charts
developed in connection therewith, certainly substantiate our more general
reference to this trend in our testimony before your committee on August 7.
Since it is imperative that I submit to you the information obtained as quickly
as possible, I am sending it by air mail this afternoon.
Again may I express to you and your committee my sincere appreciation for
the courtesy extended to me and to the American handmade glassware industry
on August 7.
Very truly yours,
J. RAYMOND PiUCE,
Bweu~tve Seoreaory.
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ComparisOn of Domestic and Foreign
Plant and Equipment Expenditures
By U.S. Companies-1957-61
MANUFACTURING - Upsurge in Foreign
Expenditures Places Them Considerably
Above 1957; Domestic Still Below
1961

Index, 1957. 100
140

-

120

1'"","

so

-

4010:0

Foreign
Expenditures Show Recovery From 1960 Low
PETROLEUM AND MINING -

100

8000

60

1

Ex95itre S9ow

195U

1959ey ro 1960 1961

AND MININ-

Foreign

I
*E,,ldas Prlmry Item end Steel end
Pekelesm Proivcs. :
(edc
VA. bepsMI.I e Ceotce. Wffuof NOW ftIes

IA-sl
1"a"JI
r'lwn
li

, /'metal

elB81-9-8

TA3Lz

2.-Plant and equipment expenditures abroad byj U.S. manufacturingcompanies, byj area and maor commodity, 1959-S

Millions of dollars]

Area and years

Total

andald Cbemicals

Food

products

products

Rubber
products

=

rl-

metals
All aee,
7
19M total: --..-.-.-.-------------------------.....
$1,147

1I M1
..............
..

1,337

11 k- ---- --1,755
M1962
-----------------------------------------1,706
Conadw

1 .....

. .....-.
.............
...................
389
1980 I -----.
.
384
19
......
..
371
19 k.-.------...........378
622
-2

Irln

Amerai: 'S
19691 ............................................
193
1960
............
.......
207
19
........
............
290
Igo k..............................
-.2"..
57

c

omo Market:

'-.0 ----.-.--------.--------.-.-----------328
1961 --..-.-------------.-..-.------------....
504
19623 -----------------------.-.-.-----------...
46

Other Europe:

19
--.......................................
236
10
.-----------------------------280
1961 k ------...--------- ..........-----------398
1=
407
Other arms:
1994 --------------------------......
..------115
1960 I--------------------------.---------139
19615 -------------------------------------------191
1962.-------------------------------------------209

'Revised.
'Estimated on the basis of company proJections.

SR2,

S

$8

*zE

eaed

trtn

.ment

V76

$127

$109

*5

= 8

68

133

12

104

336

1o

71
74

176
1a

179
167

142
12

n0
19

146
160

14

65

10

27

66

'43

18
16

50
65

22

35

45

46
44

S

97

78

142
112

79
73

289
301

22

65

78

30

s0
57

66
62

44
33

8
7
9
7

52
49
58
60

16
12.
11
12,

21
21

6
8
6
9

171
31 i
21 !

2
3.
3

44
72
65

11
7
6

10
12
12

72
go
83

21
3D

M2
218
M
MO

O0
42

47

26
24
41
43

17
1s
31
31

40
74
143
136

22
35

65

23
1
14
25

30
so

20

5
3
4
4

11
8
11
9

3
12
4
3

22
28
41
48

19
16
19
16

7
11
30
37

6
10
U
]a

16
16
15
15

20
23
'38
57

11
12
13
13

30
20

24

13
i8

28

55

75

is

49
16

11

17

22

3D

as

28
16

1i
27
24

56
-

41
47
as
63

"0
20
31
27

28
30D

Or
50

55

* Includes Western femfshere dependencies.
No.--Detall may not add to totals because of rounding.

33
34
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TABLE &-fPlar

and equpmus evpedtwes of dkevd foreign 4iveatmem
eeoted fxusd*tre , 159-6S

in

|Mhiflios of dollars}
1o0
All

iess,total.................................

1961'

1W0
56

1962

50

6I

S5

73
14
2
87

66
141
291
95

68
I
312
01

225

206

190

M.
86
60
45

8
65
66
60

214

125

161

180

Arculture ......................
37
Public utilities..................
.
1
Trade .................................
....
1
18
Mb ellaeous ..............................

80
40
a5
20

S0
66
45
21

20
66
48
20

Ariculture ................................
79
Public utilities I ............................
191
Trade ......................................
16
95
M isoellaneou
..............................
Oansda, total ..................................

170

A griculture
.................
w6
85
Public utl
.............................
lites
Trade ......................................
45
Mioellaneous ..............................
65
Latin America, total ...........................

Europe, total ...................................

Ag

riculture
................................

Public utilities. ............................
Trade ......................................
Misoellaneout ..............................
Oter rea, tow ..............................
Agriculture ................................
Public utilities ............................
Trade ....................................
Mlllaneous .......... ....................
I Revised.
I Estimated on the basis of company projections.
IExcludes international shipping.
Sless than &%00,000.

115
(4)

6
101
8
64
7
22
21
14

187
(
i

8

85
50
66
80

147
()

166
(

7

6
135
7

S
16
6

72

5

80

16
13

a
16
46
1

67
is

t0

TABLz 4.-Domestic and foreign expenditures for plant and equipment in selected industries, 19 9-61
(Amounts inm ice. Of dollarsl
Explmlmnre--19801

Expendltwres-960

Expendlture-1961
00'

Total
Mining and petfleum, total -----------------------$5,475
Selected manufacturing industries, total ............
7.373
Primary and fabricated metas 1----------------1,127
ethical m aceDe ----------.---- 616
Machinery, except electucal ------------------1,019
Transportation equipment ---------------------1.258
erand s.d
..
products -----------------------.
713
i alL ------------------1,462
Rubrpout---------------266
Food producta...-------------...........
912
eOVlIse
I
d steel produeew.
o
.EePdtnarY Iron
and

Dome.
tic

foreign

Pereentof
foreign
tol.20.

$1,9g5
1,033

36
14

1,000

$27

11

1,143

1 010

910
1,030
630
1.230
19D
83D

40

I
18
12
16
291
9

1,=
1,646
8%
1,837
298
1,017

1,100
1,310
730
1.600
230
920

3, 480
6,340

96

is
232
76

16

Domestic
35,523
8,785

74

3,60
7,6100

G

Pereento4
Foreign
ooreIgn
Total
totalstoto

Domestic

Foreign
3,214
1,617

37
18

176

-17
17
14
31
10
15
24
13

$1,83
1.

34
13

$5,984
9.007

3,270
7,400

133
1o
132
336
78
237
a8
97

12

1.066

11
21
9
13
23
10

1,279
1,700
799
1.38
291K
1.1=

880
6o0
1,100
1,170
72D
1,650
3
O

13

142

179
50
79
239
71
142

Peosutof

No?-Forelgn expenditure Include acquisitions of existing fxed mets, which are
excluded from the domestic sares,

0

TABL- 6.-Sales of manufacture by direc-intetment enerprisesabroad, principalcommoditi., by areas, 1957, 1959, and 1960
IMMIos of dofnls
Maua-Paper
turn,
Food
products
=

Are and years

An ses, total:
..
-1969

and
ae
Chemisals
prducts

Rubber
produce

Pimary
Machinery,
and
ee t
Elecsial Transpotsto
fabricated el
1
ms rry equipment
metals

1...331....................4..........1..4.
M7
sm
M0
21,100
2,810
1.170
2,16
1,040
11890
23, 570
2,90
1,20
3,20
1,170
1,680
Canada:
7
....................
7,087
928
769
897
272
927
m9 .................................... .
6.670
1.060
1,030
1,070
290
gm
1 90--------------------------..
,92
1,020
1,100
1,180
310
920
Laft Amezim Ia
196..........................................
2,436
606
55
490
229
111
I---- --.....................
2,830
740
60
890
260
100
1960 ------.-.-------------------------......
3,180
730
70
62D0
280
100
-

-

S

---........----------

6,313
I9----.---.-.-.--....--.-.------.-.---.-.-.
7,600
.9.......................................
9.310
Other: 1r97
.............. - --------------------.
1'68
1 9......................................
1.910
--...---------.......--------------------2,160
IInclude

734

34

188
250
250

23
3D
3

760
900

0
60

$1,90
1,
.200
2,490

82 47,9
2,100
2,230

696
7o
790

1,080
1,030
1,040

66
80
100

190
190
240

262

435

470
90

1.009
1,210
1,430

132
20

196
20O

75
70

290

133
10

go
110

220

70

190

110

1.060
1,240

20D
30

678
770
80

5,140
5,170
1,488
1,600
1,6D0

e
Other
prmduct

81,89.
2,100
2,310
so2
30
90

375
470
710

292
30
N0

1,700
2,380
2,970

630

666
720
840

740
SO

-

116
140
170

Weden Hemisphere depeumdea.

0,.
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TAwm 7.-ProductUoR abroad by direot,-imtment manufacturing enterpriae., by
elected oounfrie8, 19.57, 1969, and 1960
[Millions of dollars)

All rea total ............................
oanad
..............................................
Latin Ameria,total
...............................
Argentina .............................................
Brazil ................................................
Mexico .............................................
Venezuela ...........................................
Other countries I.......................................
Europe, total .................................................

1957

196"

$18, 331
7.897
2,435

$21,100
8,670
2,830

385
6
643
268
480
6,313

1960

426
764
751
34
525

$23,670
8,920
8,180
696
879
770
30
475

7.90

9,310

Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg .................. 416
France.............................................
763
Oermany. .........................................
1,11
Italy..........................230
Un ldit Kingdo m.......................................
3,303
Other countries ...........................................
485

461
789
1,672
2"
4,050
674

602
95
1,836
3U0
4,715
843

Other areas, total .............................................
1,65

1,910

2,160

93
240
141
292
3D4

1,083
290
140
303
340

Australa .................................................
787
Japan..............................................
217
Philippine Republic .............................
:"
118
Union of South Afris ..................................
300
Other countries .......................
263

1 includes Western Hemisphere dependencies.
IIncludes production in Cuba sm(hunting to $149 million in 1957, and $181 million In 1959, but excludes
Cuba in 1960.

The CHA1RMAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Senator TALMADOE. Ar. Chairman, I have a question.
Mr. Price, your statement was restricted to the handmade. I
assume that matters such as bottles and glass jars and things of that
type are madeby machinery ?
Mr. PRICE. ;es, sir.

Senator TALMADOE. Would your testimony relate substantially the
same to these machine-made glass items also?
Mr. PRICE. No, sir, it does not. We have tried in the Department
of Commerce figures upon which we must rely for our import information-we have tried to separate as best we can and differentiate between the machine-made and the handmade product. The situation
is somewhat different with the machine product.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Price.
The next witness is Mr. C. Frank Dale of the International Brotherhood of Operative Potters.
Take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEUM OF C. FRANK DALE, SIXTH VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OP OPERATIVE POTTERS
Mr. DALE. The statement of E. L. Wheatley, president, will be presented by me, C. Frank Dale, sixth vice president, International
Brotherhood of Operative Potters.

The International Brotherhood of Operative Potters speaks for the

vast majority of workers in potteries that make household and restau-
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rant china and earthenware. We also have membership in tilemaking, vitrified china bathroom fixtures, and refractories establishments.
Pottery products have long been imported and imports have caused
great difficulty to the domestic industry. This difficulty can be laid
at the feet of the low wages that prevail in the competing countries,
Our potteries are no less efficient than their foreign counterparts;
but potterymaking is an operation in which labor represents a high
portion of the cost of production. Therefore, we have little or no
mechanical advantage over foreign producers.
In the pottery industry labor wages amount to over 60 percent of the
total costs while material costs are relatively less. This means that
employment in the industry is higher per dollar of output than in the
more highly mechanized industries.
Today this is a consideration that should not be dismissed too
lightly. Employment has become a matter of national concern. It
is estimated that automation is causing the displacement of 25,000
workers in the Nation per day. We should be thankful that we still
have some industries that are not casting workers on to the unemployment rolls so rapidly.
The pottery industry has also suffered from displacement of workers but this has come principally from import competition rather
than from automation.
This competition, of course, causes pressure for mechanization in
order to reduce costs; but no automatic potterymaking machine has
yet been produced.
If rapid mechanization did occur, unemployment would become
worse because in the present stote of the world and the rapid spread
of technology overseas it would be only a short time before Japan
and other countries would install the same machinery and we would
soon lose our advantage. If more pottery were consumed because of
lower prices, cheaper imports rather than we would fill the demand.
Higher productivity is a desirable goal but it does not guarantee a
competitive advantage because our own companies are free to go
abroad and manufacture there or to license foreign manufacturers.
Tho result is that the lower foreign wages maintain their competitive advantage. Without adequate tariffs or import quotas the
domestic market bwcomes fair game to any foreign manufacturer who
keeps up with or achieves mechanical or technological parity with
American producers. It is then that his low wage payments take
effect.
Having the same or nearly the same output per hour as the American manufacturer the foreign producer reaps a great advantage by
paying wages that may be only a third or a fourth or as low as an
eighth of our pay, including fringe benefits.
American potteries are principally located in towns or small cites
and very often represent the economic mainstay of the community.
If calamity befalls the industry it also falls on the community and
causes hardship and privation far beyond the factory doors.
It affects the local business and professions and visits a blight on
them as surely as a natural calamity and one that lasts longer.
H.R. 11970 proposes Federal aid under these circumstances. It
would pay two-thirds of the accustomed wages to displaced workers
and retrain them and in some cases relocate them.
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Mr. Chairman, on the first line of the third paragraph there, I
made a correction of the "a" to "I" and I will read it as corrected.
Mr. Chairman, you will pardon me if I say that this proposal gets
a sour reception from our membership. They are as patriotic as any
other Americans and are ready to make sacrifices in behalf of the
country's security and defeatkig our enemies.
They are, however, not ready to make these sacrifices in behalf of
State Department theorists and professors who have never put a
day of work in a factory in their lives or, if they did, got out of it as
quickly as possible.
The pattern workers do not understand and will not understand
and cannot be expected to understand why they should be consigned
to the ranks of the unemployed and probably onto the ash heap as a
matter of conscious policy, when the supposed benefits of the trade
bill are bitterly disputed.
The question is highly controversial and this means that numerous.
people do not agree with the objectives of the bill.
How can anyone expect the probable victims of the bill, workers
who are peacefully and gainfully employed; who are law-abiding
citizens who have supported their Government and who cheerfully
meet their obligations as citizens-I ask, how can anyone reasonably
expect that these people will look with favor on such a bill as this, a
bill that would put their livelihood, their family lives, and their future
in 'eopardy
l
They regard it as a monstrous proposal that reflects a callous
bureaucratic reach for power over the lives of people in behalf of a
doctrine many regard as unsound in the first, place.
The hundreds or thousands of dinnerware and chinaware potters
who have been idled because of potteries that failed, quit business or
went bankrupt, and those now working in plants that have a high
rate of partial unemployment have a high age average.
Otir organization's record show that potter's age averages are over
50 years in the dinnerware and chinaware industry.
iThe average potters know what to expect when they start looking
for new employment in another industry at such a high age level
They cannot conceive of a Federal training plan accepting them as
applicants for special retraining for any jobs higher than low-paid
service operations in the minimum wage levels.
Many ceramic plants are located in hilly country where clay is
mined'and far enough removed from any potential training centers
that transportation allowances could well match their income, if such
allowances were permitted.
This bill comes as a shock to those of us who are familiar with the
long line of promises and assurances given by Presidents Roosevelt,
Truman, and Eisenhower to the effect that the trade program was not
to put industry out of business or cause serious injury.
These promises were supported by various Secretaries of State
who served from 1934 to 1960, beginning with Cordell Hull.
We remember that much was made of the care that was being
exercised by the State Department and other governmental agencies
to see to it that tariffs were not to be reduced to a point where injury
would take place. To assure this the peril point legislation was
1
I .1
adopted.

It was also said repeatedly that if serious injury did occur the
escape clause was available as a remedy. This was written into law
It is true that the administration of the escape clause has been a
severe disappointment. Only 15 cases out of about 180 has ever
succeeded in getting a remedy in the form of a higher duty.
Now, it is proposed to drop the peril point provision out of the law
and to cut the heart out of the escape clause. This, I say, isa shocking proposal and should not prevail.
What we need is a stronger rather than a gutted escape clause.
The Government should move to redeem its pledge rathnr than to
brush it unceremoniously aside. This is no way to build respect for
our Government or to promote faith in its goodwill.
It is a mistake to think that the people who support the Government can be so easily fooled. We kiow when we are being taken for
a ride and we do not appreciate it.
This bill would very soon result in a solid ceiling over wages. It
stands to reason that if tariffs are lowered still more industry will
find that import competition will give it a powerful weapon against
any further increases. We are being asked to walk into a stone wall
of collective bargaining.
Should we agree to this we would be silenced in future wage
conferences.
I know that the pottery industry itself is opposed to this bill and
in this we stand shoulder to shoulder. We do not want to see a ceiling
erected over their heads any more than they want to see one put over us.
Mr. Chairman, in making this presentation of objections to the
proposals for trade expansion there is no intent to imply that we are
opposed to any foreign nation.
I have supported the past Federal administrations on foreign aid
to assist people and other nations throughout the world.
I respect the present administration headed by our President and
have supported his election and practically all of his proposed legislation with this one excetpion of H.R. 11970.
I am opposed to the U.S. Congress delegating or giving away an y
of the established authority under the United States of America s
Constitution to anyone.
Mr. Chairman, we are opposed fervently to the enactment of H.R.
11970. We do not want a passport to the junk pile but want a remedy
against injury from imports that rely on low wages for their competitive advantage.
The ChArMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dale.
Mr. DAL. Mr. Chairman, could I insert the copy of an excerpt
from the AFL-CIO debateI
The CIRMMAN. Without objection.
(The excerpts referred to follow:)
E3CEI. T8 FsoI

AFL-CIO DPi.& - ox Foxcio

1961, Bnummnr

CosnozniO

(Promeding

TAwD

RILATIOnS, DboEMmi 11,

.%T MIAMx BzAOH, FL&

pp. 51-67o third day)

Mr. E. L. Wheatley, president, International Brotherhood of Operative Potters:
"We are not anti to any foreign station. We are anti to having; therghts of'
0ong"a turned over to the State Departuent.
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"You can talk of giving money to help distressed people and train them to
come Into new Industries * * *. We do not think that program will get there
in time to do any good in the way of offering relief for our people.
"But you people remember bow long It takes the American labor movement to
even raise the minimum rate here, and that is too long
* * to assume that
the pottery workers and the other thousands and millions of workers who are
being deprived of their Job opportunities are going to sit and wait on the relief
lines while some labor organization in these other nations brings up a decent
midmum."
Mr. George Baldanti, president, United Textile Workers:
"We are not for isolation. We believe In reciprocal trade. But our definition
of "reciprocity" is that we will supply nations with products that they do not
have, and we will buy from them products which we need and we do not have.
"We do not interpret reciprocal trade to be a concept under which we will
permit low-wage areas or no-wage areas to destroy the economy of entire Industries in this country, merely for the purpose of having friends.
"With due respect to President Kennedy, who I firmly believe has a feeling
and a grasp of the problems of the world, I do not believe in the principle that
we should give to any President the right as an individual to wipe out any kind
of tariff or controls as an Individual administrative act, because who may be
President today may be one type of personality. Who may be President tomorrow or 5 years from now may be a completely different personality.
*

S

S

S

S

S

S

"When there are corporate interests * * investing millions of dollars in
the Common Market of Europe, that are establishing plants that are more
modern than ours today, unless we get some safeguard against wholesale importation into this country, there is no guarantee that 5 years from now these
same automated factories that are being built in many parts of the world * * *
will not curtail operations in this coilniry and dmnp all the cheap goods right
back here in the United States."
Mr. Enoch Rust. vice president, United Glass & Ceramic Workers:
"Well, I went to Washington and I didn't have to stay long until I found that
we did not have a trade program based on the law as written, the reciprocal
trade program of 1934 and amended several times thereafter.
"Why are we excited? There was enough window glass imported in 1959 and
1960 to furnish over 4 million six-room dwellings * * *. In that period of time
(1959 and 1960) over a inillior
'tomobiles were imported into this country
carrying 30 million square fee;
glass and carrying 5 million rubber tires
replacing thousands of rubber w.
-R,thousands of glass workers, thousands
of textile workers, and thousands of t.tomobile workers.
"We were told by Khrushchev that he was going to "bury us" economically.
What did we do to help him do It? We gave him a spade to dig the hole with
and to throw the dirt In our face."
Mr. George Burdon, president, United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic
Workers:
"In the rubber industry we are experiencing a serious challenge from the
gro,'ng imports of rubber footwear ** *. Imports totaled 50 million pairs In
1959 and doubled to 100 million pairs in 1960.
"We have an average of $2.50 an hour versus an average In some other
countries of 23 cents an hour. We cannot compete with that kind of competition."
Mr. George Fecteau, president, United Shoe Workers of America:
"In 1949 we imported 8 million pairs of shoes
S*
We exported 6 million
pairs.
"Last year, 1960, we imported 80 million pairs * * * and our exports had
dropped to 3 million pairs to all countries, so that the balance we have been
speaking about certainly Is not In favor of the shoe industry.
"Many of our companies in the shoe industry-the large companies, thorns
who can afford to move-have moved to Japan. They have moved to It.ly,
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They have moved to other foreign countries. Many of them have closed shoe
factories here In the United States * *
These companies are moving for
profit reasons.
"We have estimated that unless some protection
comes about *
the shoes Industry here will become as extinct as the dodo bird within 8 years.
"It Is suggested that the peoplee employed in those industries can go to other industries. As one who has been in the field and has seen factory after factory
close down, and has seen the efforts of our union and these workers to place themselves in industry, I know that such talk Is a lot of damned foolishness. It is
not practical or just."
Mr. William Pollock, president, Textile Workers of America:
"Since 1934 we have been for reciprocal trade; but we feel as an Industry and
as representatives of the workers in that Industry that we should not be offered
up as a sacrifice In the altar of international trade.
"You know, It is all very well to be for international trade, but we represent
workers * 0 * and they are told that in the Interest of International trade we
must accept the imports from other nations, and 'to protect you we will retrain
you and prepare you to go into some other Industry.' Well, I think this is fine,
it is as it should be.
"But when you get an Individual that has spent 20 or 30 years learning a skill
• * * only to find his Job shipped to some other nation and he is to be trained
to go, maybe the electronics industry, where they are barely paying a minimum
wage, It is pretty hard to convince him that this Is a sacrifice he must make In
the Interest of world peace.
"I know that In 1962 when we have to elect a full Congress, If the representatives of our unions go to a Congressman in that congressional district and find
that he Is going to vote for a liberal trade program that will export their job
to Europe, that he cannot count on their votes to send him back to Washington."
Mr. George Meany, president, AFL-CIO:
"If you read th!. resolution carefully, you will see that we are setting forth
stipulations that we feel should go In this legislation.
"We call for retention of the escape clause provision In the new legislation, and
then I would like to point to section 4 of the proposed resolution, that 'the new
legislation should direct the President to take whatever action Is necessary to
mitigate problems of market disruption.'
"To all these organizations, I can say to you that when the legislation comes
up * * * that our legislative department, our research department, our eeonomists and everybody concerned will cooperate with these organizations iPud try to
get in the legislative safeguard to protect them to the maxitnum exwnt that Is
possible.
"But we cannot * * * depart from the idea of a reciprocal trade pact with the
other nations of the world."
Mr. George Harrison, chairman of the resolutions committee:
"This resolution goes further than any other trade policy resolution adopted
by this federation, in the direction of protecting our industries against undue
hardship because of reciprocal trade agrccments.
"If you will look at paragraph 6 you will find that it says: 'In all phases of
tariff and trade policy, the U.S. Government should seek to safeguard the absplute
historic levels of production of significant Industries.'
"Now that means only one thing. Certainly imports shall not be permitted to
the point where It causes serious Injury to any of our historic industries."
The resolution was carried.

The CHATRMAN. I would like to ask you a question or two.

On

page 3 you discuss the proposed aid to those who may be displaced or
industries that may be injured.
What is your undeLstanding of the standards whereby it is decided
whether or not an industry is injured by importations
87270-2-pt. 8-4
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Mr. DALE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would answer it this way: We
know from experience I think we are one of the oldest unions that
has led this fight against the influx of foreign ceramics coming into
the country. We have never been able to get any aid in the form of a
quota or taiffs to protect us. Using as an illustration a little town in
northeastern part of Tennessee that employed something over a thousand potters for quite a numbe,6 of years and just recently they went
out of existence completely due to the competition.
The CnAIRKAN. You come out very strongly against this aid. I am
impressed with what you say.
When it comes to paying the compensation for the aid, I awume
they will go first on the unemployment compensation rolls within the
State, is that correctI
Mr. DALE. Yes, that would be my understanding.
The CHAirMAN. And then that is supplemented by Federal aid.
Mr. DALE. Yes, that is my understanding, too.
The CHAIRMSAN. Therefore, if you have one company that is injured by competition within the United States, you will have one rate
of payments of aid, and those that are injured by imports would have
another, is that correct,?
Mr. DALE. That is right.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to say, if you would permit me, using
as examples the two small towns in West Virginia, Nolan and Chester,
the four companies which have plants there, the Homer Laughlin,
the Edwin N. Nolan, Harker Pottery, Taylor, Smith & Taylor should
employ a good many over 6,000 people, yet the maximum that are employed by them in ihe last 5 or 6 years i's in the neighborhood of 3,000
or 3.100 at the outmost.
Today they are employing something like 2,500 people at a
maximum.
That is what we mean by "the partial unemployed" even with plants
still in existence.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but what I am getting at is that they first
start out on the State unemployment rolls, don't they?
Mr. DALE. That would be my thinking, yes sir.
The CHAIRM3AN. If they become unemployed by reason of imports?
That is augmented by'the Federal aid, by paying them at a higher
rate than the State would pay ordinary unemployment I
Mr. DALE. That is my understanding of the law, yes.
The CHAIMSAN. Don't you think that is a first step toward federalizing the unemployment benefits?
Mr. DALE. I would assume so; yes.
The CHAmRMAN. It is something which I would be very much opposed to. I think you have made a very strong argument here with
your particular business, because, as you state, it would be very difficult
to train these skilled pottery workers for some other jobs.
Did you Ay the majority were over 50 years of age?
Mr. ))AL.. Yes; better than 50 years of age, average.
The CHAMMAN. What countries give you the worst competition?
Mr. DALE. Well, the worst is Japan, naturally; they produce more
china, send more in, and their wage level is much less than any of the
other ones. I think Mr. Coburn gave the figures there, I believe
something like 32 cents of Japanese wages against $2.50 soineth~ng.
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'The CHAIRMAN. 32 cents an hour I
Mr. DALz. 32 cents an hour againstThe CHAIRMAN. Compared to your wage of what I
Mr. DALz. $2.56, I believe in china.
The CHAIRMAN. $2.56

Mr. DALE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All rig!it. Thank you very much.

Mr. DALE. Thank you, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions I
Senator Sm Tmms. No; thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Carl Gustkey of the Imperial Glass Corp.
Mr. Gustkey, take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF CARL GUSTHEY, PRESIDENT, IMPERIAL
GLASS CORP.
Mr. GUSTK1EY. Mr. Chairman ,,d gentleman, I am Carl Gustkey,
for over 25 years president of tha 59-year-old Imperial Glass Corp.,
Bellaire, Ohio, United States of AKnerica-the low tariff country of the
entire world. We employ about 400 skilled glassmakers in producing
some 2,000 items of handpressed and handblown, nationally marketed
table, gift, institutional Rnd other types of handcrafted crystal and
colored glassware sold through nearly 10 000 retail outlets in the
United States and Canada. We are a proud part of America's oldest
industry, established at Jamestown by the Virginia colonists, in 1608.
I can't possibly tell the full story of my company's sore experiences
difficulties, declining employment and earnings caused by 25 years of
damaging import competition in but 10 short minutes, or even begin
to describe our fears of the fatal results we see coming from the proposed adoption of H.R. 11970, but, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for
allowing me to appear at all.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, we in our company and industry
quify as experts-by-experience on the ill effects caused by imports.
We have been forced tobecome economic literates to survive. There
are no economic boobs in our industry. Just because we sincerely
oppose passage of H.R. 11970 does not mean we are mental midgets.
Our company and our entire industry long ago labeled Mr. Hull's
trade invention as the nonreciprocating trade policy of the United
States, because it has not ever been reciprocal for handmade glass
products in any portion of the past quarter century.
During the life of this carelessly and erroneously called reciprocal
trade policy of our Nation, our own company's export business has
been reduced from a quarter-million dollars to $50,000 per year-a
decrease (or loss) in such sales of 80 percent per year; the equivalent
of 4 full weeks work (1 full month) for 400 full-time people in
our plant.
Since Mir. Hull's "brain child" was first adopted by Congress our
Nation has reduced duties on imported handcrafted glassware by 70
percent and foreign nations have "reciprocated" by enforcing quotas,
internal taxes, other varied and serious nontariff barriers including
com plete embargoes against our products, time after time, until a
small Canadian market is all the export business left open to us and
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even it exacts a tariff rate today of over 80 percent on our wares and
imposes an added tax or levy of 15 percent at the consumer point of
sale.
Will we be any better able to build a profitable and worthwhile
export volume under H.R. 119701 Howl What about the vast and
wide differences in international manufacturing costs and wage levels?
When an American producer has direct-wage costs of from 3 to 10
times higher than his foreign competitor how can he make and sell
on an equal basis? The difference is that great in our product field.
On this subject of wage percentage of total cost, Congress has been
told that "in the countries where wages are low1 raw materials are
ex pensive and they balance out in the cost mix.'
Such a statement is a fallacy if applied to our product. In nearly
all nations of the world, raw materials for melted glass are close,
available, and there are no real disadvantages compared with our raw
material costs. Nor do they have any in fuel costs for melting.
Today, raw materials cost us but cents out of each income dollar.
Wages cost us 56 cents out of each income dollar. When the statement is made that "all over the world, materials comprise the biggest
percentage of the average cost dollar," an economic ignoramus is
speaking, for it is falsehood.
The author of such a statement knows nothing of the world's craft
industries, to put it kindly.
And to refer again to differences in wages and labor's earnings
throughout the world: How, in face of them, can the low-wage area
lmy our products? It's one thing to desire or want to buy-quite
another matter to be able to afford to buy.
Am I right?
Of course I'm right.
During this long and tortuous 25-year period of alleged reciprocal
trade policy, we have seen both industry wide handblown and handpressed domestic production and sales of glassware decline dollarwise
by more than 50 percent, far more so in numbers of units produced,
and in our own company, we have painfully watched the percentageof-capacity operating level go down to a current 42 percent.
Our total annual average employment has dropped from 550 to 300
during the past quarter century under our government's trade policy
and annual production downtime has moved from none to 60 full
days per year.
All of this has been caused by the large quantities of imported likeor-similar glass items retailing in our domestic markets at from 25 to
75 percent less than our American-made products.
We proved this situation and trend to both the House Steed subcommittee (12 years ago--in 1950) and to.the House Dent subcommittee in July 1961.
Over the vears we have repeatediv presented these proven trends to
the House Ways and Means Committee, to this Senate Finance Committee, and more than once to the Committee on Reciprocity
Information.
We have proved it twice to the Tariff Commission but because none
of the separate companies in our industry were ready to acknowledge
outright bankruptcy at the times of these Tariff Commission hearings,
we were granted no relief.
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As a painful aside, I might interject here, that the second largest
handmade glass plant in America and one of the oldest in our industry
was forced into bankruptcy proceedings the day after we recently were
testifying before the House Ways and Means Committee on H.R.
9900.
Why?
It was America's largest producer of handblown stemware and
could no longer successfully compete with foreign like-or-similar items
which have been entering our country in ever-increasing quantity since
1938.
Listen to but one current example--of literally hundreds-of such
proof of damage from imports: We make a 10-ounce table tumbler in
a Bambu pattern which we invented, originally designed, and originally marketed, and it retails for $1 each. A pirated exact copy from
Italy retails here for but 39 cents each.
Our 6-ounce juice tumbler retails for 90 cents each and the imported
steal-on-ours from Italy retails for only 29 cents each.
The price difference is in current direct-wage differentials.
In the first 3 months of 1961, we worked 480 total man-days on the
4 items in this pattern.
In the same period this year, we needed only 32 man-days to produce
to our sales. In such manner we have repeatedly and seriously suffered
since the adoption of our present so-called reciprocal trade legislation.
Do imports hurt us now? The answer is self-evident from only this
one described example. From this, project if you will, please, the
difficulty we'll face should H.R. 11970 rule our future.
Nowhere, in the current, vast, effective, costly, many times misleading but skillfully handled administration public relations campaignat the expense of the American taxpayer-to crash HR. 11970 into
sudden existence have we seen or heard any recognition of or fair
mention made of the wide cost differences that exist between foreign
and domestic producers and how H.R. 11970 will cure or compensate
for this damaging factor.
Wy, gentlemen ?
Or has this been recognized by various governmental proponents
who before you have casually alluded to possible dire effects of H.R.
11970 on corporate entities and the American jobs they support?
Our employees, management, and 800 local stockholders are against
passage of the entire HR. 11970 as now before you.
Particularly I speak against the so-called adjustment-and-assistance
sections of this proposed law as they relate to both firms and industries
and to employees.
The involved mechanics and methods of deterr,'nation would take
so much time, as to make the whole intent of these sections of the act
ineffective, and the provisions for and extent of assistance are. completely inadequate.
Right today I wager there are several domestic glass producers
eligible for assistance in accordance with certain of the provisions of
WR. 11970. Who, may I ask, will be the sole Judge of and/or write
the definitions of such words as "significant," "prolonged," "persistent," "a profit," and so forth?
If we are to continue to mother and nurture foreign employment and
across-the-sea prosperity, Imperial's 400 employees and 800 stockholders say, "Don't do it further at our expense."
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They can find no right in our entire governmental structure for anyone or any department or bureau to barter or to give away our jobs or
our investments at the stroke of a pen, regardless of who grips that pen.
During the past full quarter of a century under what our Congress
has chosen th dscribe as a "reciprocal trade era," despite all the soft
tted the horse to be
soap to the contrary, our Government has pe
stolen because of a wide-open unlocked barn door.
Hasn't the time come, gentlemen, for the good of America, to put a
lock on the barn door before the horse is stolen I Oh yes, keep the key
at hand for entrance at proper moments and for certain lengths of
time, but let's never again carelessly and deliberately throw it away or
completely lose it while the door is left wide open.
It's finally time to safeguard American trade and employment welfare, in advance of and prior to possible damage. Other wise, we're
courting further economic disaster by permitting more and more unemployment and more underemployment. Let's legislate to prevent
loss of American jobs and profits, and not just legislate for token
assistance after the damage happens.
But if enactment of HR. 11970 should become absolutely necessary
to hold America secure from her enemies, then for heaven's sake amend
it to (1) fully compensate the American workers whose jobs it will
deliberately destroy, by guaranteeing to and paying to them their full
past average earnings until age 65 or until physical disabiliti s arise
which would prevent them working at the jobs they once had.
How can a fine craftsman of 55, in many cases without even a high
school education, who has spent his entire working life acquirin, high
manual skills, now earning from $38 to $45 per day, be retrain, I for
similar uninterrupted income-earnings in a dissimilar, unfamiliar, new
vocation?
And (2) further amend this far-reaching proposed act, so fraught
with potential extensive damage. to set the date of passage of H.R.
11970 as the date of governmental agreement to purchase all corporate
assets of the companies you deliberately put out of business by H.R.
11970 and let the compensation be based upon full book value of the
stockholders' or owners' equity in these businesses as of the date of
adoption of H.R. 11970.
Lnder H.R. 11970, for companies and industries such as ours it
will just be a matter of logistics as to when we are liquidated.
flow else can our Government be honestly and completely fair#
It has no right to deliberately destroy domestic employment and
private investments without adequate and full compensation to both
workers and stockholders/owners for the full daainges brought about
by H.R. 11970.
Years and years ago, Cordell Hull listened to our story and said:
Your fears will soon be dispelled, for the legislation I am sponsoring will
produce true reciprocity.

It has not.
Dr. Steelman, Assistant President for Mr. Roosevelt, told me in
a White house Office conference that the craft industries of America
wereon a frail raft on the river of oblivion, in a flood current, and that we'd better
jump and swin for our very lives.
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President Truman listened to me tell my story in his office and
smilingly but curtly and brutally ended the visit with these words,
"son, I'm agin' you."
President Eisenhower would not even hear us: and very recently
on a national TV program, by inference, he told us why; we were
considered too insignificant to warrant time and attention.
President Kennedy has twice issued a proclamation for an annual
Buy Imports Week but his office tells us he dares not proclaim an
annual Buy American Week for fear of "foreign-trade retaliation."
Now comes H.R. 11970 to finally eradicate us.
Is the welfare of the rest of the world more important to our Government, to the Senate of the United States, than American jobs and
corporate prosperity here at home?
Tiank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAr. Thank you, Mr. Gustkey.
Any questions f
Senator SMATIIEn. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thankyou very much.
Mr. GusTriEY. Come visit the western portion of your Commonwealth next year during our centennial.
The ChAIRMAx. The Finance Committee is honored today to have
with us my good friend, the very distinguished Senator from Colorado, Mr. Allott, who will present the next witness.
Senator Ai.rr Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
I am very happy this morningto introduce to the conunitee Mr. Coors,
Mr. Joseph Coors of Golden, Colo.
lHe is the manager of a business which was established by his grandfather in 1873 and which has continued in business to the present
time.
The particular portion of the business which he wishes to speak to
this morning involves chemical or scientific porcelain which was established by the business in 1912.
It is the only chemical porcelain producer in the Western Hemisphere, not just the United States, but in the Western Hemisphere.
Now, because of the fact that this portion of their business amounts
to only 1I percent. of their total volune of sales, he is able to come
here, Mr. Chairman, in a position of being able to dissociate the financial impact, although it will have a financial impact, on the company,
from the other things involved and for this reason, and because of
my high respect for the Coors family and Joseph Coors, I asked the
chairman for the privilege of introducing him to the committee this
morning.
The CHAIRfAN. Thank you, Senator Allott.
Mr. Coors, you proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF IOSEPH COORS, COORS PORCELAIN CO.,
GOLDEN, COLO.
Mr. Coons. Because of the unusual character of chemical
porcelainSenator Araor. May I interrupt, Mr. Chairman. I asked Mr.
Coors, since people are not acquainted with chemical porcelain if he
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would bring along for the committee a few samples, small samples
of what they produ* so that the committee will have a better idea.
Mr. CooRs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The position of the Coors Porcelain Co. regarding the effect on the
chemical porcelain industry of any reduction in tariff which might
result from revised reciprocal trade agreements as proposed in H.R.
11970.
The Coors Porcelain Co. was given its real start in life at the beginning of World War I when the Allied blockade of Germany stopped
the importation into the United States of chemical porcelain, along
with all other kinds of scientific apparatus.
At that time there were no manufacturers of chemical porcelain in
the Western Hemisphere, and the chemists of this country soon found
themselves in dire straiits for the necessary laboratory equipment to
carry out their valuable research and control work.
At that time the Federal Government made an appeal to all ceramic
companies to produce chemical porcelain as needed in the laboratories.
Coors Porcelain Co., along with aproximately 26 other companies,
started small-scale operations to produce these items. Today, Coors
Porcelain Co. is the only manufacturer of chemical porcelain left in
the Western Hemisphere.
This porcelain is distributed throughout the United States and Canada through scientific apparatus dealers to all of the private and governmental laboratories, as well as universities and high schools.
There is.:ot a laboratory in the United States which does not. in some
way use Coors chemical and scientific porcelain ware.
The manufacture of chemical porcelain has been a good business and
a slowly but steadily growing one over the past 45 years, amounting
to roughly $1/2 million in annual sales today at Coors' sales value.
This business has never been a highly profitable one, however, because of the continuing threat from foreign importation.
This pressure, plus the ability to keep costs down by mechanization,
has resulted in a much lower increase in prices over the year than
most comparable products
For example, on two typical major items of this line, crucibles and
evaporating dishes, prices have increased by only 141 percent from
1939 to 1962, and since 1950 by only 21.5 percent.
I have included in the report a graph which shows in addition to
the actual price increases the prices adjusted for the decreased buying
power of the dollar, and from that graph you can see that we get the
same net adjusted price today that we got back in 1921 there, 1925.
(The graph referred to follows:)

I
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Mr. CooRs. Because the national importance of this product was
recognized by the scientific community, a separate category in para.
graph 212 of the Tariff Act of 1930 was set up. The U.S. Tariff Commission has stated in paragraph 212, page 178, that "chemical porcelain
is vital in national defense"
Great Britain also lists chemical porcelain as a key industry entitled
to protection b imrrt duties. '
previous to Word War II, German chemical porcelain was making
rather rapid inroads into this business despite the high tariffs which
were in existence at that time. Today, again, we see the threat of the
destruction of this business by low-priced foreign importation. Just
within the past 6 months, an American firm Laboratory Equipment
Co. of St. Joseph, Mich., has taken over the franchise for a line
of Japanese-made chemical porcelain. Their list price to the ultimate user is 25 to 40 percent lower than our present price,
despite tne 60 percent tariff which now exists on chemical porcelain.
Although they are making some inroads into our business and will
undoubtedly continue to, we believe that it is possible for us to do
a pretty good job of competing at this price differential because of
the service and quality which we can supply. It is inconceivable, however, that any rightfully thinking purchasing man would continue to
buy Coors' porcelain rather than this imported Japanese ware if the
protective tariff were removed.
There is a wide variety and number of parts required in a complete
line of chemical porcelain. WVe actually list in our catalog and stock
476 separate items and make a good number of additional items on
special order. Thb quantity of any one individual item which is sold
varies from 1 or 2 of some items up to approximately 200,000
of the more popular smaller items per year. Wit this wide variety and
low volume, there is a tremendous amount of hand labor involved in the
manufacture of this ware, and it does not lend itself easily to automation. We have been working toward automation where possible for the
last 15 years, and have invested heavily in modern tools and machinery
to become as efficient as possible.
Because of the large amount of handwork required in the manufacture of chemical porcelain, a large percentage of the cost of this
material is in labor. Actually, over 30 percent of our sales dollars go
to direct operating labor and Pn additional 20 percent to other classes
of wages. With the average wage rate for production workers in this
plant at $2.41 per hour at the present time-and this does not include
fringe benefits--it is obvious that we cannot compete under any circumstances with ware being produced in Japan by equally competent
people and a wage rate of 35 cents per hour, which is average for
the ceramic industry there, nor even from fhe "Tnited Kingdom,
where the average wage rate in the pottery industry is 48 cents per hour
for women and97 cents per hour for men. The average rate in West
Germany is 61 cents per hour. These wage rates from the foreign
countries were compiled by the Business and Defense Services Administration of the Department of Commerce and represent the latest data
for 1961.
There is no question that if the protective tariff against the importation of chemical porcelain were removed, this segment of the
business at Coors Porcelain Co. would be destroyed, and some 125
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of our employees would be put out of work. Many of these people
have been working at these jobs for 25 years or longer. They know
no other skills.
Of even greater concern than this, however, l the fact that the
entire Western Hemisphere would be left without a single supplier
of chemical porcelain. This was disastrous to our budding young
chemical industry in World War I. It certainly would have been
disastrous to our entire war effort if it had happened at World War II,
and there is certainly no one who can claim that it would not be disastrous to the research and development effort required if this country were to again face a world conflict.
It can only be concluded that it would be extremely poor judgment
to pass laws or make regulations which would destroy an industry
which is vital to all of the chemical and physical laboratories of this
United States. We strongly urge all Congressmen to reject any attempt to enact legislation which would allow such an occurrence.
Thank you very much for the privilege of appearing before you.
The CHAIRmA. Thank you very much, Mr. Coors. You have made
a very impressive statement.
Any questions?

Senator SMAT1ERS. No, thank you.
The CHArMa r. Thank you very much, sir.

The next witness is Mr. W. V. Oliver, of the French Saxon China

Co.

Is Mr. Oliver present ?
If not, the committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(By direction of the Chairman, the following is made a part of

the record:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED JOINTLY BY AMERICAN-ST. GOBLIN Coap., BLA0KFOBD WINDOW GLASS Co., LIBBEY-OwENs-FoRD GLASS Co., AND PIrSBURGH PLATE GLASS
CO., MANUFACTURERS OF FLAT GLASS PRDuCTS

The undersigned manufacturers together account for approximately 50 percent
of the total domestic commercial production of fiat glass, including principally.
plate glssr, sheet or window glass, rolled glass, laminated glass and tempered
gla s.
We recognize the need for continued flexibility in our foreign trade relations.
We rcognize as a part of this need the desirability of continued delegation of
powei- to the President to reduce tariff duties in return for truly reciprocal
benehes from other countries. We strongly believe, however, that any such
continued delegation must be accompanied by adequate limitations and safe.
guards to preserve U.S. industry, agriculture, and labor.
To accomplish these objectives, H.R. 11970 should be amended In the following respects :
1. The requirement and practice of present law of consideration of individual
products for possible modification of duties should be retained In lieu of the
proposed unlimited authority to reduce or eliminate duties on undefined broad
categories of productr
2. The proposed 80-percent test for reduction or elimination of duties in
agreements with the European Economic Community should be dropped or such
broad authority, If granted, limited to products in which the United States has,
Itself, a large export balance.
3. The peril point provisions of existing law, Including the determination of
specific peril or injury points below which duties may not be reduced by the
Tariff Commission, and the requirement of Institution of escape clause proceed.
ings. where warranted, should be restored In lieu of the vague, general proposals
of section 221 (b).
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4. The escape clause provisions of existing law. section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act, should be maintained in full force and effect in lieu of the
sweeping proposed substitute provisions of sections 301 and 351 of the bill.
5. "Industry" should be defined to apply to a segment oi subdivision of an
industry producing a particular product as provided in present section 7(e) o,'
the Trade Agfeements Extension Act, in lieu of the proposed test of injury to
an "industry' not expressly defined.
8. The proposed adjustment asaistase, to workers and firms Is wholly Inadequate for industries like the sheet glAss plate glass, and other classes of fiat
glass industries, and affords no adequate alternative to tariff relief.
1. The requirement and praertioe of present lato of consideration of individual
products for possible tnoedffication of duties should be retained in lieu of
the proposed unlimited authority to reduce or eliminate duties on undefined
broad categories of proJucts
H.R. 11970 contemplates broadly a delegation of power to reduce duties up
to 50 percent on single articles, classes or groups of products, as the President
may determine. In the case of the European Economic Community, specific
additional power is proposed to be delegated to eliminate duties entirely on
categories of products. Although the President Is directed in section 211 to
select "a system of comprehensive classification of articles by category," the
House report indicates that this means "an international statistical classification system" undoubtedly similar to the so-called three-digit category system
that would have been used under the original administration bill and which drew
so much criticism during the House hearings.
Plate glass, sheet glass, rolled glass, laminated glass, and tempered glass are
each made in different plants with the use of different machinery, equipment, and
labor. They have quite diverse problems of production and distribution. All
of these unrelated fiat glass products are included in the broad flat glass category
664 of the throe-digit category system proposed to be used in the original H.R.
Other products which fall within category 664, are, if poswlble, even more
900.
unrelated. The sole and only common denominator is that they consist of glass.
The suggested delegation accordingly would authorize sharp reductions or complete elimination of duties on extremely broad groups or classes of products,
including fiat glass, without regard to the specific competitive problems of a par.
ticular product or segment of production in the United States and the workers
dependent upon it.
We recognize that by virtue of section 225 of the bill, sheet glass would be reserved from any tariff negotiations for the life of the President's proclamation
increasing duties thereon. But we are deeply disturbed at the threat to our other
products and our employees. It is urged, therefore, that the proposed authority
to reduce duties on categories be deleted and a specific requirement substituted
that any tariff modification apply on the basis of individual products with due
regard to the different competitive problems applicable to such products.
R. The proposed 80 percent test for reduction or elimination of duties in ogreemvpits icith the European Economic Community should be dropped or such
broad authority, if granted, limited to products in which the United States
has, itself, a large export balance
Domestic exports of sheet glass represent less than one-half of I percent of
total domestic production, plate glass less than 3 percent, and rollHd glass less
than 2 percent. Necessarily, none of such production finds its way to the Common Market countries of Western Europe.
The European Economic Community, as it is now constituted, accounts for
the bulk of exports of sheet, plate, and other flat glass products to world
markets. If the United Kingdom shall become a member of the Community,
its share of world markets will be considerably increased. Use of the test
of supplying 80 percent of world markets, therefore, means in the case of sheet,
plate, and other flat glass products that the reduction or elimination of U.S.
duties would be based on the fact that the European Economic Community
supplies the major part of world market& Such reduction or elimination would
be of absolutely no benefit to the domestic industry. On the contrary, it would
Insure complete unrestricted access to U.S. markets by foreign glass producers,
the ultimate complete takeover of our markets, and the displacement of thousands
of American workers.
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Not even a reciprocal reduction of tariff rates by the European Economic
Community would open up our exports to the Common Market countries or
increase our percentage of world markets, for we are unable to compete with
the low-cost, low-price products of the Common Market industries. Present
evidence of this fact is their present monopoly of world trade outside the
United States.
The Ways and Means Committee in its report on ELR. 11970 explaining the
President's authority to exceed the basic 50-percent limitation on tariff reductions, stated that it expects the President to confine this broad authority to
categories of goods which the United States exports more than it imports.
This intention should be spelled out in the law so that the broad authority, if
granted to the President, Is limited to production in which the United States
has, itself, a large export balance
3. The peril point provisions of etlsting law, i(nluding the determinatio of
specify perS or fnJury points below which uiles may not be reduced by the
Tariff Conmission, and the requirement of institution of escape clause
proomdings, where warranted, should be restored in lieu of the vague,
generalproposals of section 221 (b)
Tariff duties applicable to sheet, plate, and other classes of flst glass products
have been progressively reduced in a series of trade agreements entered into
by the United States under successive trade agreement statutes which have
been in force since 1934. These prior statutes limited consideration of tariff
duties to individual products and provided for adequate notice and opportunity
of interested parties to be heard, as well as requirements for peril point determinations prior to any tariff negotiations and escape clause procedures to remedy
and prevent serious Injury to a domestic industry or subdivision thereof. As
a result of these carefully devised safeguards, producers of these different classes
of flat glass from time to time were able to satisfy the administrators of our
trade agreement program that no changes should be made In duties in effect
The recently concluded GAT tariff negotiations offer a case in point.
Plate glass, shEet glass, rolled glass, laminated glass, and tempered glass
were all included In the list of products to be considered for possible reductions
In tariff duties in these OATT negotiations. Availing themselves of the safeguarding procedures established by the Congress, the various producers were
able to demonstrate to the President and his advisers that no further reduction
In duties should be made on plate glass, rolled glass, and tempered glass, and
no reductions were made on such products. The producers apparently failed
to make a satisfactory case of injury on laminated glass and an announcement
has been made of proposed further reductions in the duty applicable thereto.
The foregoing facts, based on this industry's recent experience, demonstrate
that the peril point procedures of existing law are necessary if wholesale injury
to domestic Industries or any segment or subdivision thereof is to be prevented.
On sheet glass, the Tariff Commission, as a result of its peril point investigation,
and pursuant to the express safeguards of present law, Instituted on its own
motion an escape clause investigation to determine whether the rates of duty
should be increased. After a comprehensive investigation and public hearing In
which representatives of domestic manufacturers, labor unions, distributors,
Importers, and foreign manufacturers participated, the Tariff Commission unanImously found and reported to the President that the existing duties were too
low and resulted In serious injury to the domestic sheet glass industry and recommended increases in such rates. By direction of the President, a thorough
supplemental investigation was conducted by the Tariff Commission and a further report made to the President. On March 19, 1902, the President announced
his approval of the Commission's findings and issued a proclamation giving effect,
after April 18, 1902, to the increased rates of duty found necessary by the Commission to prevent further serious injury. On March 28 the effective date was
changed to June 18. Such duties are now In effect.
It Is open to serious question whether the affirmative action taken by the President to prevent continued injury to domestic sheet glass producers and the
parent conclusion that duties should not be further reduced on plate glass,
roled glass, and tempered glass would have been taken if H.R. 11970 were the
then existing law.
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4. The escapclause provJisios of esistng law, sect" 7 of the trade agreements
estensaio act, shoad be ,msnSained in full force an4 effect in lieu of the
broad proposed substitute proWsions of jectiona 801 and 851 of the bill
In the sheet glass escape clause case, the Tariff Commission, after two exhaustive investigations made findings In Its report to the President which fully
sustain conclusions that there existed in effect a significant idling of facilities d,
voted to production of sheet glass, that the firms in the industry had sufferti.
losses i sheet glass operations In tie year 1960 and that there was considerable
unemployment and underemployment of sheet glass workers. These findings
would meet the tests of injury set forth In section 301(b) (2) of H.R. 11970 with
respect to sheet glass.
Because of the multiple-product operations of some of the firms producing
sheet glass in the United States, however, and the proposed deletion of the
specific definition of industry under present law as meaning a segment or subdivision devoted to production of individual products, the industry might very
well ha',- failed to qualify for the tariff relief had the tariff investigation r.ferred to taken place under H.R. 11970. Ihad this unfortunate result come about,
the Lheet glass industry In the United States, Its employees, and the affected
communities would have been faced with an increasingly difficult task of survival.
The sheet glass industry is, of course, deeply grateful to the President for his
action In approving the unanimous recommendation of the Tariff Commission
to increase duties on sheet glass. We feel obligated, however, to point out
to this committee that had H.R. 11970 been In force and effect, such relief probably would not have been available.
5. "Industry" should be defined to apply &,a segment or subdition of as industry producing a particular product as provided it present section 7(e)
of the trade agreemerts ewtemsion low inlieu of the proposed test , Injury
to an "industry" not expressly defined
H.R. 11970 omits the basic declaration of policy by the Congrtss in existing
law that no reduction in duties shall be made or continued In efect if imports
are causing or threatening injury to a domestic industry or subdivision thereof.
Omitted also are the very comprehensive, specific criteria of existing law for
determining injury to a domestic industry or subdivision thereof.
Section 301 of H.R. 11970 refers to serious injury to a domestic "industry."
"Industry" is nowhere defined and accordingly would seem to permit or require
the consideration of all or a considerable portion of the operations of involved
firms in addition to the effects of imports on a particular product. This conclusion is fortified by the omission of section 7(e) of present law which, as indicated, defines industry to mean that portion or subdivision of companies engaged
in production of a particular product. Section 7(e) should be restored.
Unless "industry" is defined so as to relate to the production of a particular
product, no tariff relief can be expected as long as some producers of the product
are able to operate profitably by reason of their diversity. The smaller, undiversified companies, denied such relief, would be forced to suspend operations and
get out of the business, while their larger, diversified competitors could survive
a protracted period of loss on the product.
A further insignificant difference in the proposals of H.R. 11970 and present
law lies In the recitation of factors to be considered In determination of injury.
Section 301(b) (2) of the bill would permit the Tariff Commission to take into
account all economic factors which it considers relevant, including idling of
productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit, or unemployment or underemployment. The specific factors of injury recited by the Congress in section
7(b) of present law should be restored as a part of any injury determination.
Another weakness In the proposed escape-clause provisions of H.R. 11970 is
that the President, even if the Tariff Commission finds injury and recommends
a tariff increase, is given broad discretion to (1) provide tariff adjustment, (2)
allow firms to apply for adjustment assistance, (8)allow workers to apply for
adjustmneat e.asist.'nce, or (4) take any combination of such actions. Statements
by responsible officals of the administration in connection with the consideration of this bill and of its predecessor H.R. 9900, indicates the strong probability
that the President would avail himself of his alternatives under the bill, rather
than increase tariffs. The proposed alternatives are wholly inadequate for fiat
glass and similar Industries.
The limitation of present law requiring application of tan?., relief when found
necessary should be maintained.
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6. The "rooedadjustmet aesaitae to worker. and $irme i. wholly ttadequota for industriaUke the sheet glos, plate gloa, and other glauaes of fiat
plaas idutries, and afford# so adequate alternative to tariff relief
Title I1, ELR. 11970, makes rather sharp distinctions In the adjustment
assistance provided to workers, to firms, and to Industries. For example, section 802 makes workers In a firm or in an appropriate subdivision of a firm
eligible for such assistance. Firms, as defined in the bill, are seemingly made
eligible for assistance only on the basis of established injury In overall firm
operations.
The proposed adjustment assistance provisions of H.R. 11970 would afford
no relief to labor or to firms in the sheet glass industry or to a firm engaged
in making other fiat glass products. According to the Tariff Commission escape
clause report, the average hourly earnings of workers In the sheet glass industry
in 1960 were $3.35 per hour (since increased in new labor contracts)-a figure
which Is far above the Indicated readjustment allowance provided for In H..
11970. By comparison, readjustment compensation and retraining are no substitute to labor for loss of jobs.
Furthermore, the Impact of the readjustment allowance provided for labor
under the bill on the unemployment compensation laws of the various States
should be given serious consideration, for it will greatly Influence future
payments to those unemployed due to economic reasons other than import competition. The present cost of unemployment compensation is placing a heavy
burden on industry and other employers. Further increases would discourage
expansion and/or continuity of operation.
The adjustment assistance to firms apparently contemplates technical advice
and assistance; loans for construction, modernization, or expansion of plants,
buildings, equipment, etc., or supplying working capital and specified forms of
tax relief. The plants, equipment, and machinery used In making sheet glass,
plate glass, and other classes of fiat glass are both modern and highly efficient.
Each plant Is, however, restricted in its use and cannot be converted to other
purposes. Consequently, the proposed adjustment assistance to firms could
only result In the confiscation of valuable single-purpose real and personal
property without Just compensation.
Manufacturers of the various fiat glass products in the United States utilize
modern, highly efficient machinery and equipment and expend many millions
of dollars annually in research and development and process and product improvement. They employ a total of approximately 25,000 workers, with a payroll
in excess of $170 million annually, and the annual value of shipments Is well
in excess of one-half billion dollars. Practically all of the glass plants are
located in communities wherein they are the predominate economic factor of
community life. The communities, its people and businesses, are dependent
upon the operation of these plants for their physical and economic welfare.
Of this group, the sheet glass manufacturers represent an industry with
reported investment in productive facilities not convertible to other use of
approximately $100 million, an annual average employment of 8,00 workers,
with an annual payroll in excess of $50 million, and total annual sales of about
$130 million. Notwithstanding our investment in new technology and new
plant facilities, we enjoy no competitive advantage over our foreign competitors.
In 190, imports of fiat glass products came Into the United States from at
least 25 different foreign countries. Producers In those countries have modern
machinery and equipment and skilled labor fully equal to that In the United
States. The processes utilized are similar throughout the world. It follows
necessarily that the substantially lower unit cost of foreign producers arising
from their great advantage In labor and raw material costs cannot be overcome
unless adequate tariffs be maintained.
Respectfully submitted.
Aur~zoaw-ST. GosAIN Cos.
Jauzs L. WILLiamS.
BLAOXrORD WnDow GLAss Co.,
CUR-IS G. SHax
LrBsBx-Owzvs.FoRD GLASS Co.,
GEoRG P. MACNICHOL, JR.
JULY

27,162

PrTsTuRH PLATE GLASS Co.,
F. M\ BAnKER.
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STATzMETs OF AOcLPH P. S0HUMAN, PS IDNT, Laxw Aww COIL., AND C AIRMAN,
SAN FLqcisco Woaw TADz CzN'ra Aurnowary
My name Is Adolph P. Schuman. I am president of the L1ll Ann Corp. of San
Francisco, manufacturer of women's wear, and also chairman of the San Francisco WorldTrade Center Authority. I appear before you today to support the
President's trade expansion program.
Because I have been an importer for many years, I have been greatly interested
in world trade, and as chairman of our State authority I have the responsibility
of developing and carrying oat a program which vill be of benefit to the State
and the Nation. This is a large undertaking because. California will soon be the
largest State In terms of population, and in 1900 California became the leading
export State In the Nation by exporting $1,780 million of natural, processed, and
manufactured goods.
Our authority now performs two important functions, operatfug the San Franclsco World Trade Center, "western America's international trade mart," and
promoting world trade, particularly .-xports from the State. Soon we will be
promoting tourism, and as far as I know there Is no other actual State world
trade authority, world trade center operation In the Nation.
I briefly cite the above Information to show why we are so vitally Interested
in world trade and to indicate why I feel 11.R. 9900, or similar legislation, must
be approved. You have no doubt heard a great deal of testimony about trade
theory and about the awful things which could happen to the United States unless either protectionism or free trade Is followed, so I won't burden the committee with a repetition of the pros and cons (if each philosophy, but do want to say
that I know the value of trade and support the Trade Expansion Act.
However, since I wear two hats, I would like to bring to the attention of the
committee two important matters concerning woolen textiles. Woolen fabrics
present a rather unique problem. No U.S. manufacturer makes woolen textiles
in the higher priced range of $7 to $9 Ier yard and those of us who use this
quality must import it from France and elsewhere. We must pay a 38-percent
tariff plus 37% cents specific duty per pound for Imported goods. Our U.S.
competitors pay only 22 percent tariff plus 3714 cents on finished goods, and on
garments which are not quite finished (for example, a hem may be left open so
that It can be completed hurriedly and with little cost in the United States) they
Iy only 15 to 17 percent tariff.
This places the American manufacturer in an untenable lxosition. In California,
by using highly automated machinery we can pay U.S. wages and compete, but it
what amounts to a subsidy to foreign manufacturers continues we will be forced
to cease operations in the United States and will be forced to build plants outside
of the country. Normally, labor coiipprises about 18 to 20 percent of the costs of
textile fabrics, and raw material is 60 to Il5percent of the cost to manufacturers.
A tariff covering the differential on higher cost of labor in the United States
would be logical to place the American manufacturer in a competitive position,
but subsidizing foreign competitors is completely illoglcal and extremely hurtful.
I am not seeking protection, Just equality of treatment, and my reco)mmendation is to lower tariffs on high quality, high priced woolen textiles for the reasons
stated.
Another problem which I would like to mention concerns reworked or reused
wool, sometimes referred to as Prato woolens because this process originated in
the town of Prato, Italy. Reworked woolens come from rags, old carpets, etc.
Processors cut up these rags and chnmlcajy process them, reweave ani sell as
low-grade woolen textiles. Competitively the cost of the so-called raw material
(rags, etc.) may be no more than 3 to 5 percent whereas the cost of virgin raw
material averages about 65 percent. Weaving labor cost remains about 18 to 20
percent so you can see how Prato woolens can affect a market.
Following is a table showing the tremendous increase in the importations of
'this commodity into the United States during the 6-year period, 19O5-0:
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Hon. RHAr F.Bay,
Senate Olse Bu d4tdg,
Waihington, D.C.
Dz
SzxAoa
g
BRD: When your committee begins hearings on the foreign
trade bill, American industry will wait with anxiety because of the far-ft ching
effects their action will have on our independence.
Oeramle tile manufacturers in the United States are sorely pressed to survive
the flood of imports into the markets of America, manufactured by labor at
wages in "Japan average, at 17 cents per hour, compared to the average of
$IS.7 paid domestic workers" (U.S. Tariff Commission report, table No. 16),
even with the scant tariff protection now existing.
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The Tariff Commission recommended in 191, through escape clause investigation No. 7-100, a modest increase in that tariff on tile Imports. This action the
President refused to ratify by signatuie (brochure enclosed).
The foreign trade bill passed recently by the House pot only does away with our
tariff system but Introduces "adjustment assistance," not considered to be conducive to a *kplirt that has borne us through in the competitive challenge always
prevalent among us. The courage to continue to support ourselves, our employees, and America in the American way cannot survive without incentive,
which this legislation tends to destroy.
The ceramic tile industry In the United States is composed largely of small, by
comparison, Independent manufacturers who, through their own initiative, expaded the market adequate to support themselves and their employees without
subsidy of any character.
We oppose the passage of any legislation that will weaken domestic industry,
large or small, and urge the Senate Finance Committee prepare a bill tuned to
the survival of American Industry, of which we are a proud segment.
Most respectfully yours,
H. 3. MCCULLOOH,
R~OctdMe Vice PrsidMxt.

Senator Hiny FLooD Bv,

WiNDow GLAss Cuwm LuAOuz or AMEcIA,
SBolumbw, Ohio, Ju y 12, 196f.

Chairman, Senate Pinance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington,D.O.
ML CanmlA ANiD Mamms or THE SzqATE FrNAxoz ComurrrEz: Realizing
your busy schedules and the value of your time, I am writing to you and enclosing my statement in opposition to H.R. 11970. 1 respectfully submit for your
convenience, subject headings relative to my statement, numbered (1) through
(6), and in lieu of a personal appearance submit this statement for the record.
(1) Reduction of existing tariff.
(2) High wages--mass production system. Other countries bought half of
the system, not the high wages.
(3) The impact of imports on our economy by the displacement In terms of
employment and factory use.
(4) Government subsidies.
(5) Potential or lack of, European Common Market as buyers of U.S. product.
(6) Imports beyond the reach of our minimum wage laws, etc.
Much has been made of the employment attributed to exports, and included
in the figures quoted by the Department of Labor are indirect employment
figures which serve to bring the figure to an estimated 3.1 million workers whoob
employment Is attributed to export Very little has been brought out as to the
Impact of a job lost because of foreign imports.
It is authoritatively estimated that, for every 100 Jobs permanently lost, a
community is deprived of at least $380,000 In annual retail sales; $270,000 In
bank deposits; 107 automobile registrations; 112 households; 74 jobs in other enterprises; and 4 retail establishments. In addition to this, other significant cutbacks must occur, such as reduced Federal, State, and local tax revenues;
greater outlays for unemployment compensation; declining school budgets; less
income for charitable purpose& These figures give an idea Qf the chain reaction
effect of a Job lost to a community through imports.
I would like to point out in opposition to a statement In Undersecretary of Stat
George W. Ball's statement before the House Ways and Means Committee os
March 18, 1982, part 2 (bottom of p. 38 and top of p. 639) quote:
"While such an arrangement must of course be reciprocal in form, Europe I#
unlikely for a number of years to have large exports surpluses available for sale
in America or the capital essential to make a major advance In the American
market."
This statement would Indicate an advantage to the United States insofar as
trade opportunity is concerned, but on the contrary, the Common Market countries are expanding their existing facilities, plus the fact that since 1958 over
600 U.S. enterprises have set up in the Common Market countries and in the
same period 219 have gone into business in the European free trade area. (See
enclosed article from "France Actuelle.")
And in summary, unless imports are given In terms of quantity, their real impact may be bidden. When we Judge the impact of Imports on our economy and
on our prospects of growth and expansion, we should not regard our trade as
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balanced when dollar Imports are balanced by dollar exports. Our exports, it
seems safe to say, would have to be double the imports by value to strike a balance. I think It is time we stopped fooling ourselves about our favorable trade
balance and instead of talking about imports and exports In terms of dollars, that

we look at them in terms of employment and factory use.

We feel that the peril point and the escape clause should be Included In any
legislation In a form that will give adequate protection to domestic industry and
labor faced with displacement by foreign imports.
Thanking you for this opportunity to present some of the facts of the opposltion, I am,
Respectfully and sincerely,
Howmaa P. Ow/zm Pra mh.
STATEMENT or HowARD P. CMTss, NATioNAL PuamIrT, WuqDow GLAss C rns
LEAGuE or AuEmcA, AFL-CIO, MemBusR or Brori, GLAss, AxD OLaY Coooz.
a
FAOR
OoMMrrTm ON H.R. 11970
NOTING COMM rrrZ Baou TH SNATE
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name isHoward P. Chester.
I am national president of the Window Glass Cutters League of Americ, AJhCIO. We are a skilled craft organization who have been In existence since the
late 1800's. Our craft is to cut window glass from a large sheet into specific
sizes, meeting certain standards with as little waste as possible. We have locals
throughout the country; two In Pennsylvania, one In Ohio, one In Indiana, four In
West Virginia, two In Oklahoma, one in Arkansas, one in Louisiana. Mr.
Chairman, on behalf of the Window Glass Cutters League of America, AFL-CIO,
and as a part of the 230,000-member Stone, Glass, and Clay Coordinating ComH.. 11W70, and
mittee, I am appearing here In opposition to the proposed bill,
with your permission will direct my testimony to the bill as a whold and to
potential effect on the American way of life.
(1) First of all. to lower existing trade barriers when from 1934 until the
present time we have lowered our tariffs 80 percent, supposedly for similar re.
ducttona abroad, and to find after 28 years of bargaining that we are still confronted with a "high" external tariff. Apparently we have shot away our bargaining ammunition In the many tariff conferences that were supposed to
reduce world trade barriers and now And that the barriers are still there. Now
American industry and labor are again to be placed on the firing line and face
the depressing thought of industry being driven to the wall and the resulting
mass unemployment sounding the collapse of our American way of life.
(2) Our high wage, mass production system which was peculiar to the United
States has now been exported along with our research and technology and our
one-time advantage has been lost to other countries who were impressed with
our system and eagerly "bought" It,but only one part--the rising productivity-.
not the other; namely, high wages. With the advantage of low wages, in all cases
below our minimum wage, the result Ismuch lower unit cost. How can we compete, and how can we afford to give a green light to trade and lower tariffs
which could only result in sacrificing American workers to countries which are
so far below our standard of living and wage scale? If It is the Intent to con.
front labor with a formidable foreign challenge so that wages in tLis country
may be held down by threat of foreign competition, the club Is too big and too
lethal for its purpose. It Is not something to be played with, because to think
that we can climb down from our high wage, high purchasing power ladder
when everything Is attuned to It within this country-effective demand for the
output of our factories, taxes for the support of the Government, credit and
debit obligations--and to act on such a premise would be unforgivably, unreal.
istic. And surely we cannot hope to confront the Russian menace with a
broken back.
(3) Another important factor that must be considered Is the Impact of Imports on our economy by the displacement in terms of employment and factory
use, brought about by the volume or quantity of goods imported as opposed to
the foreign value figures posted.
Mr. Chairman, I feel that It Is safe to say that every dollar of imports rep.
resents at least $2 In exports expressed In terms of man-hours of employment.
This Is the same as saying that the $15 billion In goods that we Imported in
190 would have been valued at least $30 billion hAd they been produced in this
country.
Letme
apffera few examples that can be verified..
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Our imports in terms of dollars represent foreign value, generally manufacturers' wholesale values. They do not include ocean freight, marine Insurance,
the Importers' markup or the tariff.
The real question with respect to imports then Is their impact on the domestic
industry with which they compete, lncidding employment.
In 1960, for example, imports of portable radios amounted to $58 million.
What does this meant U.S. factory shipments of such radios were an estimated $112 million. Imports then were equal to 50 percent of domestic shipments, on the basis of value.
Is this all? Is this the true measure of the competitive Impact?
The more meaningful question is: How many portable radios came In, never
mind the Import value? The number was 6 million. This is the real figure.
It expresses the displacement carried by the imports. The domestic portable that
was displaced was sold at wholesale by the manufacturers for about $25 per
set; 6 million of them would be valued at $150 million. What a difference between this figure and the $56 million of imports at $9 per set, which was the
Import value per set.
Another way of saying this is that while imports by value were only 50 percent of domestic shipments, by number of sets three out of five of those sold
in this country were imported. Unfortunately, unless imports are given in terms
of quantity, their real impact may be hidden.
In the case of window sheet glass the ratio i not quite so sharp. In 1960 imports of this type of glass were valued at $28 million. This came to 7 million
boxes. In this country these 7 million boxes would be worth $42 million at
the factory, or 50 percent higher.
In the bread-and-butter talk this means that while the work of 2,145 workers
would bq required to make $28 million worth of window sheet glass at American
prices, the displacement created by imports of that value would be 50 percent
higher, or 8,217 workers.
Mr. Chairman, many other examples could be provided but these are sufficient
to tell us that when we Judge the impact of imports on our economy and on our
prospects of growth and expansion, we should not regard our trade as balanced
when dollar imports are balanced by dollar exports. Our exports, It seems safe
to say, would have to be double the Imports by value to strike a balance.
In view of these observations our so-called surplus of exports of $5 billion still
leaves us in a hole. I think It is time that we stopped fooling ourselves about
our "favorable" trade balance and instead of talking about imports and exports
In terms of dollars, that we look at them In terms of employment and factory
use.
(4) In regards to Government subsidies, there has been a great deal of pointing with pride at the $4.7 billion U.S. export surplus in 190, but did you ever
consider how much Government subsidies contributed to it?
Direct subsidies--where Uncle Sam actually financed shipments-accounted
for between 11 and 16 percent, depending on the figures used, of total U.S.
exports last year.
Indirect subsidies which run into the hundreds of millions each year would
push the subsidy total considerably higher. Included in these are In-kind and
cash payments on agricultural exports such as cotton and wheat to erase the
U.S. world price differential, and the Government's export insurance program.
The Department of Agriculture Bulletin, DPS 80, August 1961, states that 60
percent of our agricultural exports during the fiscal year ended 3une 30, 1961,
received some form of governmental assistance, and that the exports of the unassisted products declined while the $4.9 billion total was a record 9 percent
above the previous year; which leads one to believe that the role of Government subsidies Is large and will be larger, ahd when these Items are carried as
exports it results In an inflated trade export figure.
(5) In regards to the European Common Market and its potential as buyers
of U.S. products, the tariffs given on 37 categories of U.S. products (by standard
International trade classification) In 18 European nations show how, in fact, they
do protect their industrie.
For example, U.S. exports of aircraft are admitted
duty free to the small nations of Austria, Denmark, and Benelux, but are walled
out of big aircraft producers such as France, Italy, and the United Kingdom by
tariffs of 20, 18, and 17 percent, respectively. At present, tariffs on U.S. petroleum products average 16 percent in Common Market nations and 89 percent In
the Outer Seven. For cosmetics it is 18 and 19 percent, respectively; textiles,
19 and 25 percent; electrical machinery, 16 and 1 percent; and instruments, 14
;and 16 percent.
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By contrast, raw materials, In short supply In Europe, enter freely. As many
as 10 groups (ores, scrap metal, coal, etc.) have tariffs under 4a)percent.
As for a market for sheet glass this industry invoked the peril point in 1960
and an escape clause hearing was held in March 1961, at which time the Tariff
Commission unanimously recommended tariff increases to stem the tide of increasing imports--the Increase from 1950 to 1960 was 1,115 percent--and that
between 1955 and 1960 the average number of production and related workers
engaged in the manufacture of sheet glass declined 16 percent, total man-hours
worked decreased 17 percent, and total wages paid did not change significantly
despite an increase of 22 percent In average hourly wages. 'The sale of a large
and growing volume of imported glass at prices significantly lower than prices
for comparable domestic glass has seriously weakened the price structure in
the U.S. market. We have now received President Kennedy's favorable report
on the Tariff Commission's recommendations, but this case bad support from
the unions involved, their sister unions, the companies, and from Congressmen
and Senators who have been concerned about this displacement of industry and
labor due to foreign imports.
With this rising tide of imports, how can we possibly sell to the Common
Market when Belgium, Germany, and Italy are now expanding their existing
facilities to take care of Common Market requirements plus a further Invasion
of U.S. market. Those countries have a labor shortage while we are facing
growing high unemployment and certainly the American workingman would
much rather work than receive a dole or adjustment assistance.
(6) Certainly we cannot afford to allow any vision of free trade divert our eyes
from reality and blind us to the serious obstacles to higher employment that are
a part of any regulatedd form of competition that invades our shores beyond
the reach of our laws on minimum wage and maximum hour, against poor work.
Ing conditions and exploitation of labor. The tariff and import quotas are the
only substitutes for such laws within our reach.
Without such defenses untold numbers of our stable and eficient ndustries
will be driven to the wall, taking the American workingman with them, back to
the "selling apples" era. We do not need more unemployment, we need less, and
we should strive for more effective protection for industry and labor, who are
being severy damaged by foreign imports.
In closing, I do not believe that this committee, after careful consideration of
all the facts at their disposal, will recommend passage of a bill that completely
relinquishes the constitutional rights of the Congress to govern and regulate
foreign commerce, and which would Jeopardize the American economy and way
of life. And I would like to repeat, we cannot hope to confront the Russian
menace with a broken back.
Thank you for this privilege to testify on behalf of the Window Glass Cutters
League of America, AFL-CIO.
STATEMENT BY THE TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC., ON THE TRADE EXPANsiON

or 1902, BEFoI THE SENATE OoxMMIn-

AoQ

ox FINANCE

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the Tile Council of America is an
association of manufacturers whose member companies produce about 85 percent
of the ceramic floor and wall tile made in this country. The Tile Council wishes
to thank the committee for permitting it to make its views known on this important legislation. At the same time, the Tile Council wishes to register its vigorous opposition to the so-called Trade Expansion Act of 1962, as it was passed by
the Hons of Representatives.
The legislation approved by the House, we believe, Is not in the best Interests
of our Industry; nor do we believe It to be in the best interests of our Nation.
We are appalled that the House-passed version coldbloodedly anticipates the
disruption and destruction of American companies and Industries, with the
ensuing loss of jobs for our citizens. The domestic ceramic tile industry does not
believe that these ends can be construed as being "In the national interest."
The domestic ceramic tile industry can speak with a certain amount of authorit on the basic issues Involved in this trade legislation. On the competent
idvie of members of this body and Of others in high Government circles the
erainlc mosaic tile producers (an important segment of our Industry) embarked
on 'an escape clause action, as provided for in the '1rade Agreements Act which
expired on Jane 30 of this year. After lengthy and detailed bearings the TartM
Commission unanimously found that the domestic Industiy was being seriously
Injured by a flood of low-cost Imports, and recommended-again, unanimously-
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a modest relief. On March 19 of this year the administration made an arbitrary,
calloused political decision and denied relief to this hard-pressed industry.
Discussion of our late tariff case Is of extreme Importance to the committee
in its study of the administration's proposals in the field of international trade.
The major portion of this bill deals not with tariffs and international trade, but
rather it provides a host of bureaucratic nostrums for the serious Ills that quite
obviously will arise as a result of the program. Instead of enacting a meaningful escape clause that will provide, useful assistance to injured Industries, the
administration is seeking to create a whole new Federal bureaucracy under the
title of "trade adjustment assistance."
It is of extreme importance for the committee to note that the President's
report rejecting the Tariff Commission's unanimous recommendation for the
ceramic mosaic Industry Is apparently not based on considerations of "national
lnterest"--a phrase we hear so often nowadays. Rather, the President substituted his own "Judgment" for that of the Commission, as to serious Injury.
These findings by the Commission were made after a year of careful Investlgation by a staff of experts, and the facts developed were given careful scrutiny
by the six Tariff Commissioners. Thus, the President adopted the extraordinary
procedure of going behind the facts found by a nonpartisan commission created
by the Congress. Not only did the President choose to ignore the Commission's
findings, but he also interjected into his considerations the highly questionable
practice of voluntary quotas from Japan.
We raise this point here only to demonstrate what domestic companies or
Industries can expect at the hands of an administration indifferent to their
serious position as the result of cheap imports. Under the terms of the so-called
"trade adjustment assistance" passed by the House, the Federal executive department will be afforded vast new opportunities to substitute their "Judgments" for those of the Tariff Commission. And, if the experience of the ceramic
mosaic producers is any criteria, we pity the companies and industries left to
those tender mercies.
We believe the "assistance" provisions contained in the present version of the
act will create a deplorable set of conditions. We seriously challenge the
wisdom of creating a caste system among our Nation's unemployed workers.
That most certainly is what this provision will do. Men and women who lose
their jobs as the result of a flood of cheap imports--and there appeals to be no
doubt in the minds of the administration that Jobs will be lost-will be accorded
entirely different treatment from those whose jobs are lost through technological
innovation, recessions, undercapitalization, or Just plain bad management. In
short, It provides an entirely new system of unemployment compensation for
those workers who have the wherewithal to prove their case. Since the adjustment benefits provided for in this bill are substantially greater than those available under normal unemployment compensation programs, the bill has obvious
built-in inequities for unemployed workers.
We do not believe that the trade adjustment portions of this bill will cure
the ills arising out of our freewheeling international trade negotiations.
Rather, we believe this section of the bill eventually will pave the way for a huge
new Federal bureaucracy that will lead to economic chaos. It will further
entrench the Federal Government in our domestic economy to a point where our
free enterprise system may no longer exist in this country.
Rather than create a whole new maze in the bureaucratic Jungle, we strongly
urge that the committee recommend a s.rengthened, meaningful escape clause
in the trade legislation it reports to the Senate. Failure to do this will mean
that the Congress concurs in the philosophy that there is no longer a place on the
economic scene for industries such as the ceramic tile industry find a great
many other; that It is in the "national Interest" for industries to be wiped out,
firms to be put out of business, and workers shifted around by the Federal Government.
It seems only reasonable that Congress, the source of power of the President
to negotiate trade agreements, should enable itself to review the effects £f the
use of that power on domestic industries. It is indeed unfortunate that the
Congress has consistently shunned its constitutional role in this vital area during the past 28 years. In the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1968, the
Congress made a feeble effort at such a review by means of a privileged concurrent resolution. However, the ceramic mosaic producers in our industry can
testify to the impossibility of getting a practical review under this procedure,
The simple majority provision provided in the House bill-with tho resolution
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coming only from theWays and Means Committee-likewise is an ineffectual procedure. A more realistic app-oach would be a privileged resolution requiring
only a majority vote.
'
In conducting Its investigations into this vital field, we strongly urge the com
at
bargaining
position
of
this
country's
actual
to
make
a
careful
study
mittee
the international trade table. We strongly suspect that the wheeling and dealing that has taken place over the past 25 years has all but wiped out most of,
the meaningful tariff concessions we can grant other nations. In the ease of
ceramic mosaic tile, for example, we know that meaningful tariff concessons
can no longer be offered.
The bulk of the ceramic mosaic tile coming into this country, mostly from
Japan, has a specific duty of about 4% cents a square foot or an ad valorem rate
of about 21 percent On the other band, the average price spread between imported and domestic tile is about 20 cents a foot. It is obvious that the tariff
on this type of ceramic tile Is virtually meaningless.
It is meaningless In two respects. It Is so low that It has very little effect on the
amount of tile Imported from Japan. That country has demonstrated beyond
all reasonable doubt its ability to export tile to this country at an Injuriously
high rate. They already have captured 42 r:rcent of our market; testimony
enough to the Ineffectiveness of our tariff schedules.
Our tariffs are meaningless in another respect. Suppose the tariff on ceramic
mosaic tile were reduced another 50 percent; that is, from 4% cents a foot to 2'A
cents. Considering the tremendous price spread resulting from the Japanes
low wage rates, or bargaining power with this commodity is virtually nonexistent. As the Common Market raises its tariff wall against our products, it
would seem only prudent that ree seek ways to strengthen our bargaining position.
The argument that a meaningful escape clause weakens the hands of our trade
negotiators Is a specious one. Tariffs are not negotiated in perpetuity. -Historlcally, tariff levels and specific tariffs have fluctuated. Our foreign- trade
negotiating counterparts are aware of this. Within the past year, new "recipro-,
cal" tariff cutting was successfully negotiated within the GATT with the present
escape clause on the books, with no apparent ill effects. Since we supposedly
control the largest market with the greatest purchasing power, those facts alone
should give us considerable leverage at the bargaining table, escape clause notwithstanding. A meaningful escape clause would not necessarily hang as a
Damoclean sword over International trade negotiations.
Under present conditions, and because of the Executive attitude, the escape
clause Is something of a game of Russian roulette. This should not be. It is a
deliberate thwarting of the intent of Congress In enacting the escape clause. If
this committee does nothing else, we strongly urge that it recommend legislation that will present American Industry with a strengthened, workable escape
clause. The experience of ceramic mosaic tile producers has demonstrated beyond all reasonable doubt the need for this.
We sincerely believe It was the intent of Congress when it enacted the escape
clause that, unless the state of our foreign situation were compelling (in short,
a matter of national Interest), the recommendations of the Tariff Commission
should be proclaimed.
We do not believe the Congress and the American people want our industry,
Its employees, or others In a similar situation, to be considered expendable. We
believe enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1982 as passed by the House,
could well be disastrous to our industry. We do not believe that the elimination
of tariffs, or the reductions authorized In the bill, will materially stimulate trade;
they will only add to present Injury.
We realize the tremendous responsibility facing the committee. There are no
easy answers to the complex problems Involved in this critical area of our national
life. The Tile Council of America and Its member companies are as vitally concerned with the economic health of this Nation as are those who so ardently.
espouse this measure. For an industry our size, we have Invested heavily In the
economic future of this country. We have done so In the belief that we would be
able to partake of the fruits of our labors as we created demands for our products in the highly competitive building products field. This has not been entirely.
the case.i We have seen an ever-increasing portion of our market swallowed
up by foreign producers whose only advantage is a pool of low-paid labor.
The plight of our industry is largely the result of the tariff and other policies
of our Federal Government. There Is no other place for this industry to turn
for relief from this continuing injury than to the Oongresm We sincerely petli
tion this committee to give serious consideration to the grave problems fagft..
the domestic ceramic tile Industry and those In a similar position.
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Hon. HaMY F'oo BYuD,
Oairman, Committee oft Piaamoe,
U.S. Semote, Wookigtosi. D.O.
Dta MP. CtHAIRMAN: This statement Is filed on behalf ,f the pin import group
of the National Council of American Importers, Inc.
The pin Import group agrees fully with the testimony given on behalf of the
National Council on July 24, 1962, endorsIng H.R. 11T00, and making suggestions
to strengthen its provisions for the reduction of International trade barriers.
There is, however, one additional change, of vital concern to the pin import
group, which we propose to the committee: i.e., the deletion of section 225(b).
Section 225(b) provides that, if the Tariff Commission ever recommended
escape clause action with respect to an article, and the President rejected such
recommendation, the article must be excluded from consideration for any future
tariff reduction, so long as the Commission Is prepared to say "that economic
conditions in such [domestic] industry have not substantially improved since"
the prior finding.
This strange provision would resurrect every rejected recommendation ever
made by the Tariff Commission, however outdated, however discredited, however irrelevant to the trade picture of the 1960's and give it operative force,
which It never had before, to bar consideration of the product In question in any
new trade negotiations.
These old recommendations were made under statutes which gave the Commission no power to act; it could only recommend. The President was given the
power to act. He rejected these recommendations. Now section 225(b) would
endow this whole array of rejected recommendations, retroactively, with determinative
status. The President would be powerless.
Section legal
225(b) does not even permit the Tariff Commission to reexamine a
case fully to decide whether a 10-year-old rejected recommendation i still appropriate. It may reexamine, but solely to decide whether or not "economic
conditions In [the domestic] industry have *
0 substantially improved." If
conditions have not Improved, or if the Improvement has not been substantial,
the Commission must close Its eyes to the causes of the stagnation, which may,
of course, have been due to any number of factors having nothing to do with
imports. Indeed, even if Imports had stopped completely, the Commission could
not undo its own obsolete finding If the domestic Industry remained stagnant
due, perhaps, to a change in public taste or fashion, or the development of a substitute product.
Here are some examples of the results section 225(b) would seem to compel:
1. In 1952, the Tariff Commission, by a 4 to 2 vote, recommended escape clause
restrictions on garlic. President Truman rejected the recommendation. In
1958, the Commission again Investigated garlic, and by unanimous vote (5 to 0),
found no basis for escape clause relief. Similarly, In 1954, the Tariff Oommil.
ston, by a 4 to 2 vote, recommended escape clause restrictions on scissors and
shears. President Eisenhower rejected the recommendation. In 1959, the
Commision unanimously (6 to 0) rejected escape clause action on the Rame
products. Section 225(b) wtuld now make the 192 vote on garlic, and the 194
vote on scissors and shears, determinative, despite the unanimous reversals, by
the same Commission, in 108 and 1950.
2. In 1958, the Tariff Commission, by a 8 to 2 vote, recommended escape
clause restrictions on umbrella frames. 'President Eisenhower rejected the
recommendation. In 1961, the domestic producers Instituted another escape
clause proceeding, which was finally dismissed, unanimously, on motion of the
applicants themselves. Section 225(b) would make the 8 to 2 vote in 1958
determinative, even though the domestic producers themselves realized in 1961,
after an abortive effort, that they had no case, and the Commission agreed.
,1. In 1953, the Tariff Commission recommended escape clause restrictions on
tobacco pipes and bowls. In 1954. a similar recommendation was made with
respect to screen-printed silk scarves. Bth these recommendations were reJected by the President. Although the donikstic producers do not appear to have
considered they had a basis for reopening either case, In all the years which have
passed, section 225(b) would make the 1953 and 1954 recommendations deteripl|tlve today..,.
4.8 traght pjna have been investigated by the Tariff Commission three tmeL
In 1964, the application was dismissed by unanimous (6 to 0) vote. In 1957, and
again in 194 the Commission recommended a duty Increase, each time by $.
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4 to 2 vote. Both recommendations were rejected, the first by President Eisenhower, and the second by i',cideat Kennedy. Section 22(b) would mean that
the importers of straight pins, hauled before the Tariff Commission three times
to defend their tiny business, would now be permanently disadvantaged because
of the two discredited recommendations of the MaLriff Commission.
We submit that section 2=(b) has no place In the bill. It would give a
measure of finality, retroactively, to Tariff Commission recommendations which
the Congress repeatedly refused to make final. It would arbitrarily make obsolete
recommendations of the Tariff Commission a curb on the President's new powers.
Thrice exonerated of the charge of causing serious njury to domestic producers,
under the procedures of law in force at the time, the Importers of straight pins
should not now be penalized for their nnocence. Section 225(b) should be
deleted.
Sincerely yours,
Groso Buoxs,
Cotwsel to the Pin Import Group,
Notwaal Covxo of Amtericn Importer, Ino.
RESOLUTION

or

BOARD or DiawOroxs or NATIONAL AssooTrprON or SHOE CAmIN
STORs

The Board of Directors of the National Association of Shoe Chan Stores,
believes that:
A. Our International trade must be expanded1. For the greater well-being of the economy of the United States;
2. To promote the economic growth and political cohesion of free nations;
and
8. To strengthen our national security.
B. The Duropean Common Market constitutes a great and powerful economic
force, the impact of which requires immediate and positive action n the interests
.of the economic and political welfare of the United States.
C. Because new legislation to this end is under active omaideration, the
NASOS desires to set forth Its views as follows:
1. Tariff legislation alone cannot fully and sufficiently enhalce the competitive strength of the United States in world trade, and to accomplish this vital
purpose the executive and legislative branches of government must also Initiate
effective domestic policies, dealing with such cost factors as taxes, wages, etc.
2. It Is Immediately necessary and desirable that the President be given adequate authority to negotiate mutually beneficial reductions in all forms of barriers to international trade.
3. As evidenced by the wartime controls under which It operated, the shoemanufacturing industry should be considered essential to our national security,
and as such, Its productive facilities und capacities should be preserved In accordance with section 232 of the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 19M.
4. Certan approaches ai d mechanics of H.R. 9900 Indicated the need for improvement and correction, some of which have been carried out In H.R. 11970.
The board of directors of the National Association of Shoe r chain Stores therefore continues its endorsement and support of the objectives of this legislation.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., WeInesday, August 8, 1962.)
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U.S. SNATZ,
CoMun-mic ON FINANCE,

Wa4&ngto, D.Gr.
The committee met., pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senator Byrd, Talmadge, Williams, Carlson, Butler, and
Curtis.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Serge N.
Benson, professional staff member.
The Cm mmAR
N. The committee will come to order.
The first witness ig Mr. E. C. Coleman, representing the Luggage&
Leather Goods Lock Manufacturers Association.
Air. Colem-in, a fellow Virginian, sir, I welcome you.
STATEMENT OF EL C. COLEMAN, SALES MANAGER, LONG MANUFACTURING CO., APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE LUGGAGE &
LEATHER GOODS LOCK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman and inembers of the committee, my
name is E. C. Coleman. I am sales manager of the Long Manufacturing Co., Petersburg, Va. I am appearing on behalf of the
Luggage & Leather Goods Lock Manufacturers Association.
We make luggage hardware, including locks. We are being driven
to the wall by import competition in the face of the present tariff of
22yp percent of foreign value. We think we would be driven out of
business if the tarifris eliminated as seems to be intended by the
pending bill.
However, I shall not dwell on the details of our business prospects
because I think the committee may be more interested in the broader
aspects of this legislation.
It is worth recalling that from 1934 to 1961, the proponents of the
trade agreements program insisted that it was designed to expand
trade without causing injury to American industry.
In asking Congress to dsiegate to him its constitutional power to
adjust tariffs in 1984, President Roosevelt said:
The exercise of the authorty whi.
I propose must be carefully weighed
in the light or the latest information *,: as to give assurance that no sound and
Important American interest will be Injuriously disturbed. (House Ways and

Means Committee hearings on reciprocal trade agreements, 1034, p. 45&)

Secretary of State Hull made a similar declaration, as did later Seeretaxies'Prwident Truman reaffirmed this policy shortly after taking
office an&d in -1947i issued an executive order directing that all later
1106
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trade agreements must contain an escape clause to safeguard American industry from injury.
In 1951, the Congress enacted the escape clause into law, the language having been written by the Committee on Finance. In addiIion to enacting the proe4ures f9r relief (sc. ) the. Congress declared that no trade reemeut coicessli hil1 permitted to continue in effect when the product in question is being imported in such
increased quantities as to cause or threaten serious injury to the domestic industry (see. 6(a) Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951).
It is noteworthy that the protective policy was espoused by Demornratic administrations and endorsed by Democratic Congresses.
Now, another administration is asking abandonment of that policy.
It asks for unprecedented delegation of power to remove tariffs entirely. It claims that the escape clause is continued by theHouse bill.
To help the committee in appraising whether or not this is so, we
have tabulated in the appendix the key provisions of standards and
criteria of the escape clause of present 'law and of the pending House
bill.
The committee will note how the pending bill makes it quite difficult, if not impossible, to make a case for relief. By omission of the
words "in whole or in part," it is apparently intended that the increased imports must be proven to be attribntible solely to the trade
agreement. Thus, if the importer can show:some Other factor, played
a part, he is home free.
The pending bill rejects the language of present law which relates
increased imports to the duty reflecting a trade nagr
iefit concession
and requires that the imports be the result of the-conce.sion. In 1951,
this committee determined the latter test was incapable of proof. Is
it not. reasonable to conclude the drafters of this bill want an impossible burden of proof imposed on American industry?
It ii; difficult, to understand why the drafters of the bill object to
having the Tariff Commission make recommendations to the President. Is this another step in .downgrading the Conunission?
Of utmost importance are the criteria to be followed by the Tariff
Commission in escape clause determination&. Sie
1951, the law
has provided alternative criteria of downward trends of production,
employment, prices, profits, or wages, or a decline in sales, an increase
in imports, a higher or growing inventory or a decline in the prportion of the domestic market supplied by the domestic industry. These
are significant danger signs in a private-enterprise economy.
The pending bill, on the other hand, recognizes nothing less than
economic disaster as the test for the escape clause. It prescribes the
cumulative criteria of idling of productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit and unemployment or underemployment.
Thus, the bill rejects our historic test of'giving domestic industry a
chance to remain healthy, or quickly to rein
health when it falls
ill, and in lieu says we can't even call a doctor uitil we are dead. Only
a complete hatred of protective tariffs could promote such thinking.
The administration tries to justify its position by declaring it needs
a new policy in order to deal effectively with the European Economic
Community or Common Market. One would suppose from this that
this splendid integration of six countries in Europe wa* also, going
free trade. And so they are-but only as far as ttrd with each
other is concerned.

. WXPNSIQ
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The EEC-bp the oppq!;10eobjectiv6 so fax&as4 with t1W United
States and other countries is concerned, The vry foundation of
4 a! .riff
the Common Market is the maintenance of a common
in the formtia ly i
and rates on many U. ..Xpotf were i
bdee4 tho 'or., ul uxed, a simple average of
ulation of the (T..
the national tariffs, was bound to have that result. Subsequent dWc.arr
ations of leaders of the EEC have reaffirmed the protective poliy,

in connection with qigesti4s that the United States might wh

The bill does not require that we get reciproesi cal ce ion We do
not doubt the President's intention tr try to get concessions for exports
can be
in return for the removal of the American tariff, Wh
expected is that the Common Market will grant us tariff reductions
orbindings on goods that complement their own production aud that
the United States will gr.nt free trade on competitive imports, since
most of our noncompetitive imports are already on the free list of
the Tariff Act of 1930.
In pushing its trade program, the administration has deluged the
country with a propaganda campaign the likes of which have never
been seen before. In this campaign, there are many distortions.
Consider, for example the Labor Department's thesis that 1960
exports generated 3 miillion jobs whereas less than 1 million could
have been adversely affected by imports. All exports are assumed to
add jobs; only "competitive" sports are assumed to have a possible
adverse effect. This seems plausible enough, until we see the arbitrary
classifications that Were made to remove imports from the competitive
class
Imports amounting to les than 5 percent of U.S. supply are assumed
to be not competitive. Steel mill product imports of over $500 million
in 1960 were less than 5 percent of U.S. supply. One wonders whether
steelworkers in the southern arts of the country, where imports have
been especially heavy, would regard the imports as noncompetitive&
1
A billion are assumed to be noncomPetroleum imports of over $1%
petitive. One wonders whether the Texas oil industry, operating on
an 8-day-per-month schedule, would think this reasonable.
Iron ore imports of over $00 million are assumed to be noncompetitive. One wonders how the representatives of the Minnesota iron
miners think about this.
It seems clear that the figures were juggled to maximize the benefits
of free trade. Does the Congress want to delegate control over trade
policy to an administration that does this? Is this massive snow job
to succeed!
As I view the scene, I am reminded of the words of Edmund Burke
that: "the age of chivalry is gone; that of sophisters, economists and
calculators l,,q succeeded."
May I add, Mr. Chairman, we have given a good deal of thought
to the amendments of Senator Bush which were submitted last week.
We would have liked it better if Senator Bush had provided for
congressional review by either House of Congress and if he had included congTessional review of new trade agreements that violate peril
point findings, we hope the committee will consider these additional
points.

But even if the eomnttee does not favor thlsie additional points,

we still want to-endorse the Bush amendments'2"

Thank you. '
The' CitrAm x. Thank you very rmuqh,

r Cq0an.

Do you say you favor th. amendens okere b

and others?
Mr. COLEmAN. Yes, Sir.

Senti

"

B6is

'

'
.
The CTAIRMAN. Do yox1 hae any additional amendment
Air. COLEMAN. No, we have no additional amendments to, ofrot,' sit;
.
now.
htediist
bdcept those I sugg
",h,
,Tie CA'MANw. Tha you verymu
Any questions I
Thank you, Mr. Colonan.
Mr. CoLtz A . Thank you, sir.
.
.
(The appendix referred to follows:).
COLsMAN APPENDIX

Escape Clause of Trade Agreements, July 1062
(PRMENT LAW)

Tari, Comitsslon to investigate wheth-. Tariff Commi~ssion to Investigate whether as a result
er as a result
In whole or In part
of the duty or other customs treatment
reflecting a trade agreement concession
o product is being imported in such increased quantities
either actual or relative
as to cause or threaten serious injury
to the domestic Industry
Should the Commission find injury it
shall
recommend to the President withdrawal
or modification of the concession or establishment of import quotas neceatary
to prevent or remedy the Injury.

of cone |ons granted under trade
agreements
an article Is be4ng imported In such increased quantities
as to cause or threaten to cause serious
injury to the domestic industry
Should. the Commission find injury it

shall

,

find the Increase in or imposition of
duty or other import restriction necessary to prevent or remedy the injury
and include such finding in its report
to the President.
In making its determination the Com-'- n'making Its determination the Commission, without excluding other fac- mission shall take into account all
relevant economic factors including
tors, shall take into consideration
idling of productive f acilities
downward trend of production
inability to operate at a profit
downward trend of profits
and
unemployment or underemployment
downward trend of employment
downward trend of prices
downward trend of wages
decline in sales
increase in imports
higher or growing inventory
or
decline In proportion of domestic market
.
supplied by domestic producers
Industry means that portion of pro- . No definitign but bill apparently reducing establishments making the quires consideration of all productive
facllies of -all firms In the industry.
product.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr.Burnham B. Holmed, of
the Rolled Zinc Manufacturers Association.
Mr. Holmes, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

*SATFUXENT OF, EURNHAX a H0L174 ON 3HIPO
ROLET
=0H NANUPACTURMR AUOOIAtION

R

Mr. Howria. Mr. Chairman,- I filed a prepare , 4 a~ni bet !
have some briefer notes that I will talk to if it can all, bein therecord4
with your permission.
The CHAIMAx&. Without objection. '
.
"
,
Mr. HOLUMr& I am Burnham B. Holmes, a resident of RnoiuIad.,
vice president of Ball Bros. Co., appearing herb as thb appopsaA -for
a,trade association, the,Rolled ZinoManufactureraI4aeoeaw.
All of theU.S. companies thst roll zino for sae are isehntrs of this
association.
I
appea to respectfully oppose H.R. 11970, We aincerely
elitve
that H.R. 11970 is a better bill than H.R, 9900,,arid are deeply apprb
biative of the work doneby the'House Wayk and Means Cdnimittee
toimprovi
,
.
But we are sincerely covineed this bill is not in the besb iterelts
of American workers or American investors,
. ....
1,,, - ,i

All, bf us approve of everything on the cover p*6 and pag 2
through line 131 of this bill. We subsciibe to the purposes bit,we
do not believe the bill will work toward the achievement of thois
proper purposes.,;*
-Let us recognize that in spite of the implicati6ns of theStati D.

apartment propaganda,-the United States is .now on, a islative, basis

I-II.J
' ": , ., "
T "
afreetradeoralowtariff nation.
In the last 25 years, we have- cut our average diities from.about
50 percent to about 12 percent except for bur most protecteds ubsi.
dized industry namely, agriculture. 'Wehave very few quota systehis,
embargoes, anAho currency'restrints.' Few if any other nations can
make that statement.
-And second, the competitive situation now facing us by creation
of the Europea Economic Community or Common Market is noth,
ing to cause fear or panic,. We do not even know yet who is going to
be a member, nor do we know all of th6 rules
,

We properly should favor the advent of the Common Market and
but not inianio,.and

we properly should adjust our course to meet,
not inhaste.

This will require studious statesknship of the same order a, was

required to conceive the Common Market and to nurture it to its -prs.
ent position of promise and hope.

What aset oH.RIfR. 11970 are unwise in the opinion of the rolled

zinc manufacturers I
Firt, we think it unwise to authorize trade bargaining in broad
categories, unless, these categories can be and are related to our tariff
paragraphs, our records showing histories of imports, experts, and
the relative importance to the Amferican industrial picture, and unless
proper guidance is given to our representatives, and unless they are
required to follow such guidance.
Secondly, we think it unwise to abandon the peril-point concept
which, though fraught with difficulties and far from perfecthas been
worked out by several Congresses and revised to more nearly fit the
requiiements.
•

, : ,

,

,

--

,,

,....j

TMihd, *66py that only-will you preserve the peril point, bui you
make such:-t.V
Vciot bindingon tJ~pztiv br.,
.,
Fourth, we urge you to provide that Congress may by a privileged
resolution qnd a majority vote of both Houies iffirm any Tiriff Commission recommendation which the President has declined to accept.
Fifth, we urge you to consider and review and posbly eliminate the
most-favored-nation principle which has been so abused.
Sixth, eliminatethe adjustment assistance for firms.
Seventh, eliminate the assistance to workers other than to give them
the same unemployment protection If unemployed due to imports as
they would have if unemployed due to lack of work for any other
caute.

In addition to these specific criticisms, we must point out that several
U.S. industries are in real trouble in their home markets due to higher
cost of labor and/or of raw materials. Our own zinc rolling mill
products industry is one of these, and we believe it merits specii1 con.
sideration as part of any sound new trade legislation.
Let me now speak just of zinc and certain products thereof.
- The United States has a seven-tenthsoWa cent per pound duty on
zinc in ingot form and in addition we have a quota on the import of
zinc.
The United States has a duty of just 1 cent a pound on finished and
rolled sheets made 100 percent from zinc ingot by a costly process of
melting casting, normiaizlng, rolling, and rerolling, shearing, and so
forth. The result is that the average foreign value in 1961 of imported Yugoslavian zinc sheet was only 13.6 cents per pound, scarcely
more than we pay for a slab of zinc to start with.
In the time available I cannot completely support the recommendations that we are making but I would ask your careful consideration
of these problems.
We have no objection to a sound program to protect the American
zinc miner and smelter but we fear that the present program will in
time ruin their American customers, and the products will all be imported and what good will it do to have protected the miners and
smeltersI
To solve this we recommend that as part of any new trade legislation you incorporate the provision essentially similar to that in bill
S. 2747 by Senator Anderson or H.R.11827 by Congressman Harvey,
of Indiana. These bills would do away with the quotas on lead and
zinc and on the ores thereof and would provide a certain degree of
duty protection and would also give a fairly workable degree of protection to the immediate products thereof.
We feel that we should comment on one particular part of M.R
11970, which is so meritorious. This is the removal of duty concessions to Communist-dominated Yugoslavia and Poland.
We have particularly strong interest in this because they are causing
us a large part of our import problem with plces not developed in
the marketplace as are our prices, but with prices developed under their
centrally planned economic system. Since Yugoslavia is part of a
system that has sworn to bury us, we urge you to keep this clause in
any trade bill you recomemnd.
I still have not told you our real problem, how imports of zinc
sheets have climbed from nothing to more than 40 percent of the in-

TtAW K-,XPAN8O1t/A(Wr
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dustry, how these are priced so cheap that we caano pay U.S. ptices
for zinc and good American wages and compete.
I do have exhibits with me aud would welcome any questions.
In summary, may I presume to recomemnd to you a course of action
which we believe would be in the finest tradition of this committee and
in the interest of a broad base of American industry: Don't pass 11970.
Recognize it for what it does; namely, scraps the whole body of levi
lation built up by many Congresses over many years that now gives
us a favorable balance of trade, that now opens our markets to the
world, but keeps them under a modicum of control.
Recognize that this bill would result in
abdication
by Congress
qf
its constitutional obligations. Instead wean
urge
you to extend
t
resent trade legislation for 2 years with a rovision that duty ooncesonp
now given to Yugoslavia and Poland be withdrawn andat the same
time we request that you request the Tariff Commission to make a broad
study of our trade history, the current situation vis-a-vis the Oommoi
Market, and other groups and countries, and report back to you with
its recomemndations for the guidance of your comimttee and the House
Ways and Means Committee in drafting whatever program appears
most feasible to replace this program 2 years hence.
Senator WwAxLs. Mr. Holmes, what concessions have been granted
to Yugoslavia and Poland f
Mr. oLmn. They are on the most-favored-nation basis.
Let me try to support our position with a few direct quotations,
and I quote:
Sweeping changes In our foreign trade poUcles are not necessary-

I am quoting from a letter written to Gov. E. F. Hollings, August 31,
1960.
Second:
I supported the peril point and the escape clause, both of which are in the
present Reciprocal Trade Act I would not ask additional legislative action,
however, on reciprocal trade.

This is from a TV broadcast, Portland, Maine, September 2, 1960.
Thirdly:
I believe we can protect our domestic Industry within present laws, with PresIdential leadership, with a knowledge of the problem, with effective workings between the President and the State Department and countries abroad, and with
the provisions In present reciprocal trade laws tf vigorously, effectively, and
responsibly administered. (Address, New York City, October 12, 190.)

Gentleman, all of these quotations are, to my best belief, accurate
and quotations of talks by John F. Kennedy made while campaigning
for the Presidency of the United States. I believe his quotations fully
support the request we are making of you today. Speaking for the
sei'eral hundred employees of the zinc rolling mills of Illinois, Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and in Indiana,
speaking, I believe, for the majority of zinc miners and smelters,
speaking for the managers and shareholders, we thank you for this
opportunity to express our views.

The CnA1JWAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Holmes.
Any questions?
*
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. Holmes' prepared statement follows:)
STATSUKIT, OF *UtNJK*M

B. HOLMES XN BUrUX OF TMi ROLLU

MAuirAoTuufs

ZiNO

AssociA[Oti"

Mr. Ctaira and inen*ers of the conoittee I an.Burnham B. H~olmes, vice
president of Ball Bros. ,Co., Muncie, Ind., and I. appear as a member of the
executive committee and in behalf of the Rolled Zinc Manufacturers Assoclatio. The association's seven members nanufacture 100 percent of the zine
rolling'mill products produced for sale in the United States.
I Our Industry is one In which Import competition was negligible 10 years ago.
Since that time Imports have increased to the pointNyhere they accounted for
approximately 44 percent of domirtic production last year in one important
product we produce and have seriously threatened injury in the case of the other
products Therefore, any legislation which would authorize the lowering of
import restrictions on our products is of paramount concern to us.
' With this very,brief background let me discuss the bill before you, indicate
the provisions we consider to be desirable, the provisions we consider to be
undesirable, and our overall re ommendations for amending the bill if it is to
be reported by this committee to the Senate.,
DESIRABLE PF4V0IIQNS IN I.L 11970

1. Requirement that Yugoslavia and Poland pay full duty rates. Section 231
of the bill, beginning on page 14, would require that the products of Yugoslavia
and Poland pay the same full duty rates just as such rates now are assessed
on the products of other Commifilst countries. I am sure the committee is
familiar with the broad arguments regarding Yugoslavian products paying full
duty rates. Concerning products of our industry, we see the direct'result of
the current U.S. policy which gives Yugoslavian products the same favored customs treatment as the free nations of the world. In 1961, 1,537,748 pounds of
zinc sheet were imported from Yugoslavia--over 64 percent of all iinports and
over 29 percent of U.S. production. The average foreign value in 1961 of imported Yugoslavian zinc sheet was only 13.6 cents per pound, slightly more than
the U.S. price for slab zinc. The average Yugoslavian wage in metal products
industries in 190 was 31 cents per hour compared to the U.S. $2.45 per hour
according to the "Yearbook of Labor Statistics of the International Labor Office."
Zinc sheets are an Item of high labor content. This, combined with the
'ability of Yugoslavia to buy the base metal for an extremely low price, has
enabled Yugoslavia to deliver zinc sheets in the United States at approximately
half or less of the price for which U.S. manufacturers must sell zinc sheets and
for very little more than the price U.S. manufacturers must pay for the base
metal.
If our industry were not confronted with severe import competition from
Yugoslavia, we still would favor assessing full duty rates against products
imported from Yugoslavia and Poland so as to give the trade from our country
to free countries of the world rather than Communist countries.

However, in

addition to this basically sound economic policy, we feel It is doubly meritorious
because Yugoslavian imports are ruining our industry, and perhaps other
industries, because the prices of the products from these countries for shipment
to the United States may be determined by the Communist Yugoslavian Government without reference to costs of production which, of course, is not the pricing
system in countries such as the United States which operate under the private
enterprise system. We are pleased that the House bill includes this provision
and urge its retention without amendment. ,
2. The action of the House of Representatives in authorizing a majority of
Members of both Houses of Congress to affirm a Tariff Commission escape clause
recommendation which the President has declined to accept is a constructive
action.
If the factfinding bipartisan Tariff Commission finds serious injury to the
4loraesti, industry and recommends Increased imports restrictions, we feel that
the Congress, since it has delegated much of its tariff determining authority,
should have the power to approve a Tariff Commission escape -clause recommendation in the event the Members feel that the President is not justfled in
hot accepting the recommendation.

The majority override privelple is con.

tructive and we favor its retention In the bill

TRADIU EXPAsIoN ACT, OF 490 2113
UNDISITh&tI

PROVISION IN Vs.12"0

,

I. Too much lrifl'rcutixsg autpity'
president Kennedy has referred to the current proposal as a bold ew approach.' We conside' It to be a bold, unwise, and disastrous approach inasmuch
as our average tariffs have been reduced 75 to 80 percent of the rates e;i8tfL
under the Tariff Act of 1930. We question whether additional tArmJf-cutting
authority in any form should be authorized. If so, however, the authority
vested In MR. i1970 is nmr'i too Oroad. Any tariff-cutting authority should
not exceed 20 percent of the rates in effect on July 1, 1962, which tsalong the line
of tariff-cutting, autlbority under the trade agreements program for jumany years.
.. ...
k. Strenpithen the peril point provision of c*IstIni la rd
It any additional tariff-,cutting authority Is to be given to te President in view
of the threatened perit to dopiestic industries from Imports, then the safeguards
for the protection of domestic industries must e strengthened. We have felt
that the peril poit procedure over the years worked rather well because until
this year Presidents representing both political parties practically always
respected the peril points as established by the Tariff Commission after thoughtful and impartial hearings. President Truniag violated only a very few peril
points during his entire Presidential tenure and President Eisenhower In 8 years
of office did not lower a single duty In violation 6f a peril olnt However,
President Kennedy this year has violated 62 peril points. As long as the
President of the United 'States generally respected the i'ecommendations of the
U.S. Tariff Comission as to what duties could not be further lowered without
causing or threatening serious Injury to the domestic Industry producing like or
directly competitive products, we felt it was not objectionable to leave this
discretionary authority in the President, knowing and understanding that peril
points would be violated only in exceptional and unusual circumstances.
Now, however, that President Kennedy has violated 62 peril points In 1962
and, therefore, In our opinion, has grossly abused this power, we feel that this
discretionary authority should not remain with the President. As you know,
H.R. 11970 would eliminate the peril point procedure entirely so that the Presi'knt would not continue to be placed In the embarrassing position of having to
report tO this committee and the Ways and Means Committee that he has lowered
duties which action tie "Tariff Commission has determined would cause or
threaten serious injury to competing domestic industries. We urge you to continue the existing peril point procedure and In addition to make Tariff Commission findings final and binding upon the President
Although H.R. 1_D70 would establish procedures Involving the publication of a
list of Items on which there Is Intention to negotiate, would require the holding
of public hearings and the submission of reports to the President by the Tariff
Commission to advise regarding concessions, the President would not be required
to give any consideration whatsoever to the Tariff Commission recommendations
and could act on his own just as Independently as he could if no public hearings
were held and no advice was received from the Tarlff Commission.
3. Privileged resolution status of Tariff Oommfseio escape clause recommendaiio" should not be stricken
When I listed the Items in II.R. 11970 which we believe to be dsirable, I
mentioned favorably the action of the House in authorizing the Congress by a
majority vote of the full membership of both Houses to approve a Tariff Commission escape clause recommendation which the President has declined to
accept. The House, however, in reducing the vote required from two-thirds to
a majority nevertheless eliminated the privileged resolution procedure whereby
such a matter might be considered. Since action by both Houses of Congress
within a 60-day period would still be required it is obvious that the privileged
resolution status must be retained If the provision Is to be significant and meaningful, otherwise we look upon the majority override provision as of little If any
value.
4. The "most favored nation" principle should be reviewed
If the United States always negotiated a tariff reduction with the country
which. Is the principal supplier to the U.S. market and all other countries pursued
similar policies and granted reciprocal concessions, then the most-favored-nation
principle coqld be meritorious. However, the United States not only gives most,
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favored-nation treatment to other countries who are also members of GAIT but it
extends this treatment to all other non-Communist countries of the world who are
not members of GATT and who are not legally obligated and frequently do not
grant to the United States in return concessions of equal value. We feel that
the most-favored-nation clause which is article I of GATi has not been given
proper attention and is one of the principal reasons why the United states seems
to come out on the short side in most of its international tariff negotiations.
ECOMMzNDATIONS FOR AMENDMET TO H..

11970

1. In short we favor amending the bill so as to restrict the President's tariffcutting authority far below that authorized in the bill, the strengthening instead
of elimination of the present peril point provision so as to make binding upon the
President peril point recommendations of the Tariff Commission, Inclusion of
authority far the Members of both Houses of Congress by means of a privileged
resolution to affirm any Tariff Commission recommendation which the President
has declined to accept and a review and modification or possible elimination of
the most-favored-nation principle.
2. Specific amendment pertaining to lead and zinc: At present there are in
effect import quotas on lead and zinc ore and metal, although there are no
quotas on the manufactured products such as rolled zinc products which are composed almost 100 percent from the base metal. There is widespread dissatisfaction with the quotas and a special burden is placed upon the manufacturers of
rolled zinc products both because the quotas on the metal artifically stimulate the
U.S. metal price in relation to the world market price and also invite the importation of the zinc metal in the form of manufactured products as a means
of circumventing the quotas.
The zinc rolling mill products industry has exhaustively attempted to use
administrative remedies to solve this problem. We have tried the escape clause
route, made a plea in connection with customs simplification, have attempted to
use article XXVIII of GATT, have participated In international meetings and used
all other legal means known to us to obtain increased import protection through
administrative procedures. Since the administrative procedures have not
worked, admittedly to some degree due to technicalities, and inasmuch as there
is almost universal dissatisfaction with the quotas, we urge this committee and
Ihe Congress to deal with the overall lead-zinc problem by means of an amend.
ment to this bill removing the existing import quotas and In their place establshing increased import duties on lead and zinc' including zinc rolling mill
products.
Many bills have been introduced in Congress which would accomplish this
objective. There is disagreement within the domestic industry as to what the
proper rate of duties should be on lead and zinc ore and metal. To our knowledge there is no disagreement within the domestic industry as to what should be
the proper rates of duty on rolled zinc products. Included among the bills
Introduced in Congress are those which follow the recommendations of the
custom smelters group and others which reflect the recommendations of the
Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee. To our knowledge all of the bills introduced in
both the House and the Senate including S. 2747 by Senator Clinton Anderson
and 20 others which reflect the recommendations of the Emergency Lead-Zinc
Committee, would increase the rolled zinc duty along the lines of our recommendations. A recent bill, H.R. 11827, by Representative Ralph Harvey, of
Indiana, would increase the import duties on lead and zinc ore and metal in
sacordance with the recommendations of the custom smelters group and would
also increase the duties on rolled zinc products in accordance with our recommendations.
So as to develop a healthy and prosperous lead and zinc industry in the
United States including a healthy rolled zinc industry, we urge the committee
to deal directly with this problem In H.R. 11070 by first determining what should
be the increased duty on lead and zinc after resolving the differences in viewpoints within the domestic Industry as to what should be the amount of the increase, recognizing that all members of the domestic industry seem to favor some
increase and then to include the provisions for Increased import duties which we
recommend on rolled zinc about which there appears to be no dispute within the
domestic industry. We urgently request your favorable consideration of these
recommendations and I shall be pleased to discuss them with you in detail If
you wish. However, In brief let me say that what we are requesting is com-
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peasatory import dbty increases for any Inc'essm which are invJuWe-for giuc
ore and metal and in the case of zinc sheet and uzic wire increases above conpensatory increases are imperative because the imports of these items alreaq
have been substantial and ruinous in the case of zinc aeft.
RNT LAW
TWO-YEAR xXTXNSION OF OUt,
In s..ummary, may I prestue to recommend to yod t course of action whieh w4
believe would be In the finest tradition of this committee, and in the nterest of
a broad base of American industry.
Don't pass H.R. 11970-recognize It for what it does; namely, scraps the whole
body of legislation built up by many Congresses over many years that opens
our markets to the world but keeps them under a modicum of control. Recogniae
that this bill would result in the abdication by Congress of its constitutional
obligations.
Instead we urge you--extend the present trade legislation for 2 years, with a
provision that duty concessions now given to Yugoslavia and Poland be withdrawn, and at the same time request the Tariff Commission to make a broad
study of our trade history, current situation vis-a-vis the EE0 and other groups
and countries and to report back to you with its recommendations for the guidance of your committee and of the House Ways and Means Committee In drafting
whatever program appears most feasible to replace this program 2 years hence.
Following are several quotations made by President Kennedy when be was
campaigning for the Presidency:
1. "Sweeping changes in our foreign trade policies are not necessary"
(letter to Gov. E. F. Hollings, Aug. 31,1960) ;
2. "1 supported the peril point and the escape clause, both of which are in
the present Reciprocal Trade Act. I would not suggest additional legislative
action, however, on reciprocal trade" (TV broadcast, Portland, Maine,
Sept. 2,1960) ;
3. "* * * 1 believe that we can protect our domestic industry within prepent laws, with Presidential leadership, with a knowledge of the problem,
with effective workings between the President and the State Department and
countries abroad, and with the provisions in present reciprocal trade laws if
vigorously, effectively, and responsibly administered" (address, New' York
City, Oct. 12,1960) ;
4. "* * * there are laws on the book for the protection of agricultrq
and for domestic industry. I hope we will have a President of the Unit d
States who is knowledgeable about those laws, who is interested in them,
who is concerned about them, who works with the Congress on these
subjects, and also uses his great powers and influence here and abroad in
order to stimulate successful trade" (address, New York City, Oct. 12, 1960),.
We ask you to consider these statements in relation to the bill which Is now
before you which the President has proposed. In view of this apparent'conflict,
we feel there is additional basis for the impartial study we have recommended
of the entire problem by the Tariff Commission before Congress enacts broad
trade legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Eugene Stewart, Manmade Fiber Producers Associat ion, Inc.
Take a seat, sir, P.Proceed.
STATEMENT OF EUGENE STEWART, COUNSEL, MAN-MADE FIBER
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
fr. STEWART. 'Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appear here on behalf of the Man-Made Riber Producers Association.
I have a lengthy brief which I do not propose to read and I respectfullyrequest permission for it to be printed ir, full in the record.'
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, your supplemental statement
will be inserted in the record following .your oral testimony.
Mr. STEWART. Gentlemen, it is my purpose this morning to discuss
directly with you soin major problems that are contained in Hf.R.
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11970 and to explain how the amendments introduced by Senator
Bush and Senator Bennett and other Senators, will constructively
deal with these problems.
The Buh amendments are designed to fit into the framework of
this bill so as to leave intact the broad outline of power desired by
the President in order to tak%initiative in Common Market negotiations, but, at the same time, to provide a stabilizer for the use of this
authority in the form of concrete guidelines and specific safeKuards.
First, the administration bill proceeds upon assumptions which are
unsound. It is assumed that by using the authority to eliminate duties on industrial and agricultural products in negotiations with the
Common Market our exports will increase more than our imports,
and our balance of trade position will be improved and our economy
strengthened.
I refute this assumption as follows:
Fi:zt, the Bank of International Settlements in its annual report
released in June of this year I rnay say a classic and highly respected
document, points out, aid I have ituoted it in my brief, that. it would
be wrong to assume that the United States will increase its exports
more than its imports because of the growing competitive strength
of the Common Market in comparison with the United States which
is already at a level of high efficiency.
The difference is in real costs represented by labor rates and other
cost advantages borne by the Europeans and to the credit of the International Bank, this was recognized. So this is respectable authority for the proposition that any trade agreement in which we simply bargain for a mutual elimination or reduction of duties will not
benefit our economy.
I have more concrete proof. You gentlemen have heard a great
deal about the effect of this bill on employment, how small the effect
would be on unemployment caused by imports and how large the
benefits would be from an expansion of exports.
The industry which I represent commissioned an independent statistical organization, the Survey and Research Corporation of this
city, to take Government data no estimate, but the official Government statistics, published in tie 1958 Census of Manufactures, the
1960 annual survey of manufactures, and to tabulate those industries
that had suffered a decline in employment on the one hand, those that
had experienced an increase in employment on the other, then to correlate with those data the import and export experience of those industries.
We have this study, the tabulations are presented in my brief and
I would like to summarize the results for you because they are of
major importance.
Let me say that the correlation of export and import data was done
in accordance with a grouping published by the Department of Commerce so that we have proceeded entirely on the basis of Government
criteria.
We were able to secure complete data for industries accounting for
14 million workers out of the Nation's total employment in manufac.
turing of 16 million.
Therefore, we had industriesSenator Cuirs. Whereabouts in your brief are these I
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Mr. STEWART. Exhibits 5 and 6. Our studies encompassed industries accounting for more than 85 percent of the Nation's manufaoturing employment. *,1
.I
Now, those industries that suffered a loss of employment while
experiencing an adverse shift in foreign trade in the period 1954-60
lost 305,000 workers. During that period the balance of trade in the
products of those industries shifted against the United States by the
amount Of $2.9 billion.
Now, in the census of manufactures we had in addition to the
employment data something called value added by manufacturing

which is a way of measuring output of workers.

Taking the number of employees and dividing that into the value
added by manufacturing we get an output per worker.
If we take the output per worker in these industries which lost
305 000 workers, and divide it into the adverse shift in the balance of
tra"e we find that that adverse shift in terms of output per worker
represented the output of 834,000 workers.
In other words, the direct measurement of what employment was
lost as a result of these adverse t rends in foreign trade came out almost
identical with the actual figures recorded by the Government of loss
of employees in those industries.
Now, let, us take a look at the growth industries; the industries that
experienced an increase in emp oyment, had 348,000 employees gain
in the same period, 195460. They experienced a favorable shi in
the balance of trade of their products as imports increased less rapidly
than exports, and by taking the value added or the output per worker
and dividing it into this favorable increase in foreign trade, we find
that the output of 90,000 workers was accounted for by this greater
participation in foreign trad.
Therefore, of the 348,000 increase in employees only 90,000 was
attributable to foreign trade. So that the country's lance on employment effects in the period 1954-60 directly measured, without
estimates, is a net loss of employment of at least 210,000 workers
Now, if we take all of the employees, all of the industries, accounting
for 85 percent of our manufacturing employment, the net gain in
employment in those industries for which we had complete data was
only 58,000 in the period 1954-60, an insignificant growth in employment.
The striking fact is that wa have been sharply affected by increased
imports and declining exports of the import sensitive industries, and
the gains of our export oriented industries have not made up even
one-third of tlat loss.
Now, this gives real meaning to the absence from this bill of the peril
point and escape clause procedures of present law. The Bush amendments would restore these remedies.
I say, that the President's advisers are being unfair to him to try to
place into his hands the great powers of this bill, but to withhold from
the President the specific detailed information as to the economic
effect of changes of duties that every President before him has had
in the form of peril-point findings
Why penalize the Presidenti Why make him operate with eocnomic blinders We ask this committee to restore to the President
the blueprint for action represented by the peril-point findings.

ills
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Let me turn now to the most-favored-nation clause and its impt.
upon this bill. We are in favor of the most.favored-nation clause,
but we are in favor of -very trading partner of the United States who
benefits b,%that principle living up to it themselves.
The fact of the matter is that the countries of Europe have withheld most-favored-nation treatment from the countries of Asia. They,
in addition, have imposed quotas and other barriers, so the net effect
is every time the United States reduces its duties in trading with
Europe, the benefit accrues to Japan and Asia and we are thie only
market for the surplus production of those low-wage countries.
We do not.call for, atid the Bush amendments do not advocate a
repeal of the most-favored-nation principle. They would rather incorporate into our President's negotiating authority two ironclad
principles:
First, if Europe asks us for any further reductions in duty, then
Europe must be prepared to receive the exports of the Asiatic countries on terms as favorable as Europe asks us to receive their exports
and the exports of AsiK.
Secondly, if Europe asks us for further reductions in duty, Europe
should be prepared to receive our exports on terms as favorable as
they ask us to extend to them.
These two principles will reform the evils which have grown up
through the blind adherence on our part alone to the most-favorednation principle.
We have in the Bush amendments one additional and important
negotiating principle, and that is a requirement that the United
States in the future negotiate with the principal supplier of the articles
in question so that by trading with the country which will benefit ife
most from our reduction we can exact the highest price for the benefit
of our exports.
Now, a word about growth industries.
The hope for our increasing the labor force and for increasing the
tempo of the economy of this country is those dynamic industries
which are supplying increased capital investments and increased
employment.
There is nothing in our trade laws which would inform the President of the probable effect of eliminations in duty on the economic
rate of growth of our growth industries.
We say, and the Bush amendments, we are pleased to note, provide
for a procedure very much like the, peril point and escape clause in
which the President would be advised by the Tariff Commission if
increased imports under eliminations or deep reductions in duty would
threaten to cause serious injury to the rate of growth of industries with
an established rate of growth, and in this way the President is in a
position, if he wishes to do so, to protect the best interests of the
United States by adjusting imports so that they do not seriously
impair the rate of growth of these important growth industries.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I have at this point used up the time allotted
me. I would be pleased to proceed further or to respond to questions.
I am grateful for the attention of the committee.
The - HArRMAx. Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart.
We have not held a hearing on the Bush amendments. It it your
understanding that the Bush amendments restore the legislation back
to where it is now !
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Ar. STEWART. The Bush amendments would restore the safeguards,
the peril point and the escape clause to where they are today, and
refine the criteria in those two remedies so that they are more cler
and specific.
They would, in addition, restore more meaningfully the wea pon
that the President has to counteract discriminations against U.S.
exports. They would also, Mr. Chairman, bring some balance into
the negotiating procedures set out in the bill for tle Common'Market
For example, the bill would give the President the vuthority to
eliminate duties entirely on categories where the United States and
the Common Market accounted for 80 percent of world exports.
But there is nothing in the criteria of the bill to insure that the
United States itself is participating in any substantial degree ip that
80 percent.
Since the purpose of the 80 percent test is to identify products where
we are strong competitively, there should be an amendment, as Senator
Bush proposes, that the United States account for at least 25 percent
of the 80 percent world trade figures.
The CH rRmA. Thank you very much; any questions
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, just one question.
Is it not true, that notwithstanding the great growth of the Europe.
an Economic Community, that the Tnited States will be the largest
and most attractive market for countries that produce goods for
export?
Mr. STWv T. There is no question about it. Our market is at least
twice as large in terms of dollar value, and Senator Carlson, it is an
important fact that our domestic market for manufactured goods is
measured by $300 billion a year.
Our export market for manufactured goods is presently about $15
billion a year. It only requires a 5 percent increase in our domestio
market to provide the increased economic activity that we would
receive if we double our exports.
No one seriously has proposed that we can double our exports.
Therefore, it would be foolhardy for the Congress, I believe, to enact
a bill which focuses exclusive attention on our export market without
regard to the consequences on our domesti market.
Senator CARLSON. Is it not true. also, that in dealing with the countries of the European economic community that our problem in the
past has been import levies on any particular commodity they did
not want to get into those countries, and secondly, quotas and we
have had some real problems and is there any reason to believe we
will not be faced with that in the future, particularly with agricultural problems?
Mr. STEWART. You are completely correct.
As a matter of fact, the adoption by the Common Market of a
common agricultural policy providing for adjustable import levies
on agricultural products has ben described by Committee 2 of GATT,
as a device which is fully as restrictive as absolute quotas.
Now, the Common Market has adopted this as a total system for
agriculture. We cannot hope through reducing duties on industrial
products to change the entire orientation of that policy.
Senator Bush in one of his amendments would first make section 252
of the bill more meaningful by eliminating the qualification,3 that give
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the President discretion not to act to cure this kind of discrimination.
Secondly, in an amendment of principles set forth in section 226
of the bill as it would be amended-by his amendments, Senator Bush
provides for the United States to negotiate for an adjustment of that
total system of the common agricultural policy by the Common Market in the context of trade agreement negotiations instead of attempting to whittle away concession for concession by asking for reductions
in individual duties.
Senator Bush's amendments are a more realistic approach to that
farm problem than anything presently contained in the bill.
Senator CARIAON. That is all Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Butlert
Senator BTmawn. Mr. Stewart, under section 224 of the bill, as I
read it, it is possible for the President to make a concession with re.
aspect to any article without a full hearing and report from the Tariff
Commission?
Mr. STEWART. That is correct, Senator Butler.
Senator BUTLER. Do you believe that is a good things
Mr. STEWART. No, and I was pleased to note that Senator Bush's
amendments included a specific amendment which would correct that
situation.
I do believe that it may have been an oversight possibly in draftsmanship, but it should be corrected aq you indicated.
Senator BUTLER. Well, I queried the Secretary of Commerce in connection with that, and I received a letter front him dated August 1,
1962, in which he said-I asked him whether he would be willing to
strike out the word "or" in line 14 and substitute the word "and' so
that it would be impossible for the President to make a concession
without the Tariff Commission first having heard the parties involved
who would be affected by the concession, and the Secretary writes me
that the administration would not be willing to accept that amendmen, and that the bill as drafted is what they want.
Mr. STEWART. Well, the only conclusion I can reach is consideration of that response is that the administration must indeed intend
that the President be free to respond to a request for a concession
from the Common Market or other countries without waiting for the
peril point findings.
Senator BUTLER. It seems to me that is correct, and I think it is
fortified by the latter part of section 224 where it says that, starting
on line 16:
And only after the President had received a summary of the hearings at which
an opportunity to be heard with respect to such article has been afforded under
section 223.

If you will refer to section 223 you will see that the person who
makes those findings is the executive branch of the Government, and
the Tariff Commission which represents the Congress or the legis.
lative branch, is pushed out of the picture.
Isn't that true?
Mr. STEWART. That is true.
Senator BUTLER. So it looks like there is a deliberate attempt on
the part of the administration to make a concession which may completely ruin an American industry without giving the Tari Commission any opportunity to even act on it.
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Mr. STEwART. Senator Butler, in reading the testimony of administration witnesses, I have concluded that it may not be so much a deliberate intent as a lack of understanding on their part of the technical
significance of the words in this bill.
1 would like to hand up to the committee a print of H.R. 11970 in
which the Bush amendments hfve been insered, and numbered, so
that you can see exactly how they would operate, and I call your attention, Senator Butler, to amendment No. 7 on page 3 of this print
of the bill with the Bush amendments inserted, to show you how Senator Bush and Senator Bennett and other Senators would deal with
that matter.
It is to the same effect as you have indicated but I think it may be a
little tighter.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you desire this inserted in the record?
Mr. STEWART. I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, and in order
that the information may be complete I also would respectfully request that Senator Bush's memorandum explaining these amendments
by number be printed in the record following the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The material referred to follows:)
H. R. 11970 As AMENDED BY THE BUSH xT AL. AUENDME;ITS
[87th Cong., 2! sess.]

H.R. 11970. An Act to promote the general welfare, foreign policy, and smemrity of
the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment
assistance to domestic Industry, agriculture, and labor, and for other purposes
(Omit the part in black brackets and insert the part printed in italic)
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-SHORT TITLE AND PURPOSES
Sno. 101. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the '"Trade Expansion Act of 1962".
Sno. 102. STATEMENT OF PUacszs.
The purposes of this Act are, through trade agreements affording mutual
benefits(1) to stimulate the economic growth of the United States and maintain and
enlarge foreign markets for the products of United States agriculture, industry,
mining, and commerce;
(2) to strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the do.
velopment of open and nondiscriminatory trading in the free world;
(3) to assist in the progress of countries in the earlier stages of economic
development; and
(4) to prevent Communist economic penetration.
TITLE II-TRADE AGREEMENTS
Chapter 1-General authority
SzO. 201. BAsIo AUTHORITY FOR TRADE AGREEMENTS.
(a) Whenever the President determines that any existing duties or other import restrictions of any foreign country or the United States are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States and that [any of the]
the first purpose together with any of the other purposes stated in section 102
will bo promoted thereby, the President may(1) after June 30, 1962, and before July 1, 1967, enter into trade agreements
with foreign countries or Instrumentalities thereof; and
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(2) proclaim such modification or continuance of any existing duty or other
import restriction, such continuance of existing duty-free or excise treatment,
qr such additional import restrictions, as he determines to be required or appropriate to carry out any such trade agreement.
(b) Excei$ as otherwise provided in this title, no proclamation pursuant to
subsection (a) shall be made-(1) decreasing any rate of duty to a rate below 50 percent of the rate existIng on July 1, 1962; or
(2) increasing any rate of duty to (or Imposing) a rate more than 50 percent
above the rate existing on July 1, 1934.
[Sta. 202. LOW-RATE AwrxoLs.
[Section 201(b) (1) shall not apply in the case of any article for which the
rate of duty existing on July 1, 1962, Is not more than 5 percent ad valorem
(or ad valorem equivalent). In the case of an article subject to more than
one rate of duty, the preceding sentence shall be applied by taking into account
the aggregate of such rates.]
Chapter2-Special provsioA4s concerning EuropeanBconnmfo Community

Sac. 211. IN GExERAL.
(a) In the case of any trade agreement with the European Economic Oommunity, section 201(b) (1) shall not apply to articles In any category if, before
entering into such trade agreement, the President determines with respect
to such category that the United States aud all countries of the European
Economic Community together accounted for 80 percent or more of the aggregated
world export value of all the articles in such category and that the United
States accountedfor 25 percent or more of such value.
(b) For purposes of subsection (a)(1) As soon as practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
President shall•(A) after taking into account the availability of trade statistics, select a
system of comprehensive classification of articles by category, and
(B) make public his selection of such system.
(2) As soon as practicable after the President has selected a system pursuant
to paragraph (1), the Tariff Commission shall(A) determine the articles falling within each category of such system,
and
(B) make public its determinations and modifications thereof.
The determination of the Tariff Commission as to the articles included in any
category may be modified only by the Tariff Commission. [Such modification
by the Tariff Commission may be made only for the purpose of correction, and
may be made only before the date on which the first list of articles specifying
this section is furnished by the President to the Tariff Commission pursuant to
section 221.] Such modiftcation by the Tariff Commission shall be made (i)
for the purpose of correction (in which event it must be made before the date
on which the firstt list of articles specifying this section is furnished by the
President to the Tariff Commtsston pursuant to section 221), or (ii) for the
purpose of excluding articles on which the Commission ftnds in its investigation
under section 221(b) that a reduction in duties below the limit specified it
section 201(b) (1) would cause or threaten serious injury to the domestic industry, sector of agriculture, or wo-kers producing like or directly competitive
articles.
(c) For the purpose of making a determination under subsection (a) with
respect to any category(1) The determination of the countries of the European Economic Community
shall be made as of the date of the request under subsection (d).
(2) The President shall determine "aggregated world export value" with
respect to any category of articles(A) on the basis of a period which he determines to be representative for
such category, which period shall be included In the most recent 5-year period
before the date of the request under subsection (d) for which statistics are
available and shall contain at least 2 one-year periods.
(B) on the basis of the dollar value of exports as shown by trade statistics
[in use] made public by the Department of Commerce, and
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(C) by excluding exports(i) from any country of the European Economic Community to.another such
country, [and]
(i) to or from any country or area which, at any time during the repreeent
tive period, was denied trade agreement benefits under section 231 or under
section 5 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951[.1, and
(4iI) for which payment is not made nor undertaken to be inaje is the
currency of the esporgtng nation on a commercial basis.
(d) Before the President makes a determination under subsection (4) with
respect to any category, the Tariff Commission shall (upon request ot tho
President) make findings as to(1) the representative period for such category,
(2) the aggregated world export value of the articles falling within such
category, and
(3) the percentage of the aggregated world export value of such artlcleq
accounted for by the United States and the countries of the European Economle
Community,
and shall advise the President of such findings, and make thoo pubo
(e) The exception to section 201(b) (1) provided by subsection (a) shall not
apply to any article referred to in Agricultural Handbook No. 148, United States
Department of Agriculture, as issued in September 19, or to any article a* to
which the Tariff Oommission Ansds in its investigation under sctton 221 (b) that
a reduction in duties below the limit specified in section 201(b) (1) wId cause
or threaten serious injury to the domestic industry, sector of agrkiutulue, or
workers producing like or directly competitive artIoles.
Sno. 212. AGRICULTURAL CoMMODrrlzS.

In the case of any trade agreement with the European Economic Community,
section 201 (b) (1) shall not apply to any article referred to in Agricultural Handbook No. 143, United States Department of Agriculture, as issued in September
1959, if before entering into such agreement the President determines that such
agreement will tend to assure the maintenance or expansion of United States
exports of the like article.
Sac. 218. ToPioAL AOwcuTUaL A" Fouiay Comioorrrm&
(a) Section 2101(b) (1) shall not apply to any article if, before entering into
the trade agreement covering such article, the President determines that(1) such article is a tropical agricultural or forestry commodity;
(2) the like article is not produced in significant quantities in the United

States; [and]

(3) such article is "ot directly competitive wtith an article produced in significant quantitiesin the United States; and
[31(4) the European Economic Community has made a commitment with respect to duties or other Import restrictions which is likely to assure access for
such article to the markets of the European Economic Community which(A) is comparable to the access which such article will have to the markets of
the United States, and
(B) will be afforded substantially without differential treatment as among
free world countries of origin.
(b) For purposes of subsection (a), a "tropical agricultural or forestry commodity" is an agricultural or forestry commodity with respect to which the
President determines that more than one-half of the world production is in the
area of the world between 20 degrees north latitude and 20 degrees south latitude.
(c) Before the President makes a determination under subsection (a) with
respect to any article, the Tariff Commission shall (upon request of the President) make findings as to(1)whether or not such article is an agricultural or forestry commodity more
than one-half of the world production of which is In the area of the world
between 20 degrees north latitude and 20 degrees south latitude, [and]
(2) Whether or not the like article Is produced In significant quantities In
the United States, and
(3) Whether or not such article is directly competitive 104th an article produced in s(iniflcant quantiy in the.United States, and shall advise the President
of such findings.
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Ohapter 3--Requirenents concerning negotialios

Sw. 221. TsAxr CouMIssxox ADvIcE.
(a) In connection with any proposed trade agreement under this title, the
President spall from time to time publish and furnish the Tariff Commission with
lists of artiles which may be considered for modification or continuance of United
States duties or other import restrictions, or continuance of United States dutyfree or excise treatment. In the case of any article with respect to which consideration may be given to reducing the rate of duty below the 50 percent limitation contained in section 201(b) (1), the list shall specify the section or sections of this title pursuant to which such consideration may be given.
[(b) Within 6 months after receipt of such a list, the Tariff Commission shall
advise the President with respect to each article of its Judgment as to the probable economic effect of modifications of duties or other import restrictions on
industries producing like or directly competitive articles. In the course of preparing such advice, the Tariff Oommission shall, after reasonable notice, hold
public hearings.]
(b) (1) Upon receipt of such list, the ommislon shall make and investigation and report to the President its findings with respect to each such article as
to(A) the limit to which swah modification or continuance mat be extended without causing or threatening serious injury to the domestic industry, sector of
agriculture, or workers producing like or directly competitive articles; and
(B) if increases in duties or additional import oestrictions are required to
avoid serious injury to the domestic industry, sector or agriculture,or workers
producing like or directly competitive articles, the minimum increases in duties
or additionalimport restrictionsrequired.
Such report shall be made by the Commission to th ? President not later than 6
months alter the receipt of such a list by the Commission.
(2) If in the course of any such investigation the Commision shall determine
that a modification of duties or other import restrictions, or the continuatwe of
Oristing customs or excIse treatment, applicable to any imported article could
likely result in (A) a significant decline in the share of the domestic market
supplied by domestic products in relation to a representative base period (taking
into account a decline in order bookings of the domestic industries producing
articles requiring a long leadtime in production), atnd (B) either-(i) a significant decline in the net earningsof the domestlc Industry producing
such products, or
(ii) a decline in employment, a loss of wages due to shortened work periods,
or a decline in wage rates in such domestic industry,
the Commission shall make a finding that guch modifioatlon of duties and other
import restrictions,or continuance of e - sting customer or ercse treatment, cannot be made without causing or threatening serious injury to the domestic
industryproducing like or directly competitive articles.
(3) In the course of any investigation pursuant to this section the Commission shall hold hearings and give reasonable public notice thereof, and shall
afford reasonable opportunity for parties interested to be present, to produce
evidence, and to be heard at such hearings.

Sac. 222. ADvicE Fom

DEPARTMENTS.

Before any trade agreement is entered into under this title, the President
shall seek information and advice with respect to such agreement from the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior, Labor, State, and
Treasury, and from such other sources as he may deem appropriate.
8w. 223. Punuo HiArsos.
In connection with any proposed trade agreement under this title, the Presi.
dent shall afford an opportunity for any intersted person to present his views
concerning any article on a list published pursuant to section 221, any article
which should be so listed, any concession which should be sought by the United
States, or any other matter relevant to such proposed trade agreement. For
this purpose, the President shall designate an agency or an interagency committee which shall, after reasonable notice, hold public hearings, shall prescribe
regulations governing the conduct of such hearings, and shall furnish the
President with a summary of such hearings
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The President may make an offer for, or grant a conoession contsint of, the
modification or continuance of any duty or other import restriction, or continuance of duty-free or excise treatment, with respect to any article only after
he has received advice concerning such article from Tariff Commission under
section 221(b), or after the expiration of the relevant 6-month period provided
for In that section, whichever first occurs, and only after the President has received a summary of the hearings at which an opportunity to be heard with
respect to such article has been afforded under section 223.
Sa. 225. REmSRVATION or ARTICLES FRoM NEmOTL&TIONB.
(a) While there Is in effect with respect to any article any action taken
under(1) section 232 [or 351,]
(2) section 2(b) of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the authority of the
President to enter into trade agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended", approved July 1, 1954 (19 U.S.C., see. 1862a), or
(3) section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 (19 U.8.C.,
see. 13864), the President shall reserve such article from negotiations under this
title for the reduction of any duty or other Import restriction or the elimination
of any duty.
(b) (During the 4-year period which begins on the date of the enactment of
this Act, the President shall reserve] The President shall also reserve an article
(other than an article which, on the date of the enactment of this Act, was
described in subsection (a) (3) from negotiation under this title for the reduction of any duty or other import restriction or the elimination of any duty
where-(1) pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1931 (or
pursuant to a comparable Executive Order), the Tariff Commission found by a
majority of the Commissioners voting that such article was being imported In
such increased quantities as to cause or threaten serious injury to an industry,
(2) such article is included in a list furnished to the Tariff Commission pui,
stant to section 221 (and has not been included in a prior list so furnished),
and
(3) upon request on behalf of the industry, made not later than 60 days after
the date of the publication of such list, the Tariff Commission finds and advises
the President that economic conditions in such industry have not substantially
improved since the date of the report of the finding referred to in paragraph (1).
(c) In addition to the articles described by subsection (a) and (b), the
President shall also so reserve any other article which he determines to be
appropriate, taking into consideration the findings of the Tariff Commimioin
under section 221(b), any advice furnished to him under section 222, and the
summary furnished to him under section 223.
8w. 226. ESSENTIAL CONDITONS FOR GRANTINo CoNcEsSIoNS.
(a) The Prcsidcnt shall not proCluim uny modification of e44sting duties or

other important restrictions, or a continuance of existing customs or excise treatment of any article covered by a trade agrcetcnt eintered into under this Act,
unless he finds as a fact that the countries of the European Economic Community
which are parties to such agreement and teould by the terms of such agreement
reecire the benefits of sutch mnodiflcations or continuance have, except as otherwise permitted by the terms of such agreement, committed themselves to admit
like articles exported from the United States on terms and conditions no less

favorable than those whioh would be applicable to their exports of such articles
when imported into the United States if the President were to proclaim the
modification or continuance provided for in such foreign trade agreement.
(b) In the course of regotiating a trade agreement, the President s)all not
make an offer, or grant in whole or in part a request, for the modification or
continuanoe of duty-free or exolse treatment with respect to any article, unless
the country or instrumentality to which such offer is made, or which requests
the modification or continuance, is the principal supplier of such articles in world
export trade (not including the exports of the United States) as shown by the
value of the exports of such article by such country or instrumentality in relation to the total world export value of such article (excluding the value of United
States exports) during the most recent two-year period preceding the negotiation
for which data is available.
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(c) The President shall not proclaim any modification of ealating duties or
other import restrictions, or a continuance of existing customs or excise treatmeat of any article covered by a trade agreement, unless he inds as a fact that
the foreign countries which are parties to such agreement and would by the
terms of such agreement receive the benefit of such modification or continuance
have committed themslves to admit like articles exported from countries other
than the United States and other than those countries referred to in section 2S1
free from quantitative and other nontariff restrictions and subject to duties and
other charges no greater than those which would be applicable to such articles
when imported into the United States if the President were to proclaim the
modification or continuance provided for in such trade agreement.
Sze. 227,'J Twrsmsso r or AowmIMENTS TO CONoRE5S.
The President shall transmit promptly to each House of Congress a copy of
each trade agreement entered Into under [this title, together with a statement,
in the light of the advice of the Tariff Oommission under section 221(b) and
of other relevant considerations, of his reasons for entering into the agreement]
this title, together with a statement accurately identifying any article with
respect to which the limits or minimum requirementsfound and reported by the
Tarilj O w.,Uo,,, u;:,cr
f' . #.(h)
and 408(0) are not complied with, and
stating his reasons for the action taken with respect to each su h arlich.
Ohapter4--Vational security

Sec. 231. PRoDuCTs or CoMUuNISr COUNTRaS on ABms.
The President shall, as soon as practicable, suspend, withdraw, or prevent
the application of the reduction, elimination, or continuance of any existing
duty or other import restriction, or the continuance of any existing duty-free
or excise treatment, proclaimed in carrying out any trade agreement under this
title or under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, to products, whether imported
directly or indirectly, of any country or area dominate or controlled by
Communism.
SEC. 232. SAFE,&UARDixo NATIOqAL SouaRTY.
(a) No action shall be taken pursuant to section 201 (a) or pursuant to
section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1030 to decrease or eliminate the duty or other
import restriction on any article if the President determines that such reduction
or elimination would threaten to impair the national security.
(b) Upon request of the head of any department-or agency, upon application
of an Interested party, or upon his own motion, the Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Director")
shall immediately make an appropriate investigation, in the course of which
he shall seek information and advice from other appropriate departments and
agencies, to determine the effects on the national security of imports of the
article which is the subject of such request, application, or motion. If, as a
result of such investigation, the Director is of the opinion that the said article
is being imported into the United States in such quantities or under such circumstances as to threaten to impair the national security, he shall promptly so
advise the President, and, unless the President determines that the article is
not being Impotred into the United States In such quantities or under such circumstances as to threaten to impair the national security as set forth in this
section, he shall take such action, and for such time, as he deems necessary to
adjust the imports of such article and its derivatives so that such Imports will
not so threaten to impair the national security,
(c) For the purposes of this section, the Director and the President shall,
in the light of the requirements of national security and without excluding other
relevant factors, give consideration to domestic production needed for projected
national defense requirements, the capacity of domestic industries to meet such
requirements, existing and anticipated availabilities of the human resources,
products, raw materials, and other supplies and services essential to the national
defense, the requirements of growth of such industries and such supplies and
services including the investment, exploration, and development necessary to
assure such growth, and the importation of goods in terms of their quantities,
availabilities, character, and use as those affect such industries and the capacity
of the United States to meet national security requirements. In the administration of this section, the Director and the President shall further recognize
the close relation of the economic welfare of the Nation to our national security,
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and shall take Into consideration the Impact of foreign competition on the economic welfare of Individual domestic Industries; and any substantial unemployment, decrease In revenues of government, loss of skills or investment, or
other serious effects resulting from the displacement of any domestic products
by excessive imports shall be considered, without excluding other factors, in determining whether such weakening of our internal economy may impair the
national security.
(d) A report shall be made and published upon the disposition of eacb request,
application, or motion under subsection (b). The Director shall publish procedural regulations to give effect to the authority conferred on him by subsection

(b).

Chapter 5-Adminftlrative provisions
241. SrcuL REPRESaENTATIVE FOR TRADE NIaoOrzATioxs
(a) The President shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, a Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, who shall be the chief
representative of the United States for each negotiation under this title and for
such other negotlatlojiq as in the President's judgment require that the Special
Representative be the chief representative of the United States. The Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations shall hold office at the pleasure of the
President, shall be entitled to receive the same compensation and allowances as a
chief of mission, shall have the rank of ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary, and shall be an ex-offilo member of the organization established pursuant to section 242 (a).
(b) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations shall, in the performance of his functions under subsection (a), seek information and advice with
respect to each negotiation from representatives of Industry, agriculture, and
labor, and from such agencies of the United States as he deems appropriate.
Szc. 242. INTERAGENCY TRADE ORGANIZATION.
(a) The President shall establish an Interagency organization to assist hini in
carrying out the functions vested In him by this title [and chapter 4 of title I11].
Such organization shall have as its chairman [a Cabinet officer selected by the
President] the Secretary of Commerce, and shall be composed of the heads of
such departments and of such other officers as the President shall designate.
It shall meet periodically at such times and with respect to such matters as the
President or the chairman of the organization shall direct. The organization
may invite the participation in its activities of any agency not represented In
the organization when matters of interest to such agency are under consideration.
(b) In assisting the President, the organization shall(1) make recommendations to the President on basic policy Issues arising in
the administration of the trade agreements program.
(2) make recommendations to the President as to what action, if any, he
should take on reports with respect to tariff adjustment submitted to him by the
Tariff Commission under section 301 (e).
(3) advise the President of the results of hearings concerning [unjustifiable]
foreign Import restrictions held pursuant to section 242(c), and recommend appropriate action with respect thereto, and
(4) perform such other functions with respect to the trade agreements program as the President may from time to time designate.
(c) The organization shall, to the maximum extent practicable, draw upon
the resources of the agencies represented in the organization, as well as such
other agencies as it may determine, including the Tariff Commission. In addition, the President may establish by regulation such procedures and committees
as he may determine to be necessary to enable the organization to provide for
the conduct of hearings pursuant to section 252(c), and for the carrying out of
other functions assigned to the organization pursuant to this section.
SEC. 243. CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATES TO NEGOTIATIONS.
Before each negotiation under this title, the President shall, upon the recommnendation of the Speaker of the House of RepresentatIves, select two members
(not of the same political party) of the Committee on Weys and Means, and
shall, upon the recommendation of the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
select two members (not of the same political party) of the Committee on
Finance, who shall be accredite as members of the United States delegation
to such negotiation.
SiE.
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SEc. 244. PARTICIPATION BY INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, AND LABOR IN NEGOTIATIONS.

It Is hereby declared to be the sense of the Congress that the President,
during the course of negotiating any trade agreement, should seek information
and adivee with respect to each distinct and homogenous grouping of articles
which is the subject of negotiations front the representatives of the domestic
industry, agriculturalsector, and labor producing the like or directly competitire articles.
Chapter6-Gencral provisions
251. MOST FAVORED NATION PRINCIPLE.
Except as otherwise provided in this title, any duty or other import restriction
or duty-free treatment proclaimed in carrying out any trade agreement under
this title or section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall apply to products of all
foreign countries, whether Imported directly or Indirectly.
SEC.

SEC.

252.

FOREIGN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS.

(a) Whether [unjustifiable] foreign import restrictions impair the value of
tariff commitments made to the United States, oppress the commerce of the
United States, or prevent the expansion of trade on a mutually advantageous
basis, the President shall(1) take all appropriate and feasible steps within his power to eliminate
such restrictions, and
(2) refrain from negotiating the reduction or elimination of any United States
import restriction under section 201(a) in order to obtain the reduction or
elimination of any such restrictions.
(b) Whenever a foreign country or instrumentality the products of which
receive benefits of trade agreement concessions made by the United States(1) maintains nontariff trade restrictions, including [unlimited] variable
import fees, which substantially burden United States commerce in a manner
Inconsistent with provisions of trade agreements, or
(2) engages in discriminatory or other acts (including tolerance of international cartels) or policies [unjustiflably] restricting United States commerce,
the President shall, [to the extent that such action Is consistent with the purposes of section 102-]
(A) suspend, withdraw, or prevent the application of benefits of trade agreements concessions to products of such country or instrumentality, or
(B) refrain from proclaiming benefits of trade agreement concessions to
carry out a trade agreement with such country or instrumentality.
(c) The President shall provide an opportunity for the presentation of views
concerning [unjustifiable] foreign import restrictions maintained against United
States commerce. Upon request by any interested person, the President shall,
through the organization established pursuant to section 242(a), provide for
appropriate public hearings with respect to such restrictions after reasonable
notice and provide for the issuance of regulations concerning the conduct of
such hearings.
SEC. 253. STAGING REQUIREMENTS.
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section and in section 254, the aggre.
gate reduction in the rate of duty on any artele which is in effect on any day
pursuant to a trade agreement under this title shall not exceed the aggregate
reduction which would have been in effect on such day if(1) one-fifth of the total reduction under such agreement for such article
had taken effect on the date of the first proclamation pursuant to section 201(a)
to carry out such trade agreement, and
(2) the remaining fear-fifths of such total reduction had taken effect in four
equal installments at 1-year intervals after the date referred to in paragraph
(1).
(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any article with respect to which the
President has made a determination under section 213(a).
(c) In the case of an article the rate of duty on which has been or is to be
reduced pursuant to a prior trade agreement, no reduction shall take effect
pursuant to a trade agreement entered into under section 201(a) before the
expiration of 1 year after the taking effect of the final reduction pursuant to
such prior agreement.
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(d) If any part of a reduction takes effect, then any time thereafter during
which such part of the reduction is not in effit by reason of legislation of the
United States or action thereunder shall be excluded in determining(1) the 1-year intervals referred to In subsection (a) (2), and
(2) the expiration of the I year referred to in subsection (c).
SEC. 254. ROUNDING AUTHORITY
If the President determines that such action will simplify the computation of
the amouDt of duty imposed with respect to an article, he may exceed the limitation provided by section 201(b) (1) or 253 by not more than whichever of the
following is lesser:
(1) the difference between the limitation and the next lower whole number, or
(2) one-half of 1 percent ad valorem or an amount the ad valorem equivalent
of which is one-half of 1 percent.
Sac. 255. TERMINATION.

(a) Every trade agreement entered into under this title shall be subject to
termination or withdrawal, upon due notice, at the end of a period specified In
the agreement. Such period shall be not more than 3 years from the date on
which the agreement becomes effective. If the agreement is not terminated or
withdrawn from at the end of the period so specified, it shall be subject to
termination or withdrawal thereafter upon not more than 6 months' notice.
(b) The President may at any time terminate, In whole or in part, any proclamation made under this title.
(c) The President shall, at the end of the period specified in any trade agree.
meant, terminate, by appropriatemodifications of the proclamation which made
effective, any concessions granted by the United States to the Furopebn Economfc
Community under the authority of section 11, if he determines, under the
criteria of that action, with reference to the most recent two-year period for
which data is available, either (1) that the United States exports did not a*.
count for at least 25 percent.of the aggregated world export value of the article
in the category covered by the concession or (2) that the United States and the
European Economic Community together did not account for 80 percent or more
of such value during such period.
(d) Whenever any foreign country, party to a trade agreement entered into
under this Act, suspends, withdraws, or otherwise abrogates a commitment referred to in subsection (a) or (e) of section 22,6, in violation of the provisions
of trade agreements, the President shall forthwith notify such country of the
intention of the United States to terminate the concession or concessions granted
by the United States in reliance on such commitment. If the foreign country
after such notification fails promptly to restore the commitment into fun force
and effect, the Presidentshall forthwith terminate sich concession or concessions
by appropriatemodifications of the proclamationwhich. made it or them effective.
3 ac. 256. DEFINITIONS.

For the purposes of this title(1) The term "European Economic Community" means the instrumentality
known by such name or any successor thereto.
(2) The countries of the European Economic Community as of any date shall
be those countries which on such date are agreed to achieve a common external
tariff through the European Economic Community.
(3) The term "agreement with the European Economic Community" means
an agreement to which the United States and all countries of the European
Economic Community (determined as of the date such agreement Is entered
into) are parties. For purposes of the preceding sentence, each country for
which the European Economic Community signs an agreement shall be treated
as a party to such agreement.
(4) The term "existing on July 1, 1962", as applied to a rate of duty, refers
to the lowest nonpreferential rate of duty (however established, and even though
temporarily suspended by Act of Congress or otherwise) existing on such date
or (if lower) the lowest nonpreferential rate to which the United States Is
committed on such date and which may be proclaimed under section 350 of the
Tariff Act of 1930.
(5) The term "existing on July 1, 1934", as applied to a ra e of duty, refers
to the rate of duty (however established, and even though temporarily suspended
by Act of Congress or otherwise) existing on such date.
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(6) The term "existing" without the specification of any date, when used
with respect to any matter relating to entering into, or any proclamation to carry
out, a trade agreement, means existing on the day on which such trade agreement
is entered Into.
(7) Th4 term "ad valorem equivalent" means the ad valorem equivalent of
a specific rate or, in the case of a combination of rates including a specific rate,
the sum of the ad valorem equivalent of the specific rate and of the ad valorem
rate. The ad valorem equivalent shall be determined by the President on the
basis of the value of imports of the article concerned during a period determined
by him to be representative. In determining the value of imports, the President
shall utilize, to the maximum extent practicable, the standards of valuation con.
tained in section 402 or 402a of the Tariff Act of 19,30 (19 U.S.C., sec. 1401a or
1402) applicable to the article concerned during such representative period.

Sac. 257.

RELATION TO OTHER LAWS.

(a) The first sentence of subse.tion (b) of section 350 of the Tariff Act of
1930 is amended by striking out "this section" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "this section or the Trade Expansion Act of 1962". The sec.
ond sentence of such subsection (b) is amended by striking out "this Act" and
inserting In lieu thereof "this Act or the Trade Expansion Act of 1962". The
third sentence of such subsection (b) is amended by striking out "1955," in paragraph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "1955, and before July 1, 1902," and by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph :
"(3) In order to carry out a foreign trade agreement entered Into after June
30, 1962, and before July 1, 1967, below the lowest rate permissible by applying
title II of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to the rate of duty (however estab.
lished, and even though temporarily suspended by Act of Congress or otherwise)
existing on July 1, 1962, with respect to such product."
(b) Subsections (a) (5) and (e) of section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930 are
repealed.
(c) For purposes only of entering into trade agreements pursuant to the
notices of intention to negotiate published In the Federal Register of May 28,
1960, and the Federal Register of November 23, 1960, the period during which
the President is authorized to enter into foreign trade agreements under section
350 of the Tariff Act of 1930 is hereby extended from the close of June 30, 1962,
until the close o2 December 31, 1962.
(d) The second and third sentences of section 2(a) of the Act entitled "An
Act to amend the Tariff Act of 1930", approved June 12, 1934, as amended (19
U.S.C., see. 1352(a)), are each amended by striking out "this Act" and inserting
in lieu thereof "this Act or the Trade Expansion Act of 1962".
(e) (1) Sections 5 [6, 7,J and 8(a) of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951 are repealed.
(2) Action taken by the President under section 5 of such Act and in effect on
the date of the enactment of this Act shall be considered as having been taken by
the President under section 231.
E (3) Any investigation by the Tariff Commission under section 7 of such Act
which is in progress on the date of the enactment of this Act shall be continued
under section 301 as if the application by the interested party were a petition
under such section for tariff adjustment under section 351. For purposes of
section 301(f), such petition shall be treated as having been filed on the date of
the enactment of this Act.]
(f) Section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the authority of the Pres.
dent to enter into trade agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended", approved July 1, 1954, is repealed. Any action (including any investigation begun) under such section 2 before the date of the enactment of this
Act shall be considered as having been taken or begun under section 232..
TITLE III-TARIFF ADJUSTMENT AND OTHER ADJUSTMENT
ASSISTANCE
Chapter I-Elgibilityfor assistance
SEc.301. TARmFF COMMISSION INVESTIOA'rIoNs AND REPORTS.

(a) (1) [Petitions for tariff adjustment under section 351 or for deterininations of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance under chapter 2 or 3 may
be filed with the Tariff Commission by firms, groups of workers, or industries]
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Petitions by domestic industries for import adjustment shall be filed with the
Tariff Conmission. under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of
1951, as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1364); and petition by firms or groups of
workers for determinationsof eligibility to apply for adjustmtt assistancemay
be filed adth the Tariff Comtission under subsection (c) of this section. In the
case of a firm, such petition may be filed by the firm or its representative. In the
case of a group of workers, such petition may be filed by the workers or by their
certified or recognized union or other duly authorized representative. In the
case of an industry, such petition may be filed by a trade association, firm,
certified or recognized union, or other representative.
(2) Whenever a petition is filed under this subsection, the Tariff Commission
shall transmit a copy thereof to the Secretary of Commerce.
(b) (1) Upon the request of the President, upon resolution of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives, upon its own motion, or upon the filing of a petition
under subsection (a) (1), the Tariff Commission shall promptly make an investigation to determine whether, as [a result of concessions granted under trade
agreements, an article is being imported into the United States in such increased
quantities as to cause, or threaten to cause, serious] a result, in whole or in part,
of the duty or other customs treatment reflecting concessions granted under trade
agreements, an article is being imported into the United States in such increased
quantities, either actual or relative, as to cause, or threaten to cause, serious
injury to the domestic industry producing an article which is like or directly
competitive with the Imported article.
(2) In making its determination under paragraph (1), [the Tariff Commission
shall take into account all economic factors which it considers relevant, including
idling of productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment
or underemployment.] the Tariff Commission shall be governed by section 7 of
the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.S.C., see. 1364).
(3) No investigation for the purpose of paragraph (1) shall be made, upon
p6titlon filed under subsection (a) (1), with respect to the same subject matter
as a previous investigation under paragraph (1), unless one year has elapsed
since the Tariff Commission made Its report to the President of the results of
such previous investigation.
(c) (1) In the case of a petition by a firm for a determination of eligibility to
apply for adjustment assistance under chapter 2, the Tariff Commission shall,
[in addition to making an industry determination under subsection (b), determine
whether, as a result of concessions granted under] determine whether, as a result,
in whole or in part, of the duty or other customs treatment reflecting concessions
granted.under trade agreements, an article like or directly competitive with an
article produced by the firm Is being imported into the United States in such Increased quantities [as to cause,], either actual or relative,as to cause or threaten
to cause, serious injury to such firm. [In making Its determination under this
paragraph, the Tariff Commission shall take into account all economic factors
which it considers relevant, including idling of productive facilities of the firm,
inability of the firm to operate at a profit, and unemployment or underemployment in the firm.]
(2) In the ease of a petition by a group of workers for a determination of
eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance under chapter 3, the Tariff Commis.
slon shall [, in addition to making an industry determination under subsection
(b), determine whether, as a result of concessions granted under] determine
whether, as a result, in whole or in part, of the duty or other customs treatment
reflecting concessions granted under trade agreements, an article like or directly
competitive with an article produced by such workers' firm, or an appropriate
subdivision thereof, is being imported into the United States [in such increased
quantities as to cause, or threaten to cause,] in such increased quantities, either
actual or relative, as to oause, or threaten to clause, unemployment or v1nderemployment of a significant number or proportion of the workers of such firm or
subdivision.
(3) The Tariff Commission may provide that, during a period beginning not
earlier than 30 days after the publication of notice of hearings with respect to
an industry and ending not later than the date of the report of the Tariff Commission with respect thereto under subsection (f) (2), no petition may be filed
under subsection (a) (1) by a firm or group of wQrkers in such industry with
respect to the same imported article and the same domestic article.
(d) In the course of any Investigation under this section, the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable notice, hold public hearings and shall afford interested
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parties opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and to be heard at such
hearings.
(e) Should the Tariff Commission find with respect to any article, as the result
of its Investigation, the serious injury or threat thereof described In subsection
(b), it shall find the amount of the increase In, or imposition of, any duty or other
import restiction on such article which is necessary to prevent or remedy such
injury and shall include such finding In its report to the President.
(1) Subsection (b) of section 7 o1 the Trade Agreements Rotnsion Act of 1951,
as amended (19 U.S.C., sec. 1364(b)), is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentence: "The (Jornms8ion shall find that increased imports
have caused or threatenserious injury to the domestic industry producing like or
directly competitive products when the evidence received during its investigation
and hearings establishesthat there has occurred (1) a significant decline in the
share of the domestic market supplied by doinestic products in cosnparson irith
the share so supplied during a representativebase period (taking into account a
decline in order bookings of domestic industries prodtcing articles requiring a
long lead time in production) and (2) either (1) 'a significant decline in the net
earnings of the domestic industry producig such products, or (it) a decline in
employment, a loss of wages due to shortened work periods, or a decline in,
itare
rates in such domestic industry."
[g](1) The Tariff Commissin shall report to the President the results of each
investigation under this section and Include In each report any dissenting or
separate views. The Tariff Commission shall furnish to the President a transcript of the hearings and any briefs which may have been submitted In connection with each investigation.
(2) The report of the Tariff Commission of Its determination under subsection (b) shall be made at the earliest practicable time, but not later than
120 days after the date on which the petition is filed (or the date on which the
request or resolution is received or the motion 12 -dopted, as the case may be),
unless the President extends such time for an additional period, which shall not
exceed 30 days. Upon making such report to the President. the Tariff Commission shall promptly make public such report, and shall rause a summary
thereof to be published In the Federal Register.
(3) The report of the Tariff Commission of Its determination under subsection
(e)(1) or (c) (2) with respect to any firm or group of workers shall be made at
the earliest practicable time, but not later than 60 days after the date on which
the petition Is filed.
Swc. 302. PRESIDENTIAL AcTION ArcER TARIFF COMMISSION DETER frATION.
[(a) After receiving a report from the Tariff Commission containing an affirm.
ative finding under section 301(b) with respect to any industry, the President

r(1) provide tariff adjustment for such industry pursuant toseetion 351.
[(2) provide, with respect to such induRtry, that Its firms may request the
Secretary of Commerce for certifications of eligibility to apply for adjustment
assistance under chapter 2,
[(3) provide, with respect to such Industry, that Its workers may request the
Secretary of Labor for certifications of eligibility to apply for adjustment a"it0.
ane under chapter 3. or
[(4) take any combination of such actions.]
(a) After receiving a report from the Tariff Commission containing an affirm.
aflve finding under scetion 801(b) with respect to any industry, the President
shall take action,or report as specified in section 7(c) of the Trade Agreements
1Extenslrn Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.S.C. sec. 1364(c)).
(b) No proclamationpursuantto subsection (a) shall be made(1) increasing any rate of duty to a rate more than 50 percent above the rate
exIql.na1 on Jul11 1, 1984, or
(2) in the case of an article not subject to duty. Imposing a duty in e.rees.s no
50 percent ad valorem.
For pu-rposes of paragraph (1), the t,rm "exlstfnra on .TuTv 1, 1.934" has the mean.
ina mssfaned to .,n'h term by paragraph(5) of section256.
r(b) (1) The Secretary of Commerce shall certify, as ellible to apply fo
1
adjustment assistance under chapter 2. any firm in an industry with repet to
which the President has acted under subsection (a) (2), unon a showing by such
firm to the satisction of the Secretary of Commerce that the increased Imports
(which the Tariff Commission has determined to result from concessions granted
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under trade agreements) have caused serious injury or threat thereof to such firm.
J[(2) The Secretary of Labor shall certify, as eligible to apply for adjustment
assistance under chapter 3, any group of workers In an industry with respect to
which the President has acted under subsection (a) (3), upon a showing by such
group of workers to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Labor that the increased
imports (which the Tariff Commission has determined to result from concessions.
granted under trade agreements) have caused or threatened to cause unemployment or underemployment of a significant number or proportion of workers of
such workers' firm or subdivision thereof.]
(c) Pa'aciraph(2) (B) of sub8ectfon (c) of section 7 of the Trade Agreement.
Extenaion Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.S.C., ee. 1364 (c) (2) (B)), is amended
by strikingr out the wcord "two-thirds" and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"m-ajority".
[()](d)
After receiving a report from the Tariff Commission containing an
affirmative finding under section 301(c) with respect to any firm or group of
workers, the President may certify that such firm or group of workers is eligible
to Apply for adjustment assistance.
[(d)](e) Any certification under subsection [(b) or (c)(d) that a group
of workers is eligible to apply for adjustment assistance shall specify the date
on which the unemployment or underemployment began or threatens to begin..
[(e)](f) When the President determines, with respect to any certification of
the eligibility of a group of workers, that separations from the firm or subdivision thereof are no longer attributable to the conditions specified In section 301 (c)
[(2) or in subsection (b) (2) of this section], he shall terminate the effect of
such certification. Such termination shall apply only with respect to separations
occurring after the termination date specified by the President.
Chapter,2-Assistan4e to firms
SEC. 311. CERTIFICATION OF ADJUSTMENT PROPOSALS.
(a) A firm certified under section 302 as eligible to apply for adjustment
a:sistance may, at any time within two years after the date of such certification,
file an application with the Secretary of Commerce for adjustment assistance
under this chapter. [Within a reasonable time after filing its application, the
firm shall 1 resent a proposal for Its economic adjustment.]
[ (b) Adjustment assistance under this chapter consists of technical assistance,
financial assistance, and tax assistance, which may be furnished singly or In combinatiti. Except a provided In subsection (c), no adjustment assistance shall
le provided to a firm under this chapter until Its adjustment proposal shall have!
been certifiedl by tle Secretary of CommerceEM) to be reasonably calculated materially to contribute to the economic adJustment of the firn.
E(2) to give adequate consideration to the interests of the workers of such
firm adver..ely affected by actions taken in carrying out trade agreements, and
[(s) to demonstrate that the firm will make all reasonable efforts to use its
own resources for economic development
r(c) In order to assist a firm which has applied for adjustment assistance
under this chapter In preparing a sound adjustment proposal, the Secretary of
Commerce may furnish technical assistance to such firm prior to certification
of its adjustment proposal.
[(d) Any certification made pursuant to this section shall remain in force only
for such period as the Secretary of Commerce may prescribe.
[SE C. 312. USE OF EXISTING AGENCIES.
[(a) The Secretary of Commerce shall refer each certified adjustment proposal to such agency or agencies as he determines to be appropriate to furnish
the technical and financial assistance necessary to carry out such proposal.
[(b) Upon receipt of a certified adjustment proposal, each agency concerned
shall promptlyci) examine the aspects of the proposal relevant to its functions, and
[(2) notify the Secretary of Commerce of its determination as to the technical and financial assistance it Is prepared to furnish to carry out the proposal.
C(c) Whenever and to the extent that any agency to which an adjustment
proposal has been referred notifies the Secretary of Commerce of its determination not to furnish technical or financial assistance, and if the Secretary of Commerce determines that such assistance is necessary to carry out the adjustment
proposal, he may furnish adjustment assistance under sections 313 and 314 to
the firm concerned.
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[(d) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of Commerce such sums as may be necessary from time to time to carry out his functions under this chapter in connection with furnishing adjustment assistance to
firms, which sums are authorized to be appropriated to remain available until
expended.
[SEC. 318. TEbHNICAL ASSISTANCE.
C(a) Upon compliance with section 312(c), the Secretary of Commerce may
provide to a firm, on such terms and conditions as he determines to be appropriate, such technical assistance as in his judgment will materially contribute
to the economic adjustment of the firm.
E(b) To the maximum extent practicable, the Secretary of Commerce shall
furnish technical assistance under this section and section 311 (c) through
existing agencies, and otherwise through private individuals, firms, or
institutions.
[(c) The Secretary of Commerce shall require a firm receiving technical
assistance under this section or section 311k ") to share the cost thereof to the
extent he determines to be appropriate.
[SEC. 314. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
C(a) Upon compliance with section 312(c), the Secretary of Commerce may
provide to a firm, on such terms and conditions as he determines to be approL
priate, such financial assistance in the form of guarantees of loans, agreements
for deferred participations in loans, or loans, as in his judgment will materially
contribute to the economic adjustment of the firm. The assumption of an outstanding indebtedness of the firm, with or without recourse, shall be considered
to be the making of a loan for purposes of this section.
[(b) Guarantees, agreements for deferred participations, or loans shall be
made under this section only for the purpose of making funds available to the
firm[(1) for acquisition, construction, installation, modernization, development,
conversion, or expansion of land, plant, buildings, equipment, facilities, or machinery, or
[(2) in cases determined by the Secretary of Commerce to be exceptional, to
supply working capital.
L (c) To the maximum extent practicable, the Secretary of Commerce shall
furnish financial assistance under this section through agencies furnishing
financial assistance under other law.
[SEc. 315. CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

[(a) No loan shall be guaranteed and no agreement for deferred participation
in a loan shall be made by the Secretary of Commerce in an amount which exceeds 90 percent of that portion of the loan made for purposes specified in section 314 (b).
f(b) (1) Any loan made or deferred participation taken up by the Secretary
of Commerce shall bear interest at a rate not less than the greater of(A) 4 percent per annum, or
(B) a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury for the year in
which the loan is made or the agreement for such deferred participation is
entered into.
[(2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall determine annually the rate referred
to in paragraph (1) (B), taking into consideration the current average market
yields on outstanding interest-bearing marketable public debt obligations of the
United States of maturities comparable to those of the loans outstanding under
section 314.
[(c) Guarantees or agreements for deferred participation shall be made by
the Secretary of Commerce only with respect to loans bearing interest at a rate
which he determines to be reasonable. In no event shall the guaranteed portion
of any loan, or the portion covered by an agreement for deferred participation,
bear interest at a rate more than 1 percent per annum above the rate prescribed
by subsection (b) (determined when the guarantee is made or the agreement
is entered into), unless the Secretary of Commerce shall determine that special
circumstances justify a higher rate, in which case such portion of the loan shall
bear interest at a rate not more than 2 percent per annum above such prescribed
rate.
[(d) The Secretary of Commerce shall make no loan or guarantee having
a maturity in excess of 25 years, including renewals and extensions, and shall
make no agreement for deferred participation in a loan which has a maturity
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in excess of 25 years, including renewals and extensions. Such limitation on
maturities shall not, however, apply to-[(1) securities or obligations received by the Secretary of Commerce as
claimant in bankruptcy or equitable reorganization, or as creditor in other proceedings attendant upon insolvency of the obligor, or
[(2) an extension or renewal for an additional period not exceeding 10 years,
if the Secretary of Commerce determines that such extension or renewal is
reasonably necessary for the orderly liquidation of the loan.
[(e) No financial assistance shall be provided under section 314 unless the
Secretary of Commerce determines that such assistance is not otherwise available to the firm, from sources other than the United States, on reasonable terms,
and that there is reasonable assurance of repayment by the borrower.
[(f) The Secretary of Commerce shall maintain operating 'eserves with
respect to anticipated claims under guarantees and under agreements for deferred
participation made under section 314. Such reserves shall be considered
to constitute obligations for purposes of section 1311 of the Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1955 (31 U.S.C., sec. 200).
SEc. 316. ADMINISTRATION

OF FINANCIAL AssisT,'xcE.

[(a) In making and administering guarantees, agreements for deferred participation, and loans under section 314, the Secretary of Commerce may[(1) require security for any such guarantee, agreement, or loan, and enforce,
vaive. or subordinate such security:
[(2) assign or sell at public or private sale, or otherwise dispose of, upon
such terms and conditions and for such consideration as he shall determine to be
reasonable, any evidence of debt, contract, claim, personal property, or security
assigned to or held by him in connection with such guarantees, agreements, or
loans, and collect. compromise, and obtain deficiency Judgments with respect to
ill obligations assigned to or held by him in connection with such guarantees,
agreements. or loans until such time as such obligations may be referred to the
Attorney General for suit or collection:
[(3) renovate, improve, modernize, complete, insure, rent, sell, or otherwise
deal with. upon such terms and conditions and for such consideration as he
shall determine to be reasonable, any real or personal property conveyed to or
otherwise acquired by him in connection with such guarantees, agreements, or
loans
[(4) acquire, hold. transfer, release, or convey any real or personal property
or any interest therein whenever deemed necessary or appropriate, and execute
all legal documents for such i)urposes : and
[(5) exercise all such other powers and take all such other acts as may
be necessary or incidental to the carrying out of functions pursuant to section
314.
rooi Any mortgage acquired as security under subsection (a) shall be
recorded under applicable State law.
(SEc. 317. TAx ASSISTANCE.
(a) If[(1) to carry out an adjustment proposal of a firm certified pursuant to section 311, such firm applies for tax assistance under this section within 24 months
after the close of a taxable year and alleges in such application that it has sustained a net operating loss for such taxable year.
[(2) the Secretary of Commerce determines that any such alleged loss for
such taxable year arose predominantly out of the carrying on of a trade or business which was seriously injured, during such year, by the increased imports
which the Tariff Commission has determined to result from concessions granted
under trade agreements. and
[(3) the Secretary of Commerce determines that tax assistance under this
section will materially contribute to the economic adjustment of the firm,
then the Secretary of Commerce shall certify such determinations with respect
to such firm for such taxable year. No determination or certification under this
subsection shall constitute a determination of the existence or amount of any net
operating loss for purposes of section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954.
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[(b) Subsection (b) of section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to net operating lose carrybacks and carryovers) is amended to read
as follows:
"(b) NET OPERATION Loss CARRYBACKS AND CAMrOVERn."(1) YEARS TO WHICH LOSS MAY BE CARRIED.-A net operating loss for any
taxable year ndlng after December 31, 1957, shall be-C"'(A) except as provided in subparagraph (B), a net operating loss carryback to each of the 3 taxable yearsipreceding the taxable year of such loss,
["(B) in the case of a taxpayer with respect to a taxable year ending on or
after December 31, 1962, for which a certification has been issued under section
317 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, a net operating loss carryback to each
of the 5 taxable years preceding the taxable year of such loss, and
E"(C) a net operating loss carryover to each of the 5 taxable years following
the taxable year of such loss.
E"(2) AMOUNT OF CARBYBACKS AND CARaYOVERS.-Except as provided In subsection (i), the entire amount of the net operating loss for any taxable year (hereinafter In this section referred to as the 'loss year') shall be carried to the earliest
of the taxable years to which (by reason of paragraph (1)) such loss may be
carried. The portion of such loss which shall be carried to each of the other
taxable years shall be the excess, if any, of the amount of such loss over the sum
of the taxable income for each of the prior taxable years to which such loss
may be carried. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the taxable income for
any such prior taxable year shall be computed["(A) with the modifications specified in subsection (d) other than paragraphs (1), (4), and (6)thereof; and
["(B) by determining the amount of the net operating loss deduction without
regard to the net operating loss for the loss year or for any taxable year
thereafter,
and the taxable income so computed shall not be considered to be less than zero.
["(3) SPECIAL RuLES.["(A) Paragraph (1) (B) shall apply only if["(I) there has been filed, at such time and in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, a notice of filing of the application
under section 317 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 for tax assistance, and,
after its isqnance, a copy of the certification under such section. and
"(ii) the taxpayer consents in writing to the assessment, wihin such period
as may be agreed upon with the Secretary or his delegate, of any deficiency for
any year to the extent attributable to the disallowance of a deduction previously
allowed with respect to such net operating loss, even though at the time of filing
such consent the assessment of such deficiency would otherwise be prevented by
the operation of any law or rule of law.
["(B) In the case of["(i) a partnership and its partners, or
["(11) an electing small business corporation under subchapter S and its
shareholders,
paragraph (1)(B) shall ap, y as determined under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate. Such paragraph shall apply to a net operating
loss of a partner or such a shareholder only ifItarose predominantly from losses
in respect of which certifications under section 317 of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 were filed under this section."
[(c) Subsection (h) of section 6501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to limitations on assessment and collection in the case of net operating
loss carrybacks) is amended by Inserting before the period: ", or within 18
months after the date on which the taxpayer files
in accordance with section
172(b) (3) a copy of the certification (with respect to such taxable year) issued
under se tion 317 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, whichever is later".
[(d) Section 6511(d) (2) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
to special period of limitation on credit or refund with respect to net operating
los carrybacks) is amended to read as follows:
E"(A) PERIOD OF LIMrrATrON.-If the claim for credit or refund relates to an
overpayment attributable to a net operating loss carryback, in lieu of the 3-year
period of limitation prescribed in subsection (a), the period shall be that periot
which ends with the expiration of the 15th day of the 40th month (or the 39th
month, In the case of a corporation) following the end of the taxable year of the
net operating loss which results in such carryback or the period preicribed in
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subsection (c) in respect of such taxable year, whichever expires later; except
that["(t) with respect to an overpayment attributable to a net operating lose
carryback to any year on account of a certification issued to the taxpayer under
section 317 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the period shall not expire before
the expiration of the sixth month following the month in which such certification is issued to the taxpayer, and
[" (ii) with respect to an overpayment attributable to the creation of, or an
inc.,ease in, a net operating loss carryback as a result of the elimination of
excsesive profits by a renegotiation (as defined in section 1481(a) (1) (A))'the
period shall not expire before September 1, 1959, or the expiration of the twelfth
month fVllowing the month in which the agreement or order for the elimination
of such excessive profits becomes final, whichever is the later.
In the case of such a claim, the amount of the credit or refund may exceed
the portion of the tax paid within the period provided in subsection (b) (2) or
(c), whichever is applicable, to the extent of the amount of the overpayment
attributable to such carryback."
[SEC. 318. PROTECTIVE PROVISIONS.

(E(a) Each recipient of adjustment assistance under section 818, 814, or 817
shall keep records which fully disclose the amount and disposition by such recipient of the proceeds if any, of such adjustment assistance, and which will facilitate an effective audit. The recipient shall also keep such other records as the
Secretary of Commerce may prescribe.
[(b) The Secretary of Commerce and the Comptroller General of the United
States shall have access for the purpose of audit and examination to any books.
documents, papers, and records of the recipient pertaining to adjustment assistance under sections 313, 314, and 317.
[(c) No adjustment assistance shall be extended under section 813, 314, or
317 to any firm unless the owners, partners, or officers certify to the Secretary
of Commerce[ (1) the names of any attorneys, agents, and other persons engaged by or on
behalf of the firm for the purpose of expediting applications for such adjustment
assistance, and
E(2) the fees paid or to be paid to any such person.
[(d) No financial assistance shall be provided to any firm under section 314
unless the owners, partners, or officers shall execute, an agreement binding them
and the firm for a period of 2 years after such financial assistance is provided,
to refrain from employing, tendering any office or employment to, or retaining
for professional services any person who, on the date such assistance or any part
thereof was provided, or within one year prior thereto, shall have served as an
officer, attorney, agent, or employee occupying a position or engaging in activities which the Secretary of Commerce shall have determined involve discretion
with respect to the provision of such financial assistance.
[SEC. 319. PENALTIES.
Whoever makes a false statement of a material fact knowing it to be false,
or knowingly fails to disclose a material fact, or whoever willfully overvalues
any security, for the purpose of influencing in any way the action of the Secretary of Commerce under this chapter, or for the purpose of obtaining money,
property, or anything of value under this chapter, shall be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned for not more than two years, or both.
[SEC.

320.

SUITS.

In providing technical and financial assistance under sections 318 and 314,
the Secretary of Commerce may sue and be sued in any court of record of a
State having general jurisdiction or in any United States district cortrt, and
jurisdiction is conferred upon such district court to determine such controversies
without regard to the amount in controversy; but no attachment, injunction,
garnishment, or other similar process, mesne or final, shall be issued against
him or his property. Nothing in this section shall be construed to except the
activities pursuant to sections 313 and 314 from the application of section 507(b)
and 2679 of title 28 of the United States Code, and of section 367 of the Revised
Statutes (5 U.S.C., see. 316).]
(b) Promptly upon receipt of such application the Secretary of Commerce
.hall designate the community in 'which each affected plant of the affected firm
ig located as a "redevelopment area" under the Area Redevelopment Act (Public
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Law 87-27), for the purpose of making available to such firm the benefits of
such Act, and notwithstanding any provision of such Act to the contrary, the
Secretary is authorized and shall accord on a priority basis to the affected firm
and its affected workers such benefits provided in such Act as the Secretary shall
determine to be appropriatefor the sound economic redevelopment of the affected establishment and workers.
Chapter 3--,Assistance to workers

[SEO. 321. AUTHORITY.
[The Secretary of Labor shall determine whether applicants are entitled to
receive assistance under this chapter and shall pay or provide such assistance
to applicants who are so entitled.
Subehapter A-Trade Readjustment Allowances
[SE. 322. QUALIFYING REQUIREMENTS.
[(a) Payment of a trade readjustment allowance shall be made to an adversely
affected worker who applies for such allowance for any week of unemployment
which begins after the 30th day after the date of the enactment of this Act and
after the date determined under section 302(d), subject to the requirements of
subsections (b) and (c).
(b) Total or partial separation shall have occurred(1) after the date of the enactment of this Act, and after the date determined
under section 302 (d), and
[(2) before the expiration of the 2-year period beginning on the day on which
the most recent determination under section 302(d) was made, and before the
termination date (if any) specified under section 302 (e).
(c) Such worker shall have had(1) in the 156 weeks immediately preceding such total or partial separation,
at least 78 weeks of employment at wages of $15 or more a week, and
[(2) in the 52 weeks immediately preceding such total or partial separation,
at least 26 weeks of employment at wages of $15 or more a week in a firm or firms
with respect to which a determination of unemployment or underemployment
under section 302 has been made, or
if data with respect to weeks of employment are not available, equivalent
amounts of employment computed under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of Labor.

E

[SE.

323. WEEKLY AMOUNTS.

[(a) Subject to the other provisions of this section, the trade readjustment
allowance payable to an adversely affected worker for a week of unemployment
shall be an amount equal to 65 percent of his average weekly wage or to 65 percent of the average weekly manufacturing wage, whichever is less, reduced by
50 percent of the amount of his remuneration for services performed during
such week.
[(b) Any adversely affected worker who is entitled to trade readjustment
allowances and who is undergoing training approved by the Secretary of Labor,
including on-the-job training, shall receive for each week in which he is undergoing any such training, a trade readjustment allowance in an amount (computed
for such week) equal to the amount computed under subsection (a) or (if
greater) the amount of any weekly allowance for such training to which he
would be entitled under any other Federal law for the training of workers, if
he applied for such allowance. Such trade readjustment allowance shall be paid
in lieu of any training allowance to which the worker would be entitled under
such other Federal law.
[(c) (1) The amount payable to an adversely affected worker under subsection (a) for any week shall be reduced by any amount of unemployment insurance to which he is entitled with respect to such week (or would be entitled
but for this chapter or any action taken by such worker tinder this chapter),
whether or not he has filed a claim for such insurance.
[(2) The amount payable to an adversely affected worker under subsection
(b) for any week shall be reduced by any amount of unemployment insurance
which he has received or is seeking with respect to such week; but, if the appropriate State or Federal agency finally determines that the worker was not entitled
to unemployment insurance with respect to such week, the reduction shall not
apply with respect to such week.
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[(d) If unemployment Insurance, or a training allowance under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 or the Area Redevelopment Act, is
payable to an adversely affected worker for any week of unemployment with
respect to which he would be entitled (determined without regard to subsection
(c) or (e) or to any disqualification under section 327) to a trade readjustment
allowance if he applied for such allowance, each such week shall be deducted
from the total number of weeks of trade readjustment allowance otherwise payable to him under section 324(a) when he applies for a trade readjustment allowance and is determined to be entitled to such allowance. If the unemployment insurance or the training allowance payable to such worker for any week
of unemployment is less than the amount of the trade readjustment allowance
to which he would be entitled if he applied for such allowance, he shall receive,
when he applies for a trade readjustment allowance and Is determined to be entitled to such allowance, a trade readjustment allowance for such week equal to
such difference.
[(e) Whenever, with respect to any week of unemployment, the total amount
payable to an adversely affected worker as remuneration for services performed
during such week, as unemployment insurance, as a training allowance referred
to in subsection (d), and as a trade readjustment allowance would exceed 75
percent of his average weekly wage, his trade readjustment allowance for such
week shall be reduced by the amount of such excess.
[(f) The amount of any weekly payment to be made under this section which
is not a whole dollar amount shall be rounded upward to the next higher whole
dollar amount.
[(g) If unemployment insurance is paid under a State law to an adversely
affected worker for a week during which he is undergoing training approved by
the Secretary of Labor, the State agency making such payment shall be reimbursed from funds appropriated pursuant to section 337, to the extent that such
payment does not exceed the trade readjustment allowance which such worker
would have received if he had applied for such allowance and had not received
the State payment. The amount of such reimbursement shall be determined by
the Secretary of Labor on the basis of reports furnished to him by the State
agency and such amount shall then be placed in the Unemployment Trust Fund
to the credit of the State's account.
[SEC. 324. TIME LIMITATIONS ON TRADE READJUSTMENT ALLOWANCES.
[(a) Payment of trade readjustment allowances shall not be made to an
adversely affected worker for more than 52 weeks, except that, in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Labor[(1) such payments may be made for not more than 26 additional weeks to
an adversely affected worker to assist him to complete training approved by the
Secretary of Labor, or
[(2) such payments shall be made for not more than 13 additional weeks
to an adversely affected worker who had reached his 60th birthday on or before
the date of total or partial separation.
[(b) Except for a payment made for an additional week specified in subsection (a), a trade readjustment allowance shall not be paid for a week of unemployment beginning more than 2 years after the beginning of the appropriate
week. A trade readjustment allowance shall not be paid for any additional week
specified in subsection (a) if such week begins more than 8 years after the
beginning of the appropriate week. The appropriate week for a totally separated worker is the week of his most recent total separation. The appropriate
week for a partially separated worker is the week in respect of which he first receives a trade readjustment allowance following his most recent partial
separation.
[SEC. 325. APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS.
[Except where inconsistent with the provision of this chapter and subject
to such regulations as the Secretary of Labor may prescribe, the availability and
disqualification provisions of the State law[(1) under which an adversely affected worker is entitled to unemployment
insurance (whether or not he has filed a claim for such insurance), or
[(2) if he is not so entitled to unemployment insurance, of the State in which
he was totally or partially separated,
shall apply to any such worker whq files a claim for trade readjustment allowances. The State law so determined with respect to a separation of a worker
shall remain applicable, for purposes of the preceding sentence, with respect
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to such separation until such worker becomes entitled to unemployment insurance under another State law (whether or not he has filed a claim for such
insurance).
[Subchapter B-Training
['SEC. 326. IN GENERAL.
[(a) To assure that the readjustment of adversely affected workers shall
occur as quickly and effectively al possible, with minimum reliance upon trade
readjustment allowances under this chapter, every effort shall be made to prepare each such worker for full employment in accordance with his capabilities
and prospective employment opportunities. To this end, and subject to this
chapter, adversely affected workers shall be afforded, where appropriate, the
testing, counseling, training, and placement services provided for under any
Federal law. Such workers may also be afforded supplemental assistance necessary to defray transportation and subsistence expenses for separate maintenance
when such training is provided in facilities which are not within commuting
distance of their regular place of residence. The Secretary of Labor "n defrayIng such subsistence expenses shall not afford any individual an allowance
exceeding $5 a day; nor shall the Secretary authorize any transportation expense exceeding the rate of 10 cents per mile.
[(b) To the extent practicable, before adversely affected workers are referred
to training, the Secretary of Labor shall consult with such workers' firm and
their certified or recognized union or other duly authorized representative and
develop a worker retraining plan which provides for training such workers to
meet the manpower needs of such firm, in order to preserve or restore the em.
ployment relationship between the workers and the firm.
[SEo. 327. DISQUALIFICATION FOR REFUSAL OF TRAINING, ETC.
[Any adversely affected worker who, without good cause, refuses to accept
or continue, or fails to make satisfactory progress in, suitable training to which
he has been referred by the Secretary of Labor shall not thereafter be entitled
to trade readjustment allowances until he enters or resumes training to which
he has been so referred.
[Subchapter C-Relocation allowances
[SEC. 328. RELOCATION ALLOWANCES AFFORDED.
[Any adversely affected worker who is the head of a family as defined in
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Labor and who has been totally separated may file an application for a relocation allowance, subject to the terms
and conditions of this subehanter.
[SEC. 329. QUALIFYING REQUILICMENTS.
[(a) A relocation allowance may be granted only to assist an adversely
affected worker in relocating with the United States and only if the Secretary of
Labor determines that such worker cannot reasonably be expected to secure
suitable employment in the commuting area In which he resides .nd that such
worker[(1) has obtained suitable employment affording a reasonable expectation
of long-term duration in the area in which he wishes to relocate, or
(2) has obtained a bona fide offer of such employment.
(b) A relocation allowance shall not be granted to such worker unless-(1) for the week in which the application for such allowance is filed, he is
entitled (determined without regard to section 323 (c) and (e)) to a trade radjustment allowance or would be so entitled (determined without regard to
whether he filed application therefor) but for the fact that he has obtained the
employment referred to in subsection (a) (1), and
[(2) such relocation occurs within a reasonable period after the filing of
such application or (in the case of a worker who has been referred to training
by the Secretary of Labor) within a reasonable period after the conclusion of
such training.
[SEC. 330. RELOOATIoN ALLOWANCE DEFIqED.
][For purposes of this subchapter, the term "relocation allowance" means[(1) the reasonable and necessary expenses, as specified in regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Labor, incurred in transporting a worker and his
family and their household effects, and
[(2) a lump sum equivalent to two and one-half times the average Weekly
manufacturing wage.
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[Subchapter D-General provisions
[SEc. 331. AGREEMENTS WITH STATES.
[(a) The Secretary of Labor is authorized on behalf of the United States to
enter into an agreement with any State, or with any State agency. Under such
an agreement, the State agency (1) as agent of the United States, will receive
applications for, end will provide, assistance on the basis provided in this chapter, (2) where appropriate, will afford adversely affected workers who apply
for assistance under this chapter testing, counseling, referral to training, and
placement services, and (3) will otherwise cooperate with the Secretary of Labor
and with other State and Federal agencies in providing assistance under this
chapter.
[(b) Each agreement under this subchapter shall provide the terms and conditions upon which the agreement may be amended, suspended, or terminated.
[(c) Each agreement under this subchapter shall provide that unemployment
insurance otherwise payable to any adversely affected worker will not be denied
or reduced for any week by reason of any right to allowances under this chapter.
[SEC. 332. PAYMIENTS TO STATF.S.
[(a) The Secretary of Labor shall from time to time certify to the Secretary
of the Treasury for payment to each State which has entered into an agreement
under section 331 the sims necessary to enable such State as agent of the United
States to make payments of allowances provided for by this chapter. The Secretary of the Treasury, prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting
Office, shall make payment to the State in accordance with such certification, from
the funds for carrying out the purposes of this chapter.
[(b) All money paid a State under this section shall be used solely for the
purposes for which it is paid; and any money so paid which it not used for such
purposes shall be returned, at the time specified in the agreement under this subchapter, to the Treasury and credited to current applicable appropriations, funds,
or accounts from which payments to States under this section may be made.
[(c) Any agreement under this subchapter may require any officer or employee of the State certifying payments or disbursing funds under the agreement, or otherwise participating in tho performance of the agreement, to give
a surety bond to the United States in such amount as the Secretary of Labor
may deem necessary, and may provide for the payment of the cost of such bond
from funds for carrying out the purposes of this chapter.
[SEC. 333.

LIABILITIES OF CERTIFYING AND DIsBURsiNo

OFFICERS.

[(a) No person designated by the Secretary of Labor, or designated pursuant
to an agreement under this subchapter, as a certifying officer, shall, in the absence of gross negligence or intent to defraud the United States, be liable with
respect to the payment of any allowance certified by him under this chapter.
[(b) No disbursing officer shall, in the absence of gross negligence or intent
to defraud the United States, be liable with respect to any payment by him
under this chapter if It was based upon a voucher signed by a certifying officer
designated as provided in subsection (a).
[SEc. 334. RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS.
[(a) If a State agency or the S'ecretary of Labor, or a court of competent
Jurisdiction finds that any person(1) has made, or has caused to be made by another, a false statement or
representation of a material fact knowing It to be false, or has knowingly failed
or caused another to fail to disclose a material fact; and
[(2) as a result of such action has received any payment of allowances
under this chapter to which he was not entitled,
such person shall be liable to repay such amount to the State agency.or the
Secretary of Labor, as the case may be, or either may recover such amount
by deductions from any allowance payable to such person under this chapter.
Any such finding by a State agenL. or the Secretary of Labor may lx made only
after an opportunity for a fair hearing.
[(b) Any amount repaid to a State agency under this section shall be deposited into the fund from which payment was made. Any amount repaid to the
Secretary of Labor under this section shall be returned to the Treasury and
(redited to the current applicable appropriation,, fund, or account from which
payment was made.
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[Whoever makes a false statement of a material fact knowing It to be false,
or knowingly fails to disclose a material fact, for the purpose of obtaining or
increasing for himself or for any other person any payment or assistance
authorized t9 be furnished under this chapter or pursuant to an agreement
under section 31 shall be fined not more than $1,000 or Imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both.
[SEc. 336. REVIEW.
[Except as may be provided In regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
Labor to carry out his functions under this chapter, determinations under
this chapter as to the entitlement of individuals for adjustment assistance
shall be final and conclusive for all purposes and not subject to review by any
court or any other officer. To the maximum extent practicable and consistent
with the purposes of this chapter, such regulations shall provide that such determinations by a State agency will be subject to review In the same manner
and to the same extent as determinations under the State law.
[SEc. 337. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

[There are hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of Iabor
su-h sums is may be necessary from time to time to carry out his functions
under this chapter in connection with furnishing adjustment assistance to
workers, which sums are authorized to be appropriated to remain available
until expended.
[SEC. 338. DEFINITIONS.
For purposes of this chapter(1) The term "adversely affected employment" means employment in a firm
or appropriate subdivision of a firm. if workers of such firm or subdivision are
eligible to apply for adjustment assistance.under this chapter.
[(2) The term "adversely affected worker" means an individual who, because
of lack of work in an adversely affected employment(A) has been totally or partially separated from such employment, or
(B) has neen totally separated from employment with the firm in a subdivision of which such adversely affected employment exists.
[(3) The term "average weekly manufacturing wage" means the national
gross average weekly earnings of production workers In manufacturing industries
for the latest calendar year (as officially published annually by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor) most recently published bef(,re
the period for which the assistance under this chapter is furnished.
[(4) The term "average weekly wage" means one-thirteenth of the total wages
paid to an individual In the high quarter. For purposes of this computation, the
high quarter shahl be that quarter in which the individual's total wages were
highest among th( first four of the last five completed calendar quarters immediately before te quarter in which occurs the week with respect to which the
computation is lnude. Such week shall be the week in which total separation
occurred, or. in cases where partial separation Is claimed, an appropriate week,
as defined in regulations preset lbed by the Secretary of Labor.
[(5) The term "average weakly hours" means the average hours worked by
the individual (excluding overtime) in the employment from which he has been
or claims to have been separated in the fifty-two weeks (excluding weeks during
which the individual was sick or on vacation) preceding the week specified In
the last sentence of paragraph (4).
[(6) The term partiall separation" means, with respect to an individual who
has not been totally separated, that he has Pad his hours of work reduced to
80 percent or less of his average weekly hours in adversely affected employment andL his wages reduced to 75 percent or less of his average weekly wage
in such adversely affected employment.
[(7) The term "remuneration" means wages and net earnings derived from
services performed as a self-employed individual.
[(8) The term "State" includes the District of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; and the term "United States" whyn uied in the geographical sen includes such Commonwealth.
[(9) The term "State agency" means the agency of the State which administers the State law.
[(10) The term "State law" means the unemployment insurance law of the
State approved by the Secretary of Labor under section 3304 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954.
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:(11) The term "total separation" means the layoff or severance of an Individual from employment with a firm in which, or in a subdivision of which,
adversely affected employment exists.
[(12) The term "unemployment insurance" means the unemployment Insurance payable to an individual under any State law 6r Federal unemployment
insurance law, including title XV of the Social Security Act, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, and the Temporary Extended Unemployment! Compenaston Act of 1961.
[(13) The term "week" means a week as defined in the applicable State
law.
[(14) The term "week of unemployment" means with respect to an individual
any week for which his remuneration for services performed during such week
is les than 75 percent of his average weekly wage and in which, because of lack
of work[(A) if he has been totally separated, he worked less than the full-time
week (excluding overtime) in his current occupation, or
80 percent or less of his
[(B) if he has been partially separated, he
average weekly hours.
[Chapt
[SEc. 351. AUTHORITY.
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tion) proclaim the increase in, or imposition of, any duty or other import restriction on the article which was found and reported by the Tariff Commission
pursuant to section 301 (e).
4) The President may, within 60 days after the date on which be receives '
an affirmative finding of the Tariff Commission under section 301(b) with respect to an industry, request additional information from the Tariff Cormission.
The Tariff Commission shall, as soon as practicable but in no event more than
120 days after the date on which it receives the President's request, furnish
additional information with respect to such indutry in a supplemental report.
For purposes of paragraph (2), the date on which the President receives such
supplemental report shall be treated as the date on which the President received
the affirmative finding of the Tariff Commission with respect to such industry.
(b) No proclamation pursuant to subsection (a) shall be made-(1) increasing any rate of duty to a rate more than 50 percent above the
rate existing on July 1, 1934, or
87270-62-pt. 3-
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r(2) in the case of an article not subject to duty, Imposing a duty in excess
of-50 percent ad valorem.
For purposes of paragraph (1), the term "existing on July 1, 1934" has the
meaning ass gned to such term by paragraph (5) of seclion 256.
[(e)
(1) Any Increase In, or imposition of, any duty or other Import restriction
proclimed pursatant to this section or section 7 of the Trade Agreements Exten.
sion Act of 1901C(A) may be reduced or terminated by the President when he determines, after
taking into account the advice reelved from the- Tariff Commission under subsection (d) (2) and after seeking advice of the Secretary of Commerce and the
Secretary of Labor, that such reduction or termination is in the national interest,
and
C(B) unless extended under paragraph (2), shall terminate not later than the
close of the date which Is 4 years after the effective date of the initial procla.
nration.or the date of the enactment of this Act, whichever date Is the later.
[(2) Any increase in, or impositon of, any, duty or other import restriction
proclaimed pursuantto this section or pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 may be'extended in whole or in part by the President for such periods (not in excess of 4 years at any one time) as he may desig
nate if he determines, after taking into account the advice received from the
Tariff Commission under subsection (d) t3) and after seeking advice of the
Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of Labor, that such extension is in the
national interest.
[(d) (1) So long as any increase In, or imposition of, any duty or other import
restriction pursuant to this section or pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 remains in effect the Tariff Commission shall keep
under review developments with respect to the Industry concerned, and shall
make periodic reports to the President concerning such developments.
.
[(2) Upon request of the President, the Tariff Commission sha!l advise the
President of its Judgment as to the probable economic effect on the industry
concerned of the reduction or termination of the increase In, or imposition of,
any duty or other import restriction pursuant to this section or section 7 of the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.
[(S) Upon petition on behalf of the Industry concerned, filed with the Tariff
Commission not earlier than the date which Is 9 months, and not later than the
date which is 6 months, before the date any Increase or imposition referred to in
paragraph (1) or (2) of subsection (c) is to terminate by reason of the expiration of the 4-year period prescribed in paragraph! (1) or an extension thereof
under paragraph (2), the Tariff Commission shall advise the President of its
Judgment as to the probable economic effect on such Industry of such termination.
[(4) In advising the President under this subsection as to the probable economic effect on the industry concerned, the Tariff Commission shall take into
account all economic factors which it considers relevant, including Idling of
productive facilities, Inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or under1
emloyment.
(5) Advice by the Tariff Commission under this subsection shall be given on
the basis of an investigation during the course of which the Tariff Commission
shall hold a hearing at which interested persons shall be given a reasonable opportunity
be present, to produce evidence, and to be heard.
. [(e) toThe
President, as soon as practicable, shall take such action as he determines to be necessary to bring trade agreements entered Into under section 30
of the Tariff Act of 190 into conformity with'the provisions of this section. No
trade agreement shall be entered Into under section 201(a) unless such agreement permits action in conformity with the provisions of this section.
/
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rEo. 361. ADjUSTMENT ASSISTASoz ADVISORY BOARD.

[(a) There Is hereby created the Adjustment Assistance Advisory Board,
which shall consist of the Secretary of Commerce, as Chairman, and the Secretaries of the Treasury, Agriculture, Labor, Interior, and Health, Education, and
Welfare, the Administrator of the Small Business Administration, and such other
officers as the President deems appropriate. Each member of the Board may
designate an officer of his agency to act fot him as a member of the Board. The
Chairman may from time to time Invite the, participation of officers of other
agencies of the executive branch.,
I
/
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Sto. 401. AuTnEOT.
The head of any agency performing functionrsunder this Acta
t
r
(1) authorize the headof any other agency to perform any of such functions;
(2) prescribe such rules and regulations may be neresary td perform such
I .I 1.I IVL
functions; and
(8, to the extent necessary to perform such functions procure the temporary
(not in excess of one year) or Intermittent service of experts ordenultats
or
organization thereof, including stenographic reporting service
by
or
appointment, and in such cases such services shall be without regard contract
the cin
service and classiftiation laws, and, except In the case of stenogphict6reporting
services by organizations, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes
(41 U.S.C. 5). Any individual so employed

may be compensated at a rate not in
excess of $75 per diem, and, while such Individual is away from
his home or
regular placetof business, he may be allowed transportation and not to
exceed
$1e per iem in lieu of subsistence and other expense..

SOw. 402, BrZOaT& (a) The President shall submit to the

Congress an annual report on the trade
agreements program and on tariff adjustment
and other adjustment
under this Act. Such report shall Include information regarding newassistance
tions, changes made In duties and otherr import restrictions of the UnitednegotiaStates,
reciprocal concesions obtained, changes In trade agreements In order to effectu-

tae more fully the purposes of the trade agreements program (Including
the
incorporation therein of escape clauses), the results of action taken
to obtain
removal of foreign tradyreotictions (including discriminatory
restrictions)
against United States experts, remaining restrictions, and the measures
able to seek their removal in accordance with the purposes of this Act# and availother
information

relating to the trade agreements program and to the agreements

entered Into thereunder.
t
(b) The Tariff Commission shall
a factual report on the operation of submit to the Congress, at least once a year,

the trade agreements program.

Six. 403. TAunts' COMMISSIOx.4
(a) In order to expedite the performance
ttsg
of
functions under this Act,
the Tarif Commission may conduct prelm esnary
investigations, determine the
scope and manner of its proceedings, and consolidate proceedings before It.

I(b) In performing Its functions under thisAct, the Tariff Commilsiop
may
exercise any authority granted to It under auy other Act
(c) The Tariff Commission sMall at all times keep Informed concerning' the
operation -and effect of provisions relating to duties or, other Import restrictions
of the Unted States, contained In trade agreements entered into under the trade
agreements program.
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If any, ~proviloon of this Act or, the application of uy, pi'ovslon to any qtictu*tances or persons sall be held Invalid, the validity of the remaindor'of this
Act, and Of the applicati ,of such provision to other circumstances or persona,
sll1 no bq effecte4 thereby.
]POtY1po~iO of this Act(J)'The term "agency" ;Includes anyiagency, department, bodrd, wholly o
partly Owned'eorporation, Instrumentality, commission, 'or, establlshe;d of the
United 'States.
(2) The term "duty or other Import restriction" Includes (A) the rate and
form of an import duty, and (B) a limitation, prohibition, charge, and exaction
other than duty, imposed on importation or imposed for the regulation of
imports.
(8) The term "firm" includes an individual proprietorship, partnership, joint
venture, association, corporation (including a development corporation),, bustness trust, cooperative, trustees in bankruptcy, and receivers undes decree of
any court., A firm, together with any predecessor, successor, or affiliated firm
controlled or substantially beneficially owned by substantially the same persons,
may be considered a single firm where necessary to prevent unjustifiable
benefits.
(4) An imported article is "directly competitive with" a domestic article at an
earlier or later stage of processing, and a domestic article is "directly competitive with" an imported article at an earlier or later stage of processing, if the
impotation of the imported article has an economic effort on producers of the
domestic article comparable to the effect of importation of articles in the same
stage of processing as the domestic article. For purposes of this paragraph, the
unprocessed article Is at an earlier stage of processing.
(5) A product of a country is an article which is the growth, produce, or
manufacture of such country.
(6) The term "modification", as applied to any duty or other import restriction, Includes the elimination of any duty.
Sec. 406. Findings of Fact Required for PresidentialDeterminations.
Any determinations of the President under sections 201 (a), 211 (a), 011(b),
211(c), 212, 213(a), 218(b), 22(a), 232(b), 254, 256(7), or 302(a) shall be
based upon flndivgs of fact by the President that the conditions or principles
specified in each such section exlst or are applicable as shown by the record of
the investigation made intidental to such determination.
Sec.407. Publication of Reports.
The reports and other documents described in sections 218(c), 242(b) (8), and
301 (g) shall be made public by the President or at his direction as soon as practicable after the purposes for which they are specified in this Act have been
accomplished.
Sec. 408. Fostering Increased Employment in Growth Industries.
(a) Taking note of the persistent high levels of unemployment eoisttno in the
United States and the necessity for encouragingand protectingthe growth of new
domestic industries and domestic industries whose operations have been characterized by sustained growth in employntent, plant investment, and production
as a means of reducing unemployment and providing -jobs for the Nation's growing labor force, the Congress declares it to bc the policy of the United States
that no reduction in any rate of duty, or bind lg of any existing customs or ezoise
treatment, or other concession proclaimed under section 850 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C., see. 1851), or under section .01 of this Act, shall
be permitted to continue in effect when the product on which the concession has
been granted is, as a result, in whole or in part, of the duty or other customs
treatment reflecting such concession, being imported into the United States in
such increased quantities, as to cause or threaten serious impairment of the
rate of growth of such industries producing the like or directly competitive products. No action shall be taken pursuan? to section 201 of this Act to decrease
the duty on any imported article or to bind any existing customs treatment, if
such action would cause or threaten serious impairment of the rate of growth
of such domestic industries producing the like or directly competitive products.
(b) The President, as soon as practicable, shall take such action as may be
necessary to bring trade agreements heretofore entered into under section 350
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(4)(1) The first paragraph'of aubection',(a) .'
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7.,eec. 1364(a)
is
ai ended by changitheperiodat the end of the paragraph to a comma on,4 adding the following. "or. to cause or threaten serious,iiparmno'of th e rate of
growth of a new domestic industryor a domestic industry whose operationshave
been characterized by sustained growth in employment, plait inwetment, and
production, which produce* the like or directly competitive produos.".
()' The first sentence of the third paragraphof subseqton (a) o/-such sec
tion is amended (4) by inserting after "directly competitive products," the fl.
lowing: "or to cause or threaten serious impairment of the rate of growth of a
new domestic industry or a domestic industry whose operations have been characterized by a sustained growthin employment, plant investment, axi4 production,
which produces the like or directly competitive products,"; and (B) 'by striking
out the period at the end of such sentence and inserting,in lie. thereof the following; "or impairment.".
(3) The first sentence of paragraph-(1) of subsection (c)! f. such.section Is
amended by inserting after the words "serious injury, to" the following: "or
serious impairment of the rote of growth of".
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As a group these amendments are designed to accomplish the-followlng:
1. Basic negotiating principles: To insure that the broad-new authority delegated to the President will actually be used so as to conform to principles
which now, as In the past, have been desired by Congress but have not always
been achieved in actual practice.
(a) True reciprocity, In which U.S. exports will be assured equivalent
customs treatment to that accorded foreign Imports by the United States
(amendments Ila; 16 a, b, c, d, e, 17b).
(b) Actual value received, in which U.S. concessions on each article
will be negotiated With the principal supplier of that article in the world
export trade. This will reform a practice In which concessions have often
been granted in the past to countries which are not in the strongest competitive position in world trade on the artieles covered by the concessions, with
the result that the strongest competitors get the prime benefit of the concessions, under our most-favored-nation rule, without making a reciprocal
concession to the United States for this Increased access to U.S. markets.
(Amendment llb.)
(c) Equal treatment of Japan and all other countries parties to the trade
agreement by beneficiaries of our concessions, by requiring recipients of
U.S. concessions on particular goods to admit such goods from Asia, Latin
'America, and Africa with liberality equivalent to that accorded by the
United States. This will -prevent European countries, for example, from
continuing to exclude low-cost goods from Asia by quotas,' licenses, and
other restrictive measures, with consequent diversion of Hurop's reasonable
share of such goods Into the U.S. market. This Is a reform badly needed,
If the effect of concessions granted to Europe, when extended to Asiatic
countries under our r-ost-faVored-nation rule, Is not to channel Asia's goods
exclusively Into the U.S. market. (Amendments Ilc, 17b.)
(d) Maintaining the integrity of concessions to the Common Market, in
which eliminations and reductions of duty on particular categories of goods,
based upon the condition thqt the United States and the European Economic
Community countries supply 80 percent of world export value of such goods,
will be withdrawn at the end of the 3-year term of Unied States-European
Economic Community trade agreements If the trade of other countries,

which iecelve the benefit of such concessions under the most-favoed-natloP
rule, has Increased to such an extent thpt the United States and the Huro-

pean

_onomvit Community no longer accotint for 80 percent of world export

value of puch good&' (Amendment 17a.)
2. M
o0titutlonal principles: To Insure that the delegation to the President
of unprecqdelted power ove customs duties contained in the bill in subject to
the mti~Imm con~tltutional rbquirepnenta of (1) a clear statement of principles
power; (2) the necessityfor finding*
to guide the Presid.tt 111the use qf,tch
of act by the President that in' each case in which he proposes to use the delegated power te clrctlmstancO actually meet the principles specified by the
Congress; and (8) the publication of reports setting forth the facts pertinent
and the President' fndlngs of fact based thereon:
th each(is),
use Of delegated powe-;
-or completing
of theagreement
statementpower,
of tOrIneiples
which are
to gueClarification
the President's
use of the trade
In which, (1) the expansion of U.8. exports Is made an essential purpose which
must be met
In ehch and every
use of the power (amendments 1; 2; 8a;
:' 'lla;l6b,
c,d)..
..
(2) the necessity for U.8. commercial exports to be a sinificant
factor In world trade In categories subjected to elimination of duty
In U.S.-EEC trade agreement negotiations is made clear (amendments
ga and b).
(8) the use of the delegated powers so as to avoid causing serious
injury to domestic Industries, agriculture, and workers Is required
8c, 4, 5b, and f, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 18, 20, 22, 28a, ^3 34).
Q(mendments
1(4) the' minimum
acceptable basis for an exchange of concessions
with foreign countries is specified by the Congress (amendments 11 a,
I
b, t, 18a,b, c, d).
(b) Making more definite' the obligation of the President to base his
use of the delegated power upon findings of fact that the purposes and
principles specified by Congress have been satisfied.
(Amendments 1;
3c; 4; 6; 7; 10; Ila, c; 12; 85.)
(o) Making more definite the requirement for public hearings at which
Interested parties shall have the right to be heard on matters which the
Congress makes prerequisite for the Executive in using the trade agreement powers (Amendments 6, 22.)
S(d) Requiring reports of Investigation", fnd findings of matters pertinent
authority to be. made public.
to the exercise of the trade agree'neuii
(Amendments 3b. d, h; 12; 22; 36.)
8. Safeguard principles: To restore to the bill the traditional principle of a
selective reduction of tariffs which will avoid causing or threatening serious
injury to domestic industries, agriculture, and workers. (This principle has
been at the heart of trade agreement policy from the beginning, and Congress
has developed and emphasized it In the three extensions in the 1950's.)
(a) Replace the Tariff Commission's prenegotiation "advice" to the
President of "economic effects" of proposed eliminations or reductions of
duty, with the present peril point procedure under which the Commission
finds the extent to which duties can be reduced without esiusing or threatenIng serious injury. (Amendments 3c: 4: 6.)
(M) Replace the bill's post-trade agreement procedure, of a Tariff Commission inquiry to determine whether solely as a result of a concession imports of an article have idled plants.. made firms unable to operate at a
profit, and thrown workers out of Jobs throughout the entire industry,
with the present escape clause procedure under which the Commission finds
whether imports due In part to Past concestons are causing or threatening
serious ln.iury to the segment of the industry directly engaged in the Production of the like or competitive articles. (Amenuments 18: 20: 21: 22;
23 a and b: 24" 25 a and b: 28A.)
(W) Imnrove administration of the peril noint and escape clause Procedures bv specifying criteria of injury which shall require on affirmative
flndfnr by the Tariff Commisson: and liberalize the restrictive provision
of the prespcnt law aRnd the bill for congressional anRproval of Tariff Commission findings rejected by the President. (Amendments 0l. 12: 26: 28b.)
(W) Prevent impairment of growth industries with their emnlovmentcreating potentilM. by excessive lmprts by enlarging the criteria of the
peril ont 'and escemn clause procednrea to provide the President with
I ,
findings of tle~ pomililties. I Amendment R7.)

4, Adzhistrative reform: T keep, the 01ecuton of the' tfad a'e
"
program- In the hands of perous knowledgeabe 'indomesi colnmeree hi oj*"
to'refotm the State Departments orientation of the' prgram Ias A"
-n6p6i.
1-'1Ab015)
adjunct to our foreign aid giveaway programs. -(Amendments'
5. Conform adJustmdeut assistance for firms and wbrkers t6'the
edlea
. It*niV
present laW so as' t avoid c6eatng Federal standads Of 'eme

s

estate,
Inequities s between classes of ui.emploed workers andtft'ssdi

'to
t

firms, and the use of worker/fir . adjustment a~sistahe as ahl alJ~ati
tariff adjustment for Industrles 'and workers srid0Sly iiiunred by Ir

(Amendments 23a;

;8b;0;23;84J.
8S,;

ii1END)i**T;3Y-A

NPME~qT DESCRI" T?'i
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1. 01nce four separate purpose# are specified in secion 102 of the bill, Ohly thO
first of which is directed to expansion of our exports, the presence Of the words
"any of" In section 201 would permit the Ezecdtive to reduce or eliminate,1U.8.
duties without specific regard to seeking an'etpnion of U.S. xpor
Ts
amendment would prevent such a use of the powers In the bill.. Ah extatnsion
of U.S., exports would have to be Included as"one Of the puipotes geding the
President in entering into any trade agreenlent which granted duty Changes ' to
" . 1* 1 1. .
1 1'
I' I I .
other countries."
2. The power In section 202,to transfer products to'the free list, on the sole
test that'their existing duty protection is.5 percentor leds,* as asked beettise
admninltratlon spoklgmen believed the rates to 1"have littVle 'or rio 4ono0tlc
significance" so that they could be eliminated "as a matter of convenience of
administration." (Hearings, Ways and Means Committee, V 82.)
Ways
IThe
and Means Committee disagreed, stating In Its report: .
"It is not your committee's intention, in recommendifng te #rvnSt'f th'it fa
thority, to minimize *the#igftfflcane of rate of (1d1y1at this level:" *"[EMphasis
added.] Ill. Rept. 1818, p. 16.)
Since the premise for this power was rejected, the section Itself should have
been stricken fr6m the bill by the committee. (Such articles would, of course,
remain subject to the other duty reduction or elimination provisions of the bill.)
3(a). Under the 80.percent test specified in section 211 of the bill, U.S. duties
could be eliminated even though the United States accounted fori -only a
negligible part of the 80 percent. 'The theory of section 211 is that on certain
productM the United States and the European Bconomic Community ate each
oremost suppliers so that duty elimination as between these two entities would
not principally benefit Japan or other countries. But if the United&States Is
not a significant factor in world trade on a particular group 6f articles falling
in the 80-percent category, It may be because we are noncompetitive vis-a-vis
European Economic Community. Therefore, an elimination of duties on *such a
category would not benefit our exports. In the debate in the House on H.R.
11970, Chairman Mills of the Ways and Means Committee was asked atut a
requirement that 25 percent of the 80 percent be accounted for by the United
States. He admitted an argument could be made for it, and said this matter
could be studied by the Senate. (Congressional Record, June 28, 1962, p. 11148.)
The Ways and Means report stated that the committee expected the categories
under the 80.percent test to be "to a very large extent * * * those-in which
the United States exports more than it imports." (H. Rept. 1818, 87th Cotff., I
15.)
The amendment suggested here-the requirement that the' United States
supply at least 25 percent of the 80 percent world export value--is not as exacting as the committee statement, -'et it would provide certainty, which the hill
does not, that categories negotiated under the 80-percent test be those in whlh
U.S. exports are of some significance.
3(b). The bill properly provides for the Tariff Commission to make public its
determinations of articles falling within the categories specified by the President
for use in E1C negotiations. The bill alAo permits the Ckommisslon to modify
such determinations (and these proposals would permit further modifcatitm
to delete articles competitive with products of industries Which would be
seriously injured by elimination of duties). Obviously the modifitlobsshould
be made as public as the initial determinations. That is the purpose of this
amendment.
3(). The purpose 'of section 211?b) is to limit the effect of eliminations of
duty in IT.S.-PPEO negotiations to those specific artitleg determined by' the Tariff
Commigplon to be included in the categories selected by the President. In line
...
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would restore the basic principle of
witp, other amendments proposed, which
would require
avoiding serious injury to domestic industry, this ofamendment
EEC
articles included in'
the Commission to modify its Initial determination
articles on which 'itfinds that
hegotiattng categories so as to remove specificserious
Injury to domestic InduseliminatioA of duties would cause or threaten
I
competitive articles.
try, agriculture, or workers producing the like or preparations
and in the findings
3(d). The public Interest intrade agreement is qufte evident
from the many
requisite to use of trade agreement authoLity
the like. The 80-percent statistical
provisions for public hearIngs, ptd, and of
ley Importance to the' power of
determination provided for in section 211
With the BEC. Therefore; it is
negotiations
in
duties
eliminate
the President to
available to the public
readily
make
to
bill
the
:of
spirit
the
with
consistent
public cannot know
The
depend.
determinations
these
which
upon
basic facts
use" so as to form
"in
has
Commerce
of
Department
the
statistics
what trade
authority of section 211. It
its own Judgment of exposure of products to the
to make such statistics public.
could do so if the Department were required
but not the more limited
(Of course, it now publishes U.S. export statistics,
end.
foreign statistics.) This amendment is directed to this
from
amendments would require the elimination
S(e), (M, and (g). These the
80-percent test of articles donated, "sold" for
export value for purposes of
with foreign aid funds. Since these
counterpart funds, or purchased for dollars significance,
they should not be inexports have no independent commercial
important categories in
cluded in data used to determine the commercially
mutual tariff elimination would
which the U.&-EEC trade is so significant that affected
industries of these two
be expected to contribute to the exports of the
realities.
these
to
respond
entitles. These amendments
facts for a deter3(). The Tariff Commission's finding as to the essential
hence, subject to
and,
test,
80-percent
the
meeting
categories
the
mination of
as well as
community,
business
the
to
interest
obvious
of
is
duty elimination,
publication would
their
and
policy,
not
are
facts
These
labor.
and
agriculture
in subsequent negotiations. Hence,
not inhibit the President's freedom of action
Commission when
this amendment would require them to be made public by the
it sends them to the President.
authority to eliminate
4. This amendment wouid remove absolutely from the
in EEC negotiations those
duties entirely or to exceed a 50-percent cut in duties
finds that such duty change would
articles as to which the Tariff Commission
industry producing the like or
cause or threaten serious Injury to the domestic
not exceeding 50 percent, the Presicompetitive articles. In reductions in duty going
beyond tbe "peril point" found
dent would retain the right he now holds of
why he did so. The power
by the Commission, by explaining to the Congress
duties entirely, Is unprecedented In
to exceed a 50-percent cut, and to eliminateelimination
of duties, the probability
U.S. trade agreement history. Under total
would appear to be certain
of injury to an Industry sensitive to import competition
such injury would occur should,
and definite. The Commission's findings that would
make them so by requiring
amendment
this
and
controlling,
be
therefore,
ellmhiation authority.
duty
the
of
scope
the
from
removed
be
to
articles
such
premise of section 213 of the
5 (a), (b), (0), (d), (e), (f). The unstated the
United States and the EEC
bill providing for mutual elimination of duties by
which exist are likely to
on tropical commodities is that any import restrictions
since both areas are in the tembe unnecessary to safeguard home production possibility
that species of fiber,
perate climes. Overlooked, however, is the
produced in the tropics are directly
lumber, tree nuts, vegetable oil, and the.like temperate
climes. It would be concompetitive with other species produced in
bill to exclude from its dutysistent with the premise of this section of theTariff
Commission finds are, in
eli ination power any commodities whichthe
the United States. These
fact, directly competitive with articles producedof in
course, remain subject to the
amendments so provide. (Such articles would, of the
bill.)
provision
duty
in
reduction
general 50-percent
for the peril point procedure,
6. This amendment deletes the bill's substitute
1951, the Tariff Commission
and reinstates the procedure in present law. Sincethe
duty on articles proposed
has been required to determine the extent to whichcausing
or threatening serious
without
reduced
be
could
negotiations
for tariff
lieu of this procedure,
In
workers.
and
farmers,
industries,
American
to
injury
the Tariff Comthe bill would simply call for the President to be "advised" ofbyduty.
eliminations
mission of the "economic effect" of reductions or
considers the
The definition of "industry" under which the commissionn now
articles
Impact of imports on that part of the operations of the firns producing
//
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competitive with the Imported articles, would be repealed by the bill. The
Commission would have to consider the effect of Imports on the overall opera,
tons of the firms in the industry, regardless of whether'they are multiproduet
or multiplant producers. Further, Instead of determining whether increased,
Imports due in whole or in part to proposed concessions would cause or threaten
serious injury, the Commission would be limited to considering whether imports
resultirg solely from the concessions possible under the bill would cause "Idling
of productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or(H. Rept. 1818, p.5.)
underemployment."
These changes called for by the bill would, in combination, effectively prevent
th," Commission from warning In advance of negotiations against Injurious
: .. nges in duty. Total disaster atti-'utable solely to a ditty change will rarelybe foreseen. The peril point procedure was a guardrail to prevent disaster.
,
Amendment 6 will carry that procedure on as an essential safeguard. '
Paragraph (2) of amendment 6 mould provide the Tariff 0mmisslon with ai
clear-cut set of criteria under which findings of probable Import injury would
be mandatory. The purpose of specifying these criteria is to remove an area of,
doubt or debate from the Commission's peril point deliberations, and thu4 facilitate its administration of the peril point procedure. The criteria *111 also provide more certainty to the business, agricultural, and labor communities enabling
them to evaluate more readily the position of their products vis-a-vis imports,,
and to prepare for participation in peril point public hearings aided by a clearer
understanding of controlling areas of proof.
7. This is a perfecting amendment to clonie a loophole in the provision of the
bill which Intends that the President be supplied -with the informed findItigb
of the Tariff Commission as to the foreseeable 'consequences of reductions or'
eliminations of duty before he agrees to grant concessions to any foreign country.,
Concessions result ndt only from U.S. offers, but also from the requests of other
countries. By stating the one but not the other, the bill permits the President to
agree to concessions so requested before he has the Commission's advice. This
amendment would correct that situation.
8. Other amendments propose elimination of the great majority of the adjustment assistance provisions of the bill, including section 861. Deletion of the
,
reference to that section In section 225(a) (1) Is therefore appropriate.
9. This amendment would correct an apparent anomally In the bill. The bill
duties
via
trade
and
eliminate
for
5
years
to
reduce
authority
gives the President
agreement actions. Section 225 specifies that certain items are to be reserved
from the negotiations. But subsection (b) would require reservation of articles,
where reduced duties are found by the Tariff Commission to be injuring domestic
industries, to be so reserved only during the first 4 years of the 5-year period in,
which the President can act. No reason was given In the House for this 1-year
hiatus. If reservation of sueh articles is a valid principle, and it is, it should
apply thoroughout the 5-year period in which the President could negotiate agreements. This amendment would so require.
10. This amendment would strengthen the bill from the constitutional aect
by changing the Tariff Commission's role in prenegotiation activity from one of
"advice" to that of "factfinding." The Commission is a factfinding agency with
expertise in the tariff and trade area. Constitutionally there must be a procedure
where it Is established as a matter of fact that particular actions the President
proposes to take in using the delegated power meet the policy guidelines specifled by Congress In the legislation. Mere "advice" will not do this, but findings of
fact will; hence the amendment.
11(a), 11(b), and 11(c). These amendments specify three cardinal principles of trade agreement negotiation which are designed to strengthen the position of the United States in securing value received for the concessions which It
grants in such negotiations.
First (11(a)), we will not grant more favorable treatment to imports from
EEC countries thAn they are willing to grant our exports (subject, however, to
the right of other countries to invoke in proper circumstances provisions of trade
agreements pertaining to balance-of-payments difficulties, Infant Industries, and
the escape clause to ,correct serious injury to a home industry).
Second (11 (b)), we will negotiate new concessions with the principal supplier
of the goods covered by the concession. Under moot-favored-nation rule, this
will tend to insure that the effect on our markets can be most accurately judged
in such negotiations and, particularly, that the United States can secure pay-,
ment by reciprocal concessions ft'om the chief beneficiary of our concessions.
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Third (11(o) )we will not open up our market more widely toalll couatriep,
under our most-favored-nation rule, by granting .a particular concession t9 a
country desiring the same unless that country admits the goods. fnquestion, w~t*h.

equal freedom from all other countries which Would receive the benefit of our
concessions. This will make it unnecessary for the United Staites to absorb an
excessive portion of Asiatic goods resulting from the more favorable tariff treatment granted by the United States where Europe refused to admit sh
loiv-ost
goods on equal terms.
4 ,
11(d). Clerical change.
12. Under preent law the President must report his reasons to Congress
whenever he reduces a, tariff below the "peril point" found by the Tariff Commission (Le., below the level to which duties can be reduced without cgustng or
threatening ,serious injury .to the domestic industry, agriculture, or workers).
The bill eliminates both peril-point findings and the related duty for forming
Congress when the peril point is exceeded. Amendment 6 restores, the perilpoint procedure, and this amendment 12 reinstates the President's duty to report.
to Congress whenever he exceeds the limit on duty changes which the Commis-,
slon finds under the policies set forth in the legislation,
13 (a) and (b), .The bill provides for an interagency committee similar to
the Trade Policy Committee created by Executive Order 10741. The Secretary
of Commerce Is.
chairman of that committee. The President advised the Ways
and Means Oommittee that he intends to retain the Secretary of Commerce as
chairman (IL Rept. 1818, p. 19). Yet the bill would permit some other Cabinet
offcer to be named as chairman. In keeping with the statement of Chairman
Mills during debate in tWe House that "It is not the,Intention of your commit.
tee ** *.-that the State Department run this show" (Congressional Record June
28, 1962, p. 11150),.amendment 13b specifies that the Secretary of Commerce is to
be the chairman of the interagency trade organization. Since amendment 34
strikes chapter 4 of title III from the bill, the reference to that chapter in the
description of the functions of the Interagency trade organization is deleted by
amendment 13a.
14. This amendment,, in harmony with amendments 16a through 16e, makes
it clear that the entire procedure for giving business, agriculture, and labor organizations the right to be heard on restrictions placed by other countries on
U.S. exports which violate trade agreement commitments of mch nations shall
not be qualified by administrative discretion. Hence, this amendment requires
the Interagency trade organization to advise the President of the results or such
a hearing without regard to whether the restrictive practices which violate our
trade agreement rights are, in the opinion of the organization, "Justifiable" or

not.

15. In 1958 the Ways and Means Committee amended the trade agreements
law to specify that during the course of negotiating a trade agreement the President "should seek information and advice with respect to such agreement froni
representatives of industry, agriculture, and labor." The committee's report
emphasized that "competent, representative, and diversified opinion" should thus
be provided "in all major negotiations" stressing that the-"advice of such informed persons representative of industry, agriculture, and labor" should be of
"great benefit in assuring the adoption of sound positions by the United States."
(H. Rept. 1761, 85th Cong., p. 6.)
State Department press release 642 of November 15, 1960, announced that
there would be 12 "public advisers" at Geneva and "a substantial number of private citizens" available at Washington as consultants "on quF itions arising in
the course of the Geneva negotiations." Apparently with the change in administrations In early 1961 this program was not fully executed. White House press
release of March 9, 1902, sets forth a statement by 8 of the 12 so-called public
advisers to the U.S. delegation to the Geneva Tariff Conference, It consisted
primarily of an endorsement of the administration's trade bill. The membership included representatives of only three industries; coal, lumber, and alumnum. They were obviously not competent to provide information and advice on
the chemicals, machinery, electrical goods, glassware, autos, scientific Instruments, clocks, metal manufacturers, wines, books, sundries, etc., on which the
United States granted concessions.
This amendment makes it clear that information and advice pertaining to
their products is to be sought during the course of negotiations from representatives of each particular sector of industry, agriculture, or labor whose products
are placed into negotiations. This conforms to the orlgiWl intent of th, 1958
provision, and to commonsense. If the Congress means what it says, that the

President should seek advloe from Industry drng ,the c9pwe of
ti
a trade agreement so A-,to arrive at aound potlstio
t
,o
Ei
tifat the advice be sought from industry. sources with specoieflip
products being negotiated. The amendment isdjrected to, t4s ead.
16 (a), (b), (0),_(d),v and .(o). Present law, has
Ogoylq!sit *
quire and give the President the means fol actiontq, eon erlat.
,.
by foreign countries of U.S. exports; namely, W
W ,
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. Both have been a dead ;eter in the *
.bV
have rarely, if. ever, been invoked. ,H.R.11970 ;reea*
e,p$ *
-,
'
350 (a) (5).
5.r

74onog i

Discrimin~tions and nontariff restrIction4, against

.S

xp

are w1ql

practiced. The printed hearings report.of the Wfliy
l 1e
C
It I,cei.'
tains a tabulation and listing of those imposed bythe (,0mpon
argt
tgeq'
prepared by, the executive department, 9ccupying 117 p
-,ai-r.tee
scription of such restrictions practiced In these and other foreign
against U.S. exports occupies 6 additional pages of the printed 1eb).
..1i
Ways and Means Committee adopted an amenoient to ,ttebill w ch breq
the President to act to secure the elimination of sipcl4 ieatrctiona without
Ing new tarlff concessions in doing so. He is irected (aw. 'present law),to
withdraw the benefit of past concessions fromoffending countries. The ,nt ragency trade organization 1i required to hear persons with complalntq
xt[
such restrictions.
'
I
I; ' .
To a great extent this provaison, section 252, parallels existing law. Unfortlnately, the executive department, which has rarely acted to counter discr hn 7tions.against our trade, was unwilling to 1"aceptl' the amendment without
qualifying, words-which would leave the matter of action entirely to the 4lscre-,
tion of the interagency trade organization, oT the Preildent. t!hese amendments, 16(a) through 16(e), are directed to striking o1t theseq4iallfying word
and phrases so that the section sets forth clearly and'4nmlistkLly the jntenno4
that we not tolerate nullification of our trade agreement rights y beneficlarieo'
of our concessions.
17(g). This amendment is keyed to the exceptional nature Of the authority'
to eliminate duties in negotiation with the EEC under section 2U of the bill
This power exists only if thc United States and the 'EEC 4cco04t for 80
recent'
of world traile In the zategorles under considerations. If thts .factual pre-,
requisite does not exist, the power does not. So, too, If the actual 'a.bal of
the authority ceases to exist after the power Is used to grant concesing, to the
EEO, the concessions should be terminated at the, frst terminal point secil.d
in the agreement. The amendment Wo provides.
17(). Under proposed amendments 11(a) and it(e), the United 'States would
grant particular concesslons only if the recipient made a commitment to dmnlt
(1) U.8. exportN, and (2) exports from other countries (such, as 'Japan and
India) on terins no less liberal than the United States was agreeing to admit'
such goods under the concession and the most-favored-nation rule. Since the
commitment is a' prerequisite to 'the grant of a U.S. concession, the violation of
the commitment should be the occasion for withdrawing the concession. The
amendment provides for this.
18. One of the basic purp,)sez of the proposed group of amendments Is to restore the traditional safeguards which C6ngress has enacted Into law during the
three extensions of the trade agreements program during the 1950's. In harmony with this purpose, amendment 18 deletes the references i HR.' 11970
which would repeal the present escape clause procedure, and the statement of;
policy which complements it.
19. This amendment deletes a provision of the bill which would have con-.
verted pending escape clause actions Into Investigations under the new and'
weaker criteria of the bill. Since tb.ese proposed amendmejutS reinstate the ex-.
isting escape clause, the "carryover" provision of the bill is unnecessary: Hence,
It Is deleted by his amendment.
20. This amendment provides that domestic industries shall apply for tariff
adjustment under' the existing escape clauseprocedure (see, "of the '1ra4e Akree- '
ments Extenolon Act of 1951, as ameuded),WMile firms and'work1i§ are perniit.
ted, as under thebIll, to apply for apetlal adjustment assistan 6Aifnder the pro-'
c6dures set ot i title III of the bill (which would' b6'cOnsiderably r iv
b
other proposed amendments, discussed hereafter)..
21. The bill seriously weakeup the escape claUse by requiring the iftcreased
imports o , an article which cause injury to result solely froth the concession
grnted n' that arklclg. 'This will result from the omission ftom the bill of the
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words 'in part" now in the law. This action Is Inconsistent with the Ways
and Means Committee's statement in 1958 that the Tariff Commission "is warranted in considering that, when increased imports of a product on which a concession has been granted cause serious injury, there Is sufficient evidence that
the level of the existing duty reflecting the concession contributes, in part at
least, to'ueh greased flnpts." Those views were valid in 1958 and are valid
today. This amendment restores the words "in part" In harmony with the
existing law.
The present law recognizes that an increase of imports relative to domestic
production of an article may seriously injure an industry. This was added to
the law by the Senate Finance Committee in 1955. In a recession if production drops, imports may remain at a constant and high level and thus injure the
domestic industry. The bill eliminates the relative increase of imports as an
actionable factor. This amendment would restore that feature of present law
to 22.
the bill.
This amendment strikes the new criteria of injury set forth in the bill
and directs the Tariff Commission In lieu thereof to proceed under the provisions
of, he escape clause criteria of present law. Present law focuses the Commission'd investigation on the particular segment of the industry, and the particular
part of the operation of the firms in the industry, directly involved in producing
the articles in question. Under the language of the bill, and the committee's
remarks on the subject in its report (H. Rept. 1818, p. 23), the Commission must
consider the effect of imports of a particular article on the "overall operations"
of the establishments in the industry.
It is unlikely that Imports of one article could have the effect which the bill
sets out as the test for relief, of bringing the multiproduct, multiestablishment
firms of an industry producing the article to the condition where there is idling
of productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or
underemployment of workers throughout the entire Industry, viewed in Its broadest sense. The committee's report, by requiring this combination of events, which
collectively are the hallmark of bankruptcy and economic disaster (far beyond
"serious injury"), to be the principal test (H. Rept. 1818, p. 38), foreordains
that findings of "injury" will be few and far between.
23 (a) (b) ; and 25 (a), (b). The bill would require the Tariff Commission
in the course of an investigation of serious injury to an industry to determine
whether serious injury is being caused to individual firms or groups of workers.
These amendments separate these latter procedures so that the Commission will
make a determination of injury to firms or grou;is of workers only when they
have petitioned the Commission to do so, and not as part of an industry case.
These amendments have the effect of providing that in investigations of import injury to firms and groups of workers, increased imports which result in
part from trade agreement concessions, and which are either actually or relatively an increase, permit an affirmative finding by the Tariff Commission. These
changes are consistent with amendment 21 pertaining to investigations of injury
to domestic industries, which in turn are in accord with present law.
24. The bill specifies that the severe criteria of injury which it proposes for
industry escape clause use shall also be used in determining import injury to
firms. This amendment deletes these new factors, so that the words "serious inJury" which remain would be construed in the light of the factors contained In
the present escape clause law, reinstated to this bill by amendments 18, 20,
and 22.
26 and 6 (par. (2)). There is widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of
administration which the escape clause has received. The law itself is sound
in concept, but reform in administration is npeded at both the Presidential and
Tariff Commission level. The former is addressed by amendment 28, discussed
later. The latter can be accomplished by specifying in the law with particularity
the indicia of injury which when present in a case require a finding of serious
injury. Amendment 26 specifies the combination of events which identify serious Import injury.
Since the peril point and escape clause are based on the prospective and retrospective determination of the same ultimate fad, serious injury from Imports,
the amendment described above to the escape clause Is also appropriate for the
peril point procedure. Amendment 6 (par. (2)) accomplishes tils, as previously
explained in the discussion of that amendment.
27. Clerical change.
28(a) and 28(b). Amendment 28a requires the President in an industry case
to proceed under the existing escape clause law and eliminates adjustment as-
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distance to Individual firms.and groups of workers as alternatives to action to
regulate: imports in cases in which the Tariff Commission finds a domestic Industry to have been seriously injured by increased Imports. These amendments
give the President the choice of approving the Commission's recommendations
for import adjustment by withdrawing tariff concessions or imposing quotas, or,
of taking no action and explaining to Congress so that It may place the Tariff
Commission's recommendations into effect on its own responsibility If it chooses
to do so.
Under present law Congress may put in force a Tariff Commission recommendation for withdrawal of tariff concessions or Imposition of import quotas by a
two-thirds vote of each House within 60 days of a Presidential turndown. The
procedure specified gives the resolution introduced privileged status so that it
may be brought to the floor of each House for a vote if the cognizant committees
fall to act promptly. The bill would change the procedure by (1) requiring the
approval of a constitutional majority of each House, and (2) discarding the
privileged status of the resolution. Amendment 28b would change the vote to
a majority of the yeas and nays (less than a constitutional majority) and retain
the privileged status of the resolution so committee in action could not frustrate
letting the Members of each House work their will on the recommended import
adjustment. This strengthens congressional oversight of Presidential action and
is consistent with the constitutional responsibility of the Congress under article
1, section 8.
29 (a) and (b) : 31. Clerical changes.
30 and 32. These amendments are needed to make these sections consistent
with the earlier amendments of the adjustment assistance provisions of the bill
which emphasize that the remedy for individual firms and groups of workers
is separate and distinct from, and not connected with or dependent upon, determinations of injury to Industries.
33. This amendment eliminates'the requirement for an adjustment proposal
by a firm certified for adjustment assistance, provides for priority assistance under the existing Area Redevelopment Act, and eliminates the special loans and
tax relief offered by the bill. It Is the purpose of this amendment to make tile
benefits of the Area Redevelopment Act available to a firm lujured by Imports
under circumstances where the Industry of which the firm is a part had not
been affected to the extent required for a finding of injury under the escape.
clause. Such a firm might be located in an area not otherwise eligible for the
benefits provided In the Area Redevelopment Act. This amendment would al)ow the Secretary of Commerce, upon a finding of injury to the firm by the
Tariff Commission and certification of the case to the Secretary by the President, to treat the location of the firm's affected plant or plants as a redevelopment
area for the purpose of making that firm eligible for assistance under that act.
34. This amendment eliminates the special Federal standards of unemployment
compensation (both as to duration and amount) offered by the bill to workers
displaced by Imports. It provides a simple procedure by which groups of workers
certified by the President after a Tariff Commission finding of Import injury to
the group, may apply to the Secretary of Labor for priority consideration of the
benefits offered by the existing Manpower Development and Training Act.
35. This amendment strengthens the bill from a constitutional point of view
by requiring the key determinations of the President putting into use the delegated authority to be based on findings of fact that the conditions specified by
the Congress for such use have been met. It Is not unreasonable to require the
President's findings to rest upon evidence contained in the record of the investigation which precedes his actions. The amendment so provides.
36. This amendment completes the requirements for publication of reports and
findings specified by the bill as prerequisites for Presidential action. The requirement for publication traditionally Improves the quality of the record and
the findings, and in itself strengthens the possibility that the delegated power
will be used within the limits intended by Congress.
37. The United States has a high level of "structural unemployment" and a
lagging rate of growth. If the unprecedented duty eliminations and reductions
authorized by the bill are used in such a manner as to stimulate excessive Imports of manufactured articles when the effect Is to harm the rate of growth
of those U.S. Industries with an above-average rate of growth or growth potential, the economy could be harmed out of all proportion to the volume of imports
itself. Accordingly, this amendment adds concepts to the peril point and escape
clause remedies which will (1) inform the President whenever tariff reductions
would impair or have impaired the rate of growth of innovating, employment-
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Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman...
Senator Curtis.
Senator Butlma.
May I say this, Mr. StewartI I appreciate your
coming here. I think your testimony was very valuable, certailly to
me as a member of this committee, and I want to congratulate you on
,our preparation and the manner in which you have presented it
The CHAIRMAN.

nere.:

Mr. STwA.w. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. Mr, Stewart, if the Bush amendments were
adopted, and the remainder of the bill remained as it is now written,
would the President have authority to eliminate tariffs entirely such
as the present bill proposesI
Mr. STEWART. He would have three of the four grants of power
now in the bill to eliminate duties entirely, but his action would follow
a more careful screening of the probable effcets, and in one important
c. .se the Bush amendments would remove fo-om the categories on which
the President was acting those particular articles within the category
which would result in serious injury to industry, agriculture, mining,
fisheries, or labor, if the duty were lowered more than 50 percent.
The effect of the Bush amendments is that the peril point procedure
which leaves the President free to go beyond the peril point would
apply on aity reduction of duty up to 50 percent. But when the
President proposes to go all the way with the finality of putting an
article on the free list, if the Commission found that would cause
injury that item would be removed from the PresidenO." authority to
eliminate duties.
The category of "power" that would be removed entirely is section
202 of the bill which would allow the President to eliminate any duty
which is 5 percent ad valorem or less. The only justification that has
been advanced for this authority by the administration is adruinistrative convenience.
I submit to you that administrative convenience is not a legitimate
or rational basis for the Congress to empower the President to eliminate duties.
If that were a valid principle, he should be allowed to eliminate all
duties, because it wouldbe obviously less trouble to the Government if
it had not the job of collecting duties.
Senator CuTis. Then is this a fair statement? The bill as it comes
to us, would permit the President toremove entirely the duties where
they are under 5 percent.
Sir. STEWART. Correct.
Senator CURTIs. The Bush amendments would say, first, they restore the peril point proceedings and if the Tariff Commission would
say that injury would be done or be threatened, the President Could
not remove the tariff completely, he could only go to 50 percent?
Mr. STEWART. That is the effect of it, Senator Curtis. •
Senator CuRims. But if the Bush amendments were adopted, and
an industry failed to get a majority of the Tariff Commission to sustain their request for peril point protection, the President then would
have power to wipe out tariffs entirely.
Mr. STEWART. That is correct.

Senstor unrris., rwthattategory.

0~'~ 4J.~

Mr. STEWART: But'Xcogniting that in the best of adniinistratoms
mistakes can hape-en, the Bush ainendmrnts reinstate the esOa pe 1eau,
define with particularity the particular class of cases in whiehiohe
Commission must find injury
,
,
Senator Cvwrs. I think they are a decided improvement. -'I,;,
Mr. STEWAmr. And they give t-heCongress the authority to put/the Commission's recommendations into effect if the Presiddnt chooses not
to do so, by a simple majority vote of each House on a ,privileged

resolution.'

So that Congress,'retains the right to correct mistakes tha' the
President for one reason or another will not correct,. after it -has
become evident that the Tariff Commission' made a mistake 'n not
setting a peril point.
Senator Cums. Now, these items that have less than 6 peraont ad
valorem duties, the list has been inserted but in general in' what
categories would they fall I
Mr. STEWART. Well, those items include, first of all-they include
categories of poultry, they include some meat products, they include
a good many minerals, and they include almost the majority of fishery
products.
The industry that would be hurt the worst by section 202 would be
the fishery industries of the United States, and these people that work
in those industries, the last frontier, you might say of rugged individuals who pit their talents and energy against nature without Government subsidy, would lose the only vestige of Government recognition
that they have today if section 202 is enacted into law.
Senator CuRns. Now, again assuming the Bush amendments were
adopted and the remainder of the bill was accepted as it came to us,
would the President have authority to reduce duties beyond 50 percent
other than the category that we just talked about of which less than
Mr. STEWART. Yes, Senator Curtis he would have three founts of
power in which to eliminate duties: on industrial articles on the 80percent test; on all agricultural commodities listed in Handbook 143
of the Department of Agriculture, which includes, for example, meat
products, specifically listed; and section 213 of the bill-section 212
of the bill-:that contains that authority illustrates the complete lack of
balance even in the sections which would benefit the administration's program.
The only test that the President has to meet to eliminate duties on
meat products, for example, is a finding on his part that it-would end
to maintain our exports of meat products.
Now, today our exports of meat. products are only little more. than
one-third of our import&
In other words, the foreigners now in our market 'or in foreign
trade with our meatpacking industries have a 3-to-i advantage on
volume of trade. How unrealistic it is to empower him to eliminate
our duties under those circumstances simply by looking at exports.
The President's advisers are requiring him to use this great. power
with blinders on. He is the man who will be politically responsible
if he injures our domestic economy.
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Is it fair to him for the Congress to put such a far-reaching law
in his hands and to withhold meaningful information, and to focus
his attention on only one-half and the least important half of the
pictureI ,
I say it is not.
Senator Cuims. I agree witlxyou.
Now, the Bush amendments would give to the President the power
to go beyond 50 percent if the Tariff Commission didn't object,
is. Mr.
that STEWART.
correct? On industrial
articles, agricultural commodities and
on something called tropical agricultural and forestry commodities.
Senator Cimrs. What authority is there to give to the President
to go beyond 50 percent under any circumstances or to wipe out all

tariffs under any circumstances?
Is there any impelling situation that-

Mr. S'rwART. There are two aspects that must be considered in
answering that question.
First, if we have valid peril point and escape clause procedures
it is theoretically immaterial how far the President reduces the duty
because his powers would be exercised on items that would not harm
the American economy, but from the point of view of foreign trade
relations, once we reduce our duties we have no bargaining power left
with which to cope with future foreign emergencies. It is like
setting up your business and spending all your working capital the
first week or the first year: what are you going to use the following
yearsI
Senator CumRIs. That is an argument to not giving him that power
even if the Tariff Commission doesn't object?
Mr. STEWART. That is the issue. As a matter of prudence Congress
ought not to give him the power to go all the way if the Congress
feels that in the future under its constitutional responsibilities it
would want the United States to have some bargaining power left.
Now, the necessity for the hurry, I do not understand. We have
an impressive trade surplus with the Common Market. There is no
evidence as yet, and the Common Market internal duties have been
reduced 50 percent and the common wall applies against us, 50 percent higher, there is no evidence as yet this has harmed our exports.
Now, if the United Kingdom does not come into the Common Market, the 80 percent test, for example, is meaningless. How wise is it
for the Congress to enact a bill this year with a provision like the 80
percent test whcn it has no way of knowing whether that is the particular tool that will be needed a year from now ?
Senator CuRIs. Would you say that there might be some wisdom
on the part of Congress in delaying any departure, at least from
the present program until we know what England is going to do and
to what extent she carries the Commonwealth
n
Mr. STEWART. It would be, Senator. Section 253 of this bill
provides that no new reduction in duty, under the authority in the
bill could take effect until 1 year after the Dillon round of negotiations
I
becomes fully effective.
The Dillon round was proclaimed to become effective over 2 years
beginning July 1, 1962. The Dillon roind cuts will not become
fully effective until June 30, 1964. Under this bill no new reduction
in duty could take effect until a year after that, 1965.
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Senator Cui'ns. I don'tlike
4tke
to
so much time, but .you ae giing
some very valuable testimony here.
. Whatis the practical fft pf the delegation. of power td the P esident to raise tariffs? f want your answer to be not only with tl*
legalistics involved. but the diplomatic aspects and getting along with
I thoe-first place, when can we rise tariffs and what woNtd be' thp
-situation if we redupvd,the tariff, the, most-favored-ation .c0u, e *t
effect and it would have more or less worldwide application, t
whenwht,
by Executive order, happens tothe tari
-.
Mr. STEWART. I will answer you very briefly, Seinator Cuiis.

F~6, etuaenoc

fd&fact tim ou'ra,.ng _ 'A'er hive

not heta
to a44 aast .s when in accozane.,with
4, i~e4p,
lawweatdj'ustduties.
When the President adjusted ouiduties on carpets and gass which
affected thedntertst 6f,Belgium wewere subject to retaliation pot.only
by Belgium but by the entire Common Market. - - -, .! -!: iIGeorge Ball, in.b speech whichhe delivered in.Bonn,
many,
inApif ilp
2,962
stated that the United' St&tn has passively acepte4
I am)praphrti§ing Mr.Bal, passively accepted many actions by. othi&
countries, .withdrawing concessions they have granted to us and we
ha'e never retaliated.,,'Letuslookatourlas.
,
The President has the power to raise .duties first of all under the
escape clause. In 15 years he has exercised this pOWer 15, times, that
is once ayear.
' Secondly,, the President has the'power, to raise. duties, under ,the
national security provisio, of the Trade Agreements Act which this
comnitt'6teen itsilsdom fashioned and amended hoping.that it would
11A k cages the President hasraised duties or has taken action in this
case by quotas in only one case in the 7-year history of that-remedy.
$enatol, tirris. What one was it?
j
4Mr.I
wAti',, Thatwasin the caseof petroleum'
Nowltere ha6 been on the statute books two very effective measures
for the President to use in counteracting discrimination against our
"oniqtjci*
tnd those measures have
hist 5 ttbsoiprovisions,,.
.. :' dnly.- ben used
,
. once
",. in te"- 80-year
• +.
'The first,,arid this is'a veiy'effective provision,.is section 338 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. It provides very simply that if the,President
dteiines that any' country is discriminaing against our commerce
he myincreis6 our duties on the, products of that country. by 50
'erceit, -And warn them., He says in effect, see here
I you are, disdtiminating against us, I ain going to raise the duty 50"percent on
87270--62-pt. 8-9
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ThaIisthat has nper been i e..

'f.Tat same statuio sAys thit if thecountj. that we act against d6es
'.not
then t44 Preside i ffiay inpose 'an embargo on the-produts respond
of that country.
.
sow, section 838 is a 'poteni, weapon, irk the hands of, an ExecUtiive
and' a State' epartm nt determiei to 'oe that conimitments benefiting us are honored by our trade ageelnient partners.
K
They have not had the disposition to'date to use that authority exce in one instance. That was notsection 838.
Another provisioA of our law, 'and It would be repealed curiously
by H.R. li9,'is
section" 150(a) (5> of th6 Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended. That is a part of 'the trade agreements legislation.
And it is a model of clarity, simplicity, and directness. Because it
is so short, I would like simply to read ill It says, first, that doncessions granted'under the trade agreements prbkram will accrue to all
'other countries.
But then it has a proviso which stat" : '
Provided .thtthe President shall as soon ,as practicable. suspend the application'to articied the growth, prod-act, or iuanufacture of ariY country because of
its dlsbimInatdry treatment of 'American 'commerce'or because of other acts
Including the operations of International cartels or policies wlcMin, his
opinion, tend to defeat the purpose of this sction-'
Now, that hs been in 'Our law, since, 1934 -and it has been invoked
once to my knowledge in these of Australia
;
In addition to these legal measures, our trade agreements contain a
provision, article XXTIof.GAT., for example, which provideothat
if any country takes an action which nullifies the benefit of any treatment that we are entitled to on our commerce to that'country, wet,the
United States, can withdraw the concessions that we have granted to
that country. We must first toll them we arebothered, -We! must lay
it before the contracting parties, but we have the ultimate, tight to
retaliate in GAIT.,
' -'
' '
'
We have never exercised that power.
This committee has a responsibility, I believe, of legislative oversight over the Trade Agreements Act and its operation.
You designated the,-Tariff Commission in 1930 to keep informed
of discriminatory acts under section 338 and to advise the President
so the President didn't have to rely on his own awareness of what
was going on.
There was an expert body that Would tell him and r]jort to him.
It would be most interesting if this committee would inquire into
,whether
or not
the Tariff .Commission has ever discharged,
that
rei~~nibility.
,
':-,:
Isy, it is of no use to set aside the laws that you enacted in'other
years and to adopt new laws. There must be a determination, I
respectfully submit, on your part to see to it that the laws which are
enacted operate.
You passed some very direct and clear measures to arm the President to counteract discrimination and they have never been used, and
in considering this legislation you should at least be aware of the fact
that you did that, an that your injunction' in that case was no honored by the Executive.
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This is not a very impressive performance.
,
. ,
Senator Cumm'
.Yes; well,, T am familiar. wit!h hisgeneralzation
there but what I am getting at "i there are prgbabl y
edu
tries
which believe that the trade agreement, progm ,wi
0, their
-

business.

Among those that so contend are thee any of them that require
them extraordinary powers and this abandonment of safeguards i
order to get what they -ant and claim teyneedMr. STzwArT. I can't really, answer that question, Seiaor Curis.
In my own judgment, I don't want to be in position of speaking for
other indt'sties, tey are entitled to speak for themselves I.se. no
industry,that over the long run'.would [beefit from theenactment df
this bill,.,ints present form. I think the total economy,
ing!,,
the export industries will benefit if the Bush amendments are adopted&
Senator Cms.. It isals true that there 'wilbe injury sustained
that will be real and measurable but not quite enough to invoke peril
point or escape-clause protection;l isn't that right
Mr. STEwAfT. That is correct,
• *,
•
:
There are ins ances in- ,Which individual firms clos6 to d seaport are
injur] d by imports wherethe frdustry as a.Wole. is not beaule of
the inl transportation.
Senator CumRs. Now, the industry as a whole might be'imur but
inalessbrdegree
Mr. SrzwRr. That is corret..
Senator Cumrm. Than .theTariff Commission w9uld finA.'
What are the provisions in the Bush amendments in regard to this
putting'both management and labor on relief by reason ofthis act I
Mr. $~zwmw. The
axrien4ints1 as I undel.tt. d them and
have studied them veryBushi
closely, dO not eliminate
the adj mnt etion of the bill entirely, title III. .
They do amend. title III so that the only thing available to an
industry that is inurpd is the escape clause procedure fo~'an adjustment of duties, ]But in the caseof indvidualSenator Cuims. In other words, they eliminate theloans to'industry.
Mr. STwAir. They eliminate so-called adjustment assistance as an
alternative to assisting an inju-ed industry but the Bush amendments

4 ' individualffirms and group of
6h bill a procedure'
Wlv6 ini
worke vho are, injured: by imports where their industry a whole
is ndt inju.l, may be assisted on a p¢iiwity basis to secure the benefits
Pfbvided' iipresent law, the AreaRdeveiopment Act and the Manpower Dvelopment and Training Act paed by this Congress.
in the Area Redevelopment
,provisions
SenatOr Oiu 8a.Now, th

Act and the, $ihp6wer Tritifng Act arb to -a degree federmlized
ilemi166yint compensation systems, aren't they'?
Mr. STWARtr. I wouldn't say that, Senator Curtis.
As I read those laI'ws and understand them, workers are not entitled
to a higher amount of payment than would be available under the
State unemployment compensation laws.
Senator' Cwnris, What is the source of money?
Mr. STMvAlf. Well it is trueSenator .Ct-ri. Take, for instance, the area redevelopment. How
is unemploun
nit compensation paid from that any different than
unemplofyent compensation paid under a State system?
Mr. STEWART. I have a memorandum on the subject which I would
be glad to submit' for the record, Sehator Curtis.,
&nathe.rC ns. I would ask unanimous consent to insert it.
The CAMMAN. Without objection.

(The memorandum referred to follows:)

THEuTRADE B"
RA-fosA1*if TEH LxmUrToTN or ADJUsTmENT AssITAcz
TO THE BENEFITS PROVIOIED BY TH,9, MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT. ANx TajNiNo
-

Aor

~BACKGROUND

The amendments to the trade bill, being introduced by Senator Bush in his
'own behalf and that of other Senators would change title III of IT.R. 11970 so
that .adJustmentassIstanceto firms and groups of workers would be limited to the
Oenelts pmvided In the Area Redevelopment Act and the Manpower, Development
4.d
Training Act of 1962.
I UndertheArta
Redevelopment Act,'in addition to assisting firms through the
extension ofloaus and technical assistance, underemployed or unemployed workers of such firms could receive occupational training or retraining, and'rettaining
allowances.
The weekly retraining payments provided by the Area Redevelopment Act may
not exceed L6. weeks, and the amount of sueh payment Is equal to the average
•weekly,,unemployment compensation payment in the State. The retraining payment IS not made if the retrainee is receiving unemployment compensation while
taking retraining. It Is possible, therefore, that an unemployed person could,
dftet rieceiVing unemployment compensation for the-full period of time.:llowed
by the State, commence occupational training or retraining at the ,expiration of
that period, and thus receive an additional 16 weeks of payments in the approximate amount of the unemployment compensation payable in that State.
. Under, the ManpOWer Development ad Training Act, unemployed perorks may
:be glv~n occupational training and during such training receive payments for a
period not exceeding 52 -weeks. The amount of the payment cannot exceed the
,wverag. weekly,unemployment comp~satl6n payable in the State,. Persons recekiving .9qvpatial training may also be pald transportation and subsistence
eIitengtheiithe training Is provided away from hotne. The training provided
by the act Includes on-the-Job training. Training allowances are not payable
-while * 16,*ainee is receiving unemployment compensation. Conceivably, a
,trainee could receive unemployment compensation for thefull period permitted
by the law of the State, commence retraining immediately'upon the explLttlon of
that period, and thus receive payments equal to the unemployment cempensatlon
payment for tn additional 52 weeks.

1. The purpose sectlon of the Ma~poWo Developalt sd 1 *ainl,
tst
that the Congress finds that the skills of mony perdp" lAV1bpq ;0e
;Ion. reIgn omp=Otlti
by Ojelocatiops in the economy arising ro. aat

,-

e-

location of industry, etc. Thus, Congress speifically badit miod, $n
cng,
that act the situation of workers who were Miade nnemploy by iho6rtA. lifie
this was part, of th? speifi congressional purpose, It, is anomilos, to say the
least, for Congress to provide a completely indepepdenit set of ret*1nlpOg, beaep
- - :
in H.R. 11970, the trade bill.
2. Actually, the benefits provided under the Manpower Developtent Act wodld
appear under some circumstances to be more generous, so far as dqkt6iL Is o"erned, than those permissible unde' titls III of the trade bill. (Thefull period
of unemployment compensation plus 52 weeks, versus a total of 16 week in th
trade bill.)
'3. The principal difference between the boeneflts provided In tle Area Redevelopment Act ind the Manpower Development and Training. Act, on the one
hand, and title III of the trade bill, on the other, is the Federal level ot com.'
pensation payments provided in the latter. This would be equal to 65 peent
of the worker's average weekly wage, or of the average weekl ,zufacturng
wage in the Nation, whichever i less, compared with the *kverag:*ipenPloymest
compensation payment permissible In the State under tht Area Redevelopment
Act and Manpower Development and Training Ac.L Thus, the weekly payments
under the trade bill would be greater than the weekly payment#
rider, the other
acts.
- ..
c4. Bemuse of the multiproduct, multiple, ',character of Sany Indostrial -Arms,
It would not be uncommon for workers in the same community to be unemployed
and eligible for training as a result of imports, on the one hand, and tiie oiter
economic developments, on the other. Both sets of workers coulo be udergWng
retraining in the same retraining facility., For one set to receive higher retraining Lenefits than the other when they both had been employed by the same comr
pany, lived in the same community, and were accepting ,retrainft under the
same program, would be inequitable and Impossible to explain satlsfactortli to
the workers
5. It is no answer to say that there is a Federal responsibility for unempoyment caused. by imports which Justifies the higher payment. As the legislative
history of the Manpower Development and Training Act makes clear, Pederal
responsibility for retraining the unemployed was accepted in the Employment Act
of 1946. The Manpower Development and Training Act was recognized by the
Congress explicitly as action by the Federal Government to meet its responsibilities under the Employment Act of 1946. Hence, the schedule of payments
and benefits in the Manpower Development and Training Act are as Federal in
nature as those proposed to be set up by the trade bill.
6. Where this Congress has knowingly enacted a program of retraining benefits
specifically to meet the needs of workers underemployed or unemployed as a ,result of foreign competition, it is baffling, contradictory, and inconsistent for the
very same Congress to enact new legislation in the very same year. -Particularly,
It would be incongruous for title III to be enacted before the machineryl created
In the Manpower Development and Training At, to say nothing of the Area
Redevelopment Act, was given an opportunity to operate. The Congress has no
experience upon which to Judge the success or failure of the Manpower Development and Training Act in meeting the problems of, persons unemiployed ab a
result of Import competition.
Senator CURTIS. But in brief, our State system is paid entirely by a

tax levied by the State.
Mr. STEWART. That is correct.
.
Senator CuRTis. Whereas in most of the States it is from thq eimployer only.
Mr. STwAsT. That is correct.
Senator uOrUTs. In the area redevelopment does the Federal ..GoV:..
ernnent supply any of the funds?
Mr. STEWART. Yes, it does, Senator Curtis, and I see your point.
To the extent that in those aws the Federal Government reimburses

de 'When the State acts as the agent
that are
for payments
the
State
Government in carrying out the benefit of those acts, it
of the
Federal

i 'yumghtsay,aFederal type of benefit,

'Eowevsr, I rei4'ny - 0ition on the feet that the Congress enacted
v~evyejpnenit Act.
the Area
I understand, I,am not quarreling with you, but I
Senator COmmrr.
want to get the record clear.
*7
J am not sure that I understand your answer yet.
Mr, S WA, r. In the sense that, the State after paying thm is
Treasury they A6 come from the Federal
reimbursed
Treasury.,+ by, .the Federal
.
. . ... , ,,+ .
+ •
Senator Cvms. They come .qntirely•ar. STwA10, But the, amount paid ti the Worker +ianxt exceed
the amount paiA the worker under the State unemployment program.
Frs.He: is paid according to State standards.
Senator

'Mr. 8m

i~ Cdrrct.

.But ulhmately with Federal moaie,.
Senator Cur
,Mr.,STzwAwr., There is some Federal reimbursement; yes. air.
Senatot- BrT'n. The State is the agent of the Federal Government.
h
M
mrT.That is correp.,, •
fr. Sa
'Iow iuch? lDo they pay all of it,
. Some 'dt.
i actor C

half of it?-w

S~gwAki. I don't know, Senator Curtis.
the Manpower Retraining
Are th'e two proa,
Siiaft br'is.
Redevel6pment Area Act,quje similarly'
A4'.an4 tisera
10; Szwma'r. The Manpower Development and Training ActI provides for a longer period of benefits to workers that are in a training
stage than' are provided under the Area Redevelopment Act.
Senator Cutiai. . And.longer than is available under the State plan?1
Mr. STEWAr. In some instances it may. be longer, Senator.
Senator Curm. And does some of the money come from the Federa Government I
Mr. STEwAir. yes, that is correct,
Senator CURTs. So what the Bush amendments do is to recognize
these two acts as the law of the land and the previous action of
-'1Mr.

L
Mr. STzwArr. That is rih It.
Senator Cums. Well, I disagree with both, but I don't mean to
criticize, to be critical.- You have made a very important- and significant contiibution'to our problem.
Mr. *SmAwx . Senator Curtis, the Important point about the Man-'
legislative history,
Training Act is that in the
power Development andsection
of the, lw itself, dealing with the unindeed, in the purpose
employment consequences of foreign competition is one of t e specific
for
purposes of that act. It would Ge anomalous, to qay the least,
passed that as a remedy, a retraining remedy
_aty
having so
Con
for the consiquences of import injury, now to take up a. fresh, piece
of legislation as though that were not on the books. If that was
soi n l legislation it deserves ,a trial. If t ''t not sound legislation
,
it dsrves to be repealed.
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Senator Ctnirs. I would agree wit4 the litter.
I won't take any more time but I do want to thank'you for your
contribution here. It seenis to me that the proponents of thls whole
area of trade agreements must either decide that tle prograin has
been a success in the past or it hasn't.
has been
If it hasn't been a success it ought to be reappraised. If it,
a success they have failed to show, I believe, a need for this extraordinary abandonment of power.
It is not a delegation of power. If the'Congress delegates power
and fhen sets up some guidelines and has the arm of the Congress,
th Tariff Commission,have a lart in it, that could be described as
a delegation of power. But this is just an abandonment of power
without restrictions, as I see it..
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, 1 have noted page 3 pf the bill as
submitted by Mr. Stewart, embodying the Bush amendments. The
point that Inmade doesn't seem to be covered, Mr.' Stewart., aiid I will
talk to Senator Bush about it and see if we can get some language
to cover it. Even under the Bush amendments the President can take
a concession without hearing from the Tariff Commission.
Mr. STEWART. He may not do so until 6 months have elapsed.,
Senator Burixi. That isright'.
MAir. STEWART. Yes, sir. If the Commission does notSenator BUTLR, The Tariff Commission could be very busy or for
some reason or other not make a report, and in thqt case the President
could go ahead and'make the concession wit-houtf ever
t ) hearing from
the Tariff Commission at all.
Mr. STEWART. The Commission takes these responsibilities very
seriously, Senator Butler, and does regard itself as a legislative adjunct.
Senator BUTLm. I appreciate that, but the burden-of work under
this particular act may be so great that it would be physically impossiblo for them to get to the work. I don't know how many applications will be pending at once.:' It'all depends on the number of
items the President will certify and it. is possible to certify items in
priority position and to put one in'so that it would be impossible for
the Tariff Commission to pass on it.
Mr. STEWART. Considering the President's power of appointment of
the Tariff Commissioners I would consider it unlikely that the Tariff
Commission would take more than 6 months.
Senator BuTLER. That is the position of the administration as
expressed by Secretary Hodges. They have no fear that the Tariff
Commission will not respond to its duty.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TAIMADOE. Mr. Stewart, I want to compliment you on
making one of the most articulate, consistent, and effective statenents that I have heard before this committee since I have had the
pleasure to serve on the Finance Committee.
As I understand your testimony, ybu feel that the President des
need additional power to negotiate with the Common Market but that
it must have adequate safeguards, is that a correct appraisal and
.
summary?
Mr. STEWAw'r. Yes, sir.

Senator TALADE.
"'
"wan tdas&yi
y
about this mos-favot dration c Ocept. As I understati it, :whateVer, trade agreement ive
l ak With thAe COimmon Mirlet thsk Same agreement* would be avilable to the entiire world except for oitin Commuiit countries, is
that not correct I
. Mr. 8TwAirr. That is correct, §.ator Talnadge,'and ift maiysy
Ion,
so, th6'of'us in the non 'vrrimental world :htve been extrehiely
earned by.a remark which oa.de
Secretary, Under Secretary Ball,
in a
TV press conference, a broadcast over Radio Free Berlin on July' 5,
He was asked about East-West trade, and I have the transcript of
his'remarks and he'stated, and I am quoting:
I would hope that arrangements can be found primarily through the reduction of trade barriers on a universal basis that can make it possible for these
countries to enjoy d considerable amount of trade with the free Western World.

Now, Under Secretary Ball, in his task force report on, foreign econoipic policy, given to the President before the inauguration, advocates, as I understand the report, that we free ourselves of this
curious notion that there should be spme restrictions on East-West
trade, and as I pnderstaud remarks that he has made on the public
record he is in avor of Yugoslavia and Poland, for example, at this
time having th. benefit of our concessions under the most-favorednation pr npe.
So that as a. qualification to your statement, while the law at present, as I under and, it, gives the benefit of our trade concessions to
every free world country, the administrations in the past havO been
able to look at Communist countries as part of the free world and if
Mr. Ball's statement over Radio Free Berlin is any indication, he may
intend to broaden that concept.
Senator TAILuE. All right, let's pursite this thing a little and
take some examples. Suppose we make an agreement witt the Common
Market countries of Europe. By that agreement we would also give
those same trade advantages, for example, to Japan, would we not?
Mr. ST'wATr. Yes, sir.
Senator TAuwAtoq&,., Would the Common Market makes the same
trade advantAge, available to Japan?
Mr. Simw~r. Not necessarily, Senator. A number of countries of'
Western Europ have withheld the benefit of most-favored-nation
treatment to Japan under Article XXX of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade.
Senator TAIHMvE. Then under tlose conditions our agreement
would be unilateral and not bilateral in nature, would it not?
Mr. STEwmAyr. Unilateral in the sensp we would be the only ones
living up t most-favored-natton rule.
Senator TAIAEW19. All right.
Now, suppose we made tie agreement with the Common! Market
countries and they might not xpecessarily make the same trade advantages available to Japan. Would, Japap make the same trade advantages available to us or the Common Market?
Mr. SITWART. Jfpan has had probably as restrictive an alpparatus
of import regulation as any country of the free world. 5apan has
approached the problem by annually setting a buolget, the ampint
of funds that could be used to pay for imports.'

Then within that budget licenses were grnte,. It has *nim-possible, for example, to get a large volume of such arc1,le
Ap,

lcan cigarettes, American automobiles and the like into J'aPa4tbe'

of this policy.
Whereas we have grantedroncessions on oqr industrial prodt' to
Europe to persuade E'urope to open up its markets for Japi, We
have been requited by Europe reneging on that commitent and
Japan being very restrictive with this procedure that I describe, -We
give and give and receive very little.
Senator TALMAPGE. What advantages, if any, do we get from this
most-favored-rnation principle,
4r. STwART. There are some nations of the wor;d which honor
the principle and we do get the benefit of their concessions rnt d
to ot er countries.
,
Senator TAptAD0z. How many honor itand how many
honor.At.
Mr. 'STEWART. I have not made a count, Senator, I would not hazpi
a guess on that.
Senator TAL4AE, Do these amendments which have been .proc
posed 'by Senator Bush offer effective remedies to insure iU we do
agre to the most-favored-nation principle that other countries must,
of necessity in turn giv us the same treatment?
Mr. STnwAir. Yes, Senator Tglmadge, they do, and before ,aying
anything further on that, let me say that if you would pik up
volume 1 of the printed hearing of the Wa.s and Me s . mittq
on this bill, on the trade bill, you would fihd a table consLt',ling, as I
recall, of about 116 pages, tabulating the restrictions that ire, unposed
on various countries of the world, nontariff restrictions of various
sorts against our commerce. There is in addition in that volume a
description by words, not a table, of such restrictions which takes
about 66 pages, as I recall, to set forth.
Just a glance at those e pages and that table would persuade you
that, the most-favored-nation principle is more honored in the breach
than in the observance.
Now, in regard to the Bush amendments, on page 3 of the form of
fhe bill as amended which I have presented here toa, which Senator
Bush had introduced in the Congressional Record when he introduced
the amendments, you will find amendments 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c).
The effect of those numbered amendments which would put a new
section 226 in the bill is simply this:
"We won't grant any further reductions in duty to Europe unless
Europe agrees to give the same treatment they ask of us to the Asiatic
countries."
Senator TALMADGE. What is the enforcement agency of this motfavored-nation principle?
Mr. STEWART. Up until the present time it has been section 350
(a) (5) of the Tariff Act of 1930, that is a provision of the present
trade agreements law.
As I explained earlier that has only been invoked once in 28 years
history of the legislation. Th6 enforcement agency is also the Tariff
Commission and the Presidept cooperating under section 338 of the
Tariff Act of: 1930, which provision, so fay as I am able to ascertain,
has never been invoked.
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has the power
Words, theis President
In other
that heretofore it has ot
your statement
kut
been enforced but rather it' has been breached.'
Mr. SmwAwr. Correct.
to'do, with this most-A1A
SenatorT A , . What does GATT have
favoried-nation principle if anytdng.

atortoTATMAOi.
-Se
ehforxt it
adeitUt6

Snwar
Mr.

.el,

ATT ij, a iinltlaeral 'trade ageemekt in

which we and about 41 other coufitrils are members.
These countries together are supposed to count certainly for 85 perof GATT
cent or more Of the world trade. It isa cardinal principle
the signathat the most-favored-nation treatment be extended to all
article
tories of QA'L'T and GATT has machinerY t'enforcethatlin benefit
most-favored-nation
to
entitled
XXIII, so that if any cbuntry
motion
of concessions does not receive it, it can set a procedure in in
line.
'ge
cuht'
offending
the
uhiess
looking toward retaation
n
all,
at
if
So far as I am aware that procedure has bee very seldom,

iAVliedby the United States.

Senator TALMADIr. YOU Would agree then, that the most-favore'd..
..
nation principle ight to'be preserved -with 0eq . te :nfcem'nt
is that ouri'Hew.?
standards
-Mr. S A~w~r.
ht' is my testimony.
t,he s6vigining of economic
If our principle is as it should
relations in the fre'vorld, if we say that and niein it and we mean it
the
when' we say it, we should by all means use opr power to make
countries.
other
of
part
the
on
most-a ored-iation principle woitk
unSenator TALMADoz.I would certainly agree with that. I can't
might
we
agrment
an
of
benefits
th
give
derstand why we would
world and
make with one nation or a group of nations to the entire
we gave
that
agreements
same
the
us
giving
their
on
then-not insist
them.
I do not see what we would gain on any unilateral basis of that nabenefits
tire unless we insisted that other countries who received the
thereof give us the benefits, also.:
interests
Mr. STEwART. Senator, this is partiCularly harmful to the members
of agriculture in your gfeat State. and theStates of other
of thiscbmmittee."
parIf you would pick up a copy of the.report of the contracting
in
published
Trade,
and
Taniffs
on
Agreement
QGeneral
the
to
ties
you
if
and
Products",
Agricultural
in
"Trade
Geneva in 1962'entitled
would
would turn, as I have turned, to page '95 of that report, you
read:.

devices, whether or not
There has been extensive resort to the use of nontariff cases has impaired or
many
in
wh~cfh,
Agreement,
in conformity with the General
exporting counnullified tariff con-essions or other benefits which agricultural
Hence, the Committee
Agreement.
General
the
from
receive
to
tries expect
they had a right to receive
concluded that the balance which countries consider These
developments are of
disturbed.
been
has
Agreement
General
under the
threatened to weaken the
or
weakened
have
they
either
and
character
a
such
for the promotion of
operation of the General Agreement as an instrument
trade.
advantageous
mutually

the
Senator TALMADG. I am well aware of that since we have made
on
tariff
the
raised
-have
they
Market,
agreement with the Comnmon
poultry.
the Uhion,
Our State produces more poultry than any other State in
and they are having great problems with It at the moment.
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positinof -theU.
Mr,VSwtr,Well, siron,poultry, it is
.GovPnMent,,asexpressed ly its official delegate attbe 19th sesai~n
.h tr-ting pvties to GATT, th varible impor .evie
of,t~
as are bemng
6iposeo, now on poultry areeontrary ,totCe.taniag tl
intent of GATT. If this is true, and theysaid it,bthewovhav4 the
rightto r .at under artiole XXIIJ of GATT.
.
Are we retaliating? Are we preparing to use our powelrtofninimize
those restrictions?
No..
.pstcad,
this administration, comes before this cominitteo,ind
wants to.give away more concessions to pay thel Cownon .Market 1tp
give us something that we have paid for' onme iand, am iow prepared
to pay for over and over again.
If you buy,,acar, and the seller takes it:away.and yQU ieve~t4 pay
for it agaii,
andy.utfolerato.
niumbe
o0fti..ta
you will,that
be. procedure,
ld.upo ithee
t,p. -noelimit-.
ianddiothe
'or
again for that article, and this is exactly the position 4;04t0is admiDistration-wRith reference to the Common Market's ¢ommonagricduttral
I say that more benefit for our exports, more beofitft " JM
economy would result if we ha4 no trade, agreq~ents.,emt*'n.!brt a
simlx!eplawdireOing the President for 2 years
stohies
th
hority that
he has under section 338, under section 350(a)( , l~diwudlr aithile
.IXIII of. QATT to. counterat dispriaiAation: gaiw4--opxr,.exports
and t~en t,9
,back to the Cngr:§s, omei bcl,to ,thi:,ommittoe
.o results, and what r~ew
and report
Why.'s! ou
,
o,havlng~pald for
, tceso ,,#kts,
ripw tllerte.,,Vit iwal f that aes and prepare to,lfaf,,fqnit
pver_
again?
•* senator TAL AIpp. 1 understand then that you feel htheremedy
isenforcement.of existinglaw..
Mr.STwAirr. That is correct.
:
'
,,
,
Senator TALiADOF. That is all, thank you. ,
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The, Cu2mImAI. Thank-you, Mr. Stewart, for making-,a very interesting and informative statement..
I havejust one question I want to ask:
Secretary Hodges testified that he had no intention, and the administration had no intention of asking to be admitted to the Common
Market either now or any time in the future.
Would it be your judgent that if the legislation that is now before
us is enacted and other legislation probably along the samelines later
on, would it then be possible for us to stay out of the Commbn MarketI
.kr. Sor-wAsR. In; the long term, it is my judgment that it wbuld not
possible for us to stay out of the Common Market.,
The CIRMAN. That is my belief.
Secretary Hodges said we would not enter the Conmon Market but
we would have a partnership with the Common. Market.. I confess
I am unable to understand exactly what 'the"'partnership"means.
Now, in regard to GATT, as I understand it, we have made treaties
with 40-odd nations and those treaties continue as long as it is mutulqgis1OtA.,

ally agreeable to both parties.
Mr. STEWARr. That is corre6t.
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The CHAIRMAN. But should we cancel the treaty with one of the 40
nations without the consent of that nation, then it is possible for all
the treaties to be canceled. GATT has the power then to say to us:
"If you cancel one treaty with a certain nation against the wishes
of that nation, then they have the power to cancel all the treaties
within the GATT agreements."
Mr. STEWART. I would agree' with your statement with one amendment, Mr. Chairman, and that is to substitute the word "concession"
for "treaty."
If another country abrogates the benefit they extended to us for a
particular article which is in tariff treatment called a concession we
have the right under GATT to retaliate by withdrawing concessions
from them.
That action does not put an end to the trade agreement. We still
are parties to an agreement, but we each have exercised the rights
which the agreement intends that we have and intends that we exercise in the premises.
The CHAIRMAN. The ultimate purpose of the Common Market, as I
understand it, is to have no tariffs between the member nations in the
Common Market.
Mr. STmWART. That is correct, complete free trade.
The CHAIMAN. That will not be done immediately. It would be
over a period of time.
Mr. STmwRT. That is correct. The timetable has been moved up
a little bit, but by 1970 they will have complete free trade, but it is
noticeable that even the Treaty of Rome and the regulations for agricultural commodities issued by Common Market ministers have escape
clauses, so if the agricultural economy or the industry producing agricultural products, canned goods, frozen foods, and the like, is injured by this free trade policy there can be a withdrawal and the creation of some protection for that particular segment of the economy.
But your question is fundamental, sir. The Common Market treaty
itself is our best evidence that the only condition under which complete free trade is possible, is where there is a movement toward ultimate political union, where you have common wage standards, a common immigration policy, common antitrust laws, and other common
economic and fiscal policies.
It is not possible under any other conditions.
The vice of thi , bill is that we are looking at. one narrow aspect of
our total economic relations with other countries, and we are working on that as though everything else would automatically adjust
itsel f, and it won't.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you think that this bill, if enacted is perhaps a first step toward the entrance eventually into the common
Market?
Mr. STEWART. In my mind, there is no question about it, and I
think there is some, I think there must be some recognition in the
minds of some people in the administration that what this bill will
accomplish with its peculiar authority, is to supply the quid pro quo
which will allow the Common Market to take in the United Kingdom
and allow us to compensate the United Kingdom by taking into this
country under free trade the agricultural cnimno cities produced by
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the Commonwealth countries that cannot get into Europe and that this
is a beginning step toward an ultimate Atlantic Union.
Senator Bum R.aMr. Chairman, will you yield at that point?
The CHAIMAN. I yield.
Senator BUTR. Talking of an Atlantic Union, do you feel that
this is a step toward ultimate world governments?
Mr. ST W . Mr. Chairman and Senator Butler I have prepared
a memorandum which I would like to insert in the record, and I
would like to accompany it and make available to the committee, and
if in the committee's wisdom it should be printed in the record, to
have you print the task force report headedby Mr. George Ball, submitted to the President prior to inauguration.
If you examine this report you will find, which was prepared in the
winter of 1960, that the outline of the necessary legislation to lead
to a strengthening of the free world as one happy family is a remarkable blueprint for the bill before you that the motivation for this
legislation is not the reasons that have been advanced to you by the
administration, the balance-of-payments problem and the Common
Market problem, but a definite desire to move in the direction of one
world, at least I so read the document. I would like to submit for
the record a memorandum entitled "Adjustment Assistance," and a
document entitled on the first page, "Part 1, Modernizing our Foreign Economic Policy," which I do believe to be the text of the Ball
task force report.
The CIURMAN. Without objection.
Senator BuTLER. Mr. Chairman, may I request that that be printed?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

(The documents referred to follow:)
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Section 257 (e) : The escape clause of existing law is repealed by this section.
Sections 301 and 351 of the bill raise up In Its place a new concept in which
injury is not to be avoided or corrected by import regulation, but cared for by
Federal loans, grants, and extraordinary unemployment and retraining benefits.
This new approach was outlined by Mr. Ball In his pretnaugural task force
report to the President. His objective was not the growth of the U.S. economy
but sustained economic growth within the industrial economy of the West. This
design was to be possible only if trade Is not hampered by artificial restrictions
or protectionist devices. He declared the trade agreements program to be bankrupt and encrusted with restrictive devices through repeated legislative struggles.
"The obsolescence of our trade agreements mechanism rests also in the 'no injury doctrine,' which is embedded In the present legislation," 'he Ball report said.
The escape clause in Its present form threatens the stability of our trade agreement commitments by permitting the unilateral reversal of reductions previously
made.
The Ball report referred to the recognition "that the transition from a system
of individually protected national markets to a system of free trade will necessarily require structural changes In the economies of the member countries." The
objective of "bringing. about a high level of multilateral trade and the nost efficient utilization of flie world resources" requires, In the opinion of the task
force, "Government mechanisms to cushion trade readjustments within our own
economy." Structural changes. "resulting from tariff reductions" were declared
to be "an Inevitable'cbnsequence of a major reduction in barriers to the normal
flow of trade."
The task force report stated:
"Over the past decade, as Presidential authority to negotiate trade agreements
has been extended periodically, the peril point and escape clause provisions have
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been increasingly tightened to make them more effective as devices for protecting
domestic industry."1
The Ball group felt that this national policy was inconsistent with the beat
I
interests of the "free word." The report states:
"The taskaforce Is of the strong opinion that the 'no serious Injury' doctrine
should be' substantially abandoned. The United States should rec6gnize fully
that 'he liberali-atio of trade eswentlal to a prosperous free world will require
that tariffs be riducedd to the point where it wil be necessary to accept some
temliorary and local injury to certain American firms, industries, and commur Ities."
IWus is revealed the genesis of the main outline of the bill now before the
Senaa Finance Committee. Drastic tariff reductions with foreseen Injury to
American firms, industries, and communities is the design, and HER. 11970 faithfully hews to that concept.
Having set the "free world-free trade" design, the task force had little difficulty disposing of the escape clause. Its report stated:
"The present escape clause, which should be completely recast, has two major
deficiencies: First, it is triggered not by the Impact of imports on an entire
multiproduct industry but by the effect on an individual product, even though
the Industry as a whole may be prosperous. Second, it Is based on a static
concept since It can result in a tariff Increase even though the labor and capital
resources of the industry concerned can easily be shifted to the production of
other types of goods
"The task force recommends that the escapolause provision be revised Do
that it will be operative (i) where there Is a finding that an entire industry is
adversely affected by increased Imports resulting from a tariff cut, and (Hi)
where there is a finding that an adjustment to the impact of imports cannot
readily be made."
Adjustment assistance was to be the rule; tariff relief the exception. The
task force reported:
"Under certain circumstances the President might determine that, notwithstandIng adjustment assistance; producers and workers In the industry were being displaced from their current activities faster than they could be absorbed in alternative employment. In that event--ut only In that event-he would be required to grant relief by Increasing tariffs.
"Such relief would, however, be of limited duration. * * *"
It is plain that the adjustment assistance provisions and the substitution of
the procedures of sections 301 and 351 for the escape clause are not geared to the
requirements of the U.S. economy, or our national needs. Rather, they represent measures to Implement a free trade program for the free world in which
U.S. firms, industries, and communities will be intentionally sacrificed.
The Ball task force recommendations have never received congressional
scrutiny or approvaL They should not be allowed to become national policy
by default. They should have been presented here as the real basis for the
trade bill, and not the balance of payments deficit and the EFI protectionist
moves which have been made to serve as the cutting edge of the proponents'
arguments before the committee.
Section 257e should be amended to delete reference to the escape clause provisions [6 and 7].
$4

PART 1. MODMNIzIWO OUR FomoN EcoNoMIC POUoY
L TH ODJUOIVZs 0P FORIGN ]DOONOMIC POLICY
A. In conducting an effective foreign policy in the 1900's the United States
must employ all Its available resources-political, social, cultural, and economic-to achieve its central objective.
This objective simply stated, It is preserve and develop the security, freedom, and prosperity of the United States
within a strong free world.
IB. The task force believes that foreign economic policy can.be most effectively
used to serve our foreign policy objective If it Is directed at establishing an open
1The "increased effectiveness" referred to Is not apparent from the record. Forty-one
cases have been referred to the President by the Tariff Commission recommending escape
aetlon In the 15-year history of the escape chaise. Thb Presid4bt has approved. becape
action only 15 times, an average of once a year. U.S. Tariff Commission. 'Investigations
Under the 'Escape Clause' of Wie Agreements," July 1962, table 1.
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and competitive free world economy ' in wi4ch t .q force" if _oi.omIc grovft h
will have full play. Only In such A world can 0. hope to bring about the
most
efficient use. of our-. resources
and '4intatn
maxirunm
, ,*
.of growtha'il
.4
.
.. ,
''
I .
detrel pme~t

C. The United States should endeavor to lead the ,ee WOrild e nay.toward:
1. Stre
througho ntarnal gxwth nd
trde, the oeonOm,x,li dtjalitsd cout
ae.
,2. Providing t4 Ms0ources ad markets ruired o sustain, an adequate
level of economIc JdiWth for'the underdeveloped countrie&.
& Supporting an adequate cozainon defense against military and economic
aggression on the part of the Communist bloO..
., This formulation Involves three sets of relationship for the United States:
1. With otiler free world industrialized nations.
-2. With less-developed areas.
3. With the Coimunit bloc.
U. PRBLEP44 AND PUAPOSKO IN OURSZOON03M10 DILATION5

A. Relation#With the industrializedoountriea
1. The U.S. balance of payments deflcit.-(a) The most pressing problem In
our relations with the other industrialized countries arises from the persistence
and magnitude of the U.S. balance of payments deficit. The task force on
the Balance of Payments concluded that this deficit has resulted principally from
the failure of other major industrialized powers to pursue adequate policies of
growth.
(b) It Is a matter of urgency, therefore, that we persuade the principal members of the free world Industrial economy to concert their policies with ours in
the Interest of domestic economic growth and the expansion of world trade
and Investment. As part of this effort they must be persuaded to undertake
larger contributions to the common defense, to assist In the economic develop
meant of the underdeveloped countries, and to develop a freer and more open
system of international trade and finance.
2. Division n Europe--Another significant problem in our relations with the
other industrialized countries of the free world is the divisive effect of two
competing trade blocs in Europe-the European Economic Community (the
Common Market) and the European Free Trade Association. Within the context of a common commitment to policies of growth, the United States must lead
in countering the divisive forces in these alinements by bringing about a general
liberalization of trade.
3. iUberalizing trade in the total free world industrial eoonome.-Central to
our relations with the other industrialized nations is the need to eliminate obstructions to the free flow of goods within the total industrial and agricultural
economy. At the same time the Western countries must take steps to accommodate expanding exports from lower wage areas such as Japan. This again, will
require a cooperative effort if all the industrialized nations are to accept their
share of such imports.
B. Relation. wtith the lee developed areas
1. Drive toward nationalism.-(a) The intensive drive toward nationalism
In the less developed areas confronts us with a shift in the world balance of
power.
(b) Most of the less developed countries lack the institutions and skills required to maintain even rudimentAry governments or to meet the political, social,
and economic aspirations of their Xeople.
() The urgent task of the Industrialized countries Is to direct this drive toward nationalism into constructive channels by assisting In providing the less
developed countries with the necessary economic and technical resource The
obligation of Western leadership Is to guide the less developed countries toward
sustained growth. We cannot succeed if we extend aid principally for maintenance of the status quo.
2. Providing markets for the underdeveloped areas-(a) Long-range programs for the development of these areas should not be limited to the furnishing of financial and technical assistance. The Industrialized countries must
also 'undertake to provide, markets for the products of the underdeveloped
countries.
(b) The commodities which the less developed nations have to trade-primarily agricultural and mineral raw materials-are susceptible to violent price
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fluctuations in the World market; these nations are losing more in income as a
result of cyclical movements of raw material prices than they receive through
economic assistance. Theifore, along' With increasing trading opportunities
for the underdeveloped nations, arrangements must be developed to stabilize
their ekp6rt income.
3. The ueed for coordiftkt4 did effoft.-These objective cannot be achieved
by the United States alont. Our policies must be directed indreasingly toward
obtaining commitments from the other industrialized nations to join with us in
developing programs tot the li.ss de'elbped areas.
£. Relations wih the Communit bloo
1. (Jomm"*ut bloo #rdft# #pd0cft amd objeaives.-((a) The character of
our economic relations with the Communist bloc has been seriously altered in
recent years. The bloc countries now have the ability to export surpluses, which
they are beginning to use in furthering their external commercial and political
objectives. Their economies also will require greater imports of raw materials.
(b) This trade, regardless of its motivation, has disruptive potentialities by
virtue of its monopolistic state character. Communist trading patterns and, in
particular, the use of bilateral treaties, barter, and blocked accounts tend to
erode the multilateral trading patterns which are the objectives of U.S. trade
policy.
(o) The task force believes that, in trade relations with the Industrialized nations of the world, Communist objectives so far have been predominantly commercial rather than political in character. The reverse Is true, however, in
Communist bloc trade with underdeveloped areas, where political considerations
dominate.
2. U.S. attitude toward Communist bloc trade.-(a) In the past U.S. policy
on trade with the bloc countries has been almost completely negative In character. It has railed to recognize that such trade is attractive and often necessary
for many other industrialized countries. As a result of these U.S. policies, the
expansion of East-West trade has taken place largely on Communist terms.
(b) There are clear signs that the problem of Communist bloc trade Is likely
to become far more acute in the 1960's than in the 1950's, particularly in the
case of certain commodities such as oil. The emergence of bloc surpluses may
have a highly disruptive effect on those markets of the free world which are
already unstable.
3. Need for constructive action.-The development, in collaboration with other
free world industrial nations, of common measures for dealing with Communist
bloc trade Is a task of both complexity andlurgency. Efforts should be concentrated on extracting trading advantages with the bloc while safeguarding world
commerce from the threat of growing Comnwunist penetration. This task must
be accomplished while the West still has the overwhelming economic advantage.
I. THE OBSOLESOENOE OF PRESENT POLICIES, PROGRAMS, AND POWERS

A. Nature and cause of obsolescence
Economic policies and programs which the United States is following today are
obsolete. Equally obsolete are the powers granted the President by the Congress
for the conduct of foreign economic policy.
This obsolescence results, from the fact that1. Present policies in trade, aid, and finance are based principally upon conditions prevalent a decade ago, when there was a dollar shortage and European
nations lacked economic strength.
2. Europe was fragmented into individual countries, each with its own tariffs
and commercial policies; there was no common market or free trade area to
pose a collective threat to U.S. trade in the European area.
3. The United States generally earned rather than expended gold in its international transactions, and confidence in the dollar was high.
4. The primary concern of the United States was with reconstructing Europe
.. .
and establishing military strength to deter Communist aggression.
5. The less developed areas consisted principally of spheres of influence of
European metropoles or independent nations where trade and private Investment
provided the bulk of economic development resources. U.S. foreign aid to the less
developed areas v as small and directed principally toward defense objectives
rather than toward fostering the viability of independent nations.
6. Commodity price fluctuations were treated as a reason for diversifying the
less-developed economies rather than as an intrinsic economic problem.
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7. The Communist bloc Was' economically weak and iniApable of mounting largescale trading forays into the market of industrialized cotmtiles or extending significant assistance to the underdeveloped areas. The United States was concerned principally with the military importance of limiting, if not prohibiting,
trade with the Communist bloc.
B. Ohanged free world relationships
In the last decade, conditions have materially changed but our policies have
not been revised to reflect the following changed circumstances of free world
relationships:
1. The United State# is wolonger economic y Lndependen.-(a) Other industrial giants have arisen in the free world, and America is only the strongest
of the strong. The disparity In strength is still so great that the United States
alone can give effective leadership, and the potential division of Europe into two
trading blocs has made it all the more imperative that we serve as a cohesive
force.
(b) But we neither can nor should expect an unquestioning response to our
demands for common policy. We must rely, instead, upon persuasion and negotiation. This, In turn, wpans that the President must have the power to
take action and make concessions that will give him the leverage to bring about
the concerting of policies. He does not have these powers under existing legislation.
2. We are losing the inUiative in the drive toward trade liberalizaton.-(a)
Our commercial policy legislation, in particular, is obsolete. It does not provide sufficient authority to permit the United States to expand export markets
rapidly to ameliorate its balance-of-payments problem.
(b) Today, the United States must conduct trade negotiations not with relatively weak trading countries, but with a strong trading bloc such as the European Economic Community.
(c) A measure of the inadequacy of our bargaining tools Is that, in the current tariff negotiations In Geneva, the countries of the European Economic Community are offering 20 percent across-the-board tariff reductions. The U.S.
negotiators, on the other hand, have no authority to make across-the-board reductions, and the total concessions that they can offer on a selective basis amount to
little more than 5 percent when computed on an across-the-board bhais.
(d) Moreover, the President is unable under the present law to make unilateral concessions to increase trade from the underdeveloped countries even though
other industrialized countries may be prepared to Join in such a program.
3. Faifure of present program to respond to the problems of he underdeveloped nations.-Our present aid program fails to satisfy the needs and aspirations of the emerging nations for a number of reasons:
(a) There is a tendency to regard It primarily as an instrument against communism rather than for the national development of these countries. All too
often we permit ourselves to appear as seeking to purchase their support in the
cold war rather than attempting to respond to their national needs.
(b) We have underestimated the soclal revolution fermenting in these areas
and the need to assure that the benefits of economic assistance reach the masses
rather than the governing oligarchy.
(o) Funds for the present program ate inadequate and their efficient use Is
impaired by the requirement of annual authorizations and appropriations. Furthermore, the resources that are available are committed largely to short-term
activities, such as defense support, thus leaving only limited funds for longterm economic growth purposes.
(d) The present program tends to look to private investment to carry the
burden of development assistance. This fails to recognize the strength of nationalism in most underdeveloped areas and the unwillingness of private itvestment to move rapidly into areas needing such assistance.
(e) The program lacks the flexibility needed to meet the variety of development problems confronting the less-developed areas today. For instance, present procedures preclude extending loans at interest rates competitive with
those offered by the Soviets.
(f) We have not succeeded in convincing most of the other Industrialized
countries that It Is essential for them to make additional assistance available
on satisfactory terms to the less-developed areas, We, in turn, have been reluctant to enter into multilateral arrangements for coordinating the various
national programs.
877--42-pt. 3-10
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(g)- The present program: has fesled to assi4re thaL trade and aid policies are
effectively coordinated and mutually support eacb other.
4. Communist bloc trade nsow threatens fo become new d/'rapttve force in
oommercWa relationship -(a) We persist in xeg rd~ng trade with the Conimunist bloc as Jmmoral and we base our policies on the realistic assumptions thR t:
(I) The Soviets need Western trade items to build ainlitary potential;
(ii) We can induce, or force, our allies and the less-developed areas to
concur in our views.,
(b) Our policies do not provide for mobilizing free world countries to protect
the free-enterprise trading r- item from Communist intrusions by establishing and
enforcing mutually. acceptable standards for expanded and advantageous West.
ern trade with the Communist bloc.
V. THE NM FOR NEW TOOLS

for common action
1. The solution of ihe major problems in almost every area requires a commitment to common action on the part of the Industrialized countries. In order to
create the conditions that are basic to such common action there must be a
drastic revision of our foreign economic policies, programs, and powers.
2. A least two steps are essential to the achievement of common action:
(a) The development of clearly defined policies that express the consensus
of all major industrialized nations of the free world.
(b) The negotiation of agreements where necessary to see that this new
,
consensus is translated into common action,
S. To make such measures possible it will be necessary:
(a) To modernize and integrate the foreign economic powers delegated by
Congress to the President. This 19 essential in order to give him the leverage to obtain agreement from our friends and allies and to carry out policies
and programs effectively.
(b) To create a forum in which multilateral negotiations can be conducted
looking toward the adoption of common policies.B. InterrelaiosMpof polieia
1. The Interrelationship between our policies and those of the other major Industrialized nations is seen clearly in our balance of payments situation. Unless
we can persuade other major industrialized countries to adopt expansionist
policies, we shall be forced to equilibrate our international payments by measures
that restrict international trade and finance trod retard domestic economic
growth. For the United States to pursue growth policies effectively, it must
obtain a commitment from the other major industrialized nations.to follow such
policies.
2. This means tnat all major industrialized nations must agree not only to
pursue domestic pvllcles of growth but also to adopt measures necessary to increase the level of tradai with other freeoworld countries.
3. Sustained economic growth within the industrial economy of the West is
possible only if trade Is not hampered by artificial restrictions or protectionist
devices. Any elements that divert trade and retard Its expansion will keep alive
inefficient production and restrain economic growth.
4. Commitments to growth policies al9o require measures to control severe
cyclical fluctuations In income, production and prices. These cyclical movements deter growth and invite unilateral actions on the part of individual countries to Insulate themselves. Actions of this kind tend to reduce trade and International Investment.
5. Prosperity and a high rate of growth ip the Industrialized countries'-are, In
turn, essential to the economic growth of tMe less developed countries. Not only
are the industrialized countries the major source of capital for development,
but they are also the principal markets for the products of the less developed
countries.
6. It need hardly be pointed out that there Is a relation between growth. in
the Industrialized countries and the ability to resist Communist aggression. If
an adequate growth rate can be maintained, the'free world should beable to:
(a) Finance adequate military defenses;
(b) Exteid more aid to the less developed countries; aid.
(o) Engage with confidence in advantageous economic relations with the
Communist world while at the same time deftuding itself against disruptive
bloc policies.
A. The cOmdilioI
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C. Strengthening the forum for negotiaton-the OED
1. -The recently negotiated agreement for an Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation (OEOD). provides a, mechanism and a forum for.
accomplishing the coordination 6f the internal and -foreign edonomie Plicies ot
free world industrialized nations The convention creating the Organization, Is
general and permlssivb and provides an adequate framework for consuatioub
2. It can be made an effective instrument forecoordination If the ngw administration is prepared to submit its policies and programs for discussion on an
equal basis with those of other member government&
3. The problems involved in making the OECD effective are discussed in part
2 of this report.
,
D. The need for an integrated approach
1. The need for a coordinatedset of tool.- (a) Just as there is a close interelation between the foreign and domestic economic policies pursued by the major
Industrialized nations, ho there Is an interrelations among various aspects of the
policy that the United States pursued in its dealings with the less deveoped
countries.
(b) Too often, however, we have not recognized that interrelation. We have
helped underdeveloped countries increase the production of goods and have then
denied a market to those goods., In other instances we have permited the benefits of economic assistance to be canceled out by drastic cyclical fluctuations In
the terms of trade. Finally, the lack of coherence in our own foreign economic
policy has often made It difficult for us to persuade our friends and allies to agree
with us on common policies.
2. The haphazard development of policy.-(a) This lack of coherence results
in part from the way in which our foreign economic policy has evolved. Today
It consists of bits and pieces of policy developed at different times by different
people to meet particular situations. It is embodied in a variety of statutes,
Executive orders, and administrative decisions.
(b) The result is an incoherent body of policy which makes it difficult to
have a clear view of the totality of U.S foreign economic policy or of the strong
interrelationship among its various aspects.
(o) The lack of total view impedes the ability of those responsible obr administering the policy to recognize all of the considerations involved in deciding
a specific question.
8. The need for comprehensive legialation.-(a) Consistency in our foreign
economy policy can be achieved best by incorporating all aspects of that policy
in a comprehensive foreign economic policy bill. Such a bill might contain
several titles concerning such subjects as trade policy, economic aid policy, commodity policy, and organizatior'.l provisions.
(b) Such a bill would offer a number of advantages:
(I) It would be a means for providing the President with the broad and
flexible powers he needs to conduct an effective foreign economic policy.
(II) It would avoid the present practice under which the Indivdual
components of foreign economic legislation are handled within narrow,
specialized contexts and by congressional committees frequently uninformed
as to larger foreign policy considerations.
(III) It would, for the first time, compel a consideration of our foreign
economic policy as a whole. The interaction of trade, aid, and other elements of that policy would be evident. In addition, the Congress and the
public would be able to assess the adequacy, of these policy tools in meeting
the objectives of our foreign economic policy.
(IV) It could be made to appear to the people in the underdeveloped
countries as an emphatic demgnstration that the United States Is deter.,
mined to provide assistance to the emierging nations as a part of our longrange foreign policy.
(V) It would give the President the tools he needs to induce the other
industrialized nations to Join us in adopting policies of economic expahaction, the industrialized
sion and growth in orderi.that, by coordina
nations may provide both markets and economic assistance to the 'less
developed countries.
(VI) It would provide an opportunity to educate the American people
in the relatlonships among various aspects of policy and furnish a fresh
and ambitious proposal behifid which the full resour as of pubileopihion
'
could be mobilized.
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4. The desirability of a select commttce.-(a) The task force recommends
that the President discuss with the congressional leadership the desirability
of establishing a joint committee of both Houses, or a select committee in each
House, with Jurisdiction over the foreign economic pollqy bill.
(b) Such a committee or committees would be made up of selected members
of the standing committees now having jurisdiction over the various components
of foreign economic policy. The committee or committees should not only hold
hearings but also report the legislation
V. THE POLITICAL FEASIBILITY Or A COMPREHENSIVE BILL IN 1961

A. Probableargument against submission in 1961
The submission of a comprehensive bill and the creation of a committee to
hold hearings can be expected to Invite opposition. It would upset long-established congressional patterns and the proprietary interests of individual committees and Members of the congress. Objections would undoubtedly be made
that it Is inadvisahle for the Kennedy Pd.Linistration to endanger other programs
by submitting such a revolutionary piece of legistlation during the first session
of the Congress. In specific terms, the arguments that might be advanced
against the omnibus approach are:
1. Trade agreements, legislation is not due to expire until 1962, and there is no
need to take on a difficult light prematurely.
2. It is undesirable to attempt trade liberalization or undertake greater foreignaid commitments at a time of economic recession. Larger foreign aid, or expanded Imports resulting from tariff reductions may make a solution of our
balance-of-payments problem more difficult.
3. It would be difficult to obtain favorable action on such a program in view of
the growing protectionist sentiment arising out of the economic recession and of
labor's fear that increased unemployment may result from automation and the
growing tendency for industry to invest In sources of production overseas.
4. It would be unwise to seek new tariff-cutting powers this year since, with
our present limited powers,-we may be able to obtain substantial concessions from
the European powers in the course of the present GATT negotiations on the
basis of our past generosity and our present balance-of-payments difficulties
without the need for reciprocal concessions on our part. This would make our
position stronger in seeking trade legislation from Congress in 1962.
1
B. Arguments in favor of submitting bil in 1961
1. Urgent need for action.- (a) While recognizing the strength of these arguments, the task force believes that the overall position of the United States in the
world and the pressing problems confronting us in the foreign economic policy
field give a special urgency to the early submission to Congress of a comprehensive and integrated foreign economic program. The free world awaits assurance that the United States will adopt policies and programs related to the realities of the 1960's and assume again the leadership it has defaulted.
(b) A decision on whether or not to proceed this year with a comprehensive
foreign economic program involves a careful weighing of foreign against domestic political risks. During the postwar period the executive branch has fought
an Increasingly difficult battle to obtain congressional authority and appropriations to enable the United States to meet its foreign policy obligations. The
task force has reached the conclusion that a new approach Is more than desirable; it is essential.
2. Effect on Congress and, on foreign and domestic opinion.-(a) The audacity
of a fresh approach should appeal to many Americans who have felt and expressed the need for a vigorous foreign policy. At the same time it should disconcert the opposition which Is accustomed to contest with the executive branch
on terrain of Its own choosing.
(b) By taking a fresh approach and by bringing together the related elements
of foreign economic policy, the comprehensive bill should aid Individual Congressmen to justify their support for the measure because of its contribution to
the larger national security interests. The possibility of demonstrating that it
expresses an overriding national interest should help legislators resist purely
local or regional objections to individual provisions of the legislation.
(o) The presidential campaign of 1960, by emphasizing the importance of
foreign policy. and the weakness of the United States in world affairs, created expectations that the Kennedy administration would produce la new program. If
the administration is to fulfill these expectations, it should be ready With a pro-
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year in one of thi most vital, areas of foreign

policy---our economic relations with the rest of the world.
(M) The submission of a comprehens$vg bJA would also de 0qmtrate to the
free world our determination to reqasert Amern lede hip,
3. Need for U.S. initative.-(a) During 1961 decisions will be made. q the
direction that the free world's economy will take--el er with io or withot us.
But decisions consistent with U.S. political ;nd OcL. mic 9bJec#vTs wil not and
caunot be made In the absence of American inItiative. Wh4Iq the Un1to Stat~s
does not stand dominant today as It diC at the end of World War II, Aoneo.eless
we alone in the free world are capable of turning the enormous repougco of tJe
industrialized nations to the task of economic growth and the convestop of a
portion of this growth to the requirements of the less developed countries. '
(b) If the President can obtain the bargaining power through a comprehensive bill we can, during the course of this year, persuade the (onunon Market
countries to adopt foreign economic policies that will result In a rapid lowering
of tariff barriers not only among themselves but toward the fre world as a
whole. If the continental Europeans move in this direction, theQ the Brittih and
their free trade area associates can be induced to adopt similar policies. Tbp
adoption of a comprehensive bill will demonstrate that we intend to pursue
expansionist policies in dealing with our balance-of-payments d$1cljAs. Tis
itself could tip the scales of European decision toward 4 general ioweripg of
economic barriers and lead the European nations to make greater contributious
to the cause of economic development.
(c) The catalyst for the release of these Atlantic resources must be American.
The present foreign economic policies of the United States are clearly inadequate
to this mission. Only a major effort on the part of the new administration
to secure new policies, the vital new tools, will coalesce the disorganized but
potent resources of the industrialized nations for the common tasks that face
us all.
4. It is the opinion of the task force that the comprehensive bill could be persuasively explained to the American people, along the following lines:
(a) In 1934 the United States embarked on the initiative of the reciprocal
trade agreements program, which dispelled the chaos in world trade resulting
from the Great Depression and led to the development of an orderly system of
international trade.
(b) In 1947, faced with the wreckage of World War II, we created the Marshall plan, which led to the restoration of the European countries and created the
present strong and prosperous Western World.
(o) Today, faced with the dual problem of the Soviet threat and the instability
of the underdeveloped world, we need a major new American initiative. By the
comprehensive program we would provide the means of coordinating our resources with those of other industrialized countries to solve the most pressing
problem of the 1900's-that of raising the standard of living of the underdeveloped nations.
(d) By taking this initiative we can promote our own economic growth
through the creation of new and expanding markets for our products, and we
can increase the unity of the Western World and the cohesion of the less developed areas with the West.
PART 2. AN INTEGRATED FOREIGN

POLICY PROGRAM

1. COMMEROUL POLICY

A. Principles
1. The bankruptcy of the trade o.reements program.-(a) The traditional

tool of U.S. commercial policy is the trade agreements program, originally enacted
in 19.34. Through successive renewals it has served as an effective mechanlsm
enabling the U.S. Government to lead a world movement toward the creation
of a free, multilateral trading system.
(b) Today, however, the trade agreements program is bankrupt. The program
has been slowed almost to a stop by its own doctrinal limitations. In addition,
It hact become encrusted with restrictive devices In repeated legislative struggles.
(e) Even if adequate additional authority for tariff reduction could be obtained through new extension legislation-which Is doubtful-the trade agreements program In its present form would not meet the needs of the modern
world. As a result, we are in danger of losing the lead In the fight for liberal

'trade to'pdWerful'Eur'opea i iegldnal trading groups that are not inhibited by
the heavy burdens of tradition'and doctrine.,
2. kewo 'Knpke4of trade egoffatfom--Twb new principles must be introduced
into the machinery of multlate*&
trade reduction if we are to have an effective
(a) Te principle o-aeross-tbeboaid reductions:
(1) The'authority )rovided by Vie traditional trade agreements program calls
'for negotiated, reciprocal reddictdnts I a'product-by-product basis. The approach
Of selective- reduction leaves tile United States with little bargaining power with
those connttles or trading blocs that have adopted an across-the-board approach
.,
to tariff reductions. , (ii) Even if an extension of trade agreements authority were substantially to
Increase the President's authority to reduce tariffs on a product-by-product basis,
the United States would still be at a great disadvantage.
(iti) The technique of across-the-board reductions embodied in the provisions
both of the European Economic CommunityTreaty and the European Free Trade
'Association Convention calls'fot the gradual elimination, over a period, of tariffs
and other Import restrictions on trade among members. This is to be accomplished' by: means of successive percentage reductions In the average of tariffs
applicable within certain commodity groups.
(tv) "If
U'S. lVrOductln
is not to be at a series disadvantage In the rapidly
growing
Common
Market,-the
President must be armed with weapons enabling
hlm to bargain effectively for the generalization to the United States of the
Internal tariff cuts within these markets-or, at least, for the substantial reduction of their external tariff, applicable to nonmembers, to minimize the
disadvantage.
(b) The principle of accepting and cushioning adjustments to structural
changes.
(1) The obsolescence of our trade agreements mechanism rests also In the
"no injury" doctrine, which is embedded in the present legislation. This is a
dual policy: tariffs will 'not be reduced below the "peril point" if such reduction
would cause serious injury to an American producer; higher tariffs or quotas
will be Imposed whenever imports cause or threaten serious injury. The peril
'point'provision has become a severe limitation on tariff negotiating power,
while the escape clause in its present form threatens the stability of our trade
agreement commitments by permitting the unilateral reversal of reductions previously made.
(it) The underlying philosophy represented by both the European Common
Market and the Free Trade Association Is of a wholly different order. It recognizes quite explicitly, that at least within the area of the Individual trading blocs,
conditions should be achieved that would permit completely free movement of
goods. It recognizes also that the transition from a system of individual, protected national markets to a system of free trade will necessarily require structural changes in the economies of the member countries. The Common Market
Treaty proposes to cushion these structural changes by providing funds to pay
the costs of economic dislocation, of retraining and relocating workers, housing,
etc. •
(ii) Our foreign economic policy objective of bringing about a high level of
multilateral trade and the most efficient utilization of free world resources can
be achieved only if we are prepared to provide Government mechanisms to cushion
trade readjustments within our own economy.
(iv) The task force notes that the Kennedy administration has already recognized the need for assisting the rehabilitation of areas where chronic unemployment has been brought about by structural changes in the economy. The task
force strongly recommends that the administrative machinery of the proposed
area redevelopment legislation be adapted to provide for cushioning the consequences of structural changes resulting from tariff reduction. Such changes are
an inevitable consequence of a major reduction in barriers to the normal flow of
trade. In the opinion of the task force, the structural changes would be small in
relation to the normal changes that take place in the economy each year as a resuit of technological change, change in consumer demand, depletion of resources,
,nd other similar factors. The frank acceptance of such changes, however, and
tbe provision of a mechanism to cushion
the resulting hardship is Indispensable if
the United States is to continue to 1ead the free world in trade liberalization and
to realize the economic benefits of this policy.
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orade
Uberulization program.
3. COosequences of a failure to adopt ks ntodeM
(a) The kbuntriee of the Commioh Market have already reduced their Internal
The Fr e Trade Association countries have reduced thers
tariffs by percent.
by 20 percent. In another 5 years these countries, depending on the extent to
which they accelerate these reducticis, will have cut their internal tariffs by from
70 to 80 'ptrcent"
(b) The first 10 percent reduction i-tariffs made'by the two trade groups was
generalized' for the benefit of the rest 46f the world, including the United State.
Given the fact that the United Stated does not have adequate bargaining authority
ent on Tariffs and Trade, our
for the -191 negotiations under th'VO1neral A
and should request' that thtse ATh phase 6f! reductions also be
negotiators &tan
genefallzed' without our offering 'Substantial additional c6ncesslons. Such a
request can be Justified by our past record.of ginetoety and by the hard realities
of our balance of pityments deficit..
(M) We cannot expect the two tradlpg blocs to generalize their tariff reductions
for our benefit beyond a ce*taln point, unless the President has authority to offer
substantial 'recpical redu~tlon 'n' ui own tiriffs. If he Is not given such
authority, U.S; Orodderi .are likely".t& sider a fobildable co;mpetitive dladvantage In th markets df theix :d4i seven. In theface of anxiety over the
operation of the American cost-pr16i'Inechanistn, such dicrinitiation could
seriously reduce U.8.,6xports.
(d) Default in.6ur leadership In trade liberalzatloii 1 not, however, to be
deplored merely because It might result In coi merclal advantage tonAmerican
It could also be a po*eirhi fore contributing tO the disintegration
producer
of the free world economy Into'separate tWiding systems.' Su'ch a result could
have not 9,n!y economic but political consequences. of a most serious order.
B. Provision of the oomprehensive bill
I. Tri#f-OWuAng auhpoitty.-(4) -The new legislation should authorize reduction of 'American tariffs by an, average of 50 percentof those existing in 1961
within commodity groups similar or 'identical to the commodity: groups now
being ukka for tariff negotiations by the European countries. The reduction
WOuld be effected in five equal annual Stages through 1966.
(b) The reduction wodld be qualified by peril point and escape clause provisions (revised as recommended below) to slow the rate of reduction in cases
of severe dislocation within the Amaerican economy. In order to offset those
case Wbere It Is impossible to reduce the tariff by the full 50 percent within the
5-year period, the new legislation should provide authority to make greater than
50-percent reductions on certain items on Which there Is now a high level of
tariff protection.
(o) .This tariff-cutting authority Is necessary If we are to match the reductions to be made In the internal
tariffs of the European Common Market and the
,
Free Trade Association, In that way we could receive the benefits of the generalization of these reductions of a most-favored-nation basis. Since those two
trading groups will have reduced their tariffs by 50 percent across the board by
1966, the United States, armed with the authority we propose, would be able to
prevent division of the Industrial countries ut the free world by widespread
trade discrimination.
2. The concept of "1toserious injury.--(a) The present trade agreements
legislation Is subject to the implicit doctrinal Hmitation that tariffs may not be
cut below a point where such reduction results In serious Injury to American
roducers or labor. The doctrine of "no Injury" is given operational effect by
the twin mechanisms of the peril point and the escape clause.
(b) The. peril point mechanism serves as a limitation on the tariff-cutting
authority 6f American negotatiors in trade agreements negotiations. The
escape caluse mechaism comes Into play after tariffs have been reduced if the
Tariff Cothmission determines that increased Imports following a reduction
cause serious injury. Over the past decade, as Presidential authority to negotiate t ade'agreements has been extended periodically, the peril point and escape
'elauso provisionS have been increasingly tightened to make them more effective
as devices for p0otectink domestic industry.
(o) The operation of the "no serious injury" principle is well Illustrated by
the peril olnt restrictions placed on the negotiating authority of the President
negotiations
nowpurpose
underway
In. Geneva.
i
on
h were
the 196!
GAT
of obtaining
the
designed
principally
for the
These
negotiations
.,
ett
generalization
the internal
tariff cuts of the European Common Market. As
F
pt of
t'
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a result of the recent peril point findings of the Tariff Commission, however,
the authority of the American negotiators in Geneva has been so rest;rcted that
they will have difficulty In obtaining adequate matching concessions from the
Europeans.
(d) Thebtask force is of the strong opinion that the "no serious injury" doctrine should be substantially abandoned. The United States should recognize
frankly that the liberalization Vf trade essential to a prosperous free world
will require that tariffs be redq ced to the point were it will be necessary to
accept some temporary and local injury to certain American firms, Industries.
and communities. Trade adjustment provisions should be included in the comprehensive foreign economic bill to mitigate any possible hardships.
(e) The revision of this doctrinal limitation on tariff reductions inpies the
substantial revision of both the peril point and escape clause provisions of the
present law. These provisions must be adapted to the proposed new technique
of tariff-cutting involving across-the-board reductions.
(f) The proposed system for cutting tariffs across the board contemplates
that some tariffs on specific items will be reduced by more or less than the
reductions in broad categories. In revising the peril point provision to embody
this principle, it will be necessary to develop criteria to guide the adjustment
of tariffs on individual items within categories to permit individual tariff adJustments that vary from the average reduction negotiated for the category.
(g) The task force recommends that the revised peril polnt procedure, which
will determine the extent of variation in individual tariff adjustments from the
negotiated average for the category, should come into effect only after the negotiation is completed and not before negotiations are undertaken as ts presently
the case.
(h) The criteria and standards applicable to peril point findings should also
be applicable to the proposed revised escape clause.
(i) The present escape clause, which should be completely recast, has two
major deficiencies: First, it is triggered not by the impact of imports on an
entire multiproduct industry but by the effect on an individual product, even
though the industry as a whole may be prosperous. Second, it is based on a
static concept since it can result in a tariff increase even though the labor and
capital resources of the industry concerned can easily be shifted to the production of other types of goods.
(j) The task force recommends that the escape clause provision be revised
so that it will be operative (1) where there is a finding that an entire industry
is adversely affected by increased imports resulting from a tariff cut, and (i)
where there is a finding that an adjustment to the impact of imports cannot
readily be made.
3. Trade adjustment provisiona.-(a) Under the legislation recommended by
the task force, the President would be empowered to employ optional mechanisms for dealing with hardships resulting from a tariff cut. Upon a finding
of hardship he would not be required to raise duties, as is presently the case.
He could, as an alternative, provide measures to ease the adiustmeants made
necessary by the tariff cut. These measures would include assistance to affected industries by providing loans to finance their relocation, accelerated tax
write-offs, etc. They would include measures for the retraining of workers
additional unemployment compensation, early retirement benefits, etc. They
would be made available without regard to whether or not the affected industries or workers are located in areas of substantial labor surplus.
(b) To bring into play such measures of assistance, the task force recommends the following:
(I) An industry claiming that it wos being Injured by a tariff reduction
would be entitled to apply to the Tariff Commission for relief.
(ii) If the Commission found that the industry was being seriously injured by imports under the revised definition of "injury," it would recommend remedial action to the President.
(liI) If the President accepted this recommendation, he would certify to
the agency responsible for administering the area redevelopment legislation
that the industry in question was eligible for various measures of assistance
provided in that legislation.
(M) Under certain circumstances the President might determine that, notwithstanding adjustment assistance, producers and workers in the industry were
being displaced from their current activities faster than they could be abosorbed
in alternative employment. In that event-but only in that event-he would be
required to grant relief by increasing tariffs.
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(d) Such relief would, however, be of limited duration. The President would
increase the tariff to the level necessary to'eliminate hardship, taking into account the available adjustment assistance, but the Increased tariff would not,
in any-event, exceed the 19S0 tariff rate. Furtherwore, it would be progressively
scaled down over a prescribed period.
4. UnUlaterat tariff concessions to les-developf d areae.-(a) In order to Increase the export opportunities of underdeveloped areas, the task force recommends that provisions be included in the comprehensive foreign economic policy
bill authorizing the President to remove or reduce duties, import taxes, and
quotas on articles which are produced principally by less-developed countries
and which- are of particular importance to the export trade of those countries.
This action could be taken without requiring reciprocal tariff concessions from
the less-developed countries. However, in principle it should be taken. only on
the following conditions:
(I) The United, States would first obtain commitments that the other
major industrialized countries would grant parallel concessions.
(if) The leMs-developed countries benefited by such concession would commit themselves to take actions to accelerate their own economic growth.
(b) The concessions contemplated by this provision might relate not only to
sumptutary taxes on tropical products but also to tariffs and other Import restrictions on an agreed common list of raw materials, materials in the early
stages of processing, and certain light manufactures.
--(c) The recommended provision would have two purposes:
(I) It would promote an expansion of the export earnings of less-developed countries by facilitating access of their products to the markets of
the industrialized nations.
(ii) It would tend to reduce the advantages enjoyed by underdeveloped
areas that are members of a preferential trading system. These include
not only the former British colonial possessions but also the associated
oversea territories of the Common Market countries. At the present time
the operation of the Common Market Treaty threatens to extend the
preferences accorded the overseas territories of individual member nations
by giving them free access to the markets of all Common Market countries. This could result in a severe distortion in trade patterns and serious discrimination against underdeveloped areas having no special ties
to a metropole-such as the nations of Latin America. The generalizing
of such a preference is in accord with our political objective of promoting
maximum access to these countries by all the Western nations. At the
Same time such a generalization proposal would be timely since the Commission of the Common Market is required by treaty to undertake a review
of its commercial policies toward oversea territories of its members by
the end of 1962.
5. Broad Negotiating Awthorit.-The present trade agreements legislation
requires that the President obtain reciprocal concessions equal in value to the
concessions we make in the particular area covered by the negotiations. The
present atomistic approach does not give sufficient recognition to the fact that
we should seek to obtain commitments and concessions from foreign governnients with respect to a number of aspects of their policy. The achievement
of our objectives in foreign economic policy will be facilitated If the President
has suibelent and' diverse powers to negotiate an agreement in which he
can(a)
eitherAs the qdid pro quo for U.S. trade concessions accept commitments
which are not restricted or limited td the trade field; or
(b) Offer omnfiiltme.nts not strictly limited to trade in return for trade
concessions. Therefore, the comprehensive bill should provide the President
with a broad Oet of powers, involving a number of aspects of foreign economic
policy, which he can employ in negotiating for reciprocal concessions from
our friends and allies.
6. Other commercial policy' queations.-(a) Statement of purposes:
Y(i)
The present preamble t the trade agreements legislation has remaied' practically' unchanged since the legislation wao flrpt passed in
1934. It is an inadequate statement of policy under the conditions of 1961.
(iti) As a Aubstitute for the pireamble it is recommended that the comprebensive foreign economic policy bill include in its preamble a declaration that foreign trade policy fs an instrument of U.S. total foreign policy
and should be used as a means of accelerating the economic growth of
the United Rtates and the whole free world.
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Mb National secuirity provision:

(I) Under existing trade agreements legislaLon the President Is empowered to limit imports of an article whenever the Director of the Office
of Civil and Defense Mobilization finds that such Imports threaten to Impair
the national security of the United States.
(Ut) The task force recommends that this provision be made more flexible. The President's power should not be limited merely to the restriction of imports. On a finding that the national security demands -iuch
action, he should be empower . to reduce Import duties and expand quotas
(Ill) The President should also be empowered toemploy such measures
as tax concessions, subsidies, and special contracts wheu he finds that the
national security requires the employment of such measures in order to
insure the maintenance of supplies and facilities.
(iv) The criteria of the national security provision should be. revised to
make them consistent with the prevailing view of modern strategy in the
field of military and economic mobilization, replacing the more. outdated
concept of the "industrial mobilization base" with the principle of "forces

in being."

(o) Japanese voluntary export restrictions:
(I) Under pressure from U.S. producers and fear of U.S. Government
action, the Japanese Government has undertaken informally to restrict exports of Japanese textiles to the United States. This undertaking expires
at the end of 1961.
(ii) The task force recommends that the administration lndicite, At that
time that it will not continue the practice ot bringing Informal preiiaure on
foreign governments to curtail exports to the .UnlteoL States. . Such a practice is not consistent with sound policy since It makes it possible for American industry to obtain the benefit of governmental intervention without demonstrating hardship or injury by the. use of normal administrative factfinding procedures.
(lii) In announcing the intention to discontinue this practice, the administration should make It clear that the change involves no prejudgment of
the need to offer help to American business, whether through tarifs or
adjustment assistance. The purpose of such action Is to require industries
to make use of established mechanisms for assistance rather than resort to
informal and unofficial procedures.
(d) Tariff simplification:
(I) The task force recommends that the administration undertake to
review the Tariff Commission proposals for a revision of the U.S. tariff
classification system. These proposals were completed in November 1960
under legislation that imposed severe restraints on the discretion of
the Tariff Commission. Among these restraints was the stipulation that
no product should be reclassified so as to alter appreciably the rate of duty
applicable to it.
(it) Because of these restraints, It is believed that, upon review, the proposals may prove unsatisfactory. In that event it Is recommended that the
administration Issue an amended directive to the Commission that does not
contain such severe restraints. The new directive should Instruct the Commission to propose revisions conforming as closely as possible to the international tariff nomenclature system already agreed upon by most major
trading nations.
(e) Elimination of provisions: The task force recommends that the following
provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 be eliminated:
(I) Tbe provision relating to cost-of-production criteria in. the fixing and
raising of duties.
(ii) The provision requiring the use of American selling price in fixing
the valuation of certain products....
(iII) The provision directing customs officers to apply the highest ra, pof
duty when alternatives exist.
7. PoUcy with respect to primarv oommodUe.-(a) In the past the U.S. Government has In principle opposed commodity agreements and arrangements for
the stabilization of the export income of single commodity producing countries.
It is the view of the task force that this principle has been too rigIdly applied.
The Kennedy administration should explicitly recognize the desirability of inI
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agreement techniques.
.
(o) Not only. are ptailzatloa tebiqUe vital to the
nooi dev
0;oejto
less-developed areas, to which the .Pnited tates, is committed, but We hWe at
least two additional Interests In pouragipg the, employment of sucO tehJqiquea
where they can be effective
.
(1) The United States is either a prlncIpa producer or a principal consumer of every product likely t, be the subject of commodity- arrangement,.
and, hence, our partlclition in asuch arramgements Is very often indspe sale to their success; .
..
(ii) The United States has a dic
interest in the income e ablllty of.
many raw materials producing Areas ptuqe hose area In turn provide Important markets for Amerlcan producton".

(4) While the United Stato, oud IM ospitable to prop sal tOr commodty.

agreements where such agree;uents are p c cable, it-Sho~uInot auvurage
efforts to employ commodity., ag eenp
,
nue that support .prI*e
i l-:,
ficlally high levels. This. would aznuut merely to ll-designed econop
ad4w.
ance paid for by the consumers -f,'the,'cqmodIty in questlon-ill1-0slped be,
cause It would tend to enricb a bbn u of Individual producers wlthQut pecessarfly benefiting the total economies of the.produ:lng codntrlee.
(e) In many instances Income stabilization might be better achtee#' by techniques other than commodity agreements. The task force feels'that much
greater consideration should be given tothe possibilities of using the resources
of the Inteimational Monetary Fund for short-term loans to cushion income fluctuations resulting fro, cyclical variations in production conditions or.the ferms
of trade of raw material producing countries..
0. Trade poloi4V toward Mhe Communist bloc
1. The need for a pocy-V(a) Current U.S. trade policy offers no
adequate response to the Communist bloc'* worldwide trade and aid ac-1vltles.
The challenge of the Soviet economic offensive Is no longer the narrow one of
whether or not the United States should expand its commercial relations with
Communist countries. It has begun to affect our economic and political relations
with both Industrialized and underdeveloped countries.
2. The lnadequacy ot present poloy.--(a) Since the. Export Control Act of
1949, our approach has reflected the, negative pr9position'that commerce with
Communist countries is Immoral, dangetois, and of doubtful economic benefit.
While U.S. trade with the Soviet bloc' is of only marginal interest, other
Western countries have found such trade advantageous. As a result, out Allies
have refused to follow docilely the tariff discriminations and export limitations
on Communist trade imposed by U.S. law.
(M) The Battle Act of 1951 sought to compel observance of U.S. trade policy
toward the Soviet bloc by requiring the President to withhold economic assistance'
from countries that export certain types of strategic goods to bloc countries.
In each instance of violation of this policy by a country receiving a4d, however,
the President has found It necessary to exercise his power of forgiveness. Meanwhile, multilateral coordinating machinery for the control of strategic exports,
based on the voluntary participation Of NATO countries and Japan, ha all but
broken down. The Soviet Union's demonstrated technological capacity to wage
a nuclear war has led most Western countries to reject the proposition that the
bloc's military potential can be affected by the type of export controls maitained
by the United States.
3. The nature of 80vtet trade.-(a) The peculiar charafler of total state tradIng by the Communist bloc threatens a gradual deterioration In the open and
multilateral patterns of international commerce, A, crucial long-rdange ioblem
Is how to safeguard our general world trade agajist the increasingty disruptive
commercial activities of total state-trading countries.
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(b), The~complete concenutrtion of all" industilal, comaeroial; aud financial0
activity, both domee'anld foraelgiaki the hands of te Conmtnniststate provides
more suitable means for econcimlenwkilgreAhan are avallabl# tM & free economy
stidpofle4ty of AI resovoest
thW
such
as ours,
• (o).A
desirenotwithstanding
ttmainti plrofitAbie
ftemic relatibnwithi preponderantly
capitalist wo1ld' hag; led the 8otiet, Union to adpt-Its- commercial behavior
to ortbodor ifiternatiotial, requirement. So far,; its trade with economically
wime lal rather than'polltieal c ffsiderastronger nationO bas boee ditatd b
tleifs: the' need to tmjort commoditles in short s supply, to a itqre advanced foreltntechnology', to export surpltmes, to earn foreigV exchange. '
-.- aj,4 opportustAe.--(a) Nonetheless,
trad"d
aoc
4. The impact of b
ostensibly conventional business activities tend to produce serious dislocr tons
in international markets when conducted by a total state trader.. A dramatic
example of tiis is the Soviet disruption of the world aluminum and tin markets
In ION by organized price-cutting without, reference to the rules followed by
traditional suppliers. More recently, international oi! circles have become
alarmed by the sale of large quantities of 'Sviet oli at substandard prices. Although the probable Intention In each case was disposal of surplus commodities
or the acquisition of scarce foreign exchange rather tban deliberate dumping,
the consequences have been no less disruptive than In the case of dumping in its
mOst obnoxious form.
(b) The essential difference betWeeid this type of sporadic underselling and
competitive practices in private commerce derives from the fact that Communist
pricing policies have no relation to domestic costs, normal profit margins, or
realistic rates of exchange. Moreover, losses Incurred by a state trading monopoly are met from the national budget. The resulting propensity to unsettle

established trading conditions and price' pAtterns constitutes an Intermittent
threat to orderly commerce. The rapidly expanding capability of Communist
economies, combined with a concentrated deployment of resources designed to
exploit competitive pressures In the West, could make this an economic and

political tllreat of dangerous proportions.
(o) In bloc relations with economically weaker countries, commerce Is usually
subordinated to political considerations. Here, increasing dependence on Communist markets, supplies, loans, grants, and technical assistance (as in the case
of Egypt, Afghanistan, and Cuba) and subsequent manipulations of such dependence for political ends (as in the case of Yugoslavia, Pinland, and Iceland)
provide growing opportunities for the achievement of Communist objectives.
Some 300 bilateral commercial treaties concluded by the Soviet bloc with free
world countries since the end of the war have been particularly conducive to
the expansion of economic relations with underprivileged areas. The Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia, and East Germany are showing an Increasing willingness to offer currency-saving barters of capital equipment for unstably priced
commodities, In a growing pattern of complementarity with underdeveloped
economies. In addition, Communist enterprises are providing credits, price
terms, and quasi-conscripted technical personnel (under non-commercial conditions) which private, profitmaking companies cannot match.
. (d) To blunt the dangers and exploit the opportunities inherent In the bloc's
expanding economic commitments, we must persuade other free enterprise
countries to take constructive and coordinated action. What is needed first of
all is some measure of conviction on their part that we are genuinely prepared
to recognize the potential economic advantages of expanded East-Weit trade.
Only then will we be in a position to assert positive leadership in the formulation and enforcement of safeguards necessary for the protection of the common interest in stable world trade. These are the factors lying behind otr
recommendations for a change in policy under the Export Control Act, the

Battle Act, and applicable provisions of the Trade Agreements Extension 'Act,

Ind for a fresh approach in conjunctiop with our allies to the problem of

Soviet bloc trade.
5.Proposed actfons.-(a) Within the framework of the OECD, the United
States should seek a common strategy with regard to Soviet bloc trade. This
stratezv should proceed from the explicit recognition that East-West trade is
likplv to grow and that under, suitable conditions such growth need not be
against the interests of the free World.
(b) In a Positive response to Knrushchev's highsounding trade Oertures,
the Soviet Union should be invited to trade with free .Worl# countries on ,the

basis of a Code of Fair Practices designed to remove the distortions and dls-
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ruptions arising ,from monopolistic state comerce.' 'The code should serve
as a model for Industrialized and underdeveloped countries in the .negothajo
of bilateral treaties or multilateral trade arrangements with tlic bloc. .
Or
example, detailed ground rules, coupled *ith afi effective conjplaints'P Jp.o"ure,
would seek to regulate disruptive price undercutting and dumping by reftrence
,to comparative world price and cost criteria, rather than to the totally tirelated and uwiscertainable conditions prevalent in, the Communist home 4mauket; to prQvide meaningful, reciprocity In conditions'governng access to Ge."munist -markets; to obtain Soviet' commitments to' purchase spet4fied'qmota.4f
goods in lieu of an otherwise futile most-favored-nation treatment undertaking;
and to -end the ,wholesale pirating of. Western patents,. knobr-how; and technology' and, in general, to insure that trade and compqtltou are conductedop
the basis of commercial considerations.
Fntling East-West agreement, the United States and its industrialized allies
would still possess the economic advantake needed to secure ojbervauce of the
rules, assuming that 'a uniform and coordineted policy toward bloc trade is
established and enforced through conhult4tion within OECD, and ithe GATT., (c) To provide added means for countering the bloc's use of trade for political
penetration, the adi0,inIstratiop should seek ,#n amendment to the national
defense provisions of the Trade Agreements Act, authorizing temporaryrelaxations of U.S. import restretlons whenever such actions would provide alternative opportunities for exports to tie country under Communist economic pressure.
In urging this amendment, the'President should. make it clear that the power
wotld normally be used only in concert with:other members of the OECD.
(d) The administration shouldseek Amendment of ,,e Battle Act to extend
Its policy. aim beyond control of strategic'xports. Ti bi;oader legislative policy
should furnish means to safeguard normal trade patterns againstt politically
inspired disruption or manipulation. Toward the same end, the adminlstratoof the Battle Act should be directed to recommend to the Prealdent supplemental
action, within -the Scope of his ExeeutiveI)owers, to determlpe Govqrnment procurement policies, to allocate .freign ald,,to enlist the orgni
patcpto.n of
American business, and otherwise to draw on the .pluralty-.of means -evaIable
in our economy, in order to cope with the politically and
n
aiy disrueptive
activities of Communist state trading.
(e) As a step In establishing a constructive policy image, the UnItd States
should confine Export Control Actprohlbitions to exceptional productlicely t0
contribute to the Soviet mllltary potential in an Important, direct, and Immediate
way.
(f) Under the Trade Agreements Act the P'resident should seek dlscretionary
authority to suspend provisions which embargo the import 6o certain furs from
the Soviet bloc and which direct the United States to withold most-favorednation treatment from Communist-dominated countries. This discretion should
be used as,a bargaining chip in future bilateral or multilateral negotiation
wth
I, i1
..
the Soviet Union.
(g) The problem of trade with iiba and mainland China should be demlt.th
as q political, rather than /As a trade. matter. The scope and timing of 0ttade
policy changes should be determined by tie political moves to be made in relation to these countries.

Senator B-mz. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Stewart"another
' 1 e I "I
question ?
Mr, SteWart, !would it surprise you if I tld y6u thatat a meeting
of the very highest level of the U$.Governieht it was sugestod that
the.only way the Common Mtrket could'be successful, waS to'have
" 'I
one-world government? Would that surprise youi ?
Mr. STEWART. As to the fact that it, was mentioned, Senator
ButlerSenator Bumra. This was not mentioned. Thiswas conceded at
a very high level conference 6f the highest officials of the Government
of the United States, that the only way'that the Common Market
would be successful would be through on'e wld gb verninent.
Mr. STEWAr. I am clearly dismayed by this information; I can't
really say that I am surprised.
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Senator Burnm. Well, I can assure you that it happened because
I was present.
The CHAxnrA. These nations in the Common Market are among
the ablest people of the world, except our own Nation and perhaps
the Japanese insofar as manufacturing is concerned. Let us assume
that they are successful in being self-containing; that is to say, the
will produce within the Comion Market those products they need.
Having the advantage of no tariff walls among the six nations in
the Common Market and being able to manufacture the products
needed among themselves, there would be no object in thrir buying
from us.,
Isn't there some danger along that linef This is one of the most
difficult decisions, in my judgment, that this country has ever had
to make. There are two sides to it. We must not look at one side
alone.
Mr. STEWART. I have carefully considered the side that you mentioned, and it is my considered judgment that the trade which we
now have and will continue to have with the Common Market takes
place not because of the level of duties in the Common Market, but
because the products in question are peculiarly supplied by the United
States, and they complement, not duplicate, the European economy.
There are many industrial raw materials which we supply which

they need,. At the moment we have surplus capacity and they are

.producing at the peak of their capacity, so that in an iarea like
machine tools, companies in Europe that are building factories and
that are in a hurry for delivery on a short leadtime would prefer
to buiy from the UnitedStates even though they may pay more, because
. - I
they get prompter delivery
The capital investment they have tied up in making the factory is
not tied up for so long, and our companies have superior servicing
and parts followthrough than the ctntries!in Europe.
In certain areas such as in drugs and pharmaceuticalsThe CHAIRMAN. Yes. But wlhat I have in mind is that I look upon
this Common Market as a big family. They trade within the family,
and for that reason they will become more expert in their manufacturing although I will not say they could excel us, but they could
equal us in our efficiency in manufacturing eventually.
Mr. STEWART. Yes; that is true.
The CHAIMAN. Isn't that a problem we have to look forward to,
assuming that England does join in the Common Market?
Mr. Sm wmr. Senator Byrd, I do notlook on it as a problem for
this reason: Consider the experience of the United States. We are a
common market. , We: have flourished as a common market behind a
tariff wall, and yet that has not prevented the rest of the world from
enjoying a large volume of trade with us.
TV'e CHAIRMAN. But you must consider this, that we have been
ahead of the rest of the world in our mechanization, in our great capacity for mass production.
Now, this group of nations will certainly improve, all of their facilities and manufacture all the thins they need to produce on a massproduction basis, just as we haveteen doing. I am speaking of the
years ahead. Isn't that right I
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Mr. S&wART . That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In other wordsthey can make more improvement
and beconie more efficient operating as a big family in the Common
Market than they could individually.
Mr. STIwArr. Correct. We do not-take the position that the President should not have additional authority.: "Weare in favor of the
authority set out in the bill, subject to sensible safeguards.
' z
If we were to trade our entire domestic market for some access, to
the Common Matket, it would not be very smartbecause our market is
the largest..
Now, in this, as in all things, it must be possible to have a balanced
policy. It is the art. of government to take into consideration complex factors and to arrive at a balanced policy. This is what the Bush
t.
1 .
amendments will do for this bill. ,
It will leave the President free to go forward and to negotiate reductions in Common Market duties, but under circumstances Where
the'business and agricultural communities will hive some confidence in
the outcome.
The CHIR Aw. Now, the Common Market is going to be aidd it
would seem to me, a great deal in their efficiency and their productive
capacity by the large number of American industries that are now
operating abroad.
I had a talk with Mr. Henry Ford who came to ee me.
I asked him how much he had spentfor this new companyy he bought
in England. He said something over $800 million.
I asked him how many employees he had over there at this time.
He said he had 180,000.
Of course, I realize we do not export automobiles anyway. But
companies of that nature will haveno incentive to export from this
couiitry if they go inside the Common Market'and get the benefit Of
the ch paper labor at about one-third of the rate of the U.S. scale of
pay. If you will look at the records, which are difficult to obtain, you
will see that a great many companies, the number running into the
hundreds, have gone over to Europe since the birth of the Common
Market- idea, which was about 4 years ago I believe. They went
over there for the purpose of getting the benefits of the cheaper labor,
and' the other advantages. Thosb - particular companies would certianly hqve no incentive to export from here because they would have
to my higher costs and so forth.
r.SiWAT. That is correct.
The CHmAmrY., So you have another element in there.
: With such judgment as I have, I am trying to look to the future.
Mr. STEWART. I would like to 6arry this one step further, Mr. Chairman. If the Bush amendments are not adopted, those companies
that have established plants to serve the European market will have
little or no incentive to serve the American market from American
plants.
Only by a balanced trade policy will we maintain the incentive for
Amenrcan business to make capital investment in this country to supply the needs of this market. ,We must somehow arrest the flight of
capital to Europe, at least so far as providing jobs in this country
to supply the needs for this country.
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SThe CIAIRMAN. Would you prevent Mr. Ford from going over to
Europe and spending $300 million for a company over. there?
. Mr. STEWAmr. No. But I believe I would be inclined to keep tariffs
at a level which will enable industries in the United States to serve
-this market in competition with foreign industry that has an advantage based simply upon the lower wage scale abroad, and that is
all that the Bush amendmeits are designed to do, to putbalance into
the legislation.
. The CHAMAN. We are not talking about the Bush amendments,
I am talking about this whole situation that confronts us whereby the
Common Market is certainly something-which will be a more efficient
body of six nations without tariffs, than if operating as individuals.
You would agree with that I
Mr. STEWAr. Yes. But I note carefullyThe CHAIRMAN. Wait. Then I am also bothered about the large
number of American companies that are going from. here to the Common Market area. They will have no intention of exporting, if they
have a company here; to the contrary, it is perfectly possible -for thobe
,
companies to import. Isn't that right?
'Mr. STAWAir. That is correct, Senator yes, sir..
The CHMIRMAN. I say it is a very complex problem.

,

I want to thank you, sir, for one of the best statements whiqh has
been made before our committee.

Mr. STEWART. Thank you, sir.
(The supplemental statement of Mr. Stewaft follows:)
STATEMENT TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, ON BFHAL
MAN-MADE FIBER PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

'
OF THE

. e Stewart. I
Mr. Chairman and member of the committee, my name Is
appear as counsel for the Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, I'c., 50 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. The association represents the firms which produce
more than 90 percent of the domestic output of manmade fibers,' except' glass
fibers.
POSITION ON TiE BILL

We oppose the enactment of H.R. 11970 in its present form. We endorse the
amendments to the bill which have been Introduced In the Senate by Senator
Prescott Bush with the cosponsorship of Senator Bennett and other. Senators.
We would support the enactment of the bill modified by those amendments. So
amended, the bill would grant the President the new and unprecedented authority

he desires for negotiations with the Common Market. At the sadie time, it
would insure that such authority would be wisely administered rander clear-cut
standards and procedures which will maintain the economic stability and growth
of American industries, sectors of agriculture, and workers sensitive to excessive
import competition.

Our position is completely consistent with the concept of

an expanding world trade i which the United States participates and benefits
1.
by retention and enlargement of her share of such expanding trade.
It is essentialto the long-range interest&of the United States that the matter
of an orderly expansion of world trade be placed a Its poper.perspeclve with
the aqhievemeutof an accelerated rate pf growth for the overall domestic eOO.
omy. The anmendments accomplish this.
BASIC FALLACIEs ON WHICH THE TRADE BILL IS PREMISED

Taking the Nation's persistent balance-of-pa'yments deficit and the retreat of
Western European markets behind the'EEC external tariff wall as their cue,
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proponents of the bill urge its adoption as thogh. t werea pabacea for theme
,
problems.'
The proponents assume or hope that through use of the unprecedented powers
which would be granted by the bill, our exports can be made t6 expand more
rapidly than our imports. The Congress should require something more than an
assumption as the basis for the delegation of authority requested in H.R. 11970.
If it makes the delegation of power, the Congress should be at pains to spell out
clearly guidelines and safeguards to govern the use of the authority., IER. 1100
'
is deficient in this respect.
It is by no means clear that the use of greater authbrity under the negotiating
philosophy which has characterized our tariff bargaining in the past will cause
our exports to increase more rapidly than our imports:
1. Secretary of the Treasury Dillon advised the President, March 26, 1962,
that- *
"The principal factor working against a balance In 19821i the prospect of a
sharp increase in Imports over the unusually low lev4 during the early part of
1961. This can be expected in response to the growth of our domestic economy,
The same sort of Increase cannot safely be aspumelt for, export tied closely to
market conditions abroad, although we wil be doing all we can to ,Ppand our
foreign markets."
2. Under Secretary of the Treasury Fowler assumes the possibility of expanding
. I
our exports while maintaining imports at a constant level: a
"Doubling our export surplus may sound like an Impossible Job, but actually,
since the surplus on non-U.S. financed exports totaled $8 biwlon, it would have
required only a 15-percent increase in overall exports to achieve- that result-as1
.
.,1
., ,,
suming a constant import level."

3. Secretary Hodges is uncertain as to what the results will be in negotiations

.....
under the bill If enacted: '
"No one can say how, successful we will be in negotiations under, the proposed
Trade Expansion Act."
4. The statement on trade policy recently issued by the Research and Policy
Committee of the Committee for Economic Development, emphasized the necessity
for new tariff concessions by the United States to be based5 upon the very sensitive
appraisal of the effect of further reductions on our trade:
"* * *. We seek not only an increase of U.S. exports and an Increase of U.S.
exports relative to imports but also, in the near future, a faster increase of exports than of Import&
"These goals require that we participate In tariff bargaining armed with the
most realistic estimates obtainable of the probable consequences on imports 4n
exports of tariff concessions. Some members of this commlttee,,would,)state
this proposition even more strongly. They foresee a danger that with much
lower wage rates and rapidly rising productivity, European, Japanese, and other
I President Kennedy at New Orleans, May 4. 1962: "Unless we a' Nable to increase our
faced with a bard choice
surplus of balance of payments then the United States will be
hanav
• * *. There is another answer and that is to increase oilr erportS * every confidence that once this bill Is passed the ability of An.rlea InitlAtive'and know.
**" (1;ew York Times, May 5,
bow will Increase our exports and our export surplus
1962).
Under Secretary of the Treasury Henry Fowler at Atlanta, June 20, 1962: "Dotibling
*. 'i,o at need to expand exports
our exports surplus may sound like an impossible job *
Is the real key to improving our balance-of-payments 41tuatioa * * *. This need to
ex and ur export trade is the basic reason behind Presiok"nt Kennedy's trade program"
(Treasury Department Release, D-523).
Director, Office of International Trade and Finance, LeonDAl Weiss at Chicago, May
28, 1962: "The maintenance or expansion of U.S. exports. bidustriai as well as agricultural, will depend to a major degree on future negotlatins with the EEC to reduce
its external tariff or otherwise to assure trade access. * 0 0 In the recent negotiations
at Geneva the United States was seriously handicapped as a reimlt of Its lack of bargaining
to corrtct this
power. 0 * * The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 * * * Is -'esigha
situation" (Department of State press release 837, May 2", 19 ..
Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs Phlilp Tretise, at Pittsburgh
on April 12, 1962 "On the basis of experience we could expect, our exports to grow
substantially more rapidly than our Imports With a consequent benefit to our 4meult
balance-of-payments problem" (Department of State Bulletin. May 7, 1962, ,. 77e)
2U.S. Treasury Department, "Report to the President by the Secretary of he Treasury
on the Balance of Payments," Mar. 26, 1962.
'Remarks by Hoa. Henry H. Fowler at the Commerce Department FEAI4onal Conference, Atlanta, Ga., June 20. 1962, "Business and the Balance of, Payments," Treasury
Department release D-523, p. 8.
Secretary Hodges in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., June 25, '9n; department of
Commerce press release 61-846, p. 7. /
GCommittee for Economic De veop ent Research and Poiley' Coi- vblttee, "A Nftw
Trade Policy for the United States," April 192, pp. 16, 11.
11
87270-62-pt. 3-
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producers will be able to take more advantage of a reduction in our tariffs than
we can gain from a reduction of foreign tariffs. They would therefore suggest
that we should enter tariff negotiations with a presumption that equal tariff
reductions by the United States and by others will increase our imports more than
our exports. In their opinion, any agreement providing for substantial U.S. tariff
reductions would be likely to increase U.S. unemployment and worsen the U.S.
balance-of-payments position unless it also provided for much larger reduction of
foreign tariffs.
,
"The majority of the committee sees the situation smewhat differently.
The United States needs to receive larger and quicker tariff concessions, and
other liberalizations, than It gives, because it needs a larger and quicker increase of its exports than of Its imports. * * *
"The United States has much to gain from a proper agreement for reduction of United States and foreign trade barriers. This does not mean that we
would gain from any agreement, regardless of its terms. But we would gain
from some agreements. There is every economic, political, and moral reason
for the United States to seek an agreement that will serve its Interests. These
Interests are now to some extent different than they were in earlier tariff negotiation,. * * *."
5. The 32d Annual Report of the Bank for International Settlements published June 4, 1962, expresses strong reservations as to the possibility of the
United States increasing Its exports at a more rapid rate than imports :
"The administration's aim to stimulate higher productive investment so as
to raise productivity to highly desirable. But this Is not a miracle drug: It can.
not change the competitive position of U.S. industry very substantially In a
short space of time because the United States is not a country of low proluctivity. In terms of output per man-hour, the productivity of U.S. Industry at
present Is more than twice that of European industry, which accounts for the
much higher level of real Income that U.S. industry can afford to pay its employees. Nor is it apparent that U.S. management has missed many opportunities for productivity Increase. * * *
"Moreover, the flow of International business depends on relative costs and
prices, In which productivity is only one factor. * * E
European industry, only
in part because of the Common Market, Is in the course of developing a larce
mass market. In the years ahead it will benefit from economies of scale, as
U.S. Industry did decades ago when it discovered massproduction methods. .
nuropean Industry has th" opportunity for some eatching up on American standards of productivity, a tight rein will have to be kept on money costs and prices
in the United States to maintain the country's competitive position. Thus,
here again, it wonld not seem prudent to count too heavily on the possibilities
of widening the trade surplus, even though wage costs in Europe have beeni
rising" (pp. 22-23).
It would be foolhardy to assume that undiscriminating use of the power in
II.R. 11970 would benefit the U.S. economy. If Congress does not itself specify
In the bill the guidelines for wise use of the power, there can be no confidence
that the tariff negotiations carried out during the 6-year term of the bill would,
in fact. strengthen the U.S. economy and contribute to full employment. The
report of the Research ant Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic
Development Is correct in emphasizing the sensitive appraisal of economic factors, and the selective exchange of concessions, which will he needed to benefit
the U.s. economy in future tariff negotiations. Nothing In the bill supplies the
necv-Sary guidelines or safeguards to this enl. The Bush-Bennett amendments
do supply these standards.
Our national goals are full employment anid rapid growth to Improve steadily
our standard of living.' But we have a high level of unemployment, and a
lagging economy. Increased costs have made it impossible to protect our cost
position with other industrial countries.' These conditions must be reversed.
The causes are too deep rooted and extend too far beyond the periphery of tariff
policy for trade agreement negotiations to make a substantial contribution to
their correction.

aSecretary
Dillon at New Yort. June 4. 1962, Treasury Department pres.
rekfi
se 1)-505. of Treasury
Un'nde'r Specptary of Commerce Oudeman at Brookings Institution, June 14, 1962; Seertory Dillon at New York, June 4, 1962.
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Even the President recognizes that the new employment which the type of
trade expansion program envisaged by the bill can produce is limited to the so'
(tlled growth industries: a
"There will be new employment in our growth industries---and this will come
mostly in our high-wage industries, which are most competitive abroad, and
less new employment in others."
But what are the employment implications of such a policy for the great number of business firms established in communities throughout the Nation which
are not by nature highly automated, mass production units? These organizations are most directly affected by tariff reduction. The United States has reduced its tariffs to an average of 8 percent on agricultural products, and ii
percent on industrial products, ranking it with the lowest tariff nations,' and
with a further 20-percent cut to take effect during fiscal year 1963-64. As the
CED's report observed: 10
"The rates that now remain after a generation of reciprocal reductions are
the hard cases, the rates that have been difficult to reduce because they protect
industries that are sensitive to import competition."
An approximation of the magnitude
t losses that have been
experienced by import-sensitive I
le is attempted
Ibit 5. Using industry data from the 1954 an
58 Census of Manufactures
the 1960 Annual Survey of Manufactu
correlations were made with the e
rt and import data in product ca
ries recently suggested by the Department of Commerce as being genera
coextensive with the Orodict sectors of the Vdustry
classifications repor
in the census an ex rvey pf man
tures.
The group of Ind ries identfi
ex bit , sustainedN decline in e loyment of 304,636 w kers from
to 19.
During this period the balan of
trade in the prod ts of those industries, shifted again the United States by
$2.9 billion, as e
)rts dropl $1.1 billi
increase $1.8 billi Wherets the Uni ed States in 1W4,baded a
billion favoabe balan
of trade it the roducts of these indu t
, 1960 the balnce Of trade ha
shiftrd to a defgt of $1 billion.
/f
/
These adver
employ
and fo gi trade trends 46annot fairly be at
tribated to rfciency.
uctipitu of th worker$
these iidustries in
creased frorr.
average o $6,
,al
added-by, man
re p~r worker
in
$8.667 valu
1954 to $8.66
r worker 1 1960, a
percent
-inrs.
I
w0tker at the
34,(00
of
the output
The advere
ift
in the balance
trade of $2.93ittoh in the products of thi4
es represents
group of indt
added per work' figure aceve Vin 1W. lt would seem, '
ore, that tb
actual loss of 3 636 jobs these industreshg9n ob exhibit -&can fairly
attributed, in su v.ntial part at least, to
adverse foreign trade devel~pments shown on th axh!.bit.
/
The data contain
Ptiexhibit 5 nnderscore the quotation xtven ahoy,- ftom
the CED report. If
e U.S. tart* on the products of these4ndustries a
further reduced or elimi ted entirely -ndere authority 0f-.P 11970, a further
and substantial decline
employment in theSe industries must be artlcipated.
The procedures presently stained in HR. 11970 are inadequate/to prevent
this from occurring. The I
to the Nation In a repetition orpe6.leration of
the decline in employment reco
for the industries shown 9exhibit 5 would
be directly contrary to our nati
jectives of in
econ o4e growthh
and full employment
.
.
.
And what of the so-called growth industries which are the princil4Wect of
the administration s foreign trade policy? These Industries are chLvi'terized
by technological advance and by increases In productivity through automation.
The Nation has been experiencing a loss of employment from increased productivity through automation, averaging 200,000 jobs per year. During the next
decade this loss will average 100,000 jobs per year in manufacturing, and 200,00W"
jobs per year in ali nonagricultural industries as a group. With the lallor force
increasing by 1 million workers per year, if output per man-hour increases no
more than 3 percent per year, the output of goods and services must increase
6President Kennedy In Washington, D.C., May 17 1962, State Department Bulletin.
June 4, 1962; see also the President's message (H. Doc. 314, 87th Cong.) stating that
the trade policy which he advocates "will in general benefit our most efficent and expandIng Industries."
Joint Economic Committee of the Congress, "Trade Restraints in the Western Community," December 1961, pp. 2.6.
AOp. cit., supra, a. 5, at p. 6.
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fast enough to provide 2 million jobs a year merely for the nation to hold Its
own at Its existing levels of employment and unemploymentY
Exhibit 6 identifies a group of growth industries which experienced an increase
in employment of 348,489 workers from 1954 to 1960. During this period the
balance of trade in the products of these industries shifted In favor of the
United States by $1 billion, as exports increased by $1.8 billion and Imports by
$0.8 billion. A favorable balance of trade in the products of these industries of
$0.2 billion in 1954 grew to $1.3 billion in 1960.
While this group of growth industries was achieving the favorable upswing in
the balance of trade In its products shown on exhibit 6, the productivity of the
workers in the group increased from an average of $8,509 of value added by
manufacture per worker In 1954 to $11,442 per worker in 1960, a 34-percent
increase.
The increase in the favorable balance of trade of $1 billion In the products
of these industries represents the output of 89.727 workers at the $11,442 value
added per worker figure reached In 1960, It would seem, therefore, that the increase of 348,489 workers in these industries from 1954 to 19(eJ can be attributed
in only a minor degree to the favorable foreign trade experience of these Industries.'s
While we do not suggest that the analysis of Government data presented
in exhibits 5 and 6 Isconclusive on the point, it would appear that the magnitude of the data and the correlation of employment shifts with shifts in the
balance of trade are sufficiently clear to warrant certain conclusions:
(1) The loss in employment which can be attributed to adverse shifts
In foreign trade (increasing imports, declining exports) appears to exceed
the gains that can be attributed to favorable trends (increasing exports,
decreasing imports).
(2) The magnitude of employment in industries sensitive to employment
losses through unfavorable shifts In foreign trade Is approximately equal
to the magnitude of employment in the "growth industries."
(3) The adverse impact on employment in "nongrowth" Industries from
adverse shifts in foreign trade is more direct than the beneficial impact
on employment in "growth" Industries from favorable shifts In foreign
trade.
(4) Both the "growth" and "nongrowth" Industries are experiencing
increased imports so that substantial reduction or elimination of duties
could be expected directly to cause employment losses in nongrowth industries and to threaten the favorable balance of trade in growth industries
with an indirect effect on employment.
SPECIFIC DEFECTS IN THE BILL

1. General authority
Section 201: The key purpose of the bill is an expansion of U.S. exports.
Other purposes stated in section 102 flow from an exchange of concessions to
carry out the main purpose. Section 201, however, would allow the President
to use the authority in the bill for any of the four purposes stated in section
II CIague and Greenberg. "Technological Change and Employment," U.S. Department of
Labor, Monthly Labor Review July 1962, pp. 742 745-746.
1Spokesmen
for certain of the growth Industries included in exhibit 6 have testified
before this committee of their concern over adverse consequences to their industry if H.R.
11970 is enacted without amendment. See testimony of: "Dairy Products," National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives (retention of peril point and escape clause). "Paper
and Allied Products," American Paper & Pulp Association and National Paperboard
Association (amend most-favored-nation provision so that concessions would be granted
only when Identical concessions are received by the United States from favored nations;
eliminate adjustment assistance). "Fibers, Plasttes, Rubbe " Manufacturing Chemists
Association (require Industry advisers at negotiations; ruire trading with dominant
supplier, and exchange of concessions of like Items; eliminate adjustment assistance;
suspend trade benefits from nations not recognizing U.S. patents and trademarks; require
Presidential report to Congress when Tariff Commission advice on "probable economic
effect" Is not followed) ; synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association (restore
peril point, negotiate on products or articles and not categories, reserve essential national
security items from negotiations, repeal most-favored-nation treatment retain existing
Ptcage clause law, and eliminate adjustment assistance provision of bill ; E. I. du Pont
de emours & Co. (require industry advisers during negotiations require equivalent
reciprocity .assistance).
in negotiations,".Drugs,'
strengthen
theLal~ratories
peril point and
escape adjustment
clause, andassistance.
adjustment
eliminate
Abbott.
(eliminate
require Tariff Commission, hearings re determination of atrticles in categories). "Special
Industry Machinery," NationalA association of Dairy Eq ulpmen t Manufacturers amendede to
make reciprocity mandatory; delete adjustment assistance; require elimination of nontariff restrictions of other countries before tariff concessions may be granted to them).
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102. To insure that maximum attention is directed to the expansion of U.S.
exports, section 201 should be amended to require that In each use of the
authority the President act for the first purpose specified in section 102, and
any of the other purposes.
Section 202: This section permits the elimination of duty simply because It
is 5 percent or less. It Is sought on the ground of "administrative convenience." ' The Ways and Means Committee rejected the contention that such
duties have little or no economic significance. If an article is Important to
EEC negotiations, it will fall within section 211, 212, or 213. Any article can
be reduced 50 percent under section 201(b). No justification exists for the
elimination of duties on the ground of "administrative convenience." If that
were a valid ground, all duties could be eliminated since it would be less
trouble for the Government if there were no necessity for the collection of
customs. Section 202 should be deleted.
2. SpeciaZ authority for Common Market negotiation
Section 211(a) : The theory of this section is that if the United States and the
EEC account for 80 percent of world trade, they are in such a superior competitive position vis-a-vis the rest of the world that their import duties can be eliminated without prejudice to their Industries." The fallacy in this section is that
the United States need not, in fact, account for any percentage of world exports
for the authority of the section to apply. Thus, if the EEC accounts for 80 percent by itself, or such a large pert of the 80 percent that the U.S. share is nominal,
the authority would exist but the reason f~r the authority would not. If the
United State is not participating in world export trade in the articles In the category under consideration to some significant extent, the premise that the United
States Is strong competitively In such world trade would be false. Therefore,
section 211 (a) should be amended to require that the U.S. account for at least
25 percent of world export value.
Section 211(b) : The President is to propose the categories to be considered
under the 80 percent authority; the Tariff Commission is to identify and make
public the articles included within each such category. Subsequently, the Commission is allowed to modify that identification in order to correct errors. If
there Is such a modification, it should be made public jupt as the initial identificaton Is published.
Section 211(c) : The President is told how to determine world export value for
the purpose of the SO-percent tent. He Is required to use the dollar value of exports shown In trade statistics in use by the Department of Commerce. Since
these determinations are of critical importance to the existence of the dutyeliminating power, it is important that the public be fully informed and have
available the essential statistical data for such determinations. If the Department has trade statistics for the various countries for use in making the determination, it should be required to make such statistics public. Even though the
statistics are publications of other governments, the Department could arrange
for them to be reprinted and sold on a cost-recovering fee basis to interested members of the public.
The 80-percent test is supposed to Identify categories of articles where the
U.S. industry producing such articles has sufcient competitive commercial
strength in world trade to hold its own without tariffs. It Is axiomatic, therefore, that the statistics used in applying the test reflect only commercial competitive transactions. Section 211(c) should be amended to require that in
making the 80-percent test there be excluded exports which did not move on a
commercial basis (e.g., foreign aid financed exports).
Section 211 (d) : The Tariff Commission finds the essential facts on which the
President's 80-percent determination is made. This provision should be amended
to require the Commission to make public its report to the President since the
contents would consist entirely of statistical data and findings applicable to the
80-percent test. This information is of obvious interest and importance to the
business community.

Is Leonard Weiss, Director, Office of International Trade and Finance, Department of
State Publication 7372, p. 4.
1."The fact that we and the EEC have dominated 80 percent of the world export value
In a category reflects the advantage /we have over other suppliers in such categories.
* * because we do enjoy a strong competitive position, aa reflected by our dominance
In world exports in these categories. we can make substantial duty reductions and even
eliminations with reasonable confidence that our domestic industry will not face undue
diticultles from imports * *" (Leonard Weiss, Director, Office of International Trade
and Finance, Department of State Publication 7872, pp. 8, 4).
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Section 213: To assist underdeveloped countries in maintaining access to the
EEC, this section empowers the President to eliminate duties on tropical commodities not produced in the United States. It overlooks the possibility that
such an article can be directly competitive with a different species of the same
class of article produced In the United States (e.g., tapioca starch versus cornstarch; coconut oil versus vegetable oil). If a tropical article is directly competitive either with the identical article produced in the United States or a
related article so produced, the tariff pertaining to the U.S. article should not be
subject to elimination. It would appear consistent with the purpose of section
213 to amend it so that it will be inapplicable to a tropical commodity directly
competitive with an article produced in the United States.
3. Rcquirements for negotiation
Section 221(b) : This section would replace the peril point procedure of existing law. Now the Tariff Commission, advised by the President of the list of
articles on which he intends to negotiate, investigates and reports to the Presdent the extent to which each article can be safely reduced without causing
serious injury. These peril point findings serve as a blueprint to guide the
President's agents in negotiating an exchange of concessions. With it they
are able to avoid bargaining on sensitive items until such time, if any, as additional concessions are needed to get an agreement. The bill replaces these
specific findings with general advice on the probable economic effect of modifications of duties. A specific blueprint is replaced by a rough sketch. The meaning
of "domestic industry", and "serious injury" presently used in peril point investigations would be eliminated. The new test would become idling of plants,
inability of firms to operate at a profit, and unemployment." Thus, the "sketch"
would become even less helpful because of the eradication of the familiar reference points of "injury" and "industry."
The elimination of the "injury" test flows directly from the report of the
Task Force on Foreign Economic Policy, headed by George Ball, made to the
President prior to his inauguration. The Ball report declared that "the peril
point provision has become a severe limitation on tariff negotiating power" and
recommended that it be "substantially abandoned." the language of section
221 (b) is intended to effect this abandonment.
In the "Dillon round" of tariff negotiations the Tariff Commission found that
articles accounting for 48 percent of the trade volume of the concessions requested by the EEC could not be reduced without causing serious injury.
The U.S. negotiators bargained first with the items not subject to peril point
"rdi'gs.
When it became clear that concessions on additional items were
required to secure a satisfactory agreement, the President authorized the invasion of the peril point on articles representing in value about 38 percent
of those initially reserved because of peril point findings. The EEC, aware of
the peril point policy, accepted these additional offers, and the negotiations were
concluded on a basis described by the President as "highly advantageous to the
United States." "6 While there may have been some administrative inconvenience
Involved in proceeding in the manner described, the result was as consistent as
possible with the Interests of domestic industries affected by the peril point
findings while leaving the President sufficient flexibility to make an advantageous trade agreement.
Because the peril point procedure is clearly a means of assuring a balancing
of Interests, domestic and foreign, In the use of trade agreement power, It
should be reinstated in place of section 221(b).
In the case of articles subject to elimination of duties in trade agreements,
a finding by the Tariff Commission that reduction below 50 percent would cause
or threaten se-ious Injurr should reserve that article from negotiation. The
finality of the loss of protection involved In complete duty elimination and the
great difficulty for all concerned in securing an increase in duty following a
trade agreement concession make it most desirable that any doubt attaching
to . finding of Injury on such an article be resolved in favor of the domestic
Industry. The re.ervatinn of such articles should be required by an appropriate
amendment in section 211(b (2) (B) and in section 211(e).
S,,tion 224: ThIs section states that the President may not make an offer of
a concession until he has refelved the Tariff Coomisslon's report. The intent
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of the section is for the President to grant no concession until such report is
received. Section 224 should be amended to state that the President may
neither make an offer nor grant a concession until the Commission's report is
received.
Section 225: Various articles are to be reserved from negotiations. While
some would be reserved from any negotiation during the 5-year term of the act,
articles subject to a finding of serious injury uuder an e(ape clause investigation prior to the enactment of the act would only be reserved during the first
4 years of the 5-year term of the act. Elsewhere the bill provides that tariff
increases put into effect under the "escape" section of the bill would terminate
automatically in 4 year's time. Apparently It is to be a policy of the bill that
tariff action In behalf of a domestic industry will last only 4 years as a general
rule. Such a policy is indefensible. Congress should carry forward the "no
serious injury" test which has been a balancing factor in our trade agreements
program to date. Appropriate changes should be made In section 225(b) as
well as in section 351(c) (1) (B) to delete the 4-year limit.
Section 226: The President is required to send Congress a copy of each trade
agreement with a statement of his reasons for entering into the agreement.
The Fresident, however, is not required by the section specifically to explain
his reason for ignoring he advice of the Tariff Commission, if he does so. As
part of the reinstatement of the peril point procedure of existing law, recommended above, this section should be amended to require that the President
report to Congress with regard to any article on which he exceeds the peril
point findings of the Tariff Commission, stating his reasons for such action.
A new section should be added setting forth key principles to be observed by
the President in negotiating trade agreements. These principles should require
that the United States secure actual value received for con-essions which it
grants. For this purpose, it should be required that concessliis on a particular
article be negotiated with the principal supplier of that article in world trade.
These principles should also deal with the anomalous results which presently
flow from the operation of our unconditional most-farored-natlon policy. To
secure maximum benefit for U.S. exports with the least harm to the domestic
economy, these principles should require that countries receiving trade concesslons from us admit exports from the United States, on the one had. and from
the low-wage countries of Asia, on the other, on terms as favorable. as those
which are requested of the United States. In this way we will be assured of
equivalent access for our products with those articles on which the EEC request
trade concessions from mg.. We shall also be assured that the concessions we
grant the Common Market will not serve, in the light of discrimination practiced
by the Common Market against Japan, to divert the EEC's reasonable share
of Japanese exports into the United States.
NotWithstanding the growth in the EEC. the United States will remain the
largest and most attractive market for tte proridnets of the other coz tries of
the world, at least for many years to come. The other countries will continue
to have strong Incentive to secure trado concessions from the United States.
If the conditions or principles referred to are specified in the law. these other
countries will accept those conditions (in the manner In which the EEC
acm-eptel the fact of mr peril-point policy in the "Dillon round"). The result
will hbethat our negotiators will le ahle to secure more rapidly than has been
the case in the past fair and equal access for our exports to the markets of
other countries and at the same time forge stronger economic links for Japan
and the other countries of Asia with our free world partners.
.1.
Administrative provi8fons
Section 242: The interagency trade organization should be under the chairnnship of the Secretary of Commerce. The President so Intends. (See Ways
and Means Committee report, p. 19.) Since this is permanent legislation and
tie 5interagency trade organization will have responsibility extending beyond
the -vear term of the President's negotiating power under the bill, section 242
should be amended appropriately.
Section 244: In the 1958 extension of the Trade Agreements Act. pointed
attention was given to the requirement that the President in the course of
negotiating oa trade agreement seek Information and advice from domestic
industry,va
iculture, and labor.
'his-meant that representatives of the particular indistrles and sectors of agriculture, and their workers, whose products
Ivire being negotiated were to)be present ot the negotiations. While many
Industriess. sectors of agriculture, and groups of workers are necessarily involved
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because of the extensive list of articles negotiated, the actual negotiations
extend over a long period of time and reasonable arrangements can be made
for the scheduling of industry advisers to the scene of the negotiations at the
time that the products of a particular industry or 'sector of agriculture are
actively being considered.
The purpose is to have the best technical advice on the problems of the
industry available so that questions which arise in the course of negotiations
can be discussed with them to insure that our Government's decisions are based
upon a proper understanding of the technical, economic, and competitive issues
involved. This is the practice of other countries. In practice, however, this
type of representation at the negotiations has not been achieved. The 12 persons
who were designated to visit the scene of the negotiations in 1961 included
representatives of only three industries: coal, lumber, and aluminum. They
were not qualified to consult In regard to the problems of the many domestic
industries, other than their own, whose products were involved in the negotiations. A section should be added to the bill specifying clearly that the President
should seek information and advice during the course of negotiations from each
distinct Industry and agricultural subdivision whose articles are involved in
the negotiations.
5. Gee'cral provisions.
Section 252 (a) and (b) : Throughout the existence of our trade agreements
program, Presidential authority has existed to retaliate against countries discriminating against U.S. exports or which nullify the benefit of concessions previously granted to the United States. This power is contained in section 338
and section 350(a) (5) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. Together they
direct the President to withdraw most-favored-nation treatment from countries
which discriminate against U.S. exports, to Increase duties by 50 percent against
such countries, and finally, if other steps have been unsuccessful, to impose an
embargo on imports from such countries. In addition, the provisions of our
trade agreements, Including GATT, permit the United States to withdraw concessions granted to other countries when those countries nullify the benefit of
concessions previously granted to the United States.
This authority has seldom, if ever, been used. We have tolerated widespread
discrimination against U.S. exports, the nullification of tariff concessions by the
erection of nontariff barriers, and discrimination against our commerce through
bilateral trade agreements, barter arrangements, and other measures. We have
not attempted to correct these conditions by retaliation.
The adoption by the EEC of protectionist agricultural policies focused fresh
attention upon the desirability of U.S. retaliation against discriminatory treatment of its exports. Section 252 of the bill is tnended for this purpose. The
section is converted from a mandatory directive to the President to discretionary
power on his part by the presence in key places of the words "unjustifiable" and
"unjustifiably."
Thus section 252(a) refers to "unjustifiable import restrictions" which impair the value of tariff commitments made to the United States. The use of the
word "unjustifiable" implies that there may be "unjustifiable" foreign import
restrictions which impair the value of tariff commitments made to the United
States. Since the purpose of section 252(a) is to require the President to take
appropriate steps to eliminate such restrictions and to refrain from granting any
new concession to secure the removal of such restrictions, the implication created by the use of the word "unjustifiable" changes a mandatory directive into
a discretionary power. Any restriction which impairs the value of commitments
made to us should be the subject of action to eliminate the restriction, where
appropriate. In any event, we should not grant additional concessions to remove restrictions which are impairing commitments previously made to us.
The elimination of the word "unjustifiable" is therefore essential If section 252
(a) is to be a clear-cut congressional directive of policy requiring action by the
President.
Section 252(h) is intended to require the President to withdraw trade agreement concessions previously granted by the United States when a foreign country receiving the benefit of our concessions maintains nontariff trade restrictions which burden our commerce "in a manner inconsistent with provisions
of trade agreements." The presence in clause (1) of section 252(b) of the
quoted words realistically means that any nontariff trade restriction not Permitted by a trade agreement (such as for balance-of-payments reasons) must be
the object of Presidential action. Just as the use of "unjustifiable" raises an
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implication that there ae some restrictions contravening trade agreement commitments which are "Justifiable," so, too, the reference in section 252(b) (1) to
"unlimited" variable import fees gives rise to the implication that variable Import fees which are "limited" would not require Presidential action even though
such limited variable import fees substantially burdened our commerce in a
manner inconsistent with provisions of trade agreements. To avoid this impllcation we recommend deleting the word "unlimited."
Clause (2) of section 252(b) contains a further qualification by limiting the
President's obligation to act "to the extent that such- action is consistent with
the purposes of section 102." The presence of the quoted words in the clause make
it discretionary on the President to decide when it would be consistent with
those purposes to act and when -it would not. Sin-!e the action described is
retaliatory action to persuade a country discriminating against or taking other
action restricting our commerce, there should be no exception to the President's
obligation to suspend the concessions which we granted to them and which
they enjoy and continue to enjoy while discriminating'against us. The quoted
words should, therefore, be deleted from section 252(b).
Section 252(c) : A hearing procedure is provided on the subject of foreign
import restrictions against our commerce. The word, "unjustifiable" is used
so that it would be discretionary on the part of the hearing panel to decide
whether the restriction compained of was "Justifiable," thus eliminating the right
to the hearing. Deletion of the word "unjustifiable" would give an aboslute right
to persons aggrieved by foreign import restrictions to be heard under appropriate procedural regulations.
Section 255: A new subsection should be added which would require the President to withdraw concessions granted to the EEC under the 80-percent test if
at the first terminal point of the trade agreement data on world exports indicate
that the 80-percent test no longer applies.
Similarly, a provision should be added requiring the President to notify offerdIng countries of the intended withdrawal of U.S. concessions when they dishonor
the commitment to grant the United States and Asiatic countries access to their
markets equivalent to that which they requested and received from the United
States. In short, this is an enforcement provision to protect the integrity of
the concessions granted to the EEC by enforcing the conditions on which those
concessions were made.
A new section should be added requiring Presidential determinations to be
based upon findings of fact supported by the record of the investigation made as
a preliminary to such determination. Without such a provision Presidential
determinations would be deemed to be discretionary. Compliance with constitutional requirements for delegated authority requires that the Executive be
obliged to make findings of fact that his action in particular cases confoy.ms to
the statutory principles which guide and limit his authority.
An additional section should be added providing that reports of the Tariff
Commission and the interagency trade organization, except the Commission's
report to the President under section 221(b) and policy recommendations by the
organization to the President, be made public by the President as soon as practicable after their purpose has been fulfilled.
6. Adjustment assistance
Section 257 (e) : The escape clause of existing law is repealed by this section.
In accordance with recommendations presented under title III below, the portion
of this repealing provision referring to the escape clause policy and procedure
(sees. 6 and 7) should be deleted.
Title III: Our tariff reductions during the past decade have been extensive
1
and deep. The findings of the Joint Economic Committee , show that we are
at the lowest level in agricultural duties (8 percent) and Just a few places from
the bottom in industrial duties (11 percent).
The pclil point and the escape clause have not retarded this steady march
toward freer trade. Escape clause actions by the President have averaged only
one per year during the entire 15-year history of the provision.
What justification under these circumstances is there for the drastic change
In the escape clause as required by the bill? When the power delegated to the
Executive is being maximized, as in the case of this bill, the stabilizing prot
07 "Trade Restraints in the Western Community," loc. elt., supra, note 9.
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cedues which guide that use of power wisely should not be weakened without
clear proof of the necessity for doing so. None has been offered."
The bill changes every major concept which plays a part in the Tariff Commission's investigations of serious import injury. For example, now the Commission may znlike an afirmative Ainding in an escape clause case if it concludes
that the increased imports which cause the injury are due in part to a tariff
con-ession granted by the United Sttes in a trade agreement. This bill, H.R.
11970, would require the Commission to find that the increased imports were due
solely to the tariff concession. The realities of economic analysis preclude such
Isolation of factors.
The Tariff Commission sought the approval of the Congress in the 1958 extension of the trade agreements program for its practice of concluding that
where Increased imports follow a reduction in duty, they were due, at least in
part, to the concession. The Ways and Means Committee specifically approved
that practic-." Now, without explanation, the House committee abandoned that
test a.d required the sole causation test referred to above. This change alone
will preclude the Commission from making findings of injury in escape clause
casm
The present law defines the domestic industry in an escape clause case as that
segment of the industry,: and that port. omnof the producing facilities of the firms
in the industry, actually engaged in the production of the article under investigation. This definition is rational and responds to the necessities of the
situation. When Increased Imports of a particular article are being received,
the impact of those imports is on that portion of the economic enterprises dedicated to the production of the like articles actually engaged in the production
and distribution of the article. This has been the test which the Commission
has followed. It has not led to extreme results. Witness the relatively few
cases in which the Commission has found injury, and the even smaller number
of cases in which the President has authorized an adjustment of duties.
The bill, however, puts this practice and definition of domestic industry aside
and sets up the new requirement that the injury caused by imports of a particular article must be measured against the total operations of all the firms of
the industry in question. (This, of course, Is In direct response to the Ball
Task Force recommendations.)
In the case of manmade fibers, excessive imports of rayon staple fiber presumably could not lead to a finding of serious Injury under this bill unless it
caused idling of plants, inability of firms to operate at a profit, and unemployment throughout the entire manmade fiber industry, Including those portions
not engaged in the production of rayon staple fiber.
This Is an impossible test to meet. It will rarely be possible for the Commission to find that imports of an article like or directly competitive with an
article produced by a multiproduct industry in the United States have brought
that entire Industry to the State where its plants are Idle, its firms operating
at a loss, and its workers unemployed.
Title III should be amended to(1) Reinstate the present escape clause;
(2) Delete adjustment assistance as an alternative to tariff relief in
an industry case;
43) Limit adjustment assistance to firms and workers to the remedic,
now provided In the Area Redevelopment Act and the Manpower Developiuent'and Training Act.
PROCEDURE REGARDING

GROWTH INDUSTRIES

The Nation's internal economic strength Is of paramount importance to our
national security. By common consent It is understood that we must as a nation
increase the rate of growth of the economy. To do so we must overcome the
high level of unemployment which has characterized the economy at least since
the 1958 recession, and we must correct the lagging rate of growth which in recent years has been only half of that of the EEC and one-third of that of
qThe fact of the matter Is that the weakening of the escape clause corresponds to the
recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign Economic Policy, headed by Mr. George
Ball. which reported to the President prior to hi inauguration. The Ball report stated:
"The task force Is of the strong opinion that the 'no serious injury' doctrine should be
subQtantially abandoned." Procedures confirming to the adjustment assistance provisions
of th, trade bill werp recommended in the report.
1 H. Rept. 17e. 85th Cong., p. 9.
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Japan. Within the domestic economy the industries which contribute the most
to these objectives are the dynamic, innovating, technologically based industries
which are characterized by a sustained rate of growth in nvestment, employment, and production. An expanding market for the products of these industries
sustains their rate of growth. To some extent the expanding domestic market for
the products of these industries is able to absorb an increasing volume of imports.
Unwise tariff reductions or eliminations could, however, stimulate increased
imports in the products of these industries-to such an extent that import volume
overreaches the growth In demand and impairs the rate of growth of the domestic industries concerned. When this occurs the effect upon the Nation's resources
for contributing increased employment opportunities for our growing labor force
is seriously injured far out of proportion to the magnitude of the direct import
Injury to the domestic industry Itself.
In commencing upon an era in W#hich the President will be authorized to use
greater power for the alteration of tariffs than at any time in our history, it is
of particular importance that' procedures be established Which would alert him
to the possibility that excessive imports are' threatening to impair the rate of
growth of our dynamic employment-generating industries. The President should
be empowered to adjust imports to correct such impairment if in his judgment
the national interest so requires.
Accordingly, a nev section should be added to the bill, prtterned after the
escape clause, calling for a Tariff Commission investigation and report to the
President when imports of an article are threatening to impair the rate of growth
of established growth industries. The President should be empowered to regulate imports in such a case by granting tariff relief or imposing quotas.
As a corollary, the peril point procedure should be amended so that the President can be advised in advance of negotiations of the probability that tariff
reductions or eliminations would cause or threaten serious impairment of the
rate of growth of any established growth industry.
CONCLUSION

H.R. 11970 should be amended to insert guidelines and procedures to effect a
balanced administration of our trade agreements program under the increased
tempo anticipated through the use of -the enlarged powers granted to the President.
In addition, the bill should be amended to insert principles for the conduct
of our negotiations attuned to the realities of the present competitive situation
and practices in world trade designed to assure that the United States receives
true reciprocity and full value for its tariff concessions. These principles should
assist in opening up markets for the products of Asiatic countries, thereby
relieving some of the pressure from the U.S. market for the absorption of the
surplus production of those countries..
The bill 'should be' amended to reinstate the guiding principle of our trade
agreements program for a selective use of tariff-reducing authority in a manner
best calculated to avoid serious injury to domestic industries, agriculture, and
workers while enlarging foreign markets for our export Industries.
The amendments to the trade bill' which have been introduced by Senator
Bush, Senator Bennett, and other Senators would minet each of these objectives
in a sound and reasonable manner.
We urge the committee to adopt these amendments and to report the bill so
amended.
AUGUST 8, 1962.
APPENDIX TO STATEMENT TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, ON BEHALF
OF THE MANMADE

FIBER PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

iMPAcT or FOREIGN TRADE ON THE DOMESTIC MANMADE

FIBER INDUSTRY

Ninety percent of this industry's output is sold -to the domestic textile industry. The economic health of that industry is of primary importance to the
economic health of the manmade fiber industry.
Economic dislocation within thb textile industry resulting from excessive
imports of fabrics and apparel also Impairs the economic vigor of the manmade fiber Industry. Our industry is also directly affected by imports of man-
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made fibers, filaments, and yarn. Since the United States is self-sufficient in
manmade fibers, imports directly displace domestic production.
The manmade fiber content of imported textiles made from or including manmade fibers mounted in 1961 to 119 million pounds.
In addition, there were
imported 61 million pounds of manmade fiber, filaments, and yarn in the forms
directly competitive with the products of this industry The total manmade
fiber content of imports in 1I'1 was equivalent to 9 percent of apparent domestic
consumption of 1,947 million po nftd..
Manmade fibers may be dividi into two main categories: cellulosic (rayon
and acetate) and nonceilulosic (nylon, acrylic, modacrylic, spandex, olefin,
vinyon, and polyester). The cellulosic sector has developed over the past four
decades, and is relatively stabilzed in growth in comparison with the newer
noncellulosic sector of the indu.Try. The latter has developed essentially during
the past two decades.
Imports of cellulosic fibers have fluctuated at excessive levels in relation to
domestic consumption throughout the past decade. Imported rayon and acetate
staple fiber reached 31 percent of domestic consumption in 1955, and 21 percent
In 1959.' So severe was the domestic textile recession in the 1960-61 period
that imports of rayon staple fell to 8 percent of apparent consumption in 1961.6
With the quicker pace of textile consumption in the United States in 1962, imports of rayon and acetate staple fiber, filaments, and yarn during the first 5
months increased 71 percent iD comparison with imports during the same period
in 1961.'
Domestic consumption of rayon and acetate fiber, filaments, and yarn has declined 24 percent since 1955. Consumption in 1960 and 1961 was nearly 400
million pounds lower than in 1956, the peak consumption year of the decade.
Though the United States has reduced its productive capacity for cellulosic fiber
by 200 million pounds since 1955, it is still carrying capacity more than 300
million pounds in excess of domestic consumption plus exports.' The high level
of imports, ranging as high as 12% percent of consumption for all cellulosic fiber,
filaments, and yarn, and to a level in excess of 30 percent for staple fiber, has
had a disruptive effect on the economics of the cellulosic fiber industry.
In contrast with the declining domestic consumption of cellulosic fibers, apparent consumption of noncellulosic fibers rose steadily during the past decade.
Consumption in 1961 of 706 million pounds of noncelluloslc fibers represented
nearly a 100-percent increase over consumption in 1955.' Imports of noncellulosic fibers increased at an even faster rate, however, with 1961's imports of
18.2 0million pounds exceeding 1955's 1.1 million pounds by more than 1,500 percent." The effect of this more rapid increase of imports has been to lift the
share of domestic consumption accounted for by imports from less than 1 percent
to nearly 3 percent by 1961.1 With the upturn in domestic textile activity in
1962, imports of noncellulosic fibers reached an even higher tempo, with the
imports during the first 5 months of this year exceeding the same period of
1961 by 39 percent."
The domestic industry has made continuing substantial investments in domestic facilities for the production of nonceliulosic manmade fibers. By 1963 domestic noncellulosic fiber capacity will be approximately 250 percent of the Nation's
capacity in 1955. This expansion in capacity has involved an investment estimated at approximately $70 million per year during the past decade.u
The increase in employment in the synthetic fibers industry of 5,900 workers
from April 1958 to April 19621 4 is believed to be almost entirely due to the expansion within the noncellulosie sector of the industry.

SU.S. Dennrtment nf Agrnciiltnre. "Potton Situation," July 1962. tab'e 15.
'"Textile Organon." April 1962, p. S2.
&Ibid., p. 85.
4See exhibit 2.
5 71id.
6 Exhibit 1.

7 Aposrent consumption in 1955, 1.419.2 million pounds: In 1961. 1.076.7 million pounds.
See exhibit P.
'Exhibit 2.

10Thd
it Thid.
ItExhibit 1.

is Thict etimate ic based on eanital expenditure. for the s.nthetic fiber tniustry reported
In the 1958 and 1954 Census of Manufactures which, in view of the decrease in capacity
In eellulns'c fibers, are believed to have been almost entirely for the creation of noncelluloic
fiber enmeltv.

"U.S. Department of Labor. Employment and Earnings Statistics for the United
states, 1909-60, p. 383 : annual supplement Issue, June 1962, table B-2.
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While the domestic- industry has increased Its capacity for the production of
noncellulosic fibers by 758 million pounds, or I percent since 1955, the rest of
the world (excluding Communist JIurope) has increased Its capacity for the
production of noncellulosIc fibers by 1,590 million pounds, a 66-percent Jump."
in other words, the rest of the free world has been increasing Its Capacity for
the production of noncellulosic fibers at nearly four times the rate of increase
In such capacity in the United States.
The domestic industry's experience with economic distress caused by excessive
and wildly fluctuating imports of cellulosic fibers warns It that the rapid construction of new capacity for noncellulosic fibers abroad and the established and
increasing rate of imports of noncellulosic fibers into the United States at present
rates of duty presage economic injury to the domestic industry if the existLug
U.S. tariffs on man-made fibers are materially reduced.
Further, downward tariff changes in textile fabrics, apparel, and other finished
articles containing manmade fibers can result in a sharp displacement of domestic consumption of manmade fibers equal to or greater in its effect on the domestic manmade fiber industry than the direct importation of staple fiber, filaments,
and yarn.
The enactment of H.R. 11970 In and of itself will not produce these changes,
but the absence from the bill of procedures and guidelines capable of producing
a discriminating evaluation of the economic consequences of tariff change creates
the possibility of a nondiscriminating use of the tariff-changing power which can
produce these results. In a moment we shall refer more particularly to the
Ineffective and incomplete provisions of the bill which this industry believes
could lead to unwise reductions or eliminations of duty on manmade fibers and
textile fabrics and articles made therefrom, to the particular detriment of this
Industry and of the textile industry, and the general detriment of the Nation's
economy.
PRESENT AND POTENTIAL SIONIMIOANCE OF FOREIGN TRADE IN MANMADE
FIBERS TO U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The domestic manmade fiber Industry is a dynamic factor In the economy,
and it contributes importantly to the Nation's favorable balance of trade. A
survey of the members of this association discloses that as a group these companies expend annually an average of 6% percent of sales on research. This
is well above the average for manufacturing industries in the United States.
The research and development budgets of the industry which have produced the
ever-growing family of noncellulosic manmade fibers, In turn trigger the major
portion of the industry's expenditures for new plant and equipment The latter
are In excess of $70 million per year."
In the commercial development of new manmade fibers the U.S. industry
has led the rest of the world. Hand in hand with the development of the new
fibers, the domestic producers of manmade fibers have carried out on a large
scale the applied research necessary for the utilization of the new fibers in
textile fabric constructions and in the utilization of the new fabrics In apparel
and other finished textile articles. The National Research Council reported
recently that by 1958 domestic producers of manmade fibers were expending
$75 million per year in textile research, more than five times the amount expended by the textile mill products Industry."
As a result of these activities, consumption of noncellulosic fibers developed
in the United States well ahead of the utilization of such fibers elsewhere In
the world." Because of this technological leadership, the domestic tnduay has
been in the position of supplying the initial demand for the new fibers and textiles
containing the new fibers for the rest of the world. As markets have been developed for the new fibers and the new textile articles containing such fibers
elsewhere in the world, plants have been ,constructed In those foreign countries
iExhibit 3.
is In 1,58 the industry reported capital expenditures of $71 million, per 1958 Census
of Manufactures. In 1954 the industry reported capital expenditures of $63 million,
per the Census of Manufactures that year. On the basis of these two reference points it
can safely be assumed that the Industry's annual capital expenditures are in excess of
$70 million per year.
' National Academy of Scie.es, National Research Council. Ad Hoc Textile Research
Committee, "Current Needs in Research Relevant to the Interests of thb U.S. Textile
Industry," April 1982. p. 4.
"See exhibIt 3; cf., "Internal Consumption and Productive Capacity of Noncellulosie
Fibers," United States versus other areas of the world.
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for the production of the fibers. As shown by exhibit 3, the rest of the free
world, while initially lagging behind the. United States in the production and
consumption of noncellulosic fibers, has In recent years increased its capacity
and Its consumption more rapidly than in the United States.
The lead established by the domestic industry through its research and Investment poicies has served to keep the United States in a position of excess
capacity, while in the other areas of the world capacity has lagged behind the
demand generated by U.S. wehnology. But the rest of the world with its more
rapid creation of new capacity in recent years has now drawn abreast of demand. The rest of the world will soon be in a surplus capacity position Akin to
that in the United States.
Meanwhile, during the past decade, the U.S. manmade fiber industry, and
those portions of the domestic textile industry utilizing manmade fibers In the
production of fabric and apparel, have combined to export manmade fibers and
manufactures at a rate exceeding imports of such articles by amounts ranging
from $165 to $235 million per year."
The contribution which the domestic manmade fiber producers and textile
and apparel firms utilizing manmade fibers have made to the U.S. balance of
payments is of some importance. In 1961, the United States had commercial
exports of $17.7 billion, and merchandise imports of $14.5 billion, for a merchandise surplus, in our balance of payments, of $3.2 billion." The merchandise
surplus in manmade fibers and manufactures of $232 million in 196131 thus
represented 7.2 percent of the . Nation's balance-of-payments surplus in merchandise transactions.
The rest of the free world is Increasing its productive capacity for manmade
fibers, both cellulosic and noncellulosic, at a steady and rapid rate. Whereas
the United States is suffering a decline in cellulosic capacity, the rest of the
free world has increased cellulosic capacity by 38 percent since 1955. As previously noted, while the United States has increased its noncellulosic capacity
by 150 percent, the rest of the free world has Increased its capacity for the
production of noncellulosic fibers by 567 percent since 1955.2 In 1961, manmade
fibers were produced in 41 foreign countries, 33 of which included the production
of noncellulosic fibers."
The output of these Increasing capacities of the free world outside of the
United States for the production of both cellulosic and noncellulosIc manmade
fibers In excess of their home-consumption needs will inevitably be directed to
the U.S. market at an ever-Increasing rate. As these foreign countries become
self-sufficient In manmade fibers, they Will fill the needs of their home Iarkets
and their neighbors to the detriment of U.S. exports to those countries.
The deep reductions or total eliminations of duty authorized by H.R. 11970, If
carried out without the most careful prenegotiation investigation, and without
particular regard to the effect of such tariff change on the increased rate of
imports of manmade fibers and products Into the U.S. market, could, In conjunction with developments in world trade In manmade fibers and manufactures,
seriously affect the U.S. balance-of-payments position. At the same time, such
actions could produce an erosion of the economic strength and vigor of the
domestic manmade fiber industry and those sectors of the textile and apparel
industries utilizing manmade fibers co the Immediate detriment.of the domestic
economy. Nothing in H.R. 11970 would require consideration of these vitally
Important tictors. More specific guidelines and more definite procedures are
required. These would be provided by the Bush-Bennett amendments.
'Exhibit 4.
' U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Business News Reports
OBF 62-54, rune
21. 1942.
21Exhibit 4.
"See exhibit 3.
Textile Organon, June 1982, pp. 111-118.
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ExHrtBT 1

U.S. imports/eaports of manmade fibers ard textile products of such fibers
[InthouMn'Is)
Textile products of
manmade fibers

Manmade staple fl rs,
filaments,
and yars
Rayon
and
acetate

Other

Pound.
1957:
Imports .....................
89268
Exports --------------------60,474
1958:
Imports .....................
92, 506
Exports --------------------43,738
1959:
Imports.....................
130,21,6
Exports --------------------- 45,781
1960:
Imports
orts----------------66,155
Exports --------------------69,12!,
1961:

Total

Apparel

Pound#
2, 04
35,004

Pot ds
91,772
95, 478

Squcre
4,19
45,192

$4, 681
14,193

7,248
'2,617

99,754
76,3

6,113
39,601

6,5W
1.010

11,752
51,621

142,048
97,402

13,195
40,950

14,926
15, 8

9,678
73,587

75, 833
142,712

12,371
40,622

16, 83
18, 577

9,647
34,118

13, 027
20,733

+134
-25

+178
+46

Imports --------------------Exports ---------------------

43,042
- 79,818

18,160
67,698

61,202
147.516

Percent change:
Imports --------------------Exports ---------------------

-51
+32

+625
+93

-33
+55

13,898
23,731
+71

7,415
12, 218
+39

21,308
35,949
+69

Ist5 months, Imports:
11 -----------------------1962 -----------------------Percent change --------------

Fabric

13,749
26,753
+95

'11,198
121,872
+9

£ 4 months.
Source: Textile Organon: The Association of Cotton Textile Merchants of New York.

ExHm 2
U.S. imports in relation to domestic consumption of manmade fibers, 1952-61
[Millions of pounds)
1952

193

1954

1955

1958

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

Rayon and acetate:
Staple fiher:
Mill consumption .... 369.5 3569 433.5 561.4 473.8 491.2 483. 7 530 2 43. 5 448. 9
Imports ..............
68.1
67.8
58.1 1720
91.8
83.6
83.4 115.1
59.1 37.1
Imports as percent of
mil consu option.
184
19.
13.4
30.6
19.4
17.0
17.2
21.7 13. 7
83
Staple fiber, filaments,
and yarn:
MIll consumption-... 1,214.7 1,222.5 1,154.7 1,419.2 1,20.9 1,177.1 1,127.2 1,252.5 1,055. 5 1,07.7
Imports I.............
73.1
69.8
62,4 177.0
96.4
89.3
92.5 130.3 6t.2
43.0
Imports as percent of
mill consumption..
6.0
.7
5.4
12.5
8.0
7.6
8.2
0. 4
6. 2
4.0
Nonelluloslc:
Mill consumption ........
208.1 237 273.9 355.3 390.2 470.9 471.1 59.0 61&5 706.3
Imports I .................
1.0
1.
1.0
1.1
1.0
2.5
7.2
11.8
9.7
18.2
Imports as percent of mill
consumption ............5
.5
.4
.3
.3
.5
1.6 2.0 1.6
2.6
Total manmade fiber:
Mill consumption ........
1,422.81,45
1,42
1,774.8 1,591.1 1,64& 0 1,59.3 1,842.5 1 60.0 1,783.0
Imports .................
74.1
71
63.4 178.1
97.4
91.8 99.7 142t1
7&9
81.2
Imports as percent of
mill consumptilon ......
2. 4.
4
10.0
6.1
5.7
6.2
7.7
4.5
&4
IIncludes Imports recorded as "waste."
Source: Textile Organon.

ExHZDIT 3
World production, exports, imports, consumption, and capacity of manmadefibers, by selected areas
[In millions of pounds

Celluloslcs

World:
Including Communist Europe:
1955 -----------------------------------1957-------------------------------------

1956-----------------------------------1958 -------------------------------------

5,034.3
5,459.7

5,5.7
5,029.6

(A)

(B)

(C)

Production

Exports

Imports

NonceUulosibs

579.9
894.9

674.6
894.3
9.5

Total

Cellulosic$

Total

NonoelluIatls

Cellulosics

1961-------------------------------------

4,762.9

1,717.1

,

5,61 (L2 .........................................................
6,34.36--------------------------------

5,937.
7,3.6
.....
I. . . .5,90.1 -------------- --------------4)

::
-

::

1959 ------------------------------------5,559.5
1,272.2
6,831.7 -------------- ------------1960------------------------------------5,740.6
1.5649
7,305.5---------------- -------------(K
1961------------------------------------5,9.3
1,833.3
7,763.6 -------------- ----------------)
193'---------------------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- -------------- -----------------------Excluding Communist Europe:
195------------------4,306.8
550.5
4,857.3
742,0
()()4w8.
1957 -----------------------------------4,486.0
637.2
5,123.2
775.0
46.8
821.8
403.0
197------------------4,612.1
847.8
5,459.9
796.0
73.1
889. 1
381.0
1%------------------4,098.9
864.3
4,963.2
736.0
86.5
822.5
316.0
1w ------------------------------------4,565.8
1,205.5
5,771.3
823.0
126.0
949.0
393.0
1960 ------------------------------------4,667.8
1,476.2
6,144.0
890.6
192.5
1,083.1
358.4
North America:
United States:
195 ------------------------------------1,260.7
379.3
1956 -----------------------------------1,147.9
400.3
1957 ------------------------------------1,130.4
515.7
1958 -----------------------------------1,034.9
490.5
1959 ------------------------------------,166.8
645.3
1960 ------------------------------------1,028.5
677.2
1961............................
1,095.3
741.7
193 ------------------------------------- -------------------Canada:
1955 ------------------------------------78.7
12.3
1956 ------------------------------------76.4
14.0
1957 ------------------------------------73.9
20.5
1958 ------------------------------------65.4
23.2
1959 ------------------------------------85.7
29.7

Total

Nonellutosics

6,480.0

96.2

1,640.0
1,548.2
1,655.1
1,525.4
1,812.1
1,705.7
1,837.0

28.0
40.0
52.0
40.0
39.0
54.6
70.0

231.8
(K)

2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
4.0

343.9

(1)

174.0
94.0
85.0
84.0
117.0
63.1
38. 8

61.5
82.3
70.9
87.8
124.1
132.0

21.5
30.3
30.9
48. 8
69.5
62.0

-------

91.0
90.4
94.4
88.6
115.4

1,1680

-

(1)

-

-

(K)
.3
3.2
1.9
1.9

2.3
6.2
3.9
5.9

-

: :
--

: :K

-------------(1)

--------(K)

32.2
53.4
71.6
107.9
170.1

191.0

435.2
434.4
387.
500.9
528.5

0.7
1.6
3.6
6.5
4.7
8.4

94.7
86.6
87.6
123.5
67.8
47.3
-

(K)

-

(K)
3.3
5.0
2.8
3.7

(

'40
O
to

(1)

-

2

534.9

(1)

.-

16.0
14.0
11.0
10.0
15.0

t

17.3
16.0
12.8
187

75.3
1961 ....................................
73.2
..............
19631 ..................................
Central and South America:
1956 ----------------------------------------159.1
204.5
1957 ----------------------------------------206.0
1968.....................................
206.4
1969........................................
216.3
219.9
1961 .................................
-......
220.8
1963 ' ----------------------------------------Western Europe:
Common
Market:
19M ------------------------------------1,196.2
1956--------------------------------1,256.3
1957 ------------------------------------1,311.8
1968
-----.............................. 1,212.8
1.274.9
1,337.4
- 19
61 ------------------------------------1,377.9
IN S 2 -----------------------------------Eurom
Free Trade Association:
1963.................................
1955 -----------------------------------1956 ....................................
1957 ----------------------------------

660.2
665.5
678.1
601.8
694.4
1960
8................................
...
728.2
1961....................................
681.4
19 63 ----------------------------------•Otber:
143.4
1955-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 148.7
1956-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 156.2
1957 ..................................
145.1
1958 ....................................
19 59 ------------------------------------- 136.4
159.2
1961 ....................................
151.8
1963 ' ...............................
Middle East:
18. 7
1955------------------------------------1956 .......................................
21.0
21.7
1957 ........................................
24.0
1958 ........................................
27.4
1959....................
..................
e
1960 ........................................
27.0
1961 ........................................
27.1
1963 k -------------------------------------See footnotes on following pag.

37.2
43.6
. . . . . . . ..

. .. . .

1.2
1.9
4.5
6.9
10.0
180
23.6

76.6
99.1
133.3
160.6
233.7
317.8
387.4
--------------

4.0
7.1

11.9
12.8

. .. . .

-- -. -- -- - - -- -- - - - -.

190.3
206.4
210.5
213.3
226.3
237.9
244.4
--------------

14.6
9.8

7.9
6.2

6.7_
3.6

112,5
116.8
- - -- - - - -- - - - - -.

16.0
16.0
14.0
10.0
13.0
12.4
6.8

(I)

(1)

26.0
28.0
29.0
30.0
29.0
35.3
32.7

16.0
14.0
10.0
13.0
12.4
6.8

0
---------------------------

4.8
2.5
10.2
16.0
17.6
23.4

32.8
31.5
40.2
45.0
52.9
56.1
.............

--------------

1,272.8
1,355.4
1,445.1
1,373.4
1,58.6
1,65.2
1,765.3

15.9
19.9
- - - -- - - -- - - - -.

()

444.0
465.0
448.0
409.0
449.0
442.2
463.2

(I)

204.0
197.0
200.0
200.0
229.0
227.7
235.1

(I)

17.1
25.3
34.0
53.0
83.1
106.9

62.0
76.0
82.0
68.0
78.0
9L0
9.1

(,)
482.1
473. 3
443.0
502.0
5=5.3
570.1

13.5
14.8
14.0
27.9
59.3
58.5

82.0
105.9
150.3
153.6

--------------

45.7
56.1
76.8
75.0
99.3
151.6
166.8

695.9
721.6
754.9
76. 8
793.7
879.8
848.2

.5

143.9
150.8
159.4
148 4
139.8
16.6
159.9

7.2
12.2
1&6
18.1
23.5
3&6

46.0
64.0

Q1)

204.2
212.2
21& 6
247.1
251.2
273.7

(2)
4.0
1&0
22.2
27.8
51.0
60.0

56.0
47.0
4&0
40.0
55.2

&
0
74.0
69.2
75.8
Il&
2
61
91.0

~i.

--------------

3.2
3.3
4.4
6.4
& I

26.0
28.0
32.0
24.0
2Z0
62.5
452

(2)

(I)

0
0
0
0

12. 0
18.0
16.0
1.0
13.0
19.6
20.8

28.0
3.0
24.0
2z 0
al4

.1

46.2

18 9
21.2
22.0
24.6
28.0
28.0
28.6

0
0
1.0
3.0
.7
.3

(2)

(I)
.1
.1
,1
.1
.1
.9

.1
.1
1
3.1
.8
1.2

,2
0
1.8
3.3
4.8
9.8

&0
16.0
19.8
16.3
24.4
810.6

........

--.----------.

--------------

.9
.2
.3
.6
.6
1.0
1.5

(2)

4.0
2.0
9.0
10.0
&0
16. 5
9.4

2.2
10.6
12.9
12.8
20.0
15.8

4
CD
83

EXHIBIT

3-Continued

World production, exports, import, consumption, and capacity of manmade fibers, by selected areas-Continued
(In millions of pounds]

CeLluloes

(A)

(B)

(C)

Production

Exports

Imports

Noncellu.
losics

Total

Cellulosic:Noncelnulogics

Total

Cellulosics

Nonoellu.
losics

(1)

--------)--

()

Total

Far East:

Japan:

732.1
1966 -----------------------------------917.3
1967
-------------- -------------------96.9
1968 ---------------------------------718.6
1969
.-------------------------------848.3
1960 ----------------------------------9W.4
1961 ----------------------------------81.9
1955 -----------------------------------

Otler:

195

I----------------.
7.7

34.7

980.8
1,060.4
820.8
1,O6.4
1,216.2
1,319.4

0

37.7
48.4

19M6
-----------------------------------48.4
0
1967
----------------------68.1
1968 -----------------------------------89.9

lo ---------------.-----------------1960
--------------------------------1961 ----- ----------------------------Communist Europe:
1965. ---------------196 .. ......
..... ..... .....
..... ..
197................
198 .....
1M

1960--

.

-

"---

Ii] -------------------------------------M
63..............
-..........

116.6
.9
16.5

76.8

63.5
93.5
102.2
178.1
260.8
337.6

0
2.0

4.4
6.2
6.9

22.0
27.0
47.0
60.0
6;.
0
34.0
1.9

0
0

68.1 -------------91.9 --------------

(1)

-

.6
2.0
4.0
4.1
83
17.1

0
0
0
0

121.0
3.0
0
143.1 ------------------- 0
160.4
41
.1

27.6
49.0
4.O
6&.1
93
128. 0

0
0

&8,0
H ,o

.0
1.2

84.0
80.7
7.9

---------------

- --

1.0
4.0
1.0
1.0
.3
.1

.9

1.9
&O
z.4
2.0
.0
1. 1

1.0
1.4
1.0
.6
1.0

-

(1)

4.61

8.9
12.7

80.0
4-8.0

16.9
24.6
16.4

I Not available.
1963 capMity figure is bsWod on reports of new plant construction or plant expansions
scheduled for completion In 1963.

Source: Textile Economics Bureau, Inc.

-

-

-

- ----

6

97.9
0.7

10o3
953

727---.5
776.7
847.6
930.7

29.4
756.9---- --------------- )--------------37.4
814.1
...... -------.----------1---------------.
47.1
.7----------".---------------------66.2
k6.9------------.
------ ------993...-------------------M.7
66.7
1,060.4 -------------------------1,072.s
1-------------------------------88.7
1,1le.5 ------------ -------------(I)
----,172.4
116.2
1,23&6 ------------.--------------)

()

--.

EXHIBtIT 3-Continued
World production,exports, imports, cmsuraption,and capacity of manniadc fibers,
by selected arcas-Continued
[In millions
of pounds]

(E)
Internal consumption (production less
exports plus imports)

plus exports

C ,Uulow r

Non-

celllosics

Total

Cellulosis

Noncellulosics

Total

Cellulosics

Noncellulosics

Total

cel1ucaile

World:
Including C,'mmunist Europe:
19M ...............

1957 ..................

................
............--1958 --------------- ..............
.I09
-------------------------... .. ..
_"-------- ... . ....i.
I)

I

1961 ............ -- --

(F)
Capacity In excess
internal consumption
pinsofexportsB

Productive capacity

...........

1963 ' - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - ExCluding Communist
Europe:

195 -----------------------------------3,972.8
4,114.0
1957 ....................................
4,197.1
3,878.9
1959 . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .
4,135.8
4,135. 6
1961 ------------- ----------------I M 3 --------------------------------....
4,170.6

62.

849.4
1,187.4
1, 45. 8
1,676.3

(1)

4,736.6
5,025 2
4, 28.3
5,323.2
5,5 89.4
5,M4.9

North America:

6,081.4
6,389.9
6,895.4
7,239.3
7,38.9
7,5M,6

(I)

7,63.3,
7,803.3

1,126.3
1,366.2
1,659.6:
2 022.4
2,44. 0
3,3&61

5,299.1
5,=24
5,945.0
6.227.4
6,321.6
6,30.8
6,430.4
6,443

781. 7
w3.6
1,071.4
1, 30L 0
1,577.9
1,91& 0
2,302.2
3,129.6

,080.8
6,435.0
7,017.4
7,528.4
7.M89.5

1,654. 5
1,605.8
1, 55&85
1,485.0
1,448.3
1,454.0
1,43 5
1,418.0

500
507.5
61.5
753.6
85&.6
948.0
1,089.5

o.0

2, 1K
2,113.3
2175. 0
2,238.8
2299.9
2,40.0
2,52 0
2,6780

28.5
30.0
32. 5
39.5
466
49.2
54.4
65.5

134.0
144.5
153.5
158.0
157.8
156.2
161.4
172,5

(I)
(I)
8,021.7
8,05. 5
9,583.0
10,084.3
11, 1a9. 4

8,M088
St
612.86
9.,571, 9

584.3

(I)

(I)

661.4
962.9
1, 812.5
1,32.8
1,354. 6
1,243.6

214.2
1,"0.2~
265,.1
264b5
268.7
394.1,

(377.8
1,123.1
2177.8
1, 0.3
1,637.7

United States:
L 40 7
1,201.9
1957 -----------------------------------1.172.4
198 ....................
1,078.9
1,244.8
1960 .........................
1, 037. 0

1961-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1963 I---------------------------------Canada:
19M5
- - - - --- - - ---- - ---------92.7
19W
---------------------88.4
1957 ----------------------------81.9
1959
1950 --------.----------------....-.---------................
----------

73.4
96,7
1960 ------------------------------------80.5
1961 ..................
.
82.4

1963 ....
.............
-__ ------ --See footnotes on p. 1208.

(1)
379.5
487.0
463.2

803.0
812.4

6881

(1)

17.0
22.3
24.1
31.5
33.3
44.5

(1)
1,581.4
1,659.4.
1,542.1
1847.8
1,649.4
1,752.3

C')
)1 5. 4
1 14.2
.5
12 .2
113.8
1 6.9

105.5
114.5
121.0
116.5
111.0
107.0
107.0
107.0

1,

219. 8

(9)

363.9
334.1

106,5
99.2

162. 5

20L 8
268.1
890,3
m.4
............................-3.4

10. 8

24.1
36.1
41.110.3
19.8
21.0

(1)
12.7
7.05
13.
13.2
8.0
3.7

470.4
Q& 3
625.6

364.3

40. 7
628.5

b

World productio,

EXHIBIT 3-Continued
reports,imports, consumption, and capacity of moanmadc fibers, by sclcted areas-Continued
EIn millions of pounds]
(D)

(E)

(F)

Internal consumption (production less
exports plus imports)

Productive capacity

Capacity in excess of internalconsumption
plus exports

Celluloslcs

Non-

Total

Cellulosics

cellulosic
Central and South America:
1965----------------------------------------199.1
(1)
(1)
1958 ------------------------------------216.5
6.7
223.2
1957----------------------------------------221.0
7.0
228.0
1958 _-------------------------------------226.4
17.1
243.5
1959----------------------------------------232.3
26.0
258.3
19W----------------------------------------242.8
36.6
278.4
1961 ----------------------------------------246.7
47.0
293.7
1963 ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------Western Europe:
Common market:
195 ------------------------------------814.2
)
196 ------------------------------------8673
95.5
962.8
1967 ------------------------------------94.8
122.8
1,068.6
1958------------------------------------ 871.8
140.6
1,012.4
1969--.
.
.------------------------------903.9
208.6
1,112.5
60 ------------------------------------982
294.0
1,280.2
1961 -----------------.-----------------1,009.8
39.0
1,34 8
2
1963 ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------European Free Trade Asociation:
1955 ------------------------------------492. 2
(1)
(1)
1956 ------------------------------------522. 5
52.9
67344
1957 ------------------------------------534.1
82.6
616.7
1958 ------------------------------------448.8
81.6
30.4
1959 ------------------------------------5
4
109.0
622.4
1960 ------------------------------------540.5
179.1
719.6
1961 ------------------------------------5 01.5
188. 2
689. 7
19632 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------..
...
..
.
.
Other:
1955 ------------------------------------129.4
(1)
(1)
1956 ------------------------------------138. 7
2.3
141.0
1957 ------------------------------------140.2
3.2
143.4
1958 ------------------------------------139.1
5.1
144.2
1959 ------------------------------------126.4
7.7
134.1
1960 ------------------------------------110.5 1
11.1
126.7

Non-

cellul

Total

Cellulosics

s

Non-

Total

cellulosT

249.6
254.9
253.4
268.1
297.0
314.2
318.5
332.6

1.7
3.9
7.4
12.3
17.1
24.6
39.2
99.4

1,494. 7
1,)
1,566.3
1,67.4
1,671.2
1,691.2
1,706.3
1,679.5
1,683.4

112.2
151.8
138.3
221.5
270.9
380.1
495.5
693.5

1, 60& 9
1,718.1
1, 825.&
1,892.7
1,92.1
2,(8 4
2,175.0
2,376.9

762.6
782.4
842.7
886.9
887.2
883.4
846 5
815.6

79.3
97.7
103.4
108.0
123.9
159. 3
214.8
292.2

841.9
66.4
880.1
62.9
946.1
108.6
994.9
238.1
1,011.1
144.8
1, 043 0
115. 2
1,061.3
109.9
1,107.8 ------------..........

161.2
173.1
177.5
180.6
185.2
180.7

1. 3
3.0
4.7
6.0
6.8
12.9

251.3
34.5
(1)
28 8
22.4
-2.8
260.8
184
.4
280.4
31.7
-4.8
314.1
61.7
-8&9
338.8
59.0
-11.0
357.7
65.0
7.8
432.0 ...........................................

162. 5
176.1
182.2
186.6
192.0
193.6

236.5
()
234.0
39.2
243.6
40.2
390.4
46.9
338.3
9.3
279.9
3.0
206.5
49.6
.............................

5.8
6. 4
5.3
17.5
3X.8
1.9

)

(3)
19.6
18.8
25.9
42.8
48.0
57.2

()

273.2
283.8
437.3
347.6
282.9
25 .1
()
100. 5
117.2
248.9
141.6
72.2
97.9
(')

.7
1.5
.9
-. 9
1.7

to

W-

37.6
&6
10.8
-3.2
-43.0
-12.0
(')

t,

7.1
6.8
18.4
35.9
3.6

196 1 ------------------------------------127.4
1983 2.....................
..............
....
.
Middle East:
1955 ----------------------------------------22.7
199 ..............................
5
...........
2.0
1957 ----------------------------------------30.7
1958 ----------------------------------------33.0
1959 -----------------------------------------32.4
42.8
1961 ----------------------------------------36.2

17. 9

145.3

190.9
208.3

26
41.3

217.5
249.6

18.

.3
1.8
3.4
5.3
4.4
7.0

23.3
32.5
36.4
37.7
47.2
43.2

21.4
25.8
31.8
35.7
37.4
35.9
34.3
34.2

.3
.8
1.1
1.4
2.4
4.1
4.2
&6

21.7
26.6
32.
37.1

-1.3
2.8
1.1
1.7
2.0
-7.6
-12

(1)

804.0
965.5
1,235.0
1,471.6
1,526.6
1,551.5
1,558.5
1,551.0

71.9
47.2
264.1
752.0
677.3
595.8
576.5

(1)

955.1
1,016.4
769.2
963.3
1,124. 8
1,192.5

..----...
. I --------------

Far East:
Japan:
710.1
891.3
924.9
1957 ------------------------------------669.6
788.3
871.7
19 1 -----------------------.----------...
871.1
163'
Other:
19M -------------------------------------

~19m -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

105. 7
184.4
1967 ------------------------------------147.1
137.9
197.6
1960 ------------------------------------217.6
1961 ....................................
231.3
1963'Z

63.8
92.5
99.6
175.0
253.1
321.4

(1)

--------------

(1)
4.6
&9
14.7
21.3
30.8
23.2

(1)
169.0
156.0
152.6
218. 9
248.4
254.5

Communist
Europe:
1955 ....................................
1967 ----------------------------------------1960 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. .

1961 --..
------------------------------------19632 - - - - - - -

- -- - - -- - - -- -

See footnotes on p. 1208.

--- - --

- -

45.6
641
88.7
111.8
139.7
155.8
179.7
292.2
762.3
837.5
949.4
1,011.9
1,047.3
1,169.8
1,287.9
1,361.0

40. 0
38.5
40.8

6.4
8&9
117.0
156.0
251.0
328 5
368.5
637.0

860.4
1, 05. 4
1,352.0
1,627.6
1,777.6
1,880.0
1,927.0
2188.0

0
0

45.6
64.1
89.2
114.5
145.3
163.8
189.2
326.3

.5
2.7
5.6
9.0
9.5
34.1

-60.1
-100.3
-26.1
-60.9
-61.8
-52.7

8.7

27.0
(I)

.4
-. 8
-2.1
-. 4
-&7

32
.3
-. 4
-1.0
-&9

( 71.7
24.5
22.5
52.4
71.9
67.1

749.2
662.9
608.5

M

-66.8..
-8.

0

(I) -4.6
-&4
-12.0
-15.1
-22.8
-13.8

-84.6

-65
54.9
65.2
81.7
107.4
143.8
236.5

1,077.1
1,129.0
1,277.2
1,431.7
1,597.5

t1j

I
.
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FXHnrr 4
U.S. balance of trade in manmade fiber8 atZ nanufaoturer8
[Millions of dollars]
Exports

Imports

1952-----------------

2@5.8a

37.6

1954 -------------1954-------------1956 -------- ------

21.0
21.6
241.1

66.4
3.4
49.3

1953 -- _------------220.3

5.7

Balauce
of trade
168.2

184.6

164.6
16 6
191.8a

Iof
17-------------111

1958
---------------

Expor..

Imports

254.0

52.6

201.4

76.2
7.2
70.4

237.0
235,5-----------3
17.
231.9

234.1

1902................
11.9
1981--------------30.2.3

Balance
trade

58.9

17 2

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Quarterly Summary of Foreign Cornmerce of the United States, 1952-59; FT-II0, FT-410, 1900-61.
EXIIIBIT 5
U.S. INDUSTRIES WITH EMPWYMENT LOSSES AND WORSENING EXPORT-IMPORT
BALANCES, 1954, 1958, AND 1960
NOTE
I-1_ustries selected are all those for which data were available In the sources
which, in addition to showing a worsened balance of trade In 1960 as compared
with 1954, also experienced a decline in employment In the United States for
1960 as compared with 1954.
sOUrcEs
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: 1958 Census of Manufactures. General Summary Subject Report MC58(1) and Area Reports MC5S(3) ;
1,90 Annual Survey of Manufactures, "General Statistics for Indutry Groups
and Selected Industries," MC60(AS)-1; "U.S. Commodity Exports as Related to
Output, 1958"; "U.S. Commodity Exports and Imports as Related to Output,
1958": "U.S. Exports of Domestic and Foreign Merchandise," Report FT-410,
and "U.S. Imports of Merchandise for Consumption," Report FT-110, 1954, 1958,
1!iO.
MtrhODOLOGY NOTE
Because of the revision of the standard Industrial classification system, employment and value added data for both 1958 and 1954 were taken from the
1958 Census of Manufactures. This decreased to some extent the industries
eligible for inclusion in these comparisons because a number of three- and fourdigit industries are shown in the 1958 census with no historically comparable
figures.
Adjusted value added data are shown for 1954 and 1958. Unadjusted value
added is obtained by subtracting the cost of materials, supplies and containers,
fuel, purchased electric energy, and contract work from the value of shipments
for products manufactured plus receipts for services rendered. Adjusted value
added also takes into account (a) value added by merchandising operations
(that is, the difference between the sales value and cost of merchandise sold
without further manufacture, processing, or assembly), plus (b) the net change
in finished goods and work-in-process inventories between the beginning and
end of the year. The latter Is a more comprehensive measure of the net production of goods and services by establishments defined as primarily manufacturIng.
For 1960, employment data have been obtained from the 1960 Annual Survey
of Manufactures which is based on reports from about 60,000 manufacturing
establishments selected out of a total of almost 300,000. This sample includes
all large manufacturing establishments, which account for approximately twothirds of all manufacturing employment, and, in varying proportions, the more
numerous medium- and small-sized establishments. The estimates obtained
vary from the totals that would have resulted from a complete canvass but, for
most Industries, the relative magnitude of the sampling variation Is no greater
than 1 percent.
For all years, export and import data have been compiled on the basis of a
classification system developed by the Bureau of the Census which related the
Import (schedule A) and export schedule B) commodity codes to the 1957
standard industrial classification. Because each of these commodity classifiea-
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tons has been created'independently mud' tieri
e
retpurltose, a Dumber
of variances occur when an attempt is made to compare individual industries.,
For this reason, the relationships shown for a number of three-digit Industries
and even for some of the two-digit industries should be considered as approximations rather than precise comparisons of exports and imports with output and
employment. Nevertheless, these estimates are sufficiently valid to make accurate comparisons between years since the method of tabulating the data has
been consistent for l years included.
Prepared by Suveys and Research Corp., Washington, D.C., for the ManMade Fiber Produccrs Associations, Inc.
U.S. industries with, employment losses
Employmert,
United
States
Meat products:
1954 . ... .. . . . . ... . .. . . ... ...... ...
1958 .............................

Foreign trade (thousand dollars)
Exports

Imports

Balance

311, 3W
1,93P 307
311,768
306,8S87 Z 499.233
2,663. 375

204, M7
194, 022
271,188

232,129
389,349
394,208

-27,572
-19 ,327
-123,020

725,068

66,631

162,079

-9%.448

609,853
749, 066
832, 243

45,634
24,759
35,169

40, 62
43,850

5,012
-19,091
-16,446

Difference, 1960 compared nith
1954 ----------------------------4,499
Candy and related products:
1954 .............................
80, 425
1958 -----------------------------80,010
1960 ----------------------------78,729
Difference, 1960 compared %%
ith
1954 ...........................
-1,696
Beverages:
1954 -----------------------------213,387
1958 -----------------------------206,197
1960_ ---------------------------211,193
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ----------------------------2,194
Cigars:
1954 .............................
38, 494
1958 .............................
29,350
1960 ...........................

Value
added
Uni
States
(thousand
dollars)

26,319

Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ...........................
-12,175
Textile mill products:
1354 .............................
1,0 27, 02
1958 -----------------------------901,677
1960 .............................
901, W3
Difference, 1960, compared with
1954 ...........................
-126,272
Weaving mills, cotton:
1954 ............................
296,193
1958 -----------------------------243,419
1960 ...................
......... 38 ,661
Difference, 1960 eompaied %ith
1954 ...........................
- 57, 532
Weaving rills, synthetics:
1954 -----------------------------89, 994
1958 ---------------_ ------------ 81,688
19W - - -- - - - -- 79, 917
-- -Difference 1Vt6 compared
vizth
1954 ----------------------------10,077
Weaving, finishing mills, wool:
1954 .............................
66 681
1958 -----------------------------55, 952
19-0-... ... .... ... ..
-....
...
56,541
Difference, 1960, compared with
1954 --------------..---------...
-10,140
Knitting mills:
1954 --------------_ ------------- 221,364
1958 .............................
213.346
196 -----------------------------219,954
Difference, 19Wk,compared Alth
1954 ----------------------------1,410
Textile finishing, except NN
ool:
1954 .............................
79,308
1958 -----------------------------73, 205
1960 ............................
71,658
Difference,
with
1954 --- 1960compared
pa------------with-----7, 750

222, 390

-10,465

51,615

10,993

-21,458

2, 468, 333
S833661
3,197,914

38,n84
40,238
3,804

163,086
234,677
284,994

-124,502
-194, 439
-246,190

729, 581

220

121,908

-121,688

16, 36
183,140
197, 210

385
422
689

2,446
3,901
4, 700

-2, 061
-3,479
-4,011

2 844

304

2,254

-1,50

4,605,985
4,857, 638
5,613,457

378, 007

35.712
440,249

267,131

24,295
-112,828
-300,573

273,419

-324,868

1,007,472
1,3S, 365
1078, 592
1,311,816
176, 451
408,5%4
468,583
562,996
154, 432
330, 35
336,618
374,928

327,421
326,558
-51,449
184,352

159,967
154,421
-29,931

101,064
83,9'28
85,479
-15, 55
3,414

2,165

44, 543
939,816
1, 101,375
1,219,611
279, 825
42,365
455, 945
516,997
54,632

33, 087
22,025
19,126
-13,961
7,741
5, 08
4,728
-3,013

9, 558
9, 601

47,207

174,794
150,366
107,214

37,649

-67, 580

731

100, 333
82, 775
83,704

1,153

1,775
1,044

- 16, 629

38,048
59,717
80,542

-34,634
- 57, 552
-- 78,664

42,494

-44, 030

4,140
5,300

2Q,947
16,725
10, 537

8,689
4,449

-18,410

38, 748
6, 441
116,132

-31,007
-81,356
-111,404

77,384

-0,397
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U.S. IustuitswisthemplogMt ioue-Oontnued
Employment
States

235 Millinery, hats, and caps:
1954...............................
1958...............................
1 96
0
.
Difference, 1960 compared with
195
4
240 Lumber and wood products:
1954 ...............................

40,
35,
38,136
-2,402

198 ...............................

242

290

291

301

311

314

315

321

324

326

332

Value
added
Unite
(thousand
dollars)
191,31
200,431
214,433
23,072
3,241,60

3,17,613

Foreign trade (thousand dollars)
_

Exports

3,1
3,235
2.971

1,322,220
1,577,846
250.442

Imports

8
9,
11,560

Balance

-5,203
-6,361
-8689

-222

3,184

-3,386

107,836

00,814

-292,778

30,12

-350, 432

134,090

1960 ............ -----------59k 9
3,457,55
179,893
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
215,949
71,857
Sawmills and planing mills:
1954 .............................. 1,610,410 86,683
1958 ..............................
1,341,127
77,308
1960 ..............................
105786
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 .............................114,707
9,103
Petroleum and coal products:
1954 ..............................
2,240,878
814,505
1958 ..............................
179,16
2,518,424
36,
1960 -----------------------168,334
3,201,312
478,059
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 .............................
96,438
-138,448
Petroleum refining:
1954 --------.....................
153,072
1918,02
10,386
1958..............................
2,119,402
532,652
1960-----------------------134,868
2,720,465
472,789
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
802,445
-137,597
Tires and inner tubes:
19549
..............................
877,771
75,083
1958 ..............................
89,39
1,179,957
94,783
1960 ............................
9
1
620,587
with
Difference, 1960 compared
1954 ..............................
18,581
Leather tanning and finishing:
1954 ..............................
260,228
21,237
1958 ..............................
37,130
275,796
24,410
1960 ..........................
34,5
278,53
31,548
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
18,308
10,311
Footwear, except rubber:
1954 ..............................
988,379
14,559
1958 ..............................
1,145,918
13,434
1960 ........................
.
227,888
1,221,132
9399
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
232,753
-5,150
Leather gloves:
1954 ..............................
22,718
98
1958 ..............................
25,999
167
1960 .........................
,917
28,123
204
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
...
5,405
108
Flat glass:
1954 ..............................
247,175
10,160
1
.............................
21,179
263,151
12,76
1960 ........................
23,471
345,197
14,251
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
98,022
4,091
Cement, hydraulic:
1954 ..............................
39,791.760
1958 -------------------------41,127
724,771
2,975
1960------------------------38,762
740,903
1,134
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954......
-1007
215,236
-5,443
Pottery and related products:
1954 -------------------------50,934
257,9
18,392
1958----------44,219
283,912
19,330
1960 ...........
4189
318,200
15,698
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ............................
60,217
-698
Iron and steel foundries:
13,09
19542
..............................
1958----------------------182, 033
195,880
1960
------------------------ - Difference, 1960 compared with
154
------------------------ -1,505

__

19,280
18,787
3,

'40,255

-38, 16

129,511

-57,654

281,502
289,771
341,081

-214,819
-212,465
-23,295
-1,495,703

59,579

-20,476

A,638
66,168
,682

3,
3,867
-149,780
-172,623

M 044

-502,490

277, '87
674,k38
637,3

332,599
-141,486
-104,572

3, 574

-497,171

2,789
13,285

72,294
81,498
'1,077

1393,85
17,798

-,'.:'

16,717
31,039
40,385

4,520
-6, 29
-8,817

23,648

-13,337

10, 354
32,697
53,069

4,205
-19,263
-43,670

42,715

-47,875

2,466
5,139
11,644

-2,370
-4,972
-11,440

9,178

-9,070

14,876
35,198
50,797

-4,716
-22,432
-36, 546

35,921

-31,830

9,682
10,307

4,817
-6,707
-9,173

8,547

-13,990

30,482
46,642
65,100

-14,090
-27,312
-49,404

34,618

-35,314

,9

10 ,22

3,556
8,444

15,724
8,343

5,530

-1,882

I
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U.S. industriee with emp
Employmeant,
United
States
346 Metal stampings:
1954 .
.......................
195 ............................

l&S,472
125,887
134,50

oynt
ioae--OontInued
Value
added,
United
States
(thousand
dollars)

Foreign trade (thousand dollars)
Exports

958,0O67
1,049,311
1,224,676

Difference, 1960 compared with
-912
1954 ...........................
266,609
369 Electrical products, n.e.c:
353
88,
644,38
1954 ..............................
18 ..............................
78,377 724,135
1960......................----909,289
87,788
Difference, I960 compared with
264, 921
1954
---------------............
383 Optical instruments and lenses:
8, 749
5, 371
1951 ..........................
7,184
60. 387
I9 ..-......-................
.......... 8,041
190 ............
79,406
Difference, 1960 compared with
-708
24,035
1964 ...........................
397 Watches and clocks:
29,504
200,676
195 ..............................
183. 556
26,157
1958 ..............................
26,162
238,773
1960 ..............................
Difference, 1900 compared with
-3,342
38,097
1954 ...........................
390 Miscellaneous manufacturing:
614,644
3, 9, 238
1954 ..............................
571,434
4, 754260
1958 ..............................
588,174
5,273,331
1960 ............................
Difference, 1960 compared with
-28,470
1,384,093
1954....................----sware:
o
ewelry
and
J
391ewy
47,930
302,058
1954...........................
323,316
1968
..
....................... 41,867
42,349
373,644
1960...........................
190 compared with
Difference,
-5,581
71, 886
1964
............................
396 Costume.Jewelry and notions:
66,675
318,312
1954
..............................
338,324
1958----W......................
58,274
1960................... ....
3K,130
52,630
Difference, 1960 compared with
-14,045
1964...........
w............
37,818
99 Miscellaneous and other:
358,209
2,422,132
194 ..............................
3,012,122
32A008
1 8..............................
336,366
3,279, 669
1960..............................
Difference, 1960 compared with
-21,848
1954 ............................
867,537
Total, aboveindustries:
1954............................ 4, 477. 233 28,161,864
18 ............................ 4,109.852 32,025, 99
19-0.......................... 4,172,597 36,164,186
Difference, 1960 compared with
-304,636
8,002, 322
1954 ...........................
Total, all industries:
15,645.491 117,032,326
1954 .........................
15,393,766 141,270,297
1958 .........................
16,124,061 163.230,807
1960......................----Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 .......................
478, 570 146,19, 481

17,499
13,130
9, 08

Imports

6,086
7,41
11,949

Balance

11,413
5,5?89
-2,84

-8,414

5,863

60,432
65,009
67, 995

1,532
4,171
9,244

-14,277
60, 838
58,751

7,563

7,712

-149

11,293
12,558
15,175

9, 5
19,242
24.727

1,737
-6684
-9, 55

3,882

15,171

-11,289

7,694
5,38
5,249

65,338
58,104
67,888

-57, 644
-5, 706
-62,639

-2,445
546,076
39M332
3K6225,
-149,851
11,941
19,336
29.464

2,550

-4, 995

320, 258
261, 280
694,229

225, 18
134, M2
-25,004

373,971

-53, 2
-81,
-8984
-97, 838

17, 518

93,455
109,022
127,302
33,847

16,519
13, 597
14,187

148,344
45, 780
401,664

-131, 82
-3Z 183
-387, 477

-2,332

253,320

-255,662

1,733,611
1,009,349
852,793

67,495
168,193
243, 454

, 666,116
841,156
609, 339

-880,818
3, 2, 549
2948, 496
2,858,336

175,9.

-16,329

-1,06,777

2,038,266 1,888,283
2,943,814
4,682
3,864,819 -1,006,483

-1,068, 213

1,826, 553

12,160,193
14,128,001
15,73,A320

5,546,961
7,725,919
9,912,611

6,613,232
6,402,082
5.840,709

3, 593,127

4,365,650

-772,523

-2, 894, 766
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. INDUSTRIES WITH EMPLOYMENT GAINS AND FAVORABLY DEVELOPING EXPORTIMPORT BALANCES, 1954, 1058, AND 1960
NOTE

Industries selected are all those for which data were available in the sources
which, in addition to showing an improvd balance of trade in 1960 as compared
with 1954, also experienced an increase in employment in the United States
for 1960 as compared with 1954.
SOURCES

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: 1958 Census of Manufactures, General Summary Subject Report MC58(1) and Area Reports MC58(3) :
1960 Annual Survey of Manufactures, "General Statistics for Industry Groups
and Selected Industries," 1AC60(AS)-1; "U.S. Commodity Exports as Related
to Output, 1958; U.S. Commodity Exports and Imports as Related to Output,
1958; U.S. Exports of Domestic and Foreign Merchandise," Report FT-410, and
U.S. Imports of Merchandise for Consumption," Report FT-110,1954, 1958, 1960.
METHODOLOGY NOTE

Because of the revision of the standard industrial classification system, employinent and value added data for both 1958 and 1954 were taken from the
110.5S Census of 'Manufactures. This decreased to some extent the industries
eligible for inclusion in these comparisons because a number of 3- and 4-digit
industries are shown in the 1958 Census with no historically comparable figures.
Adjusted value added data are shown for 1954 and 1958. Unadjusted value
added is obtained by subtracting the cost of materials, supplies and containers,
fuel, purchased electric energy, and contract work from the value of shipments
for products manufactured plus receipts for services rendered. Adjusted value
added also takes into account (a) value added by merchandising operations
(that is, the difference between the sales value and cost of merchandise sold
without further manufacture, processing, or assembly), plus (b) the net change
in finished goods and work-iu-process inventories between the beginning and
end of the year. The latter is a more comprehensive measure of the net production of goods and services by establishments defined as primarily maitfacturing.
For 1960, employment data have been obtained from the 1960 Annual Survey
of Manufactures which is based on reports from about 60,000 manufacturing
establishments selected out of a total of almost 300,000. This sample includes
all large manufacturing establishments, which account for approximately twothirds of all manufacturing employment, and, in varying proportions, the more
numerous medium- and small-sized establishments. The estimates obtained
vary from the totals that would have resulted from a complete canvass but,
for most industries, the relative magnitude of the sampling variation is no
greater than 1 percent.
For all years, export and import data have been compiled on the basis of a
clas-sification system developed by the Bureau of the Census which related the
import (schedule A) and export (schedule B) commodity codes to the 1957
Sta-ndard Industrial Classification. Because each of these commodity classificationis has been created independently and to serve a different purpose, a number of variances occur when an attempt is made to compare individual industries.
For this reason, the relationships shown for a number of three-digit industries
and even for some of the two-digit industries should be considered as approxiinations rather than precise comparisons of exports and imports with output
and employment. Nevertheless, these estimates are sufficiently valid to make
ticcurate comparisons between years since the method of tabulating the data
has been consistent for all years included.
Prepared by Surveys and Research Corp., Washington, D.C., for the Man-Made
Fiber Producers Associates. Inc.
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U.s. industries with employment gains
Employmentt
United
States

Dairy products:
1.54 ....................
.......... 283,431
1958 ............................
293,802
28,842
low ----------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
3,411
1
9
54.........
......
Canned and frozen foods:
199,238
1954 ..............................
223,323
1
9
68..........
....
236,503
1
9
60--------------Difference, 190 compared with
1954 ..........
5
4............... 37,265
cigarettes:
29,987
1954 .............................
33,832
1958 .............................
3, 118
9........
60.. ......
1
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954............................
6,131
Paper and allied products:
1954 .............................
527,
710
55,%398
1958 ..............................
19ow
--------------------------580,238
Difference, 1960 compared with
52,526
19M ...........................
Printing and publishing:
19M ----------------------- 80,482
1958 ..............................
864,101
1960.....................90,314
Difference, 160 compared with
1954 ...........................
104,832
Newspapers:
1954 ............................
280, 85
294,258
19.58............................
1960 ............................
307,423
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ..........................
28,528
Books:
57,400
1954 ..............................
1958 ..............................
68,694
75,821
1960.............................
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 .
.....................
18,421
Fibers, plastics, rubbers:
110,781
19M5.......................
1958 .............................
121.536
130,030
1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ..........................
19. 249
Drugs:
1954 .............................
92,062
1958 ............................
95, 940
102,088
1960 ............................
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ...........................
10,024
Footwear, cut dtock:
1954 .............................
20.
059
1I,,031
1958
1960 .............................
. .. . . . . . .. . . . ..
20, 066
Difference, 196 compared with
7
1954 ...........................
Pressed and blown glassware:
1954 .............................
91,334
1958 .............................
92. 045
99,909
1960 ............................
Difference, 1960 compared with
1954 ........................
8, 575
Primary metal industries:
1954 ..........................
1,169,831
1958 ............................
1,096,359
19M ............................
1,178.422
Difference, 190 compared with
9,091
1954 ...........................
Engines and turbines:
1954 ..............................
I
81,955
S95. 572
1958 ---------------------------190 ..............................
84.815
1)ifferencc, 190 compared with
Q4--..........................
2,8S0

Value
added
United
States
(thousand
dollars)

Foreign trade (thousand dollars)
Exports

81,328
187,796
116,964

Imports

Balance

33,998
45,439
49,898
18,900

45,332
142,357
67,068

129,795
26,40
2M06
365

137,632
162,202
208,010

-7,837
64,203
355

971,710

76, 70

68,378

8,192

676.593

67, 132
76,606
87, 02

37
31
61

57,095
76,575
87, 401

2,302, 548
2,88, 779
3,164,914
882,368
1,374,088
1,895,705
2,34, 798

1,130407

35163

21,738

453,814

30,330

24

30,306

4, 630, 153
5,707,474
6,.68, 545

233,123
306,458
424,579

885,288
947,932
1,060,622

-650,163
-641,474
-631.043

1,93, 392

189,453

176,338

14,121

6,403,08
7,922,962
9,262,335

86.435
112,887
138,820

16,827
27,744
39,263

69,60
85,143
99,557

2,869.247

52,383

22, 438

29,949

2,137,583
2.516,921
2,24, 534

2,702
3,931
3,602

-28

788,951
552 191
843.,034
1,141,970

2,383
2,04K6
2,337

2, 378
39,003
51,232

8,478
14,930
20,869

339
1,885
1,265
926
16.902
24,073
30,363

589, 779

25,854

12, s93

13,461

1,427,043
1,899,770
2,256,710

193, 947
429, 98
654,096

29,481
35,388
32.609

164,468
394,597
621,487

R28.667

460. 149

3,128

457,021

1,364,928
2.096,288
2.349. 105

241, 209
275.361
272, 114

24,512
29.525
39,450

216,697
245. 836

984,177

30,903

14,93M

15,967

87. 070
98. 380
113, 198

1, 846
2,949
3,153

347
570
1,325

26,128

1.307

078

678, 839
844,811
1,012, 533

47. 031
At 029
57,203

2,170
3, M82
6,038

333,694

10, 172

3,868

232,64

1,499
2.379
1,828
329
44,861
564,377
51,165

6,304

9,89, 138
11,671,341
13,314,076

689,710
901,914
1,191,317

956390
945, 73
1,351,225

3,414,938

501, 807

394,835

106, 772

650,901
1,067,971
99, 649

149. 795
215,128
220,028

2,719
6,607
14.609

147,076
209,519
205,327

348,748

70,231

11,980

58.251

-26
,8
-43,818
-159,908
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U.S. industries with employment galn.--0ontnued
Employment,
United
States

Value
added,
United
States
(thousand
dollars)

Special industry machinery:
165,746
1,223,538
1954 ----------------------------1,339,530
162,262
19,58.
..------------------------175,481
1,762,393
1960 ----------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
9,735
538, 855
1954 --------------------------379 Transportation equipment, n.e.c.:
12,767
79,217
1954 ----------------------------23,478
165,898
1958 ---------------------------28,276
202,350
1960 ----------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
15, 69
123,133
1954 --------------------------380 Instruments and related products:
272,586
27130,958
1954 ----------------------------2, 906, 390
..------------------------296, 558
1958 .
3,763,074
333,844
1960 ----------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
61,258
1,632,116
1954 --------------------------393 Musical instruments and parts:
15,407
94,213
1954 ----------------------------131,703
1958 .
.-------------------------- 17,450
21,864
149,388
1960 ---------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
55,175
6,457
1954 --------------------------395 Office supplies:
28,218
200,908
1954 ---------------------------29,131
236,997
1958 ---------------------------29,777
268,028
1960 --------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
67,120
------------------1,659
1954---.-.
Total, above industries:
3,904,094 33,223,221
1954 ----------------------------41,910,553
4,018,818
1958 ----------------------------4,252,583 48,661,503
1960 --------------------------Difference, 1960 compared with
348,489 15,438,282
1954 -------------------------Total, all industries:
15,645,491 117,032,326
1954 .............................
15,393,766 141,270,297
1958 -------------------------1960 -------------------------16,124,061 163,230,807
Difference, 1960 compared with
478,570 46,198, 481
1954 ............................
355

Foreign trade (thousand dollars)

Exports

Imports

Balance

317,412
394,541
497,808

29,065
41,940
64,881

288,347
352,601
432,927

180,396

35,816

144,5W

12,378
20,739
18,678

419
1,338
1,176

11,959
19,401
17, 502

6,300

757

5,543

199,367
324,926
393,207

97,192
131,577
167,233

102,175
193,349
225,974

193,840

70,041

123,799

4,384
6,146
11,323

11,878
12,883
18,147

-7,494
-6,737
-6,824

6,939

6,269

670

23,284
24,599
28,105

931
1,736
2,632

22,35
22,863
25,473

4,821

1,701

3,120

2,470,176
3,544,467
4,321,220

2,230,882
2,383,296
3,055,267

239,294
1,161,171
1, 265, 953

1,851,044

824,385

1,026,659

12,160,193
14,128,001
15,73,320

5,546,961
7,725,919
9,912,611

6,613,23
6,402,082
5,840,709

3,593,127

4,365, 650

-772, 523

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. T. C. Keeling, Jr., of the
Koppers Co.
Take a seat, Mr. Keeling, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS C. KEELING, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, CHEMICALS & DYESTUFFS DIVISION,
KOPPERS CO., INC.
Mr. KEELING. I am Thomas C. Keeling, Jr., vice president and general manager of the Chemicals & Dyestuffs Division of Koppers Co.,
Inc. I wish to express my views on the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
on behalf of my division and as a member of the organic chemicals
industry.
The objectives of the proposed Trade Expansion Act, among other
things, to stimulate econonuc growth of the United States andmaintain and enlarge foreign markets, are certainly laudable. Much of the
testinnony which has been given before the House Ways and Means
Committee has been used by the supporters of H.R. 11970 to confuse
the question of who is for the bill and who is opposed to it. In the
hearings before the Ways and Means Committee a great number of in-
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dustrialists have appeared, some supporting the bill; others opposing
it; and still othei -offering constructive suggestions for improvements.
Since some of these witnesses favored the objectives of the bill, the
supporters of the bill have tried to label it as an "industry endorsed"
measure. While, as I say, the objectives are quite laudable, I cannot
believe that any businessman would support the bill if in his best
judgment his company's earning power would be seriously jeopardized
or any significant portion of his stockholders' equity would be made
unprofitable and the employees displaced by imported merchandise.
The question then arises as to how a businessman can support the
bill and at the same time feel that he can keep faith with his stockholders and the employees of his company.

An industrialist conld certainly support the proposed Trade Exlpansion Act if he were reasonably convinced that-1. Imports could not compete with his products due to the fact that
international plus domestic transportation costs would price the imports out of the market.

2. Labor costs (which are the area on which the European and
Japanese producers have most significant "edge" over U.S. manufacturers) are not a significant portion of his overall cost of operation, so that with comparable technology the U.S. producer would be
competitive with the foreign manr facturer.
3. U.S. duties are presently insignificant as compared to external
duties of the foreign countries. By removal of bothbarriers, the U.S.
manufacturer might face slight additional competition, but the foreign
producer would be shorn of substantial protection; in other words, the
foreign producer would be subjected to much more competitive activity
from U.S. sources.
4. His company's products are of a proprietary nature, which are
marketed by brand name, and are supported by substantial advertising in the U.S. market. His home market would be relatively safe
from foreign proprietary products; and at the same time reduction in
foreign duties might open new markets for his products.
5. He has hedged against tariff reductions by placing plants abroad,
which would stand to benefit by exporting into the United States if
tariffs were reduced.
6. His company might be classified as a "service industry" which
is not subject to import competition.
7. His interest might lie in any one or combination of the above
categories and he is personally an out-and-out free trader with the
pious hope that somehow U.S. industry will work out of its difficulties
without being too badly marred and scarred.
The organic chemical industry, in general, and the dyestuffs industry, in particular, are not in any of these categories. These industries stand to be hurt and hurt badly if substantial tariff reductions
-aremade in accordance with the broad powers which are proposed to
be authorized under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. It is true that
the organic chemical industry has in the past contributed a substantial
favorable trade balance, but this has only been possible through special
situations on products which could be exported profitably due to
specialty characteristics or the fact that foreign capacities had not yet
come into being to take care of foreign needs. This favorable trade
balance was only possible as a result o-f the fact that the great body of
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products in the line of domestic business was protected by tariffs and
not allowed to be displaced by imports.
The Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association engaged the Arthur D. Little Co. to make a survey showing the effect that
proposed thrift changes would have on organic chemical imports.
Many of you have seen copies of this report or the summary of the
report, which indicates that iy'hports can reach a level of 10 percent
of total annual organic chemical sales. This would be five times the
plivsent import volume.
The report goes on to say that in the case of dyes and other highly
upgraded chemicals, which contain larger labor costs, even higher
percentage losses would be realized.
I wish to testify that, based upon intimate knowledge of our production costs of dyes and the prices at which foreign producers offer
these same products in the world markets, the report is certainly a
conservative estimate of what could happen to dyestuffs production
in this country. Our present average margin of profit before taxes on
dyes is a small fraction of the duty applied to imported dyes. If requested I shall be glad to reveal 'to the committee on a confidential
basis our exact percentage of profit,. It is obvious that a reduction in
duties, which on most dyes amounts to 40 percent of American selling
price plus 7 cents per pound, would more than wipe out the modest
profit. In addition, a reduction in sales volume of 15 to 20 percent as
projocted by the report would increase costs of remaining production
to the point that we would not be able to continue our dyestuffs operation.
The great preponderance of testimony from the organic chemicals
industry before this committee and the House WVays and Means Committee has pointed to the pitfalls for our industry which lie ahead if
the proposed tariff act is put into effect and reductions were applied
to organic chemicals. This testimony was given in all sincerity. If
the indlust ry is to be believed as to the disastrous effect of tariff reductios, I respectfully raise the questions:
(1) Why not delete the organic chemicals industry from tariff
negotiations by an act of Congress?
(2) If other industries which favor the Trade Expansion Act
feel that exports can be increased by tariff reductions, why not
let the tariff reductions by the Common Market be negotiated
on the basis of what those industries are willing and able to
concede in reductions of U.S. duties?
Even if some portion of the chemical industry does not agree with
this suggestion, let them be privileged to step forward to the President, and request reductions of U.S. tariffs on their par-icular products
in exchange for negotiated reductions on these same items abroad.
It is well enough for other industries to say, in effect, "Let's negotiate away protective tariffs on organic chemicals because we may get
some concessions which will benefit us." If lower tariffs on organic
chemicals would not be a significant plum for the European Economic
Community and other foreign trade areas, why would they be willing
to give up important protection cn other products for reduction in
tariffs on organic chemicals? We in the organic chemicals industry
can see that the industry and the economy as a whole would be injured by tariff reductions on our commodities. 'here are undoubtedly
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other industries which are acutely aware of the dangers of tariff reductions in addition to the glass and textile industries, for which the
President has made special provisions. They should be accorded
protection long with the chemical industry. We should not have to
wait until we and other vulnerable industries have been closed down
before protection is given. This country must not negotiate sweeping
-tariff reductions on the organic chemicals industry which would further aggravate our balance of payments position.
The Arthur D. Little report points out that the present favorable
balance of trade of the chemical industry would be more than wiped
out by the proposed tariff reductions, which would result in this industry being in a negative balance of trade position.
Thank you, sir.
In addition, I have submitted written testimony which I would
like to have incorporated in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record.
Any questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Keeling.
Mr. KEELING. Thank you.

(The written testimony of Mr. Keeling follows:)
WRI

TEN TESTIMONY OF THOMAS C. KEELING, JR., To BE SUBMITTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, AUGUST 8, 1962
While I do not agree that the chemical industry should be included under the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, I feel that for the economic protection of the
country and all American industry H.R. 11970 should be further modified.
The proposed Trade Expansion Act in the form of H.R. 11970 gives too broad
powers to the President and too little consideration for the drastic effects that
tariff reductions would have on any particular Industry, company, or plant. The
following specific points cover areas in which the bill is particularly deficient:
(1) The bill offers no peril-point procedure requiring that products, which
would be hurt by unfair import competition, not be subject to tariff negotiation.
The peril-point procedure would help to prevent U.S. industry being irreparably
damaged in those cases where it could be foreseen beforehand that tariff reductions would put them in jeopardy.
(2) The bill should be provided with a strong escape-clause procedure which
would permit readjustments of tariffs in those cases where reductions had been
made, but the injury was not foreseen. The escape-clause procedure as written
into H.R. 11970 is an improvement over H.R. 9900, but the mechanism is much
too cumbersome to effect adjustment in any reasonable length of time.
(3) In its present form the bill requires that the President select a comprehensive classifications of articles by category "to determine the groups of articles
on which tariff reductions will be considered." Because of the complexity and
interrelation of the organic chemical industry, reduction of tariffs on a group
basis can lead to serious dislocations within the industry. So that the effect of
proposed tariff reductions can be more nearly assessed, it is imperative that
chemicals be dealt with on a product by product basis and not be grouped. If a
chemical would be of significance in making a tariff concession, it is certainly
worthy of being identified specifically.
(4) As written the present bill does not give recognition to the fact that serious
damage can be done by tariff reduction, unless a whole company has'become
unprofitable. Escape-clause relief should be possible If a plant were Jeoparized by
tariff reduction rather than the whole firm.
(5) The Defense Department should be required to specify which segments of
industry (where applicable) and specific products which are vital to overall
national defense. These industries and specific products should be removed
from the list of items on which tariff reductions might be made.
(6) Provisions for adjustment assistance should be removed from the bill.
(7) Any concessions on U.S. tariffs granted under the proposed bill should be
specifically reserved to those countries which have made concessions in their
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tariffs to products of U.S. origin. In other words, the most-favored-nation concept
should be strickea from our tariff policy.
I strongly recommend that H.R. 11970 be amended in accordance with the
proposals of Senator Buch of Connecticut as reported in the Congresslonal Record
of the Senate August 2, 1962, page 14371.
Respectfully submitted.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. W. K. Coolidge, Chicago
Copper &Chemical Co.
Mr. Coolidge, take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF WINTHROP K. CooLIDGE, PRESIDENT, CHiCAGO
COPPER & CHEMICAL CO.
Mr. COOLIDGE. My name is Winthrop K. Coolidge.

On behalf of the Chicago Copper & Chemical Co., which I represent,
its employees an security holders, I wish to thank this committee for
permitting me to present our views on H.R. 119 710.
Chicago Copper & Chemical Co. manufactures barium chemicals,
principally precipitated barium carbonate. We have not been in the
copper business for many years.
Barium carbonate is one of he major industrial chemicals. It is used
for the purification of brines in the manufacture of caustic and chlorine; in oil well drilling; by manufacturers of brick, tile, sewer pipe,
vitreous enamels, glass, steel treating compounds, barium magnets,
electronics parts, and in the manufacture of other barium chemicals.
The latter have important military uses.
IMPORTANCE OF TARIFF PROTECTION TO CHICAGO COPPER & CHEMICAL CO.

Our company, the earliest to enter our line of business in the United
States, was incorporated in 1912. We have seen 17 competitors go in
and out of the manufacture of barium carbonate. Nine of these companies discontinued operation at times which would indicate their
demise was due to import competition.
We are currently one of five manufacturers of precipitated barium
carbonate in the United States. We must be efficient to have withstood this competition.
H.R. 11970, if passed, spells our death warrant. Even if the President reduces our protective tariff only 50 percent which is the minimum called for in the bill, our industry will be eliminated.
The bill calls for aid to injured industries in the form of loans and
assistance to companies in converting to other products. The chemical
industry is composed largely of giants. We are small with a small
base for loans and a small organization and a small plant which does
not lend itself to conversion-special equipment put in over the years
for our special purposes. To change over and compete with the giants
in othtr segments of our industry is out of the question.
OUR VIEWS ON GENERAL TARIFF POLICY

In our opinion the considerations which nuke tariff protection for
U.S. industry necessary at this time and in the foreseeable future are:
(a) Labor costs in Europe are approximately one-third of those
in the United States. Ours are rising faster than theirs, dollarwise
if not percentagewise.
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.(b) The inflation in the United States which tends to mak,all costs
••
increase.
(c) The continuing increase in U.S. costs has rendered the fixed
dollar tariffs relatively less and less effective percentagewise. For in,.
stance in our case, barium carbonate in 1926, $20 tariff versus $60.35
per ton f.o.b., works price equals 33 percent ratio; in 1928, $30 tariff
versus 61.45 per ton, f.o.b., works price equals 49 percent ratio; in
1951, $24 tariff versus $85 per ton, f.o,b, works price equals 28 percent
ratio; in 1962, $24 tariff versus $111.50 per ton, f.o.b., works price
equals 21 percent ratio.
(d) The aid which has been given European industries by lend-lease
and in other forms since World War II hag enabled them to build
modern, efficient plants. In contrast, policies of the U.S. Government
have permitted insufficient sums to be set aside through depreciation
allowances to cover replacements and help to improve plants.
(e) European advantages of monopolies and cartels not permitted
or wanted in the United States.
(f) We believe imports into the United States from Europe will
grow faster than exports from the United States to Europe, if there
is a further mutual lowering of the tariffs. In the appendix II to
our written brief submitted to your committee, we have shown that
comparing the year 1950, which was the year preceding the last lowering of tariffs under GATT, with the year 1960, the latest year in
which a full 12 months figures are available, exports of all commodities
to Europe from the United States grew by a ratio of 2.19:1, while imports of all commodities from Europe to the United States grew by a
ratio of 3.07:1. (The sources of these figures are the U.S. Department of Commerce "Survey of Current Business" Annual Review
numbers for February 1951, February 1952, and February 1962.)
Perhaps even more significant is to compare exports to Europe from
the United States and imports from Euro pe to the United States in
1950 which were $2,953,140,000 value and $1,388,760,000 respectively
with the averages for the years 1958, 1959, and 1960 which were
$5,220,700,000 for U.S. exports to Europe and $4,077,400,000 for U.S.
imports from Europe. The increase in the U.S. exports to Europe
for this period was $2,267,560,000 while the increase in value of corresponding imports was $2,688,600,000. The ratios are 1.77:1 for the
exports versus 2.94:1 for the imports. The dollar increase in imports
exceeded the dollar increase in exports by $421,040,000. Again the
source of figures is U.S. Department of Commerce "Survey of Current
Business" Annual Review numbers. One of the great cries by those
in favor of GATT and mutual lowering of tariffs after World War
II, was that the Europeans needed more dollar exchange and that we
should help them to obtain it and thus lessen the alleged necessity of
our various other forms of aid by increasing imports into the United
States relative to exports from the United States. The above figures
show that this is exactly what happened.
Now the proponents of mutual lowering of tariffs cry that, it is
needed for exactly the opposite reason. Neither the record, nor the
admitted existence of fundamentally lower costs and standards of
living in Europe support this latter view.
(g) We believe the statement, "Wle are more efficient than the
Europeans due to automation, mass production, etc." (insofar as it may
87270-42-pt 3--13
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now be applicable and true) will not long be applicable as the Europeans are admittedly growing and progressing faster than we are.
(h) Low tariff and free trade advocates usually assume that a foreign nation with whom we are currently friendly will remain friendly,
and therefore that sources upon which we will become dependent, if
U.S. manufacturers are eliminated, will remain available. All history
teaches that alliances and alinements change, and that our friends of
today are our enemies of tomorrow.
(i) We anticipate absolute ruin of ourselves and our industry if the
present law is changed in the direction of H.R. 11970.
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

If the Reciprocal Trade Act must be renewed, we recommend that,(a) The peril point clause should be stiffened to prohibit the
breaching of it. President Kennedy stated in his recent announcement of the results of the negotiations last year, that the
negotiators had breached the peril point 60 or 70 times.
* (b) The escape clause relief should be mandatory.
(c) We feel that Congress should not delegate any more power
or responsibility to the executive branch of the Government, We
believe the President already has far toogreat a load of responsibility and the executive branch too much power.
Thank you.
The CIIAMIrANx. Thank you, Mr. Coolidge. Thank you very
much, sir.
Any questions ?
Mr. CooLmDGE. Thank you.
(The appendixes to Mr. Coolidge's statement follow:)
APPENDIX I

Manufacturers of barium carbonate who have discontinued production
IU.S. Department of the Interior)
Company

Location

.......
M elrose ,Calif ...........
B arbour C hemical W orks ---------------------.......
....-----..-....
M etals A, Chemicals Extraction Corp------------ Oakland, Call
Southgate, Calif---------------------Los Angeles Chemical Co -----------------------El Portal, Calif --------------------Nation-l Pigments Co. .....--------------------Alton, Ill ..............................
Consolidated Chemical Products Co -----------do -------------------------------Basic Chemical Manufacturing Co ---------------.....
do--.------------------------Alton Barium Products -----------------------Orasselli Chemical Co. (purchased by Du Pont, Grasselli, N.J .........................
1931).
New York, N.Y ......................
Fort Morris Chemical Works ......................
Swet water, Tenn -------------------Durex Chemical Corp ----------------------------------------- -----------Bertha Mineral Co. (New Jersey Zinc Co.) -----------....... do
Johnson City, Tenn -----------------Cltnchfield Products Corp -----------------------Charleston W. Va -- _--------------Bollin Chemical Co -- _------_---------------Wheeling, V. Va ......-------------Hazel-Aths Glass Co -----------------------------

New J'ersev -----------------------Gabriel A' Shaw ----------------------------Huntington, W. Va ------------------Standard Ultramarine Co -----------------------Barium Reduction Corp _--------------- ------ South Charleston, W. Va -----------1 This may have been witherite (natural carbonate).
' Not avallable.
I About 1933-41.

Period of
production
1915-18
1921-22
1929-31
1931-32
1919-20
1924-25
1926-30
1930-34
1917
1915-23
1924-26
1917-19
1917-22
1932

(1)
()

1922-58
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APPENDIX II,
(From U.S.

Department of Commerce "Survey of Current Business," annual review
numbers, February 1951, February 1952, and February 19621

Value
A. U.S. exports to Europe 1950 (obtained by adding monthly figures)
----------------------------------------$2, 953,18 000
B. U.S. imports from Europe 1950 (obtained by adding monthly
figures) --------------------------------------1,38,288,000
C. U.S. exports, calendar year 1960, to Europe (obtained by
multiplying average monthly figure by 12) ------------6,480,000,000
D. U.S. imports, calendar year 1960, from Europe (obtained by
multiplying average monthly figure by 12) ------------4,267,200,000
C divided by A equals 2.19:1.
D divided by B equals 3.07:1.
APPENDIX III

Tariff
" on precipitated barium carbonate
"Per

ert tots

Prior to 1928
---------------------------------------------------- $20
1928 to 1950 ------------------------------------------------------80
1951 to date ----------------------------------------24
The CHAMrMAN. The next witness is Mr. Clark L. Wilson of thd

Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee.
Mr. Wilson, take a seat and proceed.
STATEMENT OF CLARK L. WILSON, CHAIRMAN, EMERGENCY
LEAD-ZINC COMMITTEE
Mr. WrLsox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Clark L. Wilson, chairman of the Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee. My personal experience includes over 20 years in the exploration and operating phases of lead and zinc and other metal mining in the United States. Members of the committee for which I
speak account for at least 90 percent of domestic mine production of
lead and about 80 percent of domestic mine production of zinc. Attached is a list of domestic mining companies represented by the
Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee.
Lead and zinc are the two commodities that exemplify to the utmost the complete failure of the Trado Agreements Act to provide
the necessary assistance as was contemplated by the Congress to aid
industries injured by imports. This failure has been due entirely to
discretionary Executive powers that have been used to nullify the intent of the legislation.
First, lead and zinc are two commodities that have faithfully followed every single procedure of the Trade Agreements Act in seeking
a solution to their problem, caused by unneeded and excessive imports.
Second, they are the only two commodities in the United States
that have received unanimous findings of injury by the U.S.
Tariff Commission. Notwithstanding these decisions in 1954
and 1958, the Commission's recommendations were disregarded in
whole or in part, and conditions have steadily worsened, with more
and more -f the industry forced out of business.
Third, after 8 years of pleading by the industry, action was finally
taken by the Chief Executive in October 1958. Absolute quotas were
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imposed on imported lead and zinc; however, the recommendations
of the Tariff Commission were not followed, and the President proclaimed something considerably less effective than the Commission
had reconinended.
Because of their inadequacy, these quotas as presently constituted
have been ineffective in c ring the injury to the industry, and prices
and production within the domestic industry have steadily deteriorated. The most that can be said for quotas is that without them the
conditions in the domestic industry would have become chaotic. Had
the quotas and duties recommended by the Tariff Commission been
adopted, some alleviation of the injury would have been accomplished.
Our industry also has been the subject of Tariff Commission study
under section 332 of the Trade Agreements Act on three occasion.
These examinations, including one 7 months ago, verify the findings
of injury from excessive imports determined under the escape clause,
but, of course, do not correct the problem.
Another two reports, 1960 and 1961, have been prepared for the
President by the Tariff Commission as required under Executive
Order 10401, reporting on conditions within the industry as affected
by the imposition of quotas.
The statistical information in these two reports also reaffirmed that
injury from imports continues. By law, this examination cannot provide added protection, but the reports both recommended no relaxation of the present meager controls.
Our experience has been that the present Trade Agreements Act
provides no easy road to relief, in fact there has too often been no
road at all. Even though a finding oY injury is obtained from the
Tariff Commission, the industry's case is still subjvrct to disposition
under the broad powers of the President, with no effective provision
for consultation with the Congress.
There are certain important principles of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act that would be eliminated by H.R. 11970 as(a). The President would be given more discretionary power,
when our experience has indicated it should be less; and
(b) H.R. 11970 would make it even more difficult for an industry injured by imports mo obtain relief, when our experience has
indicated that it should be made less difficult.
1. As previously pointed out, the lead-zinc mining industry well
knows that use of the escape clause under the Trade Agreements Extension Act has not been an "easy road to relief." This law provides
for initiation of escape clause action by Congress, by the President, or
by the indsutry itself. If the Tariff Commission finds injury, it may
recommend corrective action for consideration by the President. So,
even though it has not been fully effective, the escape clause does provide a route to relief that is not predicated on the sacrifice of an industry.
In investigating a case of injury to an industry resulting in whole
or in part from a tariff concession, the escape clause provides for determination of actual or relative serious injury with appropriate recommendations for correction, taking into consideration a downward
trend of production, employment, prices, profits, wages, and sales.
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Legislation should not discriminate against those who have already
suffered because of national trade policy in favor of those who will
suffer by a continuation of this policy.
There are a few independent mining operations, losing money, still
operating, waiting for the day that Congress enacts a tariff bill sufficient to maintain the nucleus of a domestic mining industry. They
could probably qualify for adjustment assistance that apparently is
directed toward adjustment of a firm or an industry into something
new and different and to abandonment of the old activity or industry
that has been injured by lack of adequate import restrictions. The
only asset these firms have is a natural resource that must be mined
and developed to be of value. These assets cannot be utilized by
retraining the employees or using the facilities for some other business. Their only help, as provided under H.R. 11970, would be technical assistance, loans, and tax carryback. These mines through
necessity have become as efficient as humanly possible and technical
assistance as a remedy is useless. Loans will not help correct their
problems. It will take better metal prices. A tax carryback is
worthless to a company that has consistently lost money for the past
5 to 10 years. In other words, the only available relief under
H.R. 119A, that would apply to a small segment of the overall
industry injured by imports would provide no effective remedy.
We are impressed with the importance attached to the need for
expanded foreign trade, and we are equally impressed with the
emphasis being placed on provisions of I.R. 11970 that are reported
to be so designed, that industries damaged by increased imports would
have easily available recourse to effective procedures that will correct
these inequities. This is needed particularly by our natural resources
that are the backbone of our economy and should be encouraged to
remain strong rather than be provided with palliatives to compensate
for their loss.
Based on our knowledge of the lead-zinc industry and our experience of the past 10 years, we can state without equivocation that the
escape-clause procedures and the "adjustment assistance" proposal
in H.R. 11970 will not solve the problems of our industry and preserve it as a vital segment of our natural resources economy.
Adjustment assistance should be eliminated from the proposed legi.lation. 11.R. 11970 should maintain the definitions and procedures
of the escape clause of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Act and
provide further that the President must accept and implement the
maximum tariff recommendations of a Tariff Commission finding
for protection of an industry unless a majority of one House will
approve a lesser proposal from the Executive.
Mr. Chairman, the Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Hodges, was asked
by a member of your committee if the escape-clause provisions of
H.R. 11970 posed any greater threat to the lead and zinc industry
than under present law. His answer was "No." Our case clearly
demonstrates that his answer should have been "Yes." The proposed
provisions of this bill will effectively eliminate any possibility for
future escape-clause assistance to the lead-zinc mining industry.
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2. Let us examine the tariff assistance that would be available to
our industry if we were able to obtain another finding of injury due
to excessive imports. The President would be limi' 6d to declaring
a tariff no -nore than 50 percent above the rates existing on July 1,
1934. We know from long and sad experience that these rates are
not sufficient to maintain our domestic mines, particularly in times
of world overproduction of these metals.
The Members of Congress, particularly from the mining States,
have for many years been well aware of the need for controls more
effective than provided by escape-clause and trade-agreement procedures. Their interest in the lead-zinc industry has been expressed
by their efforts to obtain legislation to correct this particular situation. This interest is continuing in this session of Congress with the
full support of the mining industry we represent.
3. The Trade Agreements Extension Act contains the so-called
Purtell amendment that provides for conversion of 1934 rates to an
ad valorem equivalent and application of these rates as upper limits
based on current market conditions. This same principle should be
reaffirmed in H.R.11970 to allow the Tariff Commission to make effective tariff recommendations, following a finding of injury due to
excessive, unneeded imports.
4. Under the Trade Agreements Extension Act, negotiations for
tariff reductions are preceded by peril-point hearings before the Tariff Commission to determine whether tariff reductions are warraned
and to establish peril points as limits of tariff reductions. These peril
points have been an important deterrent to unwarranted comprehensive rate reduction and should not be weakened as proposed in H.R.
11970.
We wish to state again that our industry does not fail to recognize
the importance of world trade, and it is not opposed to the general
goals that the administration wishes to attain. It is, however, unequivocally opposed to the principle in the proposed legislation that
would anticipate and accept the possibility of sacrifice of important
natural resource industries in our Nation. We do not believe it is
in the national interest for the brush to sweep so broadly.
The lead-zinc mining industry has demonstrated during the past
few years that our present Trade Agreements Act is not effective, even
in cases of proven serious injury. We believe this committee and this
Congress should look to means of encouraging the discovery, and production of all natural resources, not only as a sound economic principle for the United States, but as a means of maintaining a readily
available supply of indispensable materials. This can best be done
by equalizing the present inequities between United States and foreign
production costs with adequate tariffs.* This will require procedures
under the law that will be effective and not frustrating, as illustrated
by our experience of the past 10 years under the present law.
H.R. 11970 must be amended to satisfy the need for adequate and
meaningful safeguards against import injury, Which need the Presi-
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dent recognized not only in his message on the trade program but also
by his recent action in the glass case, in the rug and carpet case, in
the cotton textile Geneva arrangements, and in establishing the oilimport quotas.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Effective provisions to provide the essential safeguards against import injury have been introduced in this Congress, and the bill, HR.
8850, maintains some of the limitations of present law but redefines
other provisions to expedite interpretation and effective action. For
example:
1. The principle of peril-point hearings prior to foreign-trade negotiations would be maintained and further strengthened by limiting
tariff reductions to the levels established by the Tariff Commission
as a result of such hearings.
2. H.R. 8850 would maintain the principles of the Purtell amendment of the present Trade Agreements Act and broaden the base year
for computing a 50-percent increase for ad valorem rates from 1934 to
the nearest calendar year in which imports were sufficient to establish
an import value to be used. This could be important to our industry,
as there were no imports of lead metal in 1934
3. In addition to defining better guidelines for Tariff Commission
authority with the Commission still making the necessary findings
and determinations for necessary relief to an injured industry the bill
has a most important provision that the President shall proclaim the
necessary tariff modifications (the recommendations for greater relief
in a case of a divided decision) unless(a) Either House of Congress a pproves by a majority vote
a modification proposed by the President: or
(b) Either House of Congress by a majority vote determines
that the recommendation shall not be effective.
A similar provision in the Trade Agrements Extension Act would
probably have eliminated the inaction of the executive department
in 1954 and the ineffective limited action in 1958 following the escape
clause proceedings and findings of the lead-zinc mining industry during the 1950's.
Our industry requests your earnest consideration of these constructive provisions to be included in any trade agreements legislation
recommended by this committee. They will provide the practical
means to assure continuation and strengthening of industries such as
ours that are essential to the United States only through continued
development and production of oui particular products and are not
to be considered as potential cases for redevelopment and adjustment
assistance. We have faith in the future of U.S. lead-zinc 'mining,
based on past and present experience and knowledge. We now look
to the Congress for cooperation in providing business climate that
will encourage this important industry.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much.
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(The exhibit to Mr. Wilson's statement follows:)
EMERGENCY

LEAD-ZINo

COMMITTEE

MEMBERS OF THE DOMESTIC LEAD-ZINC MINING INDUSTRY REPRESENTED BY TUN
EMERGENCY LEAD-ZINC COMMITTEE

Marget Ann Mine
The Anaconda Co.
The Eagle-Picher Co.
Mifflin Mining Co.
Piquette Mining & Milling Co.
Vulcan Silver-Lead Corp.
Zanetti Bros.
Highland-Surprise Consolidated Mining Co.
Nabob Silver Lead Co.
The Bunker Hill Co.
Sunshine Mines
Frank N. Marr Lease
Sidney Mining Co.
Lincoln Mining Co.
Smith Kersage Lease
Hecla Mining Co.
Mascot Mines, Inc.
Golconda Lead Mines
Lucky Friday Silver Lead Mines Co.
Day Mines, Inc.
Clayton Silver Mines
Sunshine Consolidated, Inc.
Silver Syndicate, Inc.
Vindicator Mine
St. Joseph Lead Co.
McFarland & Hullinger
Shattuck-Denn Mining Corp.
Park City Consolidated Mines Co.
King Lease, Inc.
The New Jersey Zinc Co.
Callahan Mining Corp.
Camp Bird, Ltd.
Rico Argentine Mining Co.
Jordan Mines
Emperius Mining Co.
Shenandoah Dives Mining Co.
Argyle Mining & Milling Corp.
Superior Mines Corp.
Mile High Mining Co.
Silver Bell
Mountain View Mining Co.
Tintic Standard Mining Co.
International Smelting & Refining Co.
Eagle & Blue Bell Mining Co.
El Dorado Mining Co.
Machinery Center, Inc.
Mecca Mining Co.
Mountain Minerals Investment Co.
Ophir Mine
Silver King Western Mining Co.
Silver Lake Mining Co.
Temple Mountain Uranium Co.
Standard Metals Mining Co.
Wasatch Mines Co.
Cardiff Mining & Milling Co.
Katie Lode Mining Co.
Mountain View Mining Co.
National Resources Corp.

Yankee Consolidated Mining Co.
Silver Sun Mines, Inc.
C. C. Mining Co.
Alta United Mines Co.
Utah Minerals Co.
Rainbo Gold Mines Corp.
Heinecke Bros.
Prince Construction Co.
Alta Venture
Continental Exploration Co.
Dry Gulch Mining Co.
Edwards & Perkins
Metcalfe Mining Co.
Seccee Mining & Development Co.
New Quincy Mine
Bueno Mining Co.
Tintic Ophir Mining Co.
Revelator Mine
Peru Mining Co.
Empire Zinc Co.
L. A. Patton & Associates
Gene Galassini
U.S. Smelting Refining & Mining Co.
United Park City Mines Co.
New Park Mining Co.
Godiva
Arundel
Peter Martin
Combined Metals Reduction Co.
Pend Oreille Mines & Metals Co.
Consolidated Eureka Mining Co.
Centennial Development Co.
Argent Mine
Centennial Beck Mine
Pine Creek
Hand Mines
Trout Mining Co.
Taylor-Knapp Co.
Lively Mining Co.
Scratch All and Silver Hill Mines
Nancy Lee Mines
St. Paul Lead Co.
Governor Tilden Mine
Silver Buckle Mining Co.
Argentina Mine
Duplex & Quartette Mines
Lead King Mine
Sultan Mine
Three Kids Mine
Yellow Pine Mine
Cleveland Mine
Kelly Mine
Spruce Standard Mining Co.
Nevada Monarch Consolidated Mines
Rip Van Winkle Mine
Index & Copper Tunnells
Harmill & Monitor Mines
Mountain View or Lone Mountain Mine
Pelmont Mine
Flux Mine
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EMEwCrY LzAD-ZiNO Commiz--0ontnued
MEMBERS Or THE DOMESTIC LEAD-ZINo MINING INDUSTRY REPRESENTED BY THE
EMERGENCY LEAD-ZINO coMmiTrcE-Contilnued
Nash Mining Co.
Seventy-Nine Mine
Spring Canyon Mine
Larsen & Reed
Marvel Mining Co.
Privateer
Empire
Drill Steel Mining Co.
Chief Consolidated Mining Co.
Richmond-Eureka Mine
Mount Hope Mine
Mill Canyon Mine
Diamond-Excelsior Mine
Cortez Mine
West Coast Mine
Copper Canyon
Groom Mine
Prince Mine
Apex Mine

Susan Duster Mine
Lincoln Mine
Mount Lion Mine
Bristol Silver Mine
Caselton & No. 1 Mines
Ely Valley Mine
Comet Mine
Simon Silver Lead Mine
San Rafael Mine
Henrietta Mine
Union Lode Mine
Mount Wheeler Mines
Ward Mine
Grand Deposit Mine
Atler Mine
Compadre Mines
LeRoi Mine
TiaJuana Mine
ASSOCIATIONS

Arizona Small Mines Operators
Association
Clear Creek County Metal
Mining Association
Colorado Mining Association
Idaho Mining Association
Montana Mining Association

Nevada Mining Association
New Mexico Mining Association
Northwest Mining Association
Utah Mining Association
Wisconsin, Illinois, & Iowa Lead &
Zinc Producers Association

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. T. E. Veltfort, of the Copper & Brass Research Association.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE E. VELTFORT, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
COPPER & BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Mr. VELTFORT. Mr. Chairman, I am Theodore E. Veltfort, managing director of the Copper & Brass Research Association, often called
CABRA. This is a trade association representing virtually all of
the brass mills in this country. As listed in appendix I attached to
my full statement, the members consist of 37 companies with mills
located in 15 different States.
Since the time allotted to me would be insufficient to present my full
statement orally, I have prepared this summary of the key points
for presentation today, but I respectfully request that the printed
record of the hearings include my full statement, copies of which are
in the hearing room.
In understand, Mr. Chairman, that this procedure is acceptable to
the committee.
The CIIAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. VELTFORT. The brass mill industry opposes H.R. 11970. ThiL
bill is an improvement over the original administration bill, H.R.
9900, but it still does not provide the minimum safeguards necessary
to preserve basic domestic industries essential in our economy.
r! he brass mill industry cofistitutes a basic metal industry essential
to our economy. It fabricates raw copper and copper alloys collec-.
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tively called brass, into basic mill products such as tube, rod, and
sheet. Brass mills have the same relationship to the copper industry
as the steel mills have to iron and steel, and the aluminum mills to
aluminum. ,Ve believe that no successful industrial economy can exist today without strong industries in steel, aluminum and in copper
and brass and they must not be allowed to decline.
Our industry normally employs about 30,000 production workers
and 10,000 additional administrative employees. Most of the domestic mills are "small businesses" but are an important factor in their
local communities. The wages paid by the mills are among the highest in the country, averaging $3.30 per hour in February 1962, including fringe benefits of 64 cents an hour. Labor relations in the industry are excellent.
Our mills operate in an extremely efficient manner, with capacity
more than adequate to meet all demands. The brass mills in no other
country have achieved any greater efficiency than our mills, but it is an
established fact that the brass mills in several European countries
have now reached our operating efficiency. They have the same laborsaving equipment, a highly trained labor force, and the same efficient
production techniques. Their production per man-hour is about the
same as it is here.
But labor rates in foreign brass mills are much lower than ours.
In 1961 the average labor rate in manufacturing in West Germany
was 73 cents per hour compared to an average of $2.32 in the United
States. In fact the comparable labor rate in domestic brass' mills in
1961 was $2.60 per hour, considerably higher than the U.S. average.
Moreover, the dollar spread between our labor rates and those
abroad is continuing to grow. Between 1955 and 1961 the increase in
Germany was only 32 cents an hour compared to 46 cents increase in
the United States, with the same efficiency as here, thus the foreign
mills'have a substantial labor cost advantage over our mills which is
continuing to grow. And this cost advantage extends to most other
elements of cost.
Our domestic industry faces a critical situation. Our mills have
already lost their export markets and a substantial portion of their
domestic market. Further injury has been inflicted by the disruption
of the domestic market with import sales at prices which the domestic
producer cannot meet and remain on a reasonably profitable basis.
Under the terms of H.R.11970, they are threatened with even greater
injury from imports.
The question for this committee to -resolve, and later for Congress
itself, is whether you should establish by law adequate standards and
procedural safeguards to prevent serious injury to an essential domestic industry such as the brass mills. H.I. 11970 is inadequate for this
job and for this reason we strongly oppose the bill.
I proceed on the assumption that the responsibility for protecting
and promoting our domestic industries rests with the Congress. If
this responsibility is to be delegated to the executive branch, it should
be accompanied by strong and explicit standards so that the tremendous power thus transferred is so circumscribed as to avoid the crippling of an essential domestic industry. Where an independent, impartial tribunal such as the Tariff Commission, finds that certain steps
are necessary to avoid injury to a domestic industry, the President
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should be required to put into effect the relief recommended, by the
Tar iff Com mission, unless he is able toh get at least one House Of Congress to approve alternative measures which he may thiik' proper.
Under the existing law an industry has two avenues of relief. One
is the peril point proceeding wherein the Tariff Commission is required to find for each product the specific limit below which our negotiators may not reduce our tariffs without causing or threatening
serious injury to the domestic industry. If, despite this finding the
President reduces the tariff below the peril point found by the Commission, he is required to submit a report to Congress stating specifically his reasons for such action. With this requirement there havq
been only a few cases in which tariffs have been reduced below the
peril point. In several cases in recent years, the serious import situalion in the brass mill industry warranted the removal of certain of it
products from proposed tariff reduction. The danger to the industry
was thud recognized in the peril point proceeding and acted on accord-

ingly.
H.R. 11970 would change all this. While.H.R. 11970 provides for a
Tarif Cmmisionproeedng rior to negotiations for further reducLions. in our tariffs, the similarity to existing peril point proceedings
stos'there. Instead of finding a specific peril poit, the Commission

would merely make a general inquiry "as to the probable economic
effect" of further tariff reductions.
If a proceeding before the Tariff Cormnission prior to our negotiation of a trade agreement is to mean something, the vague and loose
standards now found in H.R. 11970 should be changed to accord with
the present law on peril point proceedings.
The same deficiency also holds true with respect to the escape clause
provisions of the bill. Section 801 provides for an escape clause hearing before the Tariff Commission, and in such hearing the Commission is directed to take into account "all economic factors which it considers relevant, including idling of productive- facilities, inability to
operate at a profit, and unemployment or underemploymnet."
In view of the philosophy which this bill promotes, I fear that if
an industry is able "to operate at a profit'!-however small or marginal-an application for relief would be in vain. Our industry, as
1,3 doubtless true of many industries injured by imports, has operated
with a narrow margin of profit in the aggregate. But this profit is
largely that still available on items not yet hit by imports. On items
being imported the domestic mills often operate on a break-even
basis or even at a loss.
We submit, therefore, that the peril point and escape clause procedures incorporated in H.R. 11970 are plainly inadeuate t9 preserve
basic domestic' industries. Indeed, we believe that'the standards in
the present law should be strengthened and applied in order to-main7
tain a healthy economy.
This is in essence what Congressman Monagan of Connecticut attempted to assure when in August 1961 he introduced H.R. 8850 io
which lie proposed more realistic peril point protection and escape
clause standards. We'urge this committee to adopt them in any bill
which you may ultimately approve. The applicable provisions in
Congressman Monagan's bill are attached as appendix ,IV to our
full statement.
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In'1958 Congress amended the Trade Agreements Extension Act
to include the so-called Purtell amendment. Under that amendment
a specific duty can be converted into its ad valorem equivalent, if
necessary, to provide adequate relief to an industry injured by imports. Since the level of specific duties was fixed by Congress in the
1930's, inflation has reduced drastically the protection they afford.
Most brass mill products have specific duties, and unless the Commission is empowered to convert specific duties into their ad valorem
equivalents, no effective relief can be granted in many cases. This
fair and reasonable provision is eliminated from H.R. 11970. We
urge that it be restored.
The major fallacy in H.R. 11970 is that in the final analysis the
President can do as he pleases. Without definite standards and procedure, as set forth in Congressman Monagan's bill, tb President
would have even greater power over the life and death of domestic
industries.
Finally, I come to the adjustment assistance proposed in H.R.
11970 which Under Secretary Ball has made clear the administration
excepts to use as a principal tool for relief.
We think the adjustment assistance provisions should be stricken
from the bill altogether. In the first place, the procedures would be
so. intricate that many companies would pass out of existence while
wa;ng through the numerous administrative proceedings required.
W e think that the entire concept of adjustment assistance is without merit.
To offer a dole to the industry's displaced workers or to retrain
them to new tasks that are already hard to find for our millions of
unemployed, or to uproot them from their lifelong environments, is
not our historic way of solving our problems. Moreover, the proffered
assistance to management which has shown itself fully capable of
meeting the industry's technical and financial problems is not desirable. The proposed adjustment assistance would not be a solution-it would be a condemnation.
Mr. Chairman, our industry has suffered many ups and downs in
the century and a half of its existence. Except for recent years, these
have been the normal vicissitudes of business and our industry has
depended on its own resources to develop into the important modern
industry it is today. It has fully met the requirements of American
labor standards and industrial progress. It cannot, however, control
the competitive situation abroad. Only our Government can do that.
We merely ask that the inequitable import situation be subject to cor
rpetion by reasonable tariff adjustment.
We urge you, therefore, to eliminate the adjustment assistance provision and to strengthen the peril-point and escape-clause relief as
we have recommended.
Now, Mr. Chairman, may I add, if you please, that we, in general,
support the amendments proposed by Senator Bush, with one exception. The exception is this: We thiink the recommendation of the
Tariff Commission for relief of an industry should be mandatory on
the President unless he can get either the Senate or the House to approve an alternative suggestion that the President may make.
Senator Curtis, I think that would answer the question you raised
where the President reduces a tariff below the permissible 50 percent
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for commodities in general. In that case, if an industry were injurd
by that it could petition the Tariff Commission, and if the Tariff
Commission recommended the necessary relief, the President would
have to supply it unless one House of Congress supported some alternative measure. In that way the Congress would have its control of the
situation restored. We believe that is very important.
We think thf.t an additional amendment should be added namely,
one that would store to the bill the Purtell amendment Which I have
described abovL and which was added, as a matter of fact, by Congress
in 1958.
That amendment permits the Tariff Commission and the President
to convert a specific duty to its ad valorem equivalent when necessary
in order that adequate relief be given.

Now, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, we would be glad to

submit a proposed amendment, and I would like to have that included
in our statement.
The CHAMMAN. That will be done. Thank you very much, Mr.
Veltfort.
statement of Mr. Veltfort
follows:)(The proposed amendment and prepared
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.1I. 11970

On page 69, line 15, strike out "or" and insert in lieu thereof"provided that a specific rate of duty existing on July 1, 1934 (or the nearest
calendar year in which imports were sufficient to establish an import value).
may be converted to its ad valorem equivalent, and the proclamation may provide
an ad valorem rate of duty not in excess of 50 per centum above such ad valorem
equivalent, or",
STASMzr r By T. E. VELTIMOT, MANAGING DIEoToB, Cop= & BRAss RanAwEH

Assox.ATioNq, ozq BzHALF or THi DoMuszo

BR&se MILL INDUSTRY, H.1L 11070

I am Theodore E. Veltfort, managing director of the Copper & Brass Research
Association, often called CABRA. It is a trade association representing virtually all of the brass mill industry of this country. As shown in appMdix I
attached, the members consist of 37 diferent companies with mills located in
15 different States.
The brass mill industry opposes H.R. 11970. The bill as it comes to this com900),
mittee Is an Improvement over the origlpal' administration bill (.1R.
but It still falls far short of providing the necessary minimum safeguards to
protect domestic industries against unreasonable inroads by imports froM
abroad.
Before addressing myself to the specific provisions of the bill to which w
object, I should like to explain briefly the brass mill industry which I represent.
This industry constitutes a basic metal Industry essential to the economy, of our
country both in war t.nd peace. Our mills fabricate raw copper and copper
alloys--generally called brass-into basic mill products such as tube, rod, and
sheet. Brass mills have tbe same relationship to the copper industry as the
steel mills have to Iron ar,, steel and as the aluminum mills have to aluminum.
We believe that no nation today can maintain a successful industrial economy
without strong industries in steel, aluminum, and in copper and brass. And
If these industries are permitted to decline, our Nation cannot continue as a
powerful economic force In the world., ,
The brass mills in this country normally employ about 30,000 production
workers and some 10,000 additional administrative and executive employees.
Most of the domestic milli are "small businesses" in that they employ less than
500 workers. Many of them are located In small cities or towns and represent
an Important---sometimes a decisive-factor in the economic health of the local
cmmunitles. The wages paid by the mills are among the highest in the country, averaging $3.30 per hour In February 1962, which Includes fringe benefits
amounting to 64 cents per hor, Labor relations in the industry are excellent.
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This industry is not engaged in producing frills. The tube, rod, and sheet
which it produces constiv1te the raw materials for numerous domestic manufacturing Industries ranging from the automotive and heavy machinery industries to the delicate products of the electronics industry. Brass mills have been
Indispensable in times of national emergencies. In such emergencies as World
War II and the Korean conflict the domestic mills expanded their facilities
almost overnight in order to meet phe increased demands for their products.
The capacity of the industry Is now more than adequate to meet all current
demands and all foreseeable demands for years to come.
The domestic brass mills have modern equipment, highly trained and experienced workers, and operate in a modern and most efficient manner. We
are convinced that the brass mills in no other country have achieved any greater
efficiency than our domestic mills. But it is likewise an established fact that
the brass mills in several European countries, especially Britain and West Germany, have now equaled our operating efficiency. They have installed the same
laborsaving equipment found in American brass mills, have an equally trained
labor forCe, and, have adopted the same efficient production techniques.'" This
explains whyl the production per man-hour of labor is about the same in foreign
mills as it is here.
In foreign brass mills, however, labor rates are extremely low as compared
to those paid by the domestic mills. For example, exclusive of fringe benefits,
the latest information shows that in 1961 the average labor rate in manufacturing in West Germany was 73 cents per hour as compared to an average of $2.32
per hour in the United States. Moreover, labor rates in domestic brass mills
are actually higher than this country's average. In 1961 the average wage, less
fringe benefits, in domestic brass mills was $2.60 per hour.
Appendix II attached sets forth the comparative wage rates for several countries, and these rates show that in dollar amount the spread between our rates and
those abroad is continuing to grow. For instance, while wages In West Germany
increased 78 percent between 1955 and 1961, as against 24 percent for the
United States, the cents per hour increase In Germany was only 32 cents compared to 46 cents for the United States. The lower labor rates abroad, coupled
with the same efficiency per man-hour of labor, add up to the fact that foreign
mills have a substantial labor cost advantage over our domestic mills.
. This point was recently confirmed in a report issued by an agency of the
European Common Market which conducted a study of l bor costs covering 4
million European workers in 14 different industries.. The report concluded:
-"There is little doubt that the great difference in labor cdsts permits Edropean
manufacturers to produce a wide variety 6f products more cheaply than American matufacturers-(and)' while wages have been rising much more rapidly
in Europb than ini the United State6 In percentage terms, the gap in absolute
terms has narrowed very little."
- Moreover, Our experience indicates that the spread in costs in jretically all
other' itemi, except perhaps raw materials, is comparable with the wage levels.
, The substantial cost 'advantage ih favor of foreign brass mills is illustrated
dramatically by the chart comparing our imports and exports which appers'in
the attached appendix III. Throughout the prewar period and for 4eyerdI years
-after World War Ii our exports of brass n,ll.products vastly exceeded Imports.
By 1950,, however, many foreign mills had, modernized their facilities with'the
assistance of Marshall plan aid and were approaching the same efficiency per
man-hour of labor as,6ur mills. At about the samd time the 1948 GATT drastically reduced our tariffs on'brass Mill products. On mist items our tariffs
were cut to half the prior level, and 'oh 'few key Item's they were reduced to
one-fourth the level fixed by Congress. Almost immediately this country Pecatme
a net importer of brass nill products, and now our exports are completely
dwarfed by the tremendous volume of imports.
Today our domestic industry Is facing a critical situation. It is one that merits
the careful consideration of Congress and particularly of this committee. The
substantial labor cost advantage of foreign mills, coupled with the steep reductions already made in our tariffs, has resulted in our mills (1) having lost their
export markets; (2) having lost to foreigners a substantial portion of their own
domestic market; and (3) being threatened with even greater injury from, imports.
The question for this committee to resolve, and later for Congress itself, is
whether you should establish by law adequate standards and procedural safeguards to prevent serious injury to an essential domestic industry such as the
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brass mills. We are convinced that H.R. 11970 is inadequate to do this job, and
for this reason we strongly oppose the bill.
I proceed on the assumption that the responsibility for protecting and promoting our domestic industries, including the brass mill industry, rests with
the Congress of the United States. If this responsibility is to be delegated to
the executive branch of the Government, it should be accompanied by strong and
explicit standards so that the tremendous power thus transferred is so circumscribed as to avoid the crippling of an essential domestic industry. We believe
that an independent, Impartial tribunal such as the Tariff Commission should be
given the responsibility of determining whether a domestic Industry Is being
injured, or threatened with Injury, by imports and directed to prescribe the necessary relief to prevent it. If the Tariff Commission finds that an Important domestic industry has thus been injured, or threatened with injury, and prescribes
the steps necessary to be taken in order to stop it, the President should be required to put into effect the relief recommended by the Tariff Commission unless
he is able to get at least one House of Congress to approve alternative measures
which he may think proper.
Un 3r the law as it exists today, an industry suffering from Imports can seek
to prote(!t itself through the peril-point procedure and through escape-clause
action. The safeguards found in the existing law are only partially satisfactory
in this respect, but H.R. 11970 would weaken them. We think, therefore, that
the peril-point and escape-clause as provided for in existing law should be
strengthened in order to provide the minimum protection needed by a domestic
industry such as the brass mills. Unless Congress includes in any new law
definite standards to determine whether an essential industry has been injured
by imports as a result of past or future tariff concessions and provides the procedural means to obtain effective relief, we fear that the law will be interpreted
and applied in such a way as to achieve a foreign political objective which, while
it inay be important, should not-be achieved at the sacrifice of an lmportantdomestic industry.
Heretofore the trade agreements program authorized by Congress has had as
its basic purpose the protection and promotion of our domestic industries. The
purpose'of the reciprocal trade program fathered by Cordell Hull In 1934 was to
facilitate the exchange With other nations of products that we produce and which
they hib6d, for products which they produce and which we need. In fact, that is
the essence of sound reciprocal trade. It was never intended that the program
'would be administered In such a way as to injure
domestic industries.
'H.R. 11970 proceeds on the assumption that this philosophy is no longer valid
and that Congress should now authorize the President to make sweeping changes
in' our tariffs, and sbodld giVe the authority on the assumption that domestic
Industries will be injured and Indeed destroyed. It is only necessary for, this
committee to study H.R. 9900, the forerunner of H.R. 11970, ,tounderstand more
clearly rohat the administration proposes doing. And unless stronger safeguards
are incorporated it JLR. 11970, and some its provisions eliminated altogether,
this bill, if it becomes law, might well be administered so as to carry out- the
pduiPoben'more eleirly elhumerated in H.R. 9900.
.
In a'spechind Bonn,:Germany, in Apri 1962, Under Secretary Ball said tst
the Trade Expansion Act of 192,"* * provides a,different approach tot.4e
problems -of,adjusttndnt created by imports. Reflecting the- experience of the
EEtO itglf, the act proposes, to rely upon domestic adjustments as the first rMIndustries finding difficulty in adjusting to lower
sponso to Such probleki.
tariffs will be given various types of financial and tax aid to enable them to shift
lines of Production: workers will be helped through retraining and 1Y
to nw.
other'nieins.: Import restrictions may be resorted to only as an exceptlQnal proI
cedure 'and then only for, a limited period."
As I have already pointed out, the, brass mill industry has suffered, and is
suffering,: substantial injury from excessive imports., The injury arises not alone
'fromthe quantitY of products imported, but more importantly from disrupting
'the domestic market throUgh the Sale of imports at prices which the domestic
producer cannot ieet and',remain on a reasonably profitable basis. The costs
which I have already discussed make for this unfair and we think unjustified
situation.
'
The domestic Industry has planned for some: time !' ,a petition for relief
under the -eschpe clause of tfie,
present law, but it has dt-ayed doing so in view
of the announced purpose of the e'dminlstration to seek' -greater, authority -to
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further reduce tariffs. The criteria in the present law for obtaining relief are
too severe and those proposed in H.R. 11970 would make it well-nigh impossible for us, or any other industry in a similar position, to obtain relief.
Under the present law an industry has two avenues open to it to protect
its domestic market against excessive imports. One is the peril-point proceeding
wherein the tariff Commission is required to find for each product the specic
limit below which our negotiators may not reduce our tariffs without causing or
threatening serious injury to the domestic industry. If, despite this finding,
the President reduces the tariff below the peril point found by the Commission,
he is required to submit a report to Congress stating specifically his reasons for
such action. This requirement has resulted in very few cases in which tariffs
have been reduced below the peril point. In several cases in recent years, the
serious import situation in the brass mill industry warranted the removal of
certain of its products from tariff reduction consideration. The danger to the
industry was thus recognized in the peril point proceeding and acted on accordingly.
l'nder II.R. 11970 all of this would be changed. In an effort to retain the
semblance of a peril-point proceeding, H.R. 11970 does provide for proceedings
before the Tariff Commission in advance of trade negotiations with foreign countries, but the similarity to existing peril-point proceedings stops there. The
whole concept of these proceedings prior to trade agreement negotiations would
be changed.
No longer would the purpose of the Commission's inquiry be to determine a
peril point below which our tariffs should not be reduced. Instead H.R. 11970
would merely direct the Commission to arrive at a "Judgment as to the probable
economic effect" on our domestic industry producing the article on which a reduction in our tariff is to be negotiated. Proceedings under such a loose and
vague standard would be meaningless.
If the procedure of H.R. 11970 is to have any practice ' effect, is should be
changed to accord with the existing law which involves tue determination of a
specific peril point.
The same deficiency holds true with respect to the escape clause provisions
of the bill. Section 301 provides for an escape-clause hearing before the Tariff
Commission, and in such hearing the Commission is directed to take into
account "all economic factors which it considers relevant including idling of
productive facilities, Inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or underemployment." In view of the philosophy which this bill promotes, however, I
fear that if overall operations of an industry show a small or marginal profit,
an application for relief would be in vain.
Our Industry, as is true of many industries injured by imports, has operated
with a narrow margin of profit in the aggregate. But this profit is in most
cases attributable to specific items on which Imports have not yet hit us in full
force. On those items where imports have invaded the domestic market, many
of our brass mills are operating at about the break-even point, and in some in-

stances, at an actual loss.
It Is relatively easy to anticipate what the Tariff Commission will do If It
fids An industry "operating at * profit," however marginal, in view of the
'philosophy behind this whole legislative proposal.
It is significant, I believe, that the only improvement in escape-clause Procedure which Congress added in 1958 would be eliminated under HR. 11970.
For several years the brass mill industry worked hard In support of a much
needed administrative improvement in the escape clause procedure, culminating
in the woA lTwl Pnrteli amendment which was included in the 19I8 Trade AgreeMents Fttensionn Act as enacted by Congress. , This amendment provided that,
where necessary to give adequate relief to a domestic industry Injured by Impo-ts%a sneciflc dity can be converted into Its ad valorem equivalent.
Snch a provision is obviously fair and in many cases essential. It does no
more thnn to permit the reinstatement of the relative level of duty provided
by Congress. where inflation has reduced drastically the protection originally
afforded. Most brass mill products have specific duties. Unleac there is anthoritv to convert spwcifle duties Into their ad valorem equivalents, no effective
relief can be granted in many cases. This fair and reasonable provision Is
entirely eliminated under H.R. 11970. It should be restored.
But the major fallacy in H.R. 11970 goes much deeper than the elimination
of the Purtpll amendment. The major fallacy is that in the final analysis the
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President can do what he pleases. The standards are so loose and the restrictions so limited that however strong the case may be before the Tariff Commission, the President can disregard the advice he receivs and take whatever
action he chooses to take.
Past experience indicates that even the present law has been administered
so as practically to defeat the purpose of Congress. From 1948 to July 1062,
the Tariff Commission took formal action in 134 escape clause cases. It found
relief was necessary in 41 cases, but the President declined any relief In 26
of these 41.
We submit, therefore, that the peril point and escape clause procedures incorporated in H.R. 11970 are not only inadequate to protect domestic industries,
but in fact the standards in the present law should be strengthened in order
to maintain a healthy economy.
In August 1961 Congressman Monagan, of Connecticut, Introduced H.R. 88K0
in which he proposed more realistic peril point protection and escape clause
standards, and we urge this committee to adopt them in any bill which you
may ultimately approve. The provisions in Congressman Monagan's bill are
attached hereto as appendix IV.
As set forth in Congressman Monagan's billi we believe the President should
be required to put into effect the remedy found necessary by the Tariff Commission to eliminate the cause of the injury unless he can prevail upon at least
one House of Congress to approve alternative relief which he may propose. It
is idle to hope that an Industry can convince both Houses of Congress to adopt
the relief recommended by the Tariff Commission over 'the President's opposition. Matching the strength of an industry with the strength of the President
is no match at all.
On the other hand, if the President has sound grounds for disregarding the
relief found necessary by the Tariff Commission, he can easily persuade the
House or the Senate to adopt the alternative he proposes. Since the Constitution vests in Congress the power to levy duties and regulate commerce with
foreign countries, the President should not have the power to liquidate an
industry in disregard of the findings and advice of an independent, impartial
tribunal like the Tariff Commission, unless at least one branch of the Congress
approves. We believe, therefore, that the Monagan proposal should be adopted
because in no other way can an industry hope to escape the finality of the
President's decision even though the industry has proved conclusively to the
Tariff Commissilon's satisfaction that it has been severely injured and is entitled
to substantial relief.
Finally, I coume to the adjustment assistance proposed In H.R. 11970 which
Under Secretary Ball has made clear the administration expects to use as the
principal tool for relief. The brass mill industry vigorously opposes these
adjustment assistance provisions of H.R. 11970.
Our opposition divides into two major areas. In the first place, we believe
that the adjustment assistance provisions impose virtually a procedural
impossibility.
To obtain relief, an industry must first go to the Tarlff Commission and submit proof of injury caused by imports. If the industry is successful in this
first proceeding, which would be virtually impossible under the standards prescribed in H.R. 11970, the Commission forwards to the President a recommend.
tion setting forth the amount of increase in the tariffs necessary "to prevent or
remedy such injury." Under H.R. 11970, however, the President may decline
to follow the advice of the Tariff Commission, and instead he may suggest that
the industry file a request with "the Secretary of Commerce for certification
of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance." And then, as incredible as It
may seem, section 802(b) (1) of the bill provides that the domestic industry must
prove its case all over again and demonstrate it "to the satisfaction of the Secretory of Commerce."
Thus, at the very outset, a domestic industry would be confronted with, a
three-tier proce-lu.,al hurdle. First, the domestic firm must prove its case before
the Tariff Commission; second, it is necessary to survive a review by the President and his staff at the White House; and third, the firm must prove its inJury again to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Commerce.
If the procedure in HR. 11970 were limited to these three proceedings, perhaps a few companies might be willing at least to attempt to get adjustment
assistance. Unfortunately, the procedural morass does not stop with only three
proceedings. A firm that somehow is successful in these first three procedural
87270---62-pt. 3---14
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hurdles gets no relief at all-- -even though the President has agreed that relief Is
Justified and even though the firm has proved two times that imports have
caused or threatened serious injury. All the firm gets at the end of the third
proceeding is a piece of paper consisting of a so-called certificate of eligibility
entitling th, firm to prosecute the request for relief through additional tiers
of administrative proceedings.
After having obtained a certificate of eligibility, section 311 provides that the
firm then has 2 years in which to tue-the certificate as the "ticket of admission"
to the fourth proceeding required by the adjustment assistance provision. The
fourth proceeding Is to be conducted, in the Commerce Department, and in it the
domestic firm must submit a "proposal" for assistance and then prove to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of Commerce that the proposal meets three specific
tests set forth in section 311 (b) of the bill.
If the firm comes through this fourth proceeding successfully, section 312(a)
of the bill provides that then the Secretary of Commerce shall refer the firm's
proposal to other Government agencies in a position to furnish the technical and
financial assistance needed to save the firm from the injuries caused by imports.
But secton 312(c) of the bill makes it clear that these other unidentified governmental agencies can consider the proposed relief and ,reject it, putting the
whole matter back In the lap of the Secretary of Commerce Section 312(c)
then provides that after the other agencies have rejected the proposed relief,
the Secretary of Commerce shall determr.e whether in fact the proposed relief
is necessary. If it is, the Secretary of Commerce Is empowered at long last
to give the relief, subject, however, to the limitations of sections 313 and 314
of the bill.
This brief outline of the procedural requirements for obtaining adjustment
assistance is enough to make most companies decline to undertake the journey.
One need not be cynical to suggest that a company hurt by imports could easily
be extinguished before relief would be forthcoming under these procedures.
Wholly apart from these procedural objections, we think that the concept
of adjustment assistance has no substantive merit and the provisions therefor
should be striken from the bill altogether. As Under Secretary Ball stated,
those provisions contemplate requiring a company to "shift to new lines of production." • Rssentisliy. this means that the company will be required to get out
of the husine s in which it is engaged and start a new business. Moreover, in
order to endeavor to get into a new business, the company must subject If
to substantial control by various governmental agencies.
We believe that such an approach is fundamentally wrong. If a detic
firm
is entitled to relief, it should be able to get real relief-in the forth of adequate
protection azatnst excessive imports which are unneeded in this country In light
of the capabilities of our existing industries.
Conversely, if Congress were to decide that a domestic Industry suffering from
Imports should not be given real relief as a matter of policy, then there is no
sonnd economic reason for the Government to give any monetary or other relief
to such an industry injured by imports. while withholding such monetary relief
from industries Injured by other policies of the Federal Government.
Put another way, if a governmental policy causing injury to domestic industry were fundamentally sound, there would be no Justification for any dole or
other relief.
The unsoundness of the assistance approach Is apparent when one considers
its practical impact.
It would mean uprooting men and women from their homes and communities
and placing them in other work after they have been retrained. -'The
disrupting
effect this would have upon families and communities, to say nothing of the
lipdustries involved, Is disturbing to even contemplate, and the cost to our
overburdened taxpayers would be very large indeed.
Also it means that the Federal Government would take on the burdens and
responsibilities of subsidizing literally thousands upon thousands of our working
men and women and their families. It means that Government experts would
be constantly interfering wit" the conduct of a business and, in fact, directing
what new lines of production a dying industry should undertake.
This committee should not 'overlook the complications and interminable disputes that will arise over these and other questions certain to be faced if the
adjustment assistance provIslons of this bill become law. For example, an industry that is being liquidated because of excessive imports is required to submit
a proposal showing how It hopes to suceed In sone other: line of business, but
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what happens if one or more of the governmental agencies considering the proposal concludes that the industry should try something else? Similarly, as applied to workers; it may be exceedingly difficult in sp6elif caseo to determine
whether a Job has been lost because of imports or because of other reasons.
A worker who is in fact discharged for cause may suddenly contend that his Job
was lost due to imports.
Durlg the past 10 years, the number of employees in the brass mill Industy
has declined by approximately 10,000 men and women. A substantial number
of them have lost their jobs due td IncteAsed iniports resulting from tariff concessions. Certainly, their position is no different from those who will lose their
Jobs in the future as a result of lowering tariffs, and the failure to compensate
them is plainly discriminatory.
Moreover, it is not difficult to foresee the additional army of men and women
dependent upon the Federal Government for monthly subsidies and to consider
the necessity for adding additional Government employees to direct the subsidy
program set forth in H.R. 11970.
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APPENDIX I

MEMBER OOXIP UA2W LOCATIONS
The Accurate Brass Corp., subsidiary of the Bristol Bri4& rp., Bristol,
Conn.
Anaconda American Brass Co., Paramount, Calif., Waterhury, Conn., Ansonia, Conn, Torrngton, Conn., Detroit, Mich., Buffalo, N.Y., Kenosha, Wis.
The Beryllium Corp., Reading, Pa.
Bohn Aluminum f Brass Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Bridgeport Brass Co., division of National Distillers and Chemifal C0rp.,
Bridgeport, Conn., South Norwalk, Conn., Indianapolis, Ind.
Bridgeport Rolling Mills Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
The Bristol Brass Corp., Bristol, Conn.
Cerro .opper & Brass Co., division of Cerro Corp., JR, Louis, Mo., Cleveland,
,Ohio.
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Chase Brass & Copper Co., Inc., Waterbury, Conn., Cleveland, Ohio.
Harvey Aluminum, Torrance, Calif.
The Harvey Metal Corp., division of Chicago Extruded Metals Co., Chicago,
0. 0. Husser & Co., division of Copper Range Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kesico Tube Co., Division, Robinson Technical Products, Inc., Mount Kisco,
N.Y.
The Linderme Tube Co., Clevelano, Ohlo
Mackenzie Waltoa Co., Inc., Pawtucket, R.I.
The Diller Co., Meriden, Conn., Waterbury, Conn.
Mueller Brass Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Murdock Manufacturing Co., Inc., Scotch Plains, N.J.
The National Copper & Smelting Co., Solon, Ohio.
New England Brass Co., Taunton, Mass.
The New Haven Copper Co., Seymour, Conn.
Olin Brass-Metals Division, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., New Haven,
Conn., East Alton, 11L
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp., Los Angeles, Calif., Elizabeth (Bay-way), N.J., South Brunswick, N.J.
.v* The Plume & Atwood Manufacturing Co., Thomaoton, Conn.
H. K. Porter Co., Inc., Riverside-Alloy Metal Division, Riverside, N.J.
Reading Tube Co., division of Progress Manufacturing Co., Inc., Reading, Pa.
evyere Copper & Braq, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., Chicago, Ill,, Baltimore, Md.,
New Bedford, Mass., Detroit, Mich.. Rome, N.Y.
Scovill Manufacturing Co., Waterbury, Conn.
,,The, Seymour ManufauturiAg Co., subsidiary, of Bridgeport Brass Co., Seywou, Conn,,
-Somers

Brass Co., Ine., Waterbury, Conn.

Stamford Rolling Mills Co., a division of Howe Sound Co., Springdale,,Conn.
The Thinsheet Metals Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Triangle Conduit & Cable Co., Inc., NewBrunswlck, NJ.
Volco Brass & Copper Co., Kenilworth, N.J..
WaterburyRoling Mills, Inc., Waterbury, Conn. ,
Wolverine Tulo% dIvIsion of Calumet & Hecla, Inc., Decatur, Ala., Detroit,
Mich.
APPBNDIX II
Coma#ratvo wages in manufacturing industries in the United States, and in
principalforeign countries shopping brass mill produtca to the United States
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PERIL-POINT AND ESCAPE-CLAUSE PROVISIONS OF THE 14ONAQAN BILL, H.R. 8850,
WHICH WE URGE BE INOORPORATED IN NEW TRADE AGREEMENTS LEGISLATION
H.R. 8850 cdnstitutes a complete proposal for new trade agreements legislation.
It would repeal certain provisions of existing law a4d replace them with new
provisions and would retain other prevptons
of existing law, amended to conform
bill'.
to the new standards proposed in'tbe
If the peril-point and escape-clause provisions of H.R. 8850 wete to be incorporated in H.R.9900, there would have to be modification of language to conform
to the scheme of H.R. 9900, repealing existing trade agreements guthorit* substantially I toto and substituting new provisions. Such modiflcAtdon ne~i not
affect the substance of the peril-point and escape-clause provisions 6f .R. 8850
set forth below. Entirely new provisions were taken verbatim from that bill.
Where existing law is amended by the bill, the existing provisions as amended
are set forth.
Section 3(b) (2) (0) of H.R. 8850, "Negotiating Authority Limited by Peril
Point Findings":
"(2) No proclamation * * * shall be made"(C) Establishing or continuing in effect (either by specific provision or by
failure to make such provision) any rate,of duty or other import restriction
which is less than the rate or other restriction found by the United States
Tariff Commission in a report to the President, pursuant to section 3 of the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1360), to be
necessary to prevent or avoid injury or threat of injury to the domestic
Industry producing like or directly competitive articles."
Section 3 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 (19 U.S.C. 1360),
amended as proposed in H.R.8850 to incorporate new injury standards.
"Peril point; procedure by Tariff CommisSion:
"SEc. 3(a) Before entering into negotiations concerning any proposed
foreign trade agreement under section 3 of the Trade Agreements Act of
1961, the President shall furnish the United States Tariff Commissior
(hereinafter in this Act referred to as the 'Commission') with a list of all
articles imported into the United States to be considered for possible modification of duties and other import restrictions, imposition of additional import
restrictions, or continuance of existing customs or excise treatment. Upon
receipt of such list the Commission shall mak6 an investigation and report
to the President the findings of the Commission with respect ,to
eich,such
article as to (1) the limit to which such modification, imposition, or continuance may be extended in order to carry out the purpose of such section 3
without causing or threatening injury to the domestic industry producing
like or directly competitive articles; and (2) if increases in duties or additional import restrictions are required to avoid injury or threatened injury
to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive articles the
minimum increases in duties or additional import restrictions required., Such
report shall be made by the Commission to the President not later than six
months after the receipt of such list by the Commission. No sucx foreign
trade agreement shall be entered Into until the Commission has in de its
report to the President or vutil the expiration of the six months' pdriod."
"(b) (1) In the course of any investigation pursuant to this section the Commission shall hold hearings and give reasonable public notice thereof, 6nd'shall
afford reasonable opportunity for parties Interested to be present, to produce
evidence, and to be heard at such hearings. If In the course of any such ipvestigation the Commission shall find with respect to any article on the lit that an
increase in 4uty or additional import restriction is required to avoid injury to
the domestt Industry producing like or directly coraipetitive arteles, the Commission shall proi-,ptly institute an investigation with espodt. to that article
pursuant to section 1364 of this title.
"%
"(2) In each such investigation the Commission shall, to the extent practicable and without excluding other factors, ascertain for the last calendar year
preceding the investigation the average invoice price on a country-of-origin basis
(converted into currency of the United States in accordance with the provisions
of section 372 of title 31) at which the foreign article was sold for export to the
United States, and the average prices at which the like or directly competitive
domestic articles were sold at wholesale in the principal markets of the United
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States. The Commission shall also, to the extent practicable, estimate for each
article on the list the maximum increase In annual imports which way occur
without causing injury to: the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive articles. The Commission shall request the executive departments and
agencies for information in their possession concerning prices and other ecqnomic data from the principal supplier foreign country of each such article."
Section 6 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 (19 U.SC. 18),
amended as proposed in H.R. 8850, to incorporate new injury standards.
Escape clause for future agreements; Insertion in past agreements:
"Sac. 6. (a) No reduction in any rate of duty, or binding of any existing customs or :excise treatment, or other concession proclaimed under section 850 of
the Tariff Aet of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1351), or under section 8 of the
Trade Agreennts Act of 1961 shall be permitted to continue in effect when the
product on which the concession has been granted is as a result, in whole or in
part, of the duty or other customs treatment reflecting such concession, being
imported into the United States in such quantities or under such circumstances
as to cause or threaten injury to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive products.
"(b) The President as soon as practicable but In no event later than June 80,
1964, shall take such action as may be necessary to bring trade agreements heretofore entered into under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, into
conformity with the policy established in subsection (a) of this section."
Section 7 of H.R. 8850, the escape clause:
"Szo. 7. ADJUSTMENT or ImPORT DuTiEs AD QuoTrA.-(a) Upon the request
0f the President, upon resolution of either House of Congress, upon resolution
of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the Committee on Ways
and Yeans of the House of Representatives, upon its own motion, or upon application of any interested party (including 0ny organization or group of employees), the United States Tariff Commission shall promptly make an investigation and make a report thereon not later than 6 months after application
is made to determine whether any product is being imported iuto the United
States in such quantities or under such circumstances as to cause or threaten
injury to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive products.
"In the course of any such investigation, whenever it finds evidence of injury
or threat of injury or whenever so directed by resolution of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the Committee on Vays and Means of the House
of Representatives, the Tariff Commission shaU hold hearings giving reasonable '
public notice thereof and shall afford reasonable opportunity for interested
parties to be present, to produce evidence, and to be heard at such hearings.
"Should the Tariff Commission find as the result of its investigation and
bearings that a product is being imported into the United States in such quantities or under such circumstances as to cause or threaten injury to the domestic
industry producing like or directly competitive products, then it shall further
determine what modifications of the existing customs treatment of such product
are necessary to prevent or remedy such injury or threat of injury. Such
modifications may include withdrawal, modification, or suspension of concessions granted under any trade agreement, imposition of new duties or increase
in existing duties, or establishment of quotas in amounts and for periods specified. or any combination thereof, in each case to the llI extent determined
by the Tariff Commission to be necessary without regard 'o limitations imposed
by any other provision of law.
"(b) In arriving at a determination in the foregoing procedure,' the Tariff
Commission shall consider as evidence of injury or threat of injury any of
the following: A decline in the volume of sales of the tvwuestic products; or
a decline In prices or profits or wage rates or Working hour or take-home"pay
In the 'doiwestic industry involved, in each case either actual or relative to
the trend in domestic industries producing articles of the same general class;
or a small proportion of the domestic consumption Suppl'ed by the domestic
producers;' or a higher or growing inventory among domestic producers; or a
curtailment of investment for equipment, facilit1e, exploration, research, and
development in the domestic industry; or an unfair competitive 'advantage to
the Imported product over the domestic products by'reason of the difference
in the wages and hours in effect in the foreign industry producing the imported
product, and the minimum wage and maximum hours in the domestic Industr
producing the products or by reason 'of A difference in other costs of production;
or a difference between the average landed cost of the imported product and
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the average price at which the domestic products were sold at wholesale in
principal markets in the United States.
"(c The Commission may make a finding of injury or threat of injury on
the basis of any one or more of the factors specified in subsection (b). WithOut limiting the generality of the foregoing, a finding by the Commission in any
suclh proceeding"(A) that the proportion ot the U.S. market for a product which is
being supplied by imports has increased significantly over the proportion
of such market supplied by imports in the appropriate base period fixed
in accordance with subsection (e) ; or
"(B) that U.S. prices for an imported product or like or directly competitive domestic products have declined significantly and that the profits
of a substantial number of domestic producers upon sale of such like or
directly competitive products have declined significantly; or
" (C) that U.S. prices for an imported product or like or directly competitive domestic products have declined significantly In relation to the
prices of other products of the same general class as shown by an appropriate U.S. price index selected by the Commission, and that the profits
of a substantial number of U.S. producers upon sale of such like or directly
competitive products have declined significantly; or
"(D) that prevailing wage rates or average take-home pay in the domestic
industry producing products like or directly competitive with an imported
product have declined relative to prevailing wage rates or average take-home
pay in industries producing other articles of the same general class;
shall be deemed to establish injury or threatened injury to the domestic industry
involved requiring a modification of tariff treatment as provided in this section
unless the record of the investigation and hearings shall clearly establish and
the Commission shall affirmatively find that Imports were not a factor contributing to the conditions so found to exist.
"(d) (1) The Tariff Commission shall immediately make public its report,
Including any dissenting or separate findings, and shall cause a summary thereof
to be published in the Federal Register and shall transmit a copy of the report
to the President and to the Committee on Ways and Meana of the House and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate.
"(2) The modification of existing tariff treatment found by the Tariff Commission to be necessary shall be proclaimed by the President, effective upon a
date to be specified in his proclamation, which shall be issued promptly after
expiration of the period for congressional action as provided in this paragraph 2,
unless"(A) within 60 days following transmittal of the Tariff Commission report
to the President, the President submits a report to the Committee on Ways
and Means of the House and the Committee on Finance of the Senate stating
that he does not approve the proposed modification In tariff treatment, his
reasons for withholding his approval, and what, if any, modification of existing tariff treatment he proposes to proclaim in lieu of that recommended by
the Commission, and within 60 days thereafter either House of Congress by
resolution adopted by the yeas and nays by a majority vote of such House
approves the President's proposed modification or retention of existing tariff
treatment, or
"(B) within 60 days following transmittal of the Tariff Commislon
report either House of Congress, by resolution adopteL as provided in clause
(A), determines that the modification in existing tariff treatment recommended by the Tariff Commissiou shall not be made effective. If, pursuant
to paragraph (A), the President is authorized to proclaim the modification
of tariff treatment proposed by him, he shall immediately make the proclanation so authorized.
"For the purposes of clauses (A) and (B), In the computation of the 60-day
periods for congressional action there shall be excluded the days on which either
House is not in session because of an adjournment of more than 3 days to a day
certain or an adjournment of the Congress sine die.
"(e) The appropriate base period referred to in subsection (c) shall be the
period of 3 consecutive years during the 10 years preceding the year in which
the report of an investigation is made in whieh the ratio of Imports of the product
subject to investigation to domestic consumption of such product and like or
directly competitive domestic products was the lowest: Pro, ded, That any year
or years at the commencement of such 10-year period, not to exceed 4 years, in
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which there were no imports of such product shall be excluded: And provided
further, That the Commission may exclude from the base period not more than
2 years if I finds with respect tq each tear excluded that the volume of imports
of the foreign product the volume of sales of like or directly competitive domestic
products or the volume of domestic consumption of such products was so sub.
stantially increased or decreased by specified abnormal factors of a nonrecurring
nature that the Inclusion of such year in the base period would be grossly bnfatr.
"(f) (1) As used in this Act the terms 'domestic Industry producing like or
directly competitive products' and 'dok ,stlc industry producing like or directly
competitive articles' mean that portion or subdivision of the producing organizations manufacturing, assembling, processing, extracting, growing, or otherwise
producing like or directly competitive products or articles in commercial quantities. In applying the preceding sentence the Commission shall distinguish or
separate the operations of the producing organizations Involving the like or
directly competitive products or articles referred to in such sentence from the
operations of such organizations Involving other products or articles, using to
the extent necessary for SuLch purpose reasonable estimates and assumptions.
The Commission may also insider as such a domestic Industry for the purposes
of this Act a segment of an industry situated in a geographical area within the
United States if the injurious effect of the imported article is confined to the
segment of such industry In such area.
"(2) There shall be deemed to be a 'threat of injury' or 'threatened injury'
within the meaning of this Act If there is a reasonable probability of Injury, even
though such Injury is not so imminent as to be almost certain to occur.
"(g) The provisions of this section shall apply to investigations for which request or application is made after the effective date of this Act, ard to investigations heretofore commenced under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.S.G. 1364), in which bearings before the Commission have not been completed on the effective date of this Act. In any
investigation pending at the effective date of this Act to which this section
becomes applicable, the Commiasion shall permit such amendments to the application and provide such. opportunity to produce further evidence and be
heard as may be appropriate in view of the applicability of this section. The
time for completing the Commission's report in any such proceeding shall be
extended for such period, not exceeding three months, as the Commission shall
find to be necessary."

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. H. S. Potter, Tool & Fine
Steel Industry Committee.
Mr. Potter, take a seat, sir, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF H. S. POTTER, VICE PRESIDENT, SALES, CARPENTER
STEEL CO., READING, PA., AND CHAIRMAN, TOOL & FINE STEEL
INDUSTRY COMMITTEE
Mr. POTTER. My name is H. S. Potter, I am vice president sales,
of Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa., and chairman of the Tool &
Fine Steel Industry Committee. The names of the companies which
join in this statement are listed on an attached sheet. I appreciate the
opportunity to be here and discuss with you the proposed- Trade Expansion Act. as it presents problems which very seriously concern our
industry.
I. TIE TOOL AND FINE STEEL INDUSTRY 18 VITAL TO OUR NATIONAL
SECURiTY

Tool steel and fine steels are high alloy specialty products which do
not account for nearly as much volume as tonnage steels. Nevertheless, by reason of their content they possess certain properties, such at
a high degree of heat resistance, which greater volume steel products
do not enjoy, and can fulfill a number of vital functions for *kh
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tonnage steels are not qualified.. Indeed, tool steel is listed by the
defense agencies of the U.S. Government as first in priority of strategic importance. It is indispensable to the cutting, shaping, and forming of virtually every weapon in our defense arsenal. I submit to this
committee that not a wheel in our defense structure could turn if there
-vere not an adequate supply of t9o1 and specialty steel. And I submit further that as the missile age progresses, the highly heat resistant
steels will become increasingly important to American advancement
and security. The large tonnage steel mills have neither the equipIment nor technical knowledge to make the tool steel and specialty
steels which are essential to our national defense effort.
We are certain that neither this committee nor Congress would favor
,or permit importation of these items to reach such a level that the
existence of an adequate, steady domestic supply would be imperiled,
as such a result would bring about the total reliance of our defense
effort on foreign supplies of a highly strategic material. The prinr
cipal supplying nations--Austria, Sweden, West Germany, France,
Italy, an the nited Kingdom--are in such proximity to the Soviet
Union to make such a course neither safe nor prudent. We contend
that it is essential for the United States to maintain a flexible defense
posture to meet emergencies of all dimensions in all parts of the world
'and that such flexibility can only be maintained if the country has
available to it adequate domestic supplies of such critical materials as
produced by our industry.
II. THE TOOL AND FINE STEEL INDUSTRY 15 NOW THREATENED BY
I3MORTATIOW

We in the tool and fine steel industry are by no means opposed to
an expanded international trade for the sake of being opposed. We
are, however, presently suffering a severe loss of the U.S. market to
foreign imports and fear that H.R. 11970, in its present form could
result in further losses and threaten the elimination of U.S. production
altogether.
'Importation has in recent years absorbed a dramatically expanding
share of the domestic market. In 1960, total domestic production of
tool steel was approximately 87,000 tons, although average production
has been 100,000 tons annually. That same year, imports reached
the level of 12,000 tons, or 12 percent of average annual domestic production and over 14 percent of actual domestic production for that
yeai. Moreover, these figures do not include another estimated 12,000
tons of product imported in various finished forms. This trend toward an ever increasing market sha.r t applied"by imports means not
only a loss of earnings for the domestic i'd. ry, but a loss of employment for American workers.
The cause of this threatening pattern which is facing the tool and
fine steel industry is not the ability of foreign competition to apply
better production techniques and place superior products in the domestic market. It is very simply a question of price. For instance,
Japanese stainless sheets are being offered at 20 percent below the
domestic market. Stainless cold heading wire from the same country
8 offered at 16 to 27 percent below my company's prices and a popular
grade of oil hardened tool'steel from Austria. is being offered here at
prices 53 percent below my company's price.
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These lower prices at which foreign producers are able to' compete

in the domestic market are attributable to two chief factors: the substantially lower wages and working standards prevalent in the prin-

cipal foreign countries producing tool and fine steel and the narrowing of our margin of productive efficiency. Faced with a continuation
of this situation and the continuing increase in the ration of imports
to domestic demand, the U.S. tool and fine steel industry is in an extremely precarious position.
[Zr.

ADE QUATE SAFEGUARDS MUST BE PROVIDED TO PROTECT VITAL DEFENSE
INDUSTRY ES

In the light of the importance of tool and fine steel to the Nation's
defense production and the current status of imports, we submit that
adequate safeguards are essential for our industry. The: present bill
does not contain these safeguards.
We contend, that a strengthening of the national security clause is
essential. We-submit that the provision has not always beie.implemented in accordance with legislative intent. In, view of this history
we hope that Congress will take positive steps to strengthen the, national seurity clause so that it will become an effective, operative
instrument of national trade and defense policies. We suggest that
this committee consider exercising legislative review of executive de..
cisions in this field-r ,certainly determinations here are atleast as ira
portant as under the escape clause in which national security mayor
may not be involved. By like token, the application of specific time
limits for national security determinations may be advisable. In the
past, proceedings alone have consumed as much as 18 months. These
suggestions by no means exhaust the possible avenues of improving
this clause.
For example, we understand that Senator Kerr has indicated that
more specific criteria for industries significant to national security
would be extremely helpful. We fully agree.
The underlying approach of the trade expansion program is an
open departure from past tariff policies, yet section 232 is fundamentally the same as enacted 7 years ago. Whereas prior trade legislation seems to have been based on the premise that no injury as a result
of foreign competition would be suffered by industry Which could
not be alleviated by the safeguards provided, the present act as see
by its detailed, attention to adjustment assistance, is founded on t e
premise thft,'substantial injury will occur but will be compensated
for and by the'1overnment.
This new .approach, whatever its merits or inadequacies, at least
demands a new and vigorous national security clause. It is not
enough: that the prior clause be boilerplated onto H.R. 1197M. With
the threat of sAbstantial dislocation and disruption in our economy
as a result 6f foreign ;mports--aact which the proponents.f this bill
admit by'so carefully providing means to alleviatethe distress -the
importance, of th national security provision is significantly increased. It is one, thing to risk the economic destruction of some
domestic industry in the hope of obtaining increase in export trade.
It is quite another to jeopardize our national security in the process
of this gamble. We submit, therefore, that section 232 be redrawn
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in such a way to absolutely insulate, key industries and commodities.
from the harsh impact of increased foreign imports.
We are especially concerned with the exclusive discretion granted
the President to eliminate duties altogether on undefined broad categories of goods in entering into agreements with the Common Market
nations. Should tool and fihp steels be lumped with tonnage: steel,
any deliberative consideration of the critical national defense contribution and precario-.s market position of our industry could be unwittingly ignored with the destruction or crippling of the specialty steel
industry as the result and agreements producing total disruption of
the tool and fine steel industry could be negotiated without Congress
exercising any review whatever over administrative determination.
We consider this to be one of the principal flaws of H.R. 11970.
It is also to be emphasized that the bill retains only the facade of the
peril-point provision of existing law. Briefly, the Tariff Commission
may not find any specific level of duty below which injury would be
likely to occur but may only "advise" as to the "economic" effect of
reductions or eliminations. Consequently, the President need not
report that any recommendation or finding was rejected, and the economic conclusions of the Commission woud not permit Commission
analysis only of the effect on overall industry operations of proposed
reductions, a particular detriment to tool and fine steels.
The ineffectiveness of the escape-clatue provision is also a glaring
inadequacy. Although it is unquestionably an improvement over the
language originally proposed to the House of Representatives, it is
still not a mechanism for guarding essential domestic industries
against irreparable harm. The Tariff Commission may only find that
an "industry" has suffered or is threatened with injury, and the term
"industry" is nowhere defined in the bill. Conceivably, "steel" would
constitute an industry. The segmenting of industries authorized by
present law would not be allowed. Combining tool and fine steels
with tonnage steel would effectively deny our industry the consideration which its particular problems merit.
It is also provided that the Commission must find that the injury
was produced entirely (rather than "in part" as in present law) y a
tariff concession. This change imposes an unjustifiably harsh burden
of proof upon the party seeking relief. He must, in effect, prove that
no other cause contributed even in small part to his plight. Furthermore the standards to be applied in determining injury are not adequate to provide relief while the industry is still able to make use of it.
F~ially, the provision for legislative review seems largely ineffective
by reason of the need for the affirmative vote of a constitutional majority of both Houses and the failure to insure that a review resolution
will obtain a floor vote.
This safeguard machinery would, if properly implemented, insure
a prudent trade policy which cold permit recognition of the total national interest. They seem to us far preferable t6 the bther relief
mechanisms set forth in the legislation before you. The 6thet adjustment assistance provisions are both fiscally questionable and contrary
to the established provisions which are dlreced toward preserving
American firms andworkers who have suffered injuryfrom hijrtA-

tion.,
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. THE. ILL-FOUNDEDF PT1MISM OF THE PROPONEN'f5 OF HR. 11970
UNDERSCORES -THE NEED FOR EFFETISVZE SAFEGUARDS

'The radical departure from existing law that the Trade Fspansion
Act represents necessitates certain risks and serves to underscore the
ne' for the preservation of safeguards for vital domestic industry.
TIWee procedures would be essential, even were the broadly stated goa s
which H.R. 11970 seeks wholly attainable, and even were the overall
ecQoomic impact clearly to be beneficial. They are more so because
of the uncertainty oif impact and achievement which infectS the bill.
Although sweeping pronouncements by the advocates of H.R. 11970
style it "as a solution for the problems of growth rate, unemployment,
balance-of-paymenits deficits, gold drain, krnd virtually every econohib
question facing us, the information essential to a full evaluation of
these claims has been somewhat'ec1ouded. We suggest, as have many
others, that the glorified preditio, regarding H.R. 11970 are at best
well-eaning speculations, unsupported by ct.
SPeMit jpe to discus briefly some of the reasons why we believe that
tho goals
,ited
in the preamb eo
T..
1190 are not supported by the
argumentsmaden beial Of,the bill.
First itJ cnnde tia, t, e United States h benefited in trade
negotiatiosby btaini
theater tariff concessions than it has given
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4way. In press release No. 369, June 1, 1962, the State Department
announced that in the recent Geneva negotiations, the United States
had obtained concessions amounting to $1,575: million for exports
while conceding an estimated $1,225.5 million on imports. Yet, the
estimate on'which the latter figure is based takes into consideration
only imports: from the EEC or the particular GATT country with
which each concession was negotiated, and does iot includeother
nations which are entitled to the concesion; it substantially, mnerstates the value of the concessions made by the United States. Fur-*
.ther, the $!,225.5 million figure is compiited ,n the l6a1is '%f values
in the foreign markets whereas domestic port-f-entry va Ipe actually
average a conservatively estimated 15 percent above th6o, qf I 'ei
_arkets. Taking. these factors into account,
aPears h
c ions granted are, in fact, significantly '
atxcets
rsW
Second., the Secretaries Of (ommerce'st'pd Lbor Al[le
t
proximately 4 million, jobs' are dependento iA
i
tr- . h
0
Something n the imcinity of a mere 9
lab.
t Th u:y froh
increased importation. Although the 41imipiY11p '3 'Wstlmate if based

on a formal LaborDeattnent report, tl69 inii4iWe 9obbfQ'e
ig not so founded.

In act weave
of this key figure and the supporting inforniita ,
th. taliJbr
Deportment s
Unreliable.
ueem
"The La
it46rtl[lntWprt"*1iicl "
uindertakes to estimate joblost as a result of ib Jt
' 960 ifiuict
that competitive imports'of 'all products 6f 'iMhW
inetal"idbisfHr
were $570.8 million based on foreign valuq plus a 17-percent f
Sinc6 this figure Wast less than imports 'of tI
ill products alone
(f6±teign Vidie, $506 milli6n,'plus 1Y
tdq'ius
1%c
$50 inillioin) 'we
looked further. '
' '
"' 'P
(f.
,,
.
The official Census Bureau' report of inpbi',.FT 140."for 1960,
shows the following, in millions of dollArs, f6rejgkiA'aluO.
':
Iron and gteel making war materials. -------' - '"$34.0
Steel mill products -------------------------- --505.5
Iron and steel manufactures ----------------------------------124. 8
Ferric-alloys, ores, and metals -------------------------174. 7
Aluminum and manufacturers
----------------- ---------------206. 6
Brass and bronze manufactures ------------_- -----------.2
Copper and manufactures-,: ---' ,, *)OL6
Lead and manufactures --------------------------------------.92.6
Zinc and manufactures
---------------------------------

Total -------

-

-

-

,92.6

When the 17 percent is. added,' the total becomes $2,319.6 million..
It is evident that this total includes some unknown amount of
products advanced beyond the stage of.'primary metal products, but
-it is also evident that the great bulk 6f the total is'of primary ores
.and metals, iron ore, steel, aluminum, copper, lead, andzinc. How
then could the Labor Departitment report that imports of primary
metals were only $b70.8 milliHn?
It becomes clear that the 'finding is'"a65d certainir
assumption
which seem to us unwarrnted, 'Imports ai'e divided into two Classes,
"competitive" and "supp6iting," and, '?upporting
Ars wre disN. xt in t
xegarded in carving at the competitiV, imnpo~t

category of "su'"oring

inij3
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adp a!,irawiri
e~ and
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semirnanufactured imports which supply more than 75 percent of
less than 5 percent of U.S. consumption. Further, imports, even
within these percentage figures, are supporting if they are considered
essential to U.S. industry, exemplified by petroleum, iron ore, and
softwood lumber. On such a basis, since total U.S. imports are under
5 percent of total U.S. consumption, the Department might well have
said that there are no competitive imports whatever. Although such
a statement would be absurd, we submit that it is equally unreliable
to make such assumptions on a narrow base as on a broader one. And
the "supporting" import category is utilized not only to reduce the
estimate of jobs which might be lost to exports but to increase the
number supplied by imports. Third, the Under Secretary of State testified before the House
Ways and Means Committee to the effect that the Common Market
and the United States have about the same level of tariff protection.
lie said the EEC tariff ci industrial products averages 5.7 percent
and that the comparable figure for the United States is 7.1 percent
(hearings on H.R. 9900, p. 639).
We studied the Commerce Department tabulation on which th
Under Secretary based his statement. We noted that it omitted chemicals on ,which the Common Market tariffs are high, On the. otherhand, it included thc products which are not produced in significait
quantities in the Common Market and which are imported in large.
quantities duty free. Thus, to get a low EEC tariff average the tabu:
lation included oilseeds, crude rubber, raw cotton, wool, jute, and other
vegetable- fibers, iron ore and nonferrous ores, crude petroleum, and:
precious stones.
Now these are not industrial products. They are primary products
that are the raw materials for the Common Market industries. Their
inclusion substantially reduces the average level of EEC tariffs, which
average is then styled as relating to industrial products.
Fourth, in February the opening sentence of a Commerce Department press release said "Dollar volume of exports of steel mill products from the United States in 1961 ran ahead of imports for the second year in a row" (BD-62"7, Feb. 26, 1962). As a matter- of fact,
the volume of imports of steel mill products in 1961 ran ahead of exports for the third year in a row. Of course the Department makes a
technical justification for the quoted statement-they were talking
about dollars, even though they used the word "volume", which connotes quantity, not value. But this justification is still inaccurate because the dollars of imports referre to are the values of the goods in
the countries of export which, of course, are much lower per unit than
the U.S. values of competitive steel. , ,
Most other countries, including th6 EEC, value imports on a c.i.f.
port of entry basis. The United States values imports on a foreign
basis, usually the mill or factory abroad. If the United States were
to follow the EEC practice, our statistics would make a fairer showingof trade balances.
Statistical argumentation of this nature makes us uncertain that the
bill will attain its goals and fearful of its imifrt. Presentations of
that sort hardly appear to be of the class of information which will
assist Congress to fully deliberate and drmiro the turning point
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issue now before it. In addition the vulnerability of administration
statistics suggests a free trade bias so strong as to underscore the need
for more adeuate congressional checks.
Yet despite the uncertainties of attainment,'the present bill cloaks
the executive branch with unprecedented authority to reduce tariffs
and diminishes the powers of 9yongress in the trade area to an all-time
'_
low.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS

We of the tool and fine steel industry would recommend that, as a
minimum, the following changes be made inH.R.11970:
1. The national security clause should be strengthened.
2. Congressional review of negotiated trade agreements should be
provided. Both this review and review of Presidential refusal to take
action on escape clause recommendations should be able to override
Presidential action or failure to take action by simple majority vote
of one House acting on a privileged resolution.
3. The escape clause provision should be amended as to definition of
industry and criteria of injury so that it comports with present law.
4. The peril point provisions of existing law should be retained.
5. The subsidy involved in the adjustment assistance provisions
should be stricken from the bill.
We must emphasize that we are not against free trade so long as it
is not unfair trade, but regret that in our opinion present conditions
prevent the attainment of such an ideal. Until such time as wage and
working standard and fiscal and monetary conditions improve, vital
American industries are entitled to protection.
(The appendix to Mr. Potter's statement follows:)
APPENDiX
PARTICPATINo COMPANIES

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.
Armco Steel Corp.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Braeburn Alloy Steel Corp.
The Carpenter Steel Co.
Columbia Tool Steel Co.
Crucible Steel Co. of America
Eastern Stainless Steel Corp.
Firth Sterlig, Inc.
Jessop Steel Co.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.
Joslyn Stainless Steel Division
Latrobe Steel Co.
Republic Steel Corp.
Sharon Steel Corp.
Simonds Saw & Steel Co.
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corp.
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co.
Vulcan-Kidd Steel Division
Washington Steel Corp.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Curtis.
Senator Cnmrs. Is domestic production actually shrinking as imports increase?
Mr. PolrER. Domestic production has decreased; yes, sir.
Senator Cumws. Decreased or increased?
Air. PorrEr. Has decreased.

Senator CURTis. As imports have increased?
Mr. PorrER. As imports have increased.
Senator CUis. flow many jobs do you say you can trace to loss of
production?
Mr. Pomrs. How many jobs did I say in the statement--40,000
jobs?
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Senator CUrnS. You have already lost?

Mr. PorrFn. Yes; in the overall steel industry. In our own industry, the tool- and fine-steel industry, we have estimated that 2,000
jobs have been lost as the direct effect of imports, and another 2 000
jobs have been lost as a result of products imported in their finished
form.
Senator CUORs. If imports continue do you expect the same pattern of employment I
Mr. Porrmn I see no reason to see any change at the present time.
It will be a continual decrease in employment.
Senator CuRis. You spoke of national defense provisions. How
do specialty steel products fit into defense, and why are they so
strategic?
Mr. Porrm. Tool steels are used primarily for the making, shaping, and forming of other metals, so there is nothing that could be
made for the Defense Establishment that does not have to be made
with one form or another of tool steel as a tool, shaping tool, cutting
tool, or a forming tool.
Because of the peculiar specialty nature of the tool steel business,
with their infinite capacity for making relatively small batches of
high-quality materials, it is the Defense Department that looks to
the tool steel industry to develop these specialty products in order
to have us attain further goals in the missile and rocket field.
For instance, it is the tool steel industry that has developed steel
products for high-temperature bearings that go on supersonic aircraft. It is the tool steel industry with their specialized melting techniques for manufacturing very clean steel, free from occlusions, that
has been in the forefront for the development of steels for missile
casings and rocket skins.
Senator Cuws. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIUMA. Thank you, Mr. Potter.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)
THE PIPE ITINGS MANUFACTIrRES ASSOCIATION,

Noe York, N.Y., July 26,1962.
Subject: Statement on opposition to HER. 11970.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairmn Senate Finanoe Committee, Senate Offle Building, W"Ah1$gto^, D.C.
DFAR SENATOR BYRD: On behalf of the Pipe Fittings Manufscturers Association I would like to present our views in respect to the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962, bill H.R. 11970, presently being considered by your committee.
I am enclosing copies of the statement we filed with the Houso Committee
on Ways and Means when this bill (then H.R. 9900) was being cosidered by
that committee. Additional copies are available if needed.
We feel that the changes in H.R. 11970 over its predecessor, H.R. 9900, are
not significant and therefore our original views are still valid.
It is requested that this statement be made a part of the printed recoi4 cov.
ering the hearings held by your committee on this subject.
Thank you for your review and conaideration.
Respectfully submitted.

LismT
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W. Bzxorr, SerarVy-2reoa*uw
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STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION To H.R. 9900 SuesnTwED4 oN BEHAF OF THE PIPE
FrrNos MANUrAOrvtlS ASS 6iATIO'', EW YORx, N.Y.
-TlhIF, PIPE FrTINOS

MANUFA'TTURERs

ASSOCIATION,

New York, N.Y., March R1, 1962.

don to HE. 9900.
Subject: Stakementi 9P
Mr. LEo H. IRWIN,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Way# and Means, New House Office Building,.

Wvoalkngtos.

D.C.

'"

"..

.

DFAR Sra: This statement in opposition to H.R. 9900 is 'submitted on behalf
of the Pipe Fittings Manufacturers Association. The manUfactured products
with which the association's 82 members 4re, concerned include malleable iron
and gray cast iron pipe fittings, malleable Iron unions, brass fittings and unions,
cast brass older 'ttlngs, pipe hangers, afid steel pipe couplings.
That segment of "our membekbip which produces malleable iron pipe fittings
has had 14 years' experience in operating under a 50-percent reduction in import
duty. on its product. Therogore, for illustrative purposes under this statement,
and as fne base for opposition to H.R. 9900, th. impact of this 50-percent reductioin On this segnm&eh f our industry will be cited. It Is believed-that such
impact Is typical of what has 06durred already with respect to products, employment, and capital in numerous other Industries. That will become the experience of many additional industries, should the provisions of H.R. 9900 be
enacted.
The producer-members of this association manufacture over 90 percent of
all malleable iron pipe fittings produced in the United States. As set forth
herein, the availability of this product is essential to the national security.
It is requested that this statement be made a part of the printed record covering the hearings held by your committee on this subject.
Thank you for your review and consideration.
Respectfully submitted.
LESTE W. BENorr, Seoretary-Trea8urer.
S.TATEM ENT IN

OPPOSITION

TO

H.R. 990

SUMMARY

H.R. 99)00 is opposed
Opposition to H.R. 9900, and the opfnt6ns herein expressed, are based, among
other things, on the facts set forth in the detailed statement, and include an
experience of 14 years' operation under a 50 percent reduction in tariff rates,
together with a knowledge of the adminIstration of the relief sections under
existing trade laws.
Among the reasons for opposition to H.R. 9900 are the following:
(a) Insofar as stated purposes relate to the domestic economy, such purposes,
in substance, will not be achieved. We do not believe that the increase in bona
fide exports will be commensurate with the injury to our domestic economy covered by the further imports from low-wage countries.
(b) Failure to attain such purposes in the domestic area will weaken the capablities of the United States to carry out its stated purposes in other areas.
(c) Across-the-board, or basket-type reductions are inequitable and unnecessary. Undue hardship is created for selected industries. Rate changes, either
up or down, should be base on a product-by-product and Industry-by-industry
application. For example, substantially all malleable iron pipe fittings produced
In Europeua Common Market areas are not- interchangeable with malleable iron
pipe fittings produced domestically. Neither will U.S. fittings meet the Common
Market area specifications to any extent. However, under "most favored nation provisions," reductions granted the Common Market area could be made
use of by Japan to further preempt the U.S. market.
(d) It should be a basic objective to assure that the United States, as the
primary arsenal of all free nations, shall have the industrial base it needs If war
should. come.
(e) Neither gross national product nor job opportunities will be increased, or
will taxes be created to meet urgent fiscal needs, out of training programs for
unemployed, or from applying financial "oxygen" to defunct corporations. The
"health" of the existing industries should be sustained.
(f) The administration of relief provisions under existing trade and tariff
acts does not lend confidence to sound and equitable benefits being derived under
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the provisions contained in H.R. 990,, The benefits or assistance proposed OU9r
H.R. 9900 are uncertain both as to determination andappilcatioP_.,i.;
A policy in the nationalinterest'
Believing that, It IS more constructive to state not only whit 3W oppose but
exhibit/
also what we are for, there Is submitted as a part heiedf, '000
a proposed trace policy In the national Interest. That policy Is co~mZek40ed
for your consideration.
Why imports gain
i'aking advantage of the 50 percent reduction in, Import' duty;,;lmporterm
dominate the domestic market due to lower production costs, Inclutdlng a labor
cost of 85 percent below domestic labor costs. Imports compete in tha domestic
wholesale market at more than 30 percent under prices of domeati'roanufacturers. In this product, approximately 75 percent of the total cost is'labor:
Efficiency cannot bridge this labor-cost gap.
Impact on other industries
That the'experience in thislndustry is common with that of other industries
where the labor cost for the product Is significant, is proven by the facts set
forth In a study which appears in the Federal Register of February 5, 1962, page
834. This study compares, by product categories, 1951 export-import volume
with 1960 export-import volume.
Experience under a 50 percent reduction in import duty
The malleable iron pipefittings segment of this industry has operated for 14
years under a 50 percent reduction of Import duties. Other reductions have been
in effect on "otherproducts which have been Imported for end use in competition
with this product. For Illustrative purposes under this statement, and as one
base for opposition to H.R. 9900, the impact of such reductions are herein cited.
A concern for national security
.Malleable Iron pipefittlngs are essential to national security. The product l#
an Integral factor In sustaining the $50 billion annual domestic construction
Industry, Including shipbuilding.
In the event of attack, importers might be either unwilling or unable to reznain
a source of supply. Under these conditions, what then would sustain the vitally
essential construction industry? To whom would the citizens of the United
States look for shelter, as well as protection to health and general welfare?
WT are these producers
A majority of the 14 producers of malleable Iron pipefittings have less than
500 employees. They are located In nine different States. Eleven are in communities having a population of under 18,000, The majority have been In this
business for over 60 years. Facilities utilized are largely special purpose. The
majority of the plant workers have a seniority of over 15 years.
Impact of imports
(a) About 61 percent of the domestic market has been lost, with corresponding reduction In Industry employment.
(b) Some 85 percent of the U.S. export market has been lost.
(o) Domestic manufacturers who produced approximately 35 percent of the
domestic production have discontinued such operations. Included were two of
the industry's largest producers, each of whom had manufactured malleable Iron
pipefittings for over 100 years.
(d) The major factor causing the foregoing Impact has been Imports of
direct or competitive products, as to either quantity or price. Said Imports were
made possible by the 50 percent reduction in Import duty on direct products and
by varying reductions on other products.
STATEMENT

Introduction
Since January 1, 1948, the import duty rate on malleable Iron pipefittings,
a major segment of our Industry, has been 22% percent ad valorem, compared
to a prior rate of 45 percent.
Thus, this segment of our lnduqtry Is in a position to form a judgment regarding H.R. 9900, based upon 14 years of actual experience In the marketplace,
during which period a 50 percent reduction was in effect. From this experience
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the Adverse further effects which wilt be certain from the additional reductions
and provisions proposed under H.R. 9900 become obvious.
Through Its members, as well as its appropriate association representatives,
this industry has given, for a period of years, thoughtful consideration to, and
has taken affressve action on. tariff and foreign trade policies. Therefore,
Informed opinions are made possible,
This industry is well aware of, the fact that Its own disastrous experience
since 1948, under an import duty, reduction of 50 percent, is typical of a broad
segment of all U.S. industry. It Is in common with substantially all products
involved in an import-export relationship where the total unit cost includes a
signlficant labor content. This condition applies not only to preemption of
domestic markets by imports, but also to the closing of export markets.
In full support of the foregoing comments we refer you to the comprehensive
comparison, by product categories, of 1951 export-import volume with 1960
export-import volume as recorded in the Federal Register of February 5, 1962,
page 834. Had such study been expressed in product units, rather than dollars,
the alarming situation disclosed would have been even further underscored.
This study was prepared from official data published by the U.S. Department
of Commerce.
. Before outlining spelfic reasons for opposition to H.R. 9900, comment will
be made on (a) significance of malleable iron pipefittings industry, and (b)
impact of 1948 Import duty reductions on malleable Iron pipefittings industry.
Comment is also included as to why the existing conditions are a cause for
national concern.
Significance of malleable iron pipejlttings Wtn try
Malleabiv iron pipefittings are used in new and maintenance construction,
including shipbuilding, and as component parts for equipment and products in
industry. Construction constitutes the major market.
Measured in pounds of malleable iron pipefittings for each 1,000 square feet
of construction put in place, the comsumption demand from year to year has been
consistent, except during wartime periods, when such demand more than tripled.
This was due to diversion of more critical materials, such as copper and brass,
which are ordinarily competitive, to urgently needed wartime requirements.
Hence, availability and production of these pipefittings, of a quality and specification fully meeting domestic standards, is essential to the expansion and maintenance of the $50 billion annual domestic construction industry, to shipbuilding,
and to national security, including shelter, health, and welfare of the citizens.
This industry has an importance to national security, and as an integral component of construction, greatly exceeding any relative quantity and value reference. For example, each dollar of volume in malleable iron pipefittings sustains
1,000 times its volume in the construction industry.
The majority of the 14 producers in this industry each have less than 500 employees. Eleven of the plants are located in communities having a population of
less than 18,000. The majority of these producers have been in business more
than 60 years.
engraphically, the plants of these 14 manufacturers are located-4 in Pennsylvania, 2 in Ohio, 2 in Rhode Island, and 1 in each of the States of Alabama,
California, Connecticut, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
The facilities comprising the over $40 million reproductive capital investment
of the industry are largely special purpose, and cannot be, except in minor part,
economically converted to other production uses.
The majority of the workers in the plants comprising this industry have a
length of service of more than 15 years.
Impact ,,1 1948 import duty reductiont on malleable iron pipefltttng8 industry
As has been shown, new and maintenance construction constitutes the prepoiderant market for malleable iron pipefittings. Based on U.S. Department of
Commerce data, which is expressed in 1947-49 constant prices, the 1961 volume
of construction averaged 171, compared with a base of 100 for the 1947-49 period.
In contrast, and based upon millions of pounds, the annual average of malleable Iron pipefittings shipped by domestic plants in 1961 averaged 67 compared
with Its 1947-49 base of 100. When compared with the current construction rate
of 171, the 67 rate reflects a 61 percent loss In Volume for pipeflttngs. Because
employment bears a direct relationship to pounds produced, it is factual to state
that employment has been reduced to 89 percent.
The major contributing factor to this 61 percent loss in jobs was imports, in
terms of either quantity or price. Such Imports were comprised of not only
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malleable iron pipefittings but ,lso of other competitive products, sugh as opm.
and copper alloy pipe and tube, and certain cast brass plumbing products,
Pipefittings are purchased only when there is a specific construction or cornponent need. Unlike consumer goods, increased volume Is not created by lower
prices. Imports reduce the potential need for domestic produced fittings, akid related employment, in direct proportion to the pounds of production lost....
The number of ports of importation increased from 5 In 1958 to 19 in 196L
Great Lakes-seaway shipments are already creating further import competition.
In terms of pounds shipped into the domestic market, imports of. malleable
iron pipefittings, by periods, have been as follows:
Imports as average annual percent of domestic market
1948-52
-------------------------------Less thanA of 1 percent.
1953-55--------------------------------------Under 2 percent.
1956-58
-------------------------------4.5 percent.,
1959-61
-------------------------------8.47 percent,
As this summary shows, the rate of imports has doubled when each 3-year
period Is compared with the prior period. How long can any Industry survive
under such a trend?
Due to several internal conditions, including money and time needed to estab-'
lish facilities, imports of this product from Japan were not an important factor
until about 1956. Since that time over 95 percent of such Imports have been
from Japan.
,
That such export business is not vitally essential to the Japanese economy,
or to Japanese-United States relations, is clearly proven by the fact that suc4
exports have equalled less than 8 percent of the total production in Japan of a11
malleable cast iron products. This statement Is based upon offcial data released
by the Government of Japan.
The fittings imported from Japan have sold, and are currently selling, hn'
the domestic wholesale market, at prices averaging wore than 30 percent below
the average price of domestic producers. It 1957, our industry filed, and prose-.
cuted until denied in 1960, , claim for relief under the antidumping section of
existing trade laws.
In this product approximately 75 percent of the total cost content is labor.,
Base rates paid by U.S. mar ufacturers average $2.52 per hour, exclusive of
fringe benefits, which add Piii additional 60 cents per hour. Comparative labor
costs in Japan are less tha a 15 percent of these domestic costs. For the most part
foreign plants have been modernized. Variation in labor and labor related costs
is the controlling element in costs as well as in price competition.
During the past 10 years there has been a steady and substantial increase
in the import of copper and copper-alloy pipe and tube for plumbing and certain cast brass plumbing products. These products, which are competitive to
pipefittings, have further caused loss of domestic and export markets, and disruption of prices for such pipefittings.
For example, for the years 1947-49, tube for plumbing imported averaged
annually only 11,000 pounds. For the years 1958-00, this same product was Imported at an annual average rate of 48,2 million pounds.
Compared with the export volume which was attained for the 4 years ended
December 31, 1953, U.S. producers have nfw lost 85 percent of the average export market. Since U.S. producers cannot compete in the domestic market due
to the labor cost advantages held by foreign producers, it is obvious that export
markets cannot be retained in competition with these same foreign producers.
What has been the result of this impact of the 1948, 50-percent import duty
reduction on productivity of U.S. producers of malleable iron pipefittings?
(a) Some 61 percent of the domestic market has been lost, with corresponding reduction In Industry employment.
(b) About 85 percent of the U.S. export market has been lost.
(o) Manufacturers who were producing approximately 35. percent of the
domestic production have discontinued such operations. This included two of
the largest producers In the industry, each of whom had manufactured malleable Iron pipeflttlngs for over 100 years.
(4) The major factor causing the foregoing impact has been imports of
dire-.t or competitive products, as to either quantity or price. Said imports were
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nlde possible by the 50-percent reduction in import duty on direct products
and by varying reductions on other products.
A oause for nationaZ concern
If the tred of these imports is permitted to continue, It is clearly indicated
that such imports will destroy the entire domestic and export market for
malleable iron pipefittings.
When production facilities and 'production costs, exclusive of labor, are reasonably comparable, and when labor content is 75 percent, it is not realistic
to allege that improved production efficiency could bridge a labor cost gap of 85
percent, as has been here shown.
Such preemption would weaken the industrial base of the United States for
national security. It would move essential industrial capacity away from
domestic locations. Domestic employment, on this product, would be entirely
wiped out.
In the event of war, such importers might be either unwilling or unable to
remain a source of supply. Even If willing, air, missile, or submarine activity
could prevent shipping, even if the ships were available.
UAer such conditions, what then would sustain our vitally essential conU
struction industry, an industry to which citizens must look for shelter, health,
and welfare, not to mention defense.
Can the United States afford to create and permit this Jeopardy to its national
security?
Proposals contained in H.R. 9900 are opposed
.Oppaition to HJR. 9900, and the opinions herein expressed,
are based, among
other things, on the facts set forth in the detailed statement, and include an
experience of 14 years operation under a 50-percent reduction In tariff rates,
together with a knowledge of the administration of the relief sections under
existing trade laws.
Among the reasons for opposition to HR. 9900 are the following:
1. Title I, in addition to naming the bill and stating its effective date, describes its purposes.
Insofar as hose stated purposes relate to the domestic economy, it is believed
that such purposes will not, in substance, be achieved. Failure to attain such
purposes In the domestic area will weaken the capabilities of the United States
to carry out its stated purposes in other areas.
2. Title II grants to the President 5-year authority to eliminate any tariff of
5 percent 'or less, and to cut to a maximum of 50 percent any other tariff agreements negotiated with any foreign country. In addition special authority is
granted to eliminate tariffs for three categories of products in agreements negotiated with the European Economic Community.
We are opposed to across-the-board or basket-type reductions. Rate changes,
either up or down, should be based on product-by-product and industry-by-industry analysis,, along with consideration of all pertinent factors both domestic
and foreign. We oppose use of United Nations criteria.
For example, let's review a product factor.
It might be assumed that under the provisions of H.R. 9900 some new opportunity would be created for domestic manufacturers of malleable iron pipe fittings to export to the European Common Market are-.s. Likewise, the conclusion might be that Increased imports of malleable iron pipe fittings might be received from the European Common Market countries.
Neither conclusion would be correct. The reason is that both the methods of
manufacture and the product specifications are quite different In the United
States from the European countries. The resultant products are neither comparable nor interchangeable, except to a nominal extent.
Hence, any lowering of tariffs under such circumstances would be without
benefit to either party. However, under the most-favored-nation policy, we
would be further delivering the U.S. market to those foreign countries who already have made such disastrous inroads in destroying domestic production
capabilities and markets.
We do not believe the national policy with respect to the containment of communism or the assistance of underdeveloped areas, through foreign aid, or trade
agreements, should be achieved by treating a basic domestic industry, such as
the malleable iron pipe fittings industry, or any other, as expendable,
In the development of a national policy it should be a basic objectlv to make
certain that the United States, as the primary arsenal of all free nations, shall
have the industrial reserve it needs if war should come.
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Neither the experience of veteran American employees, nor the capital which
supports the jobs for those employees, should be sacrificed.
The national objective should be shared by the whole Nation, through ap
proprlate broad measures, equitably applied.
3. Title III relates to "adjustment assistance."
Since H.R. 9900 devotes some 37 pages, out of a total of 61 pages, to this
section, it would seem reasonable to conclude that the provisions contained the-ein are among the more important of the entire proposed bill.
We do not believe that either gross national produ t or job opportunities will
be increased, nor will taxes be created to meet urgent present and accrued fiscal
demands, out of training programs for unemployed, or from applying financial.
"oxygen" to defunct corporations.
The American way would seem to call for a program which would assure the
survival of the industries involved, together with maintenance of the Jobs, at
known sldlls, for the workers.
We regret that the administration of relief provisions under existing trade
and tariff acts does not lend confidence to equitable benefits being derived from
the extensive changes now proposed.
The benefits or assistance proposed under H.R.9900 are uncertain both as to
determination and application.
A proposed trade policy in the n2tfonal ittereat
Believing that it is more constructive to state not only what we oppose but
also what we are for, there is attached hereto and made a part hereof, as exhibit A, a proposed trade policy in the national interest.
We suggest that the principles therein set forth would constitute a framework around which a sound and equitable trade policy could be established.
It is urged that any bill brought out by the Ways and Means Committee be
under the open rule, to facilitate amendments and full discussion by both Houses
of the Congress.
ExHIBIT A
A PROPOSED TRADE POLICY IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST

The strength of the U.S. economy is basic to our national security, and that
of the free world. Policy designed to promote growth in one sector of the
economy must also insure against harm to other sectors.
Foreign economic policy is expressed initially by the Congress. It is developed, however, by the Executive under the authority of the trade agreements
legislation. Without enforcible safeguards to prevent harm to our Internal
economy, the development of policy to promote exports can exceed, and has exceeded, the limits intended by Congress. Excessive imports fostered by tariff
concessions can weaken or destroy important sources of internal economic
strength represented by Investment, national income originating in production,
aind employment in domestic industries. The losses may exceed any gains real,I
ized by increased exports.
The safeguards previously specified by the Congress in the trade agreements
legislation have proved to be unworkable because the executive department has
not allowed them to work. Peril point findings are superficially made, because
of the thousands of product categories placed on the proposed offer list, and
often ignored; the escape clause is made impotent by Executive frustration
(relief in only 18 out of 180 cases), and the national security provision made a
mockery (relief in only l out of 21 cases).
The administration has stated its intention of seeking an unprecedented grant
nf power from Congress to make sweeping tariff reductions. Its spokesmen have
Ani bounced that this power, if granted, will be used to promote: a growth In U.S.
exports through negotiated across-the-board tariff reduction .which they concede' Will injure some domestic industries and workers vulnerable to Imports.
Instead of using the tariff-reducing authority selectively to bargain for increased export opportunities for American goods for industries which require
such outlets, the Executive has made wholesale reductions in thousands of tariff
clnaqifications at. a time in repeated negotiations under GATT to carry out nolltical objectives,, or to secure more. favorable treatment for the industries *ofother
.
countries, such as 3apan, instead of Ameriqan industry. Since World War 1I the. United, States in five'.massive negotiating sessions
under GATT has reduced Its tariffs by 70 percent. ostensibly to secure reciprocal
concessions from other countries. The increased access for U.S. exports paid
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for by these tari concessions has been denied by other countries through discriminatory practices restricting the imports of U.S. goods. Provisions of U.S.
law and trade agreements empowering the Executive to counteract such discrimination have not been invoked. Instead, the Executive is now asking for new
tariff-reducing authority in order to pay once again for the same commitments
by other countries to admit U.S. exports on terms as favorable as accorded other
countries.
In view of the administration's. frankly stated objectives, it is essential that
any new trade agreements legislal6n enacted by Congress make clear the
paramount Importance of preserving and fostering growth in our internal economic strength. The cost of any program authorized by Congress for the accomplishment of political objectives, such as strengthening the economies of other
countries against communism must be borne by all, and not by certain U.S.
industries and workers as "sacrificial lambs."
The following points are essential parts of any new trade legislation; they
will provide the balance in national policy which the above considerations
:
requre
U.S. internal economic strength by. Preserve
(a) Retaining and perfecting the escape-clause procedure so that existing customs treatment must he changed to remedy actual or threatened
serious injury suffered by industries or workers In part from excessive
imports when there has occurred: (i) A significant decline in the share
of the domestic market supplied by domestic products in relation to a
representative base period (taking into account a decline in order bookings of long-leadtime industries) and, either (ii) a significant decline.
actual or relative, in the domestic price level, or In the net earnings of
the domestic industry, with respect to the products like or competitive with
the imports; or (iMi) a decline in employment, a loss in wages due to shortened work periods, or a decline in wage rates, either actual or relative
to wages paid in other industries of the same general class.
When either of these criteria (that is, I plus ii, or I plus iii) for action
is met, the Tariff Commission must recommend, as a minimum, an increase
in duty equal to the difference between the landed cost of the imports and
the wholesale price of the comparable domestic products, or to recommend
an import quota which will restore the ratio of imports to domestic consumption existing during the base period. The Commission's recommendations shall take effect within 60 days unless either House by majority vote
concurs in a recommendation by the President that for good cause shown
they not be made effective.
b) Retaining and perfecting the peril point procedure so that there
will be excluded from the Executive's power to lower tariffs the products
of U.S. Industries and workers who would be injured by such action, as
determined by the Tariff Commission under criteria similar to those in
the escape clause, described above.
2. Promote growth in the U.S. economy by(a) Requiring mandatory action by the Executive to accomplish by
negotiation or by proclamation an adjustment of imports of products like
or competitive with those of a domestic industry to the ratio to domestic
consumption of such imports during a representative post-World War II
base period when it is found by the Tariff Commission (on application by
thc affected industry) that coincident with an increase in imports above
tie base period ratio to domestic constimption the domestic industry has
suffered, in comparison with the base period, a decline in G rate of growth
in investment, earnings, sales, employment, or wage payments due in part
to the effect of the excessive imports on the industry;
(M) Excluding from the Executive's power to negotiate new tariff concessions products of U.S. industries which have suffered or would suffer a decline
in rate of growth in investment, earnings, sales, employment, or wage payments if.imports we'e to be increased by an amount exceeding the share of
domestic consumption held by imports during the base period.
3. Promotk U.S. exports by(a) Enforcing U.S. rights under existing trade agreements to secure the
full benefit of concessions previously bargained and paid for by U.S. tariff
concessions but curtailed or nullified by exchange controls, Import license
restrictions, quotas, bilateral agreements, or other devices;
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(b) Mandatory action by the Executive under existing law and trade
agreement provisions to secure the removal of foreign import barriers which
in fact discriminate against U.S. goods whether the subject of trade agreement concessions or not;
(o) Negotiating new trade agreements with countries which impose no
discriminatory barriers against U.S. exports, and which give the United
States the full benefit of concessions previously granted;
(d) Suspending most-favored-nation treatment from nations imposing discriminatory barriers against U.S. exports, or denying to the United States
the full benefit of concessions previously granted to the United States.

STATEMENT OF THE BuTroN DIvIsIoN or THE SocWur OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY,
INC., CONCERNING H.R. 11970, SUBMrrE BY EDWIN 0. BboDESON

The Society of the Plastics Industry, is a corporate trade association organized
under the membership corporation law of the State of New York. The button
division, is one of the functional divisions of the society and Is comprised of those
engaged in the manufacture of buttons and button blanks from plastic materials. The society is also filing a statement on behalf of all of its members.
Although the button division concurs with the position as set forth In the society's
general statement, it wishes to make this separate filing because of the division's
concern over the import situation as that affects buttons and button blanks manufactured out of plastic materials.
At the outset, the button division concurs with and supports the expressed
purpose of H.R. 11970 of stimulating the economic growth of the United States
and of maintaining and enlarging its foreign markets through trade agreements
which afford mutual benefits with foreign countries.
Although the button division notes that there has been some improvement
In H.R. 11970, as a result of the House Ways and Means Committee's consideration of the original bill, H.R. 9900 (for example, the addition of a provision
permitting the President to raise the rates of duty by 50 percent above the
July 1, 1934, levels or to impose additional import restriction, such as quotas),
the button division is of the opinion that there Is still little evidence of a congressional intent to the effect that In administering this act the President should
strive to secure truly reciprocal benefits. It would also appear reasonable and
prudent to Include language evidencing a congressional intent that drastic
tariff cuts should not be male on articles where import levels are already at
a high level and are continuing to increase without such further drastic duty
cuts, as Is the case with buttons.
The concentration of attention In the bill to adjustment assistance to industries and employees which might suffer as a result of large tariff reductions indicates that the Congress anticipates that the drastic tariff-cutting provislrns
provided for may have a severe impact on domestic Industry and labor. Instead of permitting possible undue reliance on the adjustment assistance provisions of the bill, it would seem more appropriate to set forth, in more detail, the congressional intent as to how such situations might be avoided. This
could be done by enlarging upon the Instances where the Congress believes the
President should either raise the rates of duties or impose additional Import
restrictions, such as where import levels on a given commodity are already at
a high level and are continuing to rise even under the present duty levels. For
example, the import of imitation pearl buttons, principally from the Far East,
has risen from 398,700 gross In 1955 to 4,351,967 gross in 1961. In such a situation, it seems hardly logical that a further 50-percent reduction in duty on buttons would serve to increase or stimulate foreign trade in view of tbte already
steady Increase of Imports of this commodity under the current rates. Rather,
such a drastic reduction would only serve to adversely affect the domestic
industry.
In summary, the Button Division of the Society of the Plasties Industry, Inc.,
respectfully requests that in its further considerations of this legislation the
Congress should insure that there is sufficient and adequate IRY-guage in the
bill to clearly establish a congressional Intent that the President in administering it should seek truly reciprocal trade benefits and slu.Nld do so without incurring serious damage to segments of the economy, by not making tariff
reductions where the Import levels are already at a high lvl.
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PITTSBURGH CHEMICAL

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BmRD,
Senate Office Building, Washngton, D.C.

CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., August 2, 1962.

MY DEARSZNATOR BYs: With reference to the trade bill (11.R. !1970) now
before the Senate Finance Committee, I would like to request that you consider
I I
certain amendments to the bill.
The passage of this bill in its present form represents future economic threat
against the existence of the organic chemical business in the western Pennsylvania area. Our studies of the foreign chemical operation indicate that basic
wage rate differentials cannot be met without tariff protection. I am attaching
a booklet I based on a report by Arthur D. Little, Inc. of Cambridge, Mass., to the
Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association, which gives supporting
summary information on the results of their study. Candidates for Governor
of Pennsylvania of both political parties have publically recognized that employment is the biggest problem In Pennsylvania.
Attached are the amendments we consider essential to H.R. 11970. I would
appreciate your serious consideration of these amendments.
Very truly yours,
D. J. MAcLENNAN,
Vice Presidentand GeneralManager,
IndustrialChemicalsDivision.
1. Establishment of safe tariff limits by the Tariff Commission after the
necessary hearings. Any action of the President in trade negotiations deviating
from the recommendations of the Trade Commission must be explained to
Congress.
2. Tariff adjustments be made only on a product or article basis and not on
broad category groupings.
3. Items essential to national security should be listed by the Defense Department after appropriate hearings and reserved from tariff negotiations.
4. Concessions negotiated with one country or group of countries should not be
automatically extended to other countries.
5. Retain the escape clause provisions of the existing law and eliminate adjustment assistance provisions of H.R. 11970.
REHOLD CEMmCALS, I c.,

White Plains,N.Y., August 1, 1962.
Subject: H.R. 11970.
HOn. HARRY F. BimD,
Chairman,Senate Finane Committee,
Senate Ofioe Building, Washington,D.C.
My DEaR SENATOR BYRD: With reference to the present hearings before the
Senate Finance Committee for testimony on H.R. 11970, commonly known as the
foreign trade bill, the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc. has already
pointed out that there are many different views amongst the members of that
association. This is understandable if you keep In mind the many types of
chemical products made in the United States. Some are unique and proprietary
products, some are commodity-type products of very heavy specific gravity which
do not lend themselves to transoceanic transportation, some are commodity type
chemicals of lower weight and higher value in which foreign manufacturers can
absorb transportation expenses, and still others are based on raw materials In
which one or the other country or continent may have clear advantages.
Relchhold Chemicals, Inc. has domestic sales of approximately $110 million per
annum. The management of Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. is internationally minded,
having established licensees and affiliates all over the world since 1934, such
licensees and affiliates producing (not consolidated) sales of another approximately $80 million per einum. Consequently this company Is not following any
Isolationist trend, but hies to see the one world idea gain momentum, at least
one Western World which by its very achievements will persuade many others In
the world! to follow free men's activities. We feel we midst say this lest we may
be misunderstood In our concern about drastic tariff reductions, If not elimination,
Booklet made a part of the committee files.
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for some of the principal chemicals which Reicbhold Chemicals, Inc. produces in
plants with very substantialy capital investment in this country.
The products which we manufacture are all organic chemicals, with the exception of color pigments. Aside from the numerous products known as synthetic
resins and chemicals, we manufacture some large volume chemicals such as
U.S.P. phenol, phthalic acid anhydride, and maleic acid anhydride.
While the Manufacturing Chemists' Association has already drawn your attention to the picture emerging from the report edited by Arthur D. Little, Inc., In
Cambridge, Mass., namely, that many elements of the U.S. chemical industry are
losing their advantage over foreign competitors, we would like to bring to your
attention that the management of this company was quite shocked to see the results given in said report.
While those results are quoted by the Manufacturing Chemists' Association
as showing the emergence of dangerous competition from abroad, close studies
In comparison with our own trading experience have shown us that those results
are far from giving a picture as drastic as it is in reality. This is due in part
to the International trade relations having changed rapidly since the edition of
this report, and in part is due to unfamiliarity with certain trade conditions
In contrast to calculating conditions by engineers and chemists, however able
and capable they are.
U.S.P.

PHENOL

11; IT.S.P. phenol, of which Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., produces some more
than 10 percent of the production capacity In this country, the said report uses
as a cost reference for U.S. phenol production a process for which one or two
plants are presently under construction in the United States. Not one such
plant is actually on stream, and consequently nobody has had actual experience
with the production costs in such plants. Even if they would come near the
expected results, they would represent costs in Just one of the very latest
methods and would not represent by any means the average costs in the total
U.S. phenol industry. This, by the way, Is in contrast to the figures calculated
for other chemicals which had endeavored to present a picture of the mean
costs in the U.S. industry.
Even by calculation, however, and this has been confirmed with Arthur D.
Little, Inc., today's market conditions would not permit byproduct credits they
have used for the calculation of phenol costs because such byproducts would
bring considerably lower returns in the market today. This alone would bring
the costs for such a U.S. phenol plant up frorl 5.6 to 7 cents per pound.
Another point for correction is that the U.S. costs for phenol were based on
benzene-an important raw material-at a considerably lower cost than those
entered in the calculation for European or Japanese manufacturers. Actually,
the world market prices equalize this Important chemical raw material all over
the world, oftentimes evpn at somewhat lower figures abroad than in this country. In the case of phenol, a Japanese manufacturer of that chemical was
listed with production costs almost as low as the United States, in spite of the
fact that benzene was used In the calculation for such a Japanese manufacturer
at a cost 40 percent higher than the present world market price. This, by the
way, would drop the cost of phenol manufactured in Japan under the process in
question by another 1.4 cents. Already a clear-cut tremendous advantage to a
Japanese manufacturer emerges, and similar conditions apply to the listed
European manufacturers.
Our own import and export experience compels us further to reduce drastieally the expenses for transportation, Insurance, etc., of phenol from Japan
below those listed in the aforementioned report-the same, incidentally, as similar figures listed for other chemicals from Europe. We know that such expenses
amount to no more than 2.75 cents, rather than the 3.6 cents as used in *alculating the impact of products imported from Japan.
Summarizing the results of Just a quick look at the reported figures will show,
therefore, that the average manufactured costs in the United States for phenol
are higher than the optimum plant of the future, that even the costs of a future
U.S. plant will be at least 1.4 cents higher than reported, that the costs of the
next lowest (Japanese) foreign manufacturer will be 1.4 cents lower than reported, and that the transportation expenses from Japan would be 0.9 cents
per pound lower than reported.
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At any rate, our practical experience is that in no foreign country can U.S.P.
phenol, produced in the United States, be sold at anywhere near the American
market price for phenol, even after the market price has dropped almost 25
percent during the last year, and this is the practical reason why we look with
the greatest possible concern at the practical and not calculated costs of American manufacture in competition with foreign market prices for phenol, once they
would reach the U.S. market without any tariff at all.
PHTHALIC ACID ANHYDRIDE

Phthalic acid anhydride, of which Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., produces also
approximately 10 percent of the present estimated production capacity in the
United States of 750 million pounds. The costs for this chemical commodity for
U.S. manufacture has been calculated to represent the mean average cost of the
American industry. There probably is a lot of higher cost capacity on stream
in this country, and there are probably some very few, somewhat lower cost
plants on streams. Consequently, and unlike the case of phenol, we will not
claim that the costs used for phthallc anhydride are based on future hopes.
As to the principal raw material-naphthalene--we must, however, say that
the figures used in that report have become obsolete by developments in the
market. While it is true that coal-tar naphthalene is sold by U.S. manufacturers
for 5.25 cents per pound, this is of course not the high-grade material from which
phthallc anhydride can be produced at the high efficiency used in that report.
Such (treated) raw material would cost 1 cent per pound more.
Conversely, the raw material figures used in Europe have become considerably
lower priced. They are listed between 4 cents and 5.1 cents for the principal
produces in Western Europe, and suffice it to say that any quantity of European
naphthalene can be purchased at the eastern seaboard of the United States for
4 cents--after ocean freight, insurance, and European inland freight have been
paid. From this you may draw your own conclusions what actual raw material
prices are available in Europe, and we will only say that those European raw
material prices would reduce the calculated costs for phthallc anhydride in the
principal European manufacturing countries by 1.25 cents as compared to the
report.
The expenses used for bringing phthalic anhydride of European manufacture
to the American market have again been erroneously overstated. We are quite
familiar with the fact that European phthalic anhydride can be brought from
Europe to the eastern seaboard of this country for 1 to 1.25 cents, and not
2.76 cents, the figure used in the report. This would again reduce the cost of
foreign material in the U.S. market by 1.5 cents per pound. These are important
differences, Senator, when compared to the U.S. market prices of 14 cents de!lvered at any customer's plant.
We know that for 9 to 9.25 cents large quantities of European phthalic anhydride can be purchased on the eastern seaboard of the United States, for we
have to buy It. We have to buy it for use in resins exported to South America
and the Far East, because we can obtain a drawback of duty for the phthallc
anhydride thus reexported after being used in the manufacture of synthetic
resins. Without such low-price European material we could not think of competing in foreign countries with our resins against low price Dutch and German competition, and even at that we have often to export at next to no profit
Just to keep our name before the trade..
We also know the Impact of foreign phthalic anhydride appearing on the
North American Continent without duty, because Relchhold Chemicals (Canada),
Ltd., a subsidiary of Relchhold Chemicals, inc., was compelled to shut down its
phthalic anhydride plant outside Montreal since it could not compete with its
costs against Imported phthalic anhydride which may enter the Dominion of
Canada without duty. We are careful businessmen, Senator, and we left no
stone unturned to continue the manufacture of phthalic anhydride in Canada,
but all our calculations ended in the fact that it was cheaper to import phthalic
anhydride, and suffer the loss of unabsorbed depreciation and taxes for our
plant put in mothballs (and that means lost wages for employees), than to continue manufacture of phthalic anhydride.
This explains our concern for the day that foreign phtbalic anhydride can
enter the United States with a greatly reduced duty, or zero duty.
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In maleic acid anhydride, Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., has a ,capacity of a little
less than 10 percent of the entire U.S. manufacturing capacity.
Maleic anhydride was not a subject of the Arthur D. Little, Inc., report, and
we shall therefore not go into greater details. Suffice it to say that naleic
acid anhydride is sold all over Europe for 60 percent of the American market
price, or even somewhat less, and it is necessary to mention that the price of
U.S. maleic anhydride has been reduced drastically over the last few years, from
26 to 16.5 cents, as a result of excess manufacturing capacity In the United
States.
We realize that some segments of American industry are important to the
Nation's economy, and others are less so. We also know that Importance can
be measured by many yardsticks, and, for instance, dependence upon foreign
manufacturing sources is one which must be considered, besides number of
employees and capital investment. We realize that even some segments of
U.S. manufacture may have to be sacrificed to the cause of "one Western World."
We are not presumptuous enough to say where such sacrifices, If necessary,
have to be. made, but we feel that your committee, which Is charged with making
such choice, ought to be given the facts as one medium-size manufacturer sees
them in his day-to-day business experience.
Very truly yours,
STrAN H. BAUM, Executive
Vice President.

U.&

SENATE

COMITiTEE ON LABOR AND PUBUC WELFARE

Auguut 4, 1968.
Hon. HAm F. Bsm,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wasisnton, D.C.
DuAu M& CHAiwniAN: The senior Senator from Connecticut (Mr. Bush), for
himself and other Members, has submitted amendments to H.R. 11970, the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962, which were printed in the Thursday, August
2,19W, issue of the Congressional Record, beginning at page 14371.
It is my understanding that Mr. Eugene L. Stewart, of the law firm of Hume
& Stewart, Washington, D.C., will testify before the Committee on Finance on
August 8 In support of the amendments submitted by Senator Bush. I am informed that he will represent chemical firms producing synthetic fiber materials
or the basic chemical ingredients of such materials.
Among the firms he represents are at least seven major corporations having
nine plants In the State of West Virginia. I have received communications from
their officials expressing concern about provisions of H.R. 11970 and urging careful consideration of the recommendations to be included by Mr. Stewart in his
testimony.
The chemical industry in West Virginia is perhaps our healthiest economic
stabilizer. We would be In extreme difficulty if there should be an erosion of the
vitality of this industry. It is incumbent, therefore, that I accord careful study
to the recommendations which will be made by Mr. Stewart in its beIhalf. I
have confidence that my colleagues who are members of the Committee on Finance
will be attentive to and will evaluate in a careful and equitable mauier the
testimony he will present.
At a subsequent date, I anticipate having an opportunity and a responsibility
to discuss this subject in more detail with you and other colleagues.
Sincerely,
J zNL Ss RAND6LPH.

STATEMENT OF THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC., CONOEcNINO

11970 Simmrrrru

H.R.

By JEROmE H. HEOxmAx

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., a corporation organized under the
membership corporation law of the State of New York, is a trade association
composed of members who supply rtw materials, process or manufacture plastics
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or plastics material, who engineer or construct molds or similar accessory equip.
ment for the plastics industry, and who engage in the manufacture of plastics
machinery. The society was incorporated in 1937, was formed for the purpose
of assembling and disseminating scientific, engineering and other information
on plastics., With the approach of the war its scope was broadened to Include
cooperation with the Government in the solution of plastics problems of iti mill.
tary and allied departments and generally to advance the application and use
of plastics. The society now hai approximately 2,500 members in the United
States, including companies representing an estimated 90 percent of the total
dollar volume of the domestic plastics industry.
The society includes among its members a large percentage of the molding and
fabricating concerns of the country; substantially all of the companies engaged
in producing plastics materials from which the finished parts are molded, fabric.
cated, laminated and otherwise formed Into finished articles.
It also numbers among its membership a large proportion of the organizations
producing the machinery used in the various fabricating processes. A list of
the principal types of members represented in the society is as follows: raw material manufacturers; compression molders; injection molders; extruders; reinforced plastics manufacture vacuum formers; miscellaneous molders; laminators; fabricators; film processors and machinery manufacturers.
The proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 11970) expresses the purpose of stimulating the economic growth of the United States and of the maintaining and enlarging Its foreign markets through trade agreements which afford
mutual benefits with foreign countries. The Society of the Plastics Industry
endorses the broad principles implied in this stated purpose and affirms the concept that increased trade among the nations of the free world can be mutually
beneficial.
The society notes with concern, however, that the stated purpose of affording
mutual trade benefits with foreign countries differs considerably from the principle of exchanging reciprocal benefits. In fact, references to reciprocity in the
provisions of the bill are conspicuously vague except as it applies to agricultural
and forestry commodities. On the other hand, the bill enables the President
to reduce U.S. duties In order to obtain "benefits." These may be rendered
largely illusory by virtue of other remaining restrictions to mutual trade such
as quotas, levies, and taxes. The magnitude of the tariff cutting authority delegated by Congress to the President under the provisions of H.R. 11970 are such
as to justify clearly expressed statements in the bill that truly reciprocal benefits and equalization of tariffs will be forthcoming for the products of U.S. industries in foreign trade. In the past this has not always been the result
and today the signs that our domestic industries may not withstand disparate
bargaining are many.
The unprecedented grant of authority extended to the President under H.R.
11970 carries with It few guidelines or principles which would Indicate the will
of Congress In this broad delegation of its powers. Without exploring at this
point the potential magnitude of disruption which could result from the hasty
or ill-advised application of these powers by any President, the society repectfully suggests that specific statements of principles be included In the bill together with provisions that the use of Presidential authority satisfies them.
It is noteworthy in our opinion that two-thirds of the language of the bill
is applied to title Ill-Tariff Adjustment And Other Adjustment Assistance.
The need for such prolonged and detailed descriptions covered in this section
arise from the administration's recognition that the drastic tariff cutting provisions outlined under title III may have severe impact on U.S. domestic industry and labor. This aspect provokes some very sobering thoughts.
First, the presence of such complete detail devoted to combating the consequences of the tariff-cutting authority gives the Chief Executive the freest possible hand in sacrificing American businesses and its employees for what, no
doubt, is hoped will produce more than offsetting benefits to the segment which
survived. It may be that the President and his advisers will always be right
in their estimates of the effects of drastic tariff cutting on U.S. businesses but
the results of such procedures may be slow in manifesting themselves. The
mere presence of authority to provide such vast assistance to hurt industries
and their unemployed people Is in itself an Invitation to free and easy tariff
cutting without particular regard for the consequences.
Second, various provisions for aid to industry and for employee workers
necessitated by import injury or for other reasons already exists. For industry
It exists in present legislative procedures and Is proposed by means of tariff
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increasing provisions under section 201 of title II in H.R. 11970. For unemployed worker provisions already exist within their States to give financial
unemployment assistance whether layoffs are caused by imports or not.
Third, the nature of the stipulations under the adjustment assistance proposals in the bill are such as to discourage aggressive enterprise in businesses
and to encourage abuses in a Federal unemployment dole.
The society suggests that erasure of the adjustment assistance portion of the
bill will encourage more careful administration of the practically unlimited
potentials in its tariff cutting provisions and will discourage further opportunities for the distribution of Federal funds where other means already exist.
The Society of the Plastics Industry respectfully proposes that a trade bill
o±' the scope of H.R. 11970 should, in its high aims and purposes of furthering
the economy of the United States and the expansion of nondiscriminatory trading in the free world, be truly reciprocal, be expressive of the intent of Congress and in fact be able to accomplish these things without risking serious
damage to the economy of the Nation.

STATEMENT OF JOHN

M. Fox,

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED FsUrr Co.

My name is John M. Fox, and I am executive vice president of the United Fruit
Co., a New Jersey corporation with its headquarters in Boston, Mass. I make
this statement to express my company's support of H.R. 11970.
Since its incorporation in 1899, the principal activities of the United Fruit
Co. have consisted of the production and purchase of tropical produce, the shipment of such produce to northern markets of consumption, and its marketing
in those countries. In the case of the preponderating North American trade,
we provide the ocean transportation largely in our own vessels, chartering outside tonnage as and when necessary. In addition to moving our own products
to market, this fleet engages In the transportation of general cargo in foreign
commerce for the shipping public. In short, the United Fruit Co. Is primarily
engaged In the production and marketing of tropical agricultural products
and in the steamship business.
It will be self-evident that international trade Is our lifeblood. As exporter,
importer, and ocean carrier equally, we are wholly dependent upon it for existence. After 63 years experience, we know the importance of such trade, not
only to private merchants, traders, and shipping interests, but also to the economy and prosperity of the countries of import and export. Indeed, we firmly
believe that the future course of international trade will in large part determine
both the future of the United States and its economy and the future of the free
world and its civilization.
Having been conceived and nutured In this philosophy, we have supported the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act and its extensions and renewals. In 1962,
however, we believe that this Is not enough to meet the economic and political
challenges which now face us. These include such increasing signs of danger
at home as our unfavorable balance of payments, the drain upon our gold
reserves, the core of chronic unemployment, and the dwindling of our rate of
industrial growth.
Far more momentous, however, are the challenges overseas: The miraculous
success of the European Common Market, and Its almost limitless future potential, have forever changed the patterns of world trade and the position of the
United States as a trading nation. The explosive increase in the number of the
world's new nations, and the simultaneous demand to share in the fruits of
the 20th century asserted by f ae undeveloped and underdeveloped countries, both
new and old, around the globe, present both an obligation and an opportunity
without precedent. The United States must act to meet the one and to take advantage of the other, for both political and economic reasons-to protect equally
is vital self-interests at home and its role of world leadership abroad. Finally,
and overshadowing all else, the global struggle between the free world and international communism shows no sign of abating. Its outcome will determine
the future of mankind. No factor will influence that outcome more than the
economic strength of the non-Communist nations; and we believe that a drastic
expansion of trade between those nations is Indispensable to the adequate development of such strength.
In my opinion, and that of my cbmpany, H.R. 11970 represents an imaginative
and dynamic response to the crucial challenges I have just mentioned. We
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endorse its basic objectives wholeheartedly and enthusiastically. We believe
that the authority given the President in chapters 2 and 3 of title II holds the
possibility of an immeasurable development of our trade with the free nations
of the world, and particularly with the all-important European Common Market
and the friedly tropical agricultural countries of both hemispheres which need
overseas markets so desperately. These basic objectives together seem to us calculated to add new and great vitality and effectiveness to our most essential
national programs--the growth ot our domestic economy, the cultivation of
closer political and economic ties with the free nations of the world, the support
of our foreign aid programs, and particularly the Alliance for Progress with
our Latin American neighbors, and, beyond all, our ever-present need to develop
our security and strength to the utmost in our contest with the Communists for
world supremacy.
We feel particularly able to speak with regard to the potenLial Impact of the
proposed legislation in Latin America, where our primary agricultural function
is performed, where the great bulk of our investment and of our employees are
located, and where we have been intimately involved with the local governments
and economies since the turn of the century. The agricultural resources of these
countries-In terms of available land areas, variety of soil conditions, favorable
climate, and an ample supply of labor-are limitless but, with such exceptions
as coffee and bananas, virtually untapped. This is, of course, primarily due to
the lack of scientific agricultural technologies and modern farm machinery,
caused in turn by the lack of local investment capital as well as suitable markets.
The dynamics of the free enterprise system dictate the obvious two-pronged
solution: increasing industrialization and expanding oversea trade. The former,
which is necessarily a gradual and long-range objective, falls within the ultimate
goals of the Alliance for Progress, for which we have high hopes. For the latter,
section 213 of H.R. 11970 makes much needed and immediate provision in the
special authority given the President to open up great new markets for Latin
American products by negotiating with the European Common Market a mutual
reduction or the elimination of duties on tropical agricultural and forestry commodities. If by this method the vast consumer markets of the Northern Hemisphere can be opened for all the agricultural potential of the Tropics, it will indeed be the start of a new era for our "good neighbors" to the south. The need
is great-and so, we believe, are the opportunity and the promise.
I do not pretend to be qualified to appraise the complex and technical administrative and legal provisions of sections 221 through 405 of H.R. 11970, running
to almost 75 pages. Taken as a whole, however, the proposed legislation impresses me and my company as an urgently needed and constructive effort to
expand the international trade of the United States to the benefit of our domestic
economy, our foreign policy, and our national security.

STATEMENT OF TEXTILE FIBERs

INSTITUTE, RE H.R. 11970, TRADE EXPANLON ACT

or 1962

Textile Fibers Institute, a trade association with offices located in New York
City, has requested permission to appear and testify before the Finance Committee
with reference to the above pending legislation. However, the committee was
unable to schedule such testimony because of the numerous other witnesses
already listed to appear. It was accordingly suggested that this statement be
filed for inclusion in the hearing record in lieu of oral testimony.
Textile Fibers Institute favors the enactment of H.I. 11970 with one very important amendment urgently required by the U.S. textile industry if further
trade concessions are to be made, after this new legislation is passed, to foreign
nations engaged in the export of vast quantities of textiles to the United States.
H.R. 11970 authorizes the President to grant "adjusmcnt assistance" to any
U.S. firm or worker adversely affected by any trade concessions made pursuant
to the new act. The President is empowered to grant technical assistance, financial assistance, and tax relief to any U.S. company found to be suffering from
foreign competition under the new trade program. He is likewise authorized to
pay "trade readjustment allowances" to adversely affected workers; to provide
counseling, training, and placement services for such workers; and finally, if necessary, to pay these workers a so-called relocation allowance.
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As presently drafted, however, the bill fails to afford to firms In the domestic
textile industry, which have already suffered materially as a result of competition from abroad, any relief from the antiquated, oppressive, unfair, wholly
impractical, and stigmatic domestic labeling rules and regulations, which, in
actual practice, compel U.S. textile manufacturers to affix artificial, arbitrary,
misleading, and stigmatic labels such as "reprocessed" or "reused" wool to
their wool products, while foreign textile products, often vastly inferior to the
domestic production, enter American markets and are sold to the American
consumer without any like labeling requirements.
Under the present situation, U.S. textile manufacturers must maintain detailed records showing the fiber content of every wool product they make and
sell, and these must be kept for 3 years. These records are subject to constant scrutiny by the Government, and a failure to apply the aforementioned
stigmatic terminology to otherwise excellent products will subject the manufacturer to prosecution by the Federal Trade Commission.
Foreign manufacturers, however, obviously cannot be compelled by the United
States to keep records such as those referred to above. Thus, no such records
are available, and even if they were, they would not be subject to scrutiny by
the U.S. Government, and the United States would be powerless to commence
the same type of enforcement proceedings against the manufacturers located
in Japan, Italy, or England.
The result, therefore, Is obvious. The American manufacturer must label his
products containing wool in accordance with the U.S. regulations and requirements. The foreign manufacturer, on the other hand, Is free from scrutiny
and enforcement, and thus there Is no effective way to compel him to apply the
same labels to his goods.
Consequently, American products, forcefully stigmatized "reprocessed" or "reused," are compelled to compete directly with lower priced foreign products
containing identical or inferior fibers, but bearing no stigmatization whatever.
In fact, not only are these foreign products free from these negative labeling
requirements--but they are also affirmatively described or labeled with glamorous
or exotic terms such as "Imported woolens from France" or "Fine Imported
woolens from Italy, England, Scotland" or the like.
In the final analysis, therefore, the U.S. wool-labeling requirements, allegedly
aimed at preventing unfair competition, have, in fact, subjected the American
textile industry to grossly unfair and deceptive competition from abroad. The
American consumer, whose Interest supposedly rests at the heart of labeling
requirements, is the real loser. tie Is almost compelled by the labeling itself
to bypass superior, honestly labeled, but stigmatized, U.S. products, in favor of
cheaper foreign products, falsely, deceptively, and glamorously labeled as aforesaid.
Furthermore, it is a proved fact that reclaimed wool, for many uses and for
many textile products, is just as good or perhaps superior to the so-called virgin
fiber. It is likewise true that, during hearings conducted in 1957 by the U.S.
House of Representatives Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, the
National Association of Wool Manufacturers, the Wool Manufacturers Council of the Northern Textile Association, and the National Retail Dry Goods
Association all testified that it is scientifically impossible, in finished textile
products, to distinguish between virgin and reclaimed fibers. A little later,
before the Senate Commerce Committee, a written report of the U.S. Testing
Co. was read into the hearing record, which stated:
"There is no analytical method for determining the percentage of reprocessed
deteror reused wool in textile materials. In fact, the types of wool cannot be
mined either quantitatively or qualitatively."
Thus, when certain manmade fibec manufacturers proposed to Congress in
1957 and 1958, during the hearings on the Textile Fiber Products Identification
Act.. that textile fiber other than wool (cotton, nylon, rayon, orlon, dacron, etc.),
be subjected to the same stigmatic "reprocessed" or "reused" labeling requiremtients as those provided for wool, Congress refused to go along, and categorically
rejected the proposal. The Textile Fiber Products Identification Act, therefore,
does not contain any stigmatic labeling requirements, and no textile fiber product
covered by this act, passed in 1958, is required to be labeled as containing anything but the fibers themselves. Thus, no natural fiber and no manmade fiber
covered by that recent law is subject to any stigmatization whatsoever.
Consequently, as regards domestic competition among various textile fiber
products, only those products containing wool must be labeled, by law, as "reprocessed" or "reused." The end result Is that American textile products con87270-42--pt. 8-16
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tainlng wool are not only subjet to unfair competition from abroad, but hey are
also subject to unfair, discriminatory competition from textile products composed
of other natural or manmade fibers produced In the United States.
CONCLUSION

In 1960, over 19 million square yards of wool fabric with a value not over
$1.25 per pound were imported Into the United States. During the same year,
4.5 million square yards of wool fabric over $1.25 but not over $2 per pound
were imported from foreign sources. These imports were reduced in 1961 by
reason of high duties imposed on these low-priced categories. A lowering of
tariff barriers under the new Trade Act undoubtedly will again open the door
to these low-priced wool fabric Imports, and again, they will flood into the
American markets.
Clearly, the American textile Industry will require assistance in the form of
relief from the unjust, unnecessary labeling conditions referred to hereinabove
if it Is to have any hope of competing with this vast influx of wool fabric from
abroad. Such relief, of no cost whatever to the American Government or taxpayer, will be available only if the Trade Expansion Act is amended as
follows to provide this essential, just, competitive right to the U.S. textile
industry:
PROPOSED AMENDMENT

After subsection (c), page 36, line 14, section 313, add a new subsection (d)
as follows:
"1(d) In addition to any other technical assistance which might be available
under this section and notwithstanding any other provision of law, during the
period this Act is effective, no firm engaged in the United States in the manufacture, production, or sale of wool or textile products containing wool, which are
competitive with wool or textile products containing wool Imported into the
United States from any foreign country, shall be required to stamp, tag, label,
brand, or identify such wool or the wool fiber content of Its products with any
descriptive term other than 'wool'."
Indeed, as the attached copy of letter, written by President (then Senator)
Kennedy on June 12, 1957, Indicates, such amendment is wholly in accord with
the President's personal position on this very subject.
U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., June 12, 1957.
JOHN T. LODGE & CO., INC.,

Watertown, Mass.
DEAR Sins: Thank you very much for your wire opposing H.R. 469 and expressing support of H.R. 5605, the proposed Textile Fiber Products Representation Act.
I can assure you that I am not In favor of any labeling legislation that discriminates against reprocessed wool. I realize that the use of such term stigmatizes good fabrics to the detriment of manufacturers and consumers alike.
You may be certain that I will oppose discriminatory legislation when the
matter comes to the Senate floor.
I appreciate your interest in contacting me and am happy to have your comments.
With every good wish,
Sincerely yours,
JOHN F. KaNz~nw.
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMouRs & Co.,
August 2, 1962.
Re H.R. 11970, Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Hon. HAMY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BRD: In vie/ of the fact that the Senate Committee on Finance
Is holding public hearings currently on the above-named bill, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. wishes to cnvey its views to the committee and respectfully
requests that they be made a part of the record of the hearings.
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The Du Pont Co. is a manufacturer of chemicals and alled products, with
les of $2 billion, and 78 plants
88000 employees, 229,000 stockholders, 1961
in 27 States. In 1961, we exported from this country $192 million of goods,
and, In addition, sold abroad $170 million of goods manufactured In plants located In 11 foreign countries.
We recognize that the United States must face the foreign trade problems
brought about by the evolution of the European Common Market, and we recognize in H.R. 11970 an effort to meet this responsibility. However, while the
stated purposes of the bill are praiseworthy, we must conclude that these purposes will not be achieved without modification of the proposed legislation. In
short, while we endorse the objectives of HR. 11970, our support of the bill
is contingent upon the enactment of at least four important amendments, as
follows: (1) legislation to require and provide qualified advisers from Industry
during negotiations, (2) true reciprocity in negotiations, (S) strengthening of
peril point and escape clause procedures, and (4) elimination of adjustment
assistance.
The proposed legislation grants unprecedented discretionary power to raise
and lower tariffs within specified limits. Seldom in American history has the
legislative granted such authority to the executive. We believe, however, that
the principal Issue before the committee is the administration of this act and
necessity for safeguards adequate for our industry and the Nation's welfare.
Economies In the free world, notably in the United States, Japan, and in the
new and evolving EEC, are in transition. For DIu Pont and the chemical Industry in this country, we foresee a decline in exports, whereas the changes stirring In the EEC countries portend an expanding export potential. Until the
growing industrial strength of the EEC can be fully tested, against this country's
competitive potential. we believe that your committee should provide adequate
checks and balances for future trade negotiations.
In addition to the improvements which have been effected in H.B. 11970, we
urge the enactment of the following four amendments:
1. Qualified advisers from industry should be required and consultation with
them should be made mandatory during negotiations, as well as in the prenegotiating ruudles. It is evident that tho extraordinary grant of powers in this bill
could alow extensive damage to domestic Industry. Our experience has been
that negottatora for other countries have been better equipped than our own in
analyzing the effect of proposed changes on their domestic industries. Detailed
knowledge of our own industries is particularly important in the complex chemical Industry, where there Is a great multitude of products and intermediates
and a high degree of interdependence between them.
2. True reciprocity In negotiations with the European Common Market under
the dominant supplier authority should be required through tariff reductions
traded on like products or categories. EEC recipients of U.S. concessions on
particular products should be required to admit such goods from Asia, Latin
America, and Africa with liberality equivalent to that accorded by the United
States under the favored nation's clause.
3. Strengthening of peril point and escape clause provisions by use of the existing law.
4. Elimination of adjustment assistance provisions of the bill. These provisions duplicate assistance and services under present laws, provide an undesirable cushion for unskillful negotiations, and provide for the workers involved
an entirely Inadequate substitute for useful work. If the Congress is disposed
to change unemployment benefits, It should be done through amendment of existing unemployment legislation.
The growing pressures on the U.S. balance of payments position have, in the
past few years, highlighted the need for effective steps to expand the country's
favorable balance of trade. We recognize that this is one of the considerations
inherent in H.R. 11970. When one measures, however, the present role which
the U.S. chemical industry pldys in this favorable trade balance against what
we expect its future role will be, you will appreciate our concern over the enactment of new trade legislation without the safeguards recommended.
In 1961, our country's trade balance was $3.2 billion, the difference between
commercial exports aggregating $17.7 billion aad imports aggregating $14.5 billion. This Is the largest plus Item in the balance of payments account. As
little change as 10 percent decrease in exports and 10 percent increase In imports
can reduce it to zero and precipitate thereby monetary and economic crises of
great magnitude.
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In 1961, the chemical industry had exports of $1.7 billion and imports of $0.4
billion, a net of $1.3 billion. Thus the chemical industry alone contributed
40 percent of the total favorable trade balance. The Du Pont Co. showed a
favorable balance of $158 million in 1961, approximately 5 percent of the
country's total.
Large favorable trade balances in the chemical industry are relatively recent
and principally a development of t)Ie post-World War years. We believe that
they have resulted front special factors principally: (1) Technical product advantages achieved by U.S. industry in the period of the war and immediate
postwar years; when research in Europe was at very low ebb due to the interference of the war aad reconstruction; (2) mass economies of U.S. industry because of large-scale production made possible by the bigger market available
In the Unitel States as compared to those available in Japan or in individual
countries in Wrstern Europe; (3) local demand, particularly in Europe, has
been greater "tan local manufacturing capacity can supply. Our chemical industry hap been able to sell into a commercial vacuum and can continue to do
so only until local manufacturers increase their capacity to meet local demand.
(n the import side, we have been sheltered to some extent from greater imports
by lack of foreign manufacturing capacity. In those few areas where excess
capacity exists, imports into the United States have grown substantially, amounting in some cases to 10 percent to 15 percent of the total domestic market. As
manufacturing capacity abroad increases, we would expect a simultaneous decrease in our exports and an Increase in our imports to the detriment of the industry trade balance.
The advantages so far held by our industry lie in size and advanced technology of our manufacturing plants.
The future causes us serious concern. First, the creation of the European
Common Market has provided market opportunities for foreign manufacturers
comparable in size to those in the United States, and consequently big enough
to support the construction of plants equal in size and operating efficiency to
ours. Such plants are In production, both In Japan and Western Europe, and
many others are under construction.
Secondly, American technology is largely available to foreign manufacturers,
and construction costs abroad are lower, with consequent smaller unit Investment. Many United States engineering and construction firms, as well as those
in Japan and Western Europe, will build plants anywhere in the world comparable to those in the United States. Although about half of the Du Pont
Co. sales arise from products developed by research and which were first introduced commercially within the past 25 years, a review of our current situation
Indicates that competitive processes satisfactory for the manufacture of nearly
90 percent of our product output are available to our foreign competitors.
Thirdly, the lag in foreign research has been entirely overcome. Our competitors abroad are now devoting equal manpower and at lower cost to these
efforts, and there is every reason to believe that they are now on a par with
us In the ability to produce important technical advances in the chemical and
allied field.
It is clear that we are in the process of losing the advantages of size nad
advanced technology which have contributed so importantly to the chemical industry's favorable balance of trade of recent years.
A striking illustration of the progress being made by European chemical
manufacturers In increasing their productivity may be found in the annual
reports of two leading German chemical companies, Bayer and Hoechst. Over
an 8-year period, ending In 1960, total manpower costs, Including fringe benefits, for these German companies decreased from 22 to 20 cents per dollar of
sales. The Du Pont Co.'s manpower costs increased in the same period
from 25 to 31 cents per dollar of sales. Even In 1960, our German competitors
had an 11-cent-cost advantage for manpower on every dollar of sales.
It is for these reasons, in view of the present and future status of our industry's balance of trade, in light of the Nation's continuing balance-of-payments problems, and to preserve the health and prosperity of our industry, that
we urge extreme caution and moderation in trade legislation. If for other
than economic reasons, tariff reductions should be deemed to be a desirable
national policy, it Is critically important that machinery in the proposed bill
be provided so that the facts as to the consequences, Including the effect on
our Industry's present favorable balance of trade, will be fully available to the
negotlatorm
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CONCLUSION

In summary (a) we agree that the advent of the EEC requires trade legislation; (b) while we support the stated purposes of H.R. 11970, our support
of the bill is contingent upon the enactment of the four amendments outlined
above; and, (o) the implications of trade legislation and its administration on
our industry's trade balance, and hence the country's balance-of-payments problem, should be carefully weighed by your committee.
Sincerely,
CRawroRD H. GRJENEwALT, President.

(Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, August 9, 1962.)
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U.S. SENATE,
CO3MM
IfE
ON FINANCE,
Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Gore, Talmadge, Williprns, Carlson,
and Curtis.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Serge N.
Benson, professional staff member.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The committee is very glad to have Senator Javits, of New York,
as its first witness.
You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB K. JAVITS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, as a Sei, ator, I would not take the committee's timebecause I could make myr point on the floor--except I have to propose
for the committee's cor,sideration a number of amendments, and I hope
my colleagues will give them consideration. Hence, my appearance
before the committee in support of those amendments.
Mr. Chairman, the statement which I have before me and which
I will summarize, which is before the committee, and which I ask to
be made a part of my testimony, outlines in some detail the eight
amendments which I propose to the committee. And I would just
like to run through those briefly if I may.
First, let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I support, strongly, the objectives of th- Trade Expansion Act. The changes which._ am suggesting and which I hope will have the committees considered judgment,
are designed to improve the ability of the act to serve the foreign
and domestic economic policy aims of the United States. 'By way
of credentials, Mr. Chairman, I might state that I had a 2-year term
as chairman of the Subcommittee on Foreign Fconomic Policy of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee when I served there, and that I have
been for the last 4 years, Chairman of the Economic Committee of
the .ATO Parliamentarians Conference, an international body of
parliamentarians of all the NATO countries, in which we have gone
into these questions it greatest detail on many occasions.
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In addition, I should say, stating it as a fact, that foreign economic
policy has been throughout my congressional service one of the principal matters with which I have been concerned.
I testified on the trade bill before the House Ways and Means Committee, and I am very gratified that a number of the recommenda.
committee are incorporated in the House
tions which I made to that
bill, which is before this committee.
Mr. Chairman, the first amendment is a very basic one, and would
give authority for the President to eliminate tariffs on a mutual basis
with all fully developed countries or areas of the free world, provided
that the most substantial concessions are made on the products of
the strongest U.S. industries.
We give a standard of judgment in the amendment as to what is
a fully developed country. It is based on the output per worker engaged in manufacturing, and on the extent of the industrialization
of the country as compared with that of the United States.
The amendment does not deal with agricultural commodities.
Now, (he reason for the amendment is that the bill, as designed, is
essentially a bill freeing our hands very materially for dealing with
the European Economic Community.
We think, M*r. Chairman, that there is an overconcentration on the
European Economic Community for several basic reasons, and one
is that the whole administration plan presumes the fact. that. the
Tnited Kingdom will actually join in the European Economic Community.
That is, I feel, a reasonable hope or expectation, but it certainly is
not an accomplished fact.
A little later in mv statement I will develop other reasons why
the development of this bill, pretty definitely on the theory of an
arreement with the EEC, is limiting it and, in my opinion, basing it
upon a condition which is unnecessary and which may prove to deprive the legislation of its principal objective. Therefore. the
amendment which I am urging would free the hands of the President
to deal not with a set of countries which is specifically named-that
is the EEC-but with all fully developed industrialized countries
and in relation to the strongest producers. We think this is far more
apnosite to the purpose.
The CHATRMAN. Senator, could I interrupt you?
Senator .Avrrs. Yes.
The CHYTAIRM3AN. You are discussing amendment, A now?
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
The CHArRMAIN. I was interrupted. I would like a clearer definition by what vou means by the most ustantal concessions are made
to the products of the strongest U.S. industries.
Senator JAVWTS. There we have in mind-as a matter of fact. the
text of the amendment is annexed, and perhaps the best plan would
he to read it:
Provided that the more substantial concessions shall be made on products of
Industries which the President determines to have the greatest demonstrated
capacity and potential for export expansion and the greatest growth potential
and highest productivity.

That is the definition in the amendment itself.
Then we define a fully developed country or area to mean, one-that is. where we could make a 100-percent concession, if that was the

I

ann

President's judgment, such as the European Economic Community or
any other foreign country or area or any group of such countries or
areas operating as a customs union or free trade association-which
the President has, by Executive order, designated as a fully developed
country or area.
So that would be amendment No. 1, and I will make a brief comment on that a little later.
Senator CAItLSON. May I inquire on that?
It is your thought in this amendment to give additional protection
to the smaller industries or "worker industries" if I may use that
term?
Senator JAviTs. Yes. I think the idea would be to lay on the most
heavily, in terms of the trade negotiations, with the industries which
have the greatest potential for competition.
Really, the thrust of my amendment would make tha, a bill which
would emphasize concessions in the areas in which we are best able to
compete.

Tfihe

CHAIRMAN.

When you use the word "strongest" you mean

strongest in wealth or strongest in what?
I mean, it seems to me the weaker companies that are competing
need more protection than the strongest.
Senator JAVITS. Well, Senator Byrd, the definition we have is not
"the richest," but the companies with the greatest demonstrated capacity and potential for export expansion in our country.

The

CRAI&IAN.

Does that mean only the big strong companies

would get this protection?
Senator JAvTS. No; they wouldn't get that.
The CHAIRMAN. Or the small weak companies?
Senator JAvrrs. Senator Byrd, that is the converse of Senator Carlson's question.
My idea is that the main trades in terms of reduction of tariffs
would relate to the products of these so-called strong and large producing companies, taking more of the emphasis off the weaker companies which have the least possibility for expurt expansion.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the weaker companies, you say, get the most
substantial concessions.
Would the weaker companies get less concessions than the stronger
companies?

Senator JAviTs. N,.

We are talking about the products of those companies and the tariff
concessions we would make. We would make the greatest tariff concessions in areas where we had the greatest export potential, and the
lesser concessions, in term of tariffs, for merchandise coming into the
United States competing with industries which had the lesser export
potential.
The CHATRMAN. You are not speaking of the financial strength of
the companies ?
Senator JAvrrs. No; I am not.
The CHAIMAN. The amendment uses that language and I would
suggest that you clarify it somewhat. You make the impression on
me that you want to give the most substantial concessions to the
strongest companies.
I
The word "strongest" is usually considered to be financial strength.
Senator JAVITs. Well, Senator Byrd, I do not use the word "st'ongest" companies. The words of the amendment which are befora----
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The CIIARMAN. That is in your language in your proposed amendment A
Senator JAVITS. Well, the recital as to what the amendment says does
not use thq words of art which are used in the amendment. I read
the word of art.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the explanation is not exactly in
accordance with the amendments?
Senator JAVITS. With the words themselves. I read to the committeeThe CIAIRMAN. I don't want to interrupt you, but I wanted to clear
that up.
You don't want to give the strongest companies protection and do
nothing for the weakest companies?
Senator JAVITS. Of course. Senator Byrd, there are two answers
there. One is that my definition is not based upon financial strength
but is based upon the greatest export potential-and that is the language of the amendment, "the greatest demonstrated capacity and
potential for export expansion."
Second, that we are talking about concessions on imports which
would compete in this country with the products of those companies.
May I go on?
The CHARMAN. Yes, Senator.
Senator JAVITS. The second amendment would give congressional
directions to the President to shape the nature of U.S. concessions in
negotiations with fully developed countries or areas in such a way
as to obtain the extension of most favored nation treatment to the
less developed nations.
Also we would give directions to the President to utilize his negotiating authority in order to bring about the establishment of special
arrangement for the orderly expansion of markets for the exports of
the less developed nations.
There are two thoughts in that amendment, Mr. Chairman: One is
that we would use the most-favored-nation theory as an element in
our negotiations instead of either not dealing with it at all or taking
it for granted.
We ourselves are obliged to extend the most-favored-nation treatment, and we do extend most-f avored-nation treatment, to all of whom
we have such a commitment, even though we negotiate the concessionthat is, a concession in terms of our own tariffs-with only one country.
On the other hand, we have no assurance, and we require in this act
no assurance, that the country with whom we are negotiating a concession will extend most-favored-nation treatment to others.
Now, this cannot be done obviously on a product-by-product basis,
because it just may not do us much good on that basis.
But I think it is important to introduce the idea into this legislation that an element of our negotiations with another nation will be
what that nation is going to do itself in respect of the most favored
nation clause, as it administers it, and I think, whether the committee adopts my concept of how to handle this or takes up one of its
own-I think this is perhaps one of the most useful things that I
could lay before the committee: the idea of making an element in our
negotiations that which the country with which we are negotiating
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is going to do about its own most favored nation treatment of other
countries, especially newly developing countries, because the big problem? if I may just emphasize that point, is that we will take an inordinate amount of the new and nascent manufactures, let us say, of
newly developing countries because this is our bent, these are the
terms of our leadership, and we will fail to utilize the leverage
of these negotiations in order to get our trading partners to carry
some of that load.
Now the most marked example which, of course, is before us now
is the case of Japan, where the United States-and these figures
have been adduced to the committee before-and the United Kingdom
are taking by far the greatest proportion of Japanese exports, and,
notwithstanding their new-found prosperity, the European Economic
Community and other European countries are still essentially, by
quota plans and other means, barring Japanese imports, and, because
it is so essential to retain Japan in the role of the free, the burden
is cast. upon us. Therefore, the thrust of this amendment would be
to direct the President to utilize his negotiating authority not only
in respect of concessions between ourselves and the country with
which we are negotiating but also in respect of the way in which
that country, the country with which we are negotiating, will be using
its most favored nations treatment of other countries in accepting
)roducts from them.
If I may just pass on then to the third amendment.
Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator Goat. Senator Javits, you will recall that in the few years
we served together in the House, and now in the Senate, you and I
have been consistent supporters of the international trade program of
our country. Both of us support, in the main, the pending proposal.
But I have been considerably concerned as to the appropriateness of
the most favored nation clause, which was excellent, in my opinion,
as long as our trade was with a group of individual nations and
as long as legislation dealing with our international trade had to be
fashioned to fit that pattern. Today we face a situation which differs from the past.
Today we face the Common Market. This introduces a bilateral
quality into free w6rld trade which did not exist at the time you and
I became enthusiastic supporters of the reciprocal trade program.
I think this requires some very careful consideration.
In view of the bilateral nature of our trade with this large trading
bloc, I would solicit the benefit of your views as to the most favored
'
nation clause.
Senator JA-lrs. The Senator is very kind and what he say is,of
h
r k
course, true'.
I have always, as he has, been an enthusiastic supporter of this
program for many years, and, of course, the Senator-has the great
honor of being from the same State as the great Secretary of State
who was the father of this program, Cordeli Hull.
Really, my proposal to the committee is very heavily designed to
focus the committee's attention on theproblem even more than on
my solution. My solution is'a compromise. I had originall thought
of proposing an amendment which would give us, as well as those
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with whom we negotiated, complete flexibility in respect of the most
favored nations clause.
As a matter of fact, if my recollection is correct, I actually proposed that when I testified before the House Ways and Means Committee. I have not gone that far in the amendments suggested to this
committee. I have gone half the distance, because I felt that for
us to abandon the most favored nation clause in its pure form would
be a very considerable wrench in our policy programs which we ought
not to take and would not be prepared to take at this stage without
some experience under this new concept of very full negotiating
authority of the President with an essence of congressional control,
and also because of the fact that it is so interwoven in all our relationships, the GATT relationship, and other trade relationships which
we have.
It is perhaps even a postulate in a number of the security and
defense agreements which we have and is, though perhaps not expressed, the economic base for them.
For example, we have them in the Pacific, with the Philippines
and with Japan. I did not wish to be so reckless as to propose an
abandonment by us in this bill of the requirement that we obey the
most favored nations principle.
So, I went half the way, in giving the President directions that in
the negotiations we contract as much as we consider, as the President
considers proper and feasible of most favored nations treatment from
those with whom we are neeotiating, and that is the extent to which
I have gone in the amendment I have proposed.
But what I would like to say to my colleague, what I hope to have
done and what I hope the committee will very seriously consider, is,
as it were, to bring to the attention of the committee the fact of this
most favored nations principle because of our world role which is so
critically important. to use. For example, to be hardheaded and
practical. whatever business we do with the EEC may not measure
up to-that is in exports-may not measure up to the business we
can do with the other countries, if we see the EEC doors open to us,
unless they are not shut to these other countries. That is the thrust
of the idea I am laying before the committee.
I am doing this in the hope that, it will stimulate our thinking and
also give a sense of direction to the instructions in this bill that we
are Living to the President.
Senator Gonr. Thank you.
Senator JAWTS. I thank my colleague.
The third amendment which I propose, Mr. Chairman, is an exnression of the sense of the Congress that the President should enter
into agreements with all of our tradinpartners for the submission of
annual reports to an organ of the General Agreem.ents on Tariffs and
Trade on the nrogre.s achieved in raising wave and living standards.
The bill which is before the committee makes no provision for orderly checks cai the improvement of working conditions and on the
intentional or unintentional practices of certain foreign countries
which subsidize their exports through artificially depressed wages in
exnrt industries.
Mr. Chairman, nlaain I am hoping to fix the attention of the committee unon a problem. and then to sufgest a technique which need
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not necessarily be the technique chosen by the committee, or even
an optimum technique, in order to deal with it.
The problem upon which I would like to focus the attention of the
committee is the often charged unfair competition in foreign trade
resulting from depressed wage scales, and the manifold difficulties
upon which-that is, depressed wage scales in other countries-and
the manifold difficulties, upon which thick books have been written
of setting a standard according to which you can enforce a higher
wage scale, because of the differences, for example, in fringe benefits
and social security payments in other countries, and living standards,
and so forth, and so forth.
So that again, as a first step, is a way in which this might be done to
begin with, by requiring as an element of our negotiations, at least
an agreement to disclose according to the famous theory of the white
light of publicity-at least an agreement to disclose the progress
which is being made, if any, in raising living standards and improvingwage scales by those with whom we make these trade agreements.
That, at least, would be a first step in the direction of seeking to
bring about some better relationship, a fairer relationship, between
our own wage and salary scales ana those of other countries in the
world, because that is so important in respect of this question of exports.
So again, Mr. Chairman, my hope is to focus the attention of the
committee upon a problem and give my solution but without being
brash enough to claim that this is the oest solution.
The fourth amendment is again an effort to focus the committee's
attention on a problem ajid that is the problem of patents, copyrights,
and registered trademarks.
The amendment specifies that infringements of U.S. patents, copyrights, and registered trademarks will be considered as actions unjustifiably restricting U.S. commerce and as the cause for retaliatory
measures by the United States.
This is not-what this does is to bring yet another category of actions into the term "unjustifiably restricting U.S. commerce
There are other actions in the law which are so defined, and this
would bring in the action of infringing U.S. patents, copyrights, and
registered trademarks as another one of those actions against which
we would have the right to retaliate.
The bill which is before the committee deals with such actions in
general terms and specifically names only international cartels, even
though infringements of U.S. patents and other rights have demonstrably interfered with our ability to export and have led to damage
to our domestic markets.
So, again, I focus the attention of the committee upon the problem
of the infringements of patents, copyrights, and trademarks and indicate a way, again, I repeat, not necessarily'the optimum way-it may
not be in the opinion of the committee-in which to make some progress toward dealing with what I consider to be without question a
serious problem.
The next amendment would terminate as of June 30, 1974, authority to certify firms and workers as eligible for trade adjustment

assistance.
Also, earlier termination oi such authority by concurrent resolution
of both Houses of the Congress is provided. The bill before the con-
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mittee has no provision for termination of the adjustment assistance
program either in terms of time or by congressional action.
Now, Mr. Chairman, this is the first amendment of my own series
which goes to the other of the two basic principles of all of these
amendments.
The first set of amendments 4eals with the exercise of the negotiating power of the United States, and those four amendments I have
explained.
The remaining anwi-dments go to forms of congressional authority
and control over the program in view of the fact that I favo a program which does give the President so much
authority.
I might say with some pride that I was early among those who
urged a form of congressional veto for that reason. I-felt it was
essential, if we wanted the Congress to vote the President such broad
authority-and I think it is essential in the national interest that lie
should have it-that the Congress retain residual control.
I would like to say just one word about this concurrent resolution.
It is by now, I think, quite well accepted as being a proper exercise of legislative authority and also, I believe, that the general opinion is that it is valid under the Constitution.
There was some question about that at one time. It has been much
debated and argued. But I believe usage, and there has been rather
considerable usage of the concurrent resolution technique, has now
settled that question.
The sixth amendment would require that the President submit a
detailed report on expenditures and commitments made under the
trade adjustment assistance program in connection with the annual
report which is required on the administration of the entire Trade
Expansion Act.
The bill before the committee does not specifically require an accounting for the funds which are authorized on a virtually open-end
basis for the adjustment assistance program.
I think that amendment is self-explanatory.
The seventh amendment would require the Tariff Commission to
keep up to date and to publish every 5 years the so-called "Summaries
on Tariff Information."
Now, the bill before the committee does not specify the continued
publication of these summaries which have not been published since
1948.
We are informed that this deprives industry, and researchers generally into the facts and figures on these matters, of easy access to
very important material. The representation is most insistent and so
I have taken the liberty of at least raising the question before the
committee. I had actually the physicid books to show the committee
but I don't happen to have them right here on the table but I think
the committee is well aware of the physical publication of thes summaries.
The final amendment which I have the honor to propose to the committee, with Senator Jennings Randolph of West Virginia as a cosponsor, calls for the establishment of a council of advirs which
will be composed of representatives of major industry, agriculture,
and labor groups, under the chairmanship -of the special representative for trade negotiations, who is provided for in the bill, in order
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to provide information on trade and economic conditions to U.S. trade
negotiators.
What it will do in practical effect will be to give by law access' by
the representatives of the private sector so that they may reach and
talk with our trade negotiators before negotiations are concluded,
rather than being kind of separated from them by kind of a wall
which we understand has been the practice, even though industry
hag had occasionally liaison officers on the scene. Incidentally, I
might say that of all the amendments I have proposed this has aroused
the most eiithusiasm because apparently it is a very real problem
when you get down to the practicalities of trade negotiation.
I shall conclude my statement very briefly, Mr. Chairman.
First, as to,,ti:e major point I have made of not restricting these
negotiations in their broadest aspect to the EEC, I would just like
to give the committee two figures on why overconcentration on the
EEC countries is not justified.
It ignores the fact that our exports to other fully developed countries such as Canada, Australia, and Sweden, which may itself become
a member of the EEC but has not yet-that they amount to more per
year than our exports to the EEC countries.
Our exports to the EEC countries in 1961 were $3.5 billion.
Our exports to these other fully developed industrialized countries
were $4.2billioii. 0- These are all 1961 figures. So, there is no adequate
reason for tying the hands of our negotiators in dealing with these
countries any more than in dealing with the EEC.
As a matter of fact, effective U.S. bargaining power with EEC,
whatever may be its eventual composition-and we certainly hope the
United Kingdom enters-would be diminished if the United States
were unable to negotiate for the broadest possible concessions with
other nations as well and indeed at the same time.
In addition, any such restriction does not take account of the shifts
in export trade which result from the fact that this is not a static
world. We may be doing very much more business with others, perhaps even new countries, that would industrialize than we would be
with the EEC countries.
So for all of those reasons we would hope that the authority which
is essentially focused on the EEC would be broadened to include all
fully developed countries.
Then, as to my amendments with respect to opening up the markets
of the EEC and other industrialized countries to nations like Japan
and new countries coming into the industrial area, I think the figures
that I mentioned with respect to Japan are most illuminating.
In 1961 the United States provided a market for more than $1
billion of Japanese exports, five times as much as was taken by the
EEC countries.
Since 1956, that is in those 5 years, the U.S. imports from Japan
increased by $500 million, whereas the EEC country imports from
Japan increased by only $100 million, one-fifth as much.
In the case of Latin America, for example, where you are dealing
with tropical commodities, like coffee, let us remember that many
of the European countries now maintain very high internal taxes on
coffee. Indeed, it has been 'estimated that if the Eropean countries
treated the import of coffee as we do, considering thair new level of
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prosperity, they could consume $100 million more coffee a yearand think of what that would do for Brazil and other coffee-producing nations. I see no reason why in these negotiations this should
not be in the forefront of our consideration, and why it should not
be made a factor in the negotiation.
The point is that it doesn't pay to be mawkish with these things
and this is a little iron in our vertebrae that I am talking about now.
In the case of Latin America, over the past 5 years, the United
States has taken an average of $3.8 billion of Latin American exports
annually, more than twice as much as has been taken by the countries
of the European Economic Community, and I think this is an extremely important aspect of our situation.
I have explained pretty thoroughly I think the reason I sugg est an
annual report to GATT, the General Agment on Tariffs and
Trade as to labor standards and livin con itions, and I might point
out that the idea of the kind of international agreement of the kind
I have described was suggested by the AFL-CIO delegation from
the United States at a meeting of the Trade Union Section of the
European Productivity Agency in March 1960. I believe it also reflects the interest of the proposals made by George Meany, President
of the AFL-CIO, in his testimony before this committee on July 24.
I have already explained in some detail my concept of the protection which we ought to bargain for our patents, copyrights, and trademaris.
My statement explains my reason for choosing June 30, 1974, as
a termination date for adjustment assistance and giving congressional power to terminate by concurrent resolution, and the statement spells out why the dates that I have chosen are the proper dates.
Now, as to the amendment with respect to the representation of
industry, agriculture, and labor at trade negotiations, I would like
to state that, the U.S. negotiators at international trade conferences
have not had the full benefit of the detailed knowledge on trade and
economic conditions available to appropriate representatives of the
private sector of our economy.
It is necesary, in order to achieve the best utilization of this knowledge in the implementation of U.S. trade policy, to provide an officially
recognized status to representatives of domestic economic groups so
that they may have access to our negotiating personnel.
On the other hand, it is also necessary to recognize that our negotiators cannot be subjected to heavy pressure from special domestic
interests right on the inside of their negotiations without running the
danger of weakening our position as against the foreign negotiators.
Therefore, a careful balance has to be kept, and it is for this reason
that I have suggested that particularly chosen representatives be given
official status as members of a Council of Advisers and that the extent
of their access to our negotiators be subject to the supervision of the
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to be appointed by the
President.
Mr. Chairman, I conclude upon this note: The world stands on the
threshold of an era in which the economic power of the United States
and of the industrialized nations of the free world can be utilized for
the realization of those human aspirations for dignity and a life of
decency and opportunity which have motivated mankind through
centuries of poverty and degradation.
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They can be used to repel the mortal threat of communism to this
dignity and these aspirations. It is our proud destiny as a Nation
that we are entrusted with the leadership of freemen as the world
crosses the threshold of opportunity.
I am fortunate indeed to testify to these hopes and objectives as a
representative of a State, and as the resident of a city which have accepted with confidence the economic challenges involved.
In particular, the port of New York has over the past 15 years invested almost $700 million in facilities for the handling of our Nation's trade with the world.
It is estimated that one-fourth of the personal income generated in
the port and its metropolitan area results from foreign trade-and this
vital interest is being furthered by new projects and new ideas.
Among them is the dramatic plan for a great world trade center
on the island of Manhattan. This in itself is a $270 million project
to which Austin Tobin, of our New York Port Authority, testified
before this committee.
It is in this spirit that I submit my testimony on the Trade Expansion Act. The futuy.e of my cit , my State, our Nation and, I
think, the whole world, the hopes offreedom-for freedom of men
and women everywhere--are deeply involved in the success of this
program and I believe the bill should be reported favorably-and I
hope with consideration of and perhaps adoption of a fair portion
of the amendmnents which I have proposed to the committee.
Mr. Chairman, 1 have a specialized matter which will take about 2
minutes to present in connection with this bill, and with the Chair's
indulgence I would prefer to stop now,'if there are any questions on
my statement, and then lay this specialized matter before the committee.
May I then have my statement, my amendments, and a summary
printed as part of my remarks?
The CHAIRM AN. Without objection.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.
(Thie material referred to follows:)
The following is the testimony of Senator Jacob K. Javits on the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 11970) before the Senate Committee on Finance on
Thursday, August 9,1962.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, I appear before you

in strong support of the objectives of the Trade Expansion Act.
I believe, however, that several Important changes in this proposed legislation
are necessary In order to improve its ability to serve the foreign and domestic
economic policy alms of the United States. I should like, therefore, to present for
your consideration a series of amendments In the hope that at least some of the
principles which they are intended to serve will be incorporated in the bill reported out by this committee. I introduced these amendments on August 7 and
they are lying o! the Cable until Atugust 10.
-
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First I should like to present a brief outline of the proposed amendments:
Proposed amendment A:
Authority for the President to eliminate tariffs on a mutual basis with all
fully developed countries or areas of the free world, provided that the most
substantial concessions are made on the products of the strongest U.S.
industries. The determinations made by the President in designating fully
developed countries or areas shall be based on output per worker engged In

manufacturingand on extent of Induatrallsaion-both as compared with the
87270--42---pt 8-
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United States. Agricultural products which are dealt with separately in
H.R. 11970 are excluded from this authority.
H.R. 11970 authorizes tariff elimination only with the Furopean Economic
Community (EEC), and limits it to categories of pro'lucts in which the
United States and the members of the EEC account fom 80 percent or more
of world exports.
Proposed amendment B:
Congressional directions to 'thie President to shape the nature of U.S.
concessions in negotiations with fully developed countries or areas In such
a way as to obtain the extension of most-favored-nation treatment to the
less-developed nations. Further, directions to the President to utilize his
negotiating authority in order to bring about the establishment of special
arrangements for the orderly expansion of markets for the exports of the
less developed nations.
H.R. 11970 provides for no directions on the use of negotiating authority
for the purpose of getting the fully developed nations to share with the
United States the burden of providing markets for the developing nations.
Proposed amendment C:
Expression of the sense of the Congress that the President should enter
agreements with all of our trading partners for the submission of annual
reports to an organ of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
on the progress achieved in raising wage and living standards.
H.R. 11970 makes no provision for orderly checks on the improvement of
working conditions and on the intentional or unintentional practices of certain foreign countries which subsidize their exports through artificially depressed wages in export Industries.
Proposed amendment D:
Specification that infringements of U.S. patents, copyrights, and registered trademarks will be considered as actions unjustifiably restricting
U.S. commerce and as cause for retaliatory measures by the United States.
H.R. 11970 deals with such actions in general terms and specifically names
only international cartels, even though infringements of U.S. patents and
other x ghts have demonstrably interfered with our ability to export and
have even led to damage of our domestic markets.
Proposed amendment E:
Termination on June 30, 1974, of authority to certify firras and workers
as eligible for trade adjustment assistance. Also, earlier termination of
such authority by concurrent resolution of both Houses of the Congress.
H.R. 11970 has no provision for termination of the adjustment assistance
program, either in terms of time or by kringressional action.
Proposed amendment F:
Requirement that the President submit a detailed report on expenditures
and commitments made under the trade adjustment assistance program in
connection with the annual report which is required on the administration
of the entire Trade Expansion Act.
H.R. 11970 does not specifically require accounting for the funds which
are authorized on a virtually open-end basis for the adjustment assistance
program.
Requirement that the Tariff Commission keep up to date and publish at
least every 5 years the "Summaries on Ta:iff Informatfon."
H.R. 11970 does not specify these "Summaries" which have not been,
published since 1948, depriving industry and academic researchers of easy
access to important material.
Proposed amendment H:
Establishment of a Council of Adviiers, composer of reWesentatives of
major industry, agriculture, and labor groups, and chaired by the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations, In order to provide advice and
information on trade and economic conditions to U.S. trade negotiators.
H.R. 11970 does not appear to provide IU'.e status for representatives
of the private sector which is necessary for the bet utilization of the knowhow available with respect to such parts of the U.S. economy as are directly
affected by international trade agreements
The vastly increased Importance of foreign trade to the domestic and foreign
policies of the United States requires a truly new departure from the trade
program which has served this Nation well for nea,-iy three decades but which
now no longer measures up to the U.S. and world economic situation.
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I believe that legislation which will determine our trade policy for the future
should not be based on past or current patterns of commodity trade, but must
take account of the underlying factors of developing productivity and economic
growth in the free world. Neither should it-contain provisions which, in effect,
will limit the full application of our bargaining powers to negotiations with
only one group of countries-those in the EEC. We must be able to utilize
the great leverage inherent in the market opportunities offered by our domestic
economy in order to further the economic integration of the free world. This
means an assertion of U.S. leadership in the application of trade and other
economic policies to the raising of living standards throughout the free world,
and to the attainment of free world objectives.
In this connection, I should like to touch upon a specific provision of .R.
11970 which may have the unintentional effect of limiting the full effect of U.S.
bargaining power in obtaining relief from foreign restrictions against U.S.
exports. Section 252, "Foreign Import Restrictions," requires that the President shall "refrain from negotiating tba reduction or elimination of any United
States import restrictio * * * in or-'er to obtain the reduction or elimination
of any * * *" unjustifiable foreig,, import restrictions. It seems to rae that
this provision could have the effect of preventing the total application of U.S.
bargaining power in the course of extremely complicated, multilateral international trade negotiations. Therefore, I hope that the word "negotiating" in
the provision cited above would not be applied in its literal sense. Instead,
I suggest that It be only so interpreted as to prevent the consummation of an
agreement wherein the United States extends a trade concession for the sole
purpose of obtaining the removal of some unjustifiable restriction against our'
exports.
AUTHORITY

FOR THE MUTUAL ELIMINATION OF TARIFFS ON ALL ITEMS WITH ALL
FULLY DEVELOPED FREE WORLD NATIONS

"I believe that the authority contained in H.R. 11970 should be broadened for
the following reasons:
1. Overconcentration on the EEC countries ignores the fact that, while our
exports to the EEC amounted to $3.5 billion in 1961, our exports to other fully
developed countries as Canada, Australia, and Sweden--the last of which may
or may not become a member of the EEC--amounted to $4.2 billion. There is
no adequate reason for tying the hands of our negotiators in dealing with these
trading partners any more than in dealing with the EEC. As a matter of fact,
effective U.S. bargaining power with the EEC-whatever its eventual composition-would be diminished if the United States were unable to negotiate for
the broadest possible concessions with other nations.
2. Limitation of tariff eliminating authority to categories in which the United
States and the EEC account for 80 percent or more of the world export trade
does not take account of the rapid and substantial shifts in the composition
of world trade which we can expect in the coming years of free world economic
revolution. Nor does it take into account the probability that various Items
within those categories should be subject to negotiations with other nations
which are our principal suppliers.
3. Both of the above conditions expose the United States to the danger of
being unable to negotiate for the meaningful removal of trade barriers with
any nation or group of nations, until the United Kingdom becomes a member
of the EEC, or if the EEC for some' reason decides to shut us out while its
own members continue the reduction and removal of trade barriers among
themselves.
The amendment which I propose is designed to avoid the pitfalls of the
limitations imposed by H.R.11970.
At the same time it provides for policy guidelines on the types of U.S. products which should be the subject of the most substantial concesSiong--namely
the products of industries which have the greatest potential for growth and
export expansion. Further, the provision that a determination by the Pres.
dent to designate a country or area as fully developed shall have been in effect
at least 180 days before a trade agreement Is entered into should prevent the
issuance of such a designation for short-term political reasons instead of on
the basis of economic fact.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE UTILIZATION OF NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY IN uRD13 TO BRING
ABOUT AN ORDERLY LYPASION OF MARKETS FOR THE EXPORTO OF N&WLY DEVELOPING
NATIONS

It is of the greatest importance to the success of U.S. economic and political
foreign policy aims that the fully developed countries or areas share with the
United States the burden of providing export markets for the developing free
world nations. This burden ha been carried so far to a large extent by the
United States alone. The continued "Western" orientation of countries such
as Japan is threatened by the restrictive practices against their exports which
prevent them from entering the great markets of Western Europe. Similarly,
Latin American exports to Europe are discouraged as a result of preferential
treatment accorded by the EEC to its associated oversea territories-largely in
Africa-and continuing high iuterial taxes on coffee, tea, and other tropical
products which discourage their consumption.
In 1961, the United States provided a market for more than $1 billion of Japanese exports-five times as much as the EEC countries. Since 1956, U.S. imports
from Japan increased by $500 million; EEC country imports from Japan increased by $100 million. Over the past 5 years, the United States has taken an
average of $3.8 billion of Latin American exports annually-more than twice
as much as the EEC countries.
Ihe two parts of the amendment which I propose for the utiliza'lon of U.S.
bargaining power in trade negotiations in order to bring about the orderly
expansion of exports from the developing nations are designed to complement
each other. First, they are intended to bring about the multilateralization of
most-favored-nation treatmen by directing the President to take into consideration, in giving a trade concession to a fully developed country or area the extent
to which such a fully developed country or area gives most-favored-nation treatment to the less-developed nations. Secondly, the President is directed to work
for multilateral, special arrangements which will encourage those exports from
the developing nations which will find stable and growing markets in the fully
developed areas with a minimum of economic dislocation and a maximum of
economic benefit to such markets.
ANNUAL REPORT TO OATT ON LABOR CONDITIONS AND LIVING STANDARDS

International trade should serve to raise living standards in all parts of the
free world. This end is frustrated by export subsidization through the exploitation of labor or the artificial suppression of wages.
The surveillance and prevention of such conditions In international trade and
the promotion of its real objectives are the responsibility of all trading nations.
This should be recognized by the contracting parties to GATT, and in this also
the United States must assert its leadership.
The amendment I propose is designed to facilitate the escalation of internatIonal labor standards by expressing the sense of the Congress that the President
should negotiate an agreement with all of our trading partners whereby they
would report annually to an organ set up under GATT on(a) The progress achieved in improving working conditions in Industries.
the products of which have been subject to trade-agreement concessions; and
(b) The general raising of living standards.
The idea for such an international agreement was suggested by the AFL-CIO
delegation from the United States at a meeting of the trade union section of the
European Productivity Agency in March 1960. I believe that it also reflects the
Intent of the proposals made by Mr. (leorso 'hany, president of the AFL-CIO.
in his testimony before this committee on July 24.
U.S. PATENTS.

COPYRIGHTS, AND

TRADEMARKS

It Is doubtful that the problem of patents, copyrights, and trademarks. has ever
been meaningfully considered in the context of our trade policy. Yet, infringeinents of these 1.S.-held rights have materially Interfered with our ability to
extort and have even resulted in the U.S. (Govet'nment's purchase, under the
statutory requirement to buy at the lowest price, of foreign goods made accordin' to nirated natents.
Therefore. I believe that specific mention of these rights would serve a useful
purpose in legislation which will be the basis for U.S. trade policy.
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CONTROL ON ADJUSTM

T AM STANCE

A program to assist in the adjustment of businesses and workers to economic
changes which will result from an expansion of U.S. trade is essential to the success of U.S. foreign trade policy. Nonetheless, I believe that such a program of
adjustment assistance must be subject to the strictest possible congressional
supervision and control. Furthermore, it must not be permitted to continue beyond the period of Its usefulness, lest it become an instrument for political abuse
and subsidization. Therefore, I propose1. A June 30, 1974, termination date for the authority to certify firms and
workers as eligible for adjustment assistance. This date sets a reasonable
limit to the program. It allows for the establishment of injury from imports
resulting from the last stage of tariff reductions which go into effect 5 years
after a trade agreement which might be made just before the June 30. 1967,
termination date of the President's negotiating authority. It also allows
for an additional 2 years.
2. Congressional power to terminate the authority to certify* eligibility
for adjustment assistance through concurrent resolution by both Houses.
Neither this method of termination nor the termination date would result
in the cancellation of commitments already made with respect to the extension of adj istment assistance to any person or business.
3. Strict reporting requirements on expenditures and commitments made
under the adjustment assistance program. This provision is designed to
permit close congressional oversight on the use of adjustment-assistance
funds and would enable the Congress and the public to obtain a better perspective on the real implications of the trade program in terms of the
domestic adjustments which ensued.
I believe that a useful purpose would be served by the publication of up-to-date
information by the Tariff Commission in the "Summaries on Tariff Information."
In connection with the adjustment-assistance program, as well as in connection
with our trade negotiations, it is essential that the Congress and the public be
able to follow, closely, the implementation and results of U.S. trade policy.
R]EPRESENTATION

OF INDUSTRY. AGRICULTURE, AND LABOR AT TRADE
AND IN THE FORMULATION OF TRADE POLICY

NEGOTIATIONS

I believe that U.S. negotiators at international trade conferences have not had
the full benefit of the detailed knowledge on trade and economic conditions available to appropriate representatives of the private sector of our economy. It is
necessary in order to achieve the best utilization of this knowledge in the implemnentation of U.S. trade policy, to provide an officially recognized status to
representatives of domestic economic groups so that they may have access to our
negotiating personnel.
On the other hand, it is also necessary to recognize that our negotiators cannot be subjected to heavy pressure from special domestic interests right on the
inside of the negotiations without running the danger of weakening our position as against the foreign negotiators. Therefore, a careful balance must be
sought in giving representatives of domestic economic interests access to our
negotiators.
For this reason, I suggest that these representatives be provided with an
official status as members of a Council of Advisers and that the extent of their
access to our negotiators be subject to the supervision of the special representative for trade negotiations provided for In H.R. 11970. Furthermore, congres-ional oversight should be provided for by the ex officio membership on the
Council of the congressional delegates to negotiations.
CONCLUSION

The world stands on the threshold of an era in which the economic power of
the United States and of the Industrallized nations of the free world can be
utilized for the realization of those human aspirations for dignity and a life
of decency and opportnuity which have motivated mankind through centuries
of povetry and degradation. They can be used to repel the mortal threat of
communism to this dignity and these wspirations. It is our proud destiny as
a nation that we are entrusted with the leadership of free men as the world
crosses the threshold of opportunity.
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I am fortunate indeed to testify to these hopes and objectives as a representative of a State, and as the resident of a city which have accepted, with confidence, the economic challenges involved. In particular, the port of New York
has, over the past 15 years, invested almost $700 million in facilities for the
handling of our Nation's trade with the world. It Is estimated that one-fourth
of the personal income generated in the port and its metropolitan area results
from foreign trade--and this vitAi interest is being furthered by new projects
and new ideas. Among them is the'dramatic plan for a great world trade center on the Island of Manhattan. This In itself is a $270 million project.
It is in this spirit that I submit my testimony on the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962. The future of my city, my State, and our Nation, and the hopes and
freedom of men and women everywhere are deeply Involved In the success of
this program, and I believe it should be reported favorably.
[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 26 sesa.]
AMENDMENTS Intended to te proposed by Mr. JAVITS (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH) to the bill (H.R.11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic Industry, agriculture,
and labor, and for other purposes, viz:

On page 3, beginning with line 21, strike out all through line 14,
on page 6, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"CHAPTER 2-SPECIAL AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT TO FULLY
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES FOR AREAS
"SEC. 211. BASIC AUTHORITY.

"(a) The President may, in carrying out any trade agreement with
fully developed countries or areas, issue proclamations as to articles
or categories of articles without regard to the limitation expressed in
section 201(b) (1): Provided, That the more substantial concessions
shall be made on products of industries which the President determines to have the greatest demonstrated capacity and potential for
export expansion and the greatest growth potential and highest proI
ductivity.
"(b) As used in this chapter, the term "fully developed country or area"
means (1) the European Economic Community, and (2) any other foreign
country or area, or any group of such countries or areas operating as a customs
union or free trade association (other than any country or area described in
section 231) which the President has, by Executive order. designated as a fully
developed country or area: Provided, That such an Executive order shall have
been in effect for at least 180 days prior to the entering into of any trade agreement with respect to which the provisions of subsection (a) are applicable.
In making any such designation the President shall consider the nutput per
worker engaged in manufacturing and the extent of manufacturing activity in
the country or area to be considered for-such designation, as compared to such
output and the extent of such activity in the United States."
On page 6,line 15, strike out" (e)" and insert "(c)".
On page 6, lines 20 and 21, strike out "Furopean Economic Community" and
Insert In lieu thereof "fully develoTd countries or areas".
On page 7. strike out lines 12 through 15, and insert the following:
"(3) the fully developed countries or areas have made a commitment
with respect to duties or other import restrictions which is likely to assure access for such article to the markets of such countries or areas".

[H.R. 11970, 87th ConD.. 2d sees.)
AMENDMENTS Intended to be proposed by Mr.;JAvrrs (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPr)
to the bill (H.R. 11970) to pzwotb the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agree-
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meats and through adjustment assistance to domestic Industry, agriculture,
and labor, and for other purposes, viz:
On page 20, between lines 12 .,nO 18, insert a new section as follows:
"SEC. 253. UTILIZATION OF AUITHORTY TO ENtER INTO TRADE AGREEMENTS.
"It Is the sense of the Congress that the Pret:ident should utilize the authority
conferred by section 201 (a) to ncsvtiate an agreement under which'all countries
receiving trade concessions purituant to trad- agreements entered Into, and all
contracting parties to the Generel Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, report annually to the appropriate organ est'%oilshed pursuant to said General Agreement
on the progress achieved in (1) improving working conditions in those industries thr products of which have been subject to such concessions, and (2) raising livi ig standards in those countries or areas which are dependent on such
industry. es."
.
On pg.' 20, line 13, strike out "253" and Insert "254".
On page 20, line 15, strike out "254" and insert "255".
On page 21, lue 18, strike out '"254" and insert "255".
On page 21, line 212, strike out "253" and insert "254".
On page 22, line 4, strike out "255" and insert "256".
On page 22, line 15, strike out "256" and insert "257".
On page 24, line 13, strike out "257" and insert "258".
[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d sess.)
AMENDMENTS Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAITS (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH) to the bill (H. R. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through International trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic industry, agriculture, and labor, and for other purposes, viz:
On page 20, between lines 12 and 13, insert a new section as follows:

"SEC. 253. UTILIZATION OF AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO TRADE AGREEMENTS.
The authority conferred by section 201(a) shall, subject to the provisions of
this title, be utilized by the President"(1) so as to base any concession made by the United States substantially
on the effectiveness of such a concession in obtaining the extension of any
concession made by fully developed countries or areas to the United States
to all other countries or areas which are not referred to in section 231; and
"(2) In any trade agreements entered into pursuant to such authority,
so as to establish special arrangements (including the lowering of tariffs
on specified quantities of products and the rendering of marketing and servicing assistance) to aid in the development of stable and growing markets in
fully developed countries or areas for the products of other countries or
areas which are not referred to in section 231 with a minimum of economic
dislocation and a maximum of economic benefit to such markets."
On page 20, lFne 13, strike out "253" and insert "254".
On page 20, line 15, strike out "254" and insert "255".
On page 21, line 18, strike out "254" and insert "255".
On page 21, line 22, strike out "253" and insert "254".
On page 22, line 4, strike out "255" and insert "256".
On page 22, line 15, strike out "256" and insert "257".
On page 24, between lines 12 and 13, insert the following:
"(8) The term "fully developed country or area" means (A) the European Economic Community, and (B) any other foreign country or area, or
any group of such countries or areas operating as a customs union or free
trade association (other than any country or area described in section 231)
which the President has, by Executive order, designated as a fully developed
country or area. In making any such designation the President shall consider the output per worker engaged In manufacturing and the extent of
manufacturing activity in the country or area to be considered for such designation, as compared to such output and the extent of such activity in the
United States."
On page 24, line 13, strike out "257" and insert "258".
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[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d seas.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAVITS (for himself and Mr.
RANDoLPH) to the bill (HR. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United State1 through International trade agreements apd through adjustment assistance to domestic industry, agriculture,
and labot, and for other purposes, viz:
On page 19, line 18, strike out'"tolerance of International cartels" and insert
in lieu thereof "infringements of United States patents, copyrights, or registered
trademarks, or tolerance of such Infringements or of international cartels".

[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d seas.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAvfls (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH), to the b " (H.R. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic industry, agriculture,
and labor, and for other purposes, via: On page 33, between lines 12 and 13,
insert a new section as follows:
SEC. 303. TERMINATION OF AUTHORITY TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES OF ELIGIBILITY.
(a) No certification of eligibility shall be Issued 'under section 302 with respect
to any firm or group of workers after June 30, 1974, or such earlier date as the
Congress may be concurrent resolution prescribe.
(b) The termination of the authority to issue certifications of eligibility, as
provided In subsection (a), shall not affect the eligibility of avy firm or worker
to apply for or to receive adjustment assistance pursuant to a certification of
eligibility duly Issued prior to the date of such termination.

[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d sess.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAvrrs (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH) to the bill (H.R. 11970) to promote the general walfare. foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic industry, agriculture,
and labor, and for other purposes, viz:
On page 75, line 5, after the period Insert the following: "Such report shall
also show the amount of funds which have been appropriated pursuant to sections
312(d) and 337 and have been expended or committed for each type of adjustment assistance authorized by chapters 2 and 3 of title III."

[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d sess.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAvITs (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH), to the bill (H.R. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic industry, agriculture,
and labor, and for other purposes, viz: On page 75, between lines 21 and 22,
insert the following:
(d) The Tariff Commission shall bring up to date and publish, at intervals
of not to exceed five years, the "Summaries of Tariff Information."
[H.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d sess.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JAVITS (for himself and Mr.
RANDOLPH1) to the bill (11.11. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and security of the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestic Industry, agriculture,
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and labor, and for other purposes, viz: On page 16, between' lies 10 and 11,
insert the following:
(c) (1) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiationq shall appoint a
Council of Advisers which shall consist of not to.exceed fifty Appointive members
to be selected from the major organizations in the United States representLng
iadustry, agriculture, and labor. In addition, the congressional delegates to
negotiations, selected pursuant to section 243, shall, during any period in which
they are accredited members of a United States delegation to any negotiation
under this title, serve as ex officio members of such Council. The Special Representative shall serve as chairman of such Council. Members appoluted to such
Council, while attending meetings or otherwise engaged in the performance of
their duties as members of the Council, shall be entitled to receive conipensation
and reimbursement as provided in section 401(3), and the provisions of section
1003 of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (20 U.S.C. 583) shall apply
to such members.
(2) Members of the Council of Advisers shall give advice and counsel with
respect to products of direct interest to them to members of any United States
delegation to negotiations under this title, and to the United States delegates to
any other international meeting dealing with modifications of existing trade
restrictions The Special Representative for Trade Negotiationa shall provide
mmebers of the Council with such information with respect to such negotiations
and meetings as he determines will enable such members to fully and effectively
discharge their functions under this subsection.
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS TO THE TRADE EXPANsioiv A0T or 1962 (H.R. 11970)
PROPOSED BY SENATOR JAVITS

Proposed amendment A would authorize the President to eliminate tariffs on a,
mutual basis with all fully developed countries or areas of the fret world, provided that the most substantial concessions are made on the products of the
strongest U.S. industries. The determination by the President of what is a fully
developed country or area shall be based on output per worker engaged In manufacturing and on the extent of industrialization. Agricultural products which
are dealt with separately in H.R. 11970 are excluded from this authority.
Comment: H.R. 11970 authorizes tariff elimination only with the European
Economic Community (EEC), and only in categories of products in which the
United States and the members of the EEC account for 80 percent or more of
world exports. I believe that this concentration on the EEC and on present or
past levels of international trade has three serious disadvantages: (1) While
the EEC members remove trade barriers among themselves, the United States
could be left in the position of being unable to do so with any nation, if the EEC
decides to shut us out or if the United Kingdom does not become a member of the
EEC. (2) Effective U.S. bargaining power with the EEC, whatever Its composition, would be diminished, if the United States were unable to negotiate for
the broadest possible concessions with other nations. (3) Shaping negotiating
authority to existing trade patterns places artificial and often unrealistic constraints on our negotiators, who must bargain for future benefits in the context
of rapidly changing international economic conditions. The proposed amendment is designed to free U.S. trade policy from overdependence on the EEC and
from criteria patterned on a bygone era of world trade.
Proposed amendment B would direct the President to shape the nature of U.S.
concessions to fully developed countries "r areas in such a way as to obtain the
extension of most-favored-nation treatment to the less developed nations from
the fully developed ones.
Would direct the President to utilize his negotiating authority in order to bring
about the establishment of special arrangements for the orderly expansion of
markets for the exports of the less developed nations.
Comment: H.R. 11970 provides for no directions on the use of authority for
the purpose of getting the fully developed nations to share the burden of providing markets for the developing nations-a burden which the United States
has been carrying to a large extent alone. The two parts of this proposed
amendment are designed to accomplish this either through a multilateralization of most-favored-nation treatment or through special arrangements on a
multilateral basis-
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Proposed amendment C would e'tpress the sense of the Congress that the
President enter into agreements withi all our trading partners for the submision
of annual reports to an organ of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT', on the progress achieved in raising wage and living standards.
Comment: This proposed amendment is designed to facilitate the escalation
of international labor standards and to place greater pressure on exporting
nations to refrain from subsidizing their exports through artificially depressed
wages. This idea was suggestediby the AFL-CIO delegation to a mteting of
the trade union section of the European Productivity Agency in March 1900.
It also reflects the principle of proposals made by George Meany, president of the
AFL-CIO, in his testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on July 24, 1002.
Proposed amendment D would specify infringements of U.S. patents, copyrights, and registered trademarks as actions unjustifiably restricting U.S. commerce and as cause for retaliatory action by the Unite'i States.
Comment: It Is doubtful that the problem of patents, etc., has ever been considered in a meaningful way in the context of our trade policy. Yet, infringements of these U.S.-held rights have materially interfered with our ability to
export and have even resulted In the U.S. Government's purchase, under the
statutory requirement to buy at the lowest price, of foreign goods made according
to pirated patents.
Proposed amendment E would provide for a termination date for the certification of firms and workers eligible for adjustment assistance and would provide
for such termination through concurrent resolution of the Congres.s.
Comment: 1I.R. 11970 has no such provision for termination and no such
congressional control. I believe that the termination date of June 50. 1074,
provides for a reasonable 1imit to the program. It allows for the establishment
of injury from Imports resulting from the last stage of tariff reductions under
agreements made up to the June 30, 1967, termination date of the President's
negotiating authority, plus 2 additional years. Furthermore, it seems to me that
congressional control should be more firmly established than is contemplated
by the open-end authority for expenditures In the present bill.
Proposed amendment F would require the President to submit a ,. taid report
on expenditures and commitments under the adjustment assistance program, In
connection with the annual report on the administration of the entire Trade Expansion Act now required by It.R. 11970.
Comment: This proposed amendment is designed to permit stricter congressional oversight on the expenditure of adjustment assistance funds and would
enable the Congress and the public to obtain a better perspective on the real
implicatiois of the trade program in terms of domestic adjiitMnntq.
Proposed amendment 0 would require the Tariff Commission to keep up to
date and publish at least every 5 years the "Summaries on Tariff Inforination."
Comment: These "Summarleq" have not been published since 1048 and, even
though the data Is kept current In the Tariff Commission files, It Is difficult for
students of trade policy and for Industry to obtain this data which is vital to
their research.
Proposed amendment H would establish a Council of Advisers, composed of
representatives of ma.lnr Industry. agriculture, and labor groups. Its Chairman
would be the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations provided for In section 241 of H.R. 11970. Congressional Delegates to negotiations would be ex
officio members of the Council. Any or all members of the Council with a direct
Interest In an article under negotiation would have such access to U.S. negotiators as Is determined by the Special Representative to be necessary to give
advice and information to the negotiators. Members of the Council would receive a per diem allowance while serving.
Comment • H.R. 11970 dees not appear to provide the status for representatives
,nf the private sector, necessary for the best utilization of the detailed knowledge of trade and economic conditions which these representatives dispose of.
I believe that this proposed amendment would give them the necessary status
without subjecting our trade negotiators to undue pressure from special Interests.

The CITAIV.RNr%'. The Chair will ee that your amendments are
brouffht before the committee.
Senator JAvrrs. I thank the chairman.
Now, Mr. Chairman, if there are no further questions on my statement, I would like to call the attention of the committee to a matter
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which is agitating the New York fur importing community, and I
do wish-in deference to al of these interests which are involved-to
lay the facts before the committee in an authoritative way for the
committee's judgment.
It will be recalled that the law today gives the President directionnot authority, but direction-to place an embargo on the importation
of various types of fur--I won't bother naming all of them--ermine,
fox, kolinsky, marten, and so on, including mink, by the way, which
are the products of the U.S.S.R. or Communist China.
It is claimed on the part of the industry-and I emphasize that I
am testifying as a Senator from New York laying before the committee views of my constituents. I am not in the position to pass upon
the complete va lility of these views but I do hope the committee will
in fairness-and I think it is .ny$ i.ir-yery carefully examine the
question and get the view i
e depatned
its own experts on
the subject. I think
s only fair to these people.
It is claimed thp wh)at has happened has been that.American fur
producers have piot been helped pa rt 5tr ly--aside frommink there
is little production of these fur in this o'fl.r~ by the f-rembar o.
But what hayi'appened isdiait New York City; has lost its
mar et
to ILondon ,,cause of Wt embargo provision.
As the 11l
passed the House, secjtim 11 of the Trade Agi ement
Extensiol'Act which is-the see.4oi ocrked,wasret~ined.\
Now tHp question is, What willEivO 4 abort it hret'
I havel thought the matter p4.Ver and would' ike tO Lay befo4 the
cinmit t4e a suggeAo--agairt only"as a suggestion. I have no itention of rfiaking this a
tnk.,c.tts,, whatevet"-4 may do about the
other aut endments, which qre of -atotally' different character. ,Th;s
iwoul result, ifthe eonmmtee ihowit well of it, in ,ving
the Presi ent discr'ti on iaside from impol-ts frm Communist -hina
which wo Id continheto be em argd-4P
y law--to lpose or ot to
impose an %jnbargo on fur imports, m a selective way, .from the(Soviet
Union wher we still do somnnoiistrategic trade.
We have, .rexample,fniiink farmers in New York and I am certainly not anx~iis in any"'Way-to interfere With their maikets, and,
therefore, there X-need for giving th6 President a flexible discretion.
But, if the Presidet did have such discretion, ant' would exercise
it l)ase( upon the fact, nd figures on particular.itirs, it is the belief
of the whole New York fu
aet
that it would bring b
ew York
as the fur center, with resulting grieat benefits to e4
nent and
commercial turnover and we would not, yield this who*usiness to
London, as is claimed by the New York fur industry.
In that respect, I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that the
various telegrams from elements of the fur industry which Vnake
these representations to me, may be made a part of my remarks as
well as the text of section 11 and the suggested amendne,-' to which
1 have referred.
The C0mia.%-;. Without objection.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Javits.
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(The telegrams referred to follow:)
Nzw Yoax, N.Y., August 8, 1962.
JACOB K. JAVFS,
Senate Ofbce Building, Washington, D.C.:
Our association consists of 100 fur manufacturing members. Will you please
try your best that section 257 from the trade bill be eliminated because it causes
hardships to our members and alq6 unemployment to labor and we think it Is rereoving the fur center from New York to London.
UNITED Fun MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
PnILP OHRISTIE, President.

NEW YOnK, N.Y., August 8, 1962.
HOn. JACOB K. Javrs,
U.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.:
The Master Furriers Guild of America, Inc., a nationwide association of retail
furriers in taking a position on trade bill No. 11970 section No. 257 wishes to
go on record and state that we favor the free flow of goods between all nations
without restrictions.
MASTER FunncRe Gunzn or
AMWOA, INC.,
LEE K. THORPE,
President,
Lzo JAFFEE,
First Vice President,
JOSEPH PALANKER,

Louis KEOLL,

Board Chairman,

Treasurer,
IRVING SEGALL,
Exrecutive Director.

NEw YORK, N.Y., August 8, 1962.

Hon. JACOB JAvrrs,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:
We respectfully urge your support of the elimination of clause prohibiting the
continued embargo of certain Russian furs now contained in foreign trade bill
section 257 as being most injurious to the international fur market In New York
City. Although we handle very little Russian fur we back free importation of
all furs, as, because of this embargo, New York City has lost the role of the
leading international fur market.
FUR BROKERS AssoorATIoY.
NEW YORK, N.Y., August 8, 1962.
Hon. JACOB K. JAvrrs,
Senate O1le Building, Washington, D.C.:
Furriers Joint Council of New York representing 8,000 workers in fur manufacturing urge lifting of embargo (sec..257 of trade bill) on Russian skins.
World trade center for furs is shifting to London, England, where embargo
does not exist. This situation further Imperils American fur industry which
for past number of years has been in poor condition. Lifting of embargo would
give great impetus to revival of fur industry' in the United States which in New
York City employed 25,000 workers Trust that you will give this matter fullest
consideration.
FURRrERs JOINT COUNCIL OF Nuw YORK,
GEORGE STOFSKY, M1anagcr.

Senator JACOB JAVITs,

NEW YORK, N.Y., August 8,1962.

Scmate Oftice Building, Washington, D.P.:

On behalf of the members of our union engaged in the fur dressing and dyeing Inluistry we urge that you do everything possible to bring about the ellinination of section 257 from the trade expmnsinit bill. This seetin eontiuue.s the
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embargo, on, seven Russian fur ckins. During more than a decade that it has
been in effect this embargo has had a most harmful effect upon the eniployment and earnings ofthe members of our union and upon the Ihdustry; aW &
whole. The processing of some of these skins provided employment for a lirge
section of our membership. Our Industry has gone through, a severe ¢rls%
We feel very strongly that removal of this embargo will have a salutary.effo,
upon the employment and earnings of th6 workers find upori the-position
potn
the industry generally.
HENRY FoNtal,
President,
LYNDON HNWRY,
Secretary-Trcasurer,Joint Board, Fur Leather Machine Worker's UvtoxmAmalgamated Meat Cutters d Butcher Workmen of North Amerlox
(AFL-CIO).
TRADE AGREEMFNTS EXTENSION ACT OF 1951, As AMENDED
IMPORTATION OF CERTAIN FURS PROnIBIT-ZI

SFrc. 11, The President shall, ns soon as practicable, take such measures as
may be necessary to prevent the importation of ermine, fox, kolinsky, marten,
mink, muskrat, and weasel furs and skins, dressed or undressed, which are the
product of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or of Communist China.
AMENDMENTS Suggested by Mr. Javits to the bill (H.R. 11970) to promote
the general welfare, foreign policy, and security of the United States through
international trade agreements and through adjustment assistance to domestle
industry, agriculture, and labor, and for .9ther purposes, viz:,
On page 26, between lines 19 and 20, insert the following:
(f) Sectivu 11 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 is amended
by(1) striking out "the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or cof"; and
(2) Inserting before the period a comma and' the following: "and' thsl
President shall, If he determines such action to be necessary or desirable6
taking into consideration the Interests of the national security and the
needs of domestic industry, apply such measures to similar articles which
.
are the product of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics'.
On page 26, line 20, strike out "(f)" and sert "(g)".

The CITIRMAN. The next witness is Senator John Tower of Texas.
Senator Tower, we are very happy to have you, sir, anj you may
proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN G. TOWER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS
Senator TowEn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I don't presume to come before this committee as an economist
nor as an expert in the field of foreign trade but simply as one who
is sensitive to the effects of trade policy on certain segments of our
domestic economy, and as 'a political scientist and theoretician in
the area of the exercise of-governmental power.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
appear' before this distinguished committee and to express some
opinions and to present certain data pertaining to the trade bill.
I would like to discuss first an amendment sponsored by a bipartisan
group led by Senator Bush, joined by Senators Allott, Bennett, Cape-

hart, llickenloqper, Hickey, Saltonstall, Thurmond, and myself.
M.r. Chairman, it cannot e disputed that H.R. 11970 would greatly
increase the power of the President to reduce tariffs.
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For the first time in history an American President would be given
the power by the Congress to eliminate duties entirely.
The four sections of the bill which contain this unprecedented
power will, when taken in combination, I am informed, empower the
President to put products competitive with a large part of our industrial, agricultural, mining, 6.1 fishing industries products on the
free list.
It also seems to me that there could be no real dispute over the fact
that H.R. 11970 would greatly weaken the peril point and escape
clause safeguards.
If it is not intended to weaken those safeguards, there is no practical necessity for new provisions to be set forth in this bill. Competent technicians in the field have pointed to the elimination of the
Tariff Commission's obligation to find the actual extent to which
existing duties s can be reduced without causing serious injury.
So far as the language of the bill itself is concerned, I am unable
to see how the duty which would be substituted for that which I have
just described, namely, the Commission's duty to notify the President
of the probable economic effect of the modification of duties, can be
as specific or helpful to the President as the existing procedure.
If, as was suggested by Secretary Hodges, the peril point procedure
is unworkable, I am at a loss to know how this committee and the
Congress have been able in the 1951, 1955, and 1958 extension acts to
create, improve, and extend that procedure without ever becoming
aware that it was unworkable.
Furthermore, Members of the Congress were advised by the President in March of this year of his action in relation to the peril
point findings made by the Tariff Commission as a preliminary to
the Dillon round of tariff cuts.
The President's message discusses rather extensively the findings
which the Tariff Commission made on thusands of individual article.
The President was unhappy with the fact. that the Commission
found that a further reduction in duty could not be made on articles
on which U.S. exports accounted for approximately 48 percent of the
aggregate export value of all the articles on the public list.
The striking thing to me is that the President's agents in negotiating
at Geneva directed their attention, first, as Congress intended in creatmg the peril points to those articles where the Commission found that
the full reduction in duty allowable by law could be made without
causing a threatening serious injury.
When this stage of the negotiating work was accomplished it was
apparent to the President's agents that still further concessions were
required in order to secure an advantageous agreement.
At that point, according to the President's report to the Congress,
the President's agents made a careful analysis of the articles on which
the Commission found that a further reduction in duty would cause
serious injury.
These agents selected the items which they believed to be the le-ast,
sensitive of that group of sensitive items.
Concessions were then offered to the Common Market on these items
and an agreement was secured which the President himself described
as "highly advantageous to the United States."
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Mr. Chairman, I find no fault with this procedure. -By the President's own testimony the existence of the peril poiit findingd'rsulted
in his agents' taking an approach to negotiations which, infiured that
as few of the sensitive items as possible were placed in negotiations.
Most important of all, the results achieved under this procedure
were described as highly advantageous for this country.
In the State of Texas many economic groups are seriously concerned
about the effect on their business activities and on the economy of the
State, if the existing duties on the products competitive wih their
production were to be eliminated under the spebiaI Commoir Market
authorities in this bill or even to be reduced by 50 percent under the
general authority of the bill without the most careful. preliminary
:
screening of the probable results of such action.
I believe that the peril point procedure has been proven to'be workable by its use in four successive trade agreement negotiationsand by
the results which have been achieved under its guidelines.
We should not junk the machinery of investigation and findings
under these circumstances.
Enactment of H.R. 11970 without amendments to restore our traditional safeguards would, I believe, constitute another blow to the confidence of the business community in Texas, and I bllieve it would
have the same effect elsewhere in our nation.
We have a large stake in Texas in a more sensitive approach to'the
selection of articles for tariff negotiation than is provided for in the
bill.
I have collected data showing the employment losses in manufactuiing industries in Texas during the period 1954-58, and the losses in
employment nationally in those businesses 1954-60, together with an
indication of the magnitude of the adverse shift in balance of trade in
the products of these industries which occurred during those periods.
This study shows that from 1954 to 1958 Texas lost 6,142 workers in
these manufacturing industries while the Nation as a whole lost 216,741
workers' jobs in those industries from 1954 to 1960.
While this was occurring the balance of trade in the products of
those industries shifted adversely to the United States by some 2.2
billion. This resulted from a drop in exports of 201 million, and an
increase in imports of 2 billion in the products of those industries.
It is not my position that the poor employment performance of
these industries, which account for about 25 percent of manufacturing
employment in Texas, was due entirely to the rise in imports and the
decline in exports.
The data do indicate, however, that these industries, characterized
by a stagnant or declining employment, are under heavy pressure from
adverse foreign trade developments.
Further elimination of duties is not going to halt or moderate the
increased import trends shown for these industries.
What I have had to say about the peril-point procedure applies with
even greater emphasis to the changes which HR. 11970 would make
in the escape clause. I am not myself a technician in escape-clause law
and procedures, but I have confidence in the analysis of the changes
which have been made for me by technicians.
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. The bill obviously repeals the existing escape clause and the criteria
set forth in the existing escape clause by which the Tariff Commission
is to determine the existence or threat of serious injury from imports.
While te words "serious injury" are retained in section 351 of the
bill, the language in subsection (d)(4) of that section sets forth a
much more extreme set of e4tonomic circumstances which must exist
before a finding of injury can be made than is required under the
present law.
Instead of directing the Commission's attention to such factors as a
dowzlward trend of production, employment, prices, profits, or wages
in the domestic industry as in the present law, the bill would require
the Tariff Commission to give attention to such hallmf -s of economic
disaster as idling of productive facilities, inability t operate at a
profit, and unemployment or underemployment.
Speaking for Texas, let me say I do not wish for our Government's
to be geared to the toleration of ecoapproach to tariff negotiating
nomic distress under any such guidelines.
There are other negative aspects about the escape provisions of this
bill. Chief among these is the right of the President as an alternative
to tariff adjustment to grant loans, tax relief, and technical managerial
assistance to firms, and a Federal level of unemployment compensation
to groups of workers in industries injured by imports.
If the committee approves and the Congress enacts this bill with
such alternatives intact it will provide a clear mandate to the F.--qident
to use the authority of the bill in such a way as to intend inj, try o all
but the most highly automated mass-production industries ol the
country.
the
While the latter are important to the economy, they do not filu
entire employment needs of the Nation, of its States, or of the tnousands of communities as economic well-being is geared to the solvent
operat ion of plants, mills, farms, fishing fleets.
Texas has its great seaport of Houston and many busy ports with
somewhat specialized missions in foreign trade such as Galveston,
Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Brownsville.
Texas has an obvious interest in foreign trade, but the existence of
these ports and our interest in foreign radios do not blind us to the
economic reality of many industries, sectors of agriculture, mineral
extraction, and fisheries which contribute importantly to the employment and economic well-being to our State and Nation cannot survive under conditions of total free trade.
May I say at this point, Mr. Chairman, that philosophically, like
most southerners, I am a free trader. However, under present conditions when our production costs are well above competitive levels,
we can't exist with the free-trade situation.
One need not be a conservative, whatever that term may mean in the
political area, to suggest there, is a place in national policy fo. balance and moderation.
The genius of our democratic system includes our ability to reconcile
opposing viewpoints and opposing economic interests in a constructive
middle course which w-onld carry our nation forward to attainable
goals in economic trade while preserving, consolidating, and building
on our internal economic strength so vitally important to our domestic economy.
-
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These thoughts lead me to urge with all vigor that the conmiittee
favorably consider and adopt, the amendments to H.R. 11970 which
I have co-sponsored with Senator Bennett and Senator Bush of this
committee and other Senators.
These amendments restore and clarify the meaning of the peril
point and escape clause; they lay down clear-cut objectives for the
administration in the attainment of expanded foreign markets for
our export industries, they express determination of the United States
that our most-favored-nation policy not operate blindly to the detriment of the United States through the unyielding intransigence of
our trading partners who decline to grant similar benefits to third
countries suchas the countries of Asia.
Above all, these amendments provide clear guidelines and definite
procedures leading to an informed President making findings of fact
based upon a public record that the policies expressed by the Congress

in the legislation will actually be met in each and every use of dele-

gated authority.
Mr. Chairman, I should like to present for the record statistical
data reflecting worsening balance of trade in 1960 as compared with
1954, concerning key industries in my State of Texas and I would
like to ask unanunous consent that this material be made a part of the
record of these hearings.
The CHARMAN. Without objection the insertion will be made.
(The insertion referred to follows:)
TEXAS INDusTRIES WITH EMPLOYMENT LOSSES, STATE OR NATIONAL, AND

WORSENINGI,XPOBT-I PORT BALANCMS, 1954, 1958 AND 1960
NOTES

Industries selected are all those for which data were available in the sources
which, in addition to showing a worsened balance of trade in 1960 as compared
with 1954, also experienced a decline in employment in the State for 19'8 as compared with 1954 and/or a decline in employment In the entire United States for
1960 as compared with 1954. Comparable State employment data for 19 0 are
rl
not available.
SOURCES
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: 1958 Census of Manufacturtes,
General Summary Subject Report MC58(1) and Area Reports MC58(8) ; 100
Annual Survey of Manufactures, "General Statistics for Industry Groups rnd
Selected Industries," MC60 (AS)-I; "U.S. Commodity Exports as Related to
Output, 1958"; "U.S. Commodity Exports and Imports as Related to Output,
1958"; U.S. Exports of Domestic and Foreign Merchandise," Reprt W'-410,
and "U.S. Imports of Merchandise for Consumption," Report FT-110, 1954, 1958,
1960.
METHODOLOGY

NOTE

Because of the revision of the standard industrial classification system, employment and value added data for both 1958 and 1954 were taken from the 1958
Census of Manufactures. Thi. decreased to some extent the industrieR eligible
for inclusion in these comparisons because a number of three- and four-digit
industries are shown in the 1958 census with no historically comparable figures.
Particularly at the State level, data for individual industries may not be disclosed because of the confidentiality rule thus making it impossible to apply to
1954 census data the "bridge" tabulations showing the correlation between the
old SIC and the new.
Adjusted value added data are shown for 1958; for 1954, figures for the United
States as a whole represent adjusted value added and th',oe for e'h St-te.
unadjusted value added. UnadJ.isted value added is obtained by subtracting
the cost of materials, supplies and containers, fuel, purchased electric energy,
and contract work from the value of shipments for products manufactured plus
87'270--62--pt. 3-18
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-receipts for services rendered. Adjusted value added also takes into account
ka) value added by merchandising operations (that is, the difference between
the sales value and cost of merchandise sold without further manufacture, proc.essing, or assembly,) plus (b) the net change in finished goods and work-in.
,process Intentorles between the beginning and end of the year. The latter is
a more comprehensive measure of the net production of goods and services by
-establishments defined as primarily manufacturing.
For 1960, employment data have been obtained from the 1960 Annual Survey
of Manufactures which is based on reports from about 60,000 manufacturing
.establishments selected out of a total of almost 300,000. This sample includes
all large manufacturing establishments, which account for approximately two-thirds of all manufacturing employment, and, in varying proportions, the more
numerous medium- and small-sized establishments. The estimates obtained vary
from the totals that would have resulted from a complete canvass but, for most
industries, the relative magnitude of the sampling variation Is no greater than
I percent.
For all years, export and import data have been compiled on the basis of a
.classification system developed by the Bureau of the Census which related the
import (schedule A) and export (schedule B) commodity codes to the 1957
standard industrial classification. Because each of these commodity classifications has been created independently and to serve a different purpose, a number
.of variances occur when an attempt is made to compare individual industries,
For this reason, the relationships shown for a number of three-digit industries
-and even for some of the two-digit Industries should be considered as approxi-mations rather than precise comparisons of exports and imports with output
and employment. Nevertheless, these estimates are snfficlently valid to make
accurate comparisons between years since the method of tabulating the data has
-been. consistent for all years included.
TEXAS

EmpIloyment
state

Tnited
States

Value added
(thousand dollars)
State

I(nited
States

Forei trade
(thousand dollars)
Exports

Tmports

Balance

Meat nroduects:
1954 .
.
..----------------19.8 ------------------

Difference,

1960

14.981
15,202

311. 3M

221

-4,4991

311,758

conm-

pared with 1954 -------

Candy and related products:
19
....------------------ 1,469
1 --------------------1.687
19W50- - - - --- --Difference. 1960 coinpared with 1954 ........
218
Beverages:
196%4----------_---------89,545
1958 --------------------9,126
1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Difference. 1960 oomnared with 1954 -------581
Textile mill products:
19,4 --------------------. m3
1960
.....................
,5
1958 ------------------7,275

Lumber and wood products:
19,94
------- _---------20, 7391
1W, ------------------ 17, 1,59
10
W--------- ---------- ----- I
Difference. 1%0 cornpacd with 195 ........
580

7,767

80.425
8,726
sn,
Olnl 12,045

725,068

", W

740,066A
832, 243

-1, 636

204, W,7 232,129
31). 340
I4,02
271,188 394,208

-27, 5
-- 145,327

6K,631

162,079

-95, 448

45,634
24,759

40.62
43.850

5,012
-19,9I
-1, 446

35,169

3,319

222,390

213, 387
78,232
206,197 101,915
211.193 .

2,468.3
2,85,661
3,197,914

38rhq4

-2,194

23,683

729, 581

220

027, 82
901,677
901, &30

33.754
33,587

4,605,985
4,857.63
5,813, 457

-167

1,007, 472

Difference. 1W.0 omnared with 1054 -------1,361 -126, 276
Miscellaneous ap,arel:
1954 -------- :------------- I'.. 22
1958 --------------------1,3431
1960
i ----Difference.
--4 ornraredl with 1954-......
-19i

92,9W6 1, 3A,307
100,763 2,499.233
2,663,375

fin, 026
65,433.
1. 100,

4,519
5,462
873

645, M3
76,3W
. 91,309
78,571
595,9691 ........
-49,967'

2,203

268,847
306,277
320,5W6
51,71
3,241,60
3, 176, 613
3, 457, &55
215,949

-10,465
40,238
38804

51,815

10,993
234.677
284,994
121,908

-123,020

-21,458
- 124.8W2
-194.
439
-246,190
-121,

688

24,295
3. 712
327,421 440, 249 -112.828
326, 558 627,131 -300,573
378,007

-51.449
1,319
1,141
1,159

-160]

273,419
21,894

-324, 88

30,920
41,490

-20.575
-20,779
-40,831

19, 5961

-19,756

107,836 400,614 -292,V71
134,090 440, 255 -306,1M5
179,6931 W3,12-5 -350, 432
71,857 129.511
- 57,6&4
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TE x -ontinued
Employment
State

I United

242 Sawmills and planing mills:
11,260
19M ....................
19 8 ----------------

_-

19w0-----_---------_-Difference, 1960 com-2,684
pared with 1954-------290 Petroleum and coal products:
40, 926
1958 ......................
42, 94
1o ....................
-Difference 1960 comp ar ed w ith 1954. . . . . .. 2,019
314 LFootwear, except rubber:
2,807
1054-----------------1"a4
......................
2,216
1960......................

Difference 1960 compared with 1954 ........
Sl.7APlrses and small leather
goods:
1954......................

-391
1571
141

1960 ......................

-

Value added ,
(thousand dollars)

-Forelll Ua
(thousand dollars)

State

Exports Imports
United
III
StatesI

341,3.%
275,003
280,999

38, 1 8
32,46

1,810,410
,8341,127
1,495,703

-60351

-5, 70

States

231,502
680
77,30M 29,771,
.105,78e 341,081

.

Balance

2 14, 81p

-114,707

39,103

59,579

,-.89, 476

183,339
179, IMA 592,723
168, 334
-15,005 126, M

2,240,876
0,518,424
3,201,312

614,503
w538
476,059

W
6169

329, 867
-149,780
-172,6W

230,255
226.831
227,688

988,379
1145,916
1,221,132

14, 559
13,431
9,399

232,753

-5,160

42,715

-47, 875

2,875
3,778

4,976
8,273
12,030

-2,301
-4,497
-6632

-2,567
37,647
35,610
38,51

686

W6,436 -13844

1133,747
187,287
208,741

38,044
4,205
10, 54~
'3%
897J -19, 263
- 43,670
63,069

Difference 1960 com7,064 -4,331
2,72
974
44,994
149
p ar ed w th 1954 . . . .. ..
324 Cement, hydraulic:
4,817
6,577
39,769
2,60Z
525,687
44.
1954------------ ---1,760
-6,707
41,127 62,100
2,973
9,882
724,771
2, 689
l ..............----.---9, 17"8
10,307
1,134
740,903
190. ..................... 38,762
-13,990
Difference 1960 com17, 134
8, 547~
4m5, 236
87 -1,007
-5,443
pared wth 1954 ------371 Motor vehicles and equipment:
6, 610
1,172,08
65, 877 6,137,653 1,224,634
685, 273
19M ............-...
4572,
84933 6,750,675 1, 249, 310 53.,136
714,172
577,188
--- --- 6,004
.
.
1960-----------643,169
low ......................
694,K42
597,458
1,240,625
10,119,05
Difference, 1960 orm-29,139
9,269 19,0
15,991 54,1IN
3,981,402
-606,
pared with 1954 ........
390 Miscellaneous manufactur22,818
9,620 614,644
546,076 320,25S
4.5,800 3,909, 238
645......................
134.052
571,434
5,978
395,332 261,280
65, 929 4,754,260
1958-----------------396225 694,2Z
5,273,331
-298,004
588,174
1960---------- ---------Difference, 1960 com20,3129 1,3K4,093 -149,831 37,971
p are d w ith 1954. ..... -3, 642~ -26,47n
391 jewelry and silverware:
W93,4-81,50 9
11,946
302,0
652
47, 9M0
310
19.54-------------------2, 884
19,338 109,022
323,316
41,867
4811
1958 -------------------97, S&
42,349
1960 ....................
3 29,44 127, 30
Difference 1960 com151
-16,329
-5,581
2, 232
33,847
71, WO~ 17,518
pared with 1954 ........
Total, above industrie :
3,866,274 917 '093! 25,4635 3,167,72 1,871,02M 1,296,60
1954......................
1958...................... 109, 408 3, 509,885 1,1380301 29,.172,8181 2,905,876 3,071,56W
913,823
i 3,649,533
35,419,] 2,966,814 3,8SK 237
1960 ------------------ _ .......
Difference, 1960 com220, 937 9,473, M4 - 210,115 2,009, 19E-2,210,313
with 1954 ........ -6, 141 -218,741
Total, all industries:
154 ......................
410,364 1 54, 491 3,501,706 117,032,32 2M$, !C1,54,K961 6,613,232
1958...................... 468404 15,393,766 5,045, 159 141,270, 2r9714,128, 001,7,9 725 919 6,402 082
81 . 912. 611 540, 709
163,230,07j 15, 7532D
190 ...................... 16,12. 061
Difference, 1960 com543,453
1,
570
-77% =2
478,
56,040
12714,366,63
3,593,
48,19,481!
......
1954_
pared with
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Senator TowER. Mr. Chairman, moving to another phase of the bill,
one which is more specific and one which is of vital interest to 30-odd
oil-producing States of our Nation, I should like to comment on the
national security provisions of the trade bill as it cf-le to us from the
House of Representatives.
In review it is astonishing' to note that in 1961 oil imports averaged
almost two million barrels a day. Total value exceeded $1.6 billion.
Petroleum is now the largest item in our import trade, while at
home we have 30 percent of our producing capacity shut in for lack
of Markets. This is like sending coffee to Brazil or coals to Newcastle.
While our domestic production has stagnated Canadian production
is up 30 percent; Venezuela, 20 percent; other Western Hemisphere
nations up as much as 60 percent; the Middle East up 60 percent; the
Soviet Union up 100 percent.
Only two major nations of the world are capable of producing their
own oil need, these are the United States and the Soviet Union. While
we are purposely stunting our growth in oil production the Soviet
Union is purposely expanding hers.
Between 1950 and 1960 the U.S. production increased 30 percent.
The Soviet Union production quadrupled.
In 1945 Russian production was 9 percent of U.S. production. In
1961 it was 46 percent.
In view of Russia's increasing oil production the United States must
have the assurance of adequate domestic supplies. Domestic producers must be given the opportunity to participate in future growth
of the home market. This is in the interest of national security and
to assure adequate reserves.
There has been a continuing decline in activity. In 1956 the
domestic industry drilled 56,100 wells. Last year only 46,962 were
drilled, which is a decline of 20 percent in just 5 years.
Prorated wells in Texas are limited to only 8 producing days per
month and this is no incentive to add new wells.
While total well completions have declined 30 percent from 1956
to 1961, it is even more revealing to note that exploratory wells drilled
declined 30 percent during the same period.
Average number of active crews in 1952 was 734. In 1957 it was
580. In 1960, it was 434. This represents a decline of 350 crews or
about a 40 percent decline.
We are facing disaster, I think, unless something is done about oil
imports. If something is not done about oil imports our industry is
going to be destroyed. A lot of people there are who think the best
way to preserve oil is not to produce it in this country. What they
don't understand is in time of emergency when we need increased
production we find that people who know how to find oil and get it out
of the ground, how to produce oil, have gone into other fields and we
have a shortage of skilled technicians, we have a shortage of equipment needed to do the job.
Mr. Chairman, finally, I would like to call attention to yet aiiother
Ilase of the proposed trade p:-ogram.
Indeed, I feel we must look at, any proposed legislation that delegates responsibility and authority to see whether it provides the
proper congressional supervision and oversight.
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Members..of Congress tend to be more sensitive to the health of afl
individual domestic industry. I don't believe that the President's
trade program accomplished the objectives that are required and in,ludes the proper safeguards for intelligent protection of the American people through their duly elected representatives
The program suffers in my opinion Irom this fatal defect,
I don't believe that Congress should give the President such full'
and uncontrolled power to negotiate trade treaties. With these
treaties not subject to congressional review the American people have
finally placed themselves in the hands of an all-powerful Executive
,vho can determine a large part of their own economic future with
the Congress powerless to interfere.
In this regard I find'a statement of more than passing interest
placed in the Congressional Record by Senator J. W. Fulbright,
chairman of the. Foreign Relations Committee on June 27.
Senator Fulbright submitted a statement by Carl Gilbert, Chairman of the Committee for National Trade Policy. In the course of
this address Mr. Gilbert said and I quote:
The Congress might be well advised to establish a permanent committee on
international economic policy to watchdog the progress of our trade expansion
policy and to Insure the coordination of domestic policies with our international
objectives.
The President's report to the Congress, If It can become the kind of accountIng I suggested It should be, would be reviewed by such a committee. Such a
committee, including careful selected representatives of congressional committees with a major interest In this program, with respect to both Its trade and
domestic adjustments features, could prove most valuable, especially if Its
staff watched in competence the technicians who staff our negotiating team.

The evidence of recent dealings with the European governments
suggest we have not, always been successful or even zealous in the pro-,
tection of American interests.
The former Trade Act, which included peril point relief, provided
an escape hatch, often used, but not often enough.
The most extreme actions were restrained hy an Executive fearful
of both congressional review and the congressional refusal to extend
the Trade Legislative Act
Despite this, no past President has requested or apparently desired
anything like the power and authority requested by the present Chief
Executive.
I would like to call attention to a Senate joint resolution intro-,
duced earlier in this session of Congress. This resolution, Senate
Joint Rcsolution 163. is designed to establish a Congressional Oversight Committee. This Joint Committee on Foreign Trade would be'
composed of House and Senate Members who are members of the
various committees which now have some responsibility and jurisdiction on trade matters.
This resolution is ,,ow before the Commerce Committee.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity given me to testify
here today. I think that. certainly it might be precipitous to act
hastily on broad grants of authority to the President to deal with
the European Common Market particularly in the light of recent
developmients in Common Market negotiations with the United Kingdo

.

I think less proper accommodation can be made with the Commnonwealth countries it is highly unlikely that the United Kingdom
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will enter the Common Market. I think it would bring down Mr.
Macmillan's government if he attempted to take Britain into the
Common Market without proper accommodation for the Commonwealth countries.
I think perhaps an attitude of wait and see might be good counsel
on our part before we hastily'devise measures that enable us to involve
ourselves in special negotiations with the European Economic Community.
Again, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR31AN. Thank you very much, Senator Tower.
The amendment introduced by Senator Bush, for himself, you and
other Senators will be before the committee at the proper time.
Senator Cvuris. We have a heavy schedule and I will not go into
questioning but I do want to say I think you have made a very valuable contribution in this connection.
Senator Towr a. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMA.. The next. witness is Mr. Ernesf Falk, who will
speak in behalf of the U.S. National Fruit Export Council, and also
the Northwest Horticultural Council.
Take a seat, please, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF ERNEST FALK, U.S. NATIONAL FRUIT EXPORT
COUNSEL, AND NORTHWEST HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL
Mr. FALK. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. Separate written statement,; have been submitted on behalf of
the U.S. National Fruit Export Council, which represents the major
part of the export fruit industry of the United States, and on behalf
of the Northwest Horticultural Council which represents the apple
and pear growers in Oregon and Washington.
I would request that. each cf these statements be incorporated into
the record and I should like to summarize them.
The CHAMRMAN. Without objection the supplemental statements for
both the U.S. National Fruit Export Council and the Northwest Horticultural Council with be printed in the record following your oral
testimony.
Mr. FALK. First on behalf of the U.S. National Fruit Export Council. This organization represents more than 80,000 growers from all
over the United States, citrus from California, Arizona, Texas and
Florida, apples from 27 States, pears from Oregon, Washington and
California: grapes from California and prunes from California and
Oregon.
The farm value of these crops is estimated at $i.2 billion with a
retail value after packing and processing of nearly $4 billion. Approximately $250 million are exported annually. This export market,
largely in Europe, has traditionally lieen a significant outlet for U.S.
fresh and processed fruiits. It was develowed with fruit of superior
quality, it has not bee'n a dumping ground for occasional surpluses.
Prior to World War II nearly 10 percent of the fresh fruits and 25
percent of the processed fruits produced annually in the United States
were exported.
Followinff World 1War IT, most European countries prohibited or
restricted imports of U.S. fruits in order to reserve their limited
dollar exchange for products they thought more essential. Many of
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these restrictions were continued long after there was any currency
shortage justification under the GATT. The result of these nontariff barriers was to negate the benefit of lower duties previously
negotiated under the GATT.
The fruit industry submitted statements at earlier hearings on
trade agreements legislation. It stressed the need to obtain removal
of these barriers to trade in order to make reciprocal trade truly a
two-way street. We supported extensions of the Trade Agreements
Act even though, for U.S. fruit and fruit products, the act had not
worked in the way it was intended, and our products had been discriminated against.
One of the major purposes of the Trade Agreements Extension!
Act of 1958 was to enable the negotiation of favorable tariffs with
the European Economic Community. The recently announced EEC
common external tariffs, agreed upon at GATT negotiations, and the
provisional Common Market fruit and vegetable policy are a great
disappointment to us. Tariffs on important segments of our trade
(for example, dried prunes, fruit juices, and canned pineapple) were
fixed at higher rates than the average of the duties of the member
countries.
This at a time when reductions were supposed to be negotiated.
We are also concerned from study of the provisional Common Market
fruit and vegetable policy, that the EEC countries intend to continue
or indeed increase their nontariff barriers.
The United States must make certain the lower tariffs to be negotiated with the EEC will not be nullified by nontariff barriers and
that present unjustifiable foreign import restrictions are removed.
Representations alone, on the part of the United States have not
succeeded in modifying or removing some of these nontarift barriers,
despite GATT obligations for their removal. Continuing representations liae taken place over the past several years in an endeavor
to seek rela.-fttion of quantitative or seasonal restrictions on imports
of fresh apples and pears in most Western European countries, on
winter grapefruit and processed orange and grapefruit products in
the United Kingdom, and on imports of most horticultural products
into France.
Despite these, little significant progrs has becn made.
Since representations alone have not brought abont removal or
even reductions of these barriers, we must go further.
Section 252 is a big step in the right direction to curb unjui stifiable
foreign impol restrictions.
Subsection (b) authorizes the President to withhold the benefit of
tariff concessions granted by the United States from a country which
maintains nontariff restrictions in a manner consistentt with provisions of trade agreements, or engages in discriminatory or other
acts or policies ujustifiably restricting U.S. commerce.
This authority is limited to action with reference to tariffs which
are only one of the concessions or commitments made by members
under the GATT; they also agreed to limit. quantitative and other
restrictions on trade. Section 252 should be broadened to permit the
United States to withdraw nonduty concessions, for example, to impose
nontariff restrictions.
I
Under certain circumstances, the suspension or withdrawal of a
duty may not be effective to accomplish the de';ired purpose, but the
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imnl)osition of import, restrictions could bring about a correction of
discriminatory action.
We Propose a new subsection in 252(b) which would authorize the
President .to-(C) Impose additional import restrictions on the products of such country
or instrumentality.
The authority to impose import restrictions, in addition to the authority granted in (A) and (1), with respect to duties, would complete the picture. It would fully implement the apparent intent of
this
section and serve notice on -fcreign countries which impose un*ustifiable
import restrictions that we propose to correct this situation
?y taking all necessary steps to assure that the United States receives
what it has bargaitied and paid for.
In effect, Congress would grant authority to the administration to
take reciprocal action and to use the same means other countries are
using, in lieu of the acquiescent policy followed in the past.
Another recommendation is that the United States modify its mostfavored-nationi policy for tariff concessions. We suggest that tariff
concessions be available only to those countries who have tariff agreements with the United States or are members of the GATT. We cannot, understand why countries who do not reciprocate with the United
States should receive the benefit of our tariff concessions.
Also, we believe that the most-favored-nation policy should be
modified so that concessions may be withdrawn from countries that
f reat us unfairly.
We recognize the danger to trade involved in a mutual withdrawal
of concessions. Also, we know that retaliatory measures alone will
not guarantee us reasonable success.
But, lack of progress in the removal of these trade barriers has
persuaded us that measures stronger than those heretofore used are
required if we are to obtain continuing reasonable opportunities to
export.
We feel the necessary stronger measures can come only from legislative direction and mandate. Only when foreign countries are convinced that they can no longer s'uccessfully take advantage of the
United States will they live up to their commitments; reciprocal trade
can then become a reality.
Apparently. congressional action is necessary to establish such a
firn trade policy.
Without this, we see no reason to grant authority for future tariff
reductions.
This concludes the summary of the statement on behalf of the
Nat ional Export Council.
I should like to summarize the statement of the Northwest Hortieultural Comcil. which, represents the apple and pear industry of
Wqhhinton and Oregon.
Alre, are a member of the U.S. National Fruit Export Council, and
endorse the statement submitted by it, but. we desire to cover certain
additional points not covered in the national statement.
The first is adjustment assistance. We oppose title III. We do not
favor establishing special Government programs and machinery at
this time to assist in the adjustment of firms and workers affected by
reduction of U.S. tariffs. There will be cases in which Government
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assistance for adjustment would be appropriate, but there now are
a number of Federal programs, some only rently enacted, for assisting economic adjustments. The Federal Government provides financial and technical assistance for small business. The area redevelopment program provides a variety of measures for dealing with, the
problems of depressed areas.
Legislation enacted this spring provides Federal aid in retraining
unemployed workers. We do not regard the adjustment problems
likely to result from trade liberalization as being so special as to require different programs.
The higher unemployment benefits provided for workers are not
justified, and would provide a. source of continuing dispute whether
a worker became unemployed because of reduced tariffs or from other
causes.
The sad experience of subsidies in agriculture should be a warning
to us. The adjustment assistance program could become another
subsidy problem.
We believe that a better answer to injury from imports is to retain
the present peril point and escape clauses. They seek to prevent
serious injury rather than attempt to alleviate the effects, as does title
III. We oppose title II, and urge retention of existing peril point
and escape clause provisions.
We recommend that the authority and the responsibility for the
negotiation and enforcement of trade agreements be transferred from
the State Department to another Department or to a new autonomous
agency. U.S. policy, adopted, interpreted, and enforced by the State
Department, or at least followed under its aegis, has, since World
War II, ermitted foreign countries to avoid their international commercial oh11tions.
Apparently it was U.S. policy to sacrifice economic righJts to political considerations, to not antagonize countries ained with us in
defense of the free world. The proposed delegation of authority and
responsibility for trade agreements to another Department or to a
new agency would emphasize that the new polic- must be followed,
and that this act means what it says, and is not just a scrap of paper.
The Northwest apple and pear industry believes in multilateral
trade. We have supported the Trade Agreements program, but we
insist that trade should be truly reciprocal, not one-sided as in the
past. A strong firm policy with Nongress retaining control is essential
to assure that trade is reciprocal.
A strong firm policy which would give us the access to European
markets we are entitled to would be beneficial to the United States, as
well as to individual fruitgrowers and their employees on the farm
and in the packinghouses.
Additional revenue would accrue to the Treasury from increased
taxes. And most importantly, removal of unjustifiable restrictions
would help solve U.S. balance-of-payment difficulties.
Exports of U.S. fruit and fruit products could easily be increased
by at least $100 million a year if tie unjustified restrictions were removed.
Another suggestion: U.S. duties at resent fall into two categories:
(1) Most favored nation which includes all countries except Communist dominated; and
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(2) Communist countries. We suggest three categories would he
better:
(1) Most favored nation;
2) Countries who do not have trade agreements with the United
States or'who do not grant us most-favored-nation treatment or do not
live up to their commitments; and
(3) Communist countries.
It seems only logical that our friends and business partners should
receive consideration for the concessions they grant. to us and likewise
that non-Communist countries should be entitled to preferential treatment over Communist countries, even though they are not entitled to
as favorable treatment as countries who grant us most-favored-nation
treatment.
We believe that H.R. 11970 with appropriate amendments, as set
forth in our statement, which will strengthen the bill, will be in the
best interests of the United States.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear befe.
you.
The CHIAIrMAN. Thank you, Mr. Falk. You have made a very
clear and able statement.
(The statements previously referred to follow:)
STATEMENT

OF ERNEST

FALK FOR THE U.S.

NATIONAL

FRUIT EXPORT COUNcIL

The U.S. National Fruit Export Council comprises 14 organizations representing the major part of the fruit export industry of the United States. This statement is limited to titles I and II.
SUM MARY

The export market has traditionally been a very significant outlet for U.S.
fresh and processed fruits. Approximately $250 million worth are exported
annually.
Following World War II most European countries prohibited or restricted Imports of U.S. fruits to conserve their limited dollar exchange for products considerel more essential. Initially these restrictions were generally justified under
GATT, but most of these countries continued to restrict imports after this justification had expired. Most European countries have violated their GATT commitments; many still are not living up to their obligations.
Despite this continued unjustified discrimination against U.S. fruit products,
the fruit industry in the past endorsed extension of the Trade Agreements Act.
We felt that the principle of multilateral trade was sound in theory and that
despite the unjustified discrimination, the United States should continue in the
worldwide effort to reduce trade barriers. At the same time we urged that the
discriminations against fruit and fruit products should be removed. This discrimiriation has been recognized by the Congress in reports on this legislation.
Although some barriers have been removed, substantial discrimination has
continued and in some instances has been intensified. This is evidenced by the
announcement of the recent round of GATT negotiations where the European
Economic Community increased the duty on prunes, fruit Juices, and canned
pineapple; nontariff barriers remain, principally on Iresh apples, fresh pears,
and some citi .s, hut also on other fresh and on proces:ied fruits: also the European Economic Community reserved In the provisional Conmmon Market agriculltural policy, the right to establish quantitative restrictions and variable levies
and other procedures which could be used as barriers to our products.
The fruit Industry concluded that it could not support the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 solely on the hope that these abuses would be corrected In the future.
We opposed title I unless it was amended to-(a) Require the President to withdraw concessions from, and to prohibit
the President from making further concessions available to any country that
inustifiably nullified or impaired concessions previously granted the United
States.
i'b) Require limitation of mn'0-favored-nation treatment to those countries which extend similar treatment to the Unlted States.
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The Ways and Means Committee incorporated part of (a) above in H.R.
11970.
The fruit industry believes that the action of the House was a substantial step
in the right direction and that the Trade Expansion Act can be made effective
by amendments which will further strengthen H.R. 11970.
We recommend the following amendments:
(1) Amend section 252(b) by changing the period at the end of the subsection
(p. 19, line 24) to a comma and adding the word "or" and adding the following
subsection:
"(C) Impose additional import restrictions on products of such country
or instrumentality."
The proposal Is consistent with the intent of section 252 and carries it one
step further to a logical and effective conclusion.
(2) Amend section 251 to read as follows: "Except as otherwise provided in
this title, any duty or other import restrictions or duty-free treatment proclaimed in carrying out any trade agreement under this title or any predecessor act shall apply to products ot.a*tries
which have tariff agreements with the United tat
other directly or thbso
GATT, and are not in
the dcterninatior of the J ted States in default thereon,
ether such products
are imported directly 9zlndirectly."
We heartily supppft th lruvi;iuus vi secious 102, 201, 242, 261 with proposed
amendment, and 252 with the proposed am#nndin.
IMOFo

INDUSTRY

The U.S. National Fr'Export Council memlletship Includes: 4liforniaArizona Citeis Industry, California Grape & Treo-ruit Lepgue, Canner% League
of Californ*, Cranberry Institute., Pried i.tni Association of Californi4, Florida Canneys Association, Florida Citrig CommJssion, Florida Citrus Mutual,
International Apple Association, $tional Apple Instituite, Northwest Canbers &
Freezers, Northwest HorticulturAl'Council, Texas Citrus & Vegetable Growers
& Shipper, Texas Cifrus-.$utuat. J'am the president of the U.S. NationaliFrult
Export Co moll.I
,.
More tl an 80,000 growers alre, represented in this membership, in addition to
our shlp s and professors; the acreage in orchards and vineyards is apjroximately 3
llon, wlth an aggregate annual production averaging nearly 17 million tons og fruit Thq farm value of our crops is estimLmted at $1.2 billiooi, with
a retail va~ue after p~ckrfg, storing, pi-ocesIng. transportation. and distribution of near$4 billion.' 'Approximateir$250 million of fruit and fruit products
are exported annually. Every part Of thIs industry is directly or indirectly concerned with aVl affected by our foreign trade situation.
In so wl(lespN~ad and divers e an industry, naturaUy we have a range of views
and opinions oniiany probleffs: But we are up against one overriding problem
in foreign trade. 'We have Joined together to ask the committee and the Congress
to reconsider and act, ipon it.
Our members inclul(,lproducers, packers, and export shippers of citrus and
deciduous fruits in the freaj. canned, dried, and concent rted forms. Our export market, largely in Eurp, rhas traditionally bewr'i very eigiflcant outlet
for I.S, fruits of superior qualit
ft - ha not- Imen a dumpingfigtnd for occasional surpluses. Prior to World War II, it provided a no!0j and regular
nmrket for almost one-tenth of the fresh fruit and one-quarter
iheprocessed
fruit. produced annually in the United States. Prior to World War I1 exports of
perennial fruits and fruit products ranked first in the U.S. exports of foods, and
third in all agricultural exports, exceeded only by cotton and tobacco.
POST WORIA

WAR I1 DEVEJ.OPMESTS

Following the war, most European countries prohibited imports of U.S. fruits
because they wanted to reserve their limitted dollar exchange for products they
thought more essential,
Over the past 12 years we-the representatives of the fruit industry-have
continually sought access to our traditional markets abroad. We have stressed
the discriminatory nature of these restrictions, which favored competitors from
soft-currency countries, while barring U.S. fruits and fruit products.
When we brought this continuing situation to the attention of the representatives of the I)epartments of Agriculture and State, they Inlially reminded us
that foreign countries were obligated under the OATT to remove these barriers
as soon as their balance-of-payinents position warranted. This has been (lone.
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only to a limited extent. As foreign economies have Improved, there has beeu
some relaxation of these trade barriers. However, these have usually been
applicable to fruits or fruit products not produced by these countries or their
dependencies.
6
CURRENT RESTRICTIONS ON TRADE
At the present time, exports from important segments of the U.S. fruit industry still are sharply limited by 'these quantitative restrictions. In practically
every instance these remaining restrictions are designed to protect local growers
or producers in dependent or affiliated territories, or to protect bilateral trading
arrangements. Most of these discriminate-directly or Indirectly-against Imports from the dollar area and our Government has been unable or has not seen
fit to apply the pressure necessary to get them removed.
The effect of the current Import controls of foreign countries on fruit and fruit
products from the dollar area is shown graphically in exhibit A hereto attached.
The shortage of dollar exchange no longer provides an excuse for many countries and parUcularly the Industrialized countries of Western Europe to restrict
imports of fruits from the United States.
Nevertheless, these non-tariff-barrier restrictions have been continued in viola-tion of their agreement under the GATT. The remaining barriers should be removed now, and resumption of normal commercial relationships should be permitted. Only when these barriers have been removed, will the entire U.S. fruit
industry have the opportunity to again compete freely in world markets.
We have consistently and frequently urged the executive branch of the Government to take the necessary steps to accomplish removal of the remaining unjustified and arbitrary trade barriers. Unfortunately, political considerations apparently outweigh tie commercial or economic JuwtfivAtion for their removal.
This situation appears to be getting no better fast. In fact, in some respects it
Is deteriorating.
THE 1960-61 GATT NEGOTIATIONS

The members of GATT met at a Tariff Conference in Geneva during 1960 And
1W'1. An analysis of the U.S. negotiations at ATT has been released as Department of State Publication 7349, "Commercial Policy," Series 186, released in
March 1962. This publication after reviewing some of ihe negotiation contains
the following material:
Principaltariff concession* obtained by the United States front the European
Econornio Community
Rate of duty

Tariff No.

Artice (abbreviated description)

08.12 C ---------20.06 B I I----------

Prunes --------------------------------------Canned fruit, containing added sugar but no
ah'ohol,

I

Import
! from
rnitt,
Before
Vntler
agreel eflt :grecient
i stes,
19
'
is
1 27

16
1 25r

$5,691,.00
17,430,000

Plus a supplemental duty on aided sugar content.

Many other claimed concessions are listed. Under the GATT, the European
Economic Community was obligated to establish duties which "shall not on the
whole be higher nor more restrictive than the general incidence of the duties and
regulations of commerce applicable in the constituent territories prior to the
formation of such union" (art. XXIV--5(a) ). We recognize that this does not
mean that the duty on each individual commodity must be so established. We
believe that tile Department of State's description of many of these iteins as
tariff concessions obtained by the United States is not realistic nor fair. Actually the U.S. producers and exporters of prunes, canned pineapple, and fruit juices
suffered serious losses rather than gained cocessions as claimed by the State.
Department. The bulk of the trade in fruit juices is in orange juice. The duty
on 88 percent, by volume, of the orange juice Imported into EEC countries was
increased; on only 12 percent were the duties slightly lower. There was no real
concession on canned fruit. The following table was taken front USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service Circular FDAP 4-62.
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Import duties of individual member state a8of Jan. 1, 1957, compared wt*
European Economio Community Dutes---ommodity and EEC number:
Prunes 08.12 0
[Duties are aC valorem percentages on a cost and freight basis]
Country :
West Germany -------------------------------------------------8
Benelux -----------------------------------------------------8
France
-------------------------------Italy
---------------------------------------------------15
Simple average --------------------------------------------1
Weighted average - --------------------------------------14
EEC common external tariff:
Proposed rate ----------------------------------------------18
Final rate -------------------------------------------16
Weighted with value of U.S. exports in 1960.
The above shows that the duty on prunes instead of having been reduced, as
inferentially claimed, from 18 percent ad valorem to 16 percent was in effect Increased from 13 percent or 14 percent to 16 percent. The increases on fruit
juices and canned pineapple as distinguished from a claimed reduction are as
real but not as readily apparent. The claimed reduction on canned fruit ignores
the fact that imports of canned fruits into the European Economic Community
countries niust bear, in addition to the ad valorem duty, a "supplemental duty
ton added sugar content." Only Benelux previously had such a sugar-added
duty, and it was much lower than the EEC duty. The net result-no reduction
as claimed for canned fruits.
CURRENT

NONTARIFF

BARRIERS

Our greatest concern, however, is with nontariff barriers. Elxhldit A hereof is
reprolued from "Prospects for Foreign Trade for Fruits, Vegetables, and Tree
Nuts" issued by the Foreign Agricultural Service of the '.S. department of
Agriculture, Janary 1962. It graphically portrays the extent of some of the nonta Iff barriers. Some of the most significant current import controls affecting
".. exports of fruits are listed on exhibit B hereto attached.
T.me does not permit a complete analysis of these import controls. Hepr,-entatives of some members of the U.S. National Fruit Export Council have subtitted or will submit written statements to the committee with respect to their
indiviinu~l r.,nmodities. These will bring out in greater detail the riscrimintion4
to which our fruit and fruit products are subjected. Reference has been made
(1nly to illustrate the problem which concerns us. It is the fact that the fruit
industry has been denied the benefit of concessions heretofore negotiated and
,nid for. These benefits. lower tariffs, have been negated by nontariff barriers.
inchuliu: quantitative and seasonal licensing restrictions which have sharply
restricted and in some Instances almost completely prohibited trade. We see no
reasn for the United States to make future concessions unless there is assurance
that the benefits we are to receive will not be taken away as in the past. This
:is' iran.e cai be realized only by firm congressional action.
We propose amendments to sections 252 and 251 which we believe will accomilish thiQ. Section 252 Is a big step in the right direction to curb njustiflable
foreizu import restrictions. However, the steps that the President is directed
or authorized to take should be enlarged to cover an additional area. We propose
th,it .. ',"'n 25201) ))e n',nended by rhaniaing the period at the end of the section
(p. 19. line 24) to a comma and adding the word "or" and adding the following
subsection:
"(C) Impose additional import restrictions on the prozlucts of such country
or instrumentality."
Two types of concessions or commitments are made under the GATT. These
deal with (1) duties0 and (2) nonduty restrictions. Under the GATT the contractine parties agree to certain duties. They further agree to limit restrictions
on entry. Section 252 as drafted authorizes the President to withhold the benefit
of tariff conce.sons, granted by the United States, from a country which maintains nontariff restrictions in a manner inconsistent with provisions of trAde
agreements or enzages in discriminatory or other acts or policies unlustiflably
restricting ITS.,. commerce. Tr is authority to act with reference to duties covers
only one phase. The additional authority to impose Import restrictions (otbpr
than tariffq) would round out the picture and would advise other countries of
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the determination of the United States to insist that other countries live up to
their commitments. Under certain circumstances the suspension or withdrawal
of a duty may not be effective but the additional imposition of import restrictions
could be effective to bring about a correction. In effect, the Congress would be
telling the administrative branch to take reciprocal action and to use the same
steps other 'Countries are taking in lieu of the acquiescent policy followed in the
past.
ThiS recommendation Is made because experience has demonstrated that representatives on the part of the United States have not succeeded in modifying or
removing some of these nontariff barriers, despite GATT obligations for their
removal. We are informed that continuing representations have taken place over
the past several years in an endeavor to seek relaxation of quantitative or seasonal restrictions on imports of fresh apples and pears in most Western European
countries on winter grapefruit and processed orange and grapefruit products in
the United Kingdom, and on imports of most horticultural prxlucts into France.
Despite these, little significant progress has been made. Hence, representations
alone apparently are not capable of securing removal or even reductions of these
barriers.
Our second proposed amendment is that the United States modify its mostfavored-nation policy for tariff concessions. It is to amend section 251 to read
as follows: "Except as otherwise provided in this title, any duty or other import
restrictions or duty-free treatment proclaimed in carrying out any trade agreement under this title or any predecessor act shall apply to products of all foreign
countries which have tariff agreements with the United States, either directly or
through GATT, and are not in the determination of the United States in defailIt
thereon, whether such products arc imported directly or indirectly." [Italicized
material Is proposal.]
We suggest that tariff concessions be available only to those countries who
have tariff agreements with the United States or are members of the GATT. We
cannot understand why countries who do not reciprocate with the United States
should receive the benefit of our tariff concessions. Mexico is a good ease in
point. Despite increased Imports into the United States from Mexico of horticultural products, practically all U.S. imports of horticultural items to Mexico
are restricted. At times, these exports have been subjected to embargoes almost
without notice. We believe that a country which continues to impose such restraints on trade should not be eligible for the benefits of all concessions made
under our trade agreements program.
Also, we believe that the most-favored-nation policy should be modified so
that concessions may be withdrawn from individual countries which maintain
nontariff barriers.
Because representations alone have proved inadequate to secure access to
foreign markets, we believe the Congress must insist that withdrawals of concessions be used as a means to accomplish this end.
We recognize the danger to trade involved In a mutual withdrawal of concessions. Also we know that retaliatory measures involving other products
will not alone guarantee us reasonable access to foreign outlets for our products. But lack of progress in the removal of these trade barriers has persuaded
us that measures stronger than those heretofore used are required if we are to
obtain continuing reasonable opportunities to export our products.
We feel the necessary stronger measures can come only from legislative direction and mandate. If foreign countries are convinced that they can no longer
successfully take advantage of the United States they will be forced to live up
to their commitments and reciprocal trade can become a reality. Apparently
congressional action is necessary to establish such a firm trade policy.
Unless Congress insists upon the foregoing policy, we see no reason to grant
authority for future tariff reductions. They should be granted only if the
United States will insist that other countries live up to their commitments.
If these unjustified nontariff barriers are removed, great benefits will result.
not only to the fruit industry, but also to the United States. Fruit growers
and processors as well as their employees in the orchards and plants will benefit.
The U.S. Treasury will receive more in taxes, and, most importantly, such action will help the United States out of its balance-of-payments difficulties.
Of the total of $250 million exports of fruits and fruit products, $100 million
is exported to Europe. Removal of unjustified restrictions would make it possible to double our exports to Europe. This would make a substantial contribution to achieving a more favorable balance of payments.
We have restricted this statement to title I and title II. No inference of
approval should be drawn from our failure to comment on title III.
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EXHIBIT B
CURRENT IMPORT CONTROLS MOST SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTING U.S. EXPORTS OF
FRurrs To EuRoP
1. Citrus fruits
The United Kingdom restrictions on imports of citrus fruit items from the
dollar area, for the purpose of protecting the United Kingdom market for British
West Indies citrus products, are as follows:
(a) Fresh grapefruit.-Imports prohibited during the period October 1
through March 31.
(b) Canned grapefruit sectiona.-A quota for annual imports established at
£450,000, cost, insurance, and freight.
(c) Grapefruit and orange jukces.-A quota for annual imports established
at £300,000, cost, insurance, and freight.
These quol-is affect imports from the dollar area; imports from all other
world produchig areas may be made without restriction.
2. Fresh applet and pears
(a) United Kingdom imports from Northern Hemisphere producing areas are
limited by annual quotas.
(b) Belgium, France, West Germany, Austria, Denmark, Ireland, Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland. Imports from the dollar area are prohibited until
opening dates are announced-usually after the bulk of indigenous supplies are
marketed. Belgium, France, Germany, Norway, and Switzerland authorize imports from other European suppliers while, at the same time, imiports from the
dollar area may be prohibited. These barriers are reviewed in "Prospects for
Foreign Trade for Fruits, Vegetables, and Tree Nuts," January 1962 pages
19-20. Swedish import policies have been relatively liberal, and Ireland does not
restrict pear imports.
3. France
Restrictions on imports of fruits are more restrictive in France than in any
other Western European country. These restrictions are maintained in order
to protect the market for producers in France or associated territories. At the
present time, only fresh lemons, fresh grapefruit, fresh summer oranges, lemon
Juice, grapefruit juice, raisins, and tree nuts (except walnuts) may be imported
into France without restriction.

-iTATEMENT

OF

ERNEST FArK FOR T.HE NORTHWEST

HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL

I am the manager of the Northwest Horticultural Council which represents
growers, packers, and shippers of fresh fruits in the States of Washington
and Oregon. This organization is a member of and fully endorses the statement submitted by the U.S. National Fruit Export Council. In addition thereto,
we wish to express certain Ideas and present factual data with respect to apples
and pears.
SUM MARY
(1) The Northwest Horticultural Council has consistently supported the
principle of reciprocal trade. Apples and pears have been denied the benefit
of concessions negotiated at the GATT, by nontarilff restrictions unjustifiably
imposed by many foreign countries. We see no reason to further reduce U.S.
duties unless foreign governments are required to live up to their international
commitments.
(2) We believe that section 252 of I.R. 11970 is a step in the direction of
requiring foreign countries to live up to their commitments. The amendment
proposed by the U.S. National Fruit Export Council to this section will provide
additional leverage to force compliance, The bill as passed by the House
authorizes the suspension or withdrawal of lower duties; the amendment proposed by the U.S. National Fruit Export Council supplements this by authorizing withdrawal from foreign countries of access to U.S. markets if they
unjustifiably deny us access to their markets.
(3) We support the U.S. National Fruit Export Council amendment to
section 251: most-favored-nation principle. Most-favored-nation treatment
should be given only to the countries that afford us most-favored-nation treat-
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ment. It should be withheld from coqqtries Whodo not ha1.v tdeogrpemepts
with the'United States or who do'not Itve rip'to their fgie&mdnts wtlt us.'
(4) We recommend that t46 authority and the r esbgsibiltty for the negotiaBf
from thb. ptte
tion and enforcement of trade ai'ree"Ient s 4e transferTd
,rt, :
'lignp
ment to another departmet 'or to a new apOo0fi
adopted, interpreted, and enforced by the State'Dephrtment, or'at Iast tfitowed
under its aegis, has since World War II permitted foreign countries to avoid
their international commercidliobllghtlons. Apparently it was the U.S. policy
to sacrifice economic rights to political considerations, and not antagonize
countries alined with us in defense of the free world. The delegation of the
responsibility and authority of trade agreements to another department or to
a new agency would emphasize the intent of Congress that a new policy has
been adopted and must be followed and that this act means what it sayo and is
not just a piece of paper.
(5) We oppose title III. We believe that retention of the peril point and
escape clauses and control by Congress is a better answer to the problem of
competing imports. titlee III would subsidize business and workers. Existing
laws adequately provide for unemployment compensation, retraining of workers,
etc. The higher unemployment compensation provided for workers displaced
because of imports would be discriminatory and create many new problems,
Title III would not work for the fruit industry; the escape clause and peril
point provide procedures to prevent undue injury.
(6) We believe in reciprocal trade; we insist that trade should be reciprocal
and not one-sided as it has been too often in the pasL A strong firm policy,
with Congress retaining control, is essential to assure reciprocal tradc. We
support H.R. 11970 as passed by the House with the hope that amendments, proposed by the U.S. National Fruit Export Council and others, which will strengthen the bill, will be adopted.
The Northwest Horticultural Council is composed of the following organizations of fruit growers and shippers in Washington and Oregon:
Washington State Apple Commission.
Winter Pear Industry.
HooC' River Traffic Association.
Medford Pear hippers Association.
Wenatchee Valley Traffic Association.
Yakima Valley Traffic Association.
The Washington State Apple Commission represents all commercial apple
growers In the State of Washington. The Winter Pear Industry represents
practically all commercial winter pear growers in the States of Washington and
Oregon. The last four organizations above listed are composed of growers,
packers, marketers and shippers of deciduous fruits in their respective areas.
These fruits include apples, apricots, cherries, peaches, pears, plums, and prunes.
The Council represents approximately 9,000 growers, who grow practically
100 percent of all apples and in excess of 90 percent of all other deciduous fruits
grown commercially In the two States. Thousands of employees are engaged
in growing, harvesting and preparing these fruits for shipment.
Northwest apple and pear growers and shippers have long been interested in
trade, both export and import. Starting In 1910, they carefully and painstakingly developed export outlets which were an integral and normal part of
their marketing program. This was not a surplus disposal or dumping program but a normal marketing activity. We marketed "export specifications"
of both apples and winter pears; this comprises varieties planted and grown
primarily for export and smaller sizes of other varitles.
Small-size apples are preferred abroad, whereas domestic consumers prefer
large and medium-size fruit. Since little apples and big apples grow on the
same tree, the export market was and is complementary to the domestic market.
Consumers abroad had come to appreciate and demand U.S. apples and pears.
Reports from the trade in foreign countries and USDA representatives abroad,
and the reception given to the small quantity of U.S. fruit exported in postwar
years. atablish conclusively that there is a market for our fruit in the United
Kingdom and Europe, even though many of those countries have increased their
prod ctio since Wotld War 11.
Prior to World War II, about 44 Percent of the Pacific coast production, of
winter pears was twported. Since the war,, less than 10 percent has been exported. Prior to World War I1, 28 percent of the Northwest crop of apples was
exported. Less than 5 percent has been exported since 1947.
87270-62-pt. 319
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The Northwest Is not alone in Its exports of apples and pears to Europe. The
first American ambassadors to London introduced our apples to that market.
Trade developed from the orchards of Virginia, New England, New York and
the other eastern States and at a later date from the Northwest. The followIng table s*ows the extent of this trade,
U.S. exports of freoh apples to,Weatern European countries, average 1925-29,
1934-38, and aqnuafly during the past 4 seasons
[1,000 bushels]
Season I
Destination

Average

Average

1925-29 1934-38

1958-59

959-0
31
59
112

4
799
271
Belgium-Luxembourg .......
1
117
Finland .......................65
1
1,238
72
France .........................
666 ----------.-1,659
Germany, West '--------..
41
Iceland ----------------------------------------29
i---------Ireland .................. .----.-------10
8
824
Netherlands .................
58
95
164
Norway ......................

26
67

..... 1961-622

1960-61
14
74
3
5
18
26

3
14
29
37'
893
501
Sweden .......................
-------_-------------- ------------Switzerland ----------------------964
1,097
594
4,261
8,403
United Kingdom ------------.5
...
...-.......
- Other .........................
Total------------------12,lZ323

8,514

775

192
69
160

1,971

1,6

135
214
22
145
41
184

251
166
801
1,623
304

I Yenr beginning July 1.

2

Through April 1962.

$All Germany.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The substantial decline in exports to the United Kingdom from 1925-29 to
1934-38 was attributable to the Empire p-eference established by the United
Kingdom. The decline inexports to Germany, during this period, was due to restrictions Imposed by Hitler.
Only the markets of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands are open to us
without seasonal restrictions. The United Kingdom has a qu.ulttative restriction which covers imports from all Northern Hemisphere producing countries
and Argentina. The exports to other European countries have fluctuated in recent years, according to seasonal opening dates. With an average or large crop,
entry of U.S. apples has been postponed until late in the season. With a short
crop last season, most European countries opened their borders to U.S. apples at
an earlier date; this accounts for the increased volume last season, The earlier
opening dates were fixed, not to honor their obligations to the United States, but
to assure enough fruit in the market so prices to consumers would not get too
far out of hand. The earlier opening dates applied only to last season, not to
the 1962 crop or future seasons. When European countries reserve the right to
unilaterally fix opening dates each season, there is no basis on which we or the
importers can plan, Assured continuity of access is essential to a marketing
program.
Examination of the foregoing table shows that exports of U.S. apples to the
United Kingdom in 1960 (large crop in Europe) were 88 percent of the exports in
1959 (small crops), while our exports to other European countries which have
seasonal opening dates were only 21 percent of 1959. This shows, clearly, the
effect of delayed seasonal opening dates. The steady increase in exports to the
United Kingdom since a Northern Hemisphere quota was established, and seasonal opening dates eliminated, shows there Is a demand for U.S. apples, and a
market for them, if we are given reasonable access.
Removal of seasonal restrictions, and excessive duti s in sonle countries, would
make It possible for us to plan a marketing program and to ship an Increased
volume each season.
The picture for pears is much the same as for apples. This is shown by the
following table.
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U.S. exports of freak pears to Western Europeancountries, average 1934-38 and
annually during the past 5 seasons
Season'

BIelgium.Luxembourg .........
Finland .......................

31
106
24 ...........

5
7

3
7

1
87

22
9

France ........................
350
3 ............
74
5
35
Germany, West I.............
35
81
19
54
16
61
Iceland ----------------------------------7
3 ...................................
Ireland ....................................
15
9
28
24
1
Netherlands -----------------142
202
26
63
6
46
Norway ......................
9
Be
69
71
26
87
Sweden ----------------------130
332
134
220
138
2M8
Switzerland ................................
18 ............
4
2
2
United Kingdom .............
1,277
127
87
26
124
184
Other ------------------------10 ....................................
1
2
Total ------------------2,008
924
349
780
399
783
I Year beginning July 1.
2 Through April 1962.
3 All Germany.
Soource" U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Delayed opening dates imposed by Belgium, France, ad Germany have sharply
curtailed the potential movement of pears to these countries. Fairly liberal
opening dates have made possible the sustained movement to Sweden. The
annual fluctuations largely represent the adjustment of the seasonal opening
date. The United Kingdom and Ireland have no seasonal restrictions on pears.
As Is shown by the foregoing tables, the United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Holland, German'y, and Sweden were Important purchases of U.S. 'apples and
pears prior to World War II. All of these countries entered Into agreements
with us granting some concessions on U.S. apples and pears. Then they proceeded to nullify these concessions by refusing import licenses or exchange to
Implement purchase of our fruit-long after, in many cases, the time they had
any justification for excluding our trade. Bilateral agreements were negotiated
with each other and with Italy, Spain, Denmark, and Israel for their fruit
requirements, despite the multilateral philosophy expressed in reciprocal trade
agreements and in GAT.
These bilateral trade agreements resulted In restrIcting our trading opportunities.
In order to restore these export markets for fresh fruit, the artificial barriers,
obstacles, and restrictions which have been so skillfully built against us must
be removed. These barriers Include refusal to grant Import licenses, quota
limitations, and granting of licenses so late in the season that trading opportunities are gone and steamship space .tnnot be arranged.
The Senate Finance Committee, in considering the Trade Agreements Exteision Act of 1951, said in Report 299, dr.ted April 27, 1951:
"Testimony before the committee as to our perennial fruit crops has indicate,
difflculties encountered by exporters of those crops in regaining access to the
importing countries In Europe, which in the past, furnished an integral part of
our growers' markets. Your committee, therefore, feels Justified In urging the
appropriate agencies of this Government to take steps under presently available
authority and procedures to bring about the restoration of the foreign market&
of these exporters"
The Senate Finance Committee again recognized this situation in Report No.
232, dated April 28, 1955. The Senate Agricultural Committee in Report 2290
dated June 22, 1950 said: "Throughout its extensive hearings on agricultural
legislation relating to the export of agricultural products, the committee hag
been impressed by the number of instances in which export markets for fruit
and fruit products have been restricted by the actions of foreign governments. * * *"1
Despite the recommendation of the Senate Finance and Agricultural Committees, and the continued pleas of the apple and pear industry, little has been
accomplished in removal of these barriers. The current situation is reported
by the Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, in its
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publication "Prospects for Foreign Trade In Fruits Vegetables, Tree Nuts".dated
January 1962:
"The task of removing nontariff barriers to trade in Western Europe has
narrowed down to the most difficult ones--the hard core. These barriers exist
for imports pf fresh apples and Pears In all of the major European importing
countries except the Netherlands. Each of the remaining countries restricts
Imports of fresh apples and pears during the Northern Hemisphere marketing
season to protect local producing anh trade Interests.
"The United Kingdom controls imports by means of Northern Hemisphere
quotas, under which all Northern Hemisphere suppliers (and Argentina) may
compete for business.
"West Germany has established a series of import programs authorizing imports of fresh apples and pears from supplying countries. Most of these programs provide that embargoes may be placed on imports when German market
prices fall below stated levels. Some of them permit the importation of only
preferred varieties and grades when the German prices are low.
"All of the rest of the European countries, except the Netherlands and Italy,
prohibit the entry of fresh apples and pears until local supplies are largely used
up. They then authorize their Importation after 'opening dates' are announced.
This practice, of course, precludes any normal commercial arrangements from
being established by U.S. exporters. Not only is it impossible to plan in advance
foi trade during a particular season, but also, European exporting areas, being
closer to the markets, may readily take advantage of the opening dates, while
North American exporters are disadvantaged because of the longer time of transit.
Only iweden, whose policies in announcing opening dates are more liberal than
those of the other countries, has enabled continuing commercial arrangements
to be established.
"For years the U.S. Government has sought, without success, to persuade the
Western European countries to liberalize imports of fresh applies an pears in
accordance with their obligations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. Repeated representations had been made to each of the governments
and also at the various sessions of the GATT. In the sprIng of 1961, special efforts were directed toward endeavoring to Persuade West Germany, France and
Belgium to offer programs for the Imports of U.S. fresh apples and pears on
terms equal to or comparable with those offered various European sources of
supply. Each of these countries had made arrangements with either their EEC
partners or with other European suppliers for Imports, while at the same time,
their arrangements for imports, of U.S. fruit were much less favorable. In
other words, the United States requested these countries, as an interium measure pending removal of quantitative restrictions, to end their discrimination
against fresh apples and pears from the United States. By November 1961,
these governments had announced import programs, which, however, continued
to discriminate against U.S. suppliers of fresh apples. Continued representations were being made to remove the discriminatory aspects of these programs.
Late In November, the West German Government Improved the terms of its
import program for U.S. apples."
Because representations made by the United States, through the State Department, have proved inadequate to secure reasonable access for our apples and
pears (and other fruits) to foreign markets, we believe that stronger measures
must be taken. These can come only from congressional direction and mandate.
Only if foreign countries are convinced that they can no longer successfully
take advantage of the United Atateq, will they live up to their commitments.
Congressional action Is apparently necessary to establish such a firm trade policy.
We believe that Section 252 of H.R. 11970 is a step in the right direction, but it
should be strengthened.
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 252

The U.S. National Fruit Export Council proposes that section 252 be amended
by changing the period on page 19, line 24, to a comma and adding the word
"or" and by adding a subparagraph as follows:
"(C) Impose additional import restrictions on the products of such country or instrumentality."
This amendment is entirely consistent with the philosophy and intent of
H.R. 11970.
Two types of benefits or concessions are provided through GATT negotiations:
(1) Reduction or binding of duties.
(2) Removal of restriction or barriers to trade.
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The fact that foreign countriess have erected unjustified barriers to trade In
fruits and fruit products is generally recognized. Mere representations by the
U.S. Government have not been sufficent to remove these barriers. The authorization in 'subsections (A) and (B) of section 2.52(h) provides some leverage to
force other countries to live up to their commitments. These subsections approach the problem, from the duty- standpoint. The proposed amendment authorizes an approach from an additional angle. There will be instances where the
suspension, withdrawal, etc., of a duty might not provide the necessary leverage
but the imposition of additional import restrictions on products of a recalcitrant
country would force that country to live up to its obligations by removing unjustifled barriers. We strongly revmmend inclusion of this amendment to sec1
tion 22.
MOST-FAVORED-NATION

PRINCIPLE

We also support the amendment proposed by the U.S. National Fruit Export
Council to section 251. We believe that reciprocity should be an essential of
reciprocal trade. Likewise, it should be essential in most-favoredinatidn treatmeat. We see no reason to grant most-favored-natitn treatment to a country
such as *exico that has no trade agreement with the United States and which
reserves the right to unilaterally impose tariffs and other barriers on U.S. conimodities without notice. Concessions should be granted only to countries who
grant concessions to us and live up to their agreements.
U.S. duties at present fall into two categories: (1) most-favored-nation treatwent which includes all countries except Communist dominated, and (2) the
Communist countries. We wish to suggest that the Congress consider establishment of a third category. Duties then would fall into three classes: (1) mostfavored-nation, (2) countries who do not have trade agreements with the United
States or who do not grant us most-favored-nation treatment, and (3) Conumunist
countries. It seems only logical that our friends and business partners should
receive consideration for the concessions they grant to us and likewise that nonCommunist countries should be entitled to preferential treatment over Communist countries, even though they are not entitled to as favorable treatment as
is accorded to countries who grant us most-favored-nation treatment.
TRANSFER

OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR NEGOTIATION" OF TRADE AGREE-fENTS FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT

At' the end of World War II many European countries were in dire financial
straits. In order to give them an opportunity to put their economic house in
order it was not unreasonable to relieve them temporarily from their obligations
tinder the GATT. In fact, the GATT provides for exemptions in order to protect
a balance-of-payments situation. Many European countries took advantage
of the United States and continued their trade barriers and discrimination
against U.S. fruits long after the balance-of-payments justification ceased to
exist. The State Department apparently was unwilling to risk antagonizing these
countries by insisting that they comply with their GATT obligations. The results--conthued violation and the creation of a belief in the minds of foreign
countries that the State Department would not hold their feet to the fire. A
most effective way to emphasize the intent of Congress. as reflected in section
252. that a 1few policy has been adopted and must be followed is to transfer the
authority and responsibility for negotiation and enforcement of trade agreements to another department of the Government or to a new autonomous agency
created especially for this purpose. Even though it is staffed by some of the
personnel who have been handling these matters in the State Department, their
ls)sftion would be strengthened. an(d foreign countries wolild recognize that the
United States is serious about insisting upon its rights.
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

We oppose title III. We do not favor establishing special Government progranis and machinery at this time to assist in the adjustment of firms and workers
that may be necessitated by reduction of U.S. tariffs. Reduction of U.S. tariffs
will be cause for some adjustments, most of which will oc-cur spontaneously in
the normal process by which firms and workers are attracted into expanding Industries. We recognize that there will be cases in which Government assistance
for adjustment would be appropriate but there now %irea number (f Federal
programs, some of them oily recently enacted. for assisting economic adjustments including, but not limited to. adjustments required by import competition.
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The Federal Government provides financial and technical assistance for small
business. The area redevelopment program, initiated in May 1961, provides a
variety of measures for dealing with the problems of depressed areas. Legislation enacted this spring provides Federal aid in retraining unemployed workers.
Perhaps sone of these programs should be improved but it is certainly too early
to say that about the newer ones. We do not regard the adjustment problems
likely to result from trade liberalization as being so special as to require different programs.
We believe that the higher unemployment benefits provided for workers are
not justified and would prove to be a source of continuing dispute. It would be
dfficult to determine whether a worker became unemployed because of reduced
tariffs or because of inefficiency of the plant where he is employed, or because
-of change iL customer preference. Obviously, workers would insist that the
reduced tariffs were the cause of the unemployment where, in fact, their employer
.-may have had a submarginal or obsolescent operation which would have gone
-under even without a tariff reduction. The sad experience of subsidies in the
agricultural field should be a warning to us. The adjustment assistance program could in effect become another subsidy program. We believe that a better
answer to the program of injurious imports is to retain the present peril point
and escape clauses. They seek to prevent serious injury rather than to attempt
to alleviate the effects as does title III. Obviously, title III could not be effective
for fruits. We cannot envisage how adjustment assistance would be applied to
the fruitgrower, to the orchard employees, or to packing and processing plants
and their employees. The peril point and escape clauses can be invoked to prevent injury. We believe this is more sensible than to create Injury and try to
soften the force of the blow. Therefore, we oppose title III and urge the retention of existing peril point and escape clause provisions.
In summary, the Northwest apple and pear industry believes in multilateral
trade. We have supported the trade agreements program, but we insist that
trade should be truly reciprocal and not one sided as in the past. A strong firm
policy with Congress retaining control is essential to assure that trade Is
reciprocal.
A strong, firm policy which would give us the access to European markets we
are entitled to would be beneficial to the United States as well as to individual
apple and pear growers and the employees on the farm and In the packinghouse.
Additional revenue would accrue to the Treasury from increased taxes. And
most Importantly, removal of unjustifiable restrictions would be very helpful in
solving U.S. balance-of-payment difficulties. Current exports of fruit and fruit
products aggregate approximately $2,50 million of which about 100 million is
to Europe. Exports could easily be increased by at least $100 million if the
unjustified restrictions were removed.
We believe that H.R. 11970 with appropriate amendments, as set forth herein,
which will strengthen the bill will be in th, best interests of the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. The next scheduled witness is Mr. Rowland F.
Kirks, of the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute. He is not
able to be present and he has asked that Mr. Robert T. Stevens of

J. P. Stevens & Co. take his place.
Mr. Stevens, will you come forward and-take a seat, sir.
WVe welcome you, sir, to the Finance Committee.
STATEMENT 01' ROBERT T. STEVENS, PRESIDENT, 3. P. STEVENS

& Co., rrc.

STEVENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is Mr. James Franklin, who is my assistant.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee, my name
is Robert T. Stevens. I am president of J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., a
diversi fled textile manufacturing company.
The Stevens Co. has been in business a long'time-it will have its
150th anniversary next year. Our headquarters are located in New
York City and we have 55 manufacturing facilities located in eight

Mr.
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States-Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Viginia, Tennessee,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. We employ 35,000
fine Americans.
We are seriously concerned about their jobs. We do not use foreign
textiles. I have spent nearly 41 years with the company and have
never worked elsewhere except for several tours of public or military
service.
Although I became second vice president of the American Cotton
Manufacturers Institute, Inc., an honorary title, last October, my
appearance here is solely as an individual American citizen.
Over recent months, there has been discussion in the press regarding
the textile industry in its relation to the legislative proposal currently
before the committee. I would like to make a few comments in thih
connection.
On May 2, 1961, the President announced a seven-point program for
the combined American textile and apparel industry. I had the honor
of being present at the White House when the announ-lement was
made.
In connection with his textile program, the President said, "I lbelieve it is time for action." As a textile man, I want to reiterate
strongly here what I have said publicly many times; namely, that, if
the President's program were fully implemented, it would be most
encouraging to this beleaguered industry. e
Thus, far, however, 'implementation has not been encouraging,
even after 11 years have elapsed. Personally, I have every confidence
that the President intends just as much now, as he did 15 months
ago, that his textile program will be carried out.
I regret that there seems to be opposition somewhere within the
administration to implementing his plan in the manner that he clearly
intended.
Senator TALMAD)E. Mr. Chairman, will the witness yield for a
question at that point q
Mr. STmvENs. Yes, Senator.
Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Stevens, do I understand correctly that
there are influential people in the Government who are not sympathetic with the President's textile program and who are interfering
with its successful implementation I
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, Senator Talmadge; that is my opinion.
Senator TALMADGE. Will you elaborate in further detail, sir?
Mr. STEVENS. I think personally that the State Department has
not enthusiastically supported this seven-point program. I will cite
an instance. I had it later on in my remarks but I would like to mention it here, that I was invited on the 19th day of June 1961, in writing
by Congressman Vinson of Georgia, the distinguished chairman of the
House Committee on Armed Services to attend a meeting with him and
other legislators at the State Department at 9 o'clock that motning.
I arrived on time and I was barred from the meeting. I have never
understood why I was barred from that meeting. I don't know until
today. I doil't know at the present time.
Later in the day I did attend a meeting at the State Department
where there was some explanation of the President's seven-point
program and the State Department part in it.
I found there that the industry was going t6 be fragmented, which
was not contemplated in the President's seven-point program Tt has
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continued to be fragmented. There has been nothing done whatever
aboUt'-woolen and worsted products, maimade fiber -products or silk
products, although, that was all contemplated within the President's
sevenTpoint program.
No* , in another case where I testified before Senator Pa.9tore's
contfittee on January 16 of this year, and I testified on this same
point, Senator Pastore asked me if anybody was dragging their feet,
Senator Talmadge, and I said, yes, it was my opinion that the State
Department was, and later in that day when Secretary Martin of the
Department of State appeared he was asked the question of whether or
n6t the State Department supported the industry's application to the
Office of Emergency Planning under point 7 of the President's program for the textile industry.
Mr. Martin evaded the question, and his evasion of the question leads
me to believe that the State Department probably has filed an adverse
opinion with the Office of Emergency Plannintt
It seems to me it falls within the powers of this committee, ifyou
s9 desire, to find out from the State Department whether or not they
filed an adverse opinion.
If it was a favorable opinion, then they are on the team of the
President. If it was an unfavorable opinion then they were not on the
team of the President.
So, in my opinion, Senator Taldmadge, the State Department has
dragged their feet in respect to the seven-point program of the President of the United States for the combined textile industry.
Senator TAL 1IAME. Many of us, of course, have wondered at the
apparent delay. As you know, the textile industry is not only im.portant in the United States, but it is particularly essential in
my State.
'I think some 100,000 people are employed in the textile industry
and we are very much conep,'ned with this particular point that you
have mentioned, and I appreciate your amplifying your statement.
Mr. STEVENS. Thank you, sir.
One of the key points in the President's program was his request
to the Secretary of Agriculture to recommend appropriate action to
eliminate or offset the cost to American cotton mills of the adverse
differential iii raw cotton costs between domestic and foreign textile
producers.
Present very heavy imports of cotton products, much of it manufactired, from American cotton sold to our foreign competitors at
81/2 cents less than we pay, are tending to defeat the President's program. Hearings before the Tariff Commission to remedy this situation ended on February 23, nearly 6 months ago. A decision, long
past due, continues to be anxiously awaited.
Senator TL3.IXE. Before you leave this, Mr. Stevens, I have been
under the impression that cotton textile imports have bien controlled
by an international agreement.
Isn't this doing the job satisfactorily ?,
Mr. STEVENS. 0o, sir; unfortunately it, has not been. There has
been a great deal of public discussion on this. The fact is that under
point six of the President's program imports of cotton products were
supposed to be limited to the same quantity that was imported in
fiscal 1961.
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It now develops under the so-called 1-year arrangement that the
fiscal year 1961 will be exceeded in the 12 months ending Octobetl
which is the key point, will be exceeded, by something on the ordOr
'
of 25 to 30 percent.
In other words, the agreement is not being
Senator TALMADCEf.
enforced?
Mr. STEVENS. The agreement is not being enforced, Senator. We
in our company, have recently had to reduce production schedules at
eight of our cotton manufacturing plants because of the excessive
imports of cotton products this year.
We don't like reducing pay envelopes of American workers and;
register our protest herewith. It is impossible to understand the redtape slowness of the Tariff Commission.
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Stevens, the Secretary of Commerce, Mr.
Hodges, recently circulated a letter in which he stated that the textile
industry is having a good year, booming, prosperous, jobs are up.
How do you reconcile the letter of N1r. Hodges and the statement
you just made?
Mr. STEvENs. I think Mr. Hodges is reciting some history and going
back to the last recession in 1960, in the cotton textile industry, and
taking the improvement that occurred thereafter in 1961 and giving
that as his evaluation of the present situation.
Nw, I was raised in the primary textile market, I spent my life
there and I know what is going on in that market, and-I know that'
that market is weak and not active. I know that these overwhelming
imports coming in are crushing us. I could name to you two mills
right now, I have just learned of this week further thatare going out
of business, cotton mills, one was at Cordova, Ala., and one is at
Hendersonville, N.C., and there will be others.
Senator TALMHADGE. The largest woolen mill in the country happens
to be in my own State of Georgia. That went out of business last
year with a loss of approximately 1,750 employees, a great unber
of whom are still unemployed and seeking jobs.
One further question I would like to ask you: Can you think of any
reason whatsoever why cotton produced in Baldwin County, Ga., ought
to cost your mill located at Milledgeville, Ga., $45 or $42.50, I believe
it is, more than it costs in Indonesia or Hong Kong or in Belgium or.
some other countries?
Mr. STEVEs. I can't think of any reason why it should cost us any
more.
Senator TALMADGE. Isn't that one of the objectives of the textile
industry and its allies which are now seeking to remove this disparity
under which cheap American cotton can be dumped back in here at a.
$42.50 advantage over domestic mills and domestic employees?
Mr. STEVENS. That is absolutely correct, Senator Talmadge, and it
is )oint 4 of the Presiden't seven-point program.
Senator TALMADOP.. Do you see anything unreamsonable about that
request particularly since the Prside nt himself suggested it ought to
be done
Mr. STEVENS. I don't see anything unreasonable about it. I think
it should be done. I think the PIresident feels itshould be done. Once
again I feel that the State Department has been the agency of Government which has influenced this.
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Senator TALMADOE. Can you understand why the Tariff Commission after 9 months hasn't been able to act on that simple request?
Mr. STEVENS. No, sir, I don't. It isa simple thing.
The wvile case was carried by the Department of Agriculture, at
the suggestion of the Secretary'of Agriculture to the President and
to the Tariff Commission.
, ,
Nobody else appeared as a Government witness in connection with
that case except the representative of the Department of Agriculture.
It seems perfectly simple and clear. But. we don't seem to get any
answer.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Stevens.
Mr. SiT.EvEN-S. The President's program also, envisioned a petitIon
by the combined textile and apparel industries to the Office of Eniergency Planning under provision of section 8 of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 1958 regarding essentiality to national security.
A full year has nc v elapsed since the petition was filed. Here
again a decision long past due is anxiously awaited. Consuming a
year to make a decision vital to national security seems like a very
long time.
Similarly, in the case of woolen and worsted products, plus products from manmade and silk fibers, there has been absolutely no action
after 114 years, in spite of re ated commitments to take action. This
is most discouraging especially since more than 12 percent of the domestic woolen and worsted market is already in the hands of foreign
suppliers.
V. is a dangerous fact that more than 50 percent of this vital industry has been liquidated since World War II.
In the event of another war, there is no possibility that what remains today of the domestic woolen and worsted industry could take
care of military and essential civ ii m requirements. I doubt if the
American people are aware of this important fact. I think they are
interested in the preservation of America's mobilization base. 'It is
my deeply serious concern about the national security provision of
the legislktion that brings me before you today. I intend to show
that, the national security provision of the 1958 act has proved ineffective.
Nine ni,)hs ago, on November 2, 1961, when I read the Under
Secretary of State's speech in New York and the editorial comments
upon it, in which the broad general outlines of this legislation were
first revealed, I felt that, unless drastically modified, it would adversely affect the security of our country. Ou national security was not
even mentioned. Two published letters to the editor of the Newv York
Times (Nov. 13 and 29,1961) attest to my early concern.
On June 19, 1961, I had been barred by the State Department. from
attending a briefing on the President's st., n-point textile program,
even though I had been personally iw,,,-i- in writing by the distinguished chairman of the House (C ' nfittee on Armed services, the
Honorable Carl Vinson. Is not concern with national security a reasonable viewpoint to reflect?
When the American Colonies made the momentous decision to forge
themselves into one Nation, independent. of foreign oppression and
exploitation, their energies were directed toward military and economic protection of this weak but dedicated sovereign nation.
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As our young country grew, protection of economic and humapi
assets became basic to the success of the American free enterprise
system. We do not need to apologize for this. Furthermore, if there
has been anything wrong with tile United States having a measure
of protective tariff, then the blame attaches to our forebears, not. to us.
Personally, I think no blame attaches. On the contrary, they were
extremely farsighted. BY protecting American industries, they made
possible the maximum industrial development of the United States
and the attainment of the highest standard of living ever achieved by
any nation.
Thus, American industry, along with American manpower, twice in
our generation has saved the free world from being overrun by dictators. Had American industry not been protected from cheap labor
ov'ertseus, is it likely that our _uxtoa4y-eottLossibly have survived two
lyhae urivd w
world conflagrations?
Let us now be ca- ul that, in all res pets nolV in space age
weapons. we nai ain ou- ability to defend ourselvh- and the free
"n
of
erica
,, as th "arsenal
world. In myfdgment, the conce !r-i
democracy" is lot obsolete.
Through t e years, th .,eed or tie same dgree of earli protece could moe away from p tection
tion has le. nel so e*hat.
everour basic inftuattes grew morm mature.
of infant i dusiries aii
)rovy.prot
in of our steadily
theless, wI never' move(1"awy-fh
ts
e
/
living w a
ing standard of living.
In my pinion, the standaW0f living we have creaW[ inthis iounIn sone iplAustries, it is surely not
try is in serious jq$6j0a~ly toJ.
An
! iandaxd-of'1iving can conlpete
realistic o believethat.
with the -ages paid in the -%iddle and Fart),sst.
I want to make it\ unmistakably clear thafltelieve in foreign trade.
tic and Re lubliHaving s rved our Qovehmeht. under, boA, Dembd
can a (hllin strations,.Lhave sonie uudevitanding of the difficult international 1)1 blems every administration faces. I believe in foreign
trade becauim I recognize. tljxt trade policy i4an integral part of overall foreign I llicy. OneC'must be aa conslistejpt with the,
// other as
I
possible.
'esident strongly feels that he needw'this bill. I
I realize the
deeply respect .the _ew of the President and his eftottis to deal with
awesome world pr-oble.& I share with him hilivffal interest in and
concern for the foreign trit of the Unitedites as w4J his deep
K-fl
concern for national security.
He is Commander in Chief and I am responsive to hiteadership.
My own interest in national defense and military matters is not,
however, new; I have studied them carefully over the years. I completed a course at the Command and General Staff School -at'Fort
Leavenworth the day before Pearl Harbor. I attended that.course at
the suggestion of General Marshall, our Chief of Staff at that time.
My views are neither political nor partisan. They are the heartfelt
convictions of an American citizen who has tried to discharge some of
his obligations to his country.
I was in the Army in both World Wars and through experience
have an appreciation of the demands upon the American economy in
time of war. I had the honor of serving again, this time as Secreta,
of the Army, while there was a shooting war still going on in Korea.
.
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I am very sensitive, therefore, to the absolute necessity of providing all our military forces, in abundant measure, with the right
equipment and the right supplies in the right place at the right time.
Tile American people properly expect this to be done. I am concerned as to whether we may, unintentionally in our foreign trade, be
impairing our ability to do this job, if the occasion should arise.
In this connection, I sincerely believe that the American people
do have an adequate picture of the national security aspect of this
bill. I am, for example, unaware of any important article in any
national magazine which clearly sets forth what is happening to our
mobilization base. I know that erosion of that base has been taking
place but I don't think the American people are aware of it.
Competition with the Common Market is one thing. Competition
with the wages paid in the Middle and Far East is a very different
thing. The Common Market itself has very stringent restrictions
against imports from Japan. That very fact makes us more of a
target for floods of Japanese goods.
New Common Market negotiations will, under "the most-favorednation" concept, make us more vulnerable than ever to imports from
Japan. Do the American people. and especially American workers,
understand this?
Long before congressional approval of Secretary Hull's reciprocal
trade legislation was sought in 1934, President Roosevelt stated his
position to the American people as follows:
I have advocated a lowering of tariffs by negotiations with foreign countries. But I have not advocated, and I will never advocate, a tariff policy which
will withdraw protection from American workers against those countries which
employ cheap labor or who operate under a standard of living which is lower
than our own great laboring groups.

There continues to be great significance in the quoted words of

President Roosevelt.
Eleven years later, President Truman wrote Speaker Rayburn, on
May 25,1945, in part as follows:
I have had drawn to my attention statements to the effect that this increased authority might be used in such a way as to endanger or trade out
segments of the American industry, American agriculture, or American labor.
No such action was taken under President Roosevelt and Cordell Hull, and
no such action will take place under my Presidency.

Ten years later, on February 17, 1955, President Eisenhower wrote
to Congressman Martin of Masachusetts in part as follows:
Obviously. it would ill serve our Nation's interest to undermine American
industry or to take steps which would lower the high wages received by our working men and women. Repeatedly, I have emphasized that our own country's
economic strength is a pillar of freedom everywhere In the world. This pro.
gram, therefore, must be, and will be administered to the benefit of the Nation's
economic strength and not to Its detriment. No American industry will be
placed in jeopardy by the administration - ! this measure. Were we to do so,
we would undermine the ideal for which we have made so many sacrifices and
are doing so much throughout the world to preserve.

Even in an ever-changing world, the words of the three Presidents
just quoted have deep ineaning to me in terms of the American economy, of the American standard of lixiMng and, above all, of the security
of the United States.
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The United States is today one of the least protected industrial
nations in the world. Tarifs have been reduced by more than T5
percent since 1934.
For many years, following the end of World War If, we slashed
tariffs consistent with our efforts to rebuild Western Europe and
Japan.
i r
A ei a ex
At the same time, we tolerated increased barriers toto American
exports by the same countries to whom we made important tariff concessions.
In effect, our concessions amotnted to additional foreign aid. We
built up foreign industries, in many cases with American economic
assistance and American technology. Is it not appropriate that this
legislation should contain effective safeguards, at least insofar as our
mobilization base is concerned?
Five weeks ago, the national Governors' conference, ill session at
Hershey, Pa., adopted, by unanimous vote, the following resolution:
WORLD TRAnS

Whereas encouragement of world trade and commerce is es-sential to friendly
relations with the people of other nations and to the economy of our own country, and this should be continued with due regard to the ultimate effect on our
domestic economy and national security; and
Whereas employment security and job opportunities of millions of American
citizens in major segments of our economy have already been seriously affected
by excessive imports: Now, therefore be it
Resolved, That the Governors urge further development and complete implementation of International arrangements on trade In cotton, woo). synthetic, and
silk fiber textile products with due regard for the impact on Amerlean industry
and agriculture; be it further
Resolved, That this 54th annual meeting of the Governors' conference hereby
urges and requests the executive and legislative branches of the Federal Government to give full effect not only to the provisions of our Trade Acts which are
designed to promote increased trade with other nations, but also those provisions
which are designed to prevent excessive imports of any goods or commodities
which would endanger the national security or the domestic economy of the
United States.

The resolution adopted by the Governors' conference on July 3 this
year is indicative of their serious concern to prevent excessive imports
which could endanger the national security of the United States. The
Governors urged development and implementation of international
arrangements regarding cotton, wool, synthetic, and silk fiber textile
products.
Continuing my theme of concern for the security of our country,
I am apprehensive over the loss of jobs and skills in tle radio, sewing
machine, watchmaking, typewriter, machine tool, and masny other
industries. These skills will be desperately needed in the arsenal of
democracy if an emergency should arie.
The question in my mind is a simple one. Are we takixrg as good
care of our mobilization base as we should? That base may well be
the difference between victory or defeat, if we are ever attacked.
Let us look at typewriters as an example of the adverse effect on the
highly skilled workers employed in that. industry.
In 1960, the United Stttes imported 436,000 portable typewriters
and exported 8,575. This represents a. terrific impact on the skilled
jobs in this industry over the past few years.
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At an escape clause hearing before the Tariff Commission in 1960,
Mr. F. P. Ryan of Royal McBee Corp., a major American producer
of typewriters, said:
The fact that all domestic typewriter companies may have foreign manufacturing facilities is of no consolation to the American factory workers.

This observation would seem to have application on a broad scale
today. American plants abroad don't help American workers. And
American plants abroad are of little, if any, use to our mobilization
base.
In discussing U.S. superiority in productivity, Mr. Ryan said:
Greater productivity in the United States does not offset the lower wage rates
In Europe. Royal McBee Corp. manufactures portable, manual, and electric
typewriters in Europe and (we) will present evidence-illustrating beyond any
doubt, that foreign wage rates, which are approximately one-quarter of U.S.
rates, result in manufacturing costs which are approximately two-thirds to
three-quarters of the U.S. manufacturing costs.

Here, it seems, is the heart of the problem. Plants are being established overseas not only to preserve export markets, but also in many
cases to supply the American market at lower cost.
This latter purpose is surely not in the overall best interest of the
United States.
To the extent carried out, it is an export of American jobs. It contributes to our adverse balance of payments. I don't believe the
administration or the Congress favor such action. But what is being
done to prevent it? Further slashing of tariffs, under this legislation, will surely accelerate this trend for American industry to supply
the American market from overseas. At least insofar as production
essential to national security is concerned, should not this legislation
contain effective safeguards?
That is the heart of my argument.
I will cite another important segment of our economy that is essential
to national security and which likewise could suffer serious erosion.
The American cattleman is faced with these facts:
1. In 1961 imports of beef and veal (carcass weight) were 1,038
million pounds. Imports, therefore, were 6.3 as a percentage of
domestic production. Exports were 36 million pounds. Thus the
United States was a net importer of beef and veal by 1,002 million
pounds.
2. Total imports of beef and veal, including live cattle and calves
(meat equivalent) in 1961 were 1,328 million pounds or 8.1 percent of
U.S. production.
Here is a vitally important, free enterprise segment of the American
agricultural economy. It has no Government subsidies. It-stands on
its own feet. It is nationwide in scope. The industry's meager tariff
protection of 6 cents per pound in 1930 has been whittled down to 3
cents per pound at the present time.
With 8.1 percent of the American market already in foreign hands,
the drive is on overseas, besed on low wages, to grab off more of the
American market.
Is this in the overall best interest of our country?
Is it a safe course from the standpoint of our national security and
the possible future needs of the free world that American cattle population might decline drastically becauFe of unneeded imports ? I do
not think so.
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Cattlemen from Florida to the Great Western Plains of the United
States and on to the Pacific recognize that their jobs and the jobs of
fellow Americans are dependent upon each other.
In furtherance of this truth, the American National Cattlemen's
Association faced the issue squarely. At its 65th annual convention
on January 25-27, 1962, the association passed the following resolution:
BUYING

AMERICAN-MADE PRODUCTS

Whereas American labor and American business constitute the only market
of consequence for American beef ; and
Whereas existing and proposed Federal (foreign) trade policies will destroy
the system that has permitted the development of the highest standard of living
in history: Therefore be it
Resolved, That we urge the cattlemen of America to purchase only Americanmade products in the hope that we may help preserve the high standard of
living and the very jobs of American labor, our greatest customer, from rminous
foreign competition; and be it further
Resolved, That it is our fervent hope that other industries and labor will see
fit to join us In our efforts to protect this Nation from economic chaos.

Members of the committee, this is a strong resolution and indicates
deep concern over unbridled foreign competition, especially where our
national security may be affected.
Mr. Henry Ford II, on January 17, 1962, said:
As a matter of both justice and political realism, I think a liberalized trade
program must contain an effective, clean, and simple mechanism that will rationally protect American institutions against cruel punishment by imports,
but will not be so broad or loose as to undermine the larger purpose of the program or to insulate the American economy from the disciplines of import competition.

.Mr. Ford added:
I, for one, would like to see us get back from Europe some of the one-sided
concessions that we made at a time when they were In desperate need.

He was speaking on behalf of freer trade and his remarks made a
great deal of sense to me. There is no provision in the bill before you
or "an effective, clean, and simple mechanism" that will do what kr.
Ford suggests.
Let me mention another facet of national security with which I
have had some contact.
Aside from the men and equipment involved during any all-out
effort anywhere in the world, the Secretary of the Army also has a
responsibility for the important work carried out by the Corps of
Engineers on reclamation and flood control projects in the United
States. This responsibility includes the purchase of electrical equipment to be installed at project sites.
As Secretary, I considered it important to discuss personally with
the Chief of Engineers the purchase of any such equipment. Soon
after I took office in 1953, it became clear that electrical manufacturers in foreign countries were substantially underbidding American
manufacturers. It seemed to me that elect. .^. power facilities are very
closely related to the security of the United States. Without adequate and dependable power, our industrial machine would be inca ,able of making the maximum effort.
In each instance, therefore, during my 21/ years as Secretary, I
recommended the awarding of contracts for electrical equipment to
the lowest American bidder consistent with what I considered to be
in the best interest of national security.
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My recommendation was based on the uncertainty of delivery from
abroad, the nonavailability of spare parts or delay in maintenance of
the foreign equipment in time of emergency, and the inherent belief
that American power development should use American equipment.
When these discussions with the Chief of Engineers were concluded,
I would then write a memo to my superiors recommending the lowest
American bid.
In about half of these cases, my recommendation was overruled
and the equipment was purchased abroad. This has always seemed
to me to be inconsistent with basic American security.
As a related example of the sort of thing I had in mind, the July 27,
1959, issue of Electrical World disclosed that an imported transformer
at the Scattergood steamplant of the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Pouwer failed in service. This unit, manufactured in Britain, was a 200-megavolt-ampere (mv.-a.) transformer and was placed
in service July 1, 1959.
It failed on July 12 and had to be returned to England for repair.
One year later--on July 17, 1960--the unit was again installed. After
9 hours of service, the transformer again failed.
In providing the basic power requirements of the United States,
is it not a. precautionary measure for the security of our country that
we use American equipment with its superior record of performance
and the ease with which repairs can be effected?
Some people think of any future emergency or war in terms of a
few hours' or a few days' duration. It is clear, however, that our
Defense Department today is planning to be ready for all typts of
war of any duration. This is good. No one knows what kind of a
war might come. We must be able to win any kind of war-long or
short.
Therefore, if the United States is ever called upon a third time as
the arsenal of democracy, it is clear that we should not erode away
vital industries in the meanwhile. This is what is going on. This is
what worries me so deeply.
That is why, in my opinion, amendments to strengthen the national
security provisions of this bill are desperately needed. This is const ruct ire, not destructive, criticism.
I am not, alone in my concern.
I 9 .uote briefly fromi a statement made before an Office of Defense
Mobilization hearing on June 3. 1957. This statement was made by
Senator Saltonstall, ranking minority member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, on behalf of himself and his colleague in the
Senate from Massachusetts, now the distinguished President of the
United States.
The paragraph quoted herewith summarizes their keen appraisal
of this critical situation as of 5 years ago. Everything that has transpired since in the woolen and worsted segment of the American textile
industry confirms the farsightedness of their conviction. The paragraph reads as follows:
The question here Involved appears to be relatively simple when stripped of
discussion of collateral matters. Th opinion of the Director of the ODM is
solicited with respect to the question of whether the domestic wool-worsted
industry now retains or will retain sufficient capacity to meet any demands
which may reasonably be anticipated in the event of war.
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In connection with these woolens and worsteds, I am certain that
no member of this committee would wish to rely on the Common
Market or Japanese sources for the necessary blankets and uniform
fabrics that. would be essential in the event of war.
As stated earlier in this testimony, we cannot supply them now in
the United States with what is left of the industry. The same holds
true on machine tools. Anyone who is familiar with what constitutes
the lifeblood of a warmaking potential realizes the important role that
machine tools play in the manufacture of munitions.
We have weakened our domestic machine tool industry. Many
companies have established plants abroad to preserve export markets.
The latter plants are probably useless to us in the event of war while
the weakened position of the industry in this country would be inadequate to do the job.
Incidentally, it is extremely distressing that, in matters concerned
with national security, foreign governments, often through highly
paid representatives here in Washington, can and do make vigorous
representations to the Office of Emergency Planning in investigations
under section 8 of the act.
Cannot all of us agree that, in matters relating solely to the security
of the United States, the American Government is fully capable of
making decisions without foreign interference? I would like to see
this gratuitous practice precluded by law.
To sum up, it seems to me that proper emphasis has not been placed
on the survival of our Nation in terms of essential American production. I do not feel that national security has played anywhere near
an important enough part in this great 1962 foreign trade debate.
Yet, this security aspect is surely something which over the years
has been of great interest to this committee. On July 16, 1958, Mr.
Chairman, you were chairman then as you are now, and you spoke on
the Senate floor with regard to the national- security clause of the
trade bill as it. was reported by the Finance Committee. With your
permission I would like to give this quote:
The committee also amended the )louse bill by provisions aimed at strengthening the national security section. More and more the national security becomes
Important, and more and more the strength of our internal economy becomes an
essential part of our security.
I sponsored an amendment providing that the President, in administering the
national security provision, must take into consideration the effect on the national
security of a weakening of the general internal economy by excessive Imports of
competitive products to the extent that unemployment, loss of revenue to Government, or loss of investment would result. The committee adopted that
amendment by a 10 to l vote.
Considerable unfavorable comment has reached the committee about the administration of what was thought to be a strongly worded national security
amendment in the 1955 extension. That section has been further strengthened
so that sound results may be expected from it.
The committee amendment provides that, after the Director of the Office
of Defense Mobilization has studied the matter and indicated to the President
that, In his opinion, the national security is being or is likely to be impaired, the
President must take corrective action covering materials and their derivatives,
unless he finds that the security is not being so threatened.

In its report., the House Committee on Ways and Means stated that
the proposed Trade Expansion Act,provides for continuing the policy of existing law that no action is to be taken
reducing or eliminating tariffs when the President determines that such action
would threaten to impair the national security.
87270-62-pt. 3-20
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As for cases in which such threat exists the report declares:
the bill continues the existing provision under which the President shall take
action to adjust the imports of a given article (or its derivatives) when he
finds such imports threaten to impair the national security.

Under provisions of this proposed bill, Congress once again is expressing its intent that the administration of our trade and tariff programs shall not jeopardize our national security.
However, contrasted with this . peated expression and enactment
of congressional intent is the repeated denial of relief to industries
and employees seeking to invoke these national security provisions.
The record thus far of cases considered under the national security

clause is most discouraging. Here is the disturbing box score:
Eleven were withdrawn or suspended.
Twelve were denied.
Two (both crude oil) were approved.
One (textiles and textile products) has been pending for more than
a year.
Included as a part of my statement is an analysis of the disposition

of each of the applications filed under the national security provisions
of the 1955 and 1958 Trade Agreements Extension Acts.
Aside from the very discouraging results obtained, one other fact
is clearly set forth.
In most cases, the time consumed in reaching a decision on these
petitions relating to our national security generally has been protracted and, in one case, it took almost 3 years finally to obtain a decisionan adverse one.
The sound results which you, Mr. Chairman, had h-,ped for, have
not been achieved and the intent of Congress clearly has not been implemented.
In my opinion, the national security provisions of this legislative
proposal must be greatly strengthened. I earnestly commend this
problem to the members of this committee.
I thank you, sir, for granting me this opportunity to be heard.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT Or RoBEBT

T.

STEVENS, PRESIDENT, 3. P.

STEVENS & CO., INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee, my name is Robert T.

Stevens. I am president of J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., a diversified textile manufacturing company. The Stevens Co. has been In business a long time-it will
have Its 150th anniversary next year. Or headquarters is located in New York
City and we have 55 manufacturing facilities located in eight States, Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia. We employ 35,000 fine Americans. We are seriously
concerned about their Jobs. We -1o not use foreign textiles. I have spent nearly
41 years with the company and have never worked elsewhere except for several
tours of public or military service. Although I became second vice president of
the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute, Inc., an honorary title, last
October, my appearance here Is solely as an individual American citizen.
Over recent months, there has been discussion in the press regarding the textile industry in Its relation to the legislative proposal currently before the committee. I would like to make a few comments in this connection.
On May 2, 1961, the President announced a seven-point program for the combined American textile and apparel Industry. I had the honor of being present
at the White House when the announcement was made.

In connection with his

textile program, the President said, "I believe It Is time for action." As a textile
man, I want to reiterate strongly here what I have said publicly many times,
namely, that, if the President's program were fully Implemented, it wouldbe most
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encouraging to this beleaguered industry. Thus far, however, implementation
has not been encouraging, even after 14 years have elapsed. Personally, I
have every confidence that the President Intends Just as much now, as he did 15
months ago, that his textile program will be carried out. I regret that there
seems to be opposition somewhere within the administration to implementing his
plan in the manner that he clearly intended.
One of the key points In the President's program was his request to the
Secretary of Agriculture to recommend appropriate action to eliminate or offset
the cost to American cotton mills of the adverse differential in raw cotton costs
between domestic and foreign textile producers. Present very heavy Imports
of cotton products, much of it manufactured from American cotton sold to our
foreign competitors at 81/1 cents less than we pay, are tending to defeat the
President's program. Hearings before the Tariff Commission to remedy this
situation ended on February 23, nearly 6 months ago. A decision, long past due
continues to be anxiously awaited.
We in our company have recently had to reduce production schedules at eight
of our cotton manufacturing plants because of the excessive imports of cotton
products this year. We don't like reducing pay envelopes of American workers
and register our protest herewith. It is impossible to understand the redtape
slowness of the Tariff Commission.
The Presldent's program also envisioned a petition by the combined textile
and apparel industries to the Office of Emergency Planning under provision of
section 8 of, the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958 regarding essentiality
to national security. A full yearhas now elapsed since the petition was filed.
Here again, a decision, long past due, is anxiously awaited. Consuming a year
to make a decision vitat to national security seems like a very long time.
Similarly, in the case, of woolen and worsted products, plus products from
years,
mnanmade and silk fibers, there has been absolutely no action after 1
in spite of repeated commitments to take action. This is most discouraging
especially since more than 12 percent of the domestic woolen and worsted market
is already in the hands of foreign suppliers. It is a dangerous fact that more
than 50 percent of this vital industry has been liquidated since World War II.
In the event of another war, there is no possibility that what remains today
of the domestic woolen and worsted industry could take care of military and
essential civilian requirements. I doubt If the American people are aware of
this important fact. I think they are interested in the preservation of America's
mobilization base. It is my deeply serious concern about the national security
provision of the legislation that brings me before you today. I intend to show
that the national security provision of the 1958 act has proved ineffective.
Nine inonths ago, on November 2, 1961, when I read the Under Secretary of
State's speech in New York and the editorial comments upon ii, In which the
broad general outlines of this legislation were first revealed, I felt that, unless
drastically modified, it would adversely affect the security of our country. Our
national security was not even mentioned. Two published letters to the editor
of the New York Times (Nov. 13 and 29, 1961) attest to my early concern.
On June 19, 1961, I had been barred by the State Department from attending a briefing on the President's seven-point textile program, even though I had
been personally invited in writing by the distinguished Chairman of the House
Committee on Armed Services, the Honorable Carl Vinson. Is not concern with
national security a reasonable viewpoint to reflect?
When the American cclonles made the mementous decision to forge themselves into one Nation, independent of foreign oppression and exploitation, their
energies were directed toward military and economic protection of this weak
but dedicated sovereign Nation. As our young country grew, protection of
economic and human assets became basic to the success of the American free
enterprise system. We do not need to apologize for this. Furthermqre, if there
has been anything wrong with the United States having a measure of protective
tariff, then the blame attached to our forebears, not to us.
Personally, I think no lame attaches. On the contrary, they were extremely
farsighed. By protecting American industries, they made possible the maximum
industrial development of the United States and the attainment of the highest
standard of living ever achieved by any nation. Thus, American industry, along
with American manpower, twice in our generation has saved the free world
from being overrun by dictators. Had American industry not been protected
from cheap labor overseas, l it likely that our country could possibly have
survived two world conflagrations? Let us now be careful that, in all respects,
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not only in spa e age weapons, we maintain our ability to defend ourselves and
the free world. In my judgment, the concept of America as the renall of
democracy" is not obsolete.
Through the y ars, the need for the ame degree of earlier protection has
lessened somewhat. We could move away from protection of infant industries
as our basic Indusriles grew more mature. Nevertheless, we never moved away
front pifotection of our steadily improving standard of liiing. In my opinion,
the standard of liv ug we havd created in this country is in serious jeopardy
today. In some Industries, it ts surely not realistic to believe that the Amerivan
standard of IilI1g CaL compete with the wages paid in the Middle and Far Nast.
I want to make it unmistakably clear that I believe in foreign trade. Having
served our Government under both Democratic and Republican admilnistratn,I
o
I have some understanding of the difficult international problems P,,:-i adminis.
tration faces. I believe io foreign trade because I reco ':_z ,uat trade policy Is
an Integral part of overall i,-11zp .,IIov n-: anust be as consistent with the
other as possible.
I realize the President strongly feels that he needs this bill. I deeply respect
the view of the President and his efforts to deal with awesome wonrldproblems.
I share with him his vital interest in and concern for the foreign trade of the
United States as well as his deep concern for national security. He Is the
Commander in Chief and I am responsive to his leadership.
My own interest in national defense and military matters is not, however,
new. I have studied them carefully over the years. I completed a course at
the Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth the day before
Pearl Harbor. I attended that course at the suggestion of General Marshall,
our Chief of Staff at that time. My views are neither political nor partisan.
They are the heartfelt convictions of an American citizen who has tried to
discharge some of his obligations to his country.
I was In the Army in both World Wars and through experience have an appreciation of the demands upon the American economy in time of war. I bad the
honor of serving again, this time as Secretary of the Army, while there was a
shooting war still going on in Korea. I am very sensitive, therefore, to the absolute necessity of providing all our military forces, in abundant measure, with
the right equipment and the right supplies in the right place at the right time.
The American people properly expect this to be done. I am concerned as to
whether we may, unintentionally in our foreign trade, be Impairing our ability
to do this job, if the occasion should arise.
In this connection, I sincerely believe that the American people do not have
an adequate picture of the national security aspect of this' bill. I am, for
example, unaware of any important article in any national magazine which
clearly sets forth what is happening to our mobilization base. I know that
erosion of that base has been taking place but I don't think the American people
are aware of It.
Competition with the Common Market is one thing. Competition with the
wag - paid in the Middle and Far East is a very different thing. The Common
Marf.-, itself has very stringent restrictions against Imports from Japan. That
very fact makes us more of a target for floods of Japanese goods. New Common
Market negotiations will, under "the most favored nation" concept, make us
more vulnerable than ever to imports from Japan. Do the American people,
and especially American workers, understand this?
Long before congressional approval of secretary Hull's ciprocal trade legis.
lation was sought in 1934, President Roosevelt stated his position to the American
people as follows:
"I have advocated a lowering of tariffs by negotiations with foreign countries.
But I have not advocated, and I Will never advocate, a tariff policy which will
withdraw protection from Airnjiran workers against those countries which
employ cheap labor or who operate under a standard of living which is lower
than our own great laboring groups." There continues to be great significance
in the quoted words of President Roosevelt.
Eleven years later, President TraUman wrote Speaker Rayburn. on May 25,
1945, in part as -lows:
"I have had oawn to my attention statements to the effect that this increased
authority might be used in such a way as to endanger, or trade out segments of
the American Industry, American agriculture, or American labor, No such
action was taken under President Roosevelt 0nd Cordell . Hull, and no such
action will take ,lace under my Presidendy."
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Ten yearn later, on February 17, 1955, President Eisenhower wrote to Congressmanu Martin of Massachusets In part as follows:
"Obviously, it would Ill serve our Nation's interest to undermine American
Industry or to take steps which would lower the high wages received by our
working men and women. Repeatedly, I have emphasized that our own country's
economic strength is a pillar of freedom everywhere In the world. This program,
therefore, must be, and will be administered to the benefit of the Nation's etonomic
strength and not to Its detriment. No American industry will be placed in
jeopardy by the administration of this measure. Were we to do so, we would
undermine the ideal for which we have made so many sacrifices and are doing
so much th, sghout the world to preserve?'
*;,, n uan ever-changing world, the words of the three Prsidents just quoted
have deep meaning to me in terms of the American economy, of the American
standard of.living and, above all, of the security of the United States.
The United States is today one of the least protected Industrial nations in
the world. Tariffs have been reduced by more than 75 percent since 1934.
For many years, following the end of World War II, we slashed tariff ctmsistent with our efforts to rebuild Western Europe and Japan. At the satue
time, we tolerated increased barriers to American exports by the same countries
to whom we made important tariff concessions. In effect, our concessions
amounted to additional foreign aid. We build up foreign industries, in many
cam with American economic assistance and Amvrican technology. Is it not
appropriate that this legislation should contain effective safeguards, at least
Insofar as our mobilization base is concerned?
Five weeks ago, the National Governrs' Conference, in session at Hershey,
Pa., adopted, by unanimous vote, the following resolution:
"WORLD TRADE

"W'iereas encouragement of world trade and commerce is essential to friendly
relations with the people-,of other nations and to the economy of our own
country, and this should be continued with due regard to the ultimate effect
on our domestic economy and national security; and
"Whereas employment security and job opportunities of milliovs of American
citizens in major segments of our economy have already been seriously affected
by excessive imports: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That the Governors urge further development nnd complete implementation of International arrangements on trade in cotton, wool, synthetic,
with due regard for the impact on American
and silk fiber textile products
be Itfurther
Industry and agriculture;
"Resolved, That this 54th annual meeting of the Governors' conference hereby
urges and requests the executive and legislative branches of the Federal Government to give full effect not only to the provisions of our trade acts which
are designed to promote increased trade with other nations, but also those
provisions which are designed to prevent excessive imports of any goods or
commodities which would endanger the national security or the domestic economy of the United States,"
The resolution adopted by the (Governors' Conference on July 3 this year Is
indicative of their serious concern to prevent excessive imports which could
endanger the national security of the United States. The Governors urged
development and Implementation of International arrangements regarding cotton, ypol, synthetic, and silk fiber textile products.
Continuing my theme of concern for the security of our country, I am apprehensive over the loss of Jobs and skills in the radio, sewing machine, watchmaking, typewriter, machine tools, and many other industries. These skills
will be desperately needed in the arsenal of democracy if an emergency should
arise. The question In my mind is a simple one. Are we taking as g6od care
of our mobilizatlon base as we should? That base may well be the ditrerence
between victory or defeat, if we are ever attacked.,
Let us look at typewriters as an example of the adverse effect op the highly
skilled workers employed in that Industry., In 1960, the United States imported
43a,000 portable typewriters and exported 8.575. This represents a terrific
Impact on the skilled Jobs in this industry over the past few yetaro.
At an e.ape clause hearing before the Tariff Comimission in l96O, Mr. F. P.
Ryan, of Royal McBee Corp., a npajor American producer of typewriters, said:
"The fact that all domestic typewriter companies may have foreign manufacturing facilities is of no consolation to the American factory worker."
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This observation would seem to have application on a broad scale today.
American plants abroad don't help American workers. And American plants
abroad are of little, If any, use to our mobilization base. I
In discussing U.S. superiority in productivity, Mr. Ryan said:
"Greater productivity in the United States does not offset the lower wage
rates in Europe. Royal McBee Corp. manufactures portable. manual, and elec..
trie typewriters in Europe and 4we] will present evidence-illustrating beyond
any doubt, that foreign wage: rates, which are approximately one-quarter of
U.S. rates, result in manufacturing costs which are approximately two-thirds to
three-quarters of the U.S. manufacturing costs."
Here, it seems, is the heart of the problem. Plants are being established overseas not only to preserve export markets, but also in miny cases to supply the
American market at lower cost. This latter purpose is surely not in the overall
best interest of the United Statcs. To the extent carried out, it is an export of
American jobs. It contributes to our adverse balance of payments. I don't believe
the administration or the Congress favors such action. But what is being done
to prevent it? Further slashing of tariffs, under this legislation, will surely'
accelerate this trend for American Industry to supply the American market
from overseas. At least Insofar as production essential to national security
is- concerned, should not this legislation contain effective safeguards? That
is the heart of my argument.
I will cite another important' segment of our economy that is essential to national security and which likewise could suffer serious erosion. The'American
t
I
cattleman Is faced with these facts :
1. In 1961 imports of beef and veal, (carcass weight) werb 1,08 million
pounds. Imports, therefore, were 6.3 as a percentage of domestic production.
Exports were 36 million pounds. Thus the United States was a net importer
of beef and veal by 1,002 million pounds.
2. Total imports of beef and veal, including live cattle and calves (meat
equivalent) in I961 were 1,328 million pounds or 8.1 percent of U.S. production.
Here is a vitally important, free enterprise segment of the American agricultural economy. It has no Government subsidies. It stands on its own feet.
It is nationwide in scope. The industry's meager tariff protection of 6 cents
per pound in 1930 has been whittled down to 3 cents per pound at the. present
time. With 8.1 percent of the American market already in foreign bands, the
drive is on overseas, based on low wages, to grab off more of the American
market. Is this in the overall best interest of our country? Is it a safe 6ui-se
from the standpoint of our national security and the possible future needs of the
free world that American cattle population might decline drastically because of
unneeded imports? I do not think; so.
Cattlemen from Florida to the Great Western Plains of the United States and
on to the Pacific recognize that their jobs and the jobs of fellow Americans are
dependent upon each other. In furtherance of this truth, the American National Cattlemen's Association faced the Issue squarely. At its 65th annual convention on January 25-27, 1962, the association passed the following resolution:
"BUYING

AMERICAN-MADE

PRODUCTS

""Whereas American labor and American business constitute the only market
of consequence for American beef ; and
"Whereas existing and proposed Fedital (foreign) trade policies will destroy
the system that has permitted the development of the highest standard of living
in history: Therefore be it
"Resolved, That we urge the cattlemen of America to purchase only Americanmade products in the hope that we may'help preserve the high standard of living and the very jobs of American labor, our greatest customer, from ruinous
foreitgni competition; and be it further
"'Resolved, That it is our fervent hope that other industries and labor *ili see
fit to join us in our efforts to protect this Nation from economic chaos."'
Members of the committee', this is a strong resolution and indicates deep concern over unbridled foreign competition, especially where our national security.
may be affected.
Mr. Henry Ford II, on January 1, 1062, said: "As a matter of both justice
and political realism, I think a liberalizsd trade program must contain an effec-
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tire, clean, and shple mechanism that will rationally 'protect American institu-tions against cruel punishment by'impoits, but will not be so broad or loose as,
to undermine the larger purpose of the program or to insulate the Ameriean
economy from the disciplines of import competition."
Mr. Ford added: "I, for one, would like to see us get back from Europe some
of the one-sided conceesions that we made at ,1time when they were in desperate
need." He was spes1kng on behalf of freer tiade and his remarks made a great
deal of sense to me. There is no provision in the bill before you for "an effec.
11 •
tive, clean, and simple mechanism" that will do what Mr. Ford suggests.
Let me mention another facet of national security with which I have had some
contact. Aside from. the men and equipment involved during any all-out effort
anywhere in the world, the Secretary of the Army also has a responsibility for
the important work carried out by the Corps of Engineers on reclamation and
flood control projects in the United States. 'This responsibility includes the
purchase of electrical equipment to be installed at project sites.
As Secretary, I considered it important to discuss personally with the Chief of
Engineers the purchase of any such equipment; Soon after I took office in 1953,
It became clear that electrical manufacturers Ain foreign countries were sub-,.
stantially underbidding American manufacturers. It seemed to me that elec-.
tric power facilities are very closely related to the security of the Uited States.
Without adequate and dependable power, our industrial machine would be incapable ofmaking the maximum effort.
In each instance, therefore, during my 9 years os Secretary, I recommended
the awarding of contracts for electrical equipment to the lowest American bidder, consistent with what I considered to be a.the best interest of national
security. My recommeMdation was based on the uncertainty of delivery from:
abroad, the nonavailability of spare parts or delay in maintenance of the foreign
equipment in time of emergency,, and, the inherent belief that American power
development should use American equipment.
When these discussions with the, Chief of, Engineers were concluded, I would.
then write a memorandum to my superiors recommending the lowest Aerlcan.
bid. •In about half of these cases, my recommendation was overruled and the
equipment was purchased abroad. Thbs has always seemed to me to be incounsistent with basic American security.
As a related example- of the sort of thing I had in mind, the July 27, 1959,
issue of Electrical World disclosed that an imported transformer at the Sattergood steamplant of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power failed in
service. This unit, manufactured in Britain, was a 200-megavolt-ampere (MVA)
transformer and was placed in service July 1, 1959. It failed on July 12 and
had to be returned to England for repair. One year later--on July 17, 190the unit was again installed. After 9 hours of service, the transformer again
failed. In providing the basic power requirements of the United States, is it
not a precautionary measure for the security of our country that we use American equipment with its superior record of performance and the ease with which
repairs can be effected?
Some people think of any future emergency or war in terms of a few hours'
or a few days' duration. It is clear, however, that our Defense Department today
is planning to be ready for all types of wars of any duration. This is good.,
No one knows what kind of a war might come. We must be able to win any kind
of war-long or short. Therefore, if the United States is ever called upon a,
third time as the "arsenal of democracy," it is clear that we should not erode
away vital industries In the meanwhile. This is what is going on. 11nis is what
worries me so deeply. That is why, in my opinion, amendments to strengthen
the national security provisions of this bill are desperately needed. This is constructive, not destructive, criticism.
I am not alone in my concern. I quote briefly from a statement made before
an Office of Defense Mobilization hearing on June 3, 1957, This statement
was made by Senator Saltonstall, ranuing minority member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, on behalf of himself amd his colleague in the Senate
from Massachusetts, now the distinguished President of the United States.
The paragraph quoted herewith summarizes their keen appraisal of this critical
situation as of 5 years ago. Everything that has transpired since in the woolen
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and worsted segment of the American textile industry confirms the farsightedness of their conviction. The paragraph reads as follows:
"The question here involved appears to be relatively simple when stripped of
discussion of collateral matters. The opinion of the Director of the ODM is
solicited with respect to ,the question of whether the domestic wool-worsted
industry now retains or will retain sufficient capacity to meet any demands
which may reasonably be anticipated in the event of war."
In connection with these woolens and worsteds, I am certain that no member
of this committee would wish to rely on the Common Market or Japanese
sources for the necessary blankets and uniform fabrics that would be essential
in the event of war. As stated earlier In this testimony, we cannot supply
them now in the United States with what is left of the industry. The same
holds true on machine tools. Anyone who is familiar with what constitutes
the lifeblood of a warmaking potential realizes the important role that machine
tools play in the manufacture of munitions. We have weakened our domestic
machine tool industry. Many couinpuiv" ha-;z cztmblizhed plants abroad to
preserve export markets. The latter plants are probably useless to us in the
event of war while the weakened position of the industry in this country would
be inadequate to do the job.
Incidentally, it is extremely distressing that, In matters concerned with national security, foreign governments, often through highly paid representatives
here in Washington, can and do make vigorous representations to the Office
of Emergency Planning In investigations under section 8 of the act. Cannot
all of us agree that, in matters relating solely to the security of the United
States, the American Government Is fully capable of making decisions without
foreign interference? I would like to see this gratuitous practice precluded
by law.
To sum up, it seems to me that proper emphasis has not been placed on the
survival of our Nation in terms of essential American production. I do not feel
that national security has played anywhere near an important enough part in
this great 1962 foreign trade debate.
Yet, this security aspect is surely something which over the years has been
of great Interest to this committee. On July 16, 1958, Senator Byrd, then and
now your chairman, spoke on the Senate floor with regard to the national
security clause of the trade bill as it was reported by the Finance Committee.
He said: "The committee also amended the House bill by provisions aimed at
strengthening the national security section. More and more the national
security becomes important, and more and more the strength of our internal
economy becomes an essential part of our security.
"I sponsored an amendment providing that the President, in administering
the national security provision, must take into consideration the effect on the
national security of a weakening of the general internal economy by excessive
imports of competitive products to the extent that unemployment, loss of revenue
to Government, or loss of investment would result. The committee adopted
tbat amendment by a 10-to-1 vote.
"Considerable unfavorable comment has reached the committee about the administration of what was thought to be a strongly worded national security
amendment In the 1955 extension. That section has been further strengthened
so that sound results may be expected from it. The committee amendment provides that, after the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization has studied
the matter and indicated to the President that, in his opinion, the national security
is being or is likely to be impaired, the President must take corrective action
covering materials and their derivatives, unles he finds that the security is
not being so threatened."
In its report, the House Committee on Ways and Means stated that the proposed Trade Expansion Act "provides for continuing the policy of existing law
that no action is to be taken reducing or eliminating tariffs when the President
determines that such action would threaten to impair the national security."
As for cases in which such threat exists the report declares: "the bill continues
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the existing provision under which the President shall take action to adjust the
imports of a given article (or its derivatives) when he finds such imports
threaten to impair the national security."
Under provisions of this proposed bill, Congress once again is expressing its
intent that the administration of our trade and tariff progravis shall not
Jeopardize our national security.
However, contrasted with this repeated expression :and enactment of congressional intent is the repeated denial of relief to industries and employees
seeking to invoke these national security provisions. The record thus far of
cases considered under the national security clause is most discouraging. Here
is the disturbing box score: 11 were withdrawn or suspended; 12 were denied:
2 (both crude oil) were approved; 1 (textiles and textile products) has been
pending for more than a year.
Included as a part of my statement is an analysis of the disposition of each
of the applications filed under the national security provisions of the 1955 and
1958 Trade Agreements Extension Acts.
Aside from the very discouraging results obtained, one other fact is clearly
s t forth. In most cases, the time consumed in reaching a decision on these
petitions relating to our national security generally, has been protracted, and,
in one case, it took almost 3 years to finally obtain a decision--an adverse one.
The sound results which your chairman hoped for have not been achieved and
the intent of Congress clearly has not been implemented.
In my opinion, the national security provisions of this legislative proposal
must be greatly strengthened. I earnestly. commend this problem to the members of this committee.
I thank you for granting me this opportunity to be heard.

Status of requestsfor investigations under national security provisions of Trade Agreements Act (see. 7 of 1965 trade extension law and sec. 8 of
1958 trade extension law)
Date of

Applicant

Product

Upsed time
t

Final disposition
1e

Pdapplication

..

.....
6,198L Suspended on request of applicant, May

Analytical balances -------------------------

Scientific Apparatus Makers Association_. Feb.

Wooden boats ------------------------------

American Boat Builders and Repairers Sept. 14, 1956
Association.
American Dental Trade Association -------May 22,1957
----- do --------- --------- ------------- May 12,1958

24,1957.
Suspended on request of applicant, Jan. 7,

1 year 3 montil
I year 4 month,

Apr. 18, 1956

3 months.
Withdrawn, Aug. 28, 1957 ---------------2 years 8 mnta.
.---------Withdrawn, Jan. 10, 1961 ...
1 year 10 months.
Denied, Feb. 28,1958 -.....-------------

Hard fiber cordage and twine (1st application).
Hard fiber cordage and twine products (2d
application).
Crude oil (Ist application) ------------------

Cordage Institute -----------------------

July 12,1955

Denied, May 6,1958 -----------------

Plymouth Cordage Co., Columbian Rope
C;o.
Independent Petroleum Association of
America.

Mar. 25,1960

Denied, June 22, 192......

Crude oil and products (2d application)....
Heavy electric power equipment ............

Departments of State and Defense -....

Jan. 22,1959

General Electric Co., and National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA).
Committee representing American Fluorspar Producers.
American Fluorspar Producers Associa
tion.
Wollensak Optical Co -------------------Albert Goode Bedin, Inc ----------------American Clinical Thermometer Guild- -

Mar. 7,1958

Dental burrs (1st application) ------------Dental burrs (2d application) -.---------

Clock and Watch Manufacturers AssDcla
Clocks, pin-lever, watches, timers ----------tlion of America.

Fluorspar (1st application) ---------------Fluorspar (2d application)

--- ...........

Photographic shutters ----------------------Stencil silk --------------------------------Clinical thermometers ----------------------

Aug.

7,1956

June 21,1955
Oct. 29,1958
Feb. 24,1958
Nov. 2,1955
Jan. 13,1956

2 years 10 months.
...------------ 2 years 3 months.

President accepts Cabinet Committee
report calling for voluntary oil curbs,
July 29, 1957.
President imposee mandatory quota
controls on oil Imports, Mar. 10,1959.
...--------------Denied Tune 12, 1959 .

Withdrawn, Apr. 17, 1956 .......-------Withdrawn, Apr. 5, 1956 ----------.. ---Suspended on request of applicant, July 2,
1957.
Denied, Feb. 28,1958 ---...............

2 months.
5 months.
I year, 6 months.

9 months.

1 year.
1 year 9 months.
2 years 11 months.

Fine mesh wire cloth ----------------------Wool felt -----------------------------------

The Felt Association .....................

Apr. 20,1956

Wool textiles --------------------------------

National Association of Wool Manufacturers.
Howe Sound Co -------------------------General Electric Co. and Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute.
Electronic Industries Association-_
Howe Sound Co ------------------------Director's own motion- -----------American Cotton Manufacturers Instltute, Inc., and others.

Mar. 14,1958

Suspended after request of applicant, Feb.
14,1958.
Suspended on request of applicant, May
27, 1957.
Denied, Jan. 6, 195 -........---------

Oct. 2,1958
Feb. 20,1959

Drnled, Oct. 2,1959 --------------------Denied, Nov. 18, 1960 --------------------

June 29,1959

Denied, June 5, 1962 ----------------------

Cobalt ------------------------------------Steam-turbine generators_:................
Surplus military rifles ---------------------Transistors and related products ----------Tung3ten .--------------------------------Wool knit gloves --------------------------Textiles and textile manufactures ............

Sept.
Oct.
- Feb.
May

17,1959
2,.958
25,1959
15,1961

1 year Smonths.
I year 4 months.

Dec. 29,1955
May 6,1957

1I months.

Suspended on requestof applicant, Nov.
1, 1956.
Denied, Sept. 25. 1959 ------------------

American Watch Manufacturers Associa
tion.
The Industrial Wire Cloth Institute ----

Jeweled watches ----------------------------

I year.

11 months.

2 years, 2 months.

1 year, 1 month.
I year, 10 months.

D enied, Ma3r29, 1962-------------- -- ---2 years S months.
year I month.
Withdrawn, Oct. 21, 1959 --------------.--------------- I year 9 months.
Denied, Nov, 1,960
Pending.
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The CHAIRMAN, Thank you, Mr. Stevens.
I appreciate, Mr. Stevens, your mentioning the amendment that
I introduced in 1958. I agree with you that it has not been implemented by either the Eisenhower administration or the Cennedy
administration, as it should have been.
Mr. STzvENs. That is right.'
The CH1AIRMAN. And it was clearly the intent of the Congress that
it should be.
. The vote in conmiittee was 10 to 1, as you said, and I think it was
unanimous on the floor of the Senate and in the conference.
Now, in line with the questions propounded to you by the Senatbr
from Georgia, you state that if the President's program was fully
implemented it would be a great encouragement and relief, I assume
to your industry.
Des tliat program include the cancellation of selling cotton to
your competitors abroad, at 8 cents less than you pay in this country?
,
.
Mr. STE&vNs. That is what I understood point 4 in the seven point
program was, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I regard that without the knowledge that you
have of your industry, as a tremendously vital point.
Mr. SaEvEFs. It is. .
1..
The CHAIRMAN. When I was, in Japan in December, I went through
the textile factories there, and was told, and I assumrre it is correct,
that the wages were 28 cents, including tie fringe berefits. They had
cots in their factories, which plants had been rebuilt, incidentally, with
*American money as I understand it, so that if they had extra work
to do and the employees could sleep for a few hours and then start to
work again wit()out overtime pay,
Is that your information.
Mr. STnvEws. Yes, sir, that is my understanding.
The Cniv TRAN.. iSo 28 cents an hour wage rate, plus buying cotton atSl cents less than you can buy it, is a terrific competition that
in my judgnient will be disastrous to the textile industry unless it
is corrected.
Mr. STFVENS. This is correct and we are unable to meet that competition, Mr. Chairman.
Theo CAIRMAN. Aid you think this agreement with the Presidqnt
included the cancellation of selling cotton to your competitors for less
than yu can buy it in this country?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir, i do. I don't know of anybody, Mr. Chairman, outside of the3 Sta4,tDppartment who has got a kind word for
this dirimnmiiation against the American cotton textile manufacturer .
Senator KERR. Would the Senator yield?
. ..
qi'el
16
.I
TheC
Senator KERR. I* t epoint 4 n the seven-point program one whi.h
called for the cacellatiop of that sale or onewhich called for an adjiistmentwhich would compensate for thatdilerencet,
Mr. STVENS. It was the latter, Senator Kerr.
In other words, point 4 really, the thrust of point 4, was to eliminate
this discrimination, axd it--Senator KERR. ,Itws peliminate the discrimination? ,
Mr.'STE Ns. That is right.
I
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Senator KERR. But I didn't think it was to achieve that objdctive by
canceling the operation of selling the cotton.
Mr. .S'ras.
Oh, no, no. Not that. It, was for what Was called
an equalization fec.
Senator KzdR. That is what
I I-had in mind.
Mr. STEvENs. Yes.
Senator KE.PEL I Wonderli you would explain that for the record so
that I may be clear on that point.
-'Mr. STEVENS. This point 4--I am sure the President, and his advisers recognized that this is a great discrimination against the American industry in its effort to compete worldwide.
Senator KEim. I thoroughly agree with that but the point I wanted
to make wasMr. STEvEs. Under point 4 it required that the Department of
Agriculture look into this matter, and come up With a commendation
as to how this inequity could be removed. And the Secretary of Agriculture found that imports of cotton products had reached a poiht
where it was tending to impair Department of Agriculture programs,
and, therefore, he recommended a section 22 action under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, section 22 action at the Tariff Commission, and
the Tariff Commission then did investigate and hold hearings in connection with the suggested imposition of an 81 -cent impot -fee coveringthose cotton products that come into the United States.
senator Kzm". That were made from this cotton that was sold by
the Commodity Credit Corporation at that reduced cost.
Mr. STEVENS. It doesn't make any difference, sir, when the product
comes in whether it is made out of American cotton or some other
cotton, it is impairing the agricultural program here.
Senator Kujm. By reason of the fact, I take it, that the sale of 81/2
cents under the American market was at the world market
Mr. STEVENS. That is presumably correct sir
Senator KERR. And the import fee would compensate for the differential between the price of cotton in this country and on the world
market?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Senator KEIP. I think that point has beeit explained.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that point is clear. But the net-effect is
that it removes this discrimination, so you thought.
1
Mr. STEVENS. If the action gets taken it removes it.
Senator KERR. The tragedy of it is they haven't taken th6 Ftction.
Mr. STEVENS. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But I mean if the action had been taken a.- in accordance with your understanding, it would have refhov d this digcrimination?
,
I
hof ehbmnous
, Mr. STEvEWNS. That is right, and it would have beei
'
;
'
help to the cotton products industry in this'coUntry. '
ThO CHAIRmM~. I think you answered the Senator fronin Georgia
you didn't know why the Tariff Commission has made no decision although the hearings veri indeed 6 months ago.
Mr. STTzvpxs. Yes, sir..
The CHARMAN. Have you got any idea in your own: mJnd "whythey
'lThey usually ale prety prompt itt making
haven't made a decision
'
.
decisions after they have hearings.
-

DY
TAP

PAN5~I4).

4cT, 0r 1158

Mr, ~v ,s.Mr. Cbairman, I just ean't
'i nderstand Wh
that deconas 4 come down..
The CLjAIRMANW. Vou think there hts been any, nfluence exercised:,
by any branch of the administration?
Mr. STzVENS. I can't say that I know of any. I think it is po

sible that such a thing has happened. I have no kIcowledge of it how- '

ever,
. Thesir.
CHAUIMAm, Ordinarily how long, have you any record
of how
long do they makol'decipions after the hearings end?
,
I

Mr.

r khow that in the case of, the so-called Picker Lap

STEVENs.

case, which is pretty much in the same general area a this thing they
I
made the decision within a wek.

The CrimnuiLA&.

You donAt 46w yourself of any decision which has

been held qp for as long asO months?

Mr. STEVENS. I personally don't know of any that has been held up

for so long. It seems to have a surprising sort of contemporary rela-

tionship to the progress of the trade expansion bill through the
SonIe RMAN. I feel it is incim&ent upon me as chairmen of the
Finance Committee, in view of our close relations to the Tariff Commissio, to address a letter to the Taiff Commission which I intend
to do, asking them for an explanation as to why they hqfe delayed the

decision after 6 months after hearings were ended, and likewise to give
a statement of the other decisions they have made, as to what length
of time expircid before the announcement was made after hearings.
I
Mr. TVEs. I think that would be most helpful.

Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Chairman, will you yield at that. point?
The CHARMIA*.. I yield.
Senator TALMADGE. I was about to.suggest to the Chair that he
take such action, I compliment him and commend him for taking
such action an, ;ay I suggest further in this same Jetter the Chair
inquire as to whether or not the State Departmentrmade objections
to grantihg-thi relief.
l
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will'd that and he will ask for any
influence, of any character that was exerted upon the Tariff Commission beyond the witnesses that appeared in the ordinary course.
Mr. STEVENS. I want to be clear, jf I may, Mr. Chairman, on the
record that Ifhave po knowledge of any such influence.,

I can only observe the outward contemporary action or lack of it.
The CHAIRMAN. But there certainly i§ no justification in the mind
Qf the chairman i.thbt thmrp ought t be- months should elapse and
apparently a longer time should elapse, before a decision is made: in

amatten,fth*portance,.,,
Anyway, t1 ,C ir, onbehaIf of this committee, and I think the
eomnUitt4e wJ sU4In. him uaimously, will make, this inquiry of
r.Sv

S.1 tink that would be most helpful.
-I.,xe they,wi$ mak , reply ;I they cai't we

40, Q1AA1OA.

~ild~attnof.
03

1
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(The Chairman subsequently inserted in the record the following
copy of the letter which he wrote to the Chairman of the U.S. Tirii
Commission as discussed above:)

14

AUGUST 10, 1962.
Hon. BsN D. DoRrmAN,
Chairman, the Tariff Oommissio.,
Washington, D.C.
My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Senate Committee on Finance has received
a number of complaints from Senators and other interested person, regarding
the long delay in the Tariff Commission's investigation of the cor.ditions in the
cotton textile Industry.
The President requested this study on November 21, 1961. The Tariff Commission concluded Its hearings in February of this year. It will soon be 6
months since those hearings ended. It would appear that there is Justification
for the impatience of those interested in the outcome.
With the approval of the Senate Committee on Finance, I would like for
you to advise the committee of the reasons for this delay.
When the crse was assigned to the Commission, it was anticipated by the
members of the committee and others that a decision would be rendered in a
very short time. Now that more than 9 months have elapsed since the matter
was Instituted by the President, it would appear that there may be some special
reasons for this extremely long period of study when the matter was so pressing
in nature.
We feel we should be informed of the reasons for the delay and express
the hope that a prompt decision will be made, and, if not, a statement as to
the completion data.
The uncertainty involved in the future if so important a segment of our
economy should not be continued unduly, especially at a time when trade
legislation, which could be of vital importance to the textile industry, is before
the Congress.
May we hear from you promptly?
Cordially yours,
HAaY F. BRn,, Oairmat.

(The reply received from Mr. Dorfman on August 13, 1952,'appears
on p. 1641.)
The CHAIRMitAN. At least we are entitled to information.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
SenatorCumrxs. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CUTis. Mr. Stevens, I want to congratulate you on a very
fine statement.

Mr. STEVNS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CUris. I regard it as one definitely in the public interest,
and for the good of our country.
Mr. STEVNs. That is right.
Senator Ctrms. For a good many years I have been on committees

which have held hearings on the trade agreements program. the Ways
and Means Committee and this one. ,o often people follow the Stiite
Department line and have met all objections and questions and .riticisms of the trade agreements program by an inference that their*
are a few chronic complainers and selfish people'wo &otho. andtestify'
against.
* They have been totally blind to the operation of thhio"
o)vD r6grRin;
they have turned their back on the national sii1
pt'ovisions.

common answer to a question is, "Well, ywr cay, t turn the clock
back," and their clock has been stopped for a lig time, and I certainly want to thank you for your appearance here
I assume your entire speech paper has gone into the record.
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Mr. STEVns. I had overlooked asking permniion for -my full statement to be a part of the record. I would like that if I may, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator CURTis. Because coming from a State that raises more beef
than any State in the Union, and having in our State the largest meatpacking center in the world, I was interested in what you said on
page 6:
I will cite another important segment of our economy that Is essential to our
national security and which likewise could suffer serious erosion.
The American cattleman is faced with these facts:
1. In 1951 imports of beef and veal (carcass weight) were 1,088 million
pounds. Imports, therefore, were 6.3 as a percentage of domestic production.
Exports were 36 million pounds. Thus the United States Is a net importer of
beef and veal by 1,002 million pounds.
2. Total imports of beef and veal, including live cattle and calves (meat
equivalent) in 1961 were 1,828 million pounds or 8.1 percent of the U.S.
production.

Mr. STzVES. Yes, sir.
Senator Cums. That has a very direct bearing on our consumption
oftrain ;n the country.
Mr. SnvxNo. Yes; that is right..
Senator CuRTis. Which is creating surplus problems and headaches
and even scandals in storage, costly things, and I believe that you have
rendered a most distinguished service to the public here in your
appearance.
I1 think that if public-spirited leaders in American industry and
agriculture and labor could chart our foreign trade program that
we could expand foreign trade and it would be helpful to u and to
those with whom we dealt.
I seriously question the mixing of it with diplomacy. I don't
believe that the country would stand for having merely traders run
the diplomacy, and likewise the people whose sole experience and outlook are on diplomatic lines are not competent to have such great
power over the American economy and particularly as you point out
when it can so jeopardize our national security.
Mr. STEvEWs. Yes, sir. '
Senator Cuewis. And many of their cliches which they so often
pronounce about the virtues of what they are doing, just aren't supported b the facts.
I think it is true that when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor that
the United States was their largest customer. No nation in the history of the world has received a favorable trade treatment, not only
in sugur but in all things, as has the little nation of Cuba. Yet it
was the first nation in the Western Hemisphere to go Communist..
The' longest'peaceful boundary line in the world is between the
United States and Canada. Yet we have repeatedly, each -country,
protected ourselves with tariffs and other restrictions to assist theIr
own economy, and it hasn't led to war.
I hope that before this program can go on and further destroy our
economy' that some objective sudies can be made concerning the
claims of the program as they compare to the actual facts.
You are familiar with the action that Congress took a few weeks
ago in regard to a textile-import problem ?
Mr. STEWENs. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. A bill that passed.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir; I am, Senator Curtis.
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Senator C rims. Do you think textile people and cotton people and
others can place'a childlike fitji in that act, accept this bill as it
comes from the House, and have the' problem justly and adequately
met f
Will that act alone do it, if we pass this act?
Mr. STtvEis. I have considerable doubt about that,' Senatbr Curtis.
While I came here and testify from the depth of my heart, on the
ground of national security which deeply concerns rme, based on a lot
of military experience, I did not in my statement oppose the act. I
will say however, in answer to your observation or question, that
there is in my mind a real question as to the wisdom of puting this,
pushing this, bill through.
'Senator Ctins. Which bill?
Mr. STWmvs. This trade expansion bill.
Senator CuRTis. Yes.
Mr. STEvENS. In the final days of the Congress in possibly something of a rush. It would seem to me to be more farsighted to postpone this, to have further consideration of the bill.
As far as I am concerned, if that involved continubg temporarily
the status quo, I could go for that, and also for an amendment which
would authorize the President to deal with any emergency that might
come up in connection with the European Econolumic Community.
I think this would be a, better thing to do than to try to rush this
through.
Senator CuRTis. Yes; I think we have had some well qualified
testimony pointing out. that so far as the Common Market in Europe
is concerned that our actual negotiations and so on are going to take
some time anyway.
Mr. STEVENS. that is right.
Senator CURTIS. And we aren't jeopardizing the interests of this
country if we would take time to find out what we are doing and
study all aspects of the problem.
"
I
Mr. STEVENS. That is my feeling. Of course, I don't have all the
information available in the Government but I feel that is correct, sir.
Senator CuRTIS. Again, I compliment you on a very fine statement.
Mr. STEvF..s. Thank you, Senator Curtis.
The CIARMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stevens.
Mr. STEVENs. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator KERM. Mr. Chairman, I believe Mr. C. W. McMillan is the
next witness. He is from the American National Cattlemen's Association. He is a witness in whom I sm tremendously interested both from
the standpoint of my respect for him and my interest in the matter
that he represents, and I am happy to be among those who hear him.
I deeply regret I am going to have to leave here in about 10 minutes.
I wonder how long the committee is going to be hi session,
'i
The CHAIRMAN. I say the Chair would like to finish the witnesses
We have four after Mr. McMillan,. ,,
,r
_,y,.,
: I
Senator KiAm. I want him to know I am deeply interested in his
statement as I am also in those of the next two witnesses, ad I will
certainly read their testimony very carefully.
I want to,hear as much of Air. McMillan's asI can.,•
i(

.,

.',

.

4
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STATEMENT OF C. W. McMILLAN, EXECUTIVE 'VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Mr. McOMILLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Kerr,
I appreciate very much your kind comments.
My name is (. W. MeMillan. I am executive vice president of the
American Cattlemen's Association. The American National Cattlemen's Association is comprised of 34 State cattle associations, more
than 100 breed, regional, and local cattle associations, and thousands
of individual cattlemen throughout the Nation.
We respectfully ask that our complete statement be included in

the hearing record.

.,

I

T

The first part of our statement deals with the question 'of the authority to set tariff rates. We believe, with good reasons, that Congress
originally had the respo; 3ibility to set the tariffs. We believe this
because Members of Congress are in direct touch with tihe people and
could know more intimately the needs of the people and the industries
and act on tariff matters accordingly.
We believe that Congress should take back the tariffmaking power
it once had as its prerogative and duty. For this reason we believe:
Congress should not enact those sections of H.R.11970 which would
give the executive branch additional authority.
The second point in our statement deals with the importance of
the beef cattle industry.
I believe it may come as a surprise that in 1958 cattle and 'calves
returned more cash receipts to producers than either the combined
sales of all six "basic" crops (wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, rice, and
peanuts), or the combined sales of hogs, sheep, wool, and all poultry
and eggs.
I mentioned this to show that any action you gentlemen take concerning tariffs on cattle or its products will affect the largest single
ent of agriculture. .
e cattle industry in many areas of the country is the chief if
not the only income source bf smaller towns and communities,
bolstering the economy and employment in these communities.
Our statement shows in som* detail the amount of imports from
competing foreign beef and veal.
Specifically, in 1961; U.S. imports of beef and veal in its various
forms and cattle and calves converted to a carcass weight equivalent
totaled 1,038 million pounds. This represented 8.1 percent of U.S.
production of that product, but since most of the imports are in the
form of manufacturing beef,the comparison of imports with produc'
tion of like U.S. produced product would be close to one-third of
domestio output.
Senator Kim. Wait just a minute.
Mr. MoMmuAr. Yes sir.
Senator Kz. Run that through again.
Mr. McMuw .The' total beef and veal imports coming into the
United States in 1961 compared to U.S. .domestic production
amounted to about 8.1 percent of domestic U.S. production.
Senator Kmn. That is in total weight?_
Mr. McMnznA. That is in total beef and veal, yes, sir.
87270-62--pt. 8---1
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Largely the quality of product. coming into the United States
which we term manufacturing beef or lean boneless beef that is used
in hamburger and other sausage items, compared to the like quality
of product produced in the United States, which principally would
be canner" and cutter cows or this type of product, the pounds of
imports would approximate about one-third of domestic U.S.
prodaotion.
Senator Kwmi. Of that kind of beef
Mr. MoMILAN. Of lean boneless quality, yes, sir.
Senator KzRR. Your statement is that the imports account for
about 8.1 percent of the total consumption?
Mr. McMULAN. Yes, sir.
Senator KR. All right.
Mr. MoMiLLAN. For the first 5 months of 1962, imports of beef
and veal are running 56 percent ahead of the. same period in 1961.
Live cattle imports are 38 percent greater during the January to May
period of 1962 compared with the same perini of 1961.
Senator KERR. I am unable to follow you in this statement.
Mr. McMxwLw. I am summarizing here, Senator Kerr, and this
point that I was making, the litter point, you will find in the stateenatthat you have before you.
:
SenatorKmm. All rights :,',
Mr. MCMrLLAN. Would that be of assistance to you, sir?
Senator KERR. Yes. Now, the 38 percent incrpase'is inf live eattlet
Mr. McMiwiqw. Yes, sir.
Senator K=ui Not in total beef importations I
Mr. McMiLLAw. This is comparing live-cattle and calf imports.
Senator KERR. Live cattle and calf imports to that of 1961?
Mr. MCMILLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator KPRR. And it is 36 percent increase in that item.?
Mr. McMILLAX. Yes, sir..
Senator KERR. But not in the total imports?
Mr. MOMLLA. No, sir, That is in. the comparison of live cattle
and calves, and yet the comparison of beef and veal, 196a, January to
May period is 56 percent over 1961.
Senator KEMR. Over the 8.1 percent I
Mr. McMiLLAN. No, sir, the 8.1 percent was the total figure for the
1 year and the only figures that we have available thus far in 1962
are the first 5 months of the year.'
Senator KER. I know, but what I would like to have is your estimate, if you have made an estimate of what the importation will be in
1962 in relation to total demand as the 8.1 percent figure w'as presented for 1961.
Mr. MCMILLAN. If they keep coming in at the rate they have during
the first 5 months of this year, we can probably expect thlie figure to be
nearly 15 percent, figuring in my head by means of my rudimentary
arithmetic. We would probably find that the amount of imports of
beef and veal in 1962 compared to 1961, this isprojecting ahead, of
course, would probably be close to 14 or 15 percent- of domestic U.S.
production.
Senator KERR. Well, now my rudimentary arithmetic does not let
me reach that same conclusion, and I am just as interested in this as
you are. But your estimate was a 50 percent increase?
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Mr. McMLLAN. A 38 percent increase in live cattle and calves, and
56 percent in dressed products.
Senator KFnm. I say 88 to 50, and if the percentage were 8.1 in 1961
and you had a 50 percent increase and total consumption the same that
would take you up to about 12 percent.
Mr. MoMn.LA-x. I apologize, Senator Kerr, your rudimentary
arithmetic is much more accurate than mine. Yes, sir, you would be
more right, it would be closer to the 12 percent. I apologize.
Senator K~m. All right.
Mr. MOMILLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator KEm. That is horrible enough.
Mr. McMiLAN. Yes, sir, I would certainly agree with that.
Senator Klim Yes.
Mr. MoMLArN. On the question of threat of imports, to our industry, we have attempted to show that imports continue to come i1
in considerable amount into the United States even when U.S. prices
have slackened for whatever reason, thus further depressing our domestic markets.
If the cattle producer, particularly the smaller operator, is caught
in a price squeeze that may be further aggravated by imports, he
might well be put out of business.
The next section of our statement has to do with the comparative
costs of production in the United States and foreign countries and I.
believe the Senators will find it most interesting to analyze the cornparative costs to see that, the costs of production are considerably
tinder those of the United States.
In the next phase of our statement we show the reduction that has,
taken place in the import duty on beef and veal from 6 cents in 1936,
to 3 cents today.
Senator Xmsi. 'Before you g6 to that. You have shown a tabulation of where these imports come from?
Mr. McMULAA. Yes, sir.
Senator Kwm, And you show Asia as being the largest?
Mr. MoMiu. N. No, thisI believe that you are referring to page 6 of the statement, is this
right, Senator?
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Mr. McMiLAN. This shows the production figures for the world.
These would not be import figures. This shows the production of
cattle and calves in, Asia, Africa, North America, and South America etc.
senator r KmiR. Do you have a tabulation where thes6 imports com
from .
Mr. McMiu N. We have shown on page 5 'the imports from Austrilia which is the largest supplier ofbeef into the United States.
These mount to approximately one-third of the total imports coming'
into the United States.
I would be very happy to show for the record the breakdown.
Senator KERR. I would like you to put in the record where they
come from.
Mr. MOMILLAN. Yes, sir, may I send that to you, sir?
Senator KERR. Yes, sir. /
Mr. MoMmLmr. We will take care of that. These figures are
available.
-
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(The figures referred to follow:)
AM IxcAN NATIONAL CATLEMEN's ASSOCIATION,

Denver, Colo., Auguet 13, 1962.

Hon. HART F. BYRD,

Chairman, Seuate Finance Committee,
,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BnRD: You may recall during my testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee on August 9 on the subject of H.R. 11970, Senator Kerr
asked a question relative to the breakdown of Imports of beef and veal from
various countries of the world. At that time I told the Senator that I would
be happy to supply these figures for the record.
Attached is a breakdown of Imports during the years 1960 and 1961 showing
countries of origin of beef an veal products coming into the United States.
These figures are taken from the USDA publication, "Livestock and Meat Situ.
ation" dated May 1962.
Cordially,
C. W. MOMILLAN.
Imports of beet and veal" into the United States, by product weight, by country
of origin, 1960 and 1961
(In millions of pounds]
1900

18.9
Canada ------------------9.1
Mexico ..............-.........

32.8
53.4

9.0
........................
Brezil

1&3

Nicaragua .................... 10.0
Uruguay --------------------Argentina --------------------

10.8
52.7

4.5
Denmark .....................
.8
land .-------------------.................. 1
Nq~etherlands

14.6
14.5
6& 2
6

64.4
.1

1901

1900

1961

Poland.......................
Australia ------------------

)

14.7

New Zealand ................. 130.7

89.3
All other .....................
Total imports:

5116
Product weight__
Carcass weight
equivalent ........ 775

1 Includes quantities of other canned, prepared or preserved meat not elsewhere specified,

.1
233.9
164. 4

834

o89.1
1,037

Assumed to

be mostly beef.

SLess than 50,000 pounds.
Source: USDA publication, "Livestock and Meat Situation," dated May 1962.

The CHAIRMAN. At that point I see you say in the first 5 months of
1931 we imported 214,626 000 pounds.
Have you got it for the ull year?
Senator KmRR. Yes.
Mr. McMILLAN. Yes, sir, Senator Byrd, the breakdown from the
years 1957 through 1961.
The CHAIR MAN. All right, this will be put in the record.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I will supply for the record, the figure that Senator
]Kerr asked for.
The next phase of our statement shows the reduction which has taken
place in the import duty on beef and veal.
From 6 cents in 1947 to 3 cents today by means of current foreign
trade laws. Tariffs have been reduced on other classes of our product,
too, but we should like to make the point if yoi consider that the general price level in the United States has more than doubled since 1930
the tariff cut from 6 cents to 3 cents on beef and veal is equivalent to
a cut of less than 1Y2 cents in terms of 1630 prices.
Cow prices are now about $14 per hundredweight compared with
$7 in 1930 reflecting the general inflation, and the present tariff rate
has become insignificant as a deterrent to imports of beef.
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On the portion dealing with adjustment assistance as applied to
the cattle industry, undoubtedly we are included under the definition
of firm on page 81, paragraph (3).
, . :-,
•
The conditions that would have to be obtained in our industry -b'fore the Tariff Commission through investigation would find imports
causing or. threatening to cause serious injury, we are afraid would
mean loss of ranchersreapital and nonuse of productive ranges. We
make this statement because it ha§ appeared to us that the so-called
escape clause in our present law would be operative only after the
fact of the damage instead of a preventive to. ruin. ,I
If this is the case we would lose an important natural resource,
grass, which cannot be utilized for the Nation's economic good through
any other means than the Nation's grazing livestock.,
It would also mean a loss to the consuming public of a source of
hi ghly desirable food if for some reason, such as war, supplies from
other sources were cut off. Unlike other industries, cattle production
cannot be turned on and off such as a machine.
The matter of "adjustment assistance" also brings up the question
of whether or not a tariff is subsidy Jn the. sense that the word is
popularly used. Many people reason that actually it would make no
difference whether the 'subsidy" is tariff or through the more direct
.route of, "assistance" by'our Government.
We cannot agree with this view. Tariffs have been employed -by
nations fPr centuries, to protect, themselves from outside encroachments which are beyond their control-much in the same way, perhaps, as nations have' psed their' armies to protect against invading
physical forces.
Economic forts within, the Nation, we believe, should have free
play to arrive competitively at the balances set by supply and demand,
and these balances should not be allowed to be overturned by outside
forces to the detriment of our industries.
We believee that tariffs and other protective devices are essential to
the progress of our economy in cases where an industry, because of
products or services peculiar to our Nation's needs, cannot be expected
to meet foreign competition.
Meat shipped in from foreign countries where the cost of production is lower than oum. can undersell our domestically produced
product, and the consumer thus may get a cut of meat for le.s money.
But it must also be remembered that the consumers' income as well
as the producers' costs have risen because of our higher standard of
living and have adjusted' to the higher domestic prices.
Inherent in this point is the fact that our own productive industries
are the basic support of our economy. From our productive industries comes our wealth. Without them our economy could not have
grown to its present enviable position. It cannot continue to grow if
competing -mports displace our producti"Ve 'industries, no matter what
form of adjust assistance might be applied.
Herein, ;ve believe, lies the real reason for the need 'for protection
through tariffs and quotas where needed, so that our economy may
continue to grow, rather than resort to governmental assistance to an
industry that has been pushed aside by competing imports to linger
under a subsidy until it finally must succumb to inertia.
'
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It seems exceedingly strange that at the time when our own admin'istration is seeking to lower tariff protection for our own agriculture
and industries, the countries of the European Common Market are
doing just the opposite-setting up protective devices so that Common MFrket industries as well'as farmers will get the first chance to
serve the markets within the Six member countries, which we underStand, have fairly equal economic standards.
W'e believe it must be admitted that the European Common Market
countries have progressed economically under this tried and sound
policy of protection for the member countries. To us, their action is
in recognition of the fact that a country's productive industries are
the mainstay of a healthy economy and should be protected.
If we are to be subjected to imports that will damage our industry
and in turn to be given assistance from the Government to try to make
up for this damage, then indeed we would be subsidized, and we believe such subsidy wouid eventually be our undoing for we would
soon have lost our market for our product and for all practical purposes be dependent upon the Government for our very existence. We
cannot agree that our Government should have this power over the
individual or business.
In conclusion, we wish to state that we have no quarrel with reasonable competition from foreign countries, but some protection must be
afforded.
We believe that a realistic import duty would be at least double
the present rate. Economists estimate that, in a year of heavy imports
such as in 1961, the dollar cost of imports to producers and feeders
amounts to approximately $2 per hundredweight. Doubling the
tariff rate would help to compensate for this loss. We believe quotas
also should be established to protect the industry from possible further injury through extremely heavy imports.
We thank the committee for the privilege of expressing our views
on this vital. matter of foreign trade and trust that you will give
favorable consideration to our arguments.
(The prepared statement of Mr. McMillan follows:)
STATEMENT Or C. W. MOM[LLAN, EXEcUTIV

VICE PlOSSXENT, AMExiOAN NATIONAL

CATTLMN'S ASSOCIATION

The American National Cattlemen's Association Is composed of an affiliation
of 84 State cattle associations, more than 100 breed, regional, and local cattle
associations, and thousands of Individual cattlemen throughout the Nation.
We have divided our statement concerning the proposed foreign trade bill,
H.R. 11970, Into the following parts:
1. Authority to set tariff rates.
2. Importance of beef cattle In our agricultural land resources.
3. Imports and exports of our product.
4. Imports likely to continue to Increase.
5. The threat of Imports to our induitry.
6. Comparative cots of production.
7. Tariff rates on our product.
& Adjustment assistance as applicable to the cattle industry.
9. Realistic Import policy for beef.
In summary, the several parts of our statement are designed to sbow, that the
authority for setting tariff rates should reside In Congress and not in the executive branch of our Governnient; that the beef cattle Industry is the most Important
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of all domestic agricultural Industries- that imports of products, c9oeti
with
beef are heavy and likely to increases tAt suci imports at erit il tIw
teuly
threaten the stability of our Industry; tht the Imported cowpotltvy prod"
is
produced st costs far less than the production eoats borne by tb. 4oseek producer; that the tariff rates under reciprocal trade agreements already have been
cut to a dangerously low level; that a ublidy for damage to the cattle industry
because of heavy lmpc.ts should not replace the traditionally acceptable protection of tariffs; that import duties at least should be doubled and/or quotas
established.
1. AUTHORITY TO SET TARIFF RATES

Concerning section 201, authority ior all trade agreements:
The general authority on trade agreements was originally granted as a short.
term authority of several years duration and this authority has been regranted
upon each expiration. Our association has opposed these grants of legislative
authority to the executive branch.
Before the advent of these several temporary grants of authority to the executive branch, It was Congress' responsibility to set tariff rates There -was good
reason for this, since the Members of Congress are In direct touch with the-people
and could know more intimately the needs of the people and the various indus
tries thus act accordingly.
We do not believe that Congress should continue to place the responsibilities
of protecting Industries and workers of this country from damaging foreign
onzpetition in the hands of the executive branch. We believe that duty belongs
to Congress. Congress, we believe, should take back the tariffmaking power
as its prerogative and duty and strike from H.R. 11970 additional authorities
being sought by the executive branch,
2. IMPORTANCE

OF BEEF CATTLE IN OUR AGRiCULTURAL

LAND

BXOVX

The book, "Beef-Production and Distribution," by Dr. Herrell Delraff, Babcock professor of food economics, Cornell University, says that "in 1958 cattle
and calves returned more cash receipts to producers than elthjr the combined
sales of all six 'basic' crops (wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, rice, and peanuts), or
the combined sales of bogs, sheep, wool, and all poultry ahd eggs. For the
average of 1955 through 1958, cattle and calves brought in 20 percent of the cash
Income from all crops and livestock and 35 percent of all livestock sales." This
relationship has continued through 1959, 1960, and 1961, thus spotlighting the
great importance of the beef cattle business to the agricultural economy of our
Nation.
The cattle industry in many areas of the country is the chief, if not the only
income source of smaller towns and communities, bolstering the economy and
employment in these communities. Fulihermore, the harvesting of the Nation's
rangeland pasture forage must depend upon a healthy livestock Industry.
There is no other economic use for this great resource. To endanger through
too-heavy imports of beef, the efficient production of livestock would thus
represent a waste of this resource, with consequent repercussion upon thousands
of communities.
Many Industries have attempted to offset losses In the domestic markets
caused by Imports by stepping up their efficiency of production to meet the
foreign competition. In the case of the livestock growers and feeders, efmiciencles
have also taken place, but the livestock Industry is peculiarly limited in the
extent of such efficiency. The industry has been able to grow more pounds at
a faster rate of gain, but, of course, the cyclical development of numbers and
production per animal must follow the biological law of nature.
S.

rmPORTS AND EXPORTS OF OUR PRODUCT

The following table shows the imports of cattle and calves and beef and veal
for the past 5 years. It should be noted that with the exception of 1951 when
they reached 5.6 percent of domestic production, imports bad not exceeded 5
percent of domestic production until 1958 when they reached 8.6 percent. Since
then as the table shows, the percentages have been 8.6 percent in 1959; 5.9 percent
in 1960 and 8.1 percent in 1961.
Most of these imports were 4f beef from cows, bulls, and stags, and since
these animals account for only 20 to 25 percent of domestic slaughter, the imports are about one-third of domestic production from this quality of animals.
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Compounding this situation are the Imports of mutton,
weight basis, totaled about 81 million pounds in 1961-and
Imported mutton was ground up with the manufacturing
added. direct competitor in the domestic production of this

which, on a carcass
practically all of this
beef and became an
quality of beef.

17.8. import* of cattle and calves and beef and veal compared to domestic

Sproduotios
iCarcass weight equivalent]
Imports
Live cattle
and calf

Yea?'

imports

(1,000 bead)
197 ........... .............
703
................
1,126
1958..
195 .......................688
645
160 .......................
1961 .......................
1,026

Beef
equivalent

.(million

pounds)

Beef and
veal Imports

(Million •

Total

U.S. beef
and veal
products
(million
pounds)

Imports,
percent
U.S.
production

pounds)'

221
340
191
163
283

395
909
1,063
775
1.038

616
1,249
1,254
938
1,321

15,728
14, 16
14,58
15,833
16,321

3.9
8.6
8.6
&
8.1

1Imported live cattle and calves converted to beef equivalent.
Beefd veal-an=ed, processed, boned, etc., converted to a carcass weight equivalent.
'Total U. .production--tommerclal and farm slaughter.

While all the information given in the above table is not yet available for
1962, Department of Agriculture figures comparing imports of beef and veal
and cattle for January-May of 1961 and 1962 show a continuing upward trend
in such~impoits.
In the 5-month period in 1961, we imported 214,626,000 pounds of beef and
veal; 1p; the period in 1962, we imported 334,699,000 pounds, or an increase of
56 percent. Live animal imports for the 1961 period were 357,833 head; for
the 1962 period, they were 492,323 head or an increase of 38 percent.
-One, of our biggest suppliers of foreign beef is Australia. The following
figures show how imports from that country have grown in the past 6 years.
Imports of beef from Australia

[In long tons]
1,243
--------------------------1956 ------------.----------------2 , 0 08
195 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6,134
.
..----------------------------------.
.
1958 -----.
57,811
19 -------------------------------------------------------------66,974
-----------------------1960 ------------------------------------114,
469
--- -

-------- -- -IO~---------

---------------

7------------------------11,6

It also should be noted that although the United States is a leading cattle
producing country, it stands second only to the United Kingdom among all the
countries of the world in meat imports.
It would be logical at this point to inquire as to exports of our prdouct. Here
are USDA figures showing exports compared with imports and the net imports:
[In millions of pounds]
Year

Beef and veal
imports I

395
1957...............................................
909
198 ..............................................
l,00
1959...............................................
775
190 ...............................................
1,038
1961 ...............................................

Beef and veal
exports I

Net boef and
veal imports

100
32
34
36
36

I Canned and other processed meats have been converted to their carcsis weight equivalent.

295
877
1,029
739
1,002

T1~pDE.gXPYN1Q

A

O

1902

January-to-May exports of beef and veal In 1961 were 13,802,000 pounds; in
the similar period in 1962 such exports amounted to 10,565,000, or a decrease in
1962 of 21 percent. Net beef and veal nl ort ' In 'the 5-month period of 1962
were 448,610,000 pounds.
4.

IMPORTS A&RELIKELY TO' O07iTIqt1kTO INCB2ZABK

Due to higher domestic costs of production and bigh 4-'glaidaris of living
In the United States, it may be safely assumed that the .B.mikket for beef
will continue to have higher priee levels than foreign coubtrie,"thus contining'
to attract expanded quantities of beef from foreign countries. '
o
The fact that heavy foreign imports of beef will most certainly continue is
illustrated In the following USDA publication, Foreign Crops and Markets, Tur=
29, 1961, issue:
Productionof beef a*td veal in 41 counbtrfe.

(In millions of pounds]
Average, 1951-55 ---------------------------------..
' 41, 515
Year 1959
49----------Year 1960 -------..-----------------------------------------------49, 260
Percent growth, -60 from 1951-55
-----------------------------+19
Another set of figures from USDA's Foreign Agriculture C!rcular Of June 19,
1959, and May 1962 shows the world total of cattle numbers (also on a gradual
increase) a follows:
.
,
I
[1,000 head"
Continent or area

Average,130

Average,
1931-5

Year, 1959

Year, 190

Year, 19611

North America ...............
South America.. ...---------Europe ------------------

96,700
105, 50
102, 00

.129,810
140,580
102, 905

138,080
167, 410
108,270

142,420
162,130
112,030

143, 600
1270
Z
116, 83

Asia ..........................
Oceania ..............--------

308,200
18,100

355,470
21,070

373,60
22,495

375,69
22,70

371,760
2%610

1,007.020

1,01,000

U.8S. ...----------------Africa------------

Total-----------------...

69,800
460

755,400

57,006
103,80

,910,15

'70,840
112,

9,204

74,200
117,790

75, S
118,240

Year 19621

14,130
168, 80
118,610

6,100
13t
37
4,270
1,036,300

I Estimated.
5. THREAT OF IMPORTS TO OUR INDUSTRY

Continued substantial imports of beef represent a threat to the cattle'industry,
and particularly to the smaller marginal operator. The following' Department
of Agriculture figures comparing beef imports as related to domestic prices
in 1952 and 1953 concern the last major period of downside in cattle prices.
It will be noted that although there was a sharp falling off of imports eventually,
the imports remained substantial through a year of drastically lowered pries.
and.imports of canned beef continued to be heavy.
Utility cow beef prices

per hundredweight
at New York
195
January......................
February .....................

195

Imports of bee

and

veal (includes canned
beef)
19532

Pound#

1953
Pau*&

Imports of canned beef
1952
Pout"

41.45

2.8.32
26.94

22,780000
22,245,000

15, 374000
7,567,000

9,073,000
9,289,000

AprI ......................... 41.44
'"ay--------------------------42.30
June .....................---41.38
July.-.............. .........
87.66
August ----------------------3X22
September ....................
34.00
October .......................
31.92

2(.6
27.00
25.95
2.31
2.50
24.02
21.18

17,&W,000
17,538,000
14,549,000
20,053,000
31,422,000
3%204,000
24,138,000

U,10,000
10,872,000
20,249, 000
11,011,000
12,039,000
9,537,000

8,242,000
9,2249,00
9,703,00
14,838,000
13,418,000
13,310,000
11,840,000

March ........................

November ....................
December ....................

42.5

25.

225

22.50
22.50

18,333,000

12,386000
13,762,000

13,483,000
1k,000,000

8,075,000
7718,000

095,o00

4,360,000
9,827,000

I1953
Posnda

12,172,000
6,119,000

12,16,O
.9,606,000

8,476,000
7 861 000
14,4119S00
8,8460
3,90000
5,936,000

2,757,000
3,135,000
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The time gap between a fall in price and a drop in Imports is <'tsy tO 'understand. In tie firt place, when costs in other countries are much lower than
domestic costs producers in those countries are justified in continuing exports
to the United States even during a period of dropping prcs. The$ are still
making a profit in this situation and wish to maintain their American markets
while they wait for the price to turn up once more. Secondly, there is a timelag
because of the simple wecbanics o#.iporting operations, which require contracts
to be made for the importation of large quantities of meat or cattle many months
before they actusily arrive in the United States. Finally, the building up of
cattle population in other countries is a long-term process which Is encouraged
by the prospect of a good market In the United States for the foreign beef.
When the 4oinestic price drops, prices elsewhere in the world may also be dropping, and the foreign producers are forced to continue their high rate of slaughter
and supply to the United States even though their profit margin has been cut.
During the timelag which has been described above, the effect of substantial
imports is to accelerate the downturn of domestic prices all out of proportion
to the actual percentage of domestic production which is being imported.
It has been estimated by reliable economists that competing beef imports In
heavy importing years lower the price to the domestic producer by $2 a hundredweight on live cattle. At times when increased cattle numbers (a phase which
we are still in) have a tendency to drive down domestic price levels, the psychological effect of imports overhanging the domestic market Is magnified because
the livestock producers become more fearful of a strong downward movement
in prices. The effect of even a comparatively small unloading of beef at a port
of entry is immediately to depress the local market out of all proportion to the
percentage of foreign marketings for the country as a whole. And that depression is reflected on other markets which do not actually have a great number of
foreign animals or meat for sale.
It is a situation such as this that is hazardous, particularly to the smaller
cattle grower. If he is caught in a price squeeze that may be further aggravated by imports, he might well be put out of business.
We should like to reemphasize that we are not opposed to reasonable imports
of beef or other competing products. We believer, however, that there should
be effective protection against heavy, deliberate imports that unduly depress our
markets, and protection against imports also at times when our markets might
be depressed for any other reason, such as that brought on by forced liquidation
due to drought or other uncontrollable factors.
6.

COMPARATIVE

COSTS OF PRODUCTION

While many figures could be cited to show that costs of production of cattle
In the United States are higher than in foreign countries generally, we believe
the committee will take judicial notice, so to speak, of the fact that the domestic
producer must pay more for raising an animal than do producers in other
countries.
An instance may be cited. The Department of Agriculture of the State of
Washington recently completed a study of Canadian costs. One would expect
Canadian costs to be more nearly comparable to our own than those of any other
country. But this study showed western Canadian feeding costs to be substantially lower than those prevailing in the Northwestern United States, and substantially lower prices for choice slaughter steers existed at Calgary and
Edmonton than those in Spokane and Portland.
The U.S. Tariff Commission has compiled, from official statistics of the Department of Commerce, U.S. imports by principal sources since 1952, stated both
in terms of pounds and foreign dollar value. It is immediately apparent from
these compilations that the foreign dollar value per pound of both cattle and
beef is substantially higher In Canada for all recent years than in any of the
other major exporting countries. This appears to demonstrate that the prices
of these products in Canada are substantially higher than those prevailing for
the same products in such countries as New Zealand, Australia, Mexico, and
Argentina. (Australia is dominant in the export of beef and veal to the United
States; live cattle primarily come frou Canada and Mexico; canned and cooked
beef principally comes from Argentina.)
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7. TARIFF RATES ON OUR PRODUCT

In 1947 the Import duty on beef and veal was reduced from 6 cents (in efteet
since 1930) to 8 cents. The United States also reduced the.tariff on cattle under
200 pounds from 2% cents to 1% cents a pound on the first 206,000 head annually.
The rate on cattle between 200 and 700 pounds is 2% cents; on those weighing
over 700 pounds it was reduced from 3 cents to.1% cents a pound for not over
400,000 head entering in a 12-month period with not more than 120,000 entering
in any quarter; on cattle entering in excess of this, 2% cents a pound.. Preserved media and those not otherwise specified were reduced from 20 percent
to 10 percent ad valorem.
Since the general price level in the United States has more than doubled since
1930, the tariff cut from 6 cents to 3 cents on beef and veal is equivalent to a
cut to less than 1% cents in terms of 1930 prices. Cow prices are now at about
$14 per hundredweight compared with $7 in 1930, reflecting the general inflation.
and the present tariff rate has become insignificant as i deterrent to imports of
beef. The same Is true of the reduced tariffs on live cattle.
8. "ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE" AS APPLIED TO THE CATTLE INDUSTRY

Concerning the definitions set out In the bill: On page 81, paragraph (3), we
are undoubtedly included under the definition of "firm." The conditions that
would have to be obtained in our industry before the Tariff Commission through
investigation would find that imports are causing or threatening to cause serious
Injury, we are afraid, would mean loss of ranchers' capital and nonuse of productive ranges. We make this statement becuse it has appeared to us that the
so-called escape clause in our present law would be operative only after the fa(t
of the damage instead of a preventive to ruin. If that is the case, we Would
lose an important natural resources---grass--which cannot be utilized for the
Nation's economic good through any means other than grazing of livestock.
It would also mean a loss to the consuming public of a source ot highly desirable food If for some reason, such as war, supplies from other sources were cut
off. Unlike other industries, cattle production cannot be turned on and off such
as a machine. It takes a minimum of 2 years to produce a beef animal suitable
for slaughter and consumption.
The matter of adjustment assistance also brings up tile question of whether
or not a tariff is a subsidy in the sense that the word is popularly used. Many
people reason that actually it would make no difference whether thesubsidy
is by tariff or through the more direct route of assistance by our Government.
We cannot agree with this view. Tariffs have been employed by nations for
centuries to protect themselves from outside encroachmemts which are beyond
their control-much in the same way, perhaps as nations have usqd armies to
protect against invading physical forces.
Economic forces within the Nation, we believe, s euld have free play to arrive
competitively at the balances set by supply and demand, afid these balances should
not be allowed to be overturned by outside forces to the detriment of our
industries.
We believe that tariffs and other protective devices are essential to theprogress
of our economy in cases where an industry because of products or services
peculiar to our Nation's needs cannot be expected to meet foreign competition.
Meat shipped in from foreign countries where the cost of production is lower
than ours can undersell our domestically produced product, and the consumer
thus may get a cut of meat for less money. But it must also be remembered
that the consumers' Income as well as the prodUCers' costs have risen because
of our higher standard of living and have adjusted to the higher domestic prices.
Inherent in this point is the fact that our own productive industries are the
basic support of our economy. From our productive industries comes du:- wealth.
Without them our economy could not have grown to its present enviable posftion. It cannot continue to grow if competing imports displace oar productive
Industries, no matter what form of adjustment assistance might be applied. .Herein, we believe, lies the real reason for the need for protection through
tariffs and quotas where needed so that our economy may continue to grow,
rather than resort to governmental asistance to an industry that has been pushed
aside by competing imports to linger under a subsidy until it finally must sccumb to inertia.
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It seems exceedingly strange that at the time when our own administration
is seeking to lower tariff protection for our own agriculture and industries,
the countries of the El-ropean Common Market are doing just the oppositesetting up 'protective deviced so that Common Market industieo as Well as
farmers wjll get the first chance to serve the markets within the six member
countries, which We understand, have fairly equal economic standards.,
We believe it must be admitted that the European Common Market countries
have progressed econoi icilly udder this tried and sound policy of protection
for the member countries. To u9, their action iS in recognition of the fact that
a country's productive industries are the mainstay of a healthy economy and
should be protected.
If we are to be subjected to imports that will damage our industry and in
turn to be given assistance from the Government to try and make up for this
damage, then indeed we would be subsidized, and we believe such subsidy would
eventually be our undoing, for we would soon have lost our market for our
product and for all practical purposes be dependent upon the Government for
our very existence. We cannot agree that our Government should have this
power over the individual or business.
0. REALISTIC IMPORT POLICY FOR BEEF

As stated earlier in this testimony, we have no quarrel with reasonable competition from foreign countries, but some protection must be afforded. We believe that a realistic import duty would be at least double the, present rate.
Economists estimate that, in a year of heavy imports such as in, 1961i the dollar
cost of Imports to producers and feeders amounts to approximately $2 per
hundredweight. Doubling the tariff rate would help to compensate for this
loss. We believe quotas also shodild be established to protect the Industry from
possible further injury through extremely heavy imports.
We thank the committee for the privilege of expressing our views on this
vital matter of foreign trade and trust that you will give favorable consideration
to our arguments.
The CHAIRMAN.' Thank you very much, sir.

Senator CuRTs. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuwrs. I would like to say, Mr. McMillan, you have given
a fine statement here.
* Now, in reference to these excessive imports, live animals and meat,
that has a far-reaching effect on our entire economy of the country,
has it not?
Mr. MoNNi&N. Yes, sir.
Senator CunrIs. Farmers and ranchers and feeders generally are
heavy purchasers of the goods of America's factories, are they not?
Mr. MCMLLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CuwRim. Isn't it true that the more acres devoted to pasture
the more acres devoted to such crops as alfalfa, to support the healthy
livestock industry, lessen materially the Nation's headaches in the

grain programs ?
Mr. MoMmLAN. I would say this is generally true; yes, sir.
Senator OuwrTs. In addition to all of that it is a very great opportunity for increased direct consumption of corn and other feed
grains by reducing more of our meat, isn't that right?
Mr. MCMILLAN. g es, sir; particularly in recent years, since World
War II, the growth of cattle feeding, as an illustration, has been tremendous, and more and more of the domestically produced feed grains
are being consumed through livestock while we have been increasing
our cattle population also.
Senator CURTis. While wheat is still used predominantly for direct
consumption, all other grains are largely consumed, not, entirely, but
largely consumed by converting it to meat, isn't that right?
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Mr. McMnujN. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRis. I thank you for your help.
The CHAIRAN.

Thank you.

Mr. McMrLLA?;. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAvmAN. Thank you, Mr. MeMillan.
The next witness is Mr. Clayton F. Van Pelt of the Tanners'
Council of America.
Mr. Van Pelt, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF CLAYTON F. VAN PELT, TANNERS COUNCIL OF
AMERICA, INC.
Mr. VAN PELT. My name is Clayton F. Van Pelt. I am president
of the Fred Rueping Leather Co., a Wisconsin tannery located at
Fond du Lac.
I am testifying here on behalf of the Tanners' Council of America,
which is the council that includes all tanneries within its confines.
To my right is Irving Glass, who is executive vice president of the
Tanners' Council.
My remarks will stress a few facts from the detailed statement
which I askd the chairman's permission to submit.
Senator Byrd and members of the committee, we do not, believe
that the bill before you meets the crucial foreign trade problems of
our time. We believe that the measure requires great and constructive amendment. Of course, we do not depreate the objectives of
trade expansion and increased international exchange. In our opinion
those objectives require careful and considered legislation in order
to safeguard the very existence of American industry and the American worker.
.
May I give you a case history, a case which we fervently hope will
not be the pattern of the future for all U.S. industry.
In 1954 the dollar -alue of imports in leather and leather goods was
$45,123,000. Last year, 1961, the total came to $149,633,000. Since
the basic price level in this product area was constant, the physical
volume of imports tripled. Our exports in the same periods went
from
to $66,617.
. The$44,597
growth000
in imports did not level off last year. On the contrary,
the first 6 months of this year show a further extraordinary rise of 53.7
percent. Our modest exports were down this year by more than 20
percent.
In 1954, U.S. imports of shoes totaled 5,597,000 pairs. Last ,r,
the shoe imports were tallied at 36,784,000 pairs, and the first 6 months
of 1962, if it continues for the rest of the year, will show an increase
of 105.5 percent over 1961.
Shoes are now moving into the United States at a rate of 68 million
pairs annually, or about 10 percent of our domestic production in
America.
I mention shoes, Mr. Chairman, because we all know the leather is
very closely connected with shoes, because of the shoes that we wear,
and it is of leather that we make our shoes from.
Now, in the joint industry of tannery and shoe manufacturers we
employ about 290,000 workers, and with this rate of imports on shoes
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today, of 10 percent of our volume, this destroys about 25,000 workers'

jobs.

In other words, what I am saying, Mr. Chairman, if we have these
68 million shoes produced in this country we would be giving more
employment in a figure of 25'OOniore *obs to the American woikmen,
and that, I think, is the purse of all of us here inthis country, to
provide jobs for our own citizenry.
" •
Is it. surprising that, between 1954, when the import tide started, and
1961, our rate of growth has been only 1.7 percent annually?
Some of my colleagues tan leather for the gloves of our national
sport. Several years ago all the baseball gloves on every U.S.
diamond, from Little League to big league, were made in this country.
Last year more than 2,800,000 baseball gloves and mitts were shipped
to the United States, more than half our total consumption.
When will this fantastic explosion of imports end, and what projection can we reasonably make which does not hold the threat of
disaster?
The causes are all too familiar: Expanded capacity or rehabilitated
industry abroad, rehabilitated by the taxpayers money of the United
States, farioer wage costs in foreign lands, gross lack of reciprocity

by other countries and the progressive reduction in U.S. duties to one

of the lowest tariff levels we have ever known.
When I speak of reciprocity, about all we, find about that word in
our industry is what Webster defines it, I mean by thMt we can go
'tothe dictionary and find out what reciprocity means.
The leather industry in the United States-and this is on page 7and with the economic interests of the country, has consistently suf-fered from the lack of reciprocity in foreign trade during the last
decade.
Many other countries committed by treaty to the principle of reciprocity have not followed that practice that America has followed.
The distinction is clear cut.
U.S. markets in leather and leather manufactures and hides and
skins are completely open. There are no restrictions or barriers to
our markets, such as embargoes, barter agreements, subsidies, or special excise taxes.
Let us take, for example, West Germany which enjoys a highly
favorable balance of trade with the United States, that has persistently
postponed matching the freedom of the U.S. market.
West Germany maintains deliberately a restrictive system to block
imports of U.S. cattle hide leathers which accounts Tor 75 percent
of our production.
In other words, today, the American tanner cannot ship any leather
into Germany.
For that reason, as well as for our own, we urge care and caution
in framing foreign trade policies, and especially under this new bill.
We believe that the crucial issue of our time is to create order on
the trade bridge between the economy of the United States and of
other countries.
The rise of the Common Market in Europe does not call for action

in abandoning our trade safeguards. It calls rather for implementing
and strengthening those safeguards so that our exports can be stimulated without destroying our domestic markets.
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I do nor profess to be familiar with the complexities of the measure
before you and I am not sure that I understand their purpose. With
our tariff structure already remarkably low, I do not grasp the reason
for the strenuous emphasis on wholesale tariff reduction. How can
that meet the problem facing the leather and leather products industries which I have described?
We venture to offer several recommendations to your committee.
These are not couched in legislative language and do not deal with
abstractions. They express what we believe are urgent and practical
necessities in any foreign trade legislation.
First. True reciprocity for U.S. products must be a condition of
any negotiations and a continuing prerequisite to the grant of U.S.
market and tariff privileges.
Second. A requirement that the concept of orderly marketing be
a major criterion in the adjustment of duties or in peril point and
escape clause procedures.
Third. Present safeguards against injury from imports, and the
threat of injury, must be maintained and strengthened through:
.(a) Public hearing and determination of facts by the Tariff Comllssil).

(b) Congressional control and review of delegated power, including

positive procedure for affirming Tariff Commission findings.

Fourth. Maintenance of a reasonable limitation on delegated power
to reduce U.S. tariffs in order to avoid drastic injury to U.S. industry

without subsequent recourse.
Fifth. Safeguards in U.S. negotiations or treaties with foreign
countries to bar their discrimination against other countries which
might otherwise direct the export of such other countries entirely to
the United States.
Sixth. Retention by Congress of the power of review and control
over foreign trade negotiations and treaties.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the honor

to be before you this morning. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Van Pelt follows:)
STATEMENT PREsENTED BEFORE SENATE FINANcV COMMIrSU
CLAYTON

F.

VAN

pELT, PRESIDEN-,

Rm

RuwINo

LAc, WIS., FOR THE TANNES' CouNciL OF AMERCA

oN H.R. 11070

LAAHIIH

Co., FOND

y
DU

INC.

The following statement is submitted by Clayton F. Van Pelt, president of the
Fred Reuping Leather Co., Fond du Lac, Wis., and chairman of the Foreign
Trade Conmmittee of the Tanners' Council of America on behalf of the U.S.
leather Industry. As the national trade organization of the leather industry,
the Tanners' Council represents virtually all U.S. manufacturing facilities for
the production and finishing of all types of leather.
It is our purpose In this statement to bring before the Senate of the U.S. Congress those facts and questions which we believe have a direct and practical
bearing on national trade policy. We are not engaged here in an' l ighly theoretical debate on foreign trade policy. It is our opinion that speculative and abstract economic contentions should be secondary to concrete and demonstrable
facts. Moreover, the Tanners' Council does not presume to suggest legislative
language.
The tanning industry of the United States asks Congress to weigh the facts
and their clear implications, because the economic future of ours and other industries is at stake. We point to the extraordinary trend In foreign trade in
our products during the past 8 years, and ask whether it is possible to overlook
the clear warning. We believe that the facts of foreign trade in leather and
leather products illustrate a trend of the greatest general significance and daviger
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to the entire U.S. economy. To avoid that danger, it is essential that Congress
prevent hasty changes in foreign trade policy which may have unanticipated and
irreparable consequences.
1. SHARP REVERSAL IN U.S. EXPORT-IMPORT POSITION

Within the past 6 years, the export-import position of the United States in
leather and leather products has ishwn a tremendous reversal. The speed of
the change from the traditional export balance held by the United States to a
huge excess of imports Is startling and ominous. In view of the extraordinary
rate of expansion in imports, domestic industry is Justified in regarding further
loss of domestic markets as exceedingly dangerous.
From 1954 to 1961, the volume of leather and leather products moving to the
United States from abroad has more than tripled. Each year the gain in imports has been proportionately far greater than the growth of the U.S. market.
Nor is there any sign that the rate of gain has slowed down. On the contrary,
the Government's statistics, for the first 6 months of 1962, disclose an import
increase of 53.7 percent. With import volume booming at that rate, the threat
of injury is not conjectural; it Is a reality.
It must be emphasized that production shortcomings, technical or marketing
inertia by domestic industry, has not been a factor in the drastic change. On the
contrary, technological leadership in leather and leather products still rests in
the United States. For that reason it is vital to reiterate the familiar facts
which are responsible for the amazing tide of imports in leather and leather
products. These include expanded productive capacity of rehabilitated foreign
InduRtry, much lower foreign wage costs, foreign trade restrictions, and discrimination against U.S. products and the consistent reduction in U.S. tariffs on
leather and leather products to the lowest level of any major leather-producing
nation.
U.S. foreign trade-Leatherand leather manufactures
[Value In thousands of dollars]

Imports
1935-39 Average ......
1954 ..................
1965 ..................
1958 .................
1957 ......
1958 .................
25

1, 949
45,123
67,870
75,577
85,887
91,958

Imports

Exports
22,836
44,587
40,132
46,217
40,178
48, 32

1959 .................
1960 ..................
1961 ..................
6 months, 1961
6montbs1962.

132, 356
141,654
149,633
60,950
93,702

Exports
60,112
53,522
68,617
127,721
121,683

months' total; June 1962 data not available.

The significant, obvious point in the foregoing table is the astronomical rise
in imports over a 6-year period. What does this import volume represent in
terms of domestic industry operations? The growth in import volume has far
outstripped growth In the domestic market. Hence there has been a severe reduction in market outlet for the domestic producers of leather, shoes, and other
leather products. The latter conclusion becomes even more apparent from the
specific foreign trade data for a major product-shoes.
Imports of footwear, directly competitive with U.S. production, have increased
fourfold within 6 years. The production volume or the man-hours rerresented
by the gain in shoe Imports since 1955 are equal to more than a month's work
for the shoe industry of the United States and proportionate output and labor
hours for the tanning industry.
U.S. foreign trade-Leather shoes
[1,000 pain)
Imports
1935-3 average .......
1954 ..................
1955 .................

1956 ----------------1957 ---------------19 ..................
14 months' total.

Imports

Exports

Exports

, 09

1,963

1989 ------------------

22,277

3 805

,597
7 739

4,750
4,642

1960 -----------------1961..................
6 months, 1961 ........

26, 39
, 784

3,244
3,035

23,491

4,225

9,849
10,901

4,532
4,398

6 months, 1962........

16,258
33,400

1,485
1913
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Another specific, product offers shocking illustration of the consequences at-.
tributable to unchecked imports. Baseball is the U.S. national sport. However,
in 1961 more than 50 percent of the baseball gloves used in the United States
were imported. There is reason to. pause and consider the implications of the
following facts: Virtually all imported baseball gloves are shipped from Japan.
They are made from U.S. hides which are transported 8,00 miles, tanned Into
leather, then .fabricated into gloves in Japan, and the products are shipped
8,000 miles back to the United States to retail for. less. thau the U.S. costof
production.
U.S. fmporft of baseball gloves,
Baseball and sottbal
gloves and mitts

................
...........
......
1957.............................................(-)--1958....

2,800,5

2,

4,364,740

$7M72
544026

(

$6,391,43
4o918, 7"
1W 4
414. 714

72,415

('

1955 ......................................
I Not available prior to 1960.

$4,682,721

2,411,806
..

Total value

Value

Quantity

1961 ...........................................
1960 ............................................
1M ............................................

Exercise,
play, sports
eNuilnt

Baseball gloves and mittens data included in total value figures at right

UNITED STATES

BECOMES RAW

MATERIAL EXPORTER

The extraordinary rise in U.S. Imports of leather and leather products indicated above ha, been paralleled by an equally significant development in raw material trade. For the first time In more than a hundred years, the United States
has become a major exporter of raw hides and skins. Before 1952 this country
was the largest rawhide and skin importing nation in the world. Rawhides and
skins came to the United States to be processed and manufactured in American
plants by American lhbor.
The committee's attention is called to the startling change of recent years
which has made the .United States a raw material source for other nations. The
implication in that reversal is a challenge 'hlch cannot be ignored, namely:
Raw material exported from the United States returns to this country in the
form of manufactured goods. Age'in, familiar economic causes are responsible.
An enormous difference In labor costs enables-0ther countries to purchase hides
and skins in the United States, tan and fabricate the raw material at home, and
then export the finished products back to the United States.
Percentage of U.S. hdes and skins exported
[1,000 hides or skins
Cattlehbdes

Calfskins and kps

Total
Commercial
supply

Net
exports

Percent

1953 .....................................
23 606
1964 ....................................
2,5.042
19, .....................................
25,723
195 ....................................
26, 82
1957 ......................................
26,232
1958 ....................................
23,65
1959....................................
22,931
1960 .....................................
25224

1,99
4,741
, 630
4,003
6,351
6,017
3,082
6,668

8.3
18.9
21.5
17.1
24.2
21.8
13.4
26.0

1961 ....................................

87270-62-pt. 3-22

25610

7,351

28. 7

Total
com.
mercial
supply
11,68
12,746
12,377
12,512
11, 04
9,315
7,683
8,226

7,684

Net
exports

Perent

-339 ..........
1,404
11.0
2,103
17.0
1,914
1&3
1,930
16.2
2,173
23
340
4.4
766
9.3

1,127

14.7
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It is alarming to consider that the status of the United States has changed
from an industrial leader to a producer of raw material for other countries to
process and manufacture. Is it to be presumed that other countries are more
advanced Industrially than the United States which must now become an under.
developed area sod a raw material source?
We do'not question the importance or desirability of agricultural export in those
products in which our country Is preeminent. We do challenge, however, the
validity of exporting raw mat6uial, which can and should be processed by U.S.
industry for U.S. consumers. How long can a healthy agricultural system be
maintained if the purchasing power created by industry is destroyed?
Under equitable conditions of foreign trade, the growing needs of our population for leather and leather products can be filled by domestic Industry. U.S. raw
material would thereby be absorbed to the advantage of the entire economy.
3.

LAOK OF REIPROCITY

The leather industry of the United States, and with it the economic interests
of the country, have consistently suffered from lack of reciprocity in foreign trade
during the past decade. Many other countries ostensibly committed by treaty
to the principle of reciprocity have not followed it in practice. The distinction is
clear-cut. U.S. markets in leather, leather manufactures, and hides and skins
are completely open. There are no restrictions or barriers to our markets such
as embargoes, barter agreements, subsidies, or special excise taxes on imports
to circumvent nominal tariffs.
In far too many cases abroad the obligation of reciprocity Is merely given lip
service. Exports of leather and leather products from the United States are
handicapped by arbitrary restrictions and discrimination. Such discrimination
was formerly Justified on the ground of the so-called dollar shortage. The latter
excuse has long since vanished. Nevertheless, a variety of restrictions or discriminations are still effectively used by other countries to bar U.S. competition, to
give artificial and one-sided protection to their domestic industry, and to nullify
the real intent of existing tariff or trade agreements.
For example, West Germany, which enjoys a highly favorable balance c
trade with the United States, has persistently postponed matching the freedom
of the U.S. market. West Germany maintains a deliberately restrictive system
to block imports of U.S. cattlehide leathers, which account for more than 75
percent of U.S. production. There is n0 excuse whatsoever for the West German
restrictions. Variations of the same,device are employed by Italy, France,
Japan, and many smaller countries.
Lack of reciprocity is also evident in raw material export control schemes or
quotas. Both France and Germany, for example, limit the export of raw hides
and skins. Such restriction gives clear-cut advantage to domestic industry In
these countries. Other countries maintain export quotas and even export taxes
on raw hides and skins. In effect, a restriction on raw material exports provides
an indirect subsidy to the foreign manufacturer and It enhances the ability of
foreign producers to ship finished goods to the United States.
Without genuine reciprocity In practice, any tariff or trade agreements are
meaningless. Whatever legislation Congress adopts should require that other
countries assume the obligation of reciprocity and require, furthermore, that-,
trade privileges and concessions granted by the United States be withdrawn
from nations which violate reciprocity.
4. THE CRUCIAL ISSUE

The tanning industry believe.! that the case cited here is not a plea for consideration by a single industry. It is a case history which dramatizes the
threat to the future of all American industry. We are relatively a small industry by modern standards. Perhaps, in the calculations of some economists we
are deemed suitable for sacrifice. But, we remind the committee that "No man
is an island unto himself." Our problem is the Nation's problem because the
same fundamental Issue has or will arise for all industry.
We submit that the existence of the Common Market in Europe should not be
the ground for precipitate and rash foreign trade legislation. U.S. duties are
not an obstacle to International trade. The predominant emphasis in H.R.
11970 on tariff cutting authority Ignores a far more crucial Issue. That issue
is the need for economic order on the trading bridge between the economies of
the United States and other countries.
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We do not presume to suggest the means for creating sueh order and thereby
avoiding the danger that vital U.S. industries can be quickly and irreparably
destroyed. We do assert that until such means are established, the. minimal
protection of our tariff structure must not be dissipated.
RBEOOMMENDATIONS OF TANNING INDUSTRY

The tanning Industry urges that in any foreign trade legislation, the following principles be made explicitly clear and mandatory:
(1) True reciprocity for U.S. products must be a condition of any negotiations
and a continuing prerequisite to the grant of U.S. market and tariff privileges.
(2) A requirement that the concept of orderly marketing be a major criterion
in the adjustment of duties or in peril point and escape clause procedures.
(3) Present safeguards against injury from imports, and the threat of injury,
must be maintained and strengthened through:
(a) Public hearing and determination of facts by the Tariff Commission.
(b) Congressional control and review of delegated power, including positive procedure for aflirming Tariff Commission findings.
(4) Maintenance of a reasonable limitation on delegated power to reduce
U.S. tariffs in order t) avoid drastic injury to U.S. industry without subsequent
recourse.
(5) Safeguards in U.S. negotiations or treaties with foreign countries to bar
their discrimination against other countries which might otherwise direct the
export of such other countries entirely to the United States.
(6) Retention by Congress of the power of review and control over foreign
trade.negotiations and treaties.

Senator CmiTis (presiding). Mr. Van Pelt, w. thank you for your

appearance.
I would like to ask you one questior.. Do you feel that. the bill
that passed the House and is now before us, providing for relief to
business concerns that are injured by imports and special federalized
unemployment compensation to workers displaced, is the answer that
American industry wants?
Mr, VAN PELT. I do not.
Senator CuwRs. It is an admission, is it, not, that the progrrm is
eating away at our economy; isn't that right I
Mr. VAN PELT. I agree with you, Ser,,tor.

ISenator
have one more comment, if I may make it.
Crnris. Yes.
Mr. VAN PELT. The very fact that. this bill is set up, and right in
the same bill, and I know there is an answer to what I am going to
say, you set up compensation for the loss of a job to the worker, and
then you try to set up a yardstick to take care of the industry in question, is an admission to the American people that this is a dangerous
program that we are going into.
Senator CuRTIS. Yes. We live in days where we hear a lot of talk
about we are living in a dynamic economy, and then all of .the individual proposals that are made are to weaken that economy.
I agree with your premise. We thank you for your statement.
Mr. VAN PELT. Thank you very much, Senator Curtis.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Don F. Magdanz of the
National Livestock Feeders Association.
Senator CURTIS. Air. Chairman, the witness who has just presented
himself at. the witness table is a fine citizen of the State of Nebraska.
He has made a study of these matters over a period of years, and lie
has always made an important contribution for the benefit of the
committee.
are very glad to have you, sir.
The CHAI-MN (presiding). 18W7e
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STATEMENT OF DON. F. MAGDANZ, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-TREAS.
URER, NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. NJAGDANZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Committee on Finance, my name is Don F. Magdanz, and I am the executive secretary-treasurer of the National Livestock Feeders Association,
a nonprofit organization of people engaged in the business of feeding
cattle, hogs, and lambs for the slaughter market.
I gratefully acknowledge the privilege of appearing before this
committee on this occasion for the purpose of submitting our viev.,
on H.R. 11970.
The position of the National Livestock Feeders Association is one
of firm opposition to the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 in its present
form. In fact, we feel it might well be called an import expansion
act because we fail to visualize how the application of the provisions
contained therein will contribute materially to any increased volume
of exports from the United States.
On the other hand we can expect under the proposed legislation
that imports would definitely increase and cause even greater injury
to domestic industry and people than is the e today.
In order to conserve the time of the committee and respect the
request to limit our remarks, I have summarized our reasons for
taking exception to I-.R. 11970 in the following paragraphs:
1. It is our conviction that it is fundamentally wrong for the Congress of the United States to continue surrendering to the executive
branch of the Government the authority and responsibility in negotiations on tariffs and international trade regardless of the sincerity
and dedication of the officials involved. The matter of surrendering
authority differs, in our opinion, from the delegation of authority.
We contend it is dangerous to provide one man or a few with the
power over domestic industry and with the power over the American
people that.would be provided through H.R. 11970.
2. The emphasis on welfare and relief for domestic industry and
people who may sustain injury from imports is a considered admission that more than a little injury will develop therefrom, amounting
to a sacrifice on the part of those directly involved, while at the same
time imposing a burden on those other citizens and taxpayers who
would be called upon to finance adjustment assistance.
The measure before us issues a license to the executive branch of
the Federal Government to create circumstances that can injure domestic industries and workers and implies, at least, that this license
will be used.
The adjustment assistance provisions contained in title III of the
bill should be stricken completely. The adjustment assistance provides no incentive for representatives to do a good job of negotiating
and would seem to insure their dcing a poor job.
3. The necessary guidelines for and restrictions on all international
agreements which should be prescribed by the Congress and the necessary safeguards of a congressional approval or rejection to avoid
jeopardy to American industry are not included in a satisfactory manner even though these fundamentals could be written into a law and
still provide the executive branch of the Government with the capacity
to work out sound tariff and trade relationships with other nations..
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4. The opportunity to use trade agreements a, diplomatic tools
should be eliminated. The measure before us -instead of providing a
means of expansion for U.S. exports changes the entire agreements
program to another form of foreign aid that can be used for, noneconomic purposes and with the intent of promoting international
relations. These purposes are clearly stated in section 102, paragraphs
(2), (3), and (4) and the authority to carry them out is contained iT
section 201.
•
1;
5. Regardless of the authority to modify duties on imports, making
changes on a percentage basis are less than adequate. The real need
is to equalize the tariff structure among nations and firmly demand the
establishment of reciprocal arrangements in the true sense of the
word.
6. Providing the authority for the absolute elimination of import
duties on some products as spelled out in section 202 amounts to a
step toward disaster for those industries growing or manufacturing
the products that might be involved. An extension of our mostfav'ored-naton policy to include all countries of the free world will
harni r,' her than benefit our domestic economy.
7. , he escape clause policy, section 6, the escape clause procedure,
zeetion 7, and the emergency escape clause, section 8, of the Trade
Agreements Act of 1951, are repealed. The proposed %killattempts
to set up a replacement escape clause procedure but the replacement,
in our opinion, is unsatisfactory.
Section 302 under title III authorizes (a) that the President may
upon an affirmative finding under section 301 (b) take his choice of
several actions designed to relieve any distress being caused by tariff
concessions. This determination of what should be done in ease there
is an affirmative finding by the Tariff Commission is another authority
that should not be delegated.
We recommend that the escape clause procedure not only be restored, but that it also be modified and strengthened soit can' fully
serve industries and people as a means of protecting themselves against
those circumstances that may have resulted in damage or injury to
their investmeits.
General analysis:
F-r many years a trend has been increasingly evident. toward vesting more and more authority and. responsibility, rightfully belonging
to the people through their representatives in the Congress, in the
executive branch of the Federal Government: We believe this transfer
of important functions by the legislative branch of our Government
to the administrative branch is fundamentally wrong and we submit
the dire necessity of an immediate reversal of this trend. Should it
continue, we may eventually reach the point, if it has not already
been approached, when we will no longer have a representative government of, by and for the'people which has enabled the development
and advancement of the United States to the pinnacle on which it
now stands among nations.
It would seem there should be unqualified andimmediate objection
to this proposed delegation of authority by all Members of the Congress themselves.
/
Though the decisions of these esteemed governmental bodies may
not, always meet, with universal approval, nevertheless they are held
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in the highest, regard as the immediate voice of the people of the Nation and the branch of the Government through which they speak.
Further transfer of authority merely serves to enlarge the scope of
the executive branch of the Government, which is already far too
extensive in the minds of many, and to reduce the importance of the
people's branch. The latter must retain unquestionable authority in
the areas of tariffs and international trade, in matters of appropriations and taxation, and in all other legislative functions, if our repiesentative form of government is to endure.
This condemnation of increasing executive authority in these areas
is not necessarily aimed at any particular officials, but serves to focus
sharply upon the necessity of preserving the rights and privileges
of individual citizens and points up the inherent dangers of vesting
power in the hands of a few to conduct foreign negotiations without.
either congressional control or even congressional direction.
The power to reduce tariffs in some cases, and to eliminate them in
others, also carries with it the power of ruination and destruction of
some enterprises, and failure on the part of the Congress to retain
authority and responsibility over tariffs and trade will be a shattering blow to the faith of many Americans.
The vesting of authority in policy matters in the hands of a few
was carefully and purposely avoided when our country was founded
because of the inherent dangers involved, dangers that were stamped
indelibly in history and experience. These dangers are no less obvious today, nor will they be less obvious in the future, than they were
nearly 200 years ago.
That many changes have taken place is entirely apparent, but all
of these changes, developments, and progress in no way indicate the
necessity or advisability of the transfer of fundamental and important
functions from one branch of the Government to another.
We fail completely to see the logic in the trade concessions suggested
in H.R. 11970, which are bound to cause injury to domestic industry
and at the same time attempt to compensate for this injury through
a complicated program of relief, welfare, readjustment allowances,
and assistance. In fact, what is pretended as a Trade Expansion
Act in reality is an enormous relief measure that would greatly enlarge our already overextended relief programs and couldshake the
very foundation of our economy. Not only would there be the loss
of revenue from those industries and people who might qualify for
assistance under title III, but other citizens and taxpayers of the
United States would be called upon to carry this extra burden of relief
and welfare. The real benefactors of such an arrangement, we submit, would be the other nations involved and at the expense of domestic interests.
For some time we have been operating under what has been conimonly referred to as a Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. This has
been an illusion because the act has been far from reciprocal. Instead
of correcting this situation, the proposed measure would carry us
even further away from a truly reciprocal arrangement and create
the added burdens of disrupted industry plus the cost. of assistance
for these injured enterprises.
We have been told it is anticipated only a few businesses and relatively few people would be forced to compete with imported products
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to such an extent that assistance would be justified and used. If only'
a few might be injured to such an extent that relief measures were
warranted, there would seem to be no justification whatsoever for
setting up the elaborate machinery to provide this assistance. We
suggest the probability that injury to American industry would be
far greater than we have been led to believe.
It should be kept in mind that many industries would find it difficult, if not impossible, to adjust their businesses to another line of
endeavor or to compete with the same or similar foreign products
produced under decidedly lower economic conditions. One such instance is the livestock industry. This great industry has made great
strides in efficiency and there will probably be some further progress
in that direction, but there necessarily are limitations on the degree
that can be obtained. The industry cannot compete with beef and
lamb production, for instance, in many foreign countries where the
costs of production are decidedly lower--enough lower to allow exporters to pay shipping charges to the United States plus a small duty
and still undersell the American market.
Furthermore, the livestock industry is particularly vulnerable to
the imports of livestock products because of the very nature of the
business. A period of from 2 to 3 years is required from the time
a cow is settled with calf before the finished animal is ready for
slaughter and the meat becomes available for consumption.
Sudden imports of livestock products while the process is underway-and it is going on continuously-have an immediate adverse
effect on our domestic market, but American producers and feeders
have no alternative than to carry their business projects on to conclusion. Meat production cannot be turned on and off with short
notice as may be possible in some other industries.
A new tariff and trade bill should include, in our firm opinion,
provisions for such duties and flexible quotas as will protect this important domestic industry which is responsible for all of the value of
feed grains, roughages such as hay and grass, and many other crops,
and is by far the most important segment of agriculture.
An offer of relief, or adjustment assistance in lieu of reasonable
duties and/or quotas, is directly in conflict with the philosophy of the
people I represent.
It is our considered opinion that the Congress should completely
change the provisions of a trade bill from the sweeping transfer of
congressional authority to the executive branch to one that establishes
definite guidelines for and restraints on any and all international
trade agreements and requires congressional approval of the arrangements.
Furthermore, we believe it is absolutely imperative that the Congivss prescribe the establishment of such duties and flexible *quotas
as may be required to provide the necessary safeguards to avoid injury to American industry and American citizens.
It is entirely feasible to write such fundamentals into a law and
ztill provide the executive branch of our Government with the capacity and latitude to work out sound tariff and quota arrangements for
international trade with other nations. In this manner the Congress
of the United States will stilf retain its inherent position of authority
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in the area of international agreements which agreements can have
a terrific impact on our domestic economy.
Moreover, we fully subscribe to the suggestion that the' executive
department, having to do with diplomacy and foreign relations, could
not avoid the influence of diplomatic functions in making decisions
on tariffs and trade thereby allowing the use of the economic well-being of American industry as a diplomatic tool. Americans are justified in demanding that the welfare of American lkople and American
industry be the primary concern in all agreements and negotiations
with foreign interests, and look to the Congress of the United States
for a guarantee that this concern will be respected.
In our opinion, instead of providing a means for the expansion of
U.S. exports, H.R. 11970 would change the entire trade agreements
program to another form of foreign aid that could be used for noneconomic purposes with the intent of promoting international relations. We do not believe that the foreign policy of the United States
should be so employed.
Changes or adjustments of duties are provided for on a percentage
basis in the measure under consideration. However, many of our
duties are currently at such a low level that an adjustment of 10 percent, or even 50 percent, would actually amount to an inconsequential
figure. Rather than percentage adjustments, the real need is for the
equalization of the tariff structure between the United States and
other nations in order that truly reciprocal arrangements can be restored.
W*e submit that the attitude of U.S. negotiators in the past has
been far too soft with the result that far too many concessions have
been made. This development has not only been to the disadvantage
of American people, but has not generated the international respect
for the United States that a firm policy would have established.
One further objection is hereby registered to authority to absolutely eliminate import duties on sone products as spelled out in section
202. Such relaxation could very well eventually put many agricultural products on the no-duty list and place the industry in a very
disadvantageous position. In fact, unless the CongTess sets up realistic safeguards and guidelines, the policy will harm rather than benefit our domestic economy.
Though the escape clause procedure contained in the present Trade
Agreements Act, as amended, was set up and designed to offer a measire of protection to industries, individuals, businesses, et cetera,
against injury sustained as a result of imports of the same or similar
article of commerce, our association has been disturbed over the manner iii which it has been applied. Nevertheless, we believe that the
escape clause approach is proper and it is the application that needs
modification, rather than the concept itself.
Of all the applications and petitions that have been filed with the
Tariff Commission for investigations under the escape clause procedure, to determine if injury was being caused or threatened to an
industry by imports of like or similar products on which a duty has
been reduced, the Tariff Commission has found in favor of the petitioner in only a few cases.
Furthermore, in order to obtain a decision from the Tariff Commission that injury was being caused or threatened, it has appeared,
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at least, it was necessary for an industry to prove it was at or near
the brink of disaster.
In addition, findings have been possible under the general terminology of the presentlaw, which findings we believe tobe unrealistic.
The most recent example of this, with which we are well acquainted,
was the conclusion of the Commission on a petition to investigate
the imports of lamb, mutton, sheep, and lambs, investigation No. 7-38
oncluded-i 1960.
The interpretation of the law by a majority of the Tariff Commissioners with respect to the definition of an "industry" as a legal
basis for the finding of a threat of serious injury resulted in the
following:
The growing and feeding of lambs and sheep and the slaughtering and processing of the live animals into carcass meat and cuts thereof are separate and
distinct industries producing separate and distinct articles of commerce.

The expression went on to say under paragraph 1, B., of the report,
that:
The assessment of injury to the growers and feeders of the live animals resulting from imports of the meat thereof and the assessment of injury to the

slaughterera and processors resulting from the imports of live animals are
not permissible under the lNw.

Those'who are well acquainted with the growing, feeding, and

processing',bf livestock fully realize that the values of live animals
and the carcasses therefrom are very closely alined and increases of
one on the market very definitely and immediately affects the value
the submit
other.
of
, We
that the wording of the law should be clarified sufficiently
so relationships of such products can be clearly recognized.
Furthermore, under past rules of procedure, it has been possible
for importers and representatives of foreign interests exporting to
the United States to participate in the hearings connected with an
escape clause investigation to present evidence and arguments. *We
believe this practice is not ]ustified and should be discontinued.
American citizens should have an opportunity to confer with' their
own official bodies for the purpose of demonstrating and proving
the injury they'may be sustaining without having to submit to what
amounts to an international hearing wherein those interests outside
of the United States who are allegedly causing the difficulty are
permitted to participate.
Even though the foregoing demonstrates that the escape clause has
not served its intended purpose; nevertheless we do not believe the
solution lies in discarding it. H.R. 11970 repeals sections 6, 7, and
8 of the Trade Agreements Act of 1961 and attempts to set up a
replacement procedure that- is wholly unsatisfactory. The remedy
lies, we believe, not in abandonment and replacement, but in modifying the requirements in such a way that the procedure will accomplish what it was intended to do..
For the reasons that have been stated and explained, the National
Livestok Feeders Association strongly recommends against the passage of 1.R. 11970 in its present form. We suggest that the measure
be amended and changed in such a way- as is necessary to correct the
inadequacies of the present law, to restore to the Congress the au-
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thority and responsibility to direct and control all matters in international trade, to spell out the proper guidelines and restrictions in negotiations, and to present a measure that encourages and protects
Americiin industry. American citizens, and American taxpayers.
This should not be construed as a statement against foreign trade
under arrangements that are truly reciprocal and are at least as
favorable to the American people as they are to those in foreign
countries. Trade among nations is highly important, but it ceases
to be of any real value to the United States unless arrangements are
on a fair and truly reciprocal basis.
We appreciate the privilege of presenting these views and opinions
on H.R. 11970 to this committee, and respectfully request. that consideration be given them.
That concludes my testimony.

The CHAIRM N. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuwris. Mr. Magdanz, do you regard the imports of meat
and live animals as sizable and serious?
. Mr. MAODANZ. Very mMh so, Senator Curtis. We think that they
are having a definite depressing effect upon our domestic market.
You have heard previous testimony within the last hour that gave
the extent of these imports, particularly in the area of beef, beef
products, and the equivalent in beef cattle. Our market on livestock
is still an open, free, and competitive market, governed entirely by the
supply of these products and their relationship to the demand, and
wlhenever we have a slight increase in production or, let us say, availability of the product for the existing demand, whether this availability comes from increased domestic production or the combined domestic production and imports, it very definitely and quickly affects our
price level.
Senator CURTIS. Well, all of this importation affects, does it not, a
sizable number of jobs in this country?
Mr. MAGDANZ. Yes. it does. First of all, I should say the livestock
and meat industry, through its very extensive processing, creates innumerable jobs for U.S. citizens, and with this volume of imports
coming into our country we are losing at least the market that, we
could have for our domestic production.
Senator CURTIS. Are these imports of meat and live animals addin g to the problems of surpluses of grains?
Mr. MAGDANZ. Very definitely, because we could increase our livestock production at the present price level domestically if we were
not faced with these imports, and in that way consume at least a
percentage of the surplus grains that we have on hand.
Senator CUwrTs. In addition to consuming them, conceivably there
would be more acres devoted to alfalfa and hay and other crops that
now may be in grains?
Mr. MAGDANZ. That is correct. As we might increase our own
domestic production, many people would divert some of the grain
acreage, at least, to crops that you have mentioned, and that would
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also tend to correct our feed grains problem that is, of course, causing
so much concern in the country right now.
Senator CURTIS. The hour is rate. I will not go into any further
detail, but I am pleased that you are here.
Mr. MAODANZ. Thank you, sir.
The CIIAIMAN. Thank you very much sir
The next witness is Mr. Jack R. Grey, Pennsylvania Canners
Association.
Take a seat, Mr. Grey.
STATE

T OF JACK R. GREY, PENNSYLVANIA CANNERS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. GREY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Jack Grey, president of the Pennsylvania Canners Association.
I am appearing on behalf of the mushroom canners committee of
that association. The mushroom canners committee which accounts
for 95 percent of all the canned mushrooms produced in the United
States, consists of 22 mushroom canners; 14 are located in PelusyV\ania, 2 in New York, 2 in Delaware, 2 in Michigan, I in California,
and 1 in Ohio.
The mushroom canners committee is opposed to the passage of
H.R. 11970, the Trade Expansion Act, because this proposed legislation fosters, promotes, and provides for the wholesale reduction of
tariffs, and the elimination of the "safeguards" and actions of recourse

presently available to domestic industries.

Recent increases in the importation of canned mushrooms have
caused the domestic industry to realize that unless protection is provided to an even greater degree than is in effect today--either through
a hike in the present tariff rate or the establishment of a quota-their
days in the growing and canning of mushrooms are numbered.
The present tariff, which became effective on July 1, 1962, is 3.6
cents per canned pound, plus 11 percent ad valorem. In accordance
with the agreement arrived at in GATT negotiations, the U.S. tariff
on canned mushrooms will be reduced to 3.2 cents per canned pound
and 10 percent ad valorem on July 1,1963.
Here is a historical review of the reduction of canned mushroom
tariff rates:
The 1922 act, 45 percent ad valorem.
The 1930 act, 45 percent ad valorem plus 10 cents per pound.
The 1936 trade agreement, 25 percent ad valorem plus 8 cents
per pound.
The 1948 GATT, 15 percent ad valorem plus 5 cents per pound.
The 1951 GATT, 12.5 percent ad valorem plus 4 cents per pound.
The 1962 EEC, 11 percent ad valorem plus 3.6 cents plr pound.
The 1963 EEC, 10 percent ad valorem plus 3.2 cents per pound.
These figures reveal the substantial re uction that has already qccurred to the tariffs on canned mushrooms. With tariffs (town,
canned mushroom imports are up.
It. takes but. a quick glance at the statistical information contained
in the U.S. Department of Commerce reportss on imports to gain an
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awareness of the magnitude and gravity of the situation confronting
the domestic mushroom canning industry:
Number of canned pounds of mi.shroom
Imports, by country
Year

France

Japan

Taiwan

175,000 -----------1,800,000
Average, 195-9 -------------------------901,224 -----------1,306, 935
1960 .......................................
2,000,424
679,707
1,940,437
1961 .........-------------------------4,968,497
70,119 1,448,259
1962, 6 months ----------------------------

Other
countries
220,000
84,274
90, 636
92,610

Total

2,195,000
2,292,433
4,711,204
7, 259, 48

In 1961, a total of 40.8 million pounds, net drained weight, of canned
mushrooms were sold in the United States. Of this total, 4.7 million
canned pounds or 11.5 percent were imported.
This year, with more than 7 million canned pounds already imported,
it is safe to predict that in 1962, imports will account for more than
25 percent of the canned mushrooms marketed.
The report of the U.S. Department of Commerce also revealed that
the value per canned pound of 1962 imports for the first 6 months, was
less than 53 cents. Consider this value-53 cents--in relation to the
cost of raw product procurement which accrues to the domestic packer
of approximately 60 cents per canned pound.
This figure includes the price paid to the grower, the expense of
hauling the mushrooms to the factory, and the initial cutting cost to
remove the dirt.
When other costs-canning plant production, administration, selling, and shipping-are added to the 60 cents, the domestic mushroom
canner approaches and more often exceeds $1 per canned pound, as the
amount he must receive to avoid a red figure on his profit-and-loss
statement.
In all of the cost factors referred to above, wages for the services
of people figure quite substantially, for the mushroom industry-including both growing and cannig-is far from being fully automated.
Many machines are being used in this industry, but the "humanhand
is still very much in evidence all along the growing and processing
lines. With wage rate minimums for labor having been set by the
Federal Government, and with the cost of labor representing 'high
percentage of the total cost, there is little likelihood that the 1tomestic
packer will be able to get, his cost figures to compare favorably with
those of manufacturers in foreign .lands in which labor costs are
insignificant.
Since the quality of the two packs-import versus domestic-are
comparable, it becomes readily apparent that it is impossible for"the
U.S. packer to compete, pricewise, in any market in which an imnporter wishes to trade his canned mushrooms.
The competition from canned mushrooms for the domestic canned
mushroom industry stems principally from the country of Taiwan
whose name first appeared on the Department of Commerce report oi
imports in J-ane of 1961. Earlier in 1961, April 9, an article appeared
in the New York Times which predicted that Taiwan was to become a
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major factor in the production of canned mushrooms for export trade.
We quote the article verbatim:
MUSHROOMS AID TAIWAN-U.S.-AIDED

CROP I8 EXPECTED TO EARN

$1,300,000

April 3.-Through American advice and assistance, Taiwan's
farmers have discovered a new export crop-mushroom.--which is expected to
earn the Chinese Nationalists Government $1,300,000 in badly needed foreign
currency this year.
The farmers themselves expect to make profits of close to 120 percent on their
small investments in cultivating mushrooms in central Taiwan.
According to the Chinese-American Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction, 100,000 cases of canned mushrooms will be exported this year, mainly to
the United States. The volume is expected to be doubled In 1962.
TAIPEI, TAIWAN,

The China Post--export trade magazine--in their May 15, 1962,
issue, reported that the Taiwan mushroom industry surpassed even theestimates arrived at by the New York Times. We quote from the
magazine:
Canned mushrooms is now the No. 2 item on Taiwan's export Ust. Taiwan
earned only $200,000 in the export of 20,000 boxes of canned mushrooms in 1960;
however, in 1961, the export of this Item soared both in quality and value,
reaching 200,000 boxes and $2 million. It is estimated that 600,000 boxes of
mushrooms will be exported In 1962.

An investigation by an American industry representative revealed
that all of the cultivated mushrooms grown in Taiwan are produced
expressly for the export market. Compare this 100 percent export
figure of Taiwan withl that of the production of the United Stateswhich exports a few cases to Canada. The domestic mushroom packer
has concentrated his efforts to developing the U.S. market only.
While we appreciate the aims and goals of the sponsors and advocates of H.R. 11970, which would give the President unprecedented
power and authority to reduce and eliminate tariffs, as well as eliminate certain protective features and safeguards now available to
domestic industries, the mushroom canning industry is necessarily
opposed to a measure which threatens its very life.
The mushroom canning industry has already begun to cutback. We
have been advised by individual processors ag follows:
One canner reports:
Last week, we had our lowest sales week on record.
We have begun to restrict our growing area We have reduced the number
of employees in our growing operation from 419 to 254. We have cutoff purchases from outside growers and stopped our independent grower expansion
movement. We cannot survive without more volume.

And another:
Faced with this kind of competition--cut-throat prices-we are going to curtail
our canning operation this coming season and produce only what we feel our
regular customers will absorb. In view of the fact that canned mushroom
imports are ballooning so rapidly In quantity, it is entirely possible thatwe will
lose some of our regular customers, as customer loyalty tends to disappear when
the price differential is so great.

Still another:
Our Inventories are 300 percent over that of a year ago. Last year we
purchased over one-half million pounds on open market. This year--due to
mports--we will not purchase any.

And one more:

I

Attached you will find Safeway ad in the Westlake Times (suburb of San
Francisco) on July 25, 1962, advertising Geisha brand bu,1ton mushrooms, three
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4-oz. cans for 89 cents, 29% cents a can. This brand is distributed by Nozaki &
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. However, the label states-"Product of Taiwan (Formosa) Republic of Mtina." A United Grocers, Ltd., ad on June 20, 1932, for the
San F%-ancisco area, advertised our own label, 4-oz. button mushrooms at 45 cents
a can.
Marketing areas where imports are being offered-our sales are off 47.3 percent. Pecause there are so many markets Involved, our total sales is running
approximately 29 percent behind last year. This sales decline is In spite of the
fact that in many markets We have made strong price concessions to retain
distribution. Presently, we are forced to sell below our cost"in Roiue markets in
order to retain our accounts.
We have been forced to cut out 41.6 percent of our contract growcr,-representing 37 percent of our contract tonnage. The remaining contract growers
have been restricted to 40 percent refill crops. Those who ,upply our growing
material, suppli-s etc., were advised of a substantial cutback planned In our
own company-owned operations. The suppliers were also nterted to the fact
that further cutbacks were being considered in the Decenber-January purchase..
We employ approximately 300 people in our growing and canning operations.
It Is estimated that 25 percent will not be recalled. There is also a strong
possibility that a shorter workweek will be necessary, resulting in a lss of inlcome for the remaining employees.

We therefore ask that H.R. 11970 be amended as follows:
1. Include a peril point provision such as has been incorporated in
earlier reciprocal trade acts.
2. Strengthen the escape clause procedure making the actions of the
tariff Commission binding upon the President, or his agent. In this
regard we also ask that the adjustmentet assistance" clatse be eliminated, thereby prohibiting the possibility of a Presidential authorization of handouts of subsistence or assistance to firms, producers, or
employees, in lieu of increasing the tariff rate or establishing a quota.
Mushroom canner firms, growers, and their employees, want to conutinue to operate and work in an industry which they have chosen as
their life's endeavor.
If the mushroom-canning industry is to thrive, H.R. 11970 must
be amended to provide machinery whereby the industry can request
and gain relief if it "an prove excessive injury. Without such assistance, areas such as Keniett Square and West Chester in Peinsylvania-a small area producing nore than 60 percent of the mushrooms for canning-will surely be added to Pennsylvania's list of
depressed communities.
On July 19, 1962, Senator Engle introduced in the Senate, an
amendment to the Trade Expansion Act, that is designed to prohibit.
tariff reductions on a number of "specialty crops." The Engle
amendment wouldprohibit
i)roluct
duction
half of
arti.le.

any duty reduction of any fruit or tree nut crop, or any individual
thereof, of which no more tMan 5 percent of the average annual prois exported, and for which the United States accounts for less than
the world production, unless Import quotas are established for that

We ask that this committee favorably consider amending the Engle

amendment to include the term "nmushrooms."
We also wish to be recorded as favoring the prolmsal advanced by
the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives and the National
Grange, which would authorize i-ie President to increase as well as

decrease U.S. tariffs and also establish nontariff barriers, such as
quotas against imports.
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H.R. 11970 has been cNtitled "The Trade Expansion Act." The
domestic mushroom canners cannot, even remotely, imagine how the
provisions of this proposal will assist them in expanding their marets. Oil the contrary, it is quite evident that. its passage will provide
additional advantages to foreign manufacturers, with the result that a
segment of American agribusiness, which heretofore has been healthy
and prosperous, will be reduced to a state whereby Government subsidies to the firms, the growers, and the employees of both, might
become a necessity. We do not want this to happen; nor do we think
that you do either.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee.
If there are any questions regarding this testimony, we shall be happy
to try to answer them for you.
ta_ k_for the opportunity to file a
Mr. Chairman, I would I
ji6tining the e6ff0ck.Qf imports on the mushsupplemental stateme
room-growing in
ry, which is presently bebig prepared by a repiesentative ofttbAmerican Mushroom Institute. Na
(The attachinent to Mr. Grey's $te ient follows :) \
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7.16, 875
Prance, Japan. and Taiwan, 6 months, 102 ---------------------------------------------92,610
.
. . .
. .
.
..----------------------------------------------------------Other co ntries..
-Grand total -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Totat
value: France, Japan, and TaiWan, 6 months, 1962 ----------------------------------sotwee: U,. Depdtuent of Comme"c.

7.250,483
$,
W(L&,
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(The supplemental statement referred to follows:)
STATtiET OF WALTJt W. MAULV FOlt THE AMERICAN MUHROOM
KENNsrr SQTARE, PA., o,q H.R. 11970, THAUE EXPANsIOJi Aor

INSTITUTE,

or 1962

This statement Is submitted to the Senate Finance Co~mittee, and its technical staff, for their Information and coolderation In relation to Senate amendments which may be made to eH.R. 11970. The following observations are
made by ow whowe entire career has been devoted to the mushroom Industry.
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It covers a period of over 40 years, first as a mushroom grower, then as an
officer of the M ushroom Growers Cooperative Association whose activities included dealing with several hundred mushroom growers in their cultural problems, supplying their production needs, assisting in their marketing, particularly
in the processing and distribution annually of a large volume of canned mush.
rooms. Other duties were presenting industry problems to Government agencies
and the Congress.
In the latter field one becomes Acutely aware of the advantages held by those
branches of agriculture which are important In several States and of which
their congressional delegations are informed. Conversely, locally important
specialty crops, such as mushrooms, do not command the attention of many
Members of the Congress. Largely because of this the domestic canned-mushroom industry has been unable to prevent repeated tariff reductions as a result
of negotiations under the Hull Trade Treaty Act of 1934.
The mushroom industry opposes the enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 as passed by the House of Representatives. Only by Senate amendment
Incorporating safeguards available to domestic industry and agriculture can
needed protoctlon be assured. The unprecedented grant of power to the
executive department, as contained n the House bill, can spell disaster to
many relatively small lines of endeavor.
An understanding of the mushroom industry, as apart from other segments of
American agriculture, is In order.
Mushrooms are produced in significant commercial volume in Pennsylvania,
New York, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, California, Oregon, Washington, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Michigan, Colorado, Virginia, Florida, Missouri, Texas, and West
Virginia.
The American Mushroom Institute is a voluntary trade association whose sole
purpose is to further the interest of 700 mushroom farmers located in the
States listed above. Its membership accounts for more than half of the
annual production of mushrooms in the United statess.
America's mushrooms are produced (o,farMs in specially constructed buildlags adapted only to this purposes. Each f,uch itandard-sized building represents
a financial outlay of $12,000. It is estlmAte, t iat the present investment in such
buildings and the operating equipment requit e l is about $60 million. This does
not include the farmers' homes or other farm Juildings, nor does it include the
canneries which are such a necessary adjunc to successful marketing for most
of the farmer.
The mushroom industry also provides a cash market for the surplus hay and
straw as well as grain and its byproducts for several hundred farmers who are
not engaged in mushroom growing. These materials are the base for the compost now generally used in filling the mushrom beds and in most cases would
otherwise be wasted.
Mushroom growing does not lend itself to mechanization as do many field
crops. The result being that it provides employment to large numbers of
workers. A survey of the domestic industry reveals that it gives direct employment to 10,000 persons and provides a living for 50,000 citizens. Since the
industry is usually located in areas not far removed from small towns the
prosperity of such places ic dependent upon the economic health of the mushroom farmer.
The mushroom farmer, in the areas of concentrated production, has been
dependent upon the processor as an outlet for part or all of his crop. The
processor has usually been in a position to provide such a market despite the
increased imports from Western Europe, -but the import situation has recently
been worsened due to the sudden oriental penetration of our markets. Unless
relief is granted from the canned mushroom imports from Japan and Formosa.
the domestic grower will be forced to throw his fresh product into a glutted
market. The result will be a complete demoralization and price collapse.
The existing escape clause in the Trade Treaty Act offers the only remedy
to distressed industries. Instead of weakening it as is proposed in H.R. 11970,
it should be retained and strengthened. The past record of relief granted to
but a few out of 135 industry applications has caused many to feel it futile to
apply for relief under the act.
The adjustment assistance provided under title II of H.R. 11970 would lead
one to believe that tariff adjustments and quotas will be relegated to the
background and that under certain conditions firms and individuals will be
offered financial assistance if found eligible in order to continue operation;
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however if they and their employees lose out they will then be retrained for
other skills and even transported to new areas where such skills might be
needed. To the mushroom farmer such a program is utterly fantastic, for he
is engaged in a business solidly established and in which he has by individual
effort and without auy Government subsidy become self-reliant. Surely proper
consideration on the part of the Congress would Indicate that such a business
as mushroom growing and canning should not become the victim of ill-advised
legislation.
The first reduction in the tariff on canned mushrooms was made to France
in 1935. Under the GATT trade treaties the most favored nation clause has
transferred the concessions to all nations outside the Communist area. The
American foreign aid programs in Japan and Taiwan has helped build up their
mushroom industry to the point that their exports to the United States can well
ruin our own industry.
The intent of the State Department in their urgency to have H.R. 11970
enacted in its present form is expressed in a speech made at Bonn, Germany,
April 2, 1962, by Mr. George Ball, Under Secretary of State of the United
States, who regretfully pointed out that the President was forced to increase
duties on certain kinds of carpets and on flat glass because of the "no injury"
policy in the existing Trade Agreement Act. He then said thrt such will no
longer be the case if Congress enacts the proposed Trade Expansion Act. Speak.
lug of American Industries following the enactment of the law now before the
Congress he is quoted as having said "Industries finding difficulties In adjusting
to lower tariffs will be given various types of financial and tax aid to enable
them to, shift to new lines of production; workers will be helped through retraining and by other means. Import restrictions may be resorted to only as an
e'-ceptional procedure and then only for a limited period." American industry
w ll have little incentive for expansion if its future is to be restrained by such
a philosophy.
The CHAIRMAN. Our concluding witness is Mr. Richard A. Tilden,

Clothespin Manufacturers of America and Flat Veneer Products.
Association.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. TILDEN, CLOTHESPIN MANUFAOTURERS OF AMERICA AND FLAT VENEER PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am Richard A. Tilden, and I represent the domestic
producers of wooden spring clothespins, wooden standard clothespins,

and flat veneer products.
Throughout the history of trade agreement legislation the Congress
has consistently affirmed and reaffirmed its determination that the pro-

gram be administered so as to protect domestic industries. This policy
is an acknowledgement of a fundamental principle of our form of
government and our Constitution-that property shall not be taken for

public use without just compensation.
There is little distinction between taking real property for a public
park, and taking away a man's job or business to provide jobs or markets for others.

Secure in the belief that the Congress still recognizes its obligation
not- to sacrifice any industry without just compensation, I have filed
with this committee a written statement analyzing, first, whether the
existing peril-point and escape-clause procedures are adequate, and
secondly, whether H.R. 11970 provides adequate and reasonable assistance to workers, firms, and industries who admittedly will be injured
by the exercise of the bill's tariff-cutting powers.
My oral presentation will be confined to a brief summary of the most
important points made in my written statement.
87270--62-pt. 3----
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Congress enacted the escape clause in foresighted recognition that,
.depitethe peril-point procedure, concessions might cause serious
injury.
This committee has available the full record of escape-clause cases,
but I wonder if it is aware of the difficulties any industry, no matter
how badly injured, faces to obtain effective relief.
A compelling example is in the spring-clothespin industry. This
committee has heard many times the saga of spring clothespins and
has on record all the facts and figures ur .o 1958, when I lst appeared.
I will let the record speak for itself and confine my comments today
to what has happened since then.
The Tariff Commission had found in October 1957 that the springclothespin industry was being seriously injured by increased imports
resulting from a reduction in the duty from 20 cents to 10 cents per
gross. It advised the President that a return to 20 cents, the maximum increase then permitted, would be inadequate to remedy the injury, and recommended an import quota. The President agreed with
the determination of injury but not with the recommendation; in
December 1957 he issued a proclamation restoring the 20-cent rate.
As the committee predicted, that increase has proved inadequate,
Imports have continued to rise, production and sales to decline, and
the industry today is much worse off than in 1957.
But the reason is not solely because the 20-cent duty was inadequate. The fact is that, notwithstanding the President's proclamation, for all practical purposes the increase did not go into effect until
about 6 weeks ago. The U.S. Supreme Cont in December 1960 ruled
that the President did not have the power to modify Tariff Commission
recommendations.
The effect on spring clothespins was to nullify the 1957 increase.
As a result, importers, will receive a refund of 10 cents per gross on
all protested shipments of spring pins since the 1957 procamationan estimated refund of approximately three-quarters of a million
dollars.
Following the Supreme Court decision in December 1960 the State
Department, began Inegotiating," and finally announced, on March 6,
1962, that it had negotiated a new trade agreement at the 20-cent rate.
The new tra(le agiement was actually agreed to by Sweden in September 1961, and by Denmark in December 1961, and I am informed
that it provided that the 20-cent rate would not be made effective until
July 1, 1962.
This moratorium enabled importers to bring in a total of nearly
1,500,000 gross during the first 6 months of this year--over 400,00OW
more than during the corresponding period in 1%61. These imports
during the moratorium will completely demorahze the market for the
entire year.
The most significant, feature of this situations was the failure of the
President to report the moratorium to Congress, as required by section 4(a) of the Tide Areements Extension Act of 1951, as amended.
The 10-oent rate was below the peril point, and an agreement to continie such rate for more than 6 months was a "concession," just as
much as an agreement to reduce a rate below the peril point.
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Thus despite the President's determination more than 4 years ago
that the spring clothespin industry was being seriously injured, and
despite his knowledge in December 1960 that his relief action was
invalid, no relief of any kind was forthcoming until July 1, 1962.
The only conclusion I can reach-anl I am sure it is shared by
many preceding and following witnesses-is that the present escape
clause procedure is grossly inadequate for any reasonable protection
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 11970

.I.R. 11970 grants broader tariff-cutting .powers, with greatly curtailed peril-point and escape-clause provisions. Assurance has been
given that the administration will "take care of" directly injured
workers and firms uider the adjustment provisions.
The bill makes no provision for the many thousands whom the
proposed program will injure indirectly. I refer to the merchants
and service firms in small towns, who depend on the plants and their
workers; the countless suppliers of those plants; the truckers and
their employees carrying materials to the plants and fished products to market; and to the small towns themselves.
It is safe to say that most of the fins marked for extinction under
the program are small producers, in small towns, who are already in
trouble from imports.
Let me illustrate. The town of West Paris, Maine, has a population of 670 and 2 wood products plants. Of 186 workers, 116 are at
the Penley Bros. clothespin plant,: about 12 at the other plant, and
58 work in trade, trucking, and service lines. Many own their homes
and pay town taxes.
The wood for Penley's clothespin operations comes largely from
hundreds of nearby farmers whose only income is from small wood
lots.
If the clothespin industry is one of those to be sacrificed, as seems
highly likely, the Penley plant would he forced to close. Since the
town offers no other employment, 116 of the 186 wage earners would
probably have to move their families to industrial centers, learn new
trades, and hope for work in some other industry.
Homes would be up for sale, witi' ..v foreseeable buyers. Many
merchants and service organizations would have to close. The truckers would lose their sole local revenue and the farmers their wood
sales. In short, closing the Penley plant would make West Paris
another ghost town.
To be sure, H.R. 11970 provides for assistance to Penley Bros.
But to qualify the firm must present a proposal for its economic adjustment satisfactory to the Secretary of Commerce.
Let's see how these well-intentioned provisions would w6rk as a
practical matter. The Penley Bros. machinery and equipment are
designed solely for clothespins and would have'to be junked, leaving
an empty building. Even if the company, with Government loans,
could finance new machinery for other wood products, its chances
of success would be practically nil, since tlhc wood products business
is highly competitive, and already in troube from imports.
To tool up, at the taxpayers' risk, for entirely different products
would be a speculative venture, competing in a strange market with
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established firms located presumably closer to material sources and
with going sales organizations.
Aside from the foregoing difficulties, Periley Bros. would be in
a form of partnership with the Federal Government, with loans and
assistance subject to such terms and conditions as the Secretary of
Commerce "deems appropriate."
Under such circumstances, Penley Bros. undoubtedly would not
even apply for acsistan3e under the bill and would cease to exist.
Consider next what happens to Penley's employees. The bill assures them assistance provided they can prove to the Tariff Commission that they lost their jobs tbroagh incressd imports from a
duty concession. Without an application by Penley Bros. to determine the company's eligibility, the workers would be on their
own and face an almost insurmountable task. As we have seen, persuading the Commission to make such a determination is a signal
accomplishment, even with the combined efforts of an entire industry.
It is inconceivable that individual workers, even though represented
by a union, could make the intricate presentation and win a finding
that increased imports of a particular commodity resulted from a
concession under the program, and that such imports caused or
threatened "unemployment or underemployment of a significant number of workers."
Even assuming such a finding, the worker faces many other problems. In the first place, the worker would have to accept "suitable
training" approved by the Secretary of Labor. This could be in o
field of no interest to him, for a job in an entirel 'y different part of
the country. Should he refuse the training "without good cause," he
would be ineligible.
Consider finally what compensation is offered the town of WYest
Paris itself, the small businessmen and farmers who have depended
on the Penlev operation, and the many others indirectly injured-in
order to obtain a concession from the European Common Market that
might provide employment in, say, Cincinnati or elsewhere. The
answer, of course, is none whatever.
While it may be argued that Penley Bros. is an isolated and possibly extreme example, and that West Paris is hardly important to
the national economy, I suggest that there are literally thousands of
small towns throughout the United States which are dependent on
small plants. A basic feature of the American way of life has been
the operation of small businesses in small communities, providing employment for the people there.
this Congress is being asked to grant powers that can well destroy
that way of life, through the sacrifices of those small companies. I
do not claim the omniscience to foresee the final results. It may well
be that such a sacrifice is needed for the future welfare of the country.
I submit, however, that if the benefits are so great as painted by the
administration spokesmen, the taxpayers generally should be willing
to pay for them. The burden should not be confined to the doomed
firms and workers and the others directly or indirectly injured in the
process.
In my opinion the compensation provisions in H.R. 11970 are grossly
inadequate and unworkable. Moreover, I am not satisfied that the
record of our negotiators at the bargaining table abroad assures us of
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the great benefits we are told will flow from the grant of powers contained in the bill. Until there is more concrete evidence of the ability
of the State Department to obtain concessions which approach the
value of the concessions granted by us, and until a plan is devised
providing adequate compensation to all Americans injured thereby, I
'suggest that Congress should adhere to its well established policy of
providing protection for all domestic industries.
RECOMMENDATION8

This protection can be achieved only if the Con ress retains final
control over the granting of concessions below peri points set by the
Tariff Commission and over effectuating the Commission's recommendations for escape clause relief. I suggest that you Members of Congress are in much better position than the State Department and thoi
President to weigh the effects of inadequate protection on the producers and small towns in your own districts andStates.
I have incorporated in my written statement specific suggestions as
to how this objective can be accomplished without putting the President in a straitjacket.
CONCLUSION

I do not envv the members their task of resolving the issues presented by this bill. The Congress is being asked to decree the destruction of small companies and small communities in order to provide a
market for the products of other companies. The far-reaching effects
of such a policy on our economy are beyond my powers to predict. I
feel confident that the committee will not approve the policy until
completely satisfied that it is for the overall good of the country and
that the country as a whole, rather than a limited few, will pay the bill.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a supplemental statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Your supplemental statement will be inserted in
the record at this point.
(The document referred to follows:)
STATEMENT SUPPLEMENTING ORAL PRESENTATION OF RICHARD

A.

TILDEN

This statement is presented on behalf of all of the domestic producers of
wooden spring and standard clothespins and the producers of more than 90 percent of all flat veneer items, such as wooden spoons and forks, ice cream sticks,
toothpicks, tongue depressors, et cetera, manufactured In the United States
Throughout the history of trade agreement legislation th,- Congress has consistently affirmed and reaffirmed its determination that the program be administered in such manner as to protect the Interests of domestic industries. In
order to carry out this determination Congress has established the peril-point
and escape-clause procedures, among others, designed to protect domestic industry from serious injury resulting from increased imports encouraged by tradeagreement concessions.
This policy is an acknowledgment of a fundamental principle of our form
of government and our Constitution-that propery shall not be taken for public
use without Just compensation. There is little distinction between taking a
person's real property for use as a public park and taking a person's job or business away from him in order to provide job opportunities for others, or to
provide a market for the goods manufactured by others.
This committee has before it a bill which, according to a surprisingly conserva.
tive estimate made by administration spokeszien-the Secretaries of Commerce
and Labor-will deprive 90,000 workers of their Jobs and will cause 800 firms
to go out of business during the next 5 years. It is Justified by the administration on the ground that it will provide jobs for an even larger number of other
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workers. The House Ways and Means Committee was assured that these 800
firms and 90,000 workers would be "assisted" under the terms of H.R. 11970.
Secure in the knowledge that the Congress still recognizes its obligation not to
sacrifice any domestic Industry for the benefit of any other industry or for
the benefit of the national economy as a whole, without providing adequate and
reasonable compensation to the industry sacrificed, the purpose of this statement
i3 to analyze first the question, of whether existing safeguards are adequate,
and secondly, whether H.R. 1190 provides for adequate and reasonable assistance to workers, firms, and industries who admittedly will be injured by the
exercise of the tariff-cutting powers included in the bill.
PERIL-POINT PROCEDURES

As the committee well knows, the basic purpose of the peril-point procedure
was to provide advance protection to domestic industries against the granting
of concessions which would, in the oldnJon of the P.S. Tariff Conimis.ion, result
in serious injury. The procedure involves the establishment by the Commission,
after public hearings and investigation, uf peril points, which are the lowest
rates of duties which can be fixed for specific items without endangering domestic
producers. The President is prohibited from granting concessions below such
peril points without reporting his reasons for doing so to the Congress.
The best illustration of the effect of this "safeguard" is found in the President's report to the Congress of March 7, 1962, on his action in granting concessions below the peril points on a number of items in connection with trade
agreements recently negotiated In Geneva. His reasons for doing so boil down to
one-that the negotiators were grievouslyy short of bargaining power." In
other words, the negotiators, in order to get concessions which would be helpful to certain U.S. producers, had to have something more to give away. The
President, accordingly, authorized the granting of concessions on a number of
items, which concessions he had been warned by the Tariff Commission would
result in serious injury to domestic producers.
The President attempted to justify this action by determining himself that
the concessions could be made without "serious competitive risks for American
industry." He explained his action in usurping the function of the Tariff Commission as the "finder of the facts," by stating that the Commission's findings
were merely "hasty predictions" which "were necessarily superficial." While it
Is recognized that the Commission is not infallible and that It had to make
predictions as to a large number of items in a relatively short period of time, it
is submitted that the Commission was in a better position to make predictions than
was the President. The President did not set forth any facts on which was
based his prediction that no serious competitive risks were involved, and it
does not appear that he made any Investigation or conducted any public hearing
in an effort to ascertain the facts. The Commission did investigate each of the
industries producing the products on which the negotiators granted concessions,
and based its determination on the facts adduced during the investigation and at
the public hearings held by the Commission.
In net effect, the President "Justified" his action in ignoring the peril points by
pointing to the concessions obtained from foreign countries as a consequence.
While no question is raised as to whether the President's action was for the
overall good of the national economy, or whether he had a legal right to take
such action, there Is a serious question as to whether the action was consistent
with the frequently announced intent of Congress to provide protection to all
domestic Industries. There is also a question as to what justification there is
for purposely endangering the continued operation of producers of specific products, and the employment opportunities afforded by such producers, without first
providing some means of compensating the producers and of assisting the workers
who may well lose their jobs in the event the Commission's predictions prove
accurate. These producers, and their employees, may well have been sacrificed
for the benefit of the producers of other items. For example, the President
granted concessions below the peril point on certain glassware items, and
obtained a concession on automobiles. It is suggested that the producers of
glassware are threatened with Injury in order to assist the producers of automobiles. This may be good for the overfill economy, but it Is completely contrary
to the basic principles to which this Congress has always adhered.
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ESCAPE CLAUSE PROCEDURE

The second procedure which the Congress provided In an effort to safeguard
domestic industry is the so-called escape clause. This was enacted in recognition
that concessions might be granted, despite the peril-point procedure, which would
result in serious injury to domestic industry. In essence it permits applic at ions
to the Tariff Commission for determination as to the effect of increased imports
resulting from concessions on particular industries, and recommendations by
the Commission to the President for thk relief of any injury found to exist
While this committee has available to it the full record of all cases which have
been brought under the escape clause, the committee might not be aware of the
fact that it is virtually impossible for any industry, no matter how severely
injured, to obtain any effective relief. One of the most compelling examples is
the experience of the spring clothespin industry. This committee has heard the
saga of spring clothespins many times and has In its records all the facts and
figures up to 1958, when the writer last appeared before the committee. The
record speaks for Itself and this statement will be confined to informing the
committee as to what has happened since such time.
As the committee knows, the Commission found in October 1957 that the spring
clothespin industry was being seriously injured by increased imports resulting
from a reduction In the duty from 20 to 10 cents per gross. It advised the
President that the maximum increase then permitted-which was to 20 cents
per gross-would be inadequate to remedy the Injury, and recommended imposition of an import quota. The President agreed with the determination of injury,
but disagreed with the recommendation. In December 1057 he Issued a proclamation withdrawing the concession and restoring the 20-cent rate of duty.
As predicted by the Commission the increase In the duty has proved to be inadequate. Imports have continued to increase, produ 4- on and sales have continued
to decline, and the domestic Industry today Is in a much worse financial condition
than it was In at the time the increase was promulgated.
This situation has not resulted solely because a 20-cent rate of duty, as predicted by the Commission, has proved inadequate. The truth of the matter is
that the effect of a 20-cent rate of duty cannot be determined, since, notwithstanding the President's proclamation, for all practical purpose the 20-cent
rate of duty never went into effect.
This anomalous situation arose because of a determination by the U.S. Supreme Court in December 1960, in a case involving bicycles, that the President
did not have the power to modify the recommendations of the Tariff Commission. The practical effect of this decision was to invalidate the President's
proclamation increasing the duty on spring clothespins, although a decision on
spring clothespins was not actually handed down by the Customs Court until
November 1961. Protests had been filed by importers in connection with most
shipments between December 1957, when the President's proclamation increasing the duty was Issued, and December 190. Following the Supreme Court
decision, it is certain that all Imports of spring clothespins have been protested.
Accordingly, although the ostensible duty imposed on spring clothespins since
December 1957 has been 20 cents, the importers will receive from the U.S. Government a refund of 10 cents on every gross of clothespins Included in a protested shipment. Since December 1960 the Importers have known that the 20cent rate was invalid and have been content to pay the 20-cent rate with the
assurance that 10 cents would eventually be refunded.
It might be of Interest to the committee to know the volume of pins involved,
and the amounts of the refunds to which the importers are entitled. During
the period from December 1957 to December 1960 a total of 6,203,506 gross were
imported. It is Impossible to estimate the portion of this total which was protested, but it is certain that a very large majority was. A refundL of excess
duty collected during this period could well exceed a half million dollars. Since
December 1960 an estimated 3,500,000 gross have been imported, all of which
have been protested. A refund to importers on these imports of about $350,000
will have to be made.
The real significance of this situation is the fact that the President has known
since December 1960 that the proclamation Increasing the duty on spring clothespins was Invalid. During the same month he received from the Tariff Commission a report informing him In net effect, that continuance of the preclLimed
duty was essential. Nearly 19 months elapsed before action was taken to validate the 20-cent duty. Shortly after the Supreme Court decision the President
asked the Tariff Commission to conduct a public hearing and determine a peril
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point on spring clothespins. This was done on January 9, 1961, and although
the domestic producers do not know the exact peril point established, it had to
be at least 20 cents since the Commission in December 1961 again advised the
President in a formal report that continuance of the 20-cent rate was necessary.
Following the establishment of the peril point in January 1961 the United
States began negotiating with Sweden and Denmark for a new trade agreement
covering spring clothespins. Ip September 1961 the President announced that
agreement had been reached with Sweden, but formal action was withheld
pending settlement with Denmark. In December 1961 the writer was informed
by a representative of the importers that agreement had been reached with
Denmark. Such agreement was not announced by the President until March
7, 1962-although the importers knew about it last December. The March 7.
1962, announcement stated that the rate of duty on spring clothespins was bound
at 20 cents in an agreement with Denatrk.
However, the 20-cent rate was not put into effect until July 1, 1962. The
writer is informed that the agreement with Denmark, reached in December I1!
specifically provided that the 20-cent rate would not be put into effect until
July 1, 1962, thus giving importers an opportunity to flood the domestic market
with spring clothespins at the 10-cent rate.
Importers took full advantage of this moratorium. During the first 4 months
of 1962 a total of 972,000 grogs were imported. This figure represents an increase of more than 300.000 gross over the comparable period In 1961. While
import figures for May and June 1962 are not yet available, it is certain that
they will show a similar increase over 1961 imports, and that imports during
the period of the moratorium will be sufficient to completely demoralize the
domestic market for the entire year of 1962.
The most significant feature of this situation is the fact that the agreement
to postpone the effective date of the 20-cent rate until July 1, 1962, was not
reported to the Congress by the President. An agreement to continue a lower
rate of duty for a specified period of time is a "concession" granted in a trade
agreement just as much as an agreement to reduce a rate of duty. Since the
10-cent rate which was allowed to continue in effect was below the peril point
established by the Tariff Commission. the President was required by section 4(a)
of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended, to report the concesqion on the effective date of the increase to the Congress. This report was
not made, so far as the writer can ascertain. If made, it was certainly not made
public.
Thus despite a determination by the President more than 4 years ago that
the domestic spring clothespin industry was being seriously injured by a concession granted under the trade agreements program, and despite his knowledge
in December 1960 that his action designed to relieve such injury was invalid, no
relief of any kind was forthcoming until July 1, 1962. Negotiation of trade
agreements takes time. However, section 6 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 951 specifically provides that no concession shall be permitted to remain
in effect where a determination is made that such concession is causing injury.
The concession on spring clothespins was allowed to remain in effect for 4 years
and 7 months after a determination of injury was made by the President
himself
The President has the power to make tan immediate withdrawal of a concession under the provisions of the Trade Agreements Act, and a quick withdrawal under the provisions of GATT. article 28. Had he desired to do so. he
could have effectively withdrawn the concession within days after he learned
in December 1960 that his former action was invalid. His continued failure to
do so has resulted in Irreparable harm to tfe domestic industry.
The problems of domestic industry in securing relief under the escape clause
are not confined to the difficulty of getting action by the President. There are
many difficulties in getting a favorable recommendation from the Tariff Coi.
mislon, largely due to differences of opinion as to what Congress meant by tl
words "industry" and "like or directly competitive products," as used in tiie
escape clause. For example, several of the domestic producers of spring clothesplus also produce standard or slotted pins. Throughout the course of several
hearings and investigations as to the effect of Increased imports of spring
clothespins, the domestic producers argued that the Commission should take Into
consideration the impact of such imports on domestic sales of standard clothespins.
It was pointed out that standard pins are used for the same purpose as spring
pins, and are directly competitive. As a matter of fact, the industry established
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that standard pins had enjoyed a competitive advantage over spring pins for
many years due to lower prices; that imports of spring pins were priced at about
the same level as domestic standard pins; and that the most serious effect of
imports of spring pins was on domestic sales of standard-pins. At the same price
most housewives will buy spring pins in lieu of standard pins, and with imported
spring pins available at the same price, domestic sales of standard pins declined
sharply.
Nonetheless, the Commission found, in 1957, that standard and spring pins were
"not like or directly competitive within the meaning of the pertinent legislation."
Thereafter standard pin shipments continued to decline, dropping from 4.8
million gross in 1956 to 3.5 million gross ir 1U61. At the same time imports of
standard pins began to skyrocket, increasing fro;- 44,000 gross in 1956 to
361,000 gross in 191. Since the Commission appal
ly considered that spring
and standard clothespins were produced by separate "Industries," and were not
competitive items, the standard pin "industry" applied for an escape clause
investigation to determine whether imports of standard pins were causing
Injury. The result was a determination by the Commission made in February
1962 to the effect that the troubles of the standard pin industry were not caused
by imports of standard pins. but were due to the competition from spring pins.
How the Commission can conclude in 1957 that spring and standard pins are not
competitive, and then in 1962 can conclude that the obvious injury to the
standard pin manufacturers was being caused by competition from spring pins,
is difficult ito understand. However, those are the facts.
Another example of the problems which domestic industries face in obtaining
Tariff Commission action in escape clause cases arises out of the granting of
concessions on all items in a so-called basket classification. Such a concession
was granted on manufactures of wood, not otherwise classified. This concession affects a large number of wood products, including ice-cream sticks, cocktail
forks, and other fiat veneer items.
Domestic producers of these items are being severely injured by large volumes
of imports, particularly of ice-cream sticks and cocktail forks, which imports
are being sold on the domestic market at prices lower than the cost of production in the United States. The domestic producers, however, cannot even apply
for escape clause relief since there is no way to establish the actual quantities
being imported. Import statistics are not available, and cannot be obtained,
at least by the domestic producers, as to the individual items in the basket classification. The only figures available are total Imports of all items in the
classification.
As a result, the domestic industry is unable to sustain the burden of proving
to the Tariff Commission that Imports of specific items have increased as a
result of the trade agreement concession.
The only conclusion that can be reached Is that the present escape clause and
peril point procedures are grossly Inadequate to provide any reasonable degree of
protection to domestic industry against injury from trade agreement concessions.
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS

OF H.R. 11970

The President now proposes that the Congress grant him even broader tariffcutting powers than have been available to him under the existing Trade Agreement Act, which powers will be used by him. according to the admissions of the
President's spokesmen before the House Ways and Means Committee, in such
manner as to deprive 90,000 workers of their jobs and 800 firms of their businesses in the next 5 years. These same spokesmen have assured the committee
that the adjustment assistance provisions of H.R. 11970 will enable the administration to take care of these 90.000 workers and 800 firms.
The bill makes no provision to take care of the many additional thousands who
will be Injured Indirectly by the proposed program. These Include the merchants and service establishments in small towns, who are dependent upon the
plants and their workers located in such small towns for the success of their
businesses; the thousands of individuals and firms who supply such plants with
raw materials: the trucking companies and their employees who transport raw
materials to the plants and finished products from the plants to market; and the
smill towns themselves.
While the specific 800 firms to, which the administration spokesmen refer are
not identified, It is safe to say that most of them are located In small towns
throughout the country. The industries most 'likely to be injured and sacrificed
under the program are generally the small producers located in small towns who
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are already in trouble as a result of increased imports directly traceable to
concessions in duties heretofore granted. Small companies with high labor
costs are unable to compete on a price basis with ioreign producers paying low
wages. Normally they do not have the capital to invest in highly efficient
machiner' and must rely on labor. The only domestic industries which can
hope to survive without tariff protection are the large, highly mechanized and
efficiently operated, producers. Most of these are located in big industrial centers and produce items which can compete abroad with foreign-made merchandise.
This point can best be illustrated by a specific example. The town of West
Paris, Maine, with a population of 670 people, has only two industrial plants,
both engaged lu the production of wood products. One employs only about a
dozen workers and the other, Penley Bros., employs 116 workers in the production of clothespins. The remaining 58 workers employed In the town work
for merchants, trucking companies, and service establishments. Many of the
workers own their own homes, pay taxes to the town and generally contribute
to the continued existence of the town.
The wood used by Penley Bros. in the production of clothespins Is largely
furnished )y hundreds of farmers in the vicinity whose only cash Income is
from the sale of wood cut from small woodlots.
If the clothespin Industry is one of those to be sacrifled, as appears highly
likely, the Penley Bros. plant will be forced to close down, putting 116 of the
186 employed in West Paris out of work directly. Since there are no other
employment opportunities in the town, these workers would be forced to look
elsewhere for Jobs, and probably would have to move their families to a large
Industrial center, learn a new trade, and hope for a job manufacturing a product
which will have a market abroad through concessions obtained from foreign
countries.
If they own their own homes they would be forced to sell, with no market
for homes due to the lack of employment opportunities in West Paris. The
merchants and service organizations in West Paris would lose their customers
and unquestionably would be forced to close. The trucking companies and
their workers would lose their sole source of revenue In West Paris and would
be forced to seek business elsewhere. The hundreds of farmers would lose
their market for their wood.
The town of West Paris could not possibly survive the closing of the Penlel
Bros. plant and would become another ghost town. To be sure, H.R. 11970
provides for assistance to Penley Bros. However, in order for Penley Bros. to
qualify for such assistance it would have to present to the Secretary of Commerce a proposal for its economic adjustment and satisfy him that the proposal
was "reasonably calculated materially to contribute to the economic adjustment
of the firm: to give adequate consideration to the interests of the workers of
such firm adversely affected * * * and * * * that the firm will make all reasonable efforts to use its own resources for economic development."
The machinery and equipment in the Penley Bros. plant is designed solely
for the production of clothespins. It could not be used for anything else and
would have to be junked. This would leave the company with an empty shell
of a building, and it would have to start from scratch. The only advantage
of its location Is Its proximity to wood supplies. Even If it could finance with
Government loans the installation of new machinery, designed to produce other
wood products, Its chances of success are practically nil. The production of
other wood products is highly competitive and existing manufacturers are
already In trouble as a result of Increased import competition.
It could, of course, at the taxpayers' risk, tool up for the production of entirely different products, using raw materials transported from another area of
the country. In so doing it would be embarking on a highly risky venture,
entering another market In competition with existing firms which are probably
located closer to the source of supply of necessary raw materials and which
have established selling organizations and contacts with the market.
Aside from the difficult of presenting a satisfactory proposal for its economic adjustment, Penley Bros. would be expected to enter Into partnership
with the Federal Government. Any loans or other assistance would be subject
to such terms and conditions as the Secretary of Commerce deems appropriate.
Such terms and conditions would probably include a voice in management, dtrections as to the specific products to be manufactured and as to methods of
distribution, prices, et cetera. Individual stockholders of the firm could be
required to endorse notes evidencing any loans made to the firm and would re-
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main liable if the firm failed. In effect the firm would become a virtual ward
the Government.
of
. Under
these circumstances it is highly probable that Penley Bros. would cease
to exist., and would not even apply for assistance under the bill.
The next question is what happens to Penley Bros. employees? The bill
assures thes- workers of assistance, provided they can prove to the Tariff
Commission that they lost their jobs as a result of increased imports resulEIng
from a duty concession. In the absence of an application by the industry ar
by Penley Bros. for a determination that the company is eligible for assistance,
the workers would be on their own, and would face an almost insurmountable
task. As indicated before, persuading the Tariff Commission to make a deterinination as to injury resulting from increased imports is not easy, even with
the combined efforts of an entire Industry. It is inconceivable that Individual
workers, even though represented by a union, could assemble the voluminous
facts and figures necessary to enable the Tariff Commission to find that increased
imports of a particular commodity resulted from a concession granted under
the program, and that such increased imports caused or threatened to cause,
unemployment or underemployment of a significant number or proportion of
workers.
Even assuming that such a determination is made as to Penley Bros., the
individual workers face many other problems. In the first place the workers
would have to accept suitable training approved by the Secretary of Labor.
This could be training in a field of no interest to the individual worker, for a
job in an entirely different part of the country. If the worker refuses the
training without good cause, he would not be eligible for any assistance.
Agaiu assuming that the Penley Bros. worker could establish his eligibility
and was willing to accept the conditions to assistance, he still would face ser.
ous problems. If he owned his home in West Paris he probably could not sell
it. lie would receive a maximum of 65 percent of his average weekly wage
or 65 percent of the average weekly manufacturing wage, whichever is less,
plus an inadequate allowance for moving expenses for his family. Reestablishnient of a family in a new community, with little or no capital to work with,
and with greatly curtailed income pending the time the worker is able to find
a new Job, is not easy.
Finally, the question arises as to what compensation is offered to the town
of West Paris itself, the merchants, service establishments, truckers, farmers,
et cetera, who have depended on the continued operation of Penley Bros., and
the many others who would be indirectly injured by the sacrifice of Penley Bros.
in order to obtain a concession from the European Common Market which
would provide employment in Cincinnati, or elsewhere. The answer, of course,
is none.
While it may be argued that Penley Bros. is an isolated example, and possibly an extreme one, and that the continued existence of West Paris unimportant to the national economy, it is suggested that there are literally thousands of small towns throughout the United States which are dependent upon
small plants. One of the basic features of the American way of life has been
the operation of small businesses in small communities, providing employment
to residents of such communities.
This Congress is being asked to grant powers which can well destroy this
way of life, through the sacrifice of these small companies. The writer does
not profess to have the omniscient powers necessary to forsee the final results.
It may well be that such a sacrifice is needed for the future welfare of the
country. However, it Is submitted that if the bentflts to the overall economy
are as great as they are painted by the administration spokesman, the taxpayers
generally should be willing to pay for such benefits. The burden should not be
shouldered by the 800 firms and 90,000 workers the administration proposes
to sacrifice, or by the mounted thousands of others who will be directly or
indirectly injured by the sacrifice of these firms.
The provisions for compensation in H.R. 11970 are grossly inadequate and
unworkable. Moreover, the record of our negotiators at the bargaining table
abroad does nol assure us of the goat benefits we are told will flow from the
grant of powers contained in II.R. 11970. Until there is more concrete evidence
of the ability of the State Department to obtain concessions which approach
the value of concessions granted by us, and ontil a plan is devised -which will
provide adequate compensation to all Americans who are injured In the process,
It is suggested that the Congress should adhere to its well-established policy
of providing protection to all domestic industries.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

This protection can only be afforded if the Congress retains final control
over the granting of concessions below peril points established by the Tariff
Commission and over determinations as to whether or not to effectuate the
recommendations of the Commission for relief in escape clause cases.
It would unduly burden this _ommittee and the Congress if It became necessary for the committee or the (ongress to pass on every individual case. However, the necessary control could be exercised by providing in the peril point
and escape clause procedures that the President shall not grant any concession
below the peril point, and that the President shall proclaim such increased
duties, or Impose such import quotas, as may be recommended by the Tariff
Commission in escape clause actions, unless he files within a specified period,
with this committee and with the House Ways and Means Committee, the
reasons why he feels that he must grant a concession below the peril point,
or that the escape clause recommendations in a particular case should not be
effectuated. It could further be provided that unless this committee and the
House Ways and Means Committee both adopted resolutions within a specified
period of time approving the action recommended by the President, the President
would be required to adhere to the peril point, or would be required to put into
effect the recommendations of the Commission, as the case ti.:- be.
This procedure would have the advantage of requiring the Congress, acting
through this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee, to take
affirmative action only if the reasons advanced by the President warranted
disregarding the Commission's recommendations, with the consequent risk of
sacrificing a domestic industry.
Moreover, such a procedure would not put the President in a straitjacket,
since in any case in which he felt that the action recommended by the Commission would be detrimental to the best interests of the United States, he
could ask this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee to approve
some other action. The administration should have no concern that such cornmittees would not approve the President's recommendations if the reasons
udvauced were sound and Justified action other than that recommended by
the Commission.
If this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee are reluctant
to accept the responsibility of making these decisions, the alternative Is to providp for affirmative approval of either or both Houses of Congress. Congress is
in a much better position to understand the effect which particular duty concessions, or refusal to increase duties as recommended by the Tariff Conmission,
will have on the domestic producers and small towns, than the State Department
or the President.
CONCLUSION

The Congress is being asked to decree the destruction of small companies and
small communities, in order to provide a market for the products of other coinpanies. The far-reaching effects of such a policy on the domestic economy cannot be described or even Imagined. It ts hoped that the committee will not
approve the policy until it Is completely satisfied that it is for the overall good
of the country and that the country as a whole, rather than a limited few, will
pay the bill.
The CIIAIRMANX.

Thank you, Mr. Tilden.

The committee will now recess until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
(By direction of the chairman, tho following is made a part of the
record:)
TEXAS SHEEr & GOAT RAISERs' AssocrATioN,

San Angelo, Tex., July 25, 1962.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman,Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D.C.
Dear SENATOR BYRD: The trade agreements bill now under consideration by
your Senate Finance Committee would grant broad powers to the President over
foreign commerce matters. Livestock people represented by our association view
this with increasing concern as moves will very likely be made, should the legislation be enacted, to lower our tariffs and in many cases erase them entirely
in order to stimulate trade with other countries.
As livestock producers we fully realize the Importance of trade with other
nations and readily admit that we must adjust to the competition which may
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be presented by the members of the European Economic Community. However,
we are deeply concerned to see the Congress pass a trade bill which, in so doing
would divest itself of authorities over foreign commercee and place such power
in the executive branch.
Recently, we have learned of restrictions and barriers placed against livestock and livestock products by Canads, New Zealand, and Ireland. For
example, on June 25, 1962 the Canadian Government placed into effect a 5 percent surcharge on imports of livestock, meat, and meat products. The new tax
is a part of Canada's austerity program and these surcharges, rather than
other import restrictions, have been Initiated to help maintain or strengthen
domestic markets and discourage imports. It is a well-known fact that the
United States annually imports on an increasing basis a tremendous onnage
of livestock products from these and other countries, particularly Aastralia.
These imports of red meats exceeded 1,326 million pounds last year Includihg 10,940,000 pounds of dressed lamb and 44,903,eOW) pounds of mutton. In addition
over 1,048,09 head of live cattle were imported in 1961.
A healthy doirestic livestock Industry Is essential to the United States and
its people. We f,-mly believe that out elected representatives in the Senate
and House of Representatives are in a position to be more familiar with problems of domestic industries in which their constituents are engaged. At such
a critical time, carefiil consideration for the protection of domestic industries
must be exercised and thls purpose may be best served by our representatives in
the Senate and House of Representatives carrying out a process which has proved
go successful in'building the economy of our country. We, therefore, respectfully
request that the trade bill not be passed.
Sincerely,
E. G. CAuM.E Ja., President.
BLACK, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC AND MARKETING
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMIssION, LAKELAND, FLA.

STATEMENT BY W. E.

RESEARCH,

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is William F). Black.
I am director of Economic and Marketing Research of the Florida Citrus Commission, a statutory arm of the State of Florida, representing all facets of the
Florida citrus industry. Our function is to regulate, research, and promote
Florida citrus In the domestic market, as well as In the export market.
FLORIDA RANKS FIRST IN PRODUCTION

As an indication of the important role Florida plays as supplier of citrus for
the world, we produced in Florida, last season, 124 million boxes of oranges,
grapefruits, and tangerines. This was 75 percent of the U.S. supply, and nearly
30 percent of the world supply of these fruit.s.
FLORIDA PROMOTES CITRUS IN EUROPE

Florida's interest in the export market Is of long duration. We recognize that
Europe is the major oversea outlet for our rising production in citrus. For
several years, the Florida Citrus Commission has maintained full-time merchandisers in the European markets, and has expended over $1 million to win and
kvep business. Additionally, the Florida citrus industry has expended money in
research, not only to better understand the consumer markets of Europe, but
also the mechanics for transporting fruit to arrive in the best possible condition.
More research is planned which will enable us to still better understand the
citrus needs and wishes of European consumers and to service them.
FLORIDA EXPORTS CITRUS TO EUROPE

Our achievements in the European markets have not been altogether satisfactory. The annual exports of citrus, in all forms, from the United States to
Europe have average about 4A million boxes' of fresh fr lt equivalent during
the past 5 years, or about 2.8 percent of total production. California has been
the principal supplier of fresh oranges, while Florida has been the principal
supplier of processed citrus products and fresh grapefruit.
I Excludes lInons and limes.
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Although the export to Europe of 2.8 percent of our production of orange and
grapefruit may appear inconsequential, its signifiance must be evaluated, not
only in terms of the stability it has added to the U.S. citrus industry during the
past 5 years, when supplies were relatively level, but especially in terms of tile
franchise this effort has built for U.S. citrus in European markets for the future.
Citrus production in Florida and California, predicated on recent plantings, will
increase substantially in the y~ars ahead. Forty-two percent of the Florida
citrus acreage is under 10 years old; in California, 26 percent is under 10 years
old. This new acreage means a production leap that will exceed our population
growth. We will have more fruit to supply the world trade, and our dependence
on world markets will be intensified.
WE ARE SUBJECT TO DISCRIMINATORY RESTRICTIONS

However, the pattern of trade emerging in world markets for citrus fruits
is most discouraging, In that inhibiting tariff and quota restrictions have been
placed on tho Importations of citrus from the dollar area. For example, since
World War II, and with intensified efforts during the past 7 years, the Florida
citrus industry has endeavored to obtain access for its products in the United
Kingdom market. Although the United Kingdom has liberalized imports of most
fruit items from the United States, they continue to impose relatively small
quotas on imports of most citrus fruits and products, and actually prohibit
imports of winter grapefruit. These restrictions, initially justified for shortage
of foreign exchange, continue to be maintained ostensibly to protect the British
market for these products from the West Indies. where total production is ex.
(eedingly small. As a matter of fact, Israel has been the chief beneficiary of this
British policy, since Israel has been able to ship citrus to Britain without restri(tions and has, in fact, consistently exceeded, nanyfold, West Indies exports to
the United Kingdom.
NEED SAFEGUARDS TO INSURE FREFR COMPETITION

The Florida industry has long recognized the problem confronting the citrus
industry of the West Indies, but it cannot continue to accept the current situation, which prohibits or limits imports of citrus from Florida while, at the same
time, all other competitive areas ship without restrictions to the United Kingdom
market. We earnestly request that ample safeguards be provded in whatever
trade bill you adopt to make sure the Florida citrus. industry is not again subjected to quantitative restrictions and arbitrary quotas, such as is now the case
between Great Britain and our citrus products. We want to emphasize again
that any new trade legislation must include adequate safeguards for the prompt
elimination of discriminatory quotas or other artificial barriers raised against
us by foreign nations.
DON'T BARGAIN

AWAY OUR STRENGTH

We are all conscious of the impact of the European Economic Community upon
world trade patterns, and particularly U.S. exports tAoWestern Europe. We fully
recognize the value of a vigorous and dynamic economy of Europe as a healthy
partner to the United States in the defense of the free world.
At the same time, we must remember that the economy of the United States
is really the cornerstone of this defensive posture, and that any limitations upon
our ability to compete fairly and equitably in the export market, would seriously handicap the full development of our economy and thus limit the cause
of freedom.
We, therefore, urge that the United States exercise the same degree of firmness and objectivity of purpose in negotiating with the Common Market countries,
which these countries have demonstrated in formulating their own policy. We,
in ,.iins, are especially anxious on Ihis point, because we hear that Comltil ie
citrus-producting nations such as Israel, Turkey, and Spain ate attempting to joili
the EEC, or to establish special treaty relations, on al kind of "assovi:tvt member"
basis. It is obvious what this will do to our marketing outlook int Western
Europe. As the EEC, and these other countries which produ('e citrus, move toward a common agricultural policy, ve need the strongest possible legislation to
safeguard our fair access to these markets, :is well as most vigorous representation at the negot lat ing tables.
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AVOID NULLIFICATION OF AGREEMENTS BY NONTARIFF REsTRIfroNs

We not only need fair tariff levels, but we must have adequate safeguar(s
so that whatever reasonable tariffs are finally agreed upon will not be nullified by
nontariff barriers. We are advised that the EEC countries have already adopted
a policy which, in addition to new external tariffs, established authority for
quintitive restrictions, or for a special tax on imports to be applied if prices of
imported items disturb producer prices in the Common Market countries. In
other words, we are still facing the twin bugaboos of artificial import quotas and
special taxes on fruit going to the EEC, in addition to the tariffs which have
already been announced. We earnestly hope that the new trad" legislation will
give the President ample authority to protect our interests in the event the EEO
proposes to enforce these additional restrictions on trade.
GRANT AGREEMENTS ON A COMPLETELY

RECIPROCAL BASIS

Finally, we feel our most favored nation policy on tariff concessions needs
examination. We cannot understand why countries who do not reciprocate with
the United States should receive the benefit of our tariff concession. Mexico is
a good case in point. Despite increased imports of fruits and vegetables into
the United States fromN Mexico, practically all U.S. exports of these items (espedally oranges) to Mexico are restricted. At times, these exports have been subjected to embargoes, almost without notice. We believe that a country which
continues to impose such restraints on trade should not be eligible for the benefits
,of concessions made under our trade agreements program.
SUMMARY

Because of the importance of the Florida citrus industry as producer of 30
percent of the world's citrus supply, we look to this committee and to the Congress to write into thL legislation provisions to prevent recurrence of the type
of discriminatory restrictions liracticed by the British against us. Further, we
need safeguards for fair access to European markets which mean so much to our
future, both in establishment of fair tariffs and in precluding quantitative restrictions, special taxes, or unreasonable quality requirements, all of which would
serve to offset any trade arrangements agreed upon. All agreements agreed u'on
must be on a completely reciprocal basis.
We would like to see such provisions included In this legislation, together with
a statement that it is the consensus of the committee that the administration
4lligently and forcefully carry out these intentions, in the implementation of
trade agreements, at the conference table.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

M31ADEBY TIE FLORIDA CITRUS

COMMISSION REGARDING H.R. 9900 (TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962)

1. Floridi proatteos nearly 30 percent of the world supply of oranges, gralfruit, and t:ngerines.
2. FloriCa Citrus Commission has expended over $1 million in European markets to wiz and keep business. Additional funds have been expended on marketIng and transportation research.
3. U.S. exports annually about 4% million boxes of fresh and processed citrus
to Europe, or about 2.8 percent of production. I'.S. dependence on the European
market will be intensified in the years ahead b.ause anticipated citrus production growth will outrun U.S. population growth.
4. We are now subject to unreasonable quota restrictions in the United Kingdora market for our fruits, while other production areas, especially Irael. have
supplied fruits without restriction on a relatively free basis.
5. We seek safeguards in the trade bill which will preclude the United States
from discriminatory quantitative restrictions and arbitrary quotas.
('. We ask for safeguards against nontariff restrictions, such as, quantitative
restrictions and special taxes, which would nullify tariff agreeno-nts.
7. We ask that concessions be granted only on a completely reciprocal basis.
8. We would like to see the above recommendations included in this legislalion. together with a statement that it is the consensus of the committee that the
administration diligently and forcefully carry out these intentions, in the
ilm)lementttion of trade agreements, at the conference table.
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NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMEZICA,

Hon.

HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

Memphis, Tenn., July 10, P62.

Chairman,Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: On behalf of the National Cotton Council, which represents all six of the primary otto4 interest groups, I am wri.ing you to give you
the cotton industry's views on the proposed new trade legislation.
The council has supported the reciprocal trade agreements program since the
organization was created in 1939, and continues to 'o1so now. At its annual
meeting last January in New Orleans, the National Cotton Council reiterated its
belief :
"That a continued high level of international trale on a multilateral basis is
contributory to peace and vital to the prosperity of the United States and of the
free world, and to the economy of the cotton industry ;
"That this can best be assured by maximum ase of normal trade channels
through the private enterprise system and by discouraging government-to-government transactions which are detrimental to the principles of our economic
system ;
"That this system should be supported by a national policy which will further
the elimination by foreign countries of unreasonable restrictions against U.S.
trade and particularly against U.S. agricultural products;
"That, in view of the current critical imbalance of foreign payments, U.S.
foreign aid programs including Public Law 480 should continue to be examined
critically and, to the maximum extent possible, assistance to foreign countries
should be extended through self-liquidating dollar credits."
Since the proposed provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 were not
known at the time of the council's meeting, the council's resolution on foreign
trade legislation was, therefore, expressed in general terms as follows:
"That the council further urge extension of the reciprocal trade agr.ements
program with authority to negotiate with the emerging regional trading blocs
such as the European Common Market; provided, however, that concessions
granted by the United States be truly reciprocated by foreign countries in
elimination or reduction of their restrictions on trade, whether by duties, quota.
internal taxes, or otherwise; and provided further than adequate safeguards be
included in the act to prevent undue concentration of imports that would cause
serious economic dislocation and market disruption in this country."
You and the members of your committee are fully aware of the tremendous
Increase in the imports of cotton yarn, cloth, and apparel, and the serious market
disruption and repercussion that these imports are causing. We assume that
the members of your committee also are aware of those proposals In the President's seven-point program which would act to check such imports. We strongly
support the exceptional treatment which the Presid-o',t has proposed for the
textile Industry, and urge the full and effective implemeitation of these specific
proposals.
In support of this position, the council's foreign trade resolution for 190"2
included a provision stating that the council: "Seek appropriate action to provide
reasonable protection against excessive imports of textile products, Including
apparel, and to offset through import fees the discrimination in the price of raw
cotton between foreign and domestic mills."
We respectfully request that this letter be included In the official records of
your committee's hearing on the proposed trade legislation, so that our views
will be known by the members of your committee.
The cotton industry hopes that its recommendations will receive due consideration by the committee, and we want to take this opportunity to thank you and
the members of your committee for your objcc<tive consideration of our recoinmendations.
Sincerely,
I11'aRIS C. JACKsON. President.
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STATEMENT OF PINEAPPLE GROWERs ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII, SuR rrum By R. L.
CUSHINo, ON H.R. 9900, TRADE ExPANSION ACT OF 1962
This statement is submitted on behalf of the Pineapple Growers Association of
Hawaii, the members of the association being Baldwin Packers, Ltd.; California
Packing Corp.; Dole Corp.; Hawaiian Fruit Packers, Ltd.; Kauai Pineapple
Co.; Libby, McNeill & Libby; and Maul Pineapple Co., Ltd.
The United States produces annually approximately 18.5 million cases of
canned pineapple and 12.3 million cases of canned pineapple juice, a total of 30.8
million cases. The canned pineapple pack is approximately 15 percent of the
total U.S. canned fruit peck and the canned pineapple Juice pack is approximately
23 percent of the total U.S. canned fruit Juice pack.
The U.S. production represents 56 percent of the known world production of
canned pineapple and over 81 percent of the known world production of canned
pineapple juice.
Hawaii, with an annual production of 18 million eases of canned pineapple
and 12 million cses of canned pineapple Juice, accounts for over 96 percent
of the U.S. packs, of these items. The other U.S. production is in Puerto Rico
with 200,000 cas,,s of canned pineapple and 2(Y,000 cases of canned pineapple
Juice and the continental United States which cans an estimated 300,000 cases
of pineapple and 100.000 cases of pineapple Juice. Hawaii, therefore, is not
only the principal pineapple-producing area in the United States, but .he major
producer in the world with 54 percent of the world production of canned pineapple and 79 percent of the world production of canned pineapple juice.
In 1960, 12 percent of Hawaii's canned pineapple was exported, approximately
10 percent of the pack being exported to Europe; 9 percent of the J ilce pack
was exported, over 2 percent of the pack going to Europe. The 1960 exports
of canned pineapple were valued at $11.6 million and the pineapple Juice exports at $2.3 million, making a total value of pineapple exports of $13.9 million.
With exports of this proportion, our members are naturally keenly interested In
foreign trade and policies which may affect it. As producers of a major canned
fruit product, which ranked second in importance of all U.S. canned fruit exports
base on annual averages for the 5-year period 1956--60, we are concerned with
the possible effects of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
TITLE II. TRADE AGREEMENTS NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY

An objective of the bill, as we understand it, is to provide industry and agriculture of the United States with greater access to the markets of the European
Economic Community and thereby improve our economic welfare. This objective is commendable. But the broad powers delegated to the administration to
reduce tariffs, the indicated policy the EEC is taking' toward protecting its own
agriculture, and the recent history of tariff negotia*:ons and agreements between
this country and other countries, are reason for belief that some segments of
the American economy may he seriously hurt rather than helped by the pending legislation. Such fears are not allayed by the fact that the proposers of
the bill were so well aware of the fact that the authority contained in the bill
could be used in such a way that it could result, for industries or firms, In
signifir'ant idling of American productive facilitic3, prolonged and persistent
inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or underemployment of a
significant number of the workers in the industry, that 60 percent of the bill is
devoted to means of providing Government assistance to industries, firms, and
workers who would be so adversely affected.
It is not clear as to what the effects on American agricultural exports, and
specflcally canned fruits, would be from the broad powers the bill would grant
the Government for international trade matters. Have the proposers of this
legislation had the benefit of economic studies to determine the net effect the
exercise of the proposed powers would have on affected economic regions, economic groups, and product categories? An appraisal of the net economic effects
on American business and agriculture would seem to be basic.
From the standpoint of the pineapple Industry, the announced external tariff
on canned pineapple by the European Economic Community is 25 percent ad
valorem. The U.S. tariff on canned pineapple is three-fourths of I ceat per pound
which is approximately 6 percent ad valorem. The disparity in bargainirg positions is obvious. Under the Enropean Economic Community, ass,?lated oversea territories of member states will have duty.free entry in EiC. l be French
possessions of Guinea, Ivory Coast, and Martinique are likely to increase pine87270--. 2--pt. 824
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If the United
apple production since they would export to EEC duty free
Kingdom becomes a member and Australia has duty-free access to the EEC
markets, Australia's canned pineapple products would have a decided advantage
over Hawaiian canned pineapple in our principal export market area which is
already hihly competitive.
The U.S. tariff on canned pineapple juice of 20 cents per gallon is a reduction
from the rate of 70 cents per gallon which applied before 1945 and 35 cents per
gallon which applied from 1945 to 1948.
Pineapple and other fruits are not "politically sensitive" farm products. There
would thus be the danger that the Interests of the fruit industries might be
bartered away In obtaining concessions for more politically important items.
As to the prospects of increasing our market In EEC countries, the Secretary
of Agriculture has said that protectionism is in the air where agriculture Is
-concerned in Europe today with the tendency to Insulate the Common Market
from outside competition.
With such discouraging indications for any improvement In the situation in
the Common Market, the question arises as to what may be the situation in the
domestic market.
One of the purposes of the bill is "to assist in the sound economic progress of
countries in the earlier stages of economic development." Since most such
countries are in the tropics, it is almost a certainty that canned pineapple is
an export product they will attempt to develop. If the U.S. tariff on pineapple
should be eliminated to help such countries, it would be to the detriment of
the American industry in its domestic market where it is already faced with the
competition provided by 2.5 million cases of canned pineapple imported from
foreign countries which, in general, have lower production costs and, thereby
have an advantage and can undersel) Hawaiian pineapple. In other words,
instead of expanding our market, the Government could actually restrict it by
fostering competition from other areas. A case in point is Taiwan. Its pineapple industry was helped by U.S. Government aid. Canned pineapple ex-orts from Taiwan to the United States have increased from 12,000 cases in
1958 to almost a half million cases in 1961. which undersell Hawaiian pineapple
in mainland and even in Honolulu markets.
The past history of tariff negotiations is our basis for concern over future
negotiations, particularly if they are conducted under the broadened powers
of H.R. ,l940. At a meeting of industry representatives with Department of
Commerc.a officials, March 9, 1962, the Assistant Secretary of Commerce adinitted that foreign policy considerations had largely guided trade policy In
-the past, the United States got traded out of a lot of things and reduced tariffs
disproportionately in relationship to the concessions granted to us.
Present law provides safeguards In the "peril point" and "escape clause" procedures. Under 1I.R. 9900, the President would no longer have to be concerned
with the "peril point" and the "escape clause" would become ineffective. Manda'tory hearings are dispensed with by the bill. The present responsibility of the
Tariff Commission is decreased and certain powers of Congress in regard to
tariffs are deleted. The President gains in power, thereby, and the bill provides
-his determinations under title JI "shall be final and conclusive and shall not
be subject to review by any court." Such concentration of power and abridgement of the due process procedure could be prejudicial to the interests of the
-segments of American Industry and agriculture which would be affected by
Government trade policies, and specifically the pineapple industry in the U.S.
TITLE

I1. ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Reference has already been made to tle emphasis on adjustment assistance
in II.R. 9900, in terms of the large part of the bill devoted to it. Reciprocal
trade to us connotes the opportunity for expanding and strengthening industries
and firms engaged in the export business not paralyzing or destroying them.
If the provisions for adjustment assistance under the drastic conditions specified in the bill are an indication that some old established American industries
nre to be sacrifled in the Interest of U.S. foreign policy, based upon the judgment of the President, then we oppose the entire concept of the bill. world
We ia no way minimize the importance of foreign policy in the present
situation but we feel that the strongest policy will be built on a strengthened
rather than a debilitated business economy.
For an industry to be eligible for adjustment assistance under the act there
must Ie ti probtibility of ox'eurrence on a widespread basis illthe industry of
,ignificant idling of productive facilities of firms, of prolonged and persistent
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inability of firms to operate at a profit, and o. unemployment or underemployment of workers. All three conditions must be met to qualify for assistance.
In such an eventuality, it is difficult to see hjw the relief measures In H.R. 90
would be effective in the case of the pineapple industry. In a basically agricultural economy such as Hawaii, whit economically sound substitute use
could be found for the 74,000 acres now devoted to pineapple production; what
alternate use could be found for the nine canneries with their specialized equipment for pineapple canning; what other employment could there be for the
8,000 year-round workers and the additional 15,000 seasonal workers; what
replacement could be found in the Hawaiian economy for the $117 million income
pineapple produces? Technical assistance to be provided by the Government
would hardly be the answer. The pineapple industry now spends over $1 million
a year centered in the industry-supported Pineapple Research Institute of
Ilawaii which Is recogniz,,ld throughout the world as outstanding in research on
pineapple.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Our recommendations with respect to this legislation are as follows: (1)
strengthening rather than diluting Tariff Commission procedures, and retention
of the "peril point" and "escape clause" safeguards, thereby eliminating the need
for title III; (2) guaranteeing that concessions made by this country on a
product or group of products will be predicated on reciprocal concessions In the
same products group; (3) elimination of concessions to nations that negate these
concessions by quantitative restrictions, monopolies, import licenses, and other
devices that violate the spirit of reciprocity; (4) providing for congressional
review and veto to be exercised within it reasonable period of time: (5) addition of industry advisers to U.S. negotiating teams to represent product groups
listed for negotiation.
If these recommendations are unacceptable, we are opposed to the bill In
Its entirety and recommend instead that consideration be given to extension of
the present Reciprocal Trade Act.
STATE Or NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS,

Albany, May 9,1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAL SENATOB BRnw: You will remember, I hope, that several years ago we
had an earnest conversation about a proposed reduction of tariff on sweet
cherries. At that time escape clause provisions were set up so that authority
to reduce tariffs would be limited to some extent as far as our crop of sweet
cherries is concerned.
My objection to lowering the tariff on sweet cherries at that time was that
the French who wished to import sweet cherries into this country would not reciprocate by various devices and allow our apples to be Imported to France.
The French talked good but when the chips were down our apples did not get
into France. It was our observation that the people who raise and pick the
sweet cherries in both France and Italy do not get much of anything for these
cherries, so that a reduction in our tariff will not reflect increased income and
earnings to French or Italian farmers, but only to the handlers and processors.
I cannot see that the United States has been very successful in its negotiations with France and Italy on the Common Market in getting either country
to agree to reciprocate; that is, they have not agreed that they will not set
up all sorts of barriers against our apples, as they have in the past. If the
tariff is sharply reduced, without recourse, a great number of sweet cherry
producers in New York, Michigan, and on the Pacific coast, are going to suffer
severe and lasting hardship.
It Is all very well for our President to talk about "trading or fading." We
agree perhaps in principle with this but do not agree that the French should
he given any special advantage as they will be in the case of sweet cherries in
the overall bargaining that we have had with them.
Wa can grow sweet cherries, or any other fruits just as cheaply as anyone
in the wor-d and we can compete on a fair and equitable basis. In the case
of sweet cherries and apples we are not getting a square deal under the proposed law.
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As you may have observed, New York State seems to be getting its feet
under itself again, as far as the apply industry is concerned, with the consolidation of some of our processing operations, controlled atmosphere storages,
and a good promotion and advertising campaign. It seems to us that the entire
eastern seabord is beginning to gets its markets back with the greater participation of the whole industry In marketing operations. Certainly we owe Virginia a great debt of gratitude fiileading the way in may of these progressive
operations.
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL M.

DALRYMP1,

Assistant Commissioner,
Department of Agriculture and Markets.
AMERICAN

'MEAT INSTITUTE,

Chicago, Ill., April 23, 1962.
Ron. HARRY F. BYRD,

U.S. Senator, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DFAR SENATOR BYRD: The meat industry has followed with interest the efforts
of the present administration to expand the exports of U.S. products. We commend these efforts. However, it is our feeling that much more needs to be done
by our Government toward the elimination of trade restrictions which are
definitely discriminatory against U.S. livestock products.
The meatpacking industry has observed, over a period of years, a continuous
"nibbling" by various countries against the free flow of packinghouse products
produced in the United States and derived from livestock grown on millions of
American farms.
In addition to tariffs, the various trade barriers against the free import of
U.S. meat and packinghouse products still in effect today are the following:
Quotas, import licenses, import tenders, subsidies, export premiums, exchange
controls, surcharges and taxes, labeling and marketing restrictions, sanitary
restrictions.
The meatpacking industry believes that the U.S. Government should insist that
other countries promptly remove these restrictions. You will realize that these
barriers in total are of great importance and concern to this industry and to
livestock producers, especially as we are working to expand our trade and to
improve our balance-of-payments position.
An example of a barrier which is restrictive is that of the German regulation
which requires the defrosting for inspection purposes of all U.S. variety meats
which enter Germany. These products, after inspection, are thev repacked and
refrozen. Such products and packages lose much in appearance, and they comsequently become less competitive with the fresh product imported from competing countries. Our products are prepared under the supervision of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (Meat Inspection Division) whose high standards
assure the U.S. consumer of a safe, wholesome product. It would appear that
the German Government should accept the U.S. Government's inspection with
only sample reinspect ion.
Among U.S. livestock products, lard has received the most severe treatment.
The Cuban market, once the most important, has been lost. Germany will not
permit even traces of antioxidants which has meant that the German market
has been practically closed to American exporters. In England, failure to define
pure lard has jeopardize. the U.S. position because of imports of lower quality
lard from European countries. Lard markets have been lost in Venezuela, Ecuador, Guatemala, and most recently Peru, because of higher duties imposed against
lard from the United States. These increases were supposedly to support a national industry. Such industries, however, have been dependent on competing
fats or oils, and unfortunately these usually come from origins other than this
country. In some instances, such as Venezuela, the tariff increases have been
approved as part of the trade agreements negotiated with the United States.
It has been a traditional policy of the American Meat Institute to avoid taking
a position on tariff matters, particularly in the United States. For the most
part, our own tariffs against livestock and meat food products are relatively low.
When our market Is high, or there is a scarcity of a given commodity, foreign
products come into our market with relative ease. For example, in ca 'endar year
1961, imports of livestock and meat products, excluding wool, were valued at
$541 million, whereas our exports of livestock and meat products were valued
at 1366 million.
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Of course, the institute is not opposed to regulations which are necessary for
the protection of the health of consumers in foreign countries nor which are
necessary for the protection from animal diseases.
We shall very much appreciate your making every effort toward the reduce'
tion of these obstacles to our trade which threaten the export markets for U.S.
meat and packinghouse products. We sincerely hope that U.S. negotiators on
livestock and meat products are fully cognizant of these restrictive barriers.
Sincerely yours,
HoMza DAvisoN, President.
U.S. SNATA,

COMuITEE ON COMMERCE,
August 6, 1962.
BYRD
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I have submitted with Senator Magnuson an amendment to H.R 11970, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and have asked that it be
printed and referred to the Finance Committee. This amendment to section 252
of the bill will support our State programs that protect our fishery resources by
assuring that benefits of any trade agreement can be withheld from any country
which engages in practices which conflict with the efforts of our States and Federal Government to conserve our fishery resources or engaged in activities which
harass our fishermen while engaged in lawful fishing activities on the high seas.
Our trade policy must not conflict with our State fishery conservation efforts.
We must provide some means by which the President can withhold trade incentives to foreign governments which follow practices that tend to defeat the conservation efforts of our several States. We must not encourage further exploitation of these resources by lowering our tariffs.
I would deeply appreciate your favorable consideration of this amendment
Due to your crowded schedule on this bill, I will not request to testify on this
amendment in person but I will be happy to furnish further information at your
request.
Sincerely yours,
E. L. BARTLETT.

Hon. HARRY

IFL4OD

(Hi.R. 11970, 87th Cong., 2d ses.]
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. Bartlett (for himself and Mr. Magnuson)
to the bill (H.R. 11970) to promote the general welfare, foreign policy, and security of
the United States through international trade agreements and through adjustment
assistance to domestic industry, agriculture, and labor, and for other purposes, viz:

On page 19, line 16, strike out "or".
On page 19, between lines 19 and 20, insert the following:
"(3) engages or tolerates its nationals to engage in practices which are in conflict
with recognized conservation principles and tend to defeat efforts by the
United States Including the respective States to conserve or protect fishery resources ; or
"(4) takes any action, contrary to the principles of international law, to harass
or otherwise interfere with United States flag fishing vessels engaged in lawful
activities on the high seas,".
On page 19, line 24, strike out "or" after thecomma.
On page 20. line 3, strike out the period and insert ",or".
On page 20, between lines 3 and 4, insert the following:
"C) take such action to adjust imports of products of such country or Instrumentality as he deems necessary."
SENATOR E. L. (BOB) BARTLETT, OF ALASKA, FOa RELEASE UPON DELIVERY,
AUGUST 3, 1962, WASHINGTON, D 0.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I submit for myself and Mr. Magnuson an
amendment to H.R. 11970, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962; I ask that it be
printed and referred to the Finance Committee. I also request that the text
of the amendment be printed in the record at this point.
This amendment is offered td section 252 (b) of chaptr 6, title II, that portion
of the trade bill which specifies the conditions under which the President can
benests of trade conceswithhold or withdraw from a particular country th,.,
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sons given to all countries. The amendment offers two additional circum.
stances under which the President may take this action, and it supplements the
authority given him under the present bill by adding the power to impose import
quotas and embargoes, all intended to guarantee the preservation of our fishery
resour s.
Mr. President, I believe that the trade bill contains some of the most outstanding recommendations to come before this Congress. In many respects it
is farsighted and realistic. Its passage may be necessary if we are to survive
the competition which is now ours from the rapidly expanding economies of

Europe and Asia.

However, our fishery resources occupy a peculiar position in our foreign trade,
as well as our domestic economy, and as a part of our new economic and for.
eign trade policy, we must support the very considerable efforts which have been
and are being made by Federal and, particularly, State Governments to conserve them. With increasing pressure on the world's stocks of fish, problems of
conservation will increase over the coming years. We have participated for
many years In efforts to conserve and develop these resources.
The United States is an important market for foreign fish products. Likewise, the United States is herself an important fishing nation. Therefore, it is
imperative that we not only allow trade concessions with other fishing nations,
but we Insist upon proper conservation of our fisheries and those international
fisheries upon which we rely. The United States is the leader of the free world
and we must lead In every field, including fishery resources conservation.
In considering any trade policy we must, therefore, insure that Its consequences are compatible with our conservation goals. We should not, through
inadvertence or for any other reason, give trade incentives to foreign governments to violate sound conservation practices, to ovarfish certain areas and
stocks of fish and to use fishing gear and techniques which are contrary to
proper conservation; nor can we give trade Incentives to those countries which
permit and encourage harassment to our fishermen and their vessels.
In its present form, section 202(b) permits the President to suspend or withdraw any trade concession to a nation which engages In an action that burdens
or restricts U.S. commerce. With the addition of this amendment, the
President can take the same action when another country permits its citizens
to engage in fishing activities which will defeat the efforts of our States and our
Federal Government to conserve our fishery resources or when a foreign government allows Its nationals to harass or Interfere with our fishermen on the high
seas while they are engaged In lawful activities. With this amendment the
President cannot only maintain present tariffs with regard to a specific country.
which Is engagi'i, In practices which do violence to our conservation efforts, but
if appropriate, lie can also Increase our present tariff, for example, on canned
salmon and crab from 151h percent ad valorem to 25 percent. This can be done
without changing tariffs on fresh or frozen salmon and crab which may be considered an Important source of supply. This amendment also gives the President
flexible powers to adjust imports by any other action Including the use of import
quotas or embargoes.
Paragraph (c) of section 252 states that the President shall provide an opportunity for a hearing and public presentation of views on these problems. In the
event a foreign country Is violating principles of fishery resources conservation
this provision, with the amendment, amply Insures that any person shall have
adequate opportunity to protest.
I cannot stress too strongly the necessity for enactment of adequate measures
to protect our fishing resources. It has only been within recent years that we
have become fully aware of the desperate plight the industry is In. We have been
at fault In many Instances because of inertia and Ignorance. However, our States,
In cooperation with the Federal Government, are now embarked on sound and
far-reaching fisheries conservation measures and these efforts must be encouraged and expanded.
Japan, Canada, and the United States joined In a salmon conservation effort 10
years ago under the North Pacific Fisheries Convention. This convention may
be dissolved In 1063 and all efforts made In the fields of research and conservation
may be seriously affected by its dissolution.
U.S. salmon fishermen are prohibited by State and Federal regulations from net
fishing outside our territorial waters; further, they are prohibited from specific
areas and from fishing altogether if it is discovered that sufficient numbers of
salmon are not reaching the spawning grounds. This close regulation of 'our
fishermen Is-necessary to sustain our salmon resourc-es.
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Canada and Russia, the latter not a member of the convention, have been in
accord with us on this policy.
The Japanese, on the other hand, do not impose upon themselves conservation
regulations of this type and, having few spawning streams of their own, have
moved out into the high seas, particularly the Bering Sea, to take salmon contrary
to sound conservation practices.
Years of careful studies and investigations have proved that extensive fishing on the high seas will eventually destroy the runs of salmon destined for
spawning streams in Washington, Oregon, California, and Alaska because there
can be no separation and control by size and species required in a balanced
fishery conservation program. An area in my own State of Alaska offers an'
outstanding example of what can happen to salmon runs which have been overfished on the high seas. Historically, the Bristol Bay area was known as one
of the great red-salmon-producing areas of the world. In the last 10 years
the runs have been drastically reduced. Federal, and now State, conservation
measures have been enforced during this period, but production figures reveal
that these controls have not been effective and Bristol Bay has been declared
a disaster area three times in recent years. Research since 1952 has also
shown that the salmon which spawn in Bristol Bay roam far west of 175' west
longitude, the abstention line set by the North Pacific Fisheries Convention,
east of which the Japanese cannot fish.
Th Japanese, while agreeing to and abiding by certain restrictions Imposed
by the convention, have resisted application of these restrictions to their operations west of 175' west longitude and, unfortunately, their interpretation is
seriously working against salmon conservation efforts of the United States and
Canada.
The Japanese not only fish for salmon on the high seas but also, in their
operations, use nylon monofilanient nets which are forbidden to U.S. fishermen.
These nylon monofilament nets are injurious to the fish; they have a relatively
small mesh and allow little escapement of immature salmon. These practices
have vastly reduced the catch of our fishermen in all of the Pacific Coast
States.
The amendment is directed also at protecting our halibut. Canadian and
American fishermen are not permitted to fish for halibut with drag and trawl
gear, because such gear takes both mature and immature halibut, seriously
affecting the stocks of halibut. At the annual meeting last November of the
International North Pacific Fisheries Commission the Japanese section was
askcd to join In a resolution recommending to the naember governments that
prol)er restraint be exercised, that extension or expansion of trawl operationson the halibut grounds not be permitted until research now being done on the
halibut stocks is completed, including assessment of effects of trawl fishing
operations on the halibut stocks. The Japanese were not willing to agree to
this resolution.
These halibut stocks have been developed, maintained, and expanded by
efforts of Canada and the United States since 1923. Now the Japanese not
only expect to reap the benefits of these efforts but may, by not abstaining
from trawling for halibut in certain areas, destroy the resource these efforts
set about to conserve.
There is neither need nor advantage at this time in reiterating the alarm
that my colleagues and I have expressed so frequently on the floor of the Senate
and elsewhere over the pressure on our fishing conservation efforts by the
Russians in our North Pacific and Northwest Atlantic, pressure actual or
threatened.
I believe that if the United States lowers tariffs on, or in any way negotiates
to encourage increased importation of fishery products of foreign countries
which have come into possession of those countries through practices which
conflict with those of g6od conservation, we not only encourage present practices of the latter kind but future expansion of them.
Moreover, the President needs, as a part of the expanding international trade
program, the authority to impose economic sanctions on those countries which
seek to interfere with or harass U.S. fishermen who are engaged in lawful pursuits on the high seas.
The United States recognize. territorial jurisdiction up to 3 marine miles off
shore. We have never sought unilaterally to extend our own jurisdiction beyond
the 3-mile limit and we do not recognize purported unilateral extensions of jurisdiction beyond that distance by other nations.
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But lack of recognition of various nations' claims beyond the 3-mile limit has
not been effective in preserving the rights of our fishermen. Our shrimp fishermen from Gulf Coast States and tuna fishermen from West Coast States have
been fired upon, their boats seized, and fines levied upon them, and we have had
no practical means for protecting them. One incident may and does lead to
others. As long as we do nothing to protect our fishemen, as long as we do
nothing to protect their rights om- the high seas, we can only expect further oppressive acts against them at the hands of foreign authorities.
The longer this type of situation is allowed to continue, the more we are placing our fishermen in Jeopardy and the worse the situation becomes. We are encouraging chaos.
The solution is not to arm our fishing vessels; it is not to send fleets of armed
U.S. patrol boats to the fishing grounds; it is not to declare war. Economic force
is, today, the most sensible and effective, and the only practical solution.
The amendment, therefore, would protect our fishery resources and our fishermen to assure that our expanded trade program moves in a direction consistent
with sound fishery conservation policies.
I ask unanimous consent that the amendment lie on the table until the close
of business on Wednesday, August 8, so that other Senators may have an opportunity to Join in sponsoring the amendment, if they so desire.

-STATEMENT BY THE DRIED FRUIT AsSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA ON H.R.

TRADE EXPANSION Acrr or 1962

11970,

TIE

The Dried Fruit Association of California is a trade association serving the
Interests of the dried fruit and tree nut industries of California. Its membership includes cooperatives, independent packers, and grower-packers of 95 percent of the State's dried fruit production, and Includes a large percentage of
California's tree nut industry. There are some 39,830 growers of record producing 10 commodities in the categories of dried fruits and tree nuts. The most
recent 5-year average production of these farm commodities according to the
California Crop & Livestock Reporting Service amounts to 494,112 tons with an
average farm value of $163,620,000. The processed value will exceed $200
million.
Foreign trade is vital to our industry. It affects growers, packers, and shippers of mnst of the commodities handled and sold by our members. This industry, therefore, fully recognizes the importance of proper legislative mmachinery
to implement the maintenance and expansion of foreign trade.
Prior to World War II the dried fruit and tree nut industries shiPlped an
average of 210,000 tons of dried fruits and tree nuts in export, or approximately
40 percent of the entire crop. All export markets were destroyed by World War
II, but the industry has been slowly regaining its position in the world market,
and with production Increasing it will be necessary to again export approximately 2-5,000 tons of dried fruits and tree nuts in order to maintain the economic health of the Industry.
We have traditionally supported the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act and
its extensions as they have come up for consideration before the Congress since
initial enactment. In spite of what may have been some imperfections, we believe the prosperity of the United States has been closely related to our foreign
trade policy.
In our statement on I.R. 9900, we proposed that certain amendments be written into the bill by the Congress. While the.b1lU was considerably strengthened
over its original draft, there are still no provisions for adequate prenegotiation
safeguards (e.g., "peril point") and true reciprocity in trade agreements. Therefore, we respectfully request that certain amendments be written into H.R. 11970
specifically as follows:
I. Page 3, after line 20, insert the following new sections:
"SEc. 203. EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN FRUIT AND TREE NUT CROPS AND PRODUCTr.-

No proclamation made pursuant to section 201(a) (2) shall apply to any fruit
or tree nut crop, or any individual product thereof, which is an article referred
to in Agricultural Handbook No. 143, United States Department of Agriculture,
as issued in September 1959-"(1) of which 5 per centum or less of the average annual production of such
article produced In the United States in the most recent 5-year period is
exported from the United States. and
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"(2) for which the United States accounts for less than 50 per centum of
the world's supply in the same 5-year period,
unless there is in effect a multilateral agreement with respect to such article
negotiated by the President under section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1950,
as amended, with countries accounting for a significant part of the world trade in
such article."
Section 212 of the House bill provides for restrictions on the duty reduction
authorizations contained in section 201(a) of the bill, In the case of certain
agricultural commodities.
We fully appreciate the fact that this section will benefit prunes, raisins, cut
dried fruits, apricot kernels, and in certain years of abundant supply, some
California tree nuts. On the other band, figs and walnuts have a heavy delwndency upon domestic markets rather than export. These crops which rank
high among California specialty crops have in recent years had to meet severe
competition from low-cost producing countries and whose production of these
cotajodities remains at a high level. Fortunately, the United States has seen
fit to permit some tariff protection and other legislative machinery which has In
soine respect maintained an orderly flow of such commodities into the United
States, eo as to prevent chaotic marketing conditions for both the domestic
product and the foreign product.
In our opinion this amendment will serve the purpose of assuring that the utmost consideration be given to all factors surrounding the commodity prior to
any tariff reductions, and again, we say this will assist in creating a stabilized
market for both the domestic and foreign product involved.
II. Amend section 252 (p. 18 and 19) by changing the period on line 24 to a
comma, and adding the word "or" and by adding a subparagraph as follows:
"(C) Impose additional import restrictions on the products of such country
or instrumentality."
At the present time, under the recently adopted agricultural policy for the
European Economic Community, a number of administrative regulations have
been adopted which can, and undoubtedly will, impose a number of restrictions
on the imports of the U.S. farm products. The proposal mentioned above will
simply serve to place the United States in a position to Impose the same type
of restrictions should it become necessary. Further, it places the United States
in a much stronger position to insist that foreign countries live up to their comnitmnents made under the GATT. We believe this addition will greatly strengthen
section 2952 mid benefit American farm products.
Ill. Amend section 251. most-favored-nation principle as follows:
"Except as otherwise )rovided in this title, any duty or other import restrictions or duty free treatment proclaimed in carrying out any trade agreement
under this title or any predecessor act shall apply to product of all foreign countries whict/ have tariff agreements with the United States, either directly or
through, GATT and are not in the determination of the United ,tatce in default
thercon, whether auch products are imported directly or indirectly."
We again iterate our position in stating that nations who are not willing to
become party to the GATT should not receive any benefits thereunder.
With respect to title III of the act, we believe that if the provisions of title
II are properly negotiated and administered, there will be no need for title III.
In general, we would be opposed to the provisions of title III.

nY DANNY

DANNENBERO. CHAIRMAN, IMPORT-EXPORT COMMITTEE,
GROWERs AsSOCIAn1ON, EL CENTRO, CALIF.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, my name is
Danny Dannenberg. from El Centro, Calif. As a farmer, and in my capacity as
chairman of the Import-Export Committee of Western Growers Association, I
appreciate the opportunity to submit the following statement with reference to
the Trade Expansion Act which subject the Senate Finance Committee Is now
holding ,hese scheduled hearings. May I now state for the record that Western
Growers Association Is a nonprofit, nonpolitical association, representing California and Arizona vegetable and melon farmers who produce over 40 percent of
the national dollar value exceedlng over one-half of $1 billion annually-and
these farmers have a long record in never receiving and proudly opposing price
sulisirtR, acreage controls, and Government subsidies on our vegetable and melon
l)roduction.
S'rATEMENT

WESTERN
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Let It be said at the outset that we support the ideal of fair trade between
nations and fair competition between the products of nations because expansion
of trade on this basis is very obviously In the best interest of the United States
and our allies. This rimch said, however, it behooves me to say that foreign
trade can neither operate In a vacuum or as a one-way street. However worthy
the goal of expanded markets for our export goods, the Trade Expansion Act
of 1902 must not result in unfavorable advantage bi ing taken by one group over
another, nor one country over another, it is therefore assumed that no special
adv-antages are reserved by virtue of tax structure, depreciation, subsidies, non.
tariff-trade barriers, Including currency devaluation and manipulation.
The consequences of initiating further reductions in U.S. tariffs have been confused by the effect of other factors at work at the same time-first, continued increase in domestic unemployment and U.S. balance-of-payment deficits, which
bas be 'n an endless drain on U.S. gold reserves, plus the unremitting tensions of
the cold war. Two facts, however, are clear. First, by any measure, U.S. tariffs
are among the lowest In the world. Second, the main objective of the program
-a similar reduction of barriers throughout the rest of the world has not been
accomplished by U.S. tariff reductions In the past, and the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 gives no guarantee that even proportionate reciprocity will be forthcoming in the future. The truth of the matter is that the Common Market ann
other nations have a good thing going and will strive to keep it that way.
The first-that U.S. tariffs are now among the lowest In the world-may cnne
as a surprise. This is a fact which has not been made clear to the American
public. U.S. tariffs are now 70 percent lower than they were 30 years ago and,
on the average, are among the lowest in the world. At this juncture, the importance of these remedies is underscored by the significance of the duties which
remain after the extensive and repeated reductions of the past decade. However, as the ad valorem equivalent of our duties has been reduced since 1934
from approximately 50 percent to 12 percent last year, the current Dillon
round will undoubtedly bring this level to 10 percent. A reduction of tariffs by
the United States from 50 percent to the level of 10 percent Is already drastic
by any test. The studies giving relative tariff levels for different countries
are reported in table 1.
As to the second point-the failure of the reciprocal trade agreements (1934),
and the General Agreements on Tariff and Trade (GATT) (1947), to accomplish
a similar reduction in the barriers imposed by other countries-the record is
clear and the evidence is abundant. Tariffs, in themselves, are the mildest of
trade barriers. haport licenses, embargoes, quotas, exchange controls, cartels,
and state trading are much more restrictive. The way and extent to which they
operate will be fully discussed later, but in the opinion of many persons engaged
In both domestic and international trade, our State Department negotiators, in
their enthusiasm for expansion of wcrld trade, have often surrendered more
than they gained.
While there may be some logic in the fact that our trade winds are changing,
the real truth Is that the American market is tie most attractive in the worldthanks to the purchasing power generated by mass production, the United Sates
created a mass market. Because of internal restrictions and low wages, foreign
producers did not have readymade markets at home so they indeed are eager
for access here.
Proposals for extending further tariff reductions are now before the 87th
Congress of the United States. Many changes have occurred. We have learned
much about the nature and effect of foreign barriers other than tariffs. After
20 years of tariff reductions, the Nation again has the opportunity to again
debate the question. Thus, by taking a second look at the basic issues involved,
we should hope to change our approach to the so-called tariff problem and build
our foreign trade policy on a sound economic basis that will not leave American
labor, industry, and agriculture as "sitting ducks" at home.
To simplify the trade negotiation problem, the United States adopted in 1922
the !nost-favored-nation clause to our Tariff Act. This policy merely meant
,Ltat whut'ver concession we gave to some favored nation, we would automatically extenC to all other nations with whom we had satisfactory trade relations
the very oame concession. Used correctly, the most-favored-nation clause should
mean that a country must not discriminate against imports from any source
if it wishes to avoid discrimination against its own exports. While on many
occasions, our U.S. exports have felt the fangs of discrimination, we have adhered to the equality of treatment under the most-favored-nation clause adopted
by the United States in 1922.
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The most-favored-nation clause is fully retained In the Trade Expansion Act
of 19062. The American public is not aware of this fact. This means there Is a
requirement that the full benefit of the eliminations and reductions in duty
granted to the Common Market will be granted freely to Japan, India, and the
other low-wage nations of the world as a bonus without any action or concession
on their part in payment.
The difficulty here is that virtually all other nations of the world consider
themselves perfectly free to restrict the application of the most-favored-nation
principle by the use of quotas, exchange controls, import Ucensing, internal tax,
and regulations which make tariff changes meaningless. Other nations of the
world feel free, whenevi, their internal situation warrants, to raise duties and
otherwise act contrary to the commitments made in trade agreements. In June
1961, Japan took such action, but they are not by themselves, and in June 1962,
Canada applied increased tariff duties on more than half of the articles imported
into that nation plus a currency devaluation of about 10 percent. Other cases
could be cited but based upon policy, the United States alone Insists upon
unrestricted most-favored-nation treatment under circumstances which make a
mockery out of our trade programs.
We Americans have, in recent years, learned and read about a phrase called
"the balance of payments." For most of us, the phrase suggests financial trouble
of an international nature. The term means exactly what it says. It is the
balance in our reserve fund in relation to payments into the fund and expenditures from it as a result of foreign trade. The whole operation may be likened
to a checking account and In short, reflects the balance or margin between
what is sold to foreigners, over what Americans buy from them in various forms.
The crucial fact remains that the balance-of-payment deficit and our outflow
of gold remains as a major economic problem for the United States. In the first
2 months of this year alone, the United States experienced net gold losses of
$152 million, bringing the total gold stock of the Nation to an alltime low of
$16.7 billion. Moreover, U.S. gold stock is doubly mortgaged, both by statutory
gold cover requirements on our currcney of over $11 billion and by short-term
claims in excess of $21 billion. If our reasoning is correct, the proposed legislation certainly Is not clear that the act would necessarily improve the balanceof-payments position of the United States. It seems fair to assume that far
from helping to cure our gold drain, we could see an inrush of Imports-which
could further precipitate a further flight of more dollars. While such a projection may not happen, the alleged gains from the Tariff At legislation are
too small to assume a risk of such magnitude.
It seems Incredible to us Americans that the monetary balance Is the most
sensitive problem the United States faces at home an(d abroad among our allies.
At the same time, It is an illusion to think that our friends abroad will be
willing to pull American balance-of-payments chestnuts out of the fire. Here
is the risk and the rub which will require correction and greater austerity
at home by the United States. This country does not have a major dollar
problem on balance of trade In the usual application of commercial transactions.
This country does have on unfavorable balance of payments. The United
States simply pays out by gifts, aid, nondollar ',ales, etc., more than it receives
in international dealings. These Items are outlined in table 2, but the only
practical correction of this unfavorable balance of payments is available to
the United States at any time. The correction is to reduce our payments, not
our duties.
The reporting of import export dollar figures has, for many years and by many
administrations, been a statistical puzzle which Is indeed highly misleading and
expresses a conclusion of far more than Is indicated. A current example is
shown on table 3 relating to our so-called $5 billion export surplus. This table
will show that: "We export the goods-we just don't get the dollars"-,-and the
actual balance in favor of exports Is slightly more than about one-fourth of the
so-called puzzling $5 billion or $1,387 million. In this respect, I would like to
take the liberty of quoting the distinguished chairman of this committee, who
stated: "I think It is very deceitful to do this, to publish figures on a dollar
basis when we don't receive any dollars."
Mr. Chairmen, I say here today that these export figures should be revised so
they do not Include items which are sold for nonconvertible currencies. Certainly trend lines indicate in ouT lifetimes, most of these currencies will remain
nonconvertible. Nor should these figures include heavily export subsidized items;
nor should they include charitable contributions; nor should they Include equip-
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ment given away abroad under the foreign ald, mutual defense and security
programs.
As taxpayers, American citizens are "stockholders" of the United States and
are entitlepl to review a true set of figures in evaluating how this foreign trade
business Is being run because Americans should not be taxed to put themselves
out of Jobs, out of business, and into industry oblivion. Permit me to briefly
explain what I mean:
1. The so-called experts tell us that in rounded figures, our exports are $20
billion for fiscal year 1960-61, and imports are $15 billion, so therefore, we
have a favorable trade balance of $5 billion. In weighing these statistics we
should keep before us the fact that the import values are (c.1.f.) foreign
values, exclusive of duty, insurance. and ocean freight. This fact tends to
shrink the value of imports in terms of U.S. values aid in this respect, it
would perhaps take a $30 billion value to properly balance the account. So,
on the basis of American employment and Americqn value, we indeed have
a very unfavorable trade balance which, no doubt, is a large part of our unemployment situation and our halance-of-payment and loss-of-gold problem.
2. The inclusion of $l1 million of goods paid for by private U.S, charity
and donated abroad is added to U.S. export figures and is a part of the
incorrectness on U.S. export values and our so-called favorable trade balance.
3. Under Public Law 480. the Government "sells" agriculture products
to other governments for foreign currency which is not convertible. In
other words, we are paid In "wooden nickels." In this respect, Senator El.
lender on poge 12543, Congressional Record of July 20, 1961, noted as follows:
"In addition to that sulsidy our State Delartment has been negotiating sales,
and lhs been accepting payment for the commodities sold. the currencies 't
foreign governments at rates 'far lower' than the market exchange rates. In
my recent survey of our operations abroad, I cited an Instance, it app ars
on page 21, of Senate Dooment 20. a report by me on U.8. foreign operations."
These exports are also included in the official figures and further add to the
incorrectness of U.S. export values.
4. The further incorrectness of U.S. export figures Is cited front page A-83-4,
('ongressional Record of February 5. 192: "It has recently been admitted
by administration officials that a 'substantial part' of the $1,262,152.70 listed
among the other export figures as 'special category type 1 or type 2' is given
away. These ore items whose nature or destination Is not divulged for
reasons of military security. Few thoughtful citizens object to giving away
even a billion dollars if such gifts are truly in the interest of national security.
Boot it is misleading to include the dollar vahle of these shipments as 'sales'
in order to Justify some legislative proposal."
5. The contention that agricultural exports during the past fiscal year
1960-61 reached record proportions of $4.9 billion, and that 78 percent of this
was sent to countries with which we made trade agreements: while Imports
of directly competitive agricultural products amounted to $1.8 billion needed
some reexamination. First. the Import value must generally be accepted as
(c.i.f.) foreign cost. less insurance and freight and not U.S. dollar value.
The $4.9 billion export value is inisleading as noted In a publication of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. "The lemandi mid Price Siluation" August
19,1, page 9, stated that about 60 percent of these exports received some
form of Government assistance. This consisted of outright subsidies such
as those that apply to our exports of wheat and cotton of which we exported
over $2 billion in 1960: outright grants (gifts), etc. Only 40 percent of the
total was sold for dollars with no governmental assistance. This part of our
agricultural exports "was slightly below the previous year." Thus, on a
sound commercial basis, agricultural export. have been pushed up 60 percent
or aprpoximately $3 billion.
To attribute a favorable balance to our export trade is wholly unjustified in
view of the pertinent factors as above stated. We pay hard cash for what we
import. When we discuss the balance of trade, it Is indeed proper to compare
the value of imports and exports only if those exports are included for which
we are paid for in hard cash-certainly not these Items paid for by U.S. citizens
either in the form of tax money or by private charity.
During the past few years there has been much discussion as to whether U.S.
products were being priced out of world markets, and are unable to defend home
markets. Many leaders in labor, industry, and agriculture have said that,
as far as their products were concerned, their labor costs, compared to foreign
producing areas, made it impossible for them to match the prices of foreign com-
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petitors. I maintain that by comparing statistics on imports and exports, commodity by commodity, in years separated by enough time to allow economic
factors to come into play, trend lines should become evident to show what commodities are moving ahead by capturing a larger share of the market, and which
are falling behind by capturing a smaller share of the market.
What is significant, and what official figures below show, is that in both industry and agriculture, the character of our exports has changed. U.S. exports
have registered large gains in share of market in raw materials, commodities,
and manufactured Items with low labor content We have, by the same token,
registered large losses in share of market in exports with relatively high labor
content. In specific product after specific product, imports capture a larger
share of market where labor content is high. Exports capture a larger share of
market only where labor content is low.
See U.S. Department of Commerce table below:
iValue, in millions of dollars]
1951

1,Crude materials:

U.S. exports ----------------------2,471
U.S. imports ---------------------3,365
2. Crude foodstuffs:
4
U.S. exports -----------------------401
U.S. imports--------------------...
2,077

3. Semimanu fractures:
U.S. exports ----------------------1,665
U.S. imports--------------------2,459
4. Manufactured foodstuffs:
U.S. exports -----------------------

U.S. imports --------------------

1967

1960

1961

1,899
2,413
7
74t
2,2001

3,110
3,211

2,546
3,152

1.332
2,02D

2,56
3,014
9
1,W9
1,722

1,819 |

3,242

3,522

3,287

97

1,163

1,117

1,157

31

2,313

832

2,9V

3,099

897
1,717

3,0)84

3
-6
-17

25

022

1,117

8,462
1,896

9,691
2,196

11,82
3,527

11,43,5
5.258

11,741
5,075

39
168

Subtotal, 3, 4, 5:
U.S. exports ..................
11,008
U.S. Imports ---------------5,377

12,342
5,626

16,228
7,719

16,074
9,916

18 IP
9 71

47
82

S. Finished manufactures
U.S. exports ----------------------U.S. Imports ---------------------6.

881

I

Percent
1951-62

1964

1,272

1,58

1,602

67

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1961, table 1210; U.S. Department of Commerce, WTIS
62-11, table 3.

What is the significance of these facts? First, that our export advantage is in
articles with far less Job-creating potential than the job-displacing potential of
our Imports. Secondly, that we do know from the record of the past 11 years,
when U.S. duties were reduced on a massive scale in three major multilateral
tariff negotiations under GATT (Torquay, 1951; Geneva, on the accession of
Japan to GATT,19,4-55; Geneva, 1956), that under the concessions exchanged by
the United States and other countries, U.S. imports of manufactures have increased at a more rapid rate than U.S. exports. There Is no evidence that a further 50-percent general reduction induties would benefit our exports. As yet, no
one knows how much the 20 percent cut In duty recently agreed to by the United
States (to become effective during the next 2 years) will stimulate our exports.
Further reductions or eliminations of duties will accelerate this very unfavorable Import tre'id. Consequently, the power to reduce our already low-point
duties 50 percent could very well cause harm to the economy, add to our unemployment situation, and create more balance-of-payment deficit problems.
With less than 80 percent of our industrial capacity now in use and approxinmately 7 percent of our labor force unemployed, we can ill afford to overlook
measures which will foster continued growth and combat unemployment. The
low tariff policies followed by the United States under the Trade Agreements
Act have finally caught up with us. Foreign producers, paying wages far below
the U.S. wage, and Insuring high productivity by using the latest, most efficient
machinery, in many cases provided by the Marshall and other giveaway plans,
are able to best American production in our home market as well as abroadand where technical help Is needed, it is willingly supplied by the State Department. The final conclusion Is that the trade program must be so modified as to
provide real safeguards for American jobs which now stand in jeopardy.
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A very crucial question in America today relates itself in the field of employment. While admittedly these statements are not a precise gage, we must
fully recognize that by activity the handle of exports in themselves could not
be used to solve an unemployment problem which booms half again as high
as the number of workers employed In all export and related activities; because,
only 3.7 or 3.8 percent (less than 4 percent) of our gross national product is
supplied by exports. It may be wel! to point out that, as a nation, Canada
has proportionately a much greater share of International trade than the United
States. In 195. the per capita value of Canadian foreign trade was $691 compared with the United States per capita value of $192. It is therefore very
obvious that the reduction of our already low tariffs will not take up our
unemployment slack-the correction is in the adoption of sound policies which
will make industry competitive and allow an expansion of Job opportunities.
This certainly merits consideration because it has been calculated that the
United States needs to expand its economy 4 or 5 percent per year In order
to avoid slipping backward in employment, and not to be overlooked is the
1 million new workers coming on the scene each year.
In today's highly competitive merchandising arena, I sometimes ponder about
the marketing practices of both industry and the consumer. And so, in a
sense, we might have a national marketing problem because industry and consumer should be a two-way street. Trying to make products to sell cheaper
could, in itself, lead us down the road of no return. Now is it axiomatic that
the buying public should always be able to buy a product at the lowest possible
price, Just for the sake of buying low? But I am afraid that we, at times, have
the wrong ideas about the variation between low prices and fair prices. A cast
in point: If an American housewife can buy a West German butcher knife at a
lower rrice than an American-made knife of the same quality, she benefits.
But, if her husband loses his Job in a knife factory because of this foreign competition, she loses.
Now, any legislator would favor any program which offered hope of improving
the volume of exports. But there is another side to the story. After many years
9f so-called reciprocal tariff negotiations, the average American tariff on marufactured goods is now 11 percent; that in Japan and Austria 19 percent; that
in Great Britain 17 percent; that in Canada Is 16 percent; and that In the Co'nmon Market countries 14 percent. The United States, through our State Department, recently negotiated a 20-percent reduction in tariffs on automobiles with
the Common Market; but this left the American tariff on cars at 6.5 percent
while the Common Market tariff is 21 percent-is this reciprocity? But this
is not all, because this still leaves American exports of vehicles handicapped by
use taxes and horsepower taxes Imposed on American vehicles In European
markets. Facts to keep in mind in connection witth the American automobile
Industry are, that in 1951, American automobile firms produced 72 percent
of the world's total output of passenger vehicles: in 1959, this share was only 48
percent. In 1950, the United States imported 21,000 automobiles, but in 1960
the automobile imports into the United States rose to 444,000-a significant
increase In U.S. automobile Imports.
Now, as I precisely stated, this is not only true about automobiles-in
tractors, we exported In 1950 a total of 93,010 units, decreasing in 1959 t 46,05.3
units. As the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is debated In Congress, we find
that the United States has moved from a net exporter of steel to a net importer
of steel. In textiles and many other products, we are exporting less and Importing more. These are uncomfortable facts in many ways-so uncomfortable,
in fact, that we cannot help but once again direct attention to the paradoxical
omission in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to make provision for genuine trade
reciprocity. A distinguished committee of economists has testified before
Congress that this omission is naive and dangerous.
It is most reasonable to very seriously question the implications of certain International and some specific domestic companies and their spokesmen, that the
answer to our growing Imbalance of payments lies in further artificial inducements to greater exports. We, in particular, challenge as self-interest the patriotic and noble implication that the best Interest of America lies in removing
protective barriers (for others)-tarffs or quotas-to import-vulnerable home
industries in order to negotiate more room for certain favored American exports
in the Euopean Common Market, while at the same time, they are beneficiaries
of nuota protection In the domestic U.S. market on their commodity.
We are very frankly not impressed with these noble spokesmen. who preach
removal of restrictions for others, while being a generous receiver of protec-
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tion for themselves. They maintain that such action would serve the principle
of free competitive enterprise-even as they advocate Federal subsidies to offset
the damage they acknowledge would result. If these spokesmen were not themselves so heavily protected, their pleas for action on behalf of free enterprise
might be better received. A case in point is stating "that we happen to believe in free markets, as much as we can get them free, and then suggesting
restrictions on certain imports, so long as they were vulnerable to imports."
We, therefore, cannot look with favor upon certain of these statements, because
we do not have a built-in device of protection such as wheat flour, which is
limited to imports of only about one-fiftieth of 1 percent of U.S. consumption.
We might envy their position, but not their statements.
Mr Chairman, the University of California reports that for 1961 California
was the Nation's leading agricultural State in terms of farm value production.
California produces over 200 farm products which are commercially grown and,,
marketed. With about 2 percent of the Nation's cropland, and nearly 6 percent of the country's farms, California agriculture accounts for close to 10 percent of the Nation's farm income. California farm-value production exceeds
$3 billion and when related industries, supplying marketing and production,
services, are added, California agriculture becomes a $10 billion industry. At
harvest peak, more than a half million people are working on California farms.
The university report further stated it has been estimated that "for each 1M
persons employed in agriculture in California, there are 3.5 persons employed
in the State in the manufacture of food and related products." It is also reported that "for each 100 persons employed in agriculture, 263 were employed
in associated industries. A summary of this is that California agriculture, di,
rectly and indirectly, is responsible for about 40 percent of the Jobs and about
70 percent of the cash transactions in California.
In 1960, California's hired farm labor was almost 20 percent of the U.S. total
on hired farm wages, despite the fact that California farmers received only
about 10 percent of the U.S. grogs farm income. In 1960, California's hired
labor percentage to gross farm income was 16.7 percent; as compared to the 12
leading gross farm income State average of 6.4 percent and the U.S. average
of 7.9 percent. California's share of Government subsidy payments as related
to gross farm income is very small, and its major crops of alfalfa, vegetables
melons, fruits, nuts, cattle, poultry, lvestock, eggs, etc., receive no Government
subsidies on their farm production.
The economic importance of California agriculture does not alter the fact that
one of the most pressing problems In our domestic economy is a relatively low
Income to agricultural labor and investment here in America. That problem Ia
especially true in California, which leads the Nation in specialty crops that
require high units of labor. This condition is aggravated by large-volume Imports of agricultural commodities which are directly competitive to many com-,
niodities produced in California. These imports not only affect agriculture, but
also affect labor employed directly in agriculture, and Indirectly, they seriously
affect labor and industry, which furnish equipment, supplies and services foragriculture.
Mr. Chairman, may I recognize with this committee, that in operational terms,.
no single group or voice can truly represent and speak for American agriculture
as a whole. Agriculture is too diverse, has many related and unrelated problems, which include many regional and commodity differences, including the.
large volume "basic or political sensitive crops," so to speak, with their distinct
situation differing from the multitude (f smaller volume and specialty crops.
As a matter of policy, we in Western Grovers Association have never shared the
belief that one segment of our industry could, or should, be sacrificed to the.
benefit of another segment of agriculture. To that end, we are presenting ourI
relevant views and position In relation to the Trade Expansion Act.
May it now be restated that the Western Growers Association is composed of
85 percent of the vegetable and melon growers and shippers of California and
Arizona who annually produce crops valued in excess of $500 million and ship In,
excess of 300,000 carlots of this foodstuffs to the Nation's markets. This represents 40 percent of the national total value in vegetables and melons. These
farmers have a long record in neither requesting nor ever receiving Government
subsidies for their vegetable and melon production.
This association recogn'zos thmt COlifornia and Arizona farmers, along with
other farmers, must compete for today's consumer markets. Such constant
factor Is good, healthy competition and is a parcel with our balance of supply
and demand-and a part of our free-enterprise system. This type of domestic.
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competition assures our consuming public of a steady, permanent, and whole.
some supply of food and fiber for the least amount of money-and, over a period
of time, would provide for a fair return to agriculture, labor, and investment.
We are proud of the part which we have played in making American agriculture the fuost efficient agriculture in the world. It is also the most productive
agriculture In the world. The statistics from the U.S. Department of Agriculture clearly establish that consumers have benefited tremendously from agriculture's resouicefulness. There is no question as to who has benefited te most
from the increase in productivity of American farms. The proof that more than
180 million American consumers have benefited most is established by the fact
that consumers today are spending an average of only 20 percent of their inconies for food.
Consumers today are eating better than ever before. They have more foodbetter food-and a larger variety of food than ever before. Today's diet
would have taken 32 percent of the consumer's Income before Woild War II.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture statistics further show that, since 1950,
labor and industry's share of the consumer's food dollar has increased from 50
cents to 62 cents; an increase of 25 percent and the farmer's share, ct course, has
dropped from 50 cents to 38 cents, a decrease of the same 25 percent. These
Government statistics further prove that while industry can pass increased
costs on to the consumer as part of its retail prices, the farmer, in recent years,
has been forced to absorb this differential which, in agriculture, has become
known as the coot-price squeeze.
The farmers who comprise the vegetable and melon Industry of California and
Arizona have always felt most strongly that their branch of agriculture should
be on a free enterprise system-based on the law of supply and demand-and
this association emphasizes its long-standing position as being firmly opposed to
any price supports or agriculture subsidies on fresh vegelables anti melons.
We, at the same time, recognize that the concept of a free market also requires
the need for affording the domestic vegetable and melon industry reasonable
Incentives and protection against unforeseeable and uncontrollable conditions,
and that these incentives and )rot action should come from realistic policies collcerning foreign imports. The Federal Government must maintain a national
policy of protection against excessive imports by tariff and quota protection,
representing the difference between American and foreign products in the costs
of labor, materials, and transportation.
The California and Arizona agricultural industry is paying the highest agri,cultural wages in the world and cannot fairly compete with foreign producing
areas having the advantage of low tariffs and wages often 10 to 20 times less than
our California and Arizona farmers are paying. This type of competition poses
a real serious problem which has been "created." whereby these foreign imports
result in oversupply and destroy the free enterprise system.
Today, as never before, California and Arizona vegetable and melon farmers,
who pay some of the Nation's highest farm wages, are being called upon to pay
vcen higher wages and fringe benefits to their agricultural workers. This is a
-serious economic problem when we must compete with labor from low-wagepaying foreign production areas. We have not argued In the past, nor do we argue
now, that our labor costs are too high. In preference to this, we would rather
say that it is the extremely low wages in the foreign producing areas which have
advanced this problem, for both the farmer and the farinworker, with final
economic effeA upon our local, State, and national economy.
May I now say that when the cold facts and figures are examined, this does
not tell a wholesome story for our farmers, who also have the just right of
being American taxpayers. The American farmer has not only been hurt economically but a bad Image has b-_en created for agriculture because, under present
law and the administration of present law, we are importing several agricultural
commodities, already in surplus in such large quantities that these imports are,
in effect, being placed In storage. At the same time, no mention is made of the
fact that in order to export our agricultural commodities they are, in fact,
being subsidized by our Government. The taxpayer, of course, must pay the
storage costs on these imports as well as the subsidy on the exports, and we in
agriculture Join with other American farmers in receiving lower prices for our
larm production. We need to look no further than the Congressional Record
to find the following facts.
Page 4259 of the Congressional Record dated May 19, 1960, states as follows:
"'To the extent that we look to agriculture exports to bail us uot, we should not
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overlook the fact that these exports are heavily subsidized and cannot be used
as a gage of our general export situation. In the fiscal year 1958-59, slightly
over 57 percent of agricultural exports moved under some sort of governmental
assistance program, such as subsidies, sales for foreign currencies, grants, and
loans. Only 43 percent was sold under straight commercial transactions by
private exporters."
(NoTE.-In 1960, USDA reported that about 60 percent of agricultural exports
received sonic form of assistance. This figure could exceed 60 percent In 1962,
because a July press release by USDA stated that "sales for foreign currency
reached a record total of over $1 billion from the previous high of $935 million
stating that "wheat and wheat flour shipments set records for the year and totaled
the equivalent of more than 385 million bushels." [Italic added.]
Page 5811 of the Congressional Record dated April 18, 1961, states as follows:
"From 1949 to 1959, we imported twice as much barley as our surplus grew
during that period. In fact, we imported more during that period than we had
on hand as surplus at the end of 1959. In oats, we imported four times as much
from 1949 to 1959 as our surplus grew during the same period-imports which
approximately equaled the surplus on hand at the end of 1959. The situation
in rye is even more vivid. From 1949 to 1959, American farmers produced 46.5
million less bushels than the amount of the total disappearance of this crop.
Yet, during this same period, our surplus increased by 4.5 million bushels, due to
the fact that we imported 52.7 million bushels.
"To cite another example, the Department of Agriculture is presently engaged
in a lamb-buying prograia to improve prices. As of March 24, they had acquired
41,.'
million pounds of lamb at a cost of $194 million. At the same time, we have
imported over 14 million pounds of lamb at a cost of over $3 / million during
the past 13 months. The way the program is operating, the Department is buying
iamb at about the same rate that it is being imported. The latest purchase, as
of March 24, was 1,700,000 pounds, and we imported 1,600,000 pounds in January.
"Looking at the lamb and mutton import problem from another angle, we note
that in 1957 this country imported 3.5 million pounds of these commodities. In
2 years, these imports had increased to 56.8 million pounds, a very drastic increase, and one which has been severely felt by our domestic industry.
"And so, like the textile industry, agriculture is feeling the effects of the
large quantities of imports which are presently allowed to enter this country. It
would be my hope that consideration may be given to this import situation, with
the goal being a policy that will be beneficial to agriculture and the entire national economy."
What Is significant, and what official figures show, is that the character of
agriculture imports and exports has changed. These trend lines will be outlined
In table 4, but in specific product items, imports capture a larger share of market
where labor content Is high. Exports capture a larger share of market
where labor content Is low. Witness the U.S. Department of Agriculture statement on U.S. agricultural imports for fiscal year 1961:
"Complementary [noncompetitive] commodities now represent a stualler share
of the value of agricultural imports. During the 1950's, an average of 56 percent
of U.S. agricultural imports, consisting of items not produced in commercial
volume in the United States, except for some bananas and coffee in Hawaii,
were complementary [noncompetitive] to U.S. production. In the past 3 years,
complementary commodities accounted for half of the agricultural total. Major
complementary [noncompetitive] commodities are coffee, crude natural rubber,
coca beans, carpet wool, bananas, tea, spices, and cordage fiber."
(NoTE.-[noncompetitive] added. Agriculture Imports are divided into two
classes, complementary or noncompetitive items, and supplementary or competitive. Note the decrease in noncompetitive Imports which reflect, in the past 3
years, at 6 percent increase In agricultral imports which are competitive with
domestic production.)
The complete release concerning U.S. agricultural Imports for fiscal year
1961, as published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and issued March 1962,
Is enclosed herewith under appendix II of enclosures.
The common denominator here Is that agricultural labor has been displaced because we have been Importing commodities which require a higher
unit percentage of labor than the agricultural commodities exported. Thus,
labor does have a vital self-interest In foreign trade, both imports and exports.
This self-interest Is indeed m6st reasonable and is based on the balance of
employment resulting from the displacement of jobs by imports on the one
87270--62-pt. 3-25
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-hand, and the addition of jobs by employment in production for export on
the other hand. Again, I say that American labor should neither have Jobs
displaced nor be forced to compete with low-wage-paying areas whose standard
of living is different from ours due to the tremendous difference between our
economy and the economy of other nations. Certainly State Department officials, under the guise of foreign relations, should not lower the standard of
living for American workers In order to allow low-wage foreign producing areas
to Increase exports Into our domestic markets. Perhaps there are sonie people
in the United States who feel that the trade policy is not injurious, but the
record shows that not only are nonsubsidized farm products in danger, but
that all agriculture is suffering front these unsound trade policies.
To Indicate the nature, broad scope, and coml)rehensiveness of the European
Common Market, one should start with the provisions which the founding
nations committed themselves under the Treaty of Rome, effective January 1,
1958. The basic policy of the Common Market is (1) to remove internal tariffs,
quotas, and other barriers to trade within the Community; (2) to create a
uniform external tariff between the Community and the rest of the world, and
to act as a unit in negotiating on commercial policy with others. The Common
Market policy on agriculture is to become self-sufficient and they have reported
a progressive trend in self-sufficiency and net Imlp)rts will continue to fall
further. It Is Indeed common knowledge that the Common Market is running
ahead of schedule in attaining Its objectives, and for America, the chickens
started coming home to roost as on August 1, 1962, the State Department began
fluttering discussions with West Germany, trying to prevent the newly adopted
policy of high tariffs on '.S. poultry from raising havoc with the American
broiler sales to West Germany.
This Is an important issue for many brolier States who are now confronted
with external barriers because the Common Market is becoming self-sufficient and
less dependent on outside sources for Its supplies. For American agriculture
we can only pose a fair question. Today, it is broilers-what will the Common
Market declare as self-sufficient tomorrow?
The crucial facts are that the Common Market countries have exceeded us on
growth, and on the average, produce at a lower unit cost than the United States.
However, we must not overlook the fact that the Common Market's growth is
no more phenomenal than that of Denmark. Austria, Sweden, and Norway, which
are not members. Japan, also a nonmember. has outpaced them all Including
the Common Market countries. This is also a fact which seems to be lost in the
shuffle of the trade deck. Adoption of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. now
would, in simple terms, place the cart before the horse. Before this program
could possibly work to achieve the results claimed for it, the United States first
needs to face up to the reasons why a large share of its industry cannot today
compete, and a much greater share wvill not be able to compete when the Common
Market fulfills its goals.
In the areas of produce, manufacturing, wages, marketing, research, and taxes,
we have an obligation to comment on Government programs which will assist our
economy in expanding or Which, conversely, will cause it to contract. Under all
circumstances, any Government action promoting business stability and growth,
benefits the Nation as well as Industry. Government action, on the other hand,
that causes business and industry growth to contract, certainly undermines ,mr
economic strength and tends to choke off employment as well as the source of tax
revenue on which the Government's own imanifold program s depend. We. therefore. feel that there are certain areas which require evaluation because they
do have a direct and vital Inpact upon the subject as a whole. Let us then
briefly examine certain facts in light of this concern.
I. COMPETITION

Since World War II, the United States has sent abroad its dollars, machinery,
and technical knowledge to hell) other nations to grow and prosper. We have
(lone such a good job that these nations are now shipping goods to our country
in such great quantities that our factories, textile mills, steel plants, farms, and
American workers are being Idled by these foreign imports.
11.

NATIONAL

DEFENSF--TAX ES-IMPORTS

This great Nation of ours Is dedicated to a high budget In defense program
in order to maintain a strong and adequate defense during this period of world-
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wid3 tension. With all of these imports, where will the required tax money
come from? The tax revenues collected in 1960 tell the following story:
Percent

Individual income taxes ---------------------------------------Corporation income taxes-------------------------------------Excise taxes -------------------------------------------------Employment taxes-------------------------------------------Other receipts --------------------------------------------------Iu.

46. 4
22.9
12.2
11.5
7.0

FOREIGN POLICY

From July 1. 15, to June 30, 190, the 'nited States has wade available to
foreign nations a sum of nearly $86 billion in various types of foreign aslstance, grants, and loans. We shall make available an estimated $5 billion In fiscal
year 1961 for a total of nearly $91 billion. After all types of repayment and
returns of grants have been considered, by June 30, 1962, our net foreign assistance program will represent the astronomical sum of $86.5 billion. Such a stag.
gering sum of money is virtually impossible to comprehend.
IV. NATIONAL

DEBT

This is not a forum to discuss the political existence of some of the economic
decisions which are involved. We must be realistic though, and realize that this
great Nation is accumulating a national debt which is approaching $300 billion-a figure, incidentally, which is larger than all of the combined national debts
of all the nations of the world since the beginning of recorded history.
V. FOREIGN POLICY AND TRADE AGREEMENTS

There is every indication, as the years go by, that the American economy will
be forced to compete with the state-controlled economy of the Soviet Union in
many areas of the world. American business can only participate in such competition as it is allowed to grow and expand. The vital area of our foreign
policy which has been comingled with trade agreements and tariffs must be reexaumined and placed on a truly reciprocal basis if Alnerican industry is to compete, not only with our opponents, but also with our friends. The subject of
reciprocal trade as it particularly relates to agriculture has been fully stated in
a separate part of this reporL
VI. DOMESTIC POLICY

We must now take a good look at our fiscal ixdicies because as of March of
1(W2, the dollar was worth 46.1 cents on the 1939 index. Tilis Nation has been
on deficit financing basis for 25 of the past 31 years. The interest alone on our
national debt takes up 10 percent of our budget. Our balance-of-payments defits continue. The deficit in the past year camm to $2.5 billion. Our $5 billion
in gold, not dedicated to backing the dollar, could be claimed overnight. For
more than 15 years, the United States has been acting as a pollceman for the
free world. the banker of the free world, and in far too many cases, the Santa
Claus for the free world. We also recognize that the time has come when our
Government should recogaire and implement its full responsibility to adopt labor
relation s, antitrust, tax, depreciation, and fiscal policies which shall better
enable American agriculture and industry to compete with other nations of the
world.
VII. NATIONAL INTERESTS

While this portion of the report could cover a multitude of topics, as Aell as
a variety of production items, the following items have been selected for discussion with relationship to our national interests, the American merchant
marine, and our coal, petroleum, and steel industries. As never before, it certainly is in our public interest to have more understanding on these specific
subjects.
The American merchant marine is an arm of defense. The existence of a merchant marine is so critical to our national Security that Congress, in its wisdom,
has made provision In certain instances, for operation and construction subsidiaries to keep the American merchant marine abreast of national needs. The
problem here is our very weak position as revealed by figures taken from page
,R7, Statistical Abstract of 1961, Department of Commerce, showing that in
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cargo tonnage, our merchant marine has lost its position of primary Importance
In 1950, U.S.-flag ships handled 39.3 percent of the United States (combined)
import-export cargo tonnrve. The percentage of related tonnage of imports
hauled by U.S.-flag ships Into American ports stood at 43.7 percent, and the percentage of related tonnage of exports hauled by U.S.-flag ships hauled from
American ports stood at 32.5 percenL The impact of competition by foreign
vessels has been felt, and by 1960, the 1950 percentage of 39.3 percent, on United
States (combined) import-export cargo tonnage, had been reduced to 12.4 per.
cent by U.S.-flag ships. The 1960 ratio of import tonnage stood at 9.9 percent
(1950--43.7 percent), and the export tonnage ratio stood at 16.4 percent (195032.5 percent).
The American coal Industry has suffered from residual oil imports. In
speaking about this problem, the United Mine Workers of America, District 2
of Pennsylvania, have shown a decrease in unemployment and 25,889 lost jobs
from 1950 to 1901; while residual oil Imports increased from 54 million barrels
in 1948 to 233 million barrels last year.
The same story unfolds itself for the U.S. (domestic) oil and gas production Industry. Nationwide, the employment has suffered a companion decline.
In 1957, there were 326,000 employees in the production end of the industry.
By 1960, this employment figure had dropped to 288,000 employees. But wait,
for America, that is not all-while imports were going up---doniestic employ.
meant and domestic production was going down-except during the Suez crisis,
when it became necessary for the American (domestic) industry to supply full
requirements at home, and to our allied abroad. In a very troubled world,
It would appear In our best national interest to gear domestic requirements to
domestic production, instead of doing this only in periods when foreign supply
lines are shut down.
While this double-standard policy was going on, we find that our American
merchant marine was taking a real dunking on tanker-cargo import tonnage.
While our imports on tanker-cargo tonnage more than doubled between 1950
and 1903, U.S.-flag ships lost their relative 54.8 import position it lild in 1950,
declining to a very insignificant 5.6 percent in 1960.
On dry cargo freight, It is very much the same story. The ratio from 1950
to 1960 finds that import tonnage into the United States has doubled. While
this import tonnage was increasing, the U.S.-flag ship tonnage declined from
31.8 percent in 19150 to 14.5 percent in 1960. The ratio for U.S. export tonnage
was about the same. In 1950, U.S.-flag ships handled 30.7 percent of the export
tonnage, declining to 15.9 percent in 1960. The weak tonarge position of the
American merchant marine can neither be justified nor tolerated as being in the
best public interest of our Nation.
Steel, in many ways, is the bellwether of our national defense and economy.
The influx of imports has shifted the steel industry from a net exporter of steel
to a net importer. Witness the August 7, 1962, Dow Jones News Service release
stating that: "Last year the United States imported 3.2 million tons of finished
products, while exporting 2 million tons. Some steel men figure imports this
year will total 4 million tons against 2 million of exports." In my opinion, the
conclusions here are exactly as indicated, and nothing seems to wipe out th?
many resolutions of good will and friendly relations like the threat of the
loss of profits as measured In taxes, income, jobs, and economic growth.
Mr. Chairman, we Americans, in recent years, have been exposed to tini'.
worn phrases, oftentimes sincere, sometimes though profit motivated by iniporters and exporters, who demand concessions for more imports as beirg
strictly to the advantage of the American consumer. As I ponder those stats
ments and translate it to the 38 cents per gallon I am paying todny for gasoline,
I come to some very definite economic conclusions. One of these conclusions
Is that 38 cents per gallon should support an expansion of domestic production
and employment. Another cou.usIon Is that as a farmer, my products niut
also be consumed and this can only be fully accomplished when American
workers are enjoying full employment; partial employment requires partial
need for the products we produce. Another conclusion about imports and the
argument of protecting the consumer Is vastly overrated, " Its results have, in
the long run, proven very much to the contrary, as self-interest and competitie
advantages come into play.
When the chips are down we see some very strange factors and factions come
into play. However, what is not so strange and what is very apparent, is that
there Is no difference in injury to one Industry as against Injury to nnd.ther.
Subsidies for displaced industry and workers do not change this situation anl
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cnly becomes a substitute for facing up to the real issues: representing a vast
scheme of Government adjustment assistance into the field of industry and the
free enterprise system. I urge most serious consideration-in terms of cost,
efficiency, and the ultimate implication-that the proposed legislation envisages
a comforting reason for our negotiating teams to sacrifice very readily some
domestic industries in return for international considerations and political
concessions. On the whole, title III, the adjustment assistance portion raises
more questions than answers, one of which being as to the program's administration In agriculture, where many workers are employed seasonally and agriculture's pattern of different crops provide a different set of year-to-year
problems.
While it has been pointed out that U.S. agriculture production exports 1 acre
out of 6, the footnote should have also Included the fPct that the United States
accountex (fiscal year 1961) for about one-sixth of the world's agricultural
imports. Further lowering of our tariffs on agricultural products wli bring
the average close to zero and may only increase imports. The import duties
average relatively low on U.S. agricultural imports. For fiscal year 1961, about
55 percent of agricultural imports were duty free. For the 45 percent of imports, which were dutiable, the ad valorem equivalent of all duties averaged
11 percent. The ad valorem equivalent for all agricultural imports-free and
dutiable-averaged 6 percent. More than half (53 percent) came from 10
countries. none of which are members of the Common Market.
Imports are unrestricted except for certain products. Legislative authority
exists to regulate imports of commodities only under specific conditions. For
example, whenever imports materially Interfere with the marketing quota,
price support, or other programs conducted by thG U.S. Department of Agriculture, the law provides for regulation of such imports under section 22 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended. Commodities controlled at present under section 22 are wheat and wheat products; cotton, certain cotton waste,
and cotton produced in any stage preceding spinning into yarn (picker lap) ;
certain manufacture] dairy prdoucts; peanuts, and tung nuts and tung oil.
Sugar imports are regulated by quotas under the Sugar Act of 1948, as amended.
There cannot be any sound reason for advancing any beneficial results from
the reduction of tariffs on our agricultural products because about 60 percent
of U.S. agricultural exports receive some form of governmental assistance. Certuinly we do not have to reduce our tariffs to get foreign nations to accept gifts
of our agricultural products.
The resolution of Western Growers Association relating to general policy
on foreign trade is set forth under appendix I of enclosures. We would, at this
time, like to direct attention to our position of providing reciprocity which is,
in fact. reciprocal with due regard for individual commodities in the negotiation
of tariff concessions. As vegetable and melon farmers, we receive no Government
subsidies, nor are we recipients of import protection under section 22, Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended : so, therefore, we find the broad categories of
items subject to elimination of duties under section 212, H.R. 11970, as very
objectionable. This list of articles is set forth under appendix IV. We also
urge that effective peril point and escape-clause mechanisms should be retained
and their administration should be subject to judicial review. The statutory
language of the escape-clause language should be strengthened. particularly the
definition of "industry" in the present law.
The American public depend and rely upon the Congress of the United States
to express our diverse views and opinion, fully realizing that this medium of
self-expression translates public opinion to the Congress of the United States.
The individual citizen from a self-interest point of view, may not always agree
with the laws that Congress enacts, but as private citizens of America, we are
obedient to these laws because our great political society accepts the fact that
Congress has debated the issues and, in its final wisdom, has acted in the public
interest of the American people.
In conclusion, may I once again state that we in agriculture want good foreign
relations, we want a good foreign trade policy, but we want these policies to
not only be fair, but reasonable. The American economy must be safe and
Bound on the domestic front in order ot support sound and strong policies
abroad.
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Appendix I. Resolution of Western Growers Association.
Appendix II, USDA agricultural fact sheet on IT.S. imports for fiscal year 1961.
AppendiF III. U.S. statistical table on import-exlort values.
Appendix IV. Category of items listed under section 212, Ht. 11970.
Table No. 1, Industrial tariffs from Joint Economic Committee report.
Table No. 2. Table adjusting itS. lmport-exisrt values front Congressional Record, February 27, 1962.
Table No. 3. Table relating to export surplus taken from Congressional Record,
February 27, 1962.
Table No. 4. Trend lines of selected agricultural imports, including statements.
Sources: USDA; Congressional Record; U.S. Tariff Commission: State Board
of California Agriculture; Dent subcommittee and W'ays and Means Committee,
U.S. Congress; California Strawberry Advisory Board.
APPENDIX 1. RESOLUTION-GENERAL PorAcY ON FOREIGN THADEi

Whereas the Western Growers Asso.iation favors the expansion of coiner(
with other nations and advocates the following guidelines in connection with
tariff and other foreign trade proposals currently iider consideration by Congress, be it
Resolved, That any new Federal legislation establishing U.S. policy and regu.
lation of trade relationships with other nations contain the following provisions:
Provide for the vesting in the Tariff Commission, instead of in the President,
the discretionary authority, after hearings, for the setting of tariffs. Judicial
review, based upon policy and limitations established by Congress on the setting
of tariffs, should be provided.
Provide for reciprocity which is in fact reciprocal with due regard for individual commodities in the negotiation of tariff concessions. U.S. negotiators
should achieve agreements which forbid the imposition of nontaiff restrictions
not contained in trade agreements.
Provide for rates and progression of tariff cuts in mandatory reduction categories which shall enable vulnerable industries and agriculture to adjust to foreign
competition without special assistance for this purpose. Effective peril point and
escapte clause mechanisms should be retained and their administration should
be subject to judicial review
Provide for retention and growth oL iey industries and agriculture which
are important to this country's economic mobilization base and required in
order to make the Nation as self-sufficient as possible in time of national
emergeny.

That. in giving due consideration to trade poli-ies, our Government give c)nsideration to our balance of payments.
Tlat the most-favored-nation treatment which has been a((orded to Itany
nations should be withdrawn when such nation establishes any trading policies
which are not truly reciprocal.
Engrossed: Board of Directors. Western Growers Association, Los4 Angeles,
Calif.. May 4, 19062.
APPENDIX No. II. U.S. AoucU'LrrA,

IMPORTS

Fact sheet : U.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Ieearch Service
FISCAl. YEAR 11061

I'.S. agricultural imports in fiscal year 1,1 (July 1.M0-Tune 1961 ) were smalleszt in 11 years. Amounting to $3.641 million, they were 9 percent below the
$4,010 million in the previous fi.,,al year. V\oume fell by 4 percent. The decrease-to a large extent reflecting the slowdown in 1.S. business activity
throughout most of fiscal 1961--was about fqually divided between, sllIlldelIeltary (partially competitive) and complementary (nonconpetitivo) itens. .\rricultural commodities accounted for 26 percent of total imports for orisulnmption
in both 1960 and 1961.
The 'nited States is the world's second largest agricultural importer. accounting for about one-sixth of vorhl agricultural imports. lltning slightly
ahead is the United Kingdom.

-
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U.S. market for agricultural imports Is relatively stable. Although U.S. population has increased over 50 percent since the late 1920's, the volume of agricultural imports has risen only 10 percent. The import quantity index rose to 103
(1952-54=100) in fiscal year 1961 from an average of 94 in
Upward
U9p2529.
movements in world prices, for the most part, have accounted for the twthirds rise in value since the late 1920's.
Supplementary commodities comprise about half of the value of U.S. agricultural Imports. During the 1950's, an average of 44 percent of the agricultural
imports supplemented the output of U.S. agriculture. In the past 3 years, supplementary imports have risen to half of the agricultural total mainly due
to larger purchases of cattle, meats, fruits, vegetables, copra, and tobacco. Imiports of meats and nonbreeding cattle--the major factor in the rise-totaled
$382 million in 1961, 25 percent below the 1959 peak and 2 times the 1957 level.
Some fruits and vegetables are imported, mostly from Canada and Mexico. in
greatest amounts during the winter and early spring months. Alsr, imported
are commodities such as cheese specialties, certain types of hides and skins, short
harsh Asiatic cotton, and various oriental tobaccos representing varieties or
types not produced at all in the United States or not produced in large enough
volume to meet domestic demand. Other Important supplementary imports are
sugar, vegetable oils, nuts, and grains.
Supplementary agricultural imports are usually smaller than agricultural exI irts. During the past three decades, supplementary imports as a group have exceeded agricultural exports only twice: by $135 million in fiscal year 1937 and
by $279 million in 1941. Combined imports of complementary and supplementary commodities have surpassed agricultural exports In 19 of the past 30 years,
during the 1930's and 1950's.
Complementary commodities now represent a smaller share of the value of
agricultural imports. D during the 19.50s, an average of -6 percent of IT.S, agricultural imports--consliting of itoms not produced in commercial volume in the
United States, except for some bananas and coffee illllawaii-were complementary to U.S. production. In th post :,years. complementary products have
ac(-oiunte(l for hlIlf
of the agricultural total. Major complementary commodities
are coffee. cruile natural rubber. co(-oa beans,, cart
wool, bananas, tea, spices,
and cordage fiber.
)omestic price changes have an important effect on imports. Agricultural
imports show a definite response to price changes in the domestic market.
Higher domestic prices stimulal- imports while lower prices discourage them.
An example of this is the recent fluctuation in cattle and meat imports as prices
clinged. Reduced cow slaughter In 1958; accompanied by higher prices for pro(.essing ieef (aused imports of nonbreeding cattle and meat to rise to $507 million
in fiscal year 1959. As domestic cow slauehter increased in the s,unmer of 1960,
the Iri('e for slaughter cows brol-e shmrply, and nonbreeding cattle and meat
imports fell to $.32 million in 1961. hIrger-than-normal beef imports in the
past 3 years can ie asso-iated with a level of cow slamuhter so low that prices
for c-anner and utter cows at ('hicagi were well above .S,12 per hundredweight.
Wbcn lrif'es remained llow this level, Imports dropped sharply.
N[ore than ialf (ofagricultural imports come from 10 countries. The United
States imlports 9gricultur-al conmndities from nore than 125 countries, hut over
half cmnes floma only 10. In fiscal 3cir V61, 5-3 percent came from these 10
coi tries, which shiid
ljnriio thail half of the suplenmentary as well as the
conilielnent: r-simpor-t s. Most mi:.jr siippliirs have predominantty agricultural
ecinomics. ilr.ail was the principal supplier, with $471 million of shipments.
Imports are unrestricted except for (ortain products. Ieglslative authority
exists to regular te imports of co mmoodities only under s'ci fled conditions. For
example. whenever imports materially interfere with the marketilg quota,
price support or other programs conducted by the '.S. Department of Agriculture, the low lirovides for regulation of such imniorts inider section 22 of the
Agriicultiial Ad lusi;bent Act. as amended. Commaoditics controlled at present
uailer
section 22 ire wheat and wheat products: otton. (erta in cotton waste, and
cotton produced in any stage preceding spinning into yarn (ickler lap) : certain
ma nufactured dairy priiducts: 1)ea
nts: .1wd tiung huts '1n,1
n
ting oil. Sugar
iilinits .ire regulated by quitas under the Smitrar Act (if 194. ais alenled. to
provide a stable mai-ket foir domestic sui-lmr.
Imlort duties average relatively low ln U.S. :i-ricultura l imports. About 55
percent of :a ri-nltural ipuIorts in fiscal year 1961 were free of diiy, including
narlynall of the comnpihenmentary commnodilitivs. For the 45 lerctt
of imports
which were dutiaile. tlhead valorem equivalent of ;dl: dut ie averaged 11 percent.
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The ad valtorein equivalent for all agricultural imports-free and dutiable--aver,iged 6 percent.
U.S. agriculturalimzports by country of origin, fiscal year 1961
[In millions of dollars]
Country

Supplenientary

Praril ------------------------.-----------------------------------Colonia ----------------------------------------------------------Mexico ------------------------------------------------------------1'hilippinei --------------------------------------------------------Canl I..-----------------------------------------------------------New Ze 1lnd .......................................................
Dominictn Republic ----------------------------------------------Inlone.--..---------------------------------------------------------Awitrxll
..---------------------------------------------------------Argentina ----------------------------------------------------------Other -------------------------------------------------------------Total --------------------------------------------------------

56
1
194
239
156
81
81
2
102
53
846
1,811

ComplemCrit:ry
415
259
86
10
3
33
30
104
()
32
879
1,831

Total

471

260
260
249
159
III
111
106
102
85
1,725
3,642

I Less than $500,000.
SUI'PLEMENTARY AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS

Sugar: Four million short tons, valued at $140 million, smallest volume In 6
years, mainly from I'ilippines, Mexico, )niinlcan Republic, and Peru.
Sugar a(ccounted for 12 percent of U.S. agricultural imports. The United
States accounts for almost one-fourth of world sugar imports.
Meats : Beef, 532 million pounds, product weight,

valued at $189

million,

mainly from New Zealand, Australia, and Argentina ; pork, 166 million pounds,
at $112 million, mainly from Europe.
Total meat imports Included manufacturing-type boneless beef, corned beef,
speclt,lty pork Items, arid canned hams.
Meat Imports accounted for 5 percent of U.S. meat consumption, 9 percent of
total U.S. agricultural imports.
)utiable cattle: Six hundred thirty-six thousand head, valued at $55 million,
up slightly from the previous year.
Most were stockers and feeders from Canada and Mexico.
Cattle imports were less than 2 percent of U.S. slaughter, 2 percent of total
U.S. agricultural imports.
Vegetable oils and oil-bearing materials: Oil equivalent of imports was 1,040
million pounds, valued at $143 million, principally from the Philippines, Brazil,
Argentina, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, and Republic of Congo.
Imports Included copra, coconut oil, castorbeans and oil, and tung, olive, paln,
and palm kernel oils.
Imported oils have special characteristics for Industry.
Imports of oils and oil-bearing materials accounted for 9 percent of U.S.
vegetable oil consumiptIon, 4 percent of total U.S. agricultural imports.
Tobacco: One hundred sixty-five million pounds, valued at $115 million, a record high.
Imports, principally from Greece, Turkey, and Cuba, consisted mainly of oriental types for blending, cigar filler, and scrap.
Imports accounted for one-tenth of total U.S. tobacco use, 3 percent of total
U.S. agricultural imports.
Apparel wool: One hundred seventeen million pounds, actual weight, valued
at $70 million, well below earlier postwar years, mainly from Australia, Union
of South Africa, Uruguay, and New Zealand.
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The National Wool Act of 1954 has supported prices to encourage domestic
production. Output has risen slightly, but smaller use of wool and greater use
of synthetics have done more to cut imports.
Apparel wool imports account for about one-third of U.S. consumption of
apparel wool, 2 percent of U.S. agricultural imports.
Fruits and preparations: Eighty-eight million dollars, highest on record,
mostly specialized commodities or supplements to production in off seasons.
Main sources were Spain, Mexico, Canada, and Philippines.
Imports were equal to 5 percent of U.S. cash receipts from fruit marketings
and 2 percent of all agricultural imports.
Vegetables and preparations: Seventy-four million dollars, about one-fourth
above the 15-year average.
Half were vegetables imported in winter and spring months, principally from
Mexico and Italy.
Imports were equal to 4 percent of U.S. cash receipts from vegetable marketings aiid 2 percent of all agricultural Imports.
Grains and preparations: Fifty-three million dollars, principally barley and
feed wheat from Canada.
Wheat aid wheat product imports are regulated by quotas.
Imports of grains and preparations were 1 percent each of cash receipts
from grain inarketings and agricultural imports.
Dairy products: Fifty-three million dollars, principally cheese from Switzerland, Denmark, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Italy; and casein from
Argentiva.
Dairy products were less than 2 percent of all U.S. agricultural imports.
Cheese imports constituted 4 percent of U.S. consumption.
Cotton: One hundred and forty thousand bales, at $24 million, mainly long
staple.
Except for short harsh Asiatic cotton, imports are regulated by quotas.
Cotton imports, mainly from Egypt and Mexico, were about 1 percent each
of U.S. consumption and farm imports.
COMPLEMENTARY AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS
Coffee: Three billion pounds, valued at a 10-year low of $1 billion, over
80 percent from Latin America-mainly Brazil and Colombia.
Coffee accounted for 28 percent of agricultural imports.
The United States buys over half of world coffee exports.
Crude natural rubber: Eight hundred and forty million pounds, valued at $245
million, second lowest volume since 1940, practically all from Asia.
Rubber accounted for 7 percent of agricultural imports.
The United States buys about one-fourth of world rubber exports.
Cocoabeans: Seven hundred and thirty-five million pounds, valued at $167
million.
Three countries-Ghana, Brazil, and Nigeria-supplied two-thirds of U.S.
imports.
Cocoabeans equaled 5 percent of agricultural imports.
The United States buys one-third of world cocoabean exports.
Carpet wool: One hundred and ninety-eight millIon pounds, valued at $105
million, mainly from Argentina, New Zealand, Pakistan, Syria, and Iraq.
Carpet wool was 3 percent of U.S. agricultural imports.
Bananas: Fifty-five million actual stems, valued at $76 million.
Main suppliers were Ecuador, Panama, Honduras, Costa Rica.
Bananas amounted to 2 percent of all U.S. agricultural imports.
The United States buys nearly one-half of world banana exports.
(Issued March 1962.)
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GROWERs AssOCIATION STATEMENT BEFORE SENATE

FINANCE COMMITTiE, U.S. SENAT,, AUGUST 10, 1962

Statistical table U.S. imtnort-export value in dollars as stated in Congressional
Record, Tuesday, February 27, 1962. The following simple table on imports and
exports for 1960 show the facts.
Billions of
dollars

We exported merchandise valued at -------------------------------We paid for Imports from abroad --------------------------------Thus, we shipped abroad merchandise which, in value, exceeds our paymeints for imports by -----------------------------------------No dollars were received for the following exports: Nonagricultural
products valued at (shipped on U.S. grants or forelgn-aid credits, U.S.
suppliers being paid from U.S. Government funds) -----------------Agricultural products ,alued at (U.S. Government paid U.S. suppliers.
Foreign nations gave credits in their currencies to be used as grants or
loans for irojx-ts in the foreign nation) --------------------------Agricultural products given for famine and emergency relief valued at
(U.S. Gove muent paid domestic suppliers) -------------------------.
The total value of merchandise exported for which the United States
received no hard cash -------------------------------------------

19, 409
14, 722
4, 687

.5
1.2
2
1.9

()f tih( merchandise which we shipped abroad exceeding in value our payinents for impoi ts, the amount for which tb United States received dollars was ----------------------------------------------------2,787
Some exports for which the United States received dollars were not
strictly comeiner-l transactions such as the sale of cotton at prices
below cost and $42.50 per bale below the price to domestic mills. Some
other ales were on credit, "loans" or, in effect, Government subsidy.
These "sales" are estimated at ------------------------------------1.4
Thus, on commercial transactions In International trade, the favorable
export trade balance was only slightly less than 30 percent of the
mythical $5 billion export trade surplus-------------------------1,387
' The goods bartered by the United States for strategic raw materials ba-e been
excluded from the exports for which no dollars were received. These exports are valued
at $118.000.000.
Sources: "Statistical Abstract of the, United States, 1961," p. 865: U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Economic Research Sevlce, Rept. No. 84, June 1961; Survey of Current
Business, December 1961. p. 16.
API'ENDiX IA'.

('ATEGORIES OF ITEMS Suuejrcr TO ElI.MINATION or DUTY UNDER
SEc. 212

Sugar.
Molasses antl sugar sirups.
Unmanufactured tobacco.
Live animals.
Meat products, including fresh, chilled, or frozen beef, mutton, lamb, and pork,
bacon, hams and shoulders, pork sausage, canned beef and meats.
Poultry, live or dressed, fresh, chilled, or frozen.
Eggs, fresh, frozen, or dried.
Dairy products, Including milk and cream, fresh or sour, dried, condensed or
evaporated, butter, oleomargarine, and cheese of all types.
Miscellaneous animal products. Including gelatin, glue, casein, meat extract,
bristles, edible oils, tallow, and lard.
Animal and fish oils, Inedible.
Vegetable oils anl fats.
Essential or distilled oils.
Oilseeds, including cottonseed, soybeans, and the like.
Grains and preparations, Including flour and meal, cereal breakfast foods,
biscuits, wafers, cakes, and bread.
Fooders and feeds.
Fruits a1d preparations, including all fruits in the natural state, green or ripe,
In brine. dried, or prepared or preserved, or frozen.
Jellies, Jams, 11rnialdes, aid fruit butter.
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Fruit paste and pulp.
Fruit juices.
Beverages, including still wines, vermouth, champagne. beer, ale, malt extract,
and nonalcoholic beverages.
Vegetables and preparations. green or ripe, dried, or prepared or preserved.
Nuts and preparations, shelled or undielle, blanched, roasted, or otherwise prepared or preserved.
Seeds.
Nursery and greenhouse stock.
Raw cotton and cotton waste.
Other vegetable textile fibers an( silk, unmanufactured.
Wool and other animal hair, unmanufactured.
hildes and skins, raw.
Druis, herbs, and the like, Including those advanced in condition, and fish oils.
Miscellaneous vegetable products, including lnonosoditm glutamate, yeast, flavor.
ing extracts, vinegars, sauces, soups, pastes, coffee essence, cocoa, chocolate,
(hewing gum, and other edible preparations.
TABLE No. 1.-Industrialtariffs
(Welghted
Percent
Japan -------------------------19
Austria ------------------------19
United Kingdom-----------------17
New Zealand -------------------17
Italy--------------------------116
Canada ------------------------10
France ------------------------15
EEC--------------------------14

averages]
Percent
Australia ----------------------12
United States -------------------11
Norway -----------------------11
Benelux -----------------------11
West Germany ------------------9
Sweden -------------------------8
Switzerland ---------------------8
)enmark -----------------------6

TABLE No. ?
(See app. III.)
TABLE No. 3
(See app. III.)
'r
1A

Yo.

4.-Trcnd lincs of/ c'lctcd ariculturalimports, including statements

(A) DISPLACEMENT OF DOMESTIC ACREAGE RESULTING FROM REEF IMPORTS IN 1961
1961 live beef imports, 910,000 head (USDA estimates) ; domestic
acres displaced -------------------------------------------18, 200, 000
1961 frozen and processed beef Imported, 527,500,000 pounds; carcass
equivalent (USDA estimates) 1,376,775 head; domestic acres displaced -------------------------------------------------27, 535, 500
Total domestic acres displaced by beef imports in 1961 ----

45, 735, 500

1961 live beef exports, 24,012 head: acres required to produce ------1961 processed meat exported, 29,900,000 pounds; carcass equivalent
(USDA estimates), 72,657 head; acres required to produce ----

1,45.3, 140

Total acres required to produce beef exported Ii 1961 --------

2, 932, 380

Total acres displaced by beef imports------------------------Total acres producing beef exports -----------------------------

480, 240

45, 735, 500
2, 93. 380

Net loss of acreage displacement through beef imports -------- 42, 803, 120
So,:rce: I'. 76, coummttee report, Dent subcommittee of the Committee on Education and

I abor, May 1962.

(B) LAMB AND MUTTON IM PORTS
Pounds

1957 ----------------------------------------------------------- 3, 500, 000
1960
------------------------------------------------------56, 800,000
Source: Statistics from p. 5811, Congressional Record, Apr. 18, 1961.
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(0) SUGARBEET IMPORTS

Domestic acreage displaced
-------------------------------1,380, 000
Domestic sugar mills displaced ----------------------------------51
(D) FROZEN STRAWBERRY IMPORTS

Year

United
States

Mesico

1958 ............................
11,000,000
1957 .............................
13,750,000
1958 .............................
14,000,000
1959 .............................
14,000,000
25,500,000
1961-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 30,000,000

U.S. share of market

United
States &
Me dCO

312, 292, 691
260,863,821
269,647,013
248,252,806
231. 758,996
23i, 000, CO0

Percentage
Mexico

313,392,691
274, 613,821
283,647,013
219,652.806
257, 258,996
238,000,000

Percentage
United States

3
5
5
5
10
13

97
95
93
95
90
87

Source: California Strawberry Advisory Board.
(E)

Year

CANTALOUP

IMPORTS

April

M.%Iay

June

1950 ------------------------------------55
150
1951 -------------------------------------61
87
1952 -------------------------------------88
153
1953 -------------------------------------203
521
1954 --------------------------------------------------------1955 ----------------------------------------------------------196 ----------------------------------------------- -----------1957 .
.
.
.
..----------------------------------------------------1958 -------------------------------------------------------------1959 ------------------------------------------------------------

lo to June 5 -----------------------------

------------------------

Carlots,
season
total

July

13 -----------2 -----------6 -----------4 -----------3 -------------41------------55 ----------23------------124 -----------122 ------------

------------

------------

I 259
169
269
539
1,236
1,537
2,162
2,073
937
2,343

,646

'Increase in imports from 1950 to 1960 over 1,000 prc(nt.
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(F)

WATERMELON

IMPORTS

Pounds

Pounds

19502 .---------------- - 1,346,000 1958 -----------------1952 ------------------5,085, 000 1959 -----------------1953 -----------------10, 300, 000 19601 -------------------

43,160,000
57,747,000
71,655,000

1 Increase in lmrorts from 1950-60 over 5,000 percent.
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(0)

TOMATO IMPORTS (FRESH), SHARE OF MARKET LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO
RECEIVING POINTS IN CARLOT QUANTITIES

Year

Mexico carrots Imperial Valley
carlots

1958
.....................................................................
824
1,044
1960 .....................................................................
1,903
418
Source: Statistics from Dent subcommittee of Congress, Nov. 29, 1961.
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PROCESSED TOMATO IMPORTS

Tomato paste and tomato sauce (U.S. imports):

(Caes]
240,209
299,216
1,282,430

1959 -----------------------------------------------------------1960 -----------------------------------------------------------1961 -----------------------------------------------------------Italy represents 772,213 cases of 1961 imports.
Tomatoes (U.S. imports) :
-------------------------------------------------1959
190 -----------------------------------------------------------1901 ---------------------------------------------------------Italy represents 5,352,475 cases of 1961 Imports.
Source: Canners League of California.

3,250,750
3,640,800
5,392,319

U.S. exports fell during this same period.
U.S. exports (all tomato products) :
(Cases]
1959

Tomato paste and puree --------......................
W,3
Catsup, chill sauce, and table sauce ....................
627.052
305, 977

Tomato cooking sauce -------------------------------Tomatoes ---------------------------------------------

314,091

1960

1961

622,50
516,190

503,452
472,203

47, 440
377,415

41,467
158,757

Down from

159,048
54,849

264,510
155,334

Source: California State Board of Agriculture, April 1962.
(1)

GARLIC

INCREASE

IN IMPORTS

[In pounds]
Amount

Increae

196 Mexico ba ---------------------------------------------------68,40,630............
1957 ---------------------------------------------------------------7.714,109P
1,304,479
1958 ........................................................................
.12,271,888
5,862,258
1959.........................................................................
8,1886.893
1,777,263
1960 .........................................................................
11,553, 971

5,144,341

Total ................................................................................
14, 08,341

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission.
(J)

IMPORTS-BARLEY, OATS, AND RYE

Page 5811, Congressional Record, dated April 18, 1961, states as follows:
"From 1949 to 1959, we imported twice as much barley as our surplus grew
(luring that period. In fact, we imported more during that period than we had
on hand as surplus at the end of 1959. In oats, we imported four times
as much from 1949 to 1959 as our surplus grew during the same period-imports
which approximately equaled the surplus on hand at the end of 1959. The
situation In rye is even more vivid. From 1949 to 1959, American farmers produced 46.5 million less bushels than the amount of the total disappearance of
this crop. Yet, during this same period, our surplus Increased by 4.5 million
bushels, due to the fact that we imported 52.7 million bushels."
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U.S. IMPORTS-SELECTED ITEMS PURSUANT WITH WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE,
U.S. CONGRESS, JULY 1, 1960

Trends: I)ata for the past decade oil total U.S. imports of products considered
Inldetail In this report are shown in the following tabulation:
(In millions of pounds]

Product

Average
1950-51 to
1954-5 or
1951-55

18.2
IS

Cantaloups I---------------------------

--------------------Watermelons
Miscellaneous melons I .................
Snap beans----------.....------------- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -Garlic I -----Onions I -------------------------------Tomatoes ------------------------------

Cucumbers ----------------------------

Eggplant -------------------------Peppers ------------------------------Squash -------------------------------.

- -

8.9
- 1.4
19.8

25.6
22.6

165. 8
2.2
15.5
.3

1955-56
or
196

51.9
37.7
15. 1
2.3
17.3

26. 4
82. 1
42.1

2.0
5.3
(2)

1956-57
or
1957

1957-58
or
1958

1958-59
or
1959

1959-0
or
1960

50.2

44.0

66.5

79.4

120.9

27.0
40.8

270.4

54.6
45.1

242.5

59.1
34.7

309.1

1.9
9.5
.5

3.5
17.1
.6

3.4
17.8
1.6

4.8
21.4
1.2

24.5
11.0
6.3
17.8

43.5
12.7
6.5
21.5

58.0
20.3
8.1
24.2

72.0
35.5
6.9
23.5

31.1
65.7

I Calendar-year basis.
3 Less than 50,000 pounds.

Imports of all the products shown above were significantly larger in each of
the last 3 years than average annual imports in 1951-55. Comparing the data
for 1960 (or 1959-60) with the annual average for 1951-55 (or 1950-51 to 195455), imports of watermelons Increased by 510 percent; snap beans by 393 percent;
cantaloups by 336 percer t; miscellaneous melons and squash by about 300 percent; and ccumbers by 1)1 percent. Imports of eggplant and tomatoes approximately doubled; and Imports of peppers, onions, and garlic increased by 38, 21,
and 19 percent, respectively.
(Source: Page 19, "Investigatlon 332-39 Resolution," Ways and Means Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, July 1, 1960.)
(L)

SELECTED IMPORTS FOR FISCAL YFAR 191, AS REPORTED BY U.S.D.A., MARCH 1962

Sugar: 4 million short tons, valued at $140 million, smallest volume In 6 years,
mainly from Philippines, Mexico, I)onlnlcan Rliaiblic, aind Peru.
Sugar accounted for 12 percent of U.S. agricultural imports. The United
States accounts for almost one-fourth of world sugar Imports.
Meats: Beef, 532 million pounds, product weight, valued at $189 million,
mainly from New Zealand, Australia, and Argentina; pork, 166 million pounds,
at $112 million, mainly from Europe.
Total meat imports included manufacturing-type boneless beef, corned beef,
specialty pork items, and canned hams.
Meat imports accounted for 5 percent of U.S. meat consumption, 9 percent
of total U.S. agricultural Imports.
Dutiable cattle: 636,000 head, valued at $55 million, up slightly from the
previous year.
Most were stockers and feeders from Canada and Mexico.
Cattle inmpnrts were less than 2 percent of U.S. slaughter, 2 percent of total
U.S. agricultural Imports.
Vegetable oils and olibearlng materials: O1l equivalent of imports was 1,040
million pounds, valued at $143 million, principally from the Philippines, Brazil,
Argentina, Spain, Italy, the Netherlanrls, and Republic of Congo.
Imports included copra, coconut oil, castor beans and oil, and tung, olive, palm,
and palm kernel oils.
Imported oils have special characterist' 3 for industry.
Imports of oils and olibearing materials accounted for 9 percent of U.S.
vegetable oil consumption. 4 percent of total U.S. agricultural imports.
Fruits and preparations: $88 million, highest on record, mostly specialized
commodities or supplements to production in off seasons.
Main sources were Spain, Mexico, Canada, and Philippines.
Imports were equal to 5 percent of U.S. cash receipts from fruit marketings
and 2 percent of all agricultural Imports.
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Vegetables and preparations: $74 million, about one-fourth above the 15-year
average. Half were vegetables Imported in winter and spring months, principally from Mexico and Italy.
Imports were equal to 4 percent of U.S. cash receipts from vegetable marketings
and 2 percent of all agricultural Imports.
Grains and preparations: $53 million, principally barley and feed wheat from
Canada. Wheat and wheat product imports are regulated by quotas. Imports
of grains and preparations were 1 percent each of cash receipts from grain
marketings and agricultural imports.
Dairy products: $53 million, principally cheese from Switzerland, Denmark,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Italy; and casein from Argentina.
Dairy products were less than 2 percent of all U.S. agricultural imports.
Cheese imports constituted 4 percent of U.S. consumption.
Cotton: 140,000 bales, at $24 million, mainly long staple. Except for short
harsh Asiatic cotton, imports are regulated by quotas.
Cotton Imports, mainly from Egypt and Mexico, were about 1 percent each of
U.S. consumption and farm imports.
AUGUST 9, 1962.

lion. IARRY F.

T>YRD.

Senate Finance Uommittee, lVash fngton, D.C.:
Requesting that this telegram be made a part of your record, and It Is Intended
to clarify Secretary of Commerce Luther Hodges' widely publicized letter to the
President of the United States on the condition of the textile Industry at this
time.
The textile industry consumed 11,436,000 bales of cotton during the calendar
year 1942. In July 142 the population in the United States was approximately
135 million people, and the installed capacity of the textile industry, expressed
in spindles, averaged 24,157,000. In July 1961 the population of the United
States is estimated at more than 183 million, an increase of 48 million people.
Thq average installed capacity of the textile industry declined to 19.678,000
spindles in 1001. The consumption of cotton declined to 8,541,000 bales.
The Installed capacity of the textile industry continues to decline steadily.
The ability to consume cotton has declined more than 2,15percent in the last 20
years in spite of the Increased population. Secretary Hodges' letter, trying
to show an improvement based on the bottom of the depression in 1961 compared to the general Improved economic condition as of the first 6 months of
1962, does not tell a true story.
I furnished each member of your colnmittee a brochure in March 1902, "In
the Balance," showing the condition of the textile industry. This brochure is
in the Congressional Record of March 12, page A-1847, put In at the request
of Congressman Jonas. Also, on other dates, by Congressmen Alexander and
Hemphill. I request this information, as contained in the Congressional Record,
be made a part of the records of your committee.
C. A. CANNON.
IN THE BALANCE: THE JOB OF ONE AMERICAN WORKER OUT OF
EVERY EIGHT EMPLOYED IN MANUFACTURING IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
The American textile and apparel industries
LACK OF PROPER IMPORT QUOTAS HURTS THE AMERICAN Ts.XTILn"WORKERS
(By Charles A. Cannon, president of Cannon Mills Co., Kannapolis, N.C.)
The cordnoed existence of many thousands of business units and the Jobs of
more than 2,105,000 employees in the American textile industry are threatened
by our import policies. Combined, the textile and apparel industries currently
employ 2,105,000 men and women-one-eighth of the 16,636,000 persons engaged
in all manufacturing enterprises in the United State of America.
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The extent of the damage already done to employers and the employees of
the textile industry is shown by the following figures for the Industry (excluding 1,213,000 employees in the apparel and related industries) :
1947
Number of.imployees ..........................
Cotton system spindles ........................

1957

1,335,000
28, 800, 000

Profit on sales, percent .........................

8.2
18.0

Profits on net worth, percent -------------------

1961

Decrease

1,000,000
21,200,000

892,200
19,600,000

4.2

4.0

1.9

Percent

1.9

34
32

77

78

Average annual consumption all cotton
[In thousands of bales]

United States
United States

World

as percent of

world
6,645
24,769
1930-40 -----------------------------.------------------------5,902
27,385
1940-50 .......................................................
9,672
26,646
1950-60 ...............................................
9,013
41,259
1959-60 ........................................................
9,025
48,194
1924--30 .......................................................

1960-61 ........................................................

8,268

46,919

26.8

21.8
36.3
22.1
18.1

18.0

Only a small part of the decrease in the United States is explained by the
increase in domestic production of manmade fiber products.
These figures show the upward trend In imports and downward trend in
exports of cotton products and mannmade fiber fabrics:
The cotton content in cotton products
[Units of 1,000 bales]
Imports
1954 (1st year for Public Law
480) ----------------------1955 ..........................
1956 ..........................

1 01.0
181.2
225.0

Exports
604 5
517.5
530.4

Imports Exports
1957 ------------------------1958 ------------------------1959 ..........................
1960 .........................

199. 1
233.8
360.0
525.5

579.1
521.0
492.6
4.5. 6

NoIz.-Imports Increase 42) percent; exports decrease 23 percent.
Manmade fiber fabrics
Imports

1954 ......................
1935 ......................
1956 ......................

1957 ......................

Pounds

Exports
Sq. Vds.

1,174,000
1,641,000

200,846,000
199, M2.000

281,000

171,429,000

1 2,773,000

192,743,000

Imports

1938 ......................
1959--------------------1960 ---------------------

Pounds

4,865,000
11,012,000
10,215,000

Exports
Sq. ids.

156,7e7,000
168,004,000
154,449,000

-

The chief exporters of textile products to our country are Japan, Hong
Kong, Portugal, Spain, Egypt, India, France, and Italy.
The increase in textile-product imports and resulting loss in domestic production and Jobs are explained largely by these factors:
1. Our furnishing modern equipment at low cost or no cost to so-called
underdeveloped countries.
2. The low wages paid in the foreign countries range from less than 10 percent
to not above 50 percent of the American wage level.
3. The availability of American cotton at no real cost to foreign countries
under Public Law 480.
4. Our low tariff rates.
5. Our export subsidy of 8 1A cents per pound or $42.50 per bale.
0. Our failure to establish proper import quotas and regulations.
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These factors are in addition to the advantage which the foreign spinner has
in securing his cotton at one-third less than the American manufacturer. The
foreign cotton is excluded from the American market by quotas. The total
amount of Upland cotton being allowed to come in in ,.ny 1 year is less than
1 day's requirement for American spinners.
Our Public Law 480 sales of cotton to so-called underdeveloped countries
has hurt the American textile business. Beginning about 1917, we furnished
money and equipment to Japan and other countries so that in many places
the foreign producer has newer and more effective machinery than we have
at home. Beginning in 19;4 and through December 5, 1961, under Public Law
480 we have shipped or authorized 6,011,344 bales of cotton valued at $994,564,652
to various countries, all of which is supposed to be in excess of their traditional
consumption of American cotton. These 6 million bales, at a value of $1 billion,
were not paid for in dollars but in restricted local currencies which could be
spent only in the foreign imnporting country which received the Public Law 480
cotton, all of which contribute-I to their local economy.
The goods manufactured from American or foreign cotton are available to
be exported to the United States and sold to us for dollars which they can
readily exchange for goll.
Some of the beneflciarle.c through Public Law 480 cotton have been:
$58, 000, 000
Burma ----------------$32, 000, 000 Indonesia --------------Taiwan -----------------7, 000, 000 Italy -------------------77, 000, 000
52, 000, 000
Korea ------------------47,000,000 Japan ------------------Pakistan ---------------35, 000, 000 Poland -----------------94,000, 000
119, 000, 000
Colombia ---------------12, 000, 000 Spain -----------------157, 000, 000 Yugoslavia -------------82, 000, 000
India ------------------Japan, Pakistan, India, Italy, and Spain (as well as Iong Kong, Portugal,
and Egypt) have been substantial exporters of cotton goods to the United
States and are pressing to increase their shipments at the expense of the
American manufacturer.
The following shows price differentials on a number of fabrics in the New
York market during December 1961:
Comparative gray goods prices
[Prices per yard)
Construction

40-inch-136/60-3.65 (combed) ................................................
47-inch-136/60--3.10 (combed) .................................................
47-Inch-109/5-2.84 ...........................................................
461//nch-80/84-3.43 (combed) ................................................
40 -tnch-42/44-3.00 (soft filled sheeting) .....................................
4OY-inch-42/44-3.50 ..........................................................

-30

American
price

JapaneseFree Chinese
price

(Cents)

(Cents)
24
2
2
17 -18
143-16

26
2
30
21
Ill

The above figures readily explain how the foreign competition can quote
lower prices than the American mills can possibly afford to make. It is a
well recognized fact that many textiles are sold at very close prices. A difference of one-eighth of a cent a yard, which is less than 1 percent of the value,
often is the controlling factor as to whether a mill is to continue to operate
or run short time.
UNEMPLOYMENT
Unemployment Is high in the United States. A continuation of our Import
policy on textile goods threatens to increase that unemployment. By contrast, we know that many foreign countries have a labor shortage including
Japan, West Germany, and Switzerland who are profiting as a result of our
failure to protect ourselves against imports from low-wage countries.
In the apparel industry, there are about 1,213,000 employees and, therefore,
in the combined textile industries there are about 2,105,000 out of a total of
16,630,000 employed in aU manufacturing industries, or 12.6 percent (Labor
Department's Monthly Report on Labor Force, November 1961, issued December, table 3).
87270-62---pt. 3-

26
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The administration recognizes that the textile ani, apparel industries are
employers of a large part of our whole nianufacturi.,g employes (12.6 percent
and are probably more vulnerable to imports of topeting products than any
other large industry on account of the foreign countries having lower raw
material prices (American cotton available to foreigners at 331/. percent under
American support price, and cotton represents, in many instances, one-half the
cost of American gray goods). The foreign countries have advantage of lower
wage costs, their rate being 10 to 15 percent of the American wage rate (the
American labor cost frequently iuns as high as 50 percent of the sales price of
gray goods).
Further decrease in employment in the textile at.d apparel Industries will
add to the serious problems of unemployment. In many areas, the textile or
apparel workers are a large portion of the entire labor force in the area and
State.
In addition to present loss of employment in the textile and apparel industries,
the entire future of our cotton farmers, ginners, compressors, and warehousemen (not included in manufacturing industry figures) is threatened. If the
domest'o mills, which pay the Government support price, or higher, for the
greater portion of U.S. cotton consumed, are destroyed, then it follows that
raw cotton interests must live on the world price plus such additional subsidy
or dole that the Government may wish to pay them.
conditionss in the coal mining areas of
We are familiar with the depress(
West Virginia and Pennsylvanla. Those same conditions will probably arise
within a few years in the many areas in many States where a large proportion of all manufacturing Industry employees are those engaged in producing
textile products and apparel. In many places this proportion Is 50 percent or
as high as SO percent of the total number of employees In the manufacturing
industry in the State.
It will be impossible to retrain or to move a large number of the employees,
many of whom have made the textile industry their life's work, are skilled
employees in the industry. and have established their homes, their families,
and their expected future, based on the stability of the textile industry. The
liquidation of tills Industry, employing a large number of people and so necessary in time of peace or war, will bring social unrest, family disruption, and
heartaches to a great number of people in wide areas of the country where
the industry is located.
The suggestion that these people be retrained and poss.ibly moved to other
localities is not realistic when we consider that we have not retrained and taken
care of sonie 4 million einployees who are now unemployed and, yet, it is proposed that we begin to add to this number an additional 2 million employees.
If this program were put into effect today, our unemployment would rise from 6
to 9 percent.
It seems quite clear that our import policy has largely caused this decrease
in American Jobs. The textile industry Is hurt by our cotton pricing controls.
lunt we probably can survive if we get an equalization fee to offset the 81
cents-er-pound subsidy oni cotton exported to foreign countries, plus protection in the form of fair tariff rates and quotas against excessive importation of
fabrics and apparel from low wage countries.
Foreign countries have no just basis to object to any of these procedures.
Practically all of then have restrictions which prevent or limit our shipping
many items Into their borders. There is little reciprocity in practice.
THE COMMON

MARKET APPROACH

In his state of the Union message, President Kennedy ties his foreign trade
recommendations to his concept of the Earoean Conmon 'Market (comprising
France, West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium. and Luxembourg),
which is still In experimental form.
lie recognizes we need a new law. The Reciprocal Trade Act has not accomplished true reciprocity and has resulted in our giving up much and getting very
little in return.
No one as yet call be sure as to how the Common Market will operate and
how it will affect our country. The six European countries IL that group along
with the United Kingdom form (as the President says) "an economy which
nearly equals our own." The Common Market principles will apply, if at all,
only to countries of a somewhat similar economy. Therefore, it would be unwise
to apply to low wage countries practices which some persons think will work
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well with seven nations whose wages and living standards are more like ours
than is true with many other parts of the world.
And yet, in his message the President says, "nor are we abandoning our nonEuropean friends nor our traditional most-favored-nation principles,"
We should insist that the principles of reciprocity and fair dealing be practiced
by all the nations with whom we desire to have trade. We certainly should
look long and hard before we make commitments which may make a bad situation
worse.
NATIONS
BECOM AMfEN
The administration recognizes that the textile industry is so Important to our
American economy and employs such a large proportion of our manufacturing
labor force that It must be given special treatment.
I recommend such special treatment through legislation as follows:
1. Collect from importers an equalization fee to offset the advantage given to
foreign producers who now buy American cotton 8'1/ cents per pound under the
price paid by American mills.
2. Establish fair quota limitations on imports of textile products, including
yarns, based on the average of 1955-59 Imports.
3. Insist that many other countries increase their imports from the areas requiring help through Increase in exports of the products of those areas and thus
relieve the growing pressure on the United States.
These actions are necessary in order to keel) our American textile industry
healthy and strong-ready for war and other emergencies and meanwhile employing our American men and women.
CHARLES A. CANNON.

February 1962.
After the above article had been delivered to the printer, I learned through
the press some of the details of the International Cotton Agreement reached
inGeneva.
I believe the tentative agreement, subject to the approval of 19 nations, Insures
a continuing threat to the employment in the textile and garment industries in
the United States. I believe that legislation making mandatory my recomnmendations will be required to protect the American textile industry, recommendation
No. I calling for an imIxrt fee of 81/2 cents a pound on cotton and recommendation No. 2 calling for the establishing of ceilings by quotas on imports.
The preamble provides protection for all participating countries except the
United States, as follows:
"Recognizing further that such action should be designed to facilitate econonic expansion and promote the development of less developed countries possessing the necessary resources, such as raw materials and technical skills, by
providing larger opportunities for increasing their exchange earnings from the
sale In world markets of products which they can efficiently manufacture: * * "
I anticipate increasing hardships in and liquidation of the American textile and
garment industries if this prgvisIon Is carried out.
C.A.C.
RESOJ7TTIONS UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE
AMERICAN COTTON MANUFACTURER8

13TH

AN NUAL

INSTITUTE, MAltCH

MEETING OF THE

31, 1962

FOREIGN TRADE RESOLUTION

A national foreign trade policy
The ACMI reafllrnis Its support of the President's textile program on an Industrywide basis and recognizes the constructive action and the progress made
to date in the implementation of the program since its inception on May 2, 1961.
The arrangements covering international trade in cotton textiles coupled with
efficient and vigorous enforcement will contribute to the growth of the industry.
to increased employment, to the national security and to the overall economy.
The textile program accepts and treats the problems of textiles on an industrywide basis and avoids inadequate, piecemeal remedies. The President has used
the authority available to him to secure on a global basis an expansion of world
trade in cotton textiles and apparel while providing the means of preventing
further disruption of the markets of domestic producers such as the United States.
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Action affecting wool and nanmade fiber segments of the industry is anticipated
shortly.
In addition, the Department of Agriculture, in accordance with point 4 of
the President's program, has requested the Tariff Commission for an equalization
fee to offset the disparity which exists between United States and world prices
for cotton. The prompt correction of this disparity in its entirely is absolutely
essential.
The President has proposed a policy of trade expansion intended to improve
the U.S. balance-of-payments position, to meet the challenge of growing free world
markets to win the economic struggle against the Communist bloc, and to accelerate the economic growth of the United States. The proposals for trade expansion include new procedures and authority to meet the conditions and challenges which face the United States and preserves the national security safeguards.
The development of a textile program and its implementation through international arrangements demonstrates that the authority of the President ias been
exercised vigorously and prudently in the interests of national security and
economic growth within the framework of policy of expanded world trade. In
view of our experience, we believe that the authority to deal with foreign nations proposed by the President will be wisely exercised and should be granted
by the Congress.
We desire to assist the administration and the Congress to obtain a Trade
Expansion Act which will encourage and stimulate international trade, and at
the same time will assure the continuance of the Jobs of our American employees,
the expansion of our domestic production, and will provide for the maintenance
of our national security.
FOREIGN TRADE RESOLUTION-AN EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION
Since the last annual meeting of ACM!, our Government has devoted to the
foreign trade problem of the U.S. textile industry an unprecedented degree of
thoughtful consideration and constructive action. For this activity, we express
our deep appreciation to the President and to his Special Cabinet Textile Committee.
We are genuinely indebted to a wide cross section of the Congress for its
continuing understanding, interest, and activity with respect to the disruptive
textile import situation. This congressional interest has provided a foundation
of support and encouragement upon which the executive branch could build and
extend its efforts.
The Geneva arrangements, along with vigorous enforcement and the anticipated early implementation of the remaining portions of the President's program, provide a basis for encouragement and for sound forward planning of
future growth by this industry.

RFSOLUTION-TiE COTTON OFFSET IMPORT FEE

In 1056 the Government Instituted a cotton export program to make U.S.
cotton competitive In world markets. World cotton prices were than some C
cents per pound under U.S. cotton prices and the differential has since widened
substantially.
This means that American cotton textile manufacturers are required to pay
approximately one-third more for cotton than ?orelgu mills pay.
The incredible inequity of the cotton cost differential has. of course, led to
a sharp upsurge of certain categories of textile imports already stimulated by
the lower wage and other cost advantages possessed by foreign manufacturers,
to the great detriment of cotton farmers and textile employees.
These imports not only constitute very damaging and unfair competition to
the U.,. textile industry, but also reduce the domestic consumption of the U.S.
farmers' cotton and thereby interfere with the programs of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture which the Government has established for the benefit of those
cotton farmers.
Section 22 was written into our basic agricultural law to provide a remedy
for precisely this type situation. However, despite the combined efforts of the
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textile industry and the raw cotton industry over the past several years, we
have been unable to secure the relief whicq section 22 prescribes.
The administration has recognized this disparity and has requested the U.S.
Tariff Commission to institute a section 22 proceeding, specifically suggesting
the desirability of an equalization fee on the cotton content of textile imports
at a rate sufficient to offset the raw cotton cost differential.
We commend the U.S. Department of Agriculture and its representatives for
the excellence of the case made so strongly by then) in behalf of such a fee,
in the recent hearings before the U.S. Tariff Commission.
A healthy and growing domestic textile industry is indispensable to the maintenance and economic well-being of domestic cotton agriculture.
Prompt action in recommending the proposed fee and its prompt establishment by Presidential proclamation are essential to the preservation and exlansion (if the American cotton industry and to the most successful implementation of the Geneva cotton textile arrangements.

FOREIGN TRA)DE, RESOLUTION
The case pending before the Oee'
Thirteen days after the textile program was announced on May 2, 1961, the
combined textile-apparel industry, In accordance with point 7 of the President's
program instituted an action before the Office of Emergency Planning under the
national security provision of the Trade Agreements Act.
This action is without question the most comprehensive and exhaustively documented presentation ever made to this agency. The record was closed October 16,
1961.
An early and favorable finding by the OEP Is indispensable to a full implementation of the overall textile program which is essential to economic and
military security of the United States.

FOREIGN TRADE, RESOLUTION
Extension of President's program to other fibers In addition to cotton
Completion of the President's program for dealing with the import problems
of other fiber divisions of the industry is Imperative.
The interflber relationships of manufacturing and marketing textile products
are such that failure to deal promptly with the total textile import problem inevitably would create distortions throughout the industry. This would render
the administration of the Geneva arrangement more difficult and would make
needed corrective action much more drastic.
To avoid this we again urge the administration to move promptly in the
development and Imnplementation of a program covering products manufactured
from manmade fibers, wool, and silk.
CANNON MILLS Co.,
Kannapolis, N.C., Atuist 1, 1962.
HOn. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: First, I want to express to you my appreciation for your
letter of July 30. I think It is one of the most understanding letters of the predicament we find ourselves in that I have ever received from anyone in a long
time.
You can rest assured I am putting every ounce of pressure I know how to
exert on anyone who has any standing in this proposition to try to have the
President's May 1961 program implemented, the 8 -cent fee on cotton activated,
and a favorable OEP decision.
The Department of Commerce's own figures show that the Geneva agreement
has not only failed to work, but the rate of imports has exceeded the estimate to
such an extent that we will be in serious trouble, even if the long-term agreement
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is activated as of October 1. This long.term agreement will be based on the
actual imIports during the present period instead of the agreed-on imlrts.
I understand the Japanese imports, which run from January to January, are
practically 101 percent completed at the end of June. Our cloth and yarn markets are demoralized on account of the low prices which the foreigners can quote
in our markets on account of the 8 -cent cotton preference for them and their
low wages.
We received in the mail today nu official press release from the State I)opartmeat, copy of which I am enclosing, thinking that possibly it had not come to
your attention.
I have underlined in the press release the reference to the most-favored-nation
treatment; in the next paragraph, a reference to the Central American common
market : and in the third paragraph, the statement that El Salvador's tariffs will
im-reas.e on U.S. exports.
This most-favored-nation clause in our national policy has always given me
a lot of concern as to how it was going to be applied under the new trade bill
which is now before your committee.
Mr. Rusk has publicly stated that the greatest pleasure he got out of his job
was trading with the other nations. I am afraid he was not a good horse trader.
It seems to me that every time we have a meeting we give tip any advantage we
have while the foreigners protect themselves as best they can.
I appreciate very much your getting for mne a coy of Secretary Hodges' crossexamination before your committee. If I understand correctly, some very interesting statements were made by him on which I think he is going to find it right
hard to give you a written report, that will prove to be a satisfactory explanation.
With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,
C. A. CANNON.
Tmiv WVmmTt
Hous,, July 2, 1962.
PROCI.AMATION IY TIlE PRESIDENT OF TilH UNITED STATES TERMINATING IN PART
TIlM PRO'I.AV..TION OF M1AY 1. 1937. AND CONTJNITIN(; TIE APPIJCAT-Iox OF A

PORTION OF TIE FEIIRARY 19, 1937. TitAi)E AGREEMENT WITIT EL. S

VADOR

PART I. STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

The purposes of this proclamation are:
First. to terminate the proclanmation of May 1, 1937. 50 Stat. 1564, insofar as
It put into effect the schedules of concessions and related provisions of the trade
agreement of February 19. 1037. between the United States and the Republic of
El Salvndcor. 50 Stat. 15114. The two Governments have, by an exchange of notes
dated June 29, 1962. agreed to terminate, as of the close of August 8, 1962. the
schedules of concessions and the related provisions, including article I. the first
paragraphl of artlile II, articles 1Il, V, VI, XVI.
id in article XVII the references- to article V I.
Second. to continue in effect the language (of the note originally lippended to
schedule I of the 1937 agreement. whih relates to pharmaceutical specialties
or patent medicine. , and which hy the agreement of June 29. l1fi2, has been transferred into a new aritele III of the 1937 agreement.
PART It. TERMINATING IN PART TIlE PHOCIAMATON OF MAY 1. 1937. ANT) ONTINUINO
THE APPLICATION OF A PORTION OF TIE 1937 AGREEMENT WITIH El. SALVADOR

Now, therefore. 1, John F. Kennedy. under the authority .vested in mae, as
President, by the Constitution and statutes, in particular set.rn 330(n) of the
atrift Act of 1930. as amended, do proclaim that. as of Auglst ,4, 1962:
(
1'ermination : Tbe piroclamation dated May 1. 1937. S) Stat. 144, shall
T
be terminated insofar as it relates to the schedules of concessions, and related
provisions. contained in the agreement of February 19. 1937. between the United
States and El Salvador (50 Stat. 1564), and identified in the first paragraph of
part I of this proclamation.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
RESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATEs TFrMINATINO IN PART
PROCLAMATION BY THE
THE PROCLAMATION OF MAY 1, 1937, AND CONTINUING THF. APPLICATION OF A
PORTION OF TIlE FEBRUARY 19, i37, TRADE AGR.EME:NT WITH EL SALVADOR
EXPLANATION

Tie Governments of the United States and El Salvador have agreed to terminate the individual tariff concessions in the United States-El Salvador Trade
Agreement of 1937. The general provisions of the agreement relating to rules
of trade are to remain in effect, including most-favored-nation treatmeh
The request for this termination was made by the Government of El Salvador,
in order to facilitate its participation in the Central American common market.
The exchange of notes terminating parts of the United States-El Salvador
Trade Agreement of February 19, 1937, took place on June 29, 1962, at San
Salvador and will become effective as of the close of August 8, 1962. The
partial termination will probably result in higher Salvadoran tariff rates on
certain U.S. exports.
The attached Presidential proclamation implements the agreement reached
with El 6alvador.
CANNON MILLS Co.,

Kannapolis, N.C., July II, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
IoEAR SENATOR BYRD: I know of your long interest in the constructive work
on the Reciprocal Trade program, dating back to the time when Mr. l)oughton,
my Congressman, was Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.
I have only had an opportunity to discuss this legislation with you briefly on
several occasions, but I understood you recognized, some years ago, that there
were s.mme serious problems involved in tariffs for the American textile industry and that you were instrumental in seeing that the Reciprocal Trade Act
was renewed from time to time for a short period of time.
We are greatly concerned at the moment over the legislation which is now
before your committee vesting In the President the power to control our foreign
trade far in excess of anything that has ever been (lone.
In this same fleld, title III provides what appears to ine to be a dole. In
any event, it would destroy the States' control of unemlloyment compensation
and put it on a national basis.
We were told that when legislation was in the House, the administration
objected to the elimination of the provision of the bill which set up powers
for the Federal Government to retrain employees who lose their jobs on account of imports and to help industries that are being put out of business by
this. I am under the Impression that the payment by the Government will be
for a much longer period than provided by the States, and at much higher rates.
It, seems to me we havv. gone far afield when we are asked to support legislation to inlirove our economic condition and, at the same time. admit that we
must have vast sums of money to retrain employees who have lost their Jobs
on account of this legislation and to help industries that are being put out of
business by the same legislation.
I request, in this letter, that you give most careful consideration to this part
of the bill. and, as far as the textile industry is concerned, I believe we would
rather see no trade bill than to have the law passed with the above provision
included.
There seems to have been considerable misunderstanding about the Issition of
the textile industry at our ineetiag in Palmin Beach, at which we passed a resolution supporting the President, insofar as we could, on his trade bill. The
resolution passed at Palm Beach (lid not sulpisrt title IllI of the trade bill. In
fact. this resolution opposed that portion of the trade bill which calls for retraining of work-len, unemployment ;suranee, and aid to businesses hurt by
imports.
I would like to give you a little ba.kgroued as to the buildup of the action of
the textile industry at Palm Beach. The 'Lesideut, In May of 19411, spoke to a
group of textile representatives at the White House about a program which he
had in mind to help the textile industry. There were seven points to this pro-
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gram. Among these seven points were several we feel are vital to the textile
Industry and that we must have, one of which was to allow us increased depreciation. As you know, Increased depreciation has been allowed.
I would like to comment, at this point, that the textile industry has been
terribly punished for the last 30 years when we were called on to operate three
shifts and pay the ever-increasing cost for new replacement machinery. We were
not allowed increased depreciation and, so far as I know, not $1 of obsolescence
was ever allowed the textile industry until the year 1961. Under this type of
depreciation, the textile Industry has shrunk in size until our present installed
capacity Is less than it was in 1900, although our population has more than
doubled in this period. The statement is often liberally made that Improved
machinery and longer working hours are responsible for the shrinkage in the
installed capacity of the textile mills and that we are not telling the whole truth
when we mention the decrease in the amount of cotton we use. The textile Industry, In 1942, consumed 11,400,000 bales of cotton; and in the last few years,
when we have had our best consumption of cotton, it has been less than 9 million
bales, and in 2 of these most recent years, we consumed nearer 8 million. This
simply means that the textile industry cannot consume the 11,400,000 bales of
cotton per year that it consumed in 1942. The population has gone up over 30
million in the past 10 years. We have continued to go downhill in our producing
capacity. I know you are well acquainted with the fact that the number of
employees in the textile industry has dropped from about one and a quarter
million to less than 900,000. It seems to me this is a convincing enough reason
why a practical approach by the Government to the textile industry's problems
is the only answer to our present serious condition.
We were shocked at what we saw in the paper this past week concerning the
Secretary of Commerce's statement made on February 5, 1962, when he appeared
before a subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee, although he is, I believe, Chairman of the President's Interagency Committee on Textiles, which
Committee has representatives from the Commerce, Treasury, State, Agriculture,
and Labor Departments. There has been some attempt to explain what the
Secretary of Commerce meant. All the explanation in the world is not going
to help the textile Industry, which has to pay $42.50 per bale more than the
foreign mills for its cotton and at the same time allow foreign goods to come
back Into this country made with cheap cotton and with cheap labor.
The President also suggested in his seven-point program that the textile industry could make application to the OCDM (now OEP), asking that tile textile
industry be declared vital to our national security. This application was made
long, long ago. The OEP has rendered no decision.
You can well imagine the consternation we felt when we learned that the Secretary of Commerce has prejudged the OEP case, announcing that some voluntary negotiations in Geneva that had not even been completed at that time might
supersede the OEP proceedings.
The Secretary might try to explain that he was talking about cotton only,
but his explanation establishes no reassurance in my mind as to just why the
question of the adequacy of the textile industry for our defense would be set
aside by the Secretary of Commerce when the President had taken the position
it would be considered on its merits. Certainly, our defense should be consilered on its merits and, certainly, cotton alone c uld not be considered the
textile industry. Silk, wool, manmade fibers are involved, and a certain amount
of these other fibers must go through the cotton-proces 'ag machinery which Is
not available on account of legislation which reduced the capacity of this industry during the past 10 years.
Also, as the suggestion of the President as a followthrough on one of the seven
points of his program for the textile industry, the textile industry filed before
the Tariff Commission a petition requesting an offset Import fee of 81/2 cents a
pound for the cotton content of goods being Imported into this country.
The textile industry moved promptly in presenting this case to the Tariff
Commission. The Department of Agriculture did a good job in preparing the
case. The Tariff Commission allowed all the foreigners and their representatives full time to heckle our witnesses, put in their case, and deal out unlimited
propaganda which would allow them the American market for cotton textiles
when they are paying $42.50 less a bale for cotton and their wage scale is 10
percent of the American wage scale. We think the Tariff Commission should
have handed down their decision in this case long before this.
I appeal to you to block the passing of the trade bill unless we do get relief
under the President's program, as outlined above.
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Under any conditions, I appeal to you to block title III of the trade bill which
provides for the retraining of and payment of unemplo7 -nent compensation to
employees put out of work due to the excess influx of -,ports
brought on by
1
the trade bill, and the aiding of businesses hurt by the excessive imports.
The above requests are in line with the resolution adopted by the textile
industry. We have never endorsed any part of the trade bill which looks to a
dole nor the continuation of cotton goods coming into this country, subsidized
by our own Government, but we did endorse the part of the bill which provided
for the textile industry's being considered an essential industry, and it should
be protected for defense purposes, if for no other reason.
I wish to express to you my thanks for the news that came over the wire
today, that the withholding tax on dividends and interest was not put into effect
Sincerely yours,

(01.A. CANNON.

(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, August 10, 1962.)
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10, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
ComfirzrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The conmmittee inet, punsuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room '221,

New Senate Offie Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Williams, Carlson, and Curtis.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk, and Serge N.
Benson, professional staff' member.
The CuAim'rt.N. The committee will come to order.

The first witness is Virginius Shackelford of the American Silk
Council.
Virginius, I greet you as a fellow Virginian and we are glad to
have you.
Mr. SiF'KELFoni). Thank yon, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
STATEMENT OF VIRGINIUS R. SHACKELFORD, JR., ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN SILK COUNCIL, INC.
\y. SiI'ACKr .vO). 11'. (Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is Virginius Shaelfold. I appear on bliealf of the American Silk Council, fie., a trade association organized for the purpose

of promoting the dolnestic silk manufacturing industry and affiliated
compl)onent parts. Anong its menibers are weavers who aceoint for
at list one-half of the donestie output of broad woven silk fabric.
The silk iianiufneturing industry is located primarily in small towns
in New .Jelsey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, New York, and the New
Enliand States. In iany localities, suich a thp town of Orange, Va.,
where I live, the silk mill is the l)rincipal industry anol its payroll
Contribiltes iniportantly to the econonly of tile community.
Iii addition to nv representation of the silk council, I speak for
the coilmi1ln1ity in whi(h I live. which is representative of many small
communities, the econoniv of which is depen(lent ill larze measure on
the continued existence of a thriving ndilistry, and which would suffer

ilnmiasurably if the industry should have to close down.
The American Silk Couincoil supports lhe concept of the. Trade
Expansion Act of 16o uls a ne-ans for increased trade with foreign
couni1tiries. Priniirily with those of the European Common Market.
We feel, howeverr, that additional safeguards for (ionlestic industry
shoul(l l)e written into the bill inld liat this can oe done without
jeopardizilg its basic purpose.
1441
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Every industry in this country will, of course, be affected by the
enactment of this bill but there are some industries which have particular problems which are unique.
The provisions of the bill should, therefore, be broad enough to
allow these problems to be solved in an orderly way, particularly if
this can be (one without destroying the basic concept of the bill.
The woven silk industry in this country differs from most industries iii that woven silk, the end product, is in direct competition with
woven silk produced in Japan which, for all practical purposes, controls the world supply of raw silk.
There is no duty o6n raw silk imported into this country. There
is a duty on woven silk. This has already been reduced from 50 and
60vercent to 2211 and 30 percent ad valorem.
Even with existing tariff regulations, the Japanese, because of low
labor costs, can at any time flood the domestic woven silk market with
the consequent destruction of the domestic silk industry.
In 1955 Japanese fabric imports comprised only 27 percent of
American production. Between 1955 and 1959 Japanese imports increased from 15 million to 76 million square yards, and the percentage of such imports to domestic production rose to 211 percent..
There has been some decline since 1960, but the ratio of imports
to domestic production is still considerably in excess of 125 percent.
In any event, the Japanese because oi the low wage rate prevailing
in their'country, may at this time sell woven silk fabrics Dow cost
of production in this country and thereby put the domestic woven
silk industry out of business.
This contingency is one which the American Silk Council, as the
representative of the domestic industry, wishes to guard against.
Actually the problem is less difficult to solve than the problems of
many industries alversely affected by excessive iml)Orts from )w
labor cost countries in that for all practical purposes, there is only
one nation with which we have to negotiate.
We submit that the way shoulder left open in this bill to allow
our Goverument to negotiate arrangements with low labor cost countries whicht will allow those countries to participate i supplying consumer requirements here id at the same time reserve to domestic
industry a fair sha'e of the market.
The amendments to this bill offered by Senator Muskie and now
before the committee would make this possible anl deserve, your
careful consideration.
These amendments will in no way jeopardize the basic purpose of
the bill in promoting domestic trade expansion. They merely open
up another avenue of approach which could be of substantial help
in making it possible for our own domestic industry to share our
consumer market on an equitable basis with low labor cost and
underdeveloped count ries.
As has been recognized by the countries comprising the European
Conimon Market, true free trade between nations cannot be achieved
until the nations have reached substantial parity on labor costs.
There are other features of the bill which would be strengthened
by the adoption of the amendments offered by Senator Bush and now
before the committee.
One of the problems which has beset our industry as well as many
other industries has been that tariff and other import restrictions in-
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posed by the countries of Europe to keep out imports from low labor
cost countries have diverted the products of these countries to the
American market where we have had to absorb far more than our
share.
We, therefore, commend the Bush amendments which will require
the recipients f U.S. concessions on goods to admit such goods rom
Japan and other countries with the same liberality as is accorded by
the United States.
Too often in bargaining for concessions we have not obtained value
received for concessions granted. Our effectiveness at the bargaining
table would be strengthened by seeking the advice and participation
of representatives of domestic industry affected by the negotiations.
We therefore, commend the Bush amendments which would provide ?or participation in negotiations by representatives of industry
which may be affected thereby.
We think that it is most important, in view of the delegation of
authority by Congress provided for in the bill, that definite guidelines he established and findings of fact be required.
In each case where the delegated powers are used, the circumstances
should meet the principles specified by Congress. The Bush amendments serve to greatly strengthen the bill in this respect and restore
to the bill the traditional principle of a selective tariff reduction
which will avoid causing or threatening serious injury to domestic
industries.
Both the Muskie and Bush amendments deserve your careful consideration, and if the underlying principles contained in these amendments can be incorporated in the bill, we feel that the resulting legislation will represent a great improvement over the old Reciprocal Trade
Act which has now expired.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Shackelford.
I note that you mention the difference in wages between this country and Japan. When I was over there in December, I went through
some of the factories there, textiles and silk factories, and was informed that the average wage was about 28 cents an hour.
Is that what you understand?
Mr. SACKELFOpD. That is substantially the information that I
have Senator, and, of course, it is very low compared with the wages
which the industry pays in this country.
The CHAIRIA. That includes the fringe benefits.
Mr. SHACKELFORD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In Hong Kong, I think it is less than that, perh r. SHACKELFORD. I think it is less and I think that the problem
with Hong Kong is really, that it more or less channels into world
trade fabrics and other goods that come out of China. They have
some way of getting them out from there and it is a very difficult
proposition to control and it is a very serious proposition as far as
industry in this country is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. You think there is a good deal of smuggling from
Red China through Hong Kong?
I
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Mr. SHACKELFORD. I don't have much to base it on, Senator, but it
is my understanding there is a tremendous volume.
TheC, IRMAN. When I was there I went through a wire wall. I
went to the opening where the railroad comes through. There was
almost a constant traffic between Red China and Hong Kong in
among the people who took me around. There was a lot of sn-uggling
through Red China, which could be preventedA by requiring the place
of origin be marked on the article that is shipped out of the free port
of Hong Kong. That is very easy to do with things like silk.
I
They can simply put a mark on it, "Made in Hong Kong."
don't think there is any doubt but there is a lot of smuggling going
on1.
Mi1. SH[ACKELronRI.

I think that even in the European Common
Market, they have recognized under the Treaty of Rome, that there
actually can't be any true free trade unless the nations that participate
arrive at some sort of parity on wages.
I think that they themselves in Europe are trying to work out
soniethinfi in that connection in order to make the program they
have outlined work. It is tremendously difficult, even with the tariffs
which are in existence today, for our industry to compete with the low
wage and low labor costs that exist in the country which is our
principal competitor.
The CIAIRMAN. What is the average wage now in the silk mill?
Mr. SIIACKELI"oRD. It runs around $1.70.
Tie CTAIRMTrAN. $1.70?
Mr. SHACKELrORD. I think so, substantially.
The CHAIHMAN. In coml)arison to around 28 cents.
Thank you very much.
Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Shackelford, do we get any silk in quantities
from southeast Asia like Thailand?
Mr. SHACKELFORD. No,sir.
There is some silk that is produced in Korea, but primarily the raw
silk market is dominated by Japan. There is, of course, raw silk that
is pro(uced in Italy, it is a different type of silk, though. But for
all intents and purposes the Japanese dominate and control the world
suipI)lv of raw silk.
Selnator C.lhsoN. I noticed in your statement you say there is
practically only one country that we need to deal with it.
Mr. SIACKFiFORD. That is right, sir.
Really if we could negotiate, as I think the Muskie amendments
would 1)ermit, in our particular instance it would be less difficult because we would only have one country i ith which to negotiate.
Senator CARLSON. That is all.
The CHAIRM3AN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SHACKELFORD. Thank you Very much, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Gordon Laughead on
behalf of the National Piano Manufacturers Association of America,
Inc.
Please proceed, Mr. Laughead.
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STATEMENT OF GORDON LAUGHEAD, PRESIDENT, GORDON LAUGHEAD CO., AND SECRETARY OF NATIONAL PIANO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC., ON BEHALF OF
NATIONAL PIANO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
INC.-MEMBERS AEOLIAN AMERICAN CORP.; AMERICAN PIANO
PLATE CO.; AMSCO-WIRE PRODUCTS CORP.; THE BALDWIN PIANO
CO.; CONOVER-CABLE PIANO CO.; THE CORNWALL & PATTERSON
CO.; ESTEY PIANO CORP.; EVERETT PIANO CO.; GRINNELL BROS.;
HARDMAN, PECK & CO.; IVERS & POND PIANO CO.; JANSSEN
PIANO CO., INC.; 0. S. KELLY CO.; KOJILER & CAMPBELL, INC.;
KRAKAUER BROS.; KRANICH & BACH; GORDON LAUGHEAD CO.;
THE MAPES PIANO STRING CO.; NATIONAL PIANO CORP.; NORTH
HUDSON WOODCRAFT CORP.; PRATT, READ & CO., INC.; SOHMER
& CO., INC.; P. A. STARK PIANO CO.; STEINWAY & SONS; STORY
& CLARK PIANO CO.; THE WICKHAM PIANO PLATE CO.; WINTER
& CO., INC.; WOOD & BROOKS CO.; THE WURLITZER CO.
Mr. LAUOIEAD. hIistorically America exports few pianos. Our
market is the United States. Germany appears to have a monopoly
upon Mexican, Central and South American piano imports. European countries take care of their own needs as does Australia, Canada,
and South Africa. Japan sells at home, in Asia, and the United
States. American sales have increased because of low wages (30 cents
per hour versus $2.48). The increased American Japanese sales alarm
us for good reason. Their unit price is less than half of ours or our
European imports.
The National Piano Manufacturers Association are not alarmed over
imported pianos from countries other than Japan. (See exhibit A.)
IThe Bureau of Census figures January-June 1962 (6 months) show
734 pianos, other than Japan, for $398,6, or averageUnit price of--------------------------------------------------$542.47
From Japan same period, 1,839 units for $384,510, unit price ----------- 209.09
Estimated average U.S. wholesale price same type of units ------------- 437. 53

We are justifiably concerned over this impending peril. Piano dealers are also radio dealers. Japan moved from 80 percent of America's
radio set sales to 90 percent in June 1962. The plywood industry, an
allied industry, is suffering increased distress for the same reason.
We depend upon the good judgment and commonsense of Congress
not to cause the progressive destruction of our industry which historically helped create American music culture and whose 22 factories and
suppliers have financially contributed in excess of $300,000 in the past
10 years to the Americai Music Conference (a nonprofit musical culttire promotion organization).
SU"M MARY OF STATEMENT

Section 1: Possible financial Government income loss.
Section 2: Economists projected Japanese figures with danger point
and necessary escape.
Section 3(a4):Industries relation to American culture.
Section 3(b) : An American way of life.
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1. PROSPECTIVE FINANCIAL LOSS TO GOVERNMENT

Estimated loss: (a) Excise taxes; (b) income tax, employees wages;
(c) business profit taxes.
See exhibit B.
Under section 322 of original House bill, because of age unique
services, and character of piano industry, the estimated ulempoyment
compensation cost will be $7,804,000.
Retraining is not estimated for the obvious reason-10 percent of
our people are handicapped blind, balance have skills not usable otherwise. Total possible loss to Government might exceed $20 million.
2. ECONOMISTS PROJECTED JAPANESE FIGURES WITH DANGER POINT AND
NECESSARY ESCAPE

See exhibit C.
Reason for temporary decline Japanese imports for 1961:
(a) Japan needed time to copy and restyle to American standards
in case designs and finishes.
(b) Sent their technicians to piano-building school in Germany.
(e) Established their own finance companies to floor plan and buy
dealer installment contracts.
3. (a) One hundred years ago, leading piano manufacturers began
to bring artists here from ail over the world, sponsoring piano concerts
throughout America. Millions were exposed to best piano music. We
became a nation with good pianists. Today several leading firms
continue this cultural exposure. Pianists, unlike violinists, cannot
carry their instrument under liheir arm. Therefore, American companies maintain artist grand pianos in all major areas for the concerts
of these artists. They arrange transportation and tuning service. To
further smooth the growth of piano music, our association cooperated
in the establishment, organization, and training (through workshops)
of the Piano Technicians Guild of Independent Piano Tuners. Your
piano now may be tuned and serviced anywhere in America by competent tuner-technicians who maintain the highest standard of professional and business ethics. Piano manufacturers also make special
pianos for leading university and music colleges, including Juilliard,
New York; Jordan, Indianapolis and about 75 more. These are the
important training tools for our pianists in the years to follow. In
addition to contributing to the American Music Conference (strictly
cultural) our association has inaugurated, after a $50,000 study by
three Harvard professors, a piano group instruction program for
children under Dr. Pace, of Columbia University, New xork.
() Our industry supplied the piano to accompany you sing
"America" during your first day in school. We supplied the pianos
for your college graduation and we participate in your child's music
training.
Large fortunes have not been created and taken out of our industry
in the past 35 years.
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CONCLUSION

Only 50 years ago there were almost 300 piano manufacturers in
the United States. By 1959 only 22 were left. There are about 26
other companies which manufacture piano components but do not
manufacture complete pianos. Most of the members of the industry
are relatively small firms, employing anywhere from 30 to 500 employees. The industry has two significant geographical characteristics in terms of the location of the manufacturing firms. (1) These
firms are found in every corner of the country. (2) They are located
in small towns. For example, members of the association have
plants in towns whose populations range from less than 2 500 to less
than 15,000: Hoquiam, Wash.; Granite Falls, N.C.; Niies Mich.;
Ivoryton, Conn.; Bluffton, Ind.; South Haven, Mich.; Grand Haven,
Mich.; De Kalb, Ill.; Lafayette, Tenn.; and Conway, Ark. Although
even in the aggregate it is a small industry, it is one that has roots
in all sections of the country and it is noteworthy that it is an industry adapted to the economy of a small town. This would also
mean that such small towns would suffer greatly from the loss of the
industry.
American piano manufacturers have done everything possible to
take advantage of modern technological improvements and production techniques, but the very nature of the instrument and its speialized components does not permit complete automation.
Skillful hand labor will always be required in a high proportion of
the manufacturing process.
This association and its members constitute a vigorous and energetic
American industry which can and will continue to operate profitably
ii the domestic marketprovided its foreign competition is not given
an unfair advantage. Due to the wage differential, it would become
impossible to compete if the present tariff is lowered any further.
Indeed, if there is serious interest in sustaining this old and valuable
domestic industry, it would be more suitable at this time to consider
raising the tariff to 60 percent ad valorem.
(The exhibits referred to follow:)

872709-42--pt. 8--2?

Pianos:U.S. importsfor consumption, specified source, 1964-61 and January-June196Country

I

1954

I1

'

~1955

I

1957

I

Iant

195IM

I

159

11961

I

I

[an.-June
lion2

Quantity (number)
Japan ..........................................
158
United Kingdom ...............................
285
West Germany .................................
17
Austria ........................................
26
C an ad a . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
3
Netherlands ...................................
12
D enm ark --------------------------------------Spain ..........................................
109
Italy ...........................................
7
All other .......................................
Totsl ....................................

627

202
184
272
389
44
80
18
35
105
10
37
34
3
55
284
114
1 --------------.
7
9

144
359
156
13
1
33
35
54
1
61

973

857

910

274
.596
119
13
348
46
76
37
364
9
1,882

1.24
2
207
17
6
137
83
112
462
20

3.873
457
210
24
33
107
lo
3
10
40

1,874
1,839
574
392
294
141
19
9
28
5
120
56
78
95
7-----------15
15
27
21

3.193

4,92

3,036

2 573

Foreign value (in American dollars)
Japan ..........................................
$10,'700
United Kingdom -------------------------------89,771
West Germ any ---------------------------------21,603
A ustria ---------------------------------------33.462
Canada ........................................
1,419
Netherlands ....................................
4,808
D enm ark--------------------------------------.........
S~wn ------------------------------------------5,479
Italy--...............................
All other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3,896
Total -------------------------

Ip'reliminary.

171,138

$6,878
$7,435
96,217
151,394
39.494
64,231
23,617
47,218
5,016
2,Z31
12,126
12,376
1,997
24,290
6,300
9,141
659
--.--------------5,844
6,495
198,148

315,111

$17, 017
136,085
34,447
17,295
255
9,668
15,534
4,900
1.111
12,055

$33,087
205.214
56, 84
20,075
19,788
15,750
33,393
2,964
24, 073
8.318

$220.157
203,072
126,519
22,536
2, 833
45,257
35,538
9,547
15.706
11,072

$647.455
181,705
141,115
36 332
25,380
3K 5w
54,719
334
2,663
19,961

248,367

419,644

692,237

1,146,137

Soqrce: Compiled from offlicia stttt4cs of the U.S. Departuept o1 Commerce.

$418,835
384, 510
245,112
163.419
192,504
135,030
29,777
15,138
15,304
3,457
50.099
23, 324
34,156
40,854
2 ------7,194
5,921
8,844
11,033
1,002,653

782,686
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ExnrBrr A

U.S. exports of muacual instruments, January-September 1961 and 1960
[Value to dollarsJ

Pianos

Organs

Musical
Instrumenta I

Total

Pianos

Organs

Musical
insstrumenta l

Canada ............. 338,439 1,232, 221 1,341,636 2,912,106
3K 273 1, 713, 958 1,821,415
241,593 589,080
United Kingdom ....
40, 512
53, 817 27.9O8
6,975
1,710
276,381
171, 745
237,442
449,836
Australia ............
470
182,150
West Germany ...... 152.,945
101,604 207,033
314,637
1,234 204,05 220, 233
87,662
52,171
142, 409
271,996
94 704
Mexico ..............
66, 880
1,512
25,332
13,847
257,970
Japan ...............
231,126
700
122,397
Union of South
Africa .............
186,815
61,761
175,632 °..........
113,871
76, 66
38,515
New Zealand ........ ........
51.654
85,012
13in6
61,052
59,201
Netherlands ......... 1,615.o 101,103
23,827 124,930
19,937
94,410
124,212
Sweden .............
28, 187
16, 09
85,045
400
82, 498 ... o.......
1,230
Switerland .........
13,097
68,401
64153
61,503
Italy ...............
17,414
40,105
790
47,309
61851
Norway .............
38,518
25,926
64 444
17,406
3%053
... ....
...
Indonesia ...........
59, 423
624
74,688
8, 799
1,222
France ..............
55,072
41,921
633
6,,43
4,3
11,929
1 , 774
Panama .............
2,697
10,104
41,008
63.809 6,064
2, 396
Venezuela ---------.
3,649
61768
42, 285
52,702
40,868
42,079
8, 885
Denmark ............
3,921
81,768
47, 847
2,140
66, 505
61,
243
Other ...............
600,877
19,110
171,020
368,614
622,700
Total ..........

573,197 12,603, 031 3,268,829 6, 445,057

81, 923 3, 409,147 1, 9,

760

Total
3, 901,646
811,85
420.062
426,18 2
324, 765
138,944
23470
7
79,138
102,60
M2383
6t,354
47,461
1 74,
688
30, 438
16,403
91,332
%8645
868,6&3
7,916,820

INot elsewhere classified.
Source: Bureau of Census Rept. FT-410. Prepared In Consumer Dura'les Division, Irlsiness aud
Defense Services Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, November 1961.

ExrnIrt B
Prospectivefnancal loss to Government

(a) Excise tax:
Piano unit sales -----------------------200,000
Average wholesale price -----------------$437. 53
Dollar volume of piano sales -----------$87, 50, 000
7
Less sales exempt from excise tax ( 1/
percent) --------------------------$, 562, 950
Sales subject to excise tax-------------$80, 943,050
Excise tax on taxable sales ---------------------------(b) Income tax-Employees' wages:
Average hours to manufacture 1 piano --45
Average hourly wage -------------------$2, 488
Wages per piano manufactured ---------$111.96
Piano unit sales -----------------------200,000
Total wages ---------------------------$22, 392, (*0
Individual income taxes baced on 20 percent of wages----(o) Business profit taxes:
Dollar volume of piano sales----------$87, 506, 000
Estimated net taxable income at 5 percent
$4, 875, 000
Federal income tax on net taxable income at 52 percent.
Total ----------------------------------------------

Loss

$8, 04,35

$4, 478, 400

$2, 275,150
$14, 847, 861
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EXHIBIT C
Projected intports from Japan
Year

Units sold

Foreign

Average

value

value per
unit

168
$10,700
$63 69
1954 ...........................................................
6,878
34.05
202
1955 ..........................................................
7,435
40.40
184
1956...........................................................
144
17,017
118.17
19557
............................................................
33,087
120.75
274
19M...................................................... .
220,157
135, f6
1,624
19 9...........................................................
187.17
3,873
647, 455
190 ...........................................................
1,874
418, 835
223,50
1961 ...........................................................

January to June 1962 ..........................................

1,839

384,510

20909

Source: Imports from Japan as compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

The sales of imports front Japan increased from 168 units in 1954 to 3,873
units in 1960. This Increase expressed in percentage to 1954 year is 2,205.35
percent. If this rate of 1nerease is maintained for the next 61 years, sales of
these imports would increase to 85,206 pianos for the year 1968 or 42.6 percent
of pianos produced in the United States for the year 1961.

The ChAIRm A. Thank you, :r. Laughead.
Our next witness is the Ihonorable Tholnas B. Curtis of Missouri:
Please proceed, Mr. Curtis.
STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS B. CURTIS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. Cuntis. [r. Chairman, I am Congressman Thomas B. Curtis
of the Second District of Missouri and a member of the ttouse Ways
and Means Committee. I appreciate having this opportunity to appear before your committee to comment on It.R. 11970, the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.
I was one of live Republicans on the Ways and Means Committee
who voted to report 11.R. 11970 and I wish to take this opportunity to
point out what I feel is the need for legislation of this nature, and,
at. the same time, to indicate those provisions of this measure which I
believe are undesirable and even dangerous. Both the majority
report of the. Ways and Means Committee and the separate Republican views, including the dissents, do an excellent job of bringing into
focus the ideas which are embodied in this bill.
11[r. Chairman, I speak with an underlying belief that the needs of
our time require that the Congress delegate additional authority to
the Executive in order to stimulate international trade on a fair and
reciprocal basis through entering into Ifurther trade agreements with
foreign nations.
The primary issue in this area now is not whether we should delegate authority to the President, nor was it the issue in the past. Our
experience in the delegation of these powers under the reciprocal
trade agreement program, the delegation of powers over interstate
commerce to various agencies under similar constitutional authority
and the experience of the Smoot-Ilawley Tariff Act of 1930, when
Congress last attempted to write the details of tariff legislation, has
led to a unanimity of opinion that the Congress should delegate much
of this authority either to a tribunal or to the Executive, or both.
The primary isste, then, that the Congress must face is that of setting
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guidelines within which the President may exercise his delegated
authority.
On the positive side, this proposal contains new and important
guidelines for the exercise of Executive power in the trade field,
guidelines vastly improving the manner in which the President may
utilize his authority. They consist mainly of procedures procedures
which have been badly needed in our trade program. These procedures, used with wisdom, can be developed into an efficient mechanism
establishing certainty, promptness, and justice in matters which touch
u)on our citizens' property rights and job rights, as affected by our
trade relations.
The new procedures fall into two categories.
First, there are the prenegotiation and negotiating procedures.
The great innovation in this area is in the negotiating team. This
team will be given greater responsibility and wll no longer be a faceless, anonymous group. Together with this responsibility, the
negotiating team is to be given greater status. The chief negotiator
will bear the rank of Ambassador Plenipotentiary and he and his
deputy will be appointed by the President subject to confirmation by
the Senate. This enhanced status and responsibility will put our negotiating team on a par with those of foreign nations, whose teams are
often led by Cabinet-rank officers.
Second, there are the enforcement procedures. At present there
is no established body before which American business and labor can
present allegations ol unfair trade practices which are in violation of
international commercial agreement . This bill establishes such procedures. The Interagency Trade Organization is created as a forum
where interested persons can establish the truth of alleged unfair
foreign trade restrictions in violation of trade agreements. If the
Executive carries out the intent of the Congress when a violation of
a trade agreement is established he may withdraw concessions. This
can become an important part of our foreign trade policies and practices. It should be pointed out that the Interagency Trade Organization is not set up to hear only the complaints of our domestic industry
and labor. It will be available as well for our importers to register
complaints of alleged unfair practices )y our domestic industry against
foreign imports. The importance of thiis device should not be played
(lown. It can be an effective force in the effort to establish the type of
fair trade practices in international commerce which are essential to
the stimulation of increased foreign trade. This procedure can work
toward the elimination of the barriers which hamper and restrain international commerce, barriers including weak or nonexistent anticartel legislation and the manipulation of exchange rates and currenicy, values as well as the more familiar tariff, license, and quota
restrictions.
The escape clause, the national security clause and the perilpoint
procedure remain, although the unrealistic requirement of specific
peril points is eliminated. Commonsense dictates that a good negotiating procedure include the finding of peril points, whether required
by Congress or not.. It is important for the negotiating team to know
what effect concessions would,liave upon American business and jobs,
upon the economy overall. The Committee for Reciprocity Information and the Tariff Commission will continue their previous functions
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in this area and the chief negotiator will have the responsibility for
seeing that this groundwork is accomplished".
In essence, H.R. 11970 is not a new approach to negotiating trade
agreements. It is really a refinement of the existing procedure, the
last step to be taken under the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. After the
powers granted by H.R. 11970 have been exercised we will have a little or no trading material left. We will have traded it all away.
There are two dangerous innovations in this bill.
The first is that it may not turn out to be, as the Kennedy administration so vociferously proclaims it to be, a free trading bill. Rather
it might well be a measure laying the groundwork for substituting a
system of licenses, quotas, Government subsidies, cartels, and other
governmental regulations of trade for the tariff mechanism. So employed, it would establish Government control through the exercise
of discretionary power in the imposition of these trade limitations
and substitute bureaucratic decision for the operation of the marketplace in international trade. Free trade is based upon fair trade and a
system of trade regulation which has no basic concept of what constitutes fair and reciprocal trade cannot produce either free or in.
creased trade in the long run.
Western European countries, and most other countries of the world
except the United States, have long used these more restrictive and
bureaucratic devices for regulating international trade. A trade policy based upon tariffs, if regulation is to be presumed, on the other
hand, is more progessive and liberal in that it retains a basic portion
of the decision making function in the marketplace.
It may be that the present administration, under the cloak of free
trade, is seeking to substitute these more regressive trade regulators
for the tariff system. It denies that this is the case, but it utilized
section 204 of the Agriculture Act in order to bring about an international cartel in textiles at the Geneva conference in January. The
Kennedy administration has opposed attempts to repeal section 204
and has requested, in fact, that this broad section be further broadened
so that agreements setting quotas and licenses under it would have
application to nations not parties to the agreement. This course of
action indicates that there is an intent to utilize this power further.
So long as section 204 remains on the books, the beneficial procedures
of H.R. 11970, establishing rights in our citizens as opposed to privileges, to be handed out at will by the executive bureaucracy, become
almost meaningless.
The second dangerous innovation is the concept of relief provided
in the trade adjustment sections of thebill. Relief is not limited to
governmental aid so a business can move out of a field in which
it cannot efficiently compete with foreign concerns, relief may be a
subsidy to enable a business to become sufficiently efficient to compete.
The. difference can be illustrated by an actual case. Our west coast
tuna fishermen were having a difficult time competing with the Japanese tuna fishermen. Tariff increases were requested and denied.
Instead, the Government, because private bankers would not, lent
money to certain of the tuna fishermen to "modernize" their boats.

N oT.-The net result is the same. The fishermen stayed in business.

or at least the objective was the same. The difference, however, is
quite marked when one realizes that if the tariff had been used to help
the west coast tuna fishermen then all tuna fishermen would have had
an equal opportunity of modernizing their boats and the ones who
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proved to be the most efficient would have been successful. When a
Government loan, which is a subsidy, is used, the tuna fishermen who
had the ability to persuade the Federal bureaucrats to grant a loan
were the ones who survived. Thus the survivors could be less efficient
fishermen, but the more proficient persuaders.)
I join in the reservation stated by many, including the minority
members of the Ways and Means Committee, in regard to the trade
adjustment sections of this bill. I wish to emphasize, however, that
the reason I oppose them, and seek to eliminate them, is because I am
concerned about the damage that unfair foreign trade competition can
do to our workers and our industries, and the inadequacies of these
provisions for repairing the damage done. The best thing to do is to
avoid the wound, not bare our breast to it and concentrate on the first
aid treatment of it.
If the wound does come about we already have mechanisms for the
assistance of small business to enter fields in which they can compete.
We recently passed the Manpower Training Act for the retraining of
workers, if the overreaching reasons of national policy requires that
tariffs be lowered to the point at which these workers and businesses
sustain economic injury. It is shameful that the administration
ignores the mechanisms that already exist and seeks to impose upon
them new systems, conflicting and competing with them. Following
this path will damage the good programs we have, including the unemployment insurance program, and will fail to produce the results
sought.
It is also unfortunate that the administration has been so irresponsible in responding to questions about how the powers granted in H.R.
11970 would be carried out with respect to the GAT, section 4 of
NATO, the OECD and the U.N. If thought had been given to the
integration of H.R. 11970 into these important international organizations, the administration officials were not sharing thelw with the committee. It is difficult to decide whether lack of candor is more ominous
for the future of our country than is ignorance.
In conclusion, I would like, once again, to note the inconsistency in
the goals established for this bill and the eFtects of the foreign tax
provisions of H.R. 10650. We are asked by passing this bill to help
build a stronger international community through the ties of commerce; the foreign tax provisions of the tax revision bill, on the other
hand, hobble the operation of American companies working abroad
in the market they serve and go far toward severing an important part
of the commercial ties which can help strengthen the international
community of nations.
Once again, Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for giving me this
opportunity to appear before your committee on behalf of the Trade
Expansion Act.
The CIIAMAiAN. Thank you, Mr. Curtis.
Our next witness is Mr. B. C Deuschle, president of the Shears,
Scissorsc& Manicuro Implenen t Manu facturws Association.
Please proceed, Mr. Deuschle.
STATEMENT OF B. C. DEUSCHLE, PRESIDENT, ;REARS, SCISSORS &
MANICURE IMPLEMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
ir. DEUSciILE. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee, my name is B. C. Deuschie. I am vice president of the Acme
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Shear Co., located in Bridgeport, Conn. I appear before this committee as president of the Shears, Scissors & 7Manicure Implement
Manufacturers Association, the only national trade association of
domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears. The scissor and shear
industry is a distinct industry and should not be confused with the
larger cutlery and flatware industries.
The members of the association respectfully wish to record with this
committee their strong opposition to H.R. 11970, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, in its present form.
We seriously question whether the stated purposes of the act can
be achieved by its present provisions and we recommend and urge that
the Senate Finance Committee amend H.R. 11970 to(1) Include :a strong escape clause provision.
(2) Include an adequate peril point procedure.
(3) Delete the "adjustment assistance" provisions.
(4) Limit the authority to not more than 2 years.
It is our judgment from the experience of our industry during thw
past 12 Years that the above amendments are necessary, not only for
the continued existence of a domestic scissor and shear industry, but
also to insure the continued economic growth of the United States.
H.R. 11970 provides for a radical departure from the trade policy
the United States has followed since 1934. There are mnaiy factors
of this new program that demand close examination by the Senate
Finance Committee. Under the terms of this act Congrs will abdicate to the President most of its constitutional responsibilities "to
regulate commerce with foreign nations." We urge the Congress to
retain this power and preserve our constitutional system. Any authority in this area delegated to the President must contain definite
Vdlines. I.R. 11970, without necessary guidelines, grants the
President absolute power to reduce or eliminate duties. Much of this
unlimited authority would no doubt be delegated by the President
to the State Department, which in the past has shown little regard for
the welfare of domestic industries such as ours, which have suffered
serious injury from low-cost imports.
A keystone of our trade agreement- legislation in the past has been
the "no serious injury" policy. This 1;oficy is completely abandoned
under the provisions of H.R. 11970. The act acknowledges that industries such as our will be destroyed by the fact that, a largee 1_)o-

tion of the act is devoted to "adjustment assistance provisions. How'
can such eventualities be compatible with the stated purpose of the

act, to "stimulate the economic growth of the United States"? How
can greater unemployment in the scissor and shear industry stimulate
the economic growth of the United States"? How can the abandonment of productive equipment in the scissor and shear industry "stimulate the economic growth of the United States"?
Gentlemen, we ask you to look for a few minutes at what has happened to the domestic scissor and shear industry during the past 12
years as a direct or indirect result of excessive imports.
The chart attached to my statement shows better than any words I
could use the import problem !aced by the domestic scissor and shear
industry. I offer this chart for the record and ask that it be printed
immediately following my remarks.
The CHAYRMAN. Without objection the chart will be inserted in the
record.
(The chart follows:)
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Mr. Dzusomy. On the chart is a line which indicates the average
level of imports during the prewar years. The sharp increase in imports during 1950 and 1951 immediately followed a 50 percent reduction in the rate of duty which become effective as a result of the Trade
Agreements negotiations held at Annecy and Torquay. Record imports have been recorded each succeeding postwar year and there are
no indications that the trend will be reversed. Imports of scissors and
shears valued at more than 50 cents per dozen during the first 6 months
of 1962 totaled 4,750,449 pairs, indicating a total for the year of ap proximately 10 million pairs, an increase of 10 percent over the 9 miliio n pairs imported during 1961.
Imports of scissors and shears valued at more than $1.75 per dozen
import value now equal 95 percent of the domestic production oy
scissors and shears in this category. This category represents 75 percent of total sales of all scissors and shears in the domestic market.
In 1950 there were 50 domestic firms producing scissors and shears.
Since 1950, 42 of these firms, or 84 percent of the domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears, have ceased manufacturing, discharged
their employees and gone out of business. A list of the 42 firms which
have gone out of business and of the 8 remaining manufacturers who
are desperately trying to maintain a domestic scissor and shear industry is attached to my statement, and I request it be printed in the record following my remarks.
The CHA MAW. Without objection the list will be printed at the
end of your testimony.
Mr. DEUSCHLE. This almost complete annihilation of our industry
has taken place during the period of "no serious injury" policy. While
the State Department has negotiated away our industry we have not
just sat idle. The domestic manufacturers have installed semi-automatic grinding and polishing machines and made every effort to reduce
production costs. However, foreign manufacturers also have modern
equipment and with their lower wage rates, particularly in West Germany, Italy, and Japan, they are underselling domestic firms in the
U.S. market. In many cases imported scissors and shears are sold in
the domestic market at prices below domestic production costs.
During the past 15 years representatives of our association have appeared before this committee and other congressional committees, th,
CommLttee for Reciprocity Information and the Tariff Commission,
to present our views on the impact of imported scissors and shea-s on
our domestic industry. We have never requested or suggested that. a
complete embargo be placed on the import of scissors and shears. All
that we have asked for and desire is a fair competitive opportunity,
not an advantage.
To date we have not obtained relief in any form. Nevertheless, we
do not believe this is a reason to abandon the "no serious injury" policy
and repeal the so-called escape clause. The escape clause must be retained and strengthened by amendments to establish definite criteria
to guide the Tariff Commission in the determination of injury or
threat thereof. And, the Tariff Commission findings of fact in escape
clause cases have got to be binding upon the President. Injury or
threat of injury as it is written into the present escape clause cannot be
properly defined.
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There have been two escape clause investigations of the domestic
scissor and shear industry, one in 1953 and again in 1958. Neither of
these investigations resulted in any relief for our industry. When the
Tariff Commission and President decide that there is no injury or
threat of injury in tm industry such as ours, it is time that something
should be done by Congress.
Members of the association concluded after the most recent investiton that it would be futile to request a third investigation until
ngress amended the escape clause to restrict the Tariff Commission's
interretative powers and the President's unlimited discretion over
the commission's recommendations. Now we find ourselves faced with
H.R. 11970, which provides for the repeal of the escape clause, the only
hope for relief that import ravaged industries have available.
The scissor and shear industry of the United States is a small industry in number of establishments, employees and value of products.
The industry is truly "small business." We realize that our industry
accounts for only a fraction of 1 percent of the gross national product,
but we see this as no justification for letting the industry be completely
destroyed by imports produced with low cost labor. The workers in
the domestic scissor and shear industry do not want "adjustment assistance" and to become wards of the State; they want to use their
skills, which have taken years to develop. These workers are not interested in retraining; over many years they have developed a skill
they are proud of and want to continue the work they are happy in
doing.
The "adjustment assistance" provided for in H.R. 11970 is no answer
to the plight of the scissor and shear industry. It is a hoax and must
be deleted from the act. It will not promote economic growth; it can
only aggravate the U.S. unemployment problems and balance of payments problems.
If the scissors and shears imported during 1961 had been nianufactured in the United States, their production would have provided over
2 million man-hours of factory work, or full-time employment for
over 1,000 American employees. It is quite obvious that the tremendous growth of high labor content imports (as in the case of scissors
and shears) is responsible in large part for the excessive unemployment in the United States, while at the same time many of the major
foreign exporting countries like Germany and England report labor
shortages. The comparison of imports versus exports in terms of dollars does not reflect the economic imbalance that is created by the
export of low labor content products and the import of high labor
cont,6nt commodities.
Smely, it is neither constitutional nor a democratic practice to sacrifice, by legislation, manufacturers of high labor content products
such as scissors and shears so as to make it possible for manufacturers
of low labor content commodities such as certain farm produce, raw
materials, etc., to increase their exports.
I{.R. 11970 would grant the President unrestricted authority to
reduce duties and thereby further reduce the cost of imported scissors
and shears in our market. Under the provisions of this act, scissors
and shears could be buried in a category with many other items and
the duty cut 50 percent. This woul mean a reduction of at least 20
cents per pair at the retail level for scissors and shears now being re-
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tailed at $1 to $1.29 per pair. This would further depress tile prices
on domestically manufactured scissors and shears.
If this is permitted, we do not need a crystal ba'l to see the results.
There are only 8 domestic firms now remaining of the 50 operating in
the United States prior to the 50-percent reduction in import duty during 1950-51. These few remaining manufacturers would be forced to
close their doors and discharge their employees The United States
would then become wholly dependent on imported scissors and shears.
We cannot understand how it could be in the national interest to
permit such a loss. We would lose the skills of the employees and
management of the industry as well as the capital investment in production equipment. In the event of a national emergency, and with
imports cut off, the United States would be without a source of scissors and shears, basic tools for many industries and trades essential
to our defense.
The scissor and shear industry is one of the oldest in the world.
The skill was brought to the United States from Germany at a time
when the United States needed new industry and a scis,'or and shear
industry in particular.
Scissors and shears of all sizes and types are used in every school,
retail establishment, office, factory, hospital and home in the United
States. Scissors cannot be classified as a luxury, gimmick or novelty.
Scissors are used to separate us from our mothers at birth; to cut our
toenails, to trim the leather in our shoes, to cut and trim the materials used in every piece of clothing that we wear. They are used to
cut our fingernails, to Irim our mustaches, the hair in our ears and
nose, and to cut the hair on our heads, even down to the end of the
road when our best suit or dress is cut down the back so that the undertaker can dress us for the last ride. Scissors are truly used from
birth to death. They are essential to our health education and general welfare. I ask you gentlemen, is this an industry that should be
permitted to become extinct in this country?
We request the committee to refuse the President the authority he
has requested in H.R. 11970, and to amend the act along the lines we
have suggested.
We urge that Congress retain its power over duties as is provided
in section 8 of article I of the Constitution.
We request that the escape clause be retained, strengthened, and
clearly defined as to what will constitute injury or threat of injury,
and that an adequate peril point provision be included. We recommend that the Senate Finance Committee strike the so-called "adjustment assistance" provision from H.R. 11970, and limit the remaining
authority to not more than 2 years.
I thank the chairman and the members of the committee for the
time afforded me to present this statement.
(The list of 42 companies manufacturing scissors and shears
follows:)
LIST OF 42 COMPANIES MANUFACTURING SCISSORS AND SHEARS IN 1950 THAT
HAVE SINCE CEASED PRODUCTION

Ace Cutlery Co., Newark, N.J.
Atomic Cutlery Co., Irvington, N.J.
11, Balke, Newark, N.J.
H. Boker &Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
C.J. Bates & Son, Chester, Conn.
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Belmar Instrument Co., Belmar, N. J.
Berridge Shear Co., Sturgis, Mich.
Birmingham Cutlery Co., Birgmingham, Ala.
Cameron Manufacturing Co., Emporium, Pa.
Case-Smiley Co., Fremont, Ohio.
Clayton Manufacturing Co., New York, N.Y.
Crown Cutlery Co., Newark, N.J.
Cueto & Stanek Cutlery Co., Newark, N.J.
Cutlery Corp. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.
Arthur Dorp, Newark, N.J.
Essex Cutlery Co., Newark, N.J.
HarJan, Inc., East Orange, N.J.
A. Henkey Manufacturing Corp., Keene, N.H.
N'. V. Hershey & Sons Co., Fremont, Ohio.
Carl W. Heuser, Irvington, N.J.
International Edge Tool Co., Newark, N.J.
Kafelt Manufacturing Corp., Keene, N.H.
La Cross Manicure Accessories, New York, N.Y.
William Longbein & Bros., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Ernest Melchoir's Cutlery, Irvington, N.J.
.1Metroloy Corp., Canton, Ohio.
Midwest Tool & Cutlery Co., Sturgis, Mich.
.Ionarch Cutlery Manufacturing Co., North Bergen, N.J.
Carl Monkhaus, Ellicottvllle, N.Y.
Progress Cutlery Co., Fort Smith, Ark.
Revlon Implement Corp., Irvington, N.J.
Rex Cutlery Corp., Irvington, N.J.
Schneffel Brothers, Newark, N.J.
T. E. Schneider Corp., South Norwalk, Conn.
Smileys, Inc., Fremont, Ohio.
Springfleld Cutlery, Springfield, N.J.
Tri-Ess Products, Inc., Jersey City, N.J.
U.S. Shear Co., Bronx, N.Y.
W. L. W. Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.
Wallace Manufacturing Co., West Springfield, Mass.
Wigder Manufacturing Co., Newark, N.J.
Witte & Schmitz Cutlery Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
LIST OF 8 COMPANIES NOW MANUFACTURINo

SCISSORS AND SHEARS

Acme Shear Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
John Ahibin & Sons, Bridgeport, Conn.
Case Shear Corp., Nashville, Ark.
Clauss Cutlery Co., Fremont, Ohio
The W. H. Compton Shear Co., Newark, N.J.
The A. Lincoln Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Wahl Clipper Corp., Sterling, RI.
J. Wiss and Sons Co., Newark, N.J.

The CHIAIPMA. Thank you Mr. Deuschle.
Our next witness is Mr. E. M. Norton, secretary of the National Milk
Producers Federation.
Please proceed, Mr. Norton.
STATEMENT OF E. M. NORTON, SECRETARY, NATIONAL MILK
PRODUCERS FEDERATION
Mr. NoRmo. The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm organization. It represents dairy farmers and the dairy
cooperative associations which they own and operate. Through these
associations farmers acting together process and market at cost in
their own plants the milk and butterfat produced on their farms.
Practically every form of dairy product produced in the United
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States in substantial volume is produced and marketed through farmer-owned cooperative dairy plants represented through the federation.
The policies of the federation are determined at annual meetings
attended by some 1,000 or more dairy leaders. These delegates are
selected locally and provide broad regional representation as well as
representation of the various forms in which milk and dairy products

are marketed. Under our bylaws, 75 percent of our board of directors must be dairy farmers.
As a result of this broad representation the federation's policies
provide an accurate cross section of the thinking of the American
dairy farmer.
The federation does not profess to be expert in the field of international trade.
Nevertheless, within our staff and board of directors there is represented an accumulation of many years of practical, operating experience with foreign trade policies and import controls as they apply
to dairy farmers and the dairy industry.
We believe, therefore, that our comments on the bill pending before
this committee are important, because they reflect the practical viewpoint of a very important segment of American agriculture.
OUR FOREIGN TRADE POLICIES

The foreign trade policies of the federation are simple and fundamental.
We believe that every effort should be made to develop beneficial
foreign trade, but that imports should not be admitted which are destructive in character.
Beneficial trade results when nations trade to each- other things
which the importing nations want and need and which can be put to
constructive use. Trade is not beneficial when one nation forces upon
another products which are neither needed or wanted, and which only
add to an already difficult surplus problem.
We believe, also, that it is extremely important that Congress retain within its hands its constitutional power to regulate foreign
trade. This power was reserved to Congress because Congress is
representative of the people. Once that power has been delegated to
the President and through him to the State Department, Congress,
in a very large measure will have rendered itself impotent to serve
the very people it was chosen to represent in this important area.
We have opposed entry into an international trade organization
where the effect would be to further remove from Congress its power
to intercede in behalf of the American people in foreign trade matters
if that should become necessary.
FOREIGN TRADE AFFECTS DAIRY FARMERS

Dairy farmers have a vital stake in foreign trade legislation for a
reason which is quite obvious. Domestic dairy prices, even at the
low parity prices now prevailing, are substantially above the world
price level.
As long as this condition exists, effective import controls must be
maintined to prevent the dumping of world surpluses on our shores.
At the same time, export subsidies are required to permit a fair
share of our dairy products to move in international trade.
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Historically, a relatively small volume of dairy products was both
imported and exported and differences in costs of production were
offset by modest tariffs.
The wars brought on inflated prices and increased costs of production. Out of the depression we learned the important bearing which
the purchasing power of farmers, or the lack of it, has on the economy
of the Nation as a whole. From this, the concept of parity was developed, under which the prices farmers receive are related to the
cost of the things that farmers buy.
The agricultural program which Congress has authorized for dairy
farmers supports the prices which farmers receive for milk in the
domestic market at between 75 and 90 percent of parity. This is
accomplished through Commodity Credit Corporation purchases of
all butter, cheddar cheese, and nonfat dry milk offered at the support
level.
Prices for the marketing year April 1, 1962, to Maxch 31, 1963, are
being supported at 75 percent of parity. This is the lowest level
permittedby law. It indicates that the prices dairy farmers receive
are out of line to this degree with the cost of the things they buy and
that their purchasing power is not being maintained.
In terms of product, the current support price for grade A butter
in New York is 58.75 cents per pound, for cheddar cheese 34.60 cents
per pound, and for spray process nonfat dry milk 14.40 cents per
pound.
In sharp contrast with these prices are the current f.a.s. export
prices of Commodity Credit Corporation. These run approximately
23.42 cents per pound for butter (August 8, 1962), 23.58 cents per
pound for cheddar cheese (August 8, 1962), and 6.15 cents per pound
for nonfat dry milk (August 13, 1962). These are announced prices
based on bids, so they reflect accurately the prices at which dairy
products can be moved in world trade.
The U.S. tariff on butter is 7 cents per pound on 60 million pounds
and 14 cents per pound on all over that. The tariff on cheddar cheese
is 3 cents per pound and on nonfat dry milk 1.5 cents per pound.
Shipping charges are roughly 4 cents per pound.
Import controls are currently in effect under section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act in the form of annual quotas on the
following products:
Peteisd
Poumsde
Butter----------------Butter oil------------Dried cream----------Malted milk -------------Dried whole milk --------Nonfat dry milk ----------

496,000
70T,000 Dried buttermilk---------2, 780, 100
1,200,000 Cheddar cheese ---------9,200,400
500 Edam and Gouda cheese-.6, 000 Blue-mold cheese --------- 5,017,000
7,000 Italian type cheese ------- 11, 500,100
1,807, 000

A voluntary agreement with New Zealand on Colby cheese proposes to limit its imports to 6,720,000 pounds.
It is readily apparent that the substantial price differential between
our domestic support prices and world prices for dairy products
makes effective import controls essential if the support programs are
not to be destroyed and domestic prices broken to disaster levels.
A stock argument in favor Of free trade is that American efficiency
will offset lower wage rates and lower living standards of competing
nations. However valid this may be in other cases, the fact remains
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that iin the dairy industry the price disparity noted above exists ill
spite of all the advances that have been made in efficiency and
inechanization.
TIlE IMPORTANCE

OF

DOMESTIC SUPPLIES

We are fortunate to have within our shores the capacity to produce
adequate supplies of such essential foods as milk and dairy products.
We would only be fooling ourselves if we did not recognize that in
the event of itr an offshore source of supply for these foods would
be most uncertain and undependable.
If our domest ic source of supply should be displaced to any substantial extent by excessive iniporls, it could not be rebuilt in time
to meet emergency needs.
Agriculture is an important segment of the national economy, and
dairying is an important segment of our agricultural economy.
W e (to not dare to permit this important and essential industry to
be traded off for vague and uncertain benefits. Congress should
retain the power to prevent that from happening.
This is not idle conjecture. Renieniber that the State Department
did everything in its power to strike down imp ort controls under
section 104 of the Defense Production Act without offering other
controls in their place. Iad Congress not been firm on that issue,
we believe a large part of the American dairy industry would now
be gone. Later, after controls were shifted from section 104 of the
J)efense Production Act to section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act there have been repeated attempts by the State Department to
trade off or give away substantial parts of the American market for
dairy products.
Remember too that the State Department has entered into an agreemnent with foreign nations, the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, in which it undertook to bind this country not to use inlmport
controls under section 22 to protect our agricultural programs.
lien
it obtained a weak, apologetic, and uncertain waiver which in effect
says we caii maintain section 22 controls only at the sufferance of
th; GATT nations.
Surely this is a warning to Congress that it cannot safely surrender
to the State Department its constitutional responsibilities in this important area.
IMPORTS AND TIlE AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS

The agricultural program established by Congress for dairy farmers is protected against excessive imports by import controls imposed
under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Iml)ort quotas
have been established through hearings before the U.S. Tariff Coimission. The rights of foreign countries are taken into consideration
under section 22 in that imports cannot be cut back to a level lower
than 50 percent of the level that prevailed in a representative period.
Although these controls are not adequate, and the administration
of section 22 leaves much to be desired, nevertheless, important restraints on excessive imports are in effect under section 22.
If it were not for the import controls imposed under section 22
the support programs would have to be abandoned, or we would find
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ourselves in the unhappy position of trying to support world prices
at 75 percent of the American parity price.
Congress has under consideration the difficult problem of developing a farm program which will bring about a better balance between
the supply and demand for dairy products. Any program of this
kind must, of course, be accompanied by effective import controls.
Otherwise, all gains that are made in reducing domestic production
would be promptly nullified by increased imports.
If Congress is to retain the power to legislate domestic agricultural
programs when such programs are necessary, then it must retain
also the power to protect the programs against a destructive level of
imports.
SECTION 22 CONTROLS IMPERILED

We are conicerned that import controls under section 22 will be
imperiled by H.R. 11970. The bill is broadly worded in many respects, and it leaves much room for confusion and doubt.
Section 201(a) of the bill authorizes the President to enter into
trade agreements and to proclaim the reduction or elimination of any
existing duty or other import restriction which he deems appropriate
to carry out the trade agreements.
Section 225 of the bill requires the President to reserve from negotiations certain controls established under the escape clause and the
national security provisions. It seems to us significant that reservation of controls established under section 22 is omitted from thip
section.
Section 212 of the bill also contains broad authority to wipe out
tariffs and controls on agricultural products.
Section 22 controls are too important to leave open to doubt. If
they are not to be affected by the bill, then no harm will be done in
saying so in clear and positive language in the bill itself or in the
Report.
EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET

The Common Market is an economic union of Evropean nations
whose basic economies, prices, and wage rates are sufficiently related
to make it practical for tlbem to operate a common program for trade
and agriculture. Internal barriers are being removed and goods,
labor, and capital will be permitted to move between member nations
in much the same. manner as they do between our several States. An
external tariff will be applied to trade with outside nations. Raising
agricultural prices and improving the income of farmers is an impressive part of the program.
Increased agriciItural prices in the community will be above world
price levels, making it necessary to control imports and subsidize
exports. Variable import levies will be used to equalize competition
between Common Marlet products and lower priced imports moving
in world trade.
The Common Market does not offer opportunities for increased
agricultural exports from the United States. On the contrary, as
the market develops trade within itself and develops its agriculture
toward greater self-sufficiency, its need for such exports will decrease.
Reducing U.S. tariffs on agricultural products will not, solve the
Common Market problem. Since our own agricultural prices are
87270-2-pt. 8-28
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above those in the Common IMarket, such reductions would attract
imports to this country without a corresponding flow of exports to
the Common Market. Furthermore, the most-favored-nation rule
would make such reductions apply also to other nations and thus
attract additional world surplus to our markets already burdened with
surplus.
Neither would it solve this problem for the United States to join
the Common Market as long as our wage rates are three to four times
as high as those in the Common Market and our agricultural prices
are far above those in the Common Market.
The Common Market should be appraised realistically and not used
as an excuse to lower U.S. tariffs and thus bring about a destructive
level of agricultural imports to this country.
CONCLUSION

(1) The bill is drawn in very broad language and conveys sweeping power to the President in matters of foreign trade. Once commitments are made to foreign countries under the authority of the bill,
Congress may find itself seriously limited in its ability to protect our
domestic agricultural programs from excessive and destructive imports under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
(2) The bill represents practically a complete transfer of power
from Congress to the President and ultimately to the State Department in the important area of foreign trade. Vonzress is charged by
lie Constitution with respon,'bility in matters oi foreign trade. Congvss should retain the power to act in behalf of American farmers,
workers, and industries if that should become necessary.
(3) Practically all of the safeguards developed in the Congress
over the past 10 years would be cast aside. These safeguards should
be retained and strengthened. They do not interfere with sound trade
agreements. To some extent they help to deter unsound ones.
(4) The President would have almost unlimited power in matters
of international trade. The few uncertain standards provided for his
guidance are dependent in many cases on determinations to be made by
him and which are not subject to review.
(5) Practically all of the democratic procedures in the present law
relating to tariffs and trade would be repealed.
(6) The bill would permit the President to trade off one commodity
to benefit another or one industry to benefit another.
(7) The value of private property could be destroyed without compelsation by trading off the market for a commodity.
(8) American markets could be traded off for foreign political considerations.
(9) There should be added to the bill a provision that its approval
would not indicate congressional approval of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Norton.
The next witness is Mr. William R. Brown of the Council of State
Chambers of Commerce.
Mr. Brown, take a seat, sir.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. BROWN, RESEARCH DIRECTOR,
MISSOURI STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, AND MEMBER OF
SOCIAL SECURITY COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS
OF COMMERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE F. RINTA, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Mr. Biowx. I am William R. Brown, research director of the Missouri Chamber of Commerce.
I appear before you today as a member of the Social Security Committee of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce in behalf of
29 State and regional chambers of commerce that are listed at the end
of my statement.
I have with me Mr. Eugene Rinta, the executive director of the
council of State Chambers of Commerce. It is not news to you,
gentlemen, that. the business community is sharply, divided on the
merits of the Trade Expansion Act of 19.32. There is one point in
this bill, however, upon which the business community is agreed.
That is that the provisions for so-called trade readjustment allowance
for unemployment or partial unemployment due to imports, much
higher than regular State unemployment benefits, are extremely objectionable.
We believe that enactment of these trade readjustment. allowances
would establish a precedent that threatens the integrity and autonomy
of State unemployment benefit programs.
I want to file my prepared statement with the committee and just.
briefly hit the higlilights and summarize for us in order that. I miglt
develop one point that I understand has not been pri~ented sufficiently to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the statement will be inserted
in tile record.
NIr. BROWN;. The Ways andlMeans Committee report states that
the formula reducing worker allowance by only one-half of any
remuneration received for services will give the worker an incentive
to find work.
1lowever, when the total context of this proposal is examined to
those of us who have .been in close contact with the operation of
State unemployment benefit programs this proposal would be almost
laughable to think it would preserve an incentive to find work.
But I am not laughing because of the deadly serious implications
that this entire worker allowance proposal has for the continued operat ion of the State unemployment benefit programs.
I can best illustrate what I mean by citing what is a common example in Missouri. That is the worker who comes out of the Ozark
hills into a relatively high-paying plant in Kansas City or St. Louis.
When that worker is laid off he naturally goes back to his home in the
Ozarks where the living is easy and cheap.
Now, under the provisions of this bill presently before this committee, this worker could conceivably draw a combination of trade
readjustment allowances remuneration for services, unemployment
benefits and training allowances under the manpower training and
area redevelopment acts totalling up to 75 percent of his average wage
based on high quarter earnings in the big city.
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Now, when you consider that most of this income would be tax
free, we would have workers down in the Ozarks who would be doing
better by not working than working, and when you consider also that
perhaps the fishing is good, the incentive to go out and find work
would be mighty slim.
I cite this example to show how undesirable it is to set unemployment benefits at the Federal level.
There is a determination which needs to be made at the State level
based on the situation in the particular State.
Now, the benefit formula contained in this bill may be appropriate
for some few States. It certainly is not appropriate for Missouri and
most other States.
If time permits we can cite only a few of the many precedents which
the so-called trade readjustment allowances proposed in this bill would
set for future State and Federal legislation.
For example, if I were a legislator with rural constituents, I would
be very much concerned that agricultural labor is apparently covered
by this proposed program, whereas the States generally have chosen
not to cover or include agricultural workers in their State unemployment benefit programs.
As a matter of fact, this bill goes beyond setting precedents for
State legislation and the imposition of Federal standards. It would
impose some standards of its own in that it would require the States
to amend their unemployment benefit laws in certain respect, if they
are to participate in the program. I understand that 44 States have
specific provisions which cast doubt on the legal authority of these
States to make an agreement with the Federal Government to pay
t ra de readjust ment allowances.
Now, the Missouri provision in this respect is typical of these 44
States. Missouri law provides that a claimant is ineligible for uneml)loyment benefits for any week he has received or is seeking inemployment benefits "Under an unemployment insurance law of another
State orof the United States."
Yet, section 331(c) of the proposed Trade Expansion Act requires
that agreements between the State and the Secretary of Labor allow
supplementation of State unemployment benefits without any denial
or reduction of the benefits to which the worker would otherwise be
entitled.
The CHAIRMA',. Mr. Bowen, did I understand you to say that your
interpretation of this bill is that it covers agricultural workers?
Mr. BROwN. I can see nothing in it that would rule it out.
The CHAIRMAIN. I don't assume it is intended to cover them, is it?
How would it cover agricultural workers?
Mr. BROWN. Perhaps it should be clarified if it is not intended to
cover them.
The CHAIRMAN. It certainly should be clarified. I share your concern about that entire section because I have always been very much
opposed to federalizing the unemployment L.surance program.
We have had several battles on the floor of the Senate, one at one
time with the now President, who was then Senator. He had a bill
pending to federalize the entire program and the Senate defeated
it by a substantial majority.
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Certainly, it ought to exclude the agricuhural workers. This is
the first I have heard that they could be under the coverage provision
for assistance.
But you think they are?
Mr. BRowN. I see nothing to exclude them. It looks like they
could be covered. Apparently the agricultural related industries
and agricultural workers would be able to apply for trade adjustinent assistance.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, take the cotton industry, if that
were injured by imports you think then that those who produce the
cotton, the farmers and the workers on the farm could be included
in the assistance provisions and receive unemployment compensation?
Mr. BRowN. I think it could be so interpreted under the present
law. Of course, they would not qualify for State unemployment
benefit without some amendment in the State laws, because most
States do not now cover such workers under their State laws.
Now, in regard to the point I mention as to the conflict between
this proposal and the provisions in some 44 State laws, I understand
that the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Administi-tors have polled the State administrators. I also understand that
the Department of Labor has exerted considerable pressure on many
of the State administrators in this regard, and we know from persol experience in Missouri, that the Bureau of Employment Security is able to draw its purse string controls very tight over State
administrators, even to the extent of causing them sometimes to overlook the provisions of their own State laws.
Now, unfortunately, the results of this poll conducted by the Interstate Conference ha;ve been kept confidential; therefore, we don't
know the exact results. We do know that some States have definitely
decided that they could not participate without amending their law.
For example, the Colorado attorney general has so ruled, and the
Colorado law is almost identical with the Missouri law that I quoted
in this respect, but the State agencies, and even the attorneys general
of the States are not the final authority as to what can be done under
State law.
The State courts, of course are the final authority in this case, and
in Missouri and in the other States that I am representing, we intend

to go to court if anl effort is mande to pay regular State uneinployment benefits with the Trade Adjustment benefits supplenieni ng
those benefits because it would be contrary to the State law.

The CrAMMAN. You say great pressure is being brought on State
administrators.
Are any State administrators in favor of this provision in this bill?
Mr. BROWN. I would probably think there is a division of opinion
there. Their natural inclination, I think, would be very conservative
about it because it does undermine the State programs.
The CHAIRMAN. They have always been opposed to any Federal
interference with uneml)loyment insurance.
Mr. BROWN. That is riglt.
The CHAIRMAN. And I gathered from you that perhaps some of
them now have changed.
Have any of them changed that you know of ?
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Mr. BROWN. I don't know that they are changing their basic position. However, when you have funds to administer to a State agency
and even salary schedules have to be approved by the Federal Bureau
of Employment Security they can exert considerable pressure. In
fact, mi Missouri we have even had them on at least two occasions
in which I have been involved threaten to hold our State law out of
conformity if we didn't get in line.
The CHAIRMAN. Have any of them yielded to that pressure to
your knowledge I
Air. BROwN. Yes, some of them are yielding.
The CHIRMAN. And favor the federalizing the unemployment?
Mr. BROWN. No, no, I don't think many of them would go so far as
to so obviously cut their throat, but I think they would yield to terms
of perhaps ignoring some provision of their State law especially if
they thought they were not going to be challenged.
The CHArRMAN. Do any of the State administrators that you know
of favor the provision in this bill?

Mr. BROWN. Not to my personal knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. My administrator is an extremely able man, he

will be here Monday to protest against this provision in the bill.
Mr. BROWN. I am pleased to hear that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAITRAN. Do you desire to strike out the whole adjustment
assistance section of the bill?
Mr. BROWN. I think that would be the most desirable answer, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, not only the unemployment end of
it but the loans that are made to industry as well?
Mr. BROWN. I might say in that regard that I am testifying- only
on the worker adjustment provision because I am appearing for the
Social Security Committee oi the Council of State Chambers which
is concerned with that particular aspect.
Now, maybe Mr. Rinto would like to add a point to that phase.
Mr. RINTA. I think the majority of the State chambers from the
expression we have had would as soon see the whole adjustment provision stricken.
The CIFArCM.AN. Stricken out. That has been the testimony pretty
generally before this committee.
Mr. BRowN. Now to summarize, ir. Chairman, the payment of
these trade readjustment allowances would result in a special system
of unemployment. benefits for a special class of unemployed with conditions of eligibility, benefit levels, and duration differing greatly
from those under existing State programs, and the recently enacted
Federal Manpower Development and Training Act.
We object because of the impact of these proposals upon tho existing State programs, and because of the attempt to create preferential
treatment for a segment of the unemployed.
Our objection is based, too, on the attempt to create standards that
eventually could substantially alter State programs.
Finally, we believe that the existing State programs operated in
conjunction with the recently enacted Federal Manpower I)evelopment and Training Act, should be relied upon to meet the problems
of unemployment regardless of the cause of unemployment.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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(The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:)
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. B&owN,
ACCOMeAID By Euozvx F. RUTA, ,xgouTvz
E
DIULzTOB, COUNCIL Of STAT CHAMBERS Or ComuMc, WrTu RzspTr TO TBE
WoBEZE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCZ Psovaofis or HR. 11970
My name is William RX Brown. I am research director of toe Missouri State
Chamber of Commerce, Jefferson City, Mo. I am a member of the Social Security
Committee of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce, and I appear before
you on behalf of the 29 State and regional chambers of commerce which are
listed at the end of my statement.
It is not news to you gentlemen that the business community is sharply divided
on the merits of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. There is one po.ut in this bill,
however, upon which the business community Is agreed. This point of agreement
is that the provisions for so-called "trade readjustment allowances" for unemployment or partial unemployment due to imports, much greater than other unemployment benefits, are extremely objectionable.
Enactment of this "trade readjustment allowance" program will establish a
precedent that threatens the Integrity and autonomy of State unemployment
benefit programs. I am aware that the Ways and Means Committee report
states, "The terms of worker assistance are not meant to be precedents for the
unemployment Insurance program." But, no matter how sincere the desire,
this statement will not keep them from being widely used as precedents both
for State and Federal legislation. I know from my years of intimate experience
in drafting and working for and against unemployment benefit legislation that
they definitely will be so used in Missouri and other States, as I will demonstrate, I hope, to your satisfaction.
For example, the proposed Trade Expansion Act provides for an automatic
escalator for worker allowances of 65 percent of the annual average wage for
production workers for the latest calendar year published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. This means that the maximum payment will go up automatically each year as long as wages continue to rise. The Missouri Legislature
rejected Just such an automatic escalator proposal last year while increasing
maximum unemployment benefits from $33 to $40 a week and providing for
State retraining benefits. In Missouri we strongly opposed the automatic escalator proposal because we believe that the State legislatures should maintain
control of the maximum unemployment benefit. Certainly if Congress were to
enact an automatic escalator provision, it would make a much more impressive
"precedent" than to say that some seven States now have such provisions.
The Ways and Means Committee report estimates that this escalator provision
will result in an Initial maximum of $61. This compares to the $40 maximum in
Missouri which is in the middle group of States. In fact, no State has a maximum unemployment benefit for single persons anywhere near the $61 a week
with which this bill would start. Even when dependency allowances are taken
into consideration only three, States- klaska, Connecticut, and Massachusetts-have maximums that go as high as $61. Of course, no State has a maximum
duration for unemployment benefits of anything like the 52 weeks plus provided for in this bill. Only eight States go beyond the common 26-week, halfyear, provision found in Missouri. Oklahoma has the longest duration--39 weeks.
The Ways and Means Committee report states that the formula reducing the
allowtice by only one-half of any remuneratirn received for services, will give
the worker an Incentive to haid work. However, when the total context of the
proposal Is considered, to those of us who have been in close contact with the operation of State unemployment benefit programs it would be almost laughable to
think that this formula will preserve an incentive to find work. But I'm not
laughing because of the deadly serious implication that this entire worker allowance proposal has for continued operation of the State unemployment benefit
programs.
I can best illustrate what I mean by ?lting what Is a common example, In
Missouri, of the worker who comes out of the Ozark hills to work in a relatively
high paying plant In Kansas City or St. Louis or even the Ozark cities of Springfield or Joplin. When he is laid off be naturally goes back to live in his home In
the Ozarks where the living is easy and cheap. Under the proposal now before
this committee this worker could conceivably draw any one or a combination of
trade readjustment allowances, remuneration for services, uv. employment benefits
and training allowance under the Manpower or Area Redevelopment Acts total-
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Ing up to 75 percent of his average weekly wage based on high quarter earnings
in the big city. When you consider that most of this Income could be tax free,
and fishing is good, the incentive to find work can be mighty slim. I cite this
example to show how undesirable it is to set unemployment benefits on the
Federal level. This is a determination which needs to be made on the State
level based on the situation within the particular State. The benefit formula
contained in this bill may be appropriate for some few States-it certainly is not
for Missburl and most other States.
It should be noted in this connection that the Manpower Development and
Training Act which became law earlier this year provides for a weekly allowance
-equal to the average benefit in the particular State involved. As initially inaugurated in Missouri this is $33, at present, which is probably not far from
the national average.
Time permits citing only a few of the many precedents which the sa-called
trade readjustment allowances proposed in this bill would set for future State
and Federal legislation. For example, if I were a legislator with rural constltuets, I would be very much concerned that agricultural labor is apparently
covered by this proposed program whereas the States generally have not chosen
to include agricultural workers in their State unemployment benefit programs.
The precedents which would be established by this proposed act are not all
one sided. In fact, if the House provisions should be enacted, I personally
intend to use the provision requiring that the worker must have earned wages
of $15 or more in at least 26 weeks as a precedent since Missouri law presently
requires $15 or more in only 17 weeks.
As a matter of fact, this bill goes beyond setting precedents for State legislation and Imposition of Federal standards. It would Impose some standards
of its own In that it would require the States to amend their unemployment
benefit laws in certain respects. I understand that 44 States have specific
provisions which cast doubt on the legal authority of these States to make an
agreement with the Federal Government to lay "trade readjustment allowances." The Missouri law provides that a claimant is ineligible for unemployment benefits for any week he has received or is seeking unemployment
benefits "tinder an unemployir.ac insurance law of another State or of the
United States." Also the 1961 retraining benefit law enacted by the Missouri
Legislature specifically provides that "no payment of retraining benefits shall
be made to any individual for any week or part of any week with respect to
which he is entitled to receive retraining benefits as a result of participation
by this State pursuant to the provision of any Federal law providing for the
payment of such benefits." Yet section 331(c) of the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962 requires that the agreements between the States and the Secretary of Labor allow supplementation of State unemployment benefits without
any denial or reduction of the benefits to which the worker would otherwise
be entitled.
Since section 323(c) provides for reduction In a worker's "trade readjustznent allowance" if he is found ineligible for State unemployment benefits,
the States would be under considerable pressure to make their laws conform
just as they were from the tax offset provision In the original Federal Unemployment Tax Act. I know from personal experience In Missouri that the
Federal Bureau of Employment Security can draw its "purse string" controls
very tight even to the extent of threatening to hold a State law out of conformity with the Federal law, thus , suitingg in the loss of the all-important
tax credit.
In conclusion, I think that I have said enough to indicate that the top union
i-aders who are reported to be insisting on the "trade readjustment allowance" provision as the price of their support of the proposed Trade Expansion
At. have a "good selfish reason" for doing so.
The payment of these trade readjustment allowances would result in a
special system of unemployment compensation benefits for a special class of
unemployed with conditions of eligibility, benefit levels, and duration differing
greatly from those under existing State unemployment compensation programs
and the recently enacted Federal Manpower Development and Training Act.
We object because of the Impact of these proposals upon the existing State
programs and because of the attempt to create a program of preferential treatment for a segment of the unemployed. Our objections are based, too, on the
attempt to create standards that eventually could substantially alter the State
unemployment compensation programs. Finally, we believe that the existing
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State unemployment programs, operating in conjunction with the newly enacted Federal Manpower Development and Training Act, should be relied upon
to meet the problems of unemployment regardless of the cause of unemploy.
ment.
The organizations endorsing this statement are:
Alabama State Chamber of Commerce.
Arkansas State Chamber of Commerce.
Colorado State Clbmber of Commerce.
Connecticut State Chamber of Commerce.
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce.
Florida State Chamber of Commerce.
Georgia State Chamber of Commerce.
Idaho State Chamber of Commerce.
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce.
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce.
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Maine State Chamber of Commerce.
Mississippi State Chamber of Commerce.
Michigan State Chamber of Commerce.
Missouri State Chamber of Commerce.
Montana Chamber of Commerce.
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce.
Empire State Chamber of Commerce (New York).
Ohio Chamber of Commerce.
Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce.
South Carolina State Chamber of Commerce.
Greater South Dakota Association.
East Texas Chamber of Commerce.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Chamber of Commerce (Texas).
South Texas Chamber of Commerce.
West Texas Chamber of Commerce.
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce.
West Virginia Chamber of Commerce.
Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce.
In addition to the above organizations, there is one State chamber of commerce in the council which has not taken a position with respect to this
statement.

The CIT.UrA-iM.

Thank you very much.
Senator C,%nr.soN. Mr. Brown, I notice you are representing the
great State of Kansas and I am sure you are speaking their views on
it, because I am somewhat familiar with them.
I was interested in the discussion with the chairman with regard
to agricultural workers.
I can see where, I believe some of the operations like canning factories, those are listed as agricultural workers, are they not?
Mr. BRowN. That is the situation.
Senator CARLSOx. I share your concern regarding it and I shall
certainly keep it in mind.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Senator Carlson.

The CHAIRMA-.. Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Robert A. Ewens, Conference of State
Manufacturers Association.
Take a seat and proceed.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. EWENS, ON BEHALF OF THE CONFERENCE OF STATE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATIONS
Mr. Ewrs. Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert A. Ewens, executive vice president of the Wisconsin Manufacturers Association. I
ani appearing here today on behalf of the Conference of State Manufacturers Association Pnd I am authorized to speak on behalf of 36
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State manufacturers associations. I have them listed in my formal
statement and I don't think I should take up the time of the committee
to read them.
I should like to ask the permission of the Chair if I may at this time
to have my formal statement incorporated as a part of the record,
and I should like to very briefly synopsize some of the points I have
made in there and add a few other thoughts of my own.
The C MRaMAN. Without objection.
Mr. EwENs. In the formal presentation I attempted to explain the
position of the various States regarding Federal aid to persons losing
their employment.
In that statement I did not allude to the State legal prohibitions,
which Mr. Brown just touched upon, against the kind of Federal aid
which is provided for displaced workers in H.R. 11970. I should like
to call to the committee's attention two communications. One is dated
April 4, 1962, and is directed to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House. It is signed
by all three of the industrial commissioners of the State of Wisconsin
which has jurisdiction in my State over unemployment compensation
matters. I should also like to direct your attention to a communication of June 18 addressed to all Wisconsin Congressmen and signed
by Mr. Paul Rauschenbush, director of our unemployment compensation department.
It is my understanding that Mr. Rauschenbush is to appear before
your committee on Monday and he can elaborate on the contents of
those communications.
Both of these communications, Mr. Chairman, can be found on page
11170 of the Congressional Record of June 28, 1962.
With the Chair's permission I should like to read, if I may, a portion of the Wisconsin statute on this subject. It is section 108.04,
paragraph 12. The title of that section is "Prevention of Duplicate
Payments" and among other things the law says, and I quote:
Any individual who receives a Federal readjustment allowance for a given
week shall be ineligible for benefits paid or payable for that same week under
this chapter. Similarly any individual who receives, through the commission,
any other type of unemployment benefit or allowance of a given week shall be
ineligible for benefits paid or payable for that same week under this chapter.

Now, if I understand H.R. 11970, the benefits to displaced workers
would be paid through the States under an agreement with the Secretary of Labor and the State agency would be acting as an agent of
the United States in making such payments.
It is difficult for me to understand how such payments would be
valid in the face of such clear, unambiguous language forbidding it.
I have hero an analysis of similar laws of the 44 other States, that
Mr. Brown alluded to, prohibiting such Federal supplementation.
The language varies from State to State but the prohibition is
neverthelfss there.
If this htw were passed in its present form the Federal Government,
the Department of Labor, aggrieved workers or displaced workers,
employers, State agencies, and anyone connected with the unemployment compensation program would be faced with a deluge of lawsuits and it would take years for the courts to determine who was
or who was not eligible for the benefits outlined in this proposed legislation.
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With the chairman's permission I should like to incorporate in the
record the list of those States having such prohibitions which shows
their State statute numbers.

The CHAMMAP. Without objection.
(The list referred to follows :)

Status of unemployment compensation laws ae to Federal supplementation of
State unemployment compeation benefits
State, district or territory

section of law persection of law
mitting supplehbitint sppor
mentatlon
mentatlon

Comments

o......o.o
Alabama. ......................... 2140 .............. ............
o.
741(d) ............. S..............o....
Alaska ............................
o...o...
23-77()......... ... ........
Arizona ...........................
o......o.....
81-1106(f)(2) ....... .........
Arkansas .........................
128 ...............
.oo...... o.....o...ooo
California ........................
o....
82-4-13 ............ .. oo............
Colorado .........................
.........
o
31-236(4)a ......... .........
Connecticut ......................
3316(8) ............ ......
o.oooo.........
•
Delaware .........................
10(e) .............. .ooo................
o
District of Columbia ..........
Florida........................... 443.06(8) ...........
5(f) ................
Oorgia_ ..........................
...................
...........
o.... o .
Hawall ...........................
...........
.............
o...
. .........
elvesdlantloa to director.
Idaho ............................. 605
.. -29(f.....
. .o
................
Illinois ............................
724366(k).. .'o .....
IndianaL .......................... 156 ............. ..o... ...... o...... :
Iowa .............................. 964(6) ..........
o.o..........
44-706(e) .......... ........
1..............
Kansas ......................
...
Kentucky ....................... 341.360(2) ......... ............. ......
Louisiana .........................
oo............o.....oo
Maine ........................
IVB ............. i.- 1.s).............
6(g) ...............
Maryland ........................
(.............
Massachusetts .................... 26............... ....
Michlean .........................
421.29(3) ..........
Minnesota ........................
...
Misnitnp ....................... 7379(f) ............. .................
oooo.
Msso r .......................... 288040(3) .......... ...............
87-108(e)(3) .......
Montana .........................
4"-28(f) ........... ........
Nebraska .........................
o.. ..........
[
Nevada ........................... 612.400 ........
Z8..8(2)...........
New Hampshire .................. 282.40 .......... ....................
New Jersey ....................... 43.2l--(f) ..........
Probibltsbenefit paldthrough
New Mexico ......................
another agency.
New York ........................ 592(2) .........
96-14(7)
...........
North Caroln ................... 52-&-0(5) ........
.....o..........::....
North Dakota ....................
4141.31(C) .........
Ohio
..............................
Oklahoma
........................
215(f) ..............
Oregon .. ....
.....
. . . 657.210
............
Pennsylvaria...............
402(c) .............
Rhode Island ..................... 28-44-19 ...........
South Carolina ................... 68 14(e) .........
17.0830(7) .........
South Dakota ....................
Tennessee ....................... 50-1324F ...........
Texas.............................
NO(3)..........
Utah ..........................
Vermont .......................... 1344(7) .........
Virginia ....................
00-W0(1....
Washington ......................
No language.
West Virginia ..................... VI 4(5)(c) .............................
Wisconsin ........................ 106.0402) ..............................
Wyoming ......................... .................... , 27-26 B IIL ......

Mr. EwENs. In my filed statement I briefly review how the individual States have discharged their stewardships most commendably in

the field of unemployment compensation, and I say: there: "indicative
of the individual States being ivell aware of theiBr responsibility to
their unemployed workers is the fact that in the last 4 years and,
mind you, after the expiration pf the Federal emergency unemployment compensation legislation of 1958, 15 States have enacted legislation now in force for unemployment compensation benefits beyond
the normal 26 weeks of payment. Six of these States are employing
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the trigger device whereby benefits are extended on a certain percentage of covered workers receiving benefits. Nine States automatically
provide duration beyond 26 weeks. In my own State, for example,
wve enacted legislation by agreement of industry and labor to extend
duration to a maximum of 34 weeks. The other eight or nine States
have systems somewhat comparable to our own."
In my filed statement I did not refer to some of tie semantics which
have been involved in this Trade E xpansion Act of 1962. Some of
the proponents of this legislation studiously avoided the expression
unemployment insurance," although those of us who have read the
provisions can see no real difference.
As a matter of fact, I should again like to call to the committee's
attention the Congressional Record of the sme (late of June 28,
1962. There we find on page 11221 a transcript, of a television pro.
grain on this subject, and in answer to a question by M'. SehoenlrIl1,
the moderator, President Kennedy states, aid I quote:
We provide retraining, we provide unemployinent conien. .tion if anyone Is
adversely affected.

I agree with the President. This bill does provide for wineiplo)ymeat compensation, but it arises from a ditlerent cause-loss of a job
because ,f removal of tariff barriers or an increase ini iml'orts.
Now, if I may, I should like to cite a siniple example. I Ii)ay Iw
accused of oversimplifying the problem, but I do fihly believe that
it touches upon the funidanentas involved ill this p'ol;osal.
For many years the largest employer ini my State has beeu the Al IisChal mers Mimfacturing Co. But iIn the last few yea.'s the Aileri,'ll
Motors Corp. in Kenosha and Milwaukee has more employees, and
now almost 25,000 workers are employed by that fii'm in my State.
All of you are aware of American Motors aggressive ent r into the
maim facturing of compact autoniohiles. So successful has 'been that
venture, and so popular have compact cars become with the Americall people that the General Motors Corp., the Ford Motor Co. and
others have entered into the compact field and now provide vigorous
competition to American Motors for that type of vehicle.
Fortunately, for the economy of WisconsIrl, Almierianll Motors has
more than held its own agai nst this stiff competition.
Now, let us assume that the American public favored bh,- (eicmal
Motors product or tie Ford Mot oms product over rhe A merican Motors
coiilpacts and as a result American Moto's would be obliged to lay
off a substantial number of workers because of that collipetitioni.
In my State those workers would then receive $51 a week Inaximum unemployment compensation for a maximum of 34 weeks.
If I understand H.R. 11970 correctly, they would be paid through
Fe(leral subsidy some $65 or $70 a week foi' as long as 76 \weeks IIIliuling a retraining period.
I must ask why such discrimination against the Wisconsin worker
who loses his job because of domestic conditions. Why should ant
unelnployed American Motors employee receive more compensation
for a longer period of time sim ply because his employer was unable to
meet the competition of the Volkswagen or that of oiher compact cars
manufactured by Enrol means ?
Gentlemen, we of tihe State Associations firmly believe that we
must again carefully reexalnine some of the fmidamentals of our
Aliierican econoinic system. When the Pilgrims first settled this Na-
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tion they initially relied on a communal system to see them through
their first winter.
As a result, they almost starved to death and the harvest was poor
l)ecaus* the men and women had no real incentive to labor. The next
vear the Pilgrims each planted individual plots and an abundant
harvest saw them handsomely through the long, hard, cold winter.
From that experiment in individual initiative we blossomed into the
greatest nation on earth.
But in the last 39 years using the evolution of our complex industrial economy as an excuse, rather than as a springboard, we have
enacted many Federal laws designed to provide a helping hand to
kit izens under"almost any conditions.
(10ig so, in mV In
humble
hitve.. sapped
one of our great-.
c..
'ti' iv opmjuane
,es In
asstsindividual
We suggest that wIffve enough State statutes' the books
with any unenlployfuent l)roblel H.R. 11970 may p- uce. to deal
l'hanlk you fo fie l)rivilege of ap p
1arg
before you.
(The prelard statefient of Mr.E vens'fljows:)
STAIENWNT OY'3IETAI.F OF T6F

CONF)IJENCE OF STATE)IANUFAcTURERS\ASSOCA

-

TIONS BY lORBMET A. EwvN-s RELATING TO CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF H.1 . 11970
(CNo'ckRNiO FDIFR.
FINANCIAL Air)
"D.ACFD WORKER S

IN
I
My naInzlQ is Robert A. Ewens. I aln executive vice-president of the Wionsin
.Nlanufact4-ers' Association, with opces at,324 East Wisconsin Avenue, 3 liwaukee, Wis. I am appe~rNg today on behalf of the Conference of State Ma ufacturers" A, ociations,
and' ak"-.authorized to speak on behalf of the following
orgatlFati 4)s :

Assciated Indistries of Alabama.
A:siated
Indttstries
of Arkansas,
Inc.
Association.
qfwturer5
('ali ~ornia Man
Man facturers Assoclation of Colorado.

Man aeturers Asc- iatlon of 0ounectiout, Inc.
Asoc ted Industries o! Florida.
Associ ted Industries of Georgia.
Associated Industries 9f.Idaho.
Ilinois M manufacturers Association.

Indiana Mhpufacturers Xisoeiatlon.

Iowa Manu fturers Association.
A associated Ind stries of Kentucky.
Loulslana Mau
tufatrers Association.
Associated Industr itpf Maine.
AssocirAted Industries of Massachusetts.
Michigan Manufacturers Association

Mississippi Manufacturers Association

Associated Industries of Missouri
Associated Industries of Nebraska.
New lampshire Manufacturers Association.
New Jersey Manufacturers Association.
New Mexico Business & Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of New York State, Inc.

Ohio Manufacturers Association.

Associated Industries of Oklahoma.
Pennsylvania Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Rhode Island
Associated Industries of Kansas, Inc.

Tennessee Manufacturers Association.
Texas Manufacturers Association.
Utah Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Venrmont.
Virginia Manufacturers Association.

Association of Washington Industries.
Wisconsin Manufacturers Association.
West Virginia Manufacturers Association.
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All of my associates in the State associations would have welcomed the opportulty to appear here, but because of your committee's time limitations, I aut
speaking for most of them. My experience In this field has Included many years
of representing Wisconsin Industry on the statutory Advisory Committee on
Unemployment Compensation to the Wisconsin Industrial Commission.
In 1968, and again in 1961, 1 was privileged to appear before the House Ways
and Means Committee, and we then opposed proposals for Federal standards lu
unemployment compensation and among other things, I said, 'This progress,
sensitive to our px,.ullar need, is jeopardized by needless proposals to federalize
unemployment compensation, a premise resisted by Congress and Presidents for
two decades. We don't want, among other things, to be penalized by being forced
to contribute a share of the cost of Federal reinsurance grant* to improvident
States"
In 1959, I also quoted Mr. Joseph Kenny of Wisconsin, who serves with me on
the Wisconsin Advisory Committee. In 1958, Mr. Kenny told the Senate Finance
Committee, "It seems logical to us in industry to fear that present consideration
of extension of benefits may well represent an unwitting precedent that can lead
to the destruction of State systems of unemployment compen-ation and the
abandonment of experience rating which has been such a powerful and constructive influence in stabilizing employment, and reducing potential unemployment,
for more than a quarter of a century."
Mr. Kenny was prophetic. The present hearing is evidence of that. We in the
various States that contain the great majority of American industry, consider
that chapter 3 of title III of H.R.11970 is a harbinger of federalization, as well
as a needless expedient that will saddle all industry and taxpayers with unnecessary costi. This chapter obviously will partially convert what was. Ways considered an insurance program, financed by employers only, into a g iant relief
measure that throws into discard insurance principles of long standing.
Now, we fully recognize that the provisions of the bill under consld ration, do
Those
not spell out unemployment compensation for displaced workers as sut
provisions are a relatively small portion of the entire trade expansion ,easure.
But the same principles of unemployment compensation should apply, , ud, yet,
we find them woefully lacking. I am indeed proud of our own Wisconsil Industrial Commission, which has StatA jurisdiction over our Ideal Wisconsin unemployment compensation law. We have been the leaders, and many of the
good features of our law are incorporated Into the laws of other States. On
April 4, 1962, all three of our Industrial commissioners signed a letter to Chairman Mills of the Ways and Means Committee, with reference to the trade adjustment allowance features of H.R. 9900, which were Identical to the provisions In
the bill before your committee at this time. In that communication, our commission pointed out the sharp discrimination which would exist against the great
majority of America's jobless workers who could be laid off for a great variety
of reasons, including automation, termination of defense contracts, U.S. tax or
credit policies, competition Itself in America, or even foreign competition.
Our commission also pointed out in that communication that State benefits now
can apply to so-called federally caused layoffs, including Federal employees and
ex-servicemen. They also wondered why there should be a higher level of payment and a longer duration period. Our commission rightfully asked the question whether this was "a springboard for federalizing all State compensation
laws".
Over the years, the Senate Finance Committee and the house Ways and Means
Committee have been the guardians of the State unemployment compensation
system. That tradition was Initiated in the House committee's Report No. 615
way back on April 5, 1935. At that time, the committee said, "Unemployment
InsuraLce cannot give complete and unlimited compensation to all who are unemployed. Any attempt to make it do so confuses unemployment insurance with
relief. * * * It can give compensation only for a limited period and for a
percentage of the wage loss. * * * Unemployed workmen who cannot find othe"
employment within reasonable periods will have to be cared for through work
relief or other forms of assistance, but unemployment compensation will greatly
reduce the necessity for such assistance * * *"
Your own Senate Finance Committee said the following in Senate Report 565,
filed September 17, 1945, accompanying a bill to provide extended unemployment
compensation benefits following World War II: 'The committee feels * * * that
It should be left to the respective States to determine whether or not this extended duration should be provided for workers within their borders and that the
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supplemental benefits should be paid to such workers only if the State wishes to
enter into such an agreement."
These statements and others were in accordance with principles3 enunciated by
the report made to President Roosevelt in 1W35 by his Committee on Economic
Security. Inherent in all these statements was the principle that States being
sensitive to their own peculiar needs were beat equipped to regulate and administer unemployment compensation.
Congress has long held to the principle that sach Federal control should be
avoided at all costs. I commend to your consideration the keynote sounded by
the Commlttee on Economic Security appointed by President Roosevelt, which
said, after a long and serious study, in its report of 20 some years ago: "All things
considered, we deem it the safest and soundest policy to confine the role of the
Federal Government with respect to this problem (unemployment) * * leaving
to them (the States) primary responsibility for administration."
In 1935 the Senate Committee on Finance in reporting out the Federal unemployment compensation legislation, endorsed this view by saying: "As we deem
it desirable to permit the States freedom of choice in this respect, we also believe
that the Federal law should provide for recognition of credits allowed by the
States who have regularized their employment."
The term "regularized their employment" symbolizes the basic concept of unemployment compensation since its inception. Among others, President Roosevelt
also advanced this premise. In his message to Congress In January 1933, he said,
"An unemployment compensation system should be constructed in such a way as
to afford every practical aid and incentive toward the larger purpose of employ* in order to encourage the stabilization of private emment stabilization 0
ployment, Federal legislation should not foreclose the States from establishing
means for inducing Industries to afford an even greater stabilization of employment." That is why we cherish our State systems of experience rating.
Our Individual States have discharged their respective stewardships most
commendably. Payments, coverage, and duration of benefits have steadily increased consistent with the particular needs of each political jurisdiction. An
examination of the records will indicate that weekly benefits in many instances
have increased since the start of the program by more than 400 percent, while
duration has more than tripled. This Is no small achievement. It is to be anticipated that in each State, needs will continue to be examined by the various
legislatures and adjusted in keeping with those needs. This will assure adequate, economical and efficient operation of unemployment compensation programs. It will assure efforts to stabilize employment on the part of individual
employers as they seek to retain good experience rating and, thusly, save them
unnecessary unemployment compensation taxes as Individual employers, to their
State funds.
Indicative of the individual States being well aware of their responsibility to
their unemployed workers, is the fact that in the last 4 years and, mind you,
after the expiration of the Federal emergency unemployment compensation legislation of 1958, 15 States havq enacted legislation now in force for unemployment
compensation benefits beyond the normal 26 weeks of payments. Seven of these
States are employing the trigger device whereby benefits are extended when a
certain percentage of covered workers are receiving benefits. Nine States automatically provide duration beyond 26 weeks. In my own State, for example, we
enacted legislation by agreement of industry and labor to extend duration to a
maximum of 34 weeks. The other eight of the nine States have systems somewhat comparable to our own.
The States which now have such laws are doing this without Federal compulsion and with little or no consideration for a Federal subsidy.
Neither my associates nor I are blind to or inconsiderate of the needs of the
unemployed. Yet in seeking a solution to their problems and their needs, it
would be folly indeed if more and more financial obligations were Imposed on
employers and American taxpayers impinging on their ability to provide employment, per se, for the more than 64 million men and women now on their
payrolls.
Nor should the inflationary aspects of further levies be ignored. It is a simple
fact of economics that an employer,must compute all of his costs in arriving at
a selling price for his product. If higher unemployment compensation taxes are
provided by the Federal Government, which adds even a penny to the selling
price of any product at a time when the fiscal responsibility of this Nation is in
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doubt, then Its validity, aside from its principles, certainly must be open to con.
jecture.
I would remind you that when Wisconsin enacted the first unemployment
compensation Insurance law and was followed shortly after by other States and
the Federal Government, there were 13 million unemployed. This was a tremcndous portion of the then population. Nevertheless, the man of vision in these
Halls determined that the States adequately handled the unemployment compensation problem.
If the wisdom of your predecessors two decades and more ago is evident in
having respected States rights at a time when 10 percent of the population was
unemployed, surely there is no urgency to discard or tamper with a workable
system for untried programing when less than one-thirtieth of the population is
unemployed. If, by Federal subsidy, the States are to increase benefits and duration far beyond the present maximums and discriminate against workers who
lose their jobs from causes other than foreign imports, we shall have gone a far
way indeed to wreck the present well-functioning State programs.
Gentlemen, we of the State associations firmly believe that we must again
carefully reexamine some of the fundamentals of our American economic
system.
When the Pilgrims first settled thi3 Nation, they initially relied on a communal system to see them through their first winter. As a result, they almost
starved to death for the harvest was poor because men and women had no real
incentie to labor. The next year, the Pilgrims each planted individual plots,
and abundant harvests saw them handsomely through the long, hard winter.
From that experiment in individual initiative, we blossomed into the greatest
nation on earth.
In the last 30 years, using thc evolution of our complex industrial economy
as an excuse, rather than a springboard, we have enacted many laws designed
to provide a helping hand to citizens under almost any and all conditions. In
doing so, we have sapped our greatest asset, individual initiative.
We suggest that we have enough statutes on the books to deal with any unemployment problems H.R. 11970 may produce. And I submit, we have enough
individual initiative left, if it is given room to work, so that displaced workers
will of their own accord rejoin the ranks of the employed without added inducements from the Government.
Because of the great demands being made upon you, I have purposely avoided
going into too great detail or specifics. I assure you, however, that if any or ,Il
would desire such facts, my associates and I shall be pleased to provide them for
any of the States for whom I appear today.
Thank y(u.

The CnrM..x. Thank you, are there any questions, Senator Kerr?
Senator Kt.RR. What is the principal objective of your testimony,
Mr. Ewens?
Mr. EwE,-s. I an sorry, Senator. I didn't hear.
Senator KF.RR. What is the principal objective?
'Mr. EwE.N-s. To show that the individual States already provide
adequate coml)ensation to workers thrown out of employment through
no fault of their own from any cause.
Senator KERR. Well, then.'addressing yourself to the bill before us,
is there some feature of it you object to or are you seeking an
addition to itI
Mr. EwE.-ss. We are seeking to retain for the States the power to
take care of their own unemployed and not have the Federal Government do it.
Senator KERR. Does that have any specific relation to my question?
Mr. Ew ,Ns. I think it does, sir.
Senator KERR. I don't get it. I got here late and I listened to you
as carefully as I could, and I was trying to determine what it was
y-ou were recommending, and I still don't know.
Mr. EwExs. Tet me put it this way, if I may.
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Assuming that this bill were enacted into law with'the uttemployinent feature in it, it wouid then mean that. the Statos would have
to enter into a contract with the Seci-etary of Labor and would pay
different rates as provided in the bill than are presently being paid
under the State laws.
I am not qualified to speak on any other portions of the bill without
t
that provision.
Senator KERR. Without the provision that is in the bill I
Mr. EwEs. Without the provision for the unemployed, the displaced workers. The States of America will take care of those folks
who are unemployed under their present laws.
Does that make my position clearly
Senator KERR. Maybe I can get an answer out of you by asking a
different question.
You are here in opposition to the provisions in the bill with reference to extending compensation for workers thrown out of employimportation
from inthe
of competition
ment
by reason
States. of
some
some industry
workers indeveloping
that displace
products
Mr. Ewzss. I am opposed to having the Federal Government do it.
Senator KERR. I withdraw the question. Forget it.
The CHArMAxN. Any further questions?

Senator WILLIAMS. I will ask the question this way.

As I understood your testinionyyou made a comparison between
the payment to the different types of workers.
thOw, are you recommending that the committee strike from the bill
!he provision that would make that disparity, or are you recommending that it be extended to all workers and Federal employees completely?
Mr. EwE.-s. I am recommending that this provision be deleted,
Senator.
Senator WILLTAMS. That is the answer we have been trying to find
out from you, thank you.
Senator KERR. I don't want you to feel imposed on.
ri. EwENs. I don't.
The CHAIRMtAx. Another question is, do you recommend also that
the other assistance provision for industry injured by importations be
0
deleted ?
Mr. Ew-irs. I am not qualified to speak on that, Senator Byrd.
But yesterday I was privileged to be here when my former president,
C' xyton Van Pelt appeared for the Tanners Council and I believe it
was Senator Curtis who asked him that question and he asked that
that be deleted.
The CHAIARKAN. Thank you very much. .
Mr. EwENs. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. E. Russell Bartley, Illinois
Manufacturers Association.
Take a seat, Mr. Bartley, and proceed.
STATEMENT OF E. RUSSELL BARTLEY, DIRECTOR, INUSTRIAL
RELATIONS, ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
I
Mir. BAWrLME. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is E. Russell Bartley. I am director of industrial relations for
87270--62-pL 8-29
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the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, and am appearing here on
behalf of the members of that association.
The Illinois Manufacturers' Association, with offices in Chicago,
Ill., embraces in its membership of 5 000 industrial firms, practically
every representative manufacturing firm in Illinois-large, small and
medium sized--engaged in a wide variety of production.
The IMA registers objection to chapter 3-assistance to workersof the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, H.R. 11970.
Under this proposal so-called trade adjustment allowances, which
is really unemployment compensation by another name, would be
paid to workers who lose their jobs because they were employed in
industries which have been certified by the Secretary of Labor as
being adversely affected by the importation of foreign made goods.
WOULD

DISCRIMINATE AGAINST

TIlE MAJORITY

OF UNEMPLOYED

WORKERS

There is no justification for setting u p two separate unemployment
compensation programs whereby preferential treatment would be
ri ven to one group of unemployed workers.
Under the proposed Federal unemployment compensation system
much higher weekly benefits would be paid to adversely affected
workers than are now paid under the programs of the various States.
Workers who are designated as "unemployed because of foreign
impois" would receive benefits at the higher benefit scale, while
workers in the same community who lose their jobs because of other
reasons-such as seasonal unemployment, reduction in orders for domestic goods, o, even by the indirect effect of imports-would receive
benefits at the lower State scale.
In both instances, such unemployed workers would receive their
benefit checks from the same State unemployment agency.
A worker who loses his job because of foreign competition is not
in any greater need than a person who loses his job because of domestic competition.
If a plant in a community were closed, or workers )aid off, and it
is alleged that the closure or layoff was caused by foreign imports,
the unemployed workers would be entitled to State benefits, plus Federal benefits, up to a maximum of $62 a week for a period of a year
or a year and one-half.
A next-door neighbor of one of these workers who is laid off by
another manufacturing plant, a retail store, or any other employer,
and whose unemployment is not caused by foreign imports, would be
paid at a lower weekly benefit amount and for a fewer number of
weeks. This would be grosly unfair.
In Illinois such a worker would receive a maximum weekly benefit
amount of $38 to $59, depending upon his dependency status, and
for a maximum period of 26 weeks.
Under the provisions of the foreign trade bill, unemployed workers could, in many cases, draw benefits which are higher than their

weekly w*ges.

Supplemental unemployment benefit clauses in union contracts provide that the amount of each weekly benefit for which an applicant
shall be eligible shall be equal to 65 percent of his straight-time weekly wage, minus the applicant's State unemployment benefits.
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This clearly says that only State benefits shall be deducted from
his entitlement and does not provide for any allowance for Federal benefits. The Office of the Solicitor of Labor has held that
workers entitled to benefits under the foreign trade bill can also draw
supplemental unemployment benefits if covered by private SUB
plans.
This means that a single worker in Illinois with average weekly
wages of $96 could draw $38 in State unemployment benefits, $25
trade adjustment allowance, and $25 in SUB, for a total of $88 a
week.
If this same worker worked full time his take-home pay would
have been only $77.81, since $18.19 wouid have been withheld for
tax and social security tax.
income
In order to draw net wages of $88, his gross pay would have had
to have been $106.74. Why should a person bother to work or to
hunt for a job if he can draw so much more money by staying home I
WOULD LEAD TO FEDERALIZATION

Enactment of H.R. 11970 would open the door to federalization
of (he whole unemployment compensation system, State control would
be lost, Federal benefit standards would be established, and experience rating would be abolished.
The Congress has, several times in past sessions properly rejected
standards upon the States.
proposals
P aymenttoofimpose
benefitsFederal
by the Federal Government is a radical departure from the established concept of benefit payment.
Tlhe development of unemployment compensation laws and their
administration has, from their inception, been the function of the
legislatures of the individual States. Benefits have been paid by tho
States from trust funds which have been established by taxes paid
by the employers in each of the States. The amounts which should
be paid in benefits, the eligibility provisions which claimants must
meet, and the number of weeks of benefits which they can draw have
been related to the economic situation in each State.
This should continue.
The individual States-are in a position to determine what is best
for themselves.
This proposal appears to be a subterfuge to force the States to increase benefit amounts. Pressure would be put on the States to increase their benefit amounts and make them equal to the Federal
amount.
In 1959 the Illinois State Senate adopted a resolution which expressed opposition to Federal legislation which would compel the
various States to provide unemployment compensation standards in
compliance with Federal laws, thus depriving the Illinois General
Assembly of its rightful authority and responsibility in such matters
Action by the Illinois General Assembly furnishes convincing evidence to demonstrate that the States can meet their own needs without
Federal coercion. A provision was recently added to the Illinois law
for the payment of extended benefits to exhaustees during periods of
recession and abnormal unemployment.
Illinois was the first State to develop and adopt the principle of
variable maximum benefits, in which the weekly benefit amount which
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is paid to an unemployed worker is based upon both his family responsibilities and his base period earnings. A number of other States
recognized the merits of such a system and have adopted the variable
maximum benefit principle.
The employers of Illinois recognize and accept the responsibility
that the unemployment compensation trust fund must be kept in sound
financial condition, and the experience rating provisions of the Illinois
law have been amended toac'complish this.
WOULD VIOLATE STATE LAWS

Payment of State employment benefits in the same week a person
is receiving Federal unemployment benefits is specifically prohibited
in the unemployment compensation laws of 44 States.
For example, sect ion 605 of the Illinois Unemployment Compensation Act states:
An individual shall lie Ineligible for benefits for any week with respect to
which he has received i"r is seeking unemployment benefits under an unemployment compensation lat of the United States or any other State 0 * *.

It has been reported that the U.S. Department of Labor expressed
the opinion to the House Ways and Means Committee that the States
couldbe counted upon to bend under pressure and find a way to participate in the payment of Federal supplementation.
I can 9asure you that the Illinois Manufacturers' Association will
take legal steps to see that this provision in the illinois law is enforced
in order td prevent the payment of State benefits and Federal benefits
at the same time in Illinois.
On behalf of the employers of Illinois I urge you to eliminate chapter 3 from the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
I would also like to submit an additional statement which is attached
to the statement which I have just read, which sets forth the position
of the Illinois Manufacturers Association relating to other features of
H.R.11970.
I will not read it now, but I request that this statement be included
in the hearing of the record of this committee.
Senator KERR (presiding). It. may be included in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)
ADDrrroNVAL STATEMENT OF ILLINoIS MANUFAcrums' AscxIATiox
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 would grant to the President wide powers
to reduce or eliminate existing duties: to give assistance to domestic industries,
firms and workers affected by the increased competition from Imports; and to
make basic changes in the "peril point" and "escape" clause provisions of the

existing Trade Agreements Act.
The bill Includes across-the-board cuts of 50 percent in tariffs on most Industrial products; power to reduce duties to zero on certain commodities, under
certain conditions; Federal aid for companies and their workers where it is
proved that imports have undermined their business and jobs; and a general
modification of the "peril point" provisions requiring that "injury" from increased
imports must be evident in "significant Idling of. production"; and in the case of.
the "escape clause," "injury" must be shown for an entire industry, before a tariff
reduction may be withdrawn.
OVERGENEROUS TRDE CONCE5sO s

In the past years, the Illinois Manufacturers' Association has favored reciprocal
trade agreements beneficial to the United States provided the concessions which
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our country makes are on a reciprocal basis and would reult In th. removal
of restrictions, by other nations, against U.S. goods. However, our overgenerous
trade concessions during the postwar years have not resulted in the removal
of discrimination against the U.S. dollar and U.S. goods.
YOMIGN UZOTIONS
Notwithstanding our reduction of tariffs to the lowest average among the leading trading nations of the world, most countries continue to maintain controls
on the movement of funds to the United States; import quotas and icensing; and
other restrictive devices which make it difficult for U.S. manufacturers to export
to them. These restrictions contribute to the deficit In our balance of payments.
MZRIous DOUnBS RAISED
The Illir its Manufacturers' Association endorsed the export expansion program Inaugurated by the administration last year and favors an all-out effort to
Increase our exports. It also recognizes the need for the lowering of tariffs to
meet the new situation created by the European Common Market However,
the IMA has serious doubts that the reductions In our tariffs to the extent advocated by the administration will result in a substantial increase In our exports
sufficient to cover our balance-of-payments deficit and offset the Increase In imports.
oXMMNT8

The Illinois Manufacturers' Association Is of the opinion that:
(a) The deficit In our balance of payments and the loss of gold can only be
prevented by curtailing our foreign aid programs.
(b) Authority to cut our tariffs without reciprocity will injure many U.S.
Industries and offer little assistance to our exporting manufacturers, in view
of the foreign restrictions which discriminate against U.S. exports.
(o) The reductions In U.S. tariffs on goods from the six nations of the European Common Market will automatically reduce U.S. tariffs on goods from all
countries of the world outside of the Communist bloc. The resultant increase
in U.S. initort. will further contribute to the deficit in our international balance of payments.
(d) The adjustment assistance is another Federal aid program which will increase Government expenditures and our budget deficits. Once started, it will,
as most GoVernment aid programs, continue Indefinitely.
REMMENDAriONs
The Illinois Manufacturers' Association therefore recommends:
(1) That our trade agreements with other nations be based on reciprocity.
Any lowering of tariffs should result in a closing of the gap between the higher
levels of European and Japanese tariffs and the lower level of U.S. tariffs.
(2) That all trade agreenfents be contingent upon the elimination of quota
restrictions, exchange controls, Import licensing, and any law, decree, or regulation which restricts the Importation of U.S. products.
(3) In lieu of the adjustment assistance proposed In the bill (H.R. 11970)
the fundamental provisions of the "peril point" and "escape clause" established
in the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958 should be retained. Specific
standards should be established by Congress and carried out by the administration with a minimum of delay and redtape to safeguard the interests of U.S.
Industries.
(4) That the authority be extended for a maximum of 3 years to enable Congres to review the effects of the tariff adjustments on the U.S. economy and
to make changes, If necessary. It ts also recommended that the exercise of
the authority shall take effect upon the expiration of 60 days of continuous
session of the Congress following the date the exercise of authority I submitted to It, unless either House passes a resolution stating In substance that
that House does not favor the exercise of the authority.
(5) That no reductions of tariffs or other concessions should be made in
trade agreements with free nations for goods imported by them from any Coinmunist country.
(6) That the reFwesentatives of the U.S. Government deputied to negotiate
trade agreements with other countries be expressly forbidden to advocate the
inclusion in said agreements of matters which go beyond the intent and pur-
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poses of the reciprocal trade agreements, and that contemplated concessions be
publicized.

Senator KERR. W6uld you briefly advise us of the general recom.
mendations included in it?
Mr. BARTLEY. I am sorry, but I am not qualified to discuss that I
was just asked to have it inserted in the record instead of hay -ig
som, one else here to talk about it.
Senator KERR. You recommend or urge that chapter 3 be eliminated. If that were done, would your association favor the bill?
Mr. BARTLEY. There are certain parts of it that are not exactly in
line with the thinking of our international trodc committee.
There is a difference of opinion among various manufacturers, a':
to
the merits of this bill, and Idon't believe that our international trade
committee or the association has taken a definite stand on the bill as
a whole.
Senator KEnR. Thank you very much.
Are there other questions?
Senator Ctrmris. One question.
Do you think the relief section of the bill and loans to companies
under the Federal compensation system is compatible with our present State system?
Mr. BAR.TLEY. The unemployment compensat ion portion of iL:s not.
Senator CuiRs. If this is adopted ultimately either the Federal
system or the State system would have to go, so far its control and
management is concerned.
Mr. BARTLEY. '1hat is right.
There hava been a number of bills introduced from time to time to
try to impose Federal standards upon the States, to get them to increase their benefit amounts and to soften their eligibility requirements and so on. I feel that is just a subterfuge to accomplish the
same thing.
Senator CURTIS. Do you favor subsidies to management, the relief
granted that is in here?
Mr. B.rTLEY. We haven't gone into that portion of the bill.
Senator CuirIs. That is all.
Mr. BARTLEY. My comments were just on section 3.
Senator CAntLsoN (presiding). Thank you for your testimony.
The next witness is Mr. Bertram F. Collins, Associated Industries
of Massachusetts.
Mr. Collins, we appreciate your appearance here and you may proceed in any way you care to, sir.
STATEMENT OF BERTRAM F. COLLINS, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION ADVISER, ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSA.CHUSETT.S
Mr. COLLIN". Thank you, sir.
My name is Bertrain F. Collins. I am unemployment compensation
adviser to the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, and it is on
behalf of that association I appear here today to present this statement in opposition to title III of the proposal before the committee
at this inoment.
The Associated Industries of Massachusetts is a voluntary association representing about 2,000 manufacturers in our Commonwealth,
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and these 2,000 manufacturers comprise a majority of the industrial
payroll of the Commonwealth. •
About 72 percent of our manufacturer members have less than 100
employees, and so we conclude that a majority of our members may
be placed in the "small business" category.
With the permission of the committee, I would like to depart from
reading this statement.
I have already submitted the statement and I would appreciate
it being incorporated in the record.
SenatorCARLsoN. It will be incorporated in full.
ir. COLLINS. I thought perhaps it might be more beneficial and
would save time if I merely touched on the highlights here and made
a few reinarks aside from what appears in the statement.
First of all, let me say that my presentation here today is not directed to any other aspect of H.R. 11970 except title III and within
title III specifically to those provisions which relate to the payment
of benefits to unemployed workers.
I might say that back in 1959 I had the pleasure of appearing before the House Ways and Means Committee on H.R. 3547 and 3548
of that year. My remarks today and the position of our association
today on this proposal are virtually not different from our feelings
and position on those proposals in 1959.
We recognize them as exactly the same thing in our judgment and
in my personal belief they have the very same intent, the very same
objective.
Now, I am not going to argue the semantics involved here. The fact
remains that this title III provides for paying benefits to unemployed
workers.
Now, as the farmer once said, "It looks like a duck it waddles like
a duck, and it quacks like a duck, so it must be a duck." Regardless
of what we call it, benefits are to be paid to unemployed workers under
this provision.
So wve now have coming forward a third unemployment compensation program. This is federally sponsored, federally financed at the
moment, and in my judgment and in the judgment of our association
would raise havoc with our State program, especially in Massachimsetts.
It would work tremendous discrimination among workers in our
State, and it would not only do this, but it would usurp the opportunity and the right, we believe, the inherent right, of local legislators
to decide what the duration of benefits will be, and what the amount
of benefits will be for those people who are unemployed through no
fault of their own.
In addition to this we feel that the needs of an unemployed worker
do not realistically vary according to the economic reason for his unelmjllnlymelnt.
If he is unemployed in Massachusetts he needs an adequate mplacement of the wages that lie lost.
Now, the reason why he is unemployed has no relationship, in our
judmnent to the need of that worker.
W1e suggest, therefore, that to vary the amount of benefits according to the cause of unemployment seems a very dangerous precedent.
"Wemight if this precedent were established, turn around and say,
"Why dont we vary the benefits under our State program according
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to the reason, the economic reason for the person's unemployment f"
Perhaps some who were laid off for seasonable reasons--might be
entitled to one level of benefits.
Senator Kznn (presiding). Could I interrupt you right thereI
Mr. CoLINS. Yes, sir.
Senator KiaR. If I understand the basis of the approach in this
bill, it is related to the proposition that if Government itself in
pursuance of an objective which is for the overall benefit of the Nation
and for all of the people, brings about a condition which deprives a
certain group of workers of their job3 that there is a different situation than exists where industry itself i, competition either with others
in its own industry or with other industries suffers the occurrence of
an adverse position whereby itb workers become unemployed.
Now, when any business starts up in our system of free enterprise to
the extent that it is free enterprise, and it is largely such, it is subject to the environment in which it injects itself, which is very highly
competitive, and there are many dangers to which it is exposed which
could adversely affect it or impair its opportunity or even force it
out of business.
Now, the system of unemployment compensation we have in the
several States is more or less based upon the experience that we have
had and that is had in the various States whereby the ordinary dangers or probabilities of unemployment exist and materialize and workers who accept employment in that environment with the knowledge
of the benefits that are available to them in case of their unemployment could be said to do so more or less with their eyes open just as
those industries make the effort and go into business and establish a
business in the environment that exists under the laws that exist, and
therefore, it could be reasonably said that they do that with their eyes
open and if economic disaster or unfortunate circumstances come
upon them that it is an occurrence with reference to which they should
have understood could happen or could be likely to happen.
But now it seems we are contemplating the development of a picture or of the situation or of the condition which was in the mind of
neither those workers nor those businesses, an element of competition
which wasn't in the picture when that business enterprise in Massachusetts or Illinois or Oklahoma started out. and launched itself.
If this bill is passed, it is contemplated that there will be elements
of competition brought about by reason of the enactment of this law
which was not in the minds of the States and their legislatures when
they established their unemployment compensation programs, which
was not in the picture which either the employers or the employees
saw as they contemplated what might happen in the event a business
was started and people became employed and associated with it. A
new hazard is being created for which provision was not included in
the unemployment compensation program in the State.
If the Federal Government does create a new hazard to employment, not even included in the actuarial tables which were regarded
as practical and applicable and adequate when the unemployment
compensation benefits and rates to support them were set up, is it not
appropriate that the Federal Government, in bringing this new element of danger, this new factor that could adversely affect a situation
which otherwise would not be adversely affected, make provision to
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pay the cost that results in individual cases from this new Federal
program which if enacted would be on the basis of the feeling by
the Members of the Congress that its overall benefits were such that
it should be enacted, in spite of the fact that individual damages
could result. Doesn't the Federal Government have the responsibility
if it brings about such a situation, not in contemplation of either the
workers or the employers when this unemployment compensation program was set up, to make provision to compensate for the damage
individually done by a program which the Congress might deem to
in spite of the adverse results of it
benefits
be justified for its overall and
situations.
in certain individual cases
Mr. COLLINS. Well, sir, if I were to answer your question, I think
I would have to agree with all of the background which you have
just presented as well as the hypothesis and the thesis that this is a
new hazard.
I might suggest, and I am sure the good Senator is aware that
other governmental agencies have made decisions which have affected
the-employment of workers, especially in New England.
I can refer, for example to the ICC decision i, the Port Pariy
case in which we are attempting to get an equalization of transportation rates with the southern ports, put on a parity with the northern
ports.
This decision not to grant the parity obviously resulted in some
industry being unable to ship its product as cheaply and because of
changes in transportation costs, workers unquestionably became uneinloyed.
Senator KERR. Well, but now those decisions, if made, were made
under a law which had been in effect creating the Interstate Commerce
Commission, outlining its responsibilities, its powers and its duties.
While people might not agree with the decision, yet it was a decision
which in careful analysis of the picture could have been foreseen as
a. possibility by reason of the existence of the Commission and its
authority and its responsibility and its jurisdiction.
Mr. COLLINS. The point 1 am trying to make, sir, is that in our
judgment there is no new hazard here. The result is the sameunemployment of people.
Senator KERR. But there is a new hazard?
Mr. COLLINS. And their need is just the same.
Senator KERR. There is a new hazard. When those industries
started within the State the competition was domestic competition,
and we had a law which provided certain tariffs in this country.
Now, we are about to pass a law, if we do pass it, which will change
the environment which was in effect then, and the change in that
environment brought about by this Federal law creates a hazard which
was not in existence, which under the law then in effect couldn't come
into existence, and with reference to which the benefits and costs of
unemployment compensation within those industries were fixed without giving recognition to the coming of this new factor that would
adversely affect their employment and employer situation.
Mr. C!oLLiNS. I think you have touched upon a very important
I
point here.
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If the Federal Government were coming forward now to say in
effect--The unemployment benefits paid out under the State program will be financed by
the Federal Government for those workers that are unemployed because of the
action taken by the Federal Government under this legislation-

that would be entirely different. Entirely different.
Here now the Federal Government comes forward and says in effect
that one group of workers, unemployed because of some kind of
Government action, whose needs we say are exactly the same as any
other unemployed workers, will be paid higher benefits for a longer
duration of time.
In other words, the two things that seem most important to the proponents of the legislation with respect to this section are that it alters
the duration and the maximum benefit amount payable under each of
the State laws. This seems to be the objective.
This seems to be the--it certainly is the ultimate result.
So we are suggesting that if the proponents are really concerned
about the Federal Government financing benefits to workers unemployed here, this can be easily done without saying on the other hand,
We are going to discriminate and give these workers more money
for a longer length of time," which I sugest, has been the ultimate
objective of the proponents of this kind of legislation, at least for the
10 years that I have been associated with the employment security
field.
Senator KERR. Proceed.
Mr. CoImNs. We have said, then, in conclusion, on this particular

aspect of it, that local legislators now, having designed and created
an employment security program of some 26, 27 years standing, are
familiar with the economy of the State, with the needs of the unemployed workers, and hat it is their prerogative to determine in the
future, as in the past, the amount of benefits and the duration of the
benefits considered suitable and equitable for the employees unemployed in that State.
I might just say, amen at this moment, to what Mr. Brown said
and what. Mr. Ewens said with respect to the problem of participation of the State of Massachusetts under 1H.R. 11970.
Section 26 of our statute is just, as clear as the laws of the other 43
States. It precludes our participation.
I am sure that employers, and as a matter of fact the people of the
State, would be remiss if they did not question an administrative ruling that simply circumvented what had been created by representative
government in our State.
But, nevertheless, even if the law were changed, what we are saying
here is that the principle of this legislation is unfair and discriminatory.
What have we done in Massachusetts through the last few years?
W\e refinanced our program a year ago adding a cost of about $30
or $40 million to the employers of the State for one reason: To rebuild
the reserve funds and to make sure that workers in the State when
unemployed would have their needs met by a financially sound
employment security program in our Commonwealth.
We have done that.
We came forward as an employer community a year ago, voluntarily with that legislation.
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We believe that our program in Massachusetts is adequate to take
care of these people who, it is anticipated, will become unemployed
because of action of the Federal Government under H.R. 11970.
In addition to that an approximate $35 million additional tax
burden has been imputed for the repayment of the temporary extension of unemployment compensation act under the T.E.V.C of 1961.
Thirty-five million dollars is our Massachusetts employer community share of the cost of this program.
Another $25 million, beginning in 1963 will be taken for the repayment of the TUC program in 1958. In other words, about $100
million of additional tax cost to provide for the needs of unemployed
workers in Massachusetts.
I might say that the adequacy of our Massachusetts benefit program
can be described in a very few simple statements.
The average unemployment benefit check in Massachusetts replaces
a higher percentage of the average weekly manufacturing wage than
in any other major industrial State in the Nation.
In Massachusetts alone an unemployed individual can actually
collect his average weekly gross wage In terms of basic benefit and
dependency benefits.
Ths ins ot possible in any other State in the country.
We are saying further" that even without consideration for the
additional dependency benefits all claimants in Masachusetts with
average gross weekly'wages up to $100 obtain more than 50 percent
in replacement of their take-home pay right now under existing law.
Obviously, any program that com s forward to disrupt a normal
program which in our judgment meets so well the needs of unemployed workers in the Commonwealth is going to receive our
opposition.
I might point out that through the years in Massachusetts our
industry has faced domestic competition, foreign competition, local
depressions, unemployment due to automation, and a host of other
reasons for unemployment and through these years our Massachusetts
unemployment program has remained solvent, has paid benefits, has
expanded benefits, has expanded duration.
'We say that this program is certainly adequate to weather the storm
that might be forced ijpon us in Massachusetts because of the enactment of H.R. 11970.
I would like to say that we are concerned that every effort should
be made to expand job opportunities in Massachusetts and into the
other States of the country, as well.
We think, and I believe it is sound to suggest, that the anticipated
needs of workers, if and when unemployed, as a result of action taken
under this legislation, which is now anticipated unemployment, be
met by the existing employment security program of each State as
this unemployment has been met for the last 27 years, and that any
action to the "contrary by the Federal Government be postponed until
it has been shown that there is a need for such Federal action, and/or
that State unemployment programs are proven inadequate.
_ hy isn't it sensible to say let. us wait and see whether or not the
State programs can weather, this storm, and if they cannot, at that
time, then Congress, in its wisdom, can certainly take action then
and not now.
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It is for that reason that, we request that your good committee
recommend the deletion of title III, and that further this committee
recommend that no action be taken in this area by Congress until such
time as what is now,only anticipated unemployment of workers under
this proposed legislation becomes factual and is proven to be unmet
by the existing State unemployment compensation program.
(The full statement of Mr. Collins follows:)
STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

THE ASSOctArED INDUSTRIES OF MAssAoausTrS BY

BERTRAM F. COLLINS IN OPPOSITION TO TITLE III OF H.R.

11970

My name is Bertram F. Collins. I am unemployment compensation adviser
to the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, and my business address is
2206 John Hancock Building, Boston, Mass.
I have been authorized to appear before this committee in these bearings and
offer this statement to enlighten the committee with regard to what we consider to be the effects of this proposal in our Commonwealth.
The Associated Industries of Massachusetts Is a voluntary association representing manufacturing concerns doing business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We represent approximately 2,000 manufacturers comprising a
majority of the industrial payroll of the Commonwealth. Approximately 72
percent of our manufacturer members have less than 100 employees. Thus,
a majority of our manufacturer members may be placed In the small business
category.
STATEMENT

I wish to make clear at the outset that AIM is not either by Inference or
otherwise expressing Itself at this time on any other aspects of this proposed
legislation. I am here to present the association's views as they are solely
directed to title 111--those provisions of the proposal which in our judgment
are de
uined to establish a Federal unemployment compensation program for
certain groups of workers. This entire statement Is directed to these provisions and not to any other aslects of II.R. 11970.
Our statement at this time is not unlike that which I presented to the House
Ways and Means Committe in the April 1959, hearings on II.R. 3547 and H.R.
354S, proposals for the establishment of Federal unemployment compensation
standards. The similarity between my statement at that time and my remarks
today Is certainly to be expected since we view the assistance to workers provisions of this proposal as having the same Intent and believe they will have
the same harmful effect as far as our Massachusetts employment security program is concerned.
BECTON I

The assistance to workers provisions of this legislation clearly establishes, regardless of semantics involved, a third, federally sponsored, unemployment compensation program which Is without question discriminatory against other workers whose unemployment has been caused by similar economic factors beyond
their control. Workers unemployed through no fault of their own (regardless
of the specific economic causal factor) should be treated without discrimination
under the individual unemployment compensation program created and designed
by local legislators who are closest to the needs of these workers dictated by
the economic conditions of each State. Obviously, the needs of an unemployed
worker do not realistically vary according to the economic reason for his
unemployment, even if we were to accept the administrative ability to accurately Isolate the exact economic factor involved.
The Associated Industries of Massachusetts Is firmly opposed to the usurpation of the inherent right of State legislators to modify and maintain our State
employment security systems, of 26 years' standing, on the basis of the needs
and economy of each Individual State. Therefore, it Is our belief that all
workers who qualify for benefits, being disbursed by the State employment security agency, should draw such benefits In an amount and duration as considered
suitable and equitable In the judgment of State legislators. There is no question in our minds that the worker assistance provisions of 11.11. 11970 would
Initiate an abrogation of States rights in the employment security field without
sufficient supporting data, studies, or experience to Justify such a move.
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SECTION fl

The Massachusetts employment security program Is adequate In our Judgment
(especially in view of the fact that nothing has been presented to Indicate otherwlse) to provide for the needs of unemployed workers regardless of the causal
factor pertinent to their unemployment. A year ago In 1961, the employers of
Massachusetts voluntarily proposed legislation to refinance the Massachusetts
unemployment system in order that the reserve fund would be rebuilt and that
the needs of unemployed workers would be met not only temporarily but In the
future. This legislation was wisely enacted and in my Judgment, the Massachusetts program is now on a most sound finanical basis. The cost of this effort to Massachusetts employers in the year 1962 Is approximately an added $30
to $40 million of tax contributions, or a total unemployment tax bill to Massachusetts employers in 1962 of about $130 million. In addition, Massachusetts
employers are accruing their portion of the repayment funds required under the
Temporary Extension of Unemployment compensation Act of 1061, another approximately $35 million of added tax burden on Massachusetts employers to provide for the unemployed. Again, beginning in 1963, Massachusetts employers
will begin accruing for the repayment of the 1958 temporary unemployment compensation program at an additional total cost of about $25 million. In other
words, to care for the needs of the unemployed In Massachusetts Massachusetts
employers are already committed to an additional cost of approximately 100
millions of additional tax dollars. Obviously, we are concerned with any possible further increase in the cost of this single program of unemployment compensatlon, whether it occurs directly or Indirectly and in spite of the semantics
employed.
The adequacy of Massachusetts unemployment benefits Is described in a few
simple statements:
(1) The average unemployment benefit payment In Massachusetts today re.
places a higher percentage of the average weekly manufacturing wuge than in
any other major industrial State In the Nation.
(2) In Massachusetts alone, unemployment benefits can actually replace a
c(laimnant's total average weekly gross wage for claimants with sufficient dependents. This is not possible in any other State in the country.
(3) Even without considering additional dependency benefits, ntil claimants In
Massachusetts with average gross weekly wages up to $100 obtain more than
50 percent replacement of their net take-home pay when unemployed.
Is it not Justifiable that the Associated Industries of Ma.sachusetts Is concerned with the imposition of a Federal program of a discriminatory nature
which can without question disrupt the normal program, which today in our
Commonwealth meets so well the needs of unemployed workers.
We are confident that both from a financial soundness point of view as well
ns a level of benefits and duration point of view that our Massachusetts program
Is capable of meeting the needs of unemployed workers whether unemployed
for reasons of domestic competition or foreign competition, whether unemployed
because of depressed local conditions or whether unemploved because of the
action of the Federal Government under 11.1. 11700, If enacted.
After nil, has not our Massachusetts employment security program weathered
the storm of domestic competition In textiles, shoe., nnd other segments of our
Industrial economy? It Is our firm belief now thnt the unemployment prornm
In Ma.qachusetts should he allowed to operate as lwfore without hnrmfnl Influence of any kind, and that our major effort should be toward the expnnslon of
Job oppnrtunitles, thus providing for better employment rather than better unemployment In our State.
SECTION

M

We believe It sound to suggest thnt(1 ) the anticipated nreds of workers, If and when unemployed as a result
of nation taken under this legislation, be met by the existing employment
security proernm of earh State.:
(2) any nctinn to the contrary h the Federnl Government he pntponed
until It hn.q been shown conclulvely that there iq
need for quch Fedrnl
action and/or thn State unemployment programs have proven inadequate.
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We respectfully request therefore that the Senate Finance Committee recommend(1) The deletion of title III of H.R. 11970;
(2) That no action be taken by Congress i this area until such a tim as
the anticipated unemployment of workers under this proposed legislation
become factual and is proven to be unmet by the existing State unemploy.
meant compensation programs.

Senator KnmR. Thank you very much, Mr. Collins.
Are there any qu.,t ions?
Senator Cu'ris. Mr. Chairman, one question.
Why is that section, in there? Why is there a section to establish a
new system of unemployment compensation?
Mr. COLLINS. Why isit in there?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. COLLINS. Well, I have been wondering about that myself. I
have been woujdeling why it is there.
Senator CURTIS. I support the President'sSenator Ki.RR. Will the Senator yield there?
Senator CuRTIs. Yes.
Senator Ktn. I can't tell whether the witness answered your question or asked you oiie.
Senator CURTIs. I think it raises an unanswerable question.
Senator KFIR. I see. I am very interested in the answer but-Senator CURTIS. Yes. I support the President's announced objective of a dynamic America, and I was hoping that he would bring
in some legislation here to make employment zoom in this country
and create more jo,0.
In order to get some gimmick through the
Congress he wouldn't, have, in advance to make provision for the soup
line for people put out of work, so I wonder-Senator KFRn. Wiat section of the bill now sets up ths soup line?
That is what I am ,eoking for.
Senator CURTIS. I mean it prevents them from going to the soup
line, not by creation of jobs, but by Federal payment.
Senator KEnn. If the witness knows the answer to the Senator's
question I would be glad to have him give it.
Mr. COLLINS. Well, it would appear that the provision of the
bill certainly clearly provides that workers who are unemployed in
the judgment of our Government are unemployed because of undue
competition from abroad as a result of action taken under this legislat ionSenator CURTIS. Of this legislation, isn't it?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes.

Senator CUMTIS. It is anticipated there will be unemployment?
Mr. COLLINS. It is anticipated, apparently that some action taken
by the Federal Government is going to result in unemployment of
people due to that action.
Senator CuMTS. I think most things they do discourage employnwnt.
Mr. COLLINS. And the result of this or the objective of this is
to provide benefits for these people. We don't consider it a compliment to what we have done in Massachusetts with regard to providing benefits for the unemployed to have proponents of this legis-

lation tell us that in effect those who are unemployed for some
other reason likewise an economic reason should get, more than the
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rest of our people in the Conunonwealth. That doesn't seem very
complimentary to us.
We think we have done well. We have financed our program.
Did you know, perhaps you are not aware, we provide 30 weeks of
benefits in Massachusetts plus 18 additional weeks for retraining, a
piece of legislation which has been on our books for 6 years, long before the Manpower Retraining and Development Act ever came along.
I think we have done well in Massachusetts. It would seem we
might even ask for a vote of confidence from this committee in saying
in effect that our State program and other State programs are adequate to handle the job, whatever the job might be.
Senator KERR. Any further questions Senator I
Thank you very much, Mr. Collins.
Mr. William C. Babbitt, National Association of Photographic
Manufacturers.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. BABBITT, MANAGING DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUFACTURERS ,
Mr. BABBinr. My name is William C. Babbitt. I am managing director of National Association of Photographic Manufacturers in
whose behalf I am appearing.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, may I first express
to you the deep appreciation which our industry has for the courtesy
and constructive attention which you have given to our problems
when we have presented them to you in previous hearings.
Today we thought that what has been happening to American industry which is seriously plagued by foreign competition, both at
honm and in world markets, in major product areas, might 63 of use
to you in your efforts to evaluate the provisions of the bill before you,
especially those concerned with furthering American exports, including the great need for a better job of reciprocal bargaining.
In theory the idea of reciprocal trade agreements ha3 much to commend it, but in practice it seems to have served more as an effective
device to further open U.S. markets to foreign goods without in general obtaining comparable or lasting comparable action on the part of
other nations to further U.S. exports.
This lack of reciprocity was brought out in House hearings and no
doubt also before this committee.
At any rate, the American Photographic Manufacturing industry
is both dissatisfied and distrssed with the outcome to date.
The United States has virtually conducted an economic one-way
street on photographic concessions aiong the world's leading producinglIere
countries.
are some specific observations.
(1) The United States has granted substantial cuts, many of them
as much as 40 to 75 percent without having in other bargaining obtained any important photographic concessions from major foreign
producing countries.
All of thiese it should be noted are also major photographic markets.
As to the U.S. photographic imports, 83 percent of them come in at
rates of 15 percent or less and much of this is at 6 percent or les.
Corresponding EEC external rates are generally in the range of 17
to 23 percent, and presently, in individual countries are even higher.
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Note that in all major producing countries except the Unites States
imports face other charges such as out-of-the-country manufacturers
tax or uplift of 6 percent, turnover tax varying from 4 to 11 percent
or more, and so forth.
In fact, it takes more than 100 pages of the Ways and Means Committee hearing report just to list the restrictions imposed by EEC
countries alone, and about 70 more pages to generally describe such
restrictions in other countries.
Because of our much higher labor costs with wage structures 4 to 12
times that of our foreign competitors, we are much more in need of
concessins than they are.
But instead we find that at the hands of our own Government
foreign producers have been given vastly greater access to our markets
than we have to theirs and we have been placed at a further competitive disadvantage.
(2) The United States has obtained quite a number of useful photographic concessions from third countries but of course, these become
equally available to the foreign producing countries.
(3) Many concessions have not held up. Almost every issue of
Foreign Commerce Weekly and its successor publication reports duty
and other trade barrier increases put into effect by various countries.
Many of these restrictions have hit us, some very hard.
Thus, Canada, our most important export market, substantially
overshadowing our total to all EEC countries, has just increased its
duties on most photographic products by 30 to 100 percent, yet Great
Britian, one of our chief competitors, will enjoy a new greatly enhanced preferential treatment.
Mexico, until last year our next most important export market, has
made increases adversely affecting us.
Concessions originallyr obtained from France which promised to be
useful someday were lost when France revised its tariff structure and
we wound tip generally worse off than before.
Senator Cr'rTs (presiding). At that point could I ask you a
question?
Ts Western Germany an exporter of these products?
fr.B.%nnrrr. Sir?
Senator CnRTIs. Is Western Germany an exporter of these
products?
fr. J.rMrrr. Indeed it is.
Senator Crwris. Now, with the coming of the Common Market,
West Germany will have whatever-an inside track on whatever
France imports, will they not V
M'r. B.nnmr. Yes. it 'will.
Senator CuirlS. Because the Common Market arrangements while
they are a lessening of barriers between the countries involved, fhey
involve new and greater harriers around the group of countries making
up the Common market, isn't that true I
Mr. B mirr. I would like to touch on that and give some specific
information which I do iimmediately fo.lowing.
S-,nigtor Cunns. Thank you.
Mfr. Bnnirr. Thank you.
,T,1.a1 ii the recent trade agreement negotiations doubled its duty
on X-ray film.
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Japan imposes a variety of restrictions and limitations on photograph ic imports to fuaker build up its domestic industry already
reputedly the world's third largest from relatively small pre-World
War II beginnings.
EEC external tariffs will, in general increase duties into West
Germany, our most important EEC market, and to some extent into
Benelux. EEC producing countries, as you know, will be moving to
a zero internal rate, placing us doubly at a further competitive disadvantage.
This will be a repetition on a much larger scale of our Benelux experience.
We competed with Belgium in Netherlands on sensitized goods, but
when the union was formed Belgium's goods entered duty free while
our goods faced a duty of 24 percent about double the former rate.
'Ilie crowning irony was the United States for the benefit of Belgium
had reduced our rate from 25 to 121/2 and then on top of that reduced it another 50 percent to 6 percent.
May I show you how this lack of reciprocity works out by taking
film as an example.
This product area accounts for more than 25 percent of all U.S.
photographic imports, and for more than 70 percent of the imports
in the so.called zero bargaining group 862 which is next to the very
tol on Secretary Hodges' list.
Will you please refer to chart 14 on the next page? You will note
tha.t "e all started off in 1930 at about 25 percent ad valorem.
The other countries have maintained their rates virtually unchangred and when slightly reduced other charges wcre added which
inore than offset the reductions.
Examples of landed costs of shipments of film into and from the
United States and EEC principal producing countries and Japan
will further illustrate this point.
These are all based on a factory billing price of $100. From these
countries into the United State it figures out about $110. From
the 17nited States into these other countries as you will note from
the tible it ranges from $133 to $158.50 in Japan.
Now, charts and dhta in the supplement to this statement which,
Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate if you would have included in
the recordSenator KFnRR. Your charts will be included in the record.
Mr. BABIUTT (continuing). Bring out that for 1961 in dollars both
our domestic and export shipments were at 21/2 times and imports at
,,early 10 times 1950 levels.
Now, with such a strong growth in our shipments a subtsantial
increase in our employment would be expected, but there has been
none. Instead it lias rather steadily staved in the 65.000-70,00 range.
Moqt disturbing is the steady decline in production workers.
Now, this is shown in chart 4 on the following page. You wil
note that from almost 77 percent of the composition of the work
force in 1947, the production workers are (town now under 57 percent.
We actually have fewer production workers making 21,4 times the
dollar volume than we had in ,1953, a loss of nearly 9,000 production
jobs.
$7270-62-pt. 3--30
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Many factors, plus and minus you will recognize have contributed
to this situation but when all are taken into account, we have still lost
many thousands of production jobs due to import competition.
Direct losses are mainly accounted for, first, by imports, which
have been more or less engulfing several major areas of our long-time
domestic market.
Second, transfer or as it sometimes is called exporting of jobs,
especially of skilled jobs overseas. In an effort to remain competitive in home and world markets we have increasingly been forced
to have various high labor content parts, subassemblies and even complete products made abroad, or to establish foreign plants or manufacturing arrangements.
The latter steps are frequently also necessary in order to get our
products into foreign producing country markets or blocs.
As to what is needed, we believe that the entire trade agreements
program should now be fully oriented and administered solely to open
up foreign markets to American products. We believe the. bill should
be appropriately amended to provide for this, and to alleviate and
prevent any recurrence of situations such as we have called to your
attention.
Thus first, provide stronger, more effective and more positively
available peril point and escape clause provisions for use where
needed.
Under the bill the availability of timely relief seems to be highly
problematical and even whimsical at best.
Further, the major tenor seems to be "make something else" much
of our plant and equipment is highly specialized and is useful only
to make the products for which it is specifically designed and constructed, and could not be converted to other uses economically, if at
all.
Second, require that valid equivalent concessions which will, in fact,
open foreign markets to American goods be obtained for each further
U.S. concession.
Third, strong and continuing efforts should be made to remove the
maze of foreign nontariff barriers and failing this the United States
should impose equivalent ones of its own.
It would then have an effective basis for bargaining for their
removal.
Fourth, the ,o-called EEC-U.S. 80-percent-to-zero provision is
fraught with grave dangers and loaded with potential injustices for
many industries which would find their products caught up in one of
these broad, poorly defined, and uncertain categories.
The category containing most. photographic equipment also involves
the products of at least 15 other unrelated industries, all of which
would be bargained as a single lump.
Further, if this provision should be retained it should be specified
flat EEC must at least match the reduced duty level of the United
States.
Fifth, require that during bargaining our negotiators obtain specific
advice from knowledgeable industrial experts in reaching decisions as
to what to seek and what to give. This will necessitate obtaining advice from hundreds of experienced industry people just as foreign
negotiators do.
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No matter how conscientious and experienced our negotiators may
be, it is impossible and unreasonable to expect that they shall possess
detailed knowledge of what is meaningful in a multitude of varying
product and foreign market situations in hundreds of industries.
We will continue to strive for increased exports but we will need
much more in the way of lowering of truly high foreign trade barriers
Nhich confront us, which often increase our price by from 50 to 300
percent.
Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Babbitt follows:)
STATEMENT FOR TIE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PfOTOoRAPHIO MANUFACTUzzas,
INC., NEW YORK, N.Y., sy WILLAM C. BABBITT, MANAGING DjaEcros, iN RESPECT

TO H.R. 11970
A case history of what has happened to an American industry seriously plagued
by foreign competition in several of its major product areas both in domestic and
world markets, we thought, might be of interest and help to the committee in
its present difficult assignment So to the extent that available data and Information will permit, we will try to show you the nature and Impact of this competition on the American photographic manufacturing industry, the effect of all
this on employment, on sales, and in other important ways and what the industry
has been doing to try to maintain its position. This may be helpful to you in
your efforts to evaluate the meaning, practicality, and probable effectiveness of
the various provisions of H.R. 11970, especially those concerned with furthering
American exports, including the great need for a better Job of reciprocal bargaining.
TRENDS

IN

SHIPMENTa,

IMPORTS,

EXPORTS

By means of several charts, we would like quickly to give you a picture of what
has happened to our shipments, domestic and export, and to imports over the past
10 or 12 years.
These, together with supporting tablc3, appear In the written statement
which, in order to make additional fact* available to you if of use, I am su'mitting as a supplement to this brief oral statement.
LACK OF RECIUROCITY

In theory, the idea of reciprocal trade agreements has much to commend it
such as to merit substantial industry support. But in practice it seems to have
served more as an effective device to reduce U.S. duties and further open up
U.S. markets to foreign goods without in general obtaining comparable or lasting comparable action on the part of olher nations to further U.S. exports.
This lack of real reciprocity was brought out In the House hearings and no
doubt also before this committee. A former Secretary of Commerce said, as I
recall It, that we had swapped elephants for mice. Others have expressed the
belief that many U.S. duty cuts have been handed out as a form of foreign
aid without any concessions of comparable value being obtained in exchange.
A OANE-WAY STREET

At any rate, the American photographic manufacturing industry Is both dis.
satisfied and distressed with the outcome to date. The United States has conducted virtually an economic one-way street on photographic concessions among
the world's major producing countries. Here are some specific observations:
(1) The United States has granted substantial cuts in its photographic duties,
many of them as much as 40 percent to 75 percent, without having, In other
bargaining, obtained any important photographic concessions from major foreign producing countries. It is these countries, it should be noted, which are
the major lphotographic markets. Eighty-three percent of U.S. photographic
imports conie in at rates of 15 percent ad valorem or less, and much of this is
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at 61A percent or less. Corresponding EEC external rates are generally In the
range of 17 percent to 23 percent (based on C.I.F.) and presently in individual
countries even higher. Note that in all major producing countries except
the United States, Imports face other charges such as an out-of-the-country
manufacturers tax or "Uplift" of 6 percent plus a turnover tax varying from
4 to 11 percent or more, and others. In fact, It takes more than 100 pages of
the reprot of the Ways and Means Committee hearings to list the restrltcions
imposed by the EEC countries alone and about 70 pages more to generally
describe such restrictions of other countries.
Because of our much higher labor cost, with wage structures 4 to 12 times
that of our foreign competitors, we are much more in need of such concessions
than they are. But, instead, we find that at the hands of our own Government
foreign producers have been given vastly greater access to our markets than
we have to theirs and we have been placed at a further substantial competitive
disadvantage.
(2) The United States has obtained quite a number of useful photographic
concessions from third countries, but of course these are made equally available
to and sometimes prove to be of more value to the foreign producing countries.
(3) Many concessions obtained have not held up, although no U.S. photographic
concession has ever been withdrawn. Year after year, each issue of Foreign
Commerce Weekly and its successor publication usually reports duty and other
trade barrier increases put Into effect by various countries. Thus, exporting
our products is made more difficult or even prevented. Some of these revisions
have hit us very hard, as for example:
(a) Canada, our most important export market, substantially over.
shadowing the total to EEC countries, has Just Increased its duties on most
photographic products by 30 percent to 100 percent. Yet, Great Britain,
one of our chief competitors, will continue to enjoy In full its old and now
greatly enhanced preferential treatment.
(b) Mexico, until last year our next most important export market, has
made increases adversely affecting our exports.
(c) Concessions originally obtained from France. which promised to be
useful some day, were lost when France revised Its tariff structure. We
wound up In general worse off than before.
(4) One of the results of the latest negotiations with Japan was that Japan
doubled its duty on X-ray film (our shipments, 1961, about $10,000). Japan
impospes a variety of restriettrin and limitations on photogrnphIc Imports because
it wants to build up Its domestic Industry. Some of our products are barred
or subs!antially so yet Japan Is ever eager to increase Its large stake In our
domest Ic market.
(5) EEC external tariffs will In general Increase duties Into West Germany
(our most important EEC market) and to some extent in Benelux, while E1EC
producing countries will be moving to a zero internal rate, placing us doubly
at a further competitive disadvantage.
This will be a repetition on a much larger scale of our experience Incident
to the formation of the Benelux customs union. Both Belgiun and the United
States competed (on an equal duty basis) in the Netherlands on sensitized goods.
But when the union was formed, Belgium goods entered duty free while ours
faced a new 24 percent duty, about double the former rate.
The crowning Irony of all this was that the United States for the benefit of
Belgium had reduced our rates from 25 percent to 12' percent and then on
top of that reduced It another 50 percent to 61 percent.
May I show you how this lack of reciprocity works out by taking film as an
example. This product area accounts for more than 70 percent (if imports In
the so-called zero bargaining group 862-No. 2 on Secretary ltodges' list-iand
for more than 25 percent of all U.S. photographic product imports.
As chart 14 shows, we all started off abut even in 1930 with tariffs of about
25 percent. The other countries have maintained their rates virtually unchanged
and when reduced slightly other charges were raised to offset or more than offset
the reduction in the duty.
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Producing Country Tariff Barriers on Film
Categories - is this reciprocity?
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COMPARISONS Or LANDED

COSTS

The examples of landed costs of shipments of film into and from the United
States and EEC principal producing countries and Japan will further illustrate
this point. These are all based on a factory billing price of $100.
Into United States
---------------------------------------$110. 26
From United States to Belgium
-----------------------------144.40
From United States to Italy
---------------------------------144.40
From United States to West Germany -------------------------133.42
From United States to Japan
--------------------------------158.50
When it is remembered that, because of the wage differential, we start out
with the hl'.hest actual factory billing price of all, it will be realized that our
adverse competitive situation is clearly worse than the comparative figures
indicate.
LOSS OF JOBS

Charts, and data in the supplement to this statement will bring out that in
(ollrs both our domestic and export shipments are at 2%/2 times and imports
areat nearly 111
times 1950 levels.
WVilh snh a strong growth in our shipments, a substantial increase in our
emifloyintet would be expected, but there has been none.
Insvtad it has remained rather steadily in the 65,000 to 70,000 range. But
even more striking and (isturbing is the steady decline in the proportion of
production workers in our work force (chart 9) from almost 77 percent in 1947
down to jus;t under 57 percent currently (BiS, April 19062). We actually have
fewer production workers now (39,400) than we had in 1953 (48,200), a loss
of nearly 0,000 production jobs.
Many factors, plus and minus, contribute to this situation, but when all are
taken Iwto account it is still evident that we have lost many thousands of
proddoili(n jobs due to import competition. The direct losses are mainly
it(It1 d for by:
(1) Imports, which have been more or less engulfing several major areas
of our long.time domestic market.
(2) Transfer ("exporting") of jobs, especially of skilled jobs, overseas.
In order to try to remain competitive in home and world markets, we have
Ineroasingly bon forced to have our high-labor content parts, subassemblies, and
even ,o.ntileted products made abroad, or to establish foreign plants or manufacturing arrangements. The latter steps are frequently also necessary in order
to get our products into foreign producing country markets.
WIAT IS NEEDED

As tn what Is needed, we believe the entire trade agreements program should
be fully oriented and administered to open up foreign markets for American
prodiir t'.
This suggests that the bill should be appropriately amended to
alheviale nnd to prevent any recurrence of situations such as we have called
to your attention. It would among other things mean changes which would:
(1) Provide stronger, more effective and more positively available peril
point and escape clause provisions for use where needed.
Under the lill, the availability of timely relief seems highly problematical
and even whimsical at best. Further, the major tenor seems to I, "make somethMimir else." A great deal of our plant and equipment is hi
lalized
ow, i.,4
ui'ful only to make the products for which it is specific, . tiesigned
atd c',nstiucted, and could not be converted to other uses economically if
al all.
(2) Require that valid, equivalent concessions, which will in fact open foreign
markets to American goods, be obtained for each further U.S. concession.
Further, that a foreign concession may not in any way be negated, as now, by the
application of other charges, restrictions, quotas, etc.
(3) Strong and continuing efforts should be made to remove the maze of
nontariff barriers and falling this the United States should impose equivalent
ones of Its own. It would then have an effective basis for bargaining for their
removal.
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(4) ]Require that during bargaining our negotiators obtain specific advice from
knowledgeable Industrial experts In reaching decisions as to what to seek and
what to give. This will necessitate obtaining advice from hundreds of experienced
industry people, Just as the foreign negotiators do. No matter how conscientious
and experienced our negotiators may be, it is impossible for them to possess
detailed knowledge of what is meaningful In a multitude of varying product
and foreign market situations in hundreds of industries.
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(5) The so-called 80 percent EEC-U.S. to zero provision is fraught with
grave dangers and loaded with potential injustices for the many industries which
would find their products caught up in one of these broad, poorly defined, and
uncertain categories. One category containing photographic equipment also
involves products of probably at least 15 other unrelated industries.
Further, if this provision should be retained, It should be specified that the
reduced duty level of the United States must at least be matched by EEC. It
would be a great injustice if the United States were to go to zero without EEC
also going to zero.
(6) The bill lists four purposes, only one of which has to do with maintaining
and enlarging foreign markets for U.S. products. Thus, it appears that the little
remaining bargaining power left in our very low duty structure can be given
away to promote any one or more of the other three purposes, thereby further
exposing American Industry to damaging inroads of foreign goods in their
domestic markets without getting anything of value in the way of offsetting
foreign concessions.
On our part, we will continue to strive for increased exports, but will need
much more In the way of lowering of the truly high foreign trade barriers which
confront us. which often increase our price by from 50 to 300 percent.
Nor.-The attached supplement to this statement provides various charts,
tables on which charts are based, and additional information which it is hoped
may be helpful to the committee.
SUPPLEMENT

TO STATEMENT

OF WrLLIAM

C. BABBITT IN BVIIALF O1' NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF PHOTOORAPIHIO MAN UFACTURERS
This supplementary statement provides substantiating information and further elaboration of points brought out in the oral testimony of WIlliam C. Babbitt, and also tables of data from which charts are constructed.
IMPORTb, EXPORTS, DOMESTIC SHIPMENTS--CIIARTS 1 AND 2

The extremely rapid rate of growth of photographic imports into the United
States, and the relationship thereof to rates of growth of U.S. manufacturers'
shipments, domestic and export, is graphically shown In chart 1. In chart 2, this
rate of growth is compared with U.S. merchandise imports in general, from which
It wll be noted that photo.,riphic Imports have gained ,t a rate more than
51 times the rate of U.S. merchandise Imports. In other words, our Industry is
bearing a highly disproportionate share of inroads of imports Into its domestic
markets.
DRASTIC INCREASE IN MAJOR PRODUCT AREAS

Turning attention to major product areas (charts 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12), very serious inroads to the point of almost completely driving some U.S. products out of
their long-time domestic markets have taken place or are steadily progressing
to that end. Examples of the drastic increases in imports since 1950 are shown
in the following charts and tables:
Chart 3 shows photographic lenses imported separately. Of course, many more
lenses are imported than this, since each imported camera, etc., has one or more
lenses. The 1958 Census of Manufactures shows value of domestic manufacturers' shipments of lenses declined more than 40 percent Just from 1954 to 1958.
Chart 4 shows imports of still cameras. In previous testimony, we called your
attention to the fact that in 1947, in our own domestic market, we had 83 percent
of the dollar volume and 79 percent of the units in precision still cameras in the
$3.11-$100 price range. In 1959 we had only 31 percent of the dollars and 35 percent
of the units. Today our share is probably less than 25 percent of our domestic
market.
Chart 5 shows the rapid rise in motion picture camera imports to almost 15
times 1950 levels in dollars , id, chart 6. to more than 25 times in units. Note
in chart 6 the rapid growth of imports, principally from Japan, to a level of Just
over 200.000 in 191, and, in chart 7, the fact that these have already taken over
25 percent of the total domestic market.
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U.S. IMPORTS OF PHOTOGRAPHI C PRODUCTS
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Imports of 8mm Motion Picture Cameras
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L U.S. imports
[In thousands of dollars]
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Charts 11 and 12 show the very heavy growth of U.S. imports of sensitized
goods. These are the two major product areas involved in SITC Group 862
(one of the so-called zero bargaining candidates).
DIRECT LOSSES TO IMPORTS IN 'MAJOR PRODUCT AREAS
As to direct losses to imports, two outstanding examples are clearly shown
in:
(1) In the product area of precision still cameras in the $35-$100 price range;
and
(2) A more immediate case is that of the 8-milllueter motion picture camera.
Now, S-millimeter motion picture equipment was originated, engineered, and
further perfected in a never-ending process of advance by American manu.
facturers who also, over the years, developed the very substantial market for
these products. They were not made in Japan; that is, not until very recently,
and now, as you can see (chart 7) Japan is threatening to repeat In this market
what was done in the precision still camera field. In fact, they have gone from
zero (except for a few samples) to 25) percent of our total domestic market In
4 years. Thus far this year these imports are running more than 40 percent
ahead of last year.
Isii: this a good example of the fact that foreign manufacturers will never
le content to supply what we don't make? It can be much more profitable for
them to copy what we are doing and, in effect, appropriate our years of research, engineerh,7, and product and market development work, and then uti!!v, !heIr tren,?nd,,u !-w wange cost advance to take over in cur domestic
market.
ADVERSE

COMPETITIVE POSITION

The adverse competitive position of the American photographic Industry II
major world markets (prolucing countries) as a result of sweeping concessions
granted to foreign producers by our Government without obtaining for us equal
ease of access to their domestic markets has already beon brought out in tie
testimony and in the example of comparative landed costs shown therein, and
also in chart 10 which presents the total pict:re as to three major countries.
A specifi' example of the adverse competitive situation in which the American industry has been placed as a result of trade agreement negotiations on a
major, volume category Is sl'own In chart 14. Basically this chart presents a
correct picture of how Import duties on film in the producing countries, formerly about the same, have continued about the same over the entire period of
reciprocal trade agreement negotiations except for the U.S. duty which has been
cut 75 percent. The following explanation and comments will aid in further
understanding the chart, which was carefully prepared from available records:
Fi.-st. as to effective dates of any changes, it Is accurate as to the United States,
but there is some uncertainty as to early rates in Italy.
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U. S. PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE WITH MAJOR PRODUCING COUNTRIES

Year

ImosJ

n

1954 $ 3,053.406 $1,213,906
19s
4,256,701 1,48,480
1959
9,782,385 2,03,264
1957
10,t71,591 2,44.892
195
9,346507 2,3]2,95
1959 1.771,052 1,45,461
1990 15.375,3742,9?4,392
1961 17,913,8023.2L4,908

...

uL.

zsors

*,,Jrce ,,amts
.K ~a

$10,977,294 91,513,391
$ 928,868 1,218,383
L4.014,9411,406.995 2,198.030 ;,390,958
15,856,1172,670,530 4,595,130 2,640,264
16,906,9502o271,055 8.641,161 3,123,323
11.227,1573,292,039 9.315,459 9.047,415
24.048,7423.873,721 9,911.004 3,112,67
24.277.6434,715,263 19,307.3927,098,5$0
23,483,9186,398,170 17,167,904 8.848,844

Source: Bureau of the Census. First column shows U. S. IMPORTS from;
the second column U. S. EXPORTS to maJor producing countries.
In 1961, dollar volume of U. S. imports from exceeded exports to these
countries, a. follows:

Country
Belgium
West Germany
Japan

E rcess of Imports From
S.6 times
3.7 times
1.9 limes
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Thus, in 1930, the rate was about 6 cents per pound, increased in 1038 to
85 cents per pound and later changed to 25 percent ad valorem.
Added barriers: (1) Belgium has transmission taxes applied to ci..f, value
plus duty; 150, 4% percent; 1955, 5 percent---equivalent to 0.45 percent; ]IWO,
6 percent--equivalent to 7.6 percent. (2) Italy has sales tax on c.i.f. value of
2 percent. These are not encountered by U.S. imports. No attempt has been
made to include France and Japan because their situation is too v wIox to
chart and records of various changes are not available. Basically, their original
prewar duty i8 understood to have been about 30 percent ad valorem or its
equivalent. Present additional charges into Japan apparently add about 39
percent.
AN INDUSTRY WITH MANY SMALL COMPANIES

A very high proportion of the companies in the photographic manufacturing
Industry are small. The latest census of manufactures (1058) shows 450 coin.
panies and 480 establishments in the industry (SI.C. 3861).
Of the 480 establishments: 420 employ less than 100; 45 employ 100-49;
.and 15 employ more than 500.
Small establishments of necessity must In general specialize and thus are
.especially vulnerable to import competition in their particular lines,
Concessions already granted In U.S. photographic duties have directly C.xp,,.-t,
many of these smaller companies to the inequitable competition of very hirge
foreign manufacturers. Many of our small manufacturers of still cameras,
lenses, etc., have been driven out of business, and others are in difficulties.
GREATEST INJURY LIKELY TO SMALL ESTABLISHMENTS

A substantial proportion of the bill Is devoted to relief provisions from which
it appears that the administration recognizes that its foreign trade program
has resulted in injury to the domestic industry and to employment, and that
the expanded program will cause even greater injury.
It should be noted that to a very great extent the firms which will be injured
are the small ones. In order to be efficient they must specialize and
ewinthe
thne comes that foreign manufacturers decide to take over the Anwrican
market in their particular product line they are quickly placed in a serious
-predicament. Small companies in our industry are especially vulnerable to
-this destructive low-wage foreign competition.
EXPORTS oFrE

NO OFFSET TO MANY

Relatively few companies do any direct exporting. Most companles do not
have the facilities, manpower, and know-how to undertake it. In the high percentage of Instances products must be particularly adapted to the foreign "1i1rket
(e.g., wired for 240 volts--three wire instead of the regular 110-120 volt. two
wire) a id this can only be done If the volume of sales makes production of such
special models economically possible. It has been repeatedly said that only
about 4 percent of all American manufacturers engage in any exporting. In
terms of the number of establishments in this industry, I think this probably
is reasonably true In our case.
U.S. DUTIES LOWEST IN WORLD

In terms of 1961 photographic Imports, the approximate weighted nverago
of U.S. duties is about 12 percent ad valorem. Eighty.seven percent ff ihe
dollar volume of these imports last year came In at 15 percent or h'. in fatt,
30 percent came in a 6% percent duty or less. Contrast this with Ei(' ,xriorwtl
photographic tariffs mostly ranging from 16 to 23 percent with mnny eanliris
taking 18 or 10 percent, and then being subjected to an added 0 perctnt tturn',ver
tax applied to c.i.f. value plus duty.
The situation would be competitively much more equitable if reversed; that
Is, if our duties averaged about 18-20 percent and EEC's were at 12 percettt or
less.
Thank you for the opportunity afforded us.

Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Babbitt, for an intellistatement.
.gent
Is and
therecomprehensive
a questionI
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Senator CURTIS. One question. Call you think of any particular
incident where nontariff ba. riers are imposed by other countries to the
detriment of your industry?
Mr. Bmmvwr. There are, I would say, literally hundreds of them. I
will take just two or three examples.
Senator CuR'IS. That is what I want.
3Mr. B.BJIIr. Japan, for example, will not allow us to bring in any
of our color film. That is an out cight embargo.
Senator CURTIS. Yes.

Mr. IkBiniirr. In some instances, inl Canada, we are faced with severe
pwnalties if we try to bring in products which are comparable or equivalent to those manufactured in Canada. The same is true in many
other countries.
For example, in West Germany, I doubt very much if they will allow
the total imports of cameras to become more than 5 percent of their
domestic production, whereas in this country, imports have driven
out still caimiea makekn thal have beemi in business for bu years and
more, and have taken over, at least 75 percent of our domestic market
in tile, products other than the simple box cameras and some of our
special l)Url)ose cameras where we still lead the world.
Senator CuniTis. Do you believe the passage of this bill as it is now
before us, will add to employment in the United States?
Mi.lmmirr. Well, yes, sir, I do because of the fact that-well, there
are a number of reasons.
One reason is that as stated now, the bill has four purposes, only one
of which has to do with increasing export ol)portunities for American
goods.
In other words, if I understand the bill correctly, concessions can
be mitade to foreign countrie.s for an,' one of these other three reasons
which have nothing to do with increasing our exports.
Senator Cuwris. Maybe you didn't understand my question.
1)o you think that employment, not uneml)loymnent, that employment
will be increased by the passage of this bill?
Mfr. B,3AnBIT. Employment increased?
Senator CuirIs. in the United States.
Mr. B.uimr-r. No, sir; I think it will prob ly be decreased and even
if the best of bargaining ir done in the other direction, we will be fortunate to hold our own.
Senator Cuirris (presiding). Yes.
Well, you have made some valuable contributions here and I would
like to go on but we have a rather long agenda, and we do thank you
ery muell for your appearance here.
The next wit ne.ss is Mr. Curtis Dali.
STATEMENT OF CURTIS DALL, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF POLICY,
LIBERTY LOBBY
Mr. ]).u\r. Senator CurtisSenator C'RTIS. Mr. DAll.
Mr. D)..
Senator Kerr, my name is Curtis J)all. I have the honor
to be the chairman of the board of policy of the Liberty Lobby, Washill
I).C.
fy homie is in Chestnut 1Iill, Philadelphia, Pa.
87270- 62--pt. 3-31
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The Liberty Lobby has today approximately 25,000 supporters residing in ever-y State of the Union and has a circle of influence exceeding 75,000 citizens.
Liberty Lobby represents the broad interest of the sovereign States
and the constitutional rights of the sovereign citizens.
We do not represent. any "special intenst" group. We have come
into being to aid the general welfare of this country. We are not
financed by "big business" and what is more important, we have no
profit motives. We have nothing but the country's best interests at
heart.
In addition to Libery Lobby, today we are privileged to represent
at. this hearing by special authorization 263 groups and civic or anizations located throughout the United States, having a combineal menbership of approximately 1,500,000 members.
Time does not permit us to read the name of each of these groups,
therefore ive have compiled a list of them showing their addr&=,
their officers, and the number of members and affiliates each represents,
which is set forth in our appendix "A", herewith attached.
Among the organizations we represent today are included church
groups, chambers of commerce, county committees of both Republican
and Democratic Parties, civic-action groups, labor unions, and so
forth.
Therefore, we represent an important and alert segment of the
American voting public, listed in appendix "A".
Verbal statements will follow our completion of this formal written
statement which will pinpoint our strong opposition to H.R. 11970.
Our combined opposition to H.R. 11070 stems primarily from our
strong belief that the bill is flagrantly unconstitutional. Most informed persons know that the Constitution specifically delegates to
Congress thme power to control tariffs.
The House of Representatives, for reasons not clear, has already
passed this misnamed trade bill, which gives to President Kennedy
unwarranted power to raise and to lower our tariffs, in effect, life ,ndl
death power over our economy, and we can detect just what forces
motivated this attempted grab for power. The negotiation title would
grant to the President additional powers, which he does not now have
under existing "Emergency" defined law. It would vest him with the
power to raise and lower tariffs in some cases even to zero, and in other
cnqep, he can make substantial adjustments downward in the hope that
this country can obtain some alleged reciprocal advantages.
This is wishful thinking.
Aside from the false claims of sore economic advantages the proponents of this bill claim will accrue, the Constitution simply cannot
b)ypassed in this manner.
If you gentlemen, who are sworn to uphold the Constitution should
elect to improperly delegate your powers, which is now expressly
forbidden tinder the Constitution, then you should take the proper
steps to submit such proposed delegation'of powers to the people for
their consideration inthe form of a constitutional amendment.
As Members of Congress you have no legal right whatsoever to
bypass or to rewrite the Constitution under the guise of a so-called
trade bill.
Next year will you attempt to nullify other stated provisions of the
Constitution to appease certain "shadowy" power groups?
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Are you willing to relegate your constitutional powers and rights
simply because the President feels he needs more Power to promote
what. he or some of his ghost writers deem in the 'public interest"?
This is make believe, on his part.
If the President should also request you for the power in tile name
of "public interest" to coin money, declare war, and so forth, Will you
also acquiesce? In other words, gentlemen, where could such mancuverinlg stop ?
We, before you today, part owners of "the business," say that such
nonsen s stops here today, August 10, 1962.
In this bill you are directly nullifying article I, section 8, paragraph
2 of the Constitution, which expressly states, Congress shall have
power "To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the
several States and with the Indian tribes." What could be more
clearly stated than that ?
The framers of the Constitution delegated the power of economic
sovereignty to Congress alone, knowing that attempted Executive
encroachment in this field would be most disastrous. Now, 28 years
after tie passage of the first "temporary" Reciprocal Trade Act, we
are witnessing a further violation of a sound constitutional principle,
the continued desire by our Chief Executive for the power to use the
Trade Expansion Act as a means of placing the economy of the United
States under his tight control in Washington, so that ihis Nation can
thui be integrated into an "Allantic partnerships" with European
naI ions.
"Heads," we can't win; "tails," we lose.
There occasionally is a time when plain talk is in order and the
"underbrush" cleared and removed. This occasion is one for frankness.
You, our Senators, are the high-level elected officers of this "busines." We represent many of the actual owners of it, and so we are
not here, "hat in hand." The issue before us is a very grave one. We
say emphatically "No" to the desired steps here sought by our Chief
Executive, and brand same.as tantamount to political grand larceny
in respect to personalizing Executive power, at the expense of Congres" and the integrity of our Constitution.
It is apparent that this project is actually aimed to enrich a few
and to create turmoil and unemployment in"
many of our key industries, and it has been dreamed up and is being pushed by President
Kennedy's political bosses and mentors, men who run tile Council of
Foreign Relations and the Business Advisory Council.
However, in this case, the real center and heart of this international
cabal shows its hand; namely, the Political Zionist Planners for
Absolute Rule, via One World-0overnment.
This is the basic group that created and financed what is called
c0mnmuIlism, which bores upward on organized Christian society
from the bottom. This is tie basic group that created and initially
financed the Council on Foreign Relations and the Business Advisory
Council, which through fronts and with the aid of many witting and
unwitting stooges, operates quietly from the top down on our organized
Christian society and our constitutional Republic.
The Political Zionist Planners for Absolute Rule via One WorldGovernment have a countersign. It is power, and make-believe. They
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state that their administrators shall be chosen from among the public
with strict regard for servile obedience and will not be persons
trained in the arts of government, and will, therefore, become easy
pawns in their game.
Ihence, one wonders if President Kennedy has somehow become a
working "pawn" in their game. The Political Zionist Planners for
Absolute Rule via One World-Government state that, through their
controlled press (here and in most other countries), they have gained
the power to influence, while remaining themselves in the shade, anld
thaiiks to the press, they have got the gold in their hands-notwithstanding that they have had to gather it out of oceans of blood and
tears.
We call to your attention, II.R. 11970, that if our tariffs can be lowered in a certain area or in a certain industry, or if raised, that hundreds of millions of dollars can be duly made for a few wealthy
"insiders." with access to advance information, in this respect.
Lower the tariff, sell stocks. Raise the tariff, buy them, before the
news is out.
For most Americans, however, chaos, unemployment, and insecurity
w iIl result.
In effect, President Kennedy would be able to toy with the lifeblood
of our economy as if it were a monkey-on-a-stick game-run it up and
run it down at will.
It is not necessary to repeat here the expression, "Americalns, wake
up !" Most Americans, at long last have. Silence, Senators, full realization and full retaliation is now the order of the (lay instead.
Full retaliation against these unfrieildly forces and individuals
who seek to tear down and negate the Constitution of this, our country. Reprisals in a legal way, if possible, but in any event effective
lepvrisals.
On behalf of these 263 groups of loyal Americans, now appearing
against 11.R. 11970, I would be glad to endeavor to answer any question in respect to any part of the foregoing, which is respectfully
but most earnestly presented to you, for your favorable decisions and
your favorable action.
Senator C[URTNS. We thank you for your appearance here.
(Time appendix referred to follows :)
APPENDIX A

Clark and Frederick Counties Discussion Groups (250), Mrs. Daniel S. Kinter,
se;,retry, Berryville, Va.
Liberty Lobby Supporters of Bergen County, N.J. (50), New York, N.Y.
Pan American Forum (100), A. B. McAllister, director, Chicago, Ill.
Captain Charles Wilkes Chapter, DAR (22), Gail A. Gideon, defense chairman,
Winslow, Wash.
Pro-Blue Bookshop (25), Mr. and Mrs. George Ileaton, Torrance, Calif.
Wisconsin Better Government Committee (100), George 0. Ilihlebrant, chairman, Oshkosb, Wis.
Constitution Party of California (1,500), George Colvin, president, Glendale,
Calif.
Freedom Fighter Network (2,000), Fort Worth, Tex.
Church of Christ (30), Rev. H-.N. Solliday, Mooreland, Okla.
Midland for America (260), David W. Michall. president, Midland, Tex.
Legislative Research Center (90), Virginia tIorvser, chairman, Sunland, Calif.
McCall Libertarians (27), W. E. Graham, leader, McCall, Idaho.
St. Paul M.E. Church (140), R. L. Carrington, chairman of board, Ripley, Tenn.
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Redston Freedom Academy (15), Roswell E. Cooper, secretary, Pantego, N.C.
Christian Freedom (27), Virginia Herdi, chairman, Detroit, Mich.
Nurses Forum (35), Felix A. Spittler, M.D., Cleveland, Ohio.
Alamanoe Conservative Constitution Club (18), L. E. Coleman, vice chairman
and secretary, Burlington, N.C.
Mirablau Improveenent Association (200), G. A. Mendell, treasurer, New Orleans, La.
American Legion Fire Fighters Post No. 171 (150), Benjamin S. Huron, chairman, San Antonio, Tex.
Duval County Democratic Executive Committee (286), Richard D. Barker,
chairman. Jacksonville, Fla.
American Legion Post No. 147 (261), Joe Menendly, commander, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Pittsburgh Indignation Committee (40), Charlea Allen, Jr., treasurer, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Christian American Educational Foundation, Inc. (150), Wealey Seay, executive director, Dallas, Tex.
National Indignation Committee (7,000), Jack Hanna, first vice president, Okla.homa City, Okla.
Greater Jacksonville Ministers' Association (40), 'Thompson T. Casey, president
Jacksonville, Fin.
Galen Conservative Club (12), L. B. Everett, chairman, Clyde, N.Y.
Farm Bureau, 11111 County (45), Mrs. Edgar Lincoln, woman's chairman, Rudyard, Mont.
Kankakee County Taxpayers Association (250), Mrs. Kenneth W. Elliott, secretary, Kankakee, Ill.
Aterican )iscussion Group (25), Harritt 1ill, secretary, Iemet, Calif.
Cardinal Mindzenty Study Group (6), Vivian Wall, president, East Alton, Ill.
New ,Jersey Conservative Club (3,500), Winfred 1P. Perry, executive secretary,
Montelair, N.J.
American Study Group of Oakland (35), Mrs. Bregory A. liallad, president,
Oakland, Callf.
Conservative Christian Constit titinalists (135), Phoenix, Ariz.
American Legion 11ost No. 214 (142), Willard J. Daniels, chairman committee,
Willoughby, Ohio.
For All Comprehensive Truth Committee (35), Charles C. Polenick, research
director, Phoenix, Ariz.
Miami Junior Woman's Club (100). Mrs. Charles 11. Magrill, advisor, Miami, Fla.
P'atriol isiii Iicorporatud (14), T. X. Armstrong, president, Bushnell, II.
Through to Victory (89), Edith Snyder, secretary, Yuma, Ariz.
)elaware defenders of the Republic, Inc. (45), Mrs. Margaret Mercer, president,
Wilmington, Del.
Maryland I'ctitio Committee for States Rights, Inc. (23), Robert L. Wiseman,
president, Jessul), Md.
Church League of America. Mlwhvaukee County Unit (75), N. N. Wyman, chairman, Milwaukee, WIs.
Neighborhood Conservative Study Group (20), lollis Kelsn, group leader, East
Wymouth. Mass.
Ol Ocean Royalty Owners Association (250), J. R. Smith, president, Sweeney,
Tex.
New Orleans Indignation Committee (75), G. W. Crechter, Jr., chairman, New
Orleans, La.
Triangle Toastmasters Club (30). Stanley Duncan, secretary, Covington, Ky.
National Petitioning Committee for Constitutional Government, Stanley F. Kolniak, vice president, Shreveport, La.
American Security Education Program (60), Libby A. Krejci, chairman, Park
Ridge, I11.
Wilmington Buisness & Professional Women's Club (93), Mrs. W. N. Beckett,
legislative chairman, Wilmington, Ohio.
Cardinal Mindzenty Foundation (4,), E. K. Lacn, chairman. Williston, N. Dak.
Florida Coalition of Patriotic Society, Manatee County Chapter (30), D. Loroy
Whittle, president, Palmetto, Fla.
A Letter Writing Group (25), Barbara C. Clark, president, Phoenix, Ariz.
Anti-Communist Society (15), Wilfred F. Stock, leader, Springfield, Ill.
Grace Church of the Nazarene, Rev. Bland Burns, Nashville, Tenn.
We, the People, 1st Minnesota Counsel (&5), R. F. Emery, president, Minneapolis,
Minn.
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The Arlington Freedom Fighter Group (35), Mrs. Virginia R. Nance, chairman,
'ort Worth, Tex.
Montebello Freedom Forum (75), Waldo L. Kllickson, president, Montebello,
Calif.
Cooperstown Anti-Communist Society (10), Bjoin Friglisted, leader, Coopers.
town, N. Dak.
Goldwater Club of Winchester (100). Mrs. Francis Giles, president, Winchester,
Kans.
Friends Study Group (14), Myrna M. Jackson, chairman, Claremont. Calif.
We, the People Study Group (50), Mrs. Harold Whitthoft, chairman, Oakland,
Calif.
D. J. Risser Family (4), D. J. Riser, Peoria, 111.
Our Study Group (12), Barbara Bates, chairman, Bakersfield, Calif.
Our Conservative Group (12), Mrs. Allen Cain, ehairniun, Murdock, Minn.
Cincinnati Chapter National Health Federation (0), I. R. Hicks, vice president,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Freedom In Action (90), Jack B. Sharee, president, Dallas, Tex.
Constitutlonalists for Bill Hayes (15), Mrs. H. J. Adams, chairman, Corpus
Christi, Tex.
The ('nservative Club (95), Ralph Voss, president, St. Charles., Ill.
The Institute for Community Education (20), Mrs. Charles E. Freyler, Jr., secretairy, North Terrytown, N.Y.
The lHinsdale Women's Republican Club (100), Mrs. Eugene E. Alsbaugh. llresi.
dent, Clannendon Hills, Ill.
Pro-America (25), Mrs. W. II. McClintock, president, PLine Nowata, Okla.
Fire and Police Research Association of Los Angeles (300), lien Renfro, president, Los Angeles, Calif.
Cimarron County Conservatives (215), J. L. Wheeler, Jr.. president, Boise City,
Okla.
The Sixth Column of Boise City. Okla. (25), Al Aleyander, secretary, Boise City,
Oki:.
Columlia Antl.Communist League (19), Mrs. W. F. Armstrong, leader, Columbia,
Tenn.
Lancaster County Committee for Economic Freedom (1,000), Charles A. Bachman, chairman, Lancaster, Pa.
Putnani-King Chapter D.A.R. (90), Margaret Blerey, registrar, Oil City, Pa.
Ouyasuta Chapiter D.A.R. (35), Margaret Blerey. registrar, Oil City, Pa.
Montana Constitutional Conservative Movement (100), Mrs. Kay lines, executive secretary, Billings, Mont.
We, the People (Iowa Section), Mrs. Katherine W. Spaulding, Chicago, Ill.
The Evanston Panel. Inc. (6), J. V. Casnox. president, Evanston, Ill.
America on Guard (36), Robert C. Jones, director. Omaha, Nehr.
Facts for Action (400), Gerda Koch. editor and director, Minneapolis, Minn.
Holy Name Soclety-St. Paul's Church (400), Charles R. Beauregard, treasurer,
Park Ridge. Ill.
Civic Association of East Los Angeles (10), Ora L. Lefome )resident, Los Angeles, Calif.
Zimmerman, Zimmerman & Nichols. Inc., Walter, president, Lawrence, Kans.
Free Enterprise A.ssociation (72), Fred M. Hibbert, organizer, River, N.Y.
Florida Voters for Constitutional Governpient, Inc. (12), Mrs. Margaret Ducker,
leader, Winter Park, Fla.
South Dada Board of Realtors (14), Mary F. Dickinson, president, Homestead,
Fla.
Christian Freedom Study (10), Clarence R. Lamson, Jr., president, Centerburg.
Ohio.
Uxbridge Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No. 13,97) (250), John G. Kottis, judge
advocate, Uxbridge, Mass.
Individuals for Liberty (300), Ralph Bof, vice president, Shelby, Ohio.
Freedom Academy (2.5). Howard Pennington, minister, Sublette, Kan.
Million American Education Council (110), Jack B. Robinson, president, Massillion, Ohio.
American F,)rum (500), Cleon M. Warley, Jr., executive committee, Shreveport, La.
The Ark Valley Christian Church, Oscar N. Davis, chairman, Wichita, Kans.
The Ark Valley Christian Freedom Academy (60), Virgil D. McNeil, director,
Wichita, Kans.
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La Habra Area Americanism Society (100), Mrs. Vincent L. Musso, secretary,
La Iabra, Calif.
South Highlands Conservative Club (35), R. D. Craw, M.D., vice president,
Shreveport, La.
Christian Survival Group (20), Charles Pettus, organizer, Clayton, Mo.
Wilmington Christian Freedom Academy (20), Lyle M. Wright, director, WIInington, Ohio.
Indiana University Young Americans for Freedom (50), Mr. Bill Jenner, Jr.,
president, Bedford, Ind.
The America First Club (15), Mrs. Mildred Burton, president, Anderson, Ind.
Passic Couity Conservatice Club (20), Charles R. Clockly, chairman, Clifton,
N.J.
Senate Studies (38), Loraine Hill, secretary, Wilmette, Ill.
Churches of Christ, Rev. R. E. Carlock, minister, Chicago, 11.
Jamestown Chamber of Commerce (20), William Iverson, president, Jamestown,
Ind.
The Conservative Club of Live Oak, Fla., (14) I. L. Wolf, president, Live Oak.
Fla.
The Constitution Party of West Virginia (400), Joseph B. Lightbarw, national
commander, Jane Lew, W. Va.
The Congress of Freedom (2,000), A. G. Blazey, chairman, Omaha, Nebr.
Christian Freedom Academy (20), Albert Billingaley, chairman, Greens Park,
Ind.
The Lake County Property Owners Association (1,000), Ethel Howell, executive
secretary, Hammond, Ind.
American Legion Auxiliary No. 16 (300), Ethel Howell, legislative chairman,
Hammond, Ind.
Marine Corps League Department of Illinois (1,000), Christ S. Minnecl, P.D.C.,
Chicago, Ill.
St. Mary's Choir & Study Group (35), Regis J. Ganley, president, Beaver Falls,
Pa.
The Housewives Prayer Group (6), Baton Rouge, La.
The Medfcrd John Birch Society Group "A" (12), Mrs. Iortense Jennings,
chairman.
The Neighborhood Group (20), Fred Feint, chairman, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
St. John's Study Group (25), Clarance Sturzenbeker., chairman, Winston-Salem,
N.C.
South Jefferson Christian Church (130), W. R. Golden, minister, Valley Station,
Ky.
The lien Franklin Ilistorlcal Society (C00), Harris T. Ramly, director, Jacksonville, Fla.
The Committee of Fifty (50), Zula M. Owan, secretary, Seattle, Wash.
American News Network (120), Edwin 0. Koski, founder-director, Enumclaw,
Wash.
Duval County States Rights Association (1,000), Ilarrus Remly, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Political
Science & ebate "Society (30), Micheal Young,
president, Prairie
City, Ill.
Christian Freedom Academy (20), Mrs. L. N. Spurgeon, leader, Protection,
Kans.
Constitution Society of America, 3d Congress (239), Bruce W. Anderson, chairman, Fair Oaks, Calif.
Christian American Party (15), U. G. Hlutchinson, secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.
Duval Democrats Women's Club (250), Mrs. Grover Allen, president, Jacksonville, Fla.
Broward League of Individualists (30), Donald B. Matatlas. chairman, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
PIntriotic & Religious Study Groups (25), Mrs. Arthur S. Bennet chairman,
San Antonio, Tex.
Encino Legislation Research Group (25), Mrs. Robert L. Earle, chairman. Encino, Calif.
Conservatives Club of Roswell (30), G. S. Richardson, M.D., president, Roswell, N.Mex.
The Champaign County Taxpaye'rs (50), L. L. Von Patterson, president,
Champaign, I1.
For Flag and Country (10), Mrs. E. J. Kennedy, organizer, Pacific Palisades,
Calif.
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Public Affairs Club--Engineering (85), Keith S. Summerhays, president, Los
Angeles, Calif.
U.S.A.G.A. (150), Mr. M. C. Faye, recorder, Marshileld, Wis.
The Santa Cruz Freedom Formn (36), Richard lodge, chairman, Santa Cruz,
Calif.
The Constitutional Information Center (50), James Music, Jr., president, Redding, Calif.
The Conservatives (850), Mrs. 3. Milton Lent, director, Savannah, Ga.
Lebanese Syrian Americans fur America (500), T. J. Touia, D.D.S., chairman,
Bell, Calif.
The Lutheran Liberty League (200), Arthur N. Johnson, chairman, North
Hollywood, Calif.
Watch Washington Club (200), Mary II. Burgiman, president, Columbus, Ohio.
Montrose-La Cresenta Young Republicans (34), Kenneth L. Maddox, vice prcident, Tujunga, Calif.
Genesce County Conservative Club (130), Gerald A. Spencer, president, Flint,
Mich.
North Austin Freedom Club, Max Watson, chairman, Austin, Tex.
Rockinghanm County Repablican Club Party (400), C. G. Buckle, secretary,
Leanville, N.C.
Conservative Students' Association of Abilene Christian College, John Ferguson,
Jr., vice president, Abilene, Tex.
The Lincoln Park Republicans (50), Charles Brandt, chairman, Lincoln Park,
Mich.
We, the People, Grance Hersley, Beaumont, Tex.
Patriots Information Center (150), Mrs. Evelyn Schrocan, secretary, Balkers.
field, Calif.
Clayton Anti-Communist League, W. II. Harris, Clayton, N. Mex.
Conservative Association of Dearborn (50), Dorothy Vanderverp, treasurer,
)eaborn, l Ich.
Conservative Club No. 1 (60), Charles I). hlughes, president, Amarillo, Tex.
Auierihans for Patriotic Action (860), 'Mrs. Lura Schnavk, vice lresideit, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Guardians of the Home Society (1,300), Marie Crittenden, president, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Sheridan Conservative Club (20), Mrs. Alice Speliiman. president, Sheridan,
Wyo.
San Mateo Anti-Communist League (200), Geraldine -Gitfford, San Mateo, Calif.
Latter Rain Church (30), Mrs. Anna Al. Mielke, treasurer, New Castle, Ila.
Hemet-San Jacinto Young Republicans (27), John' Elden, president, Buena
Vista, Calif.
Pro-Constitution Association of New Jersey (50), W. S. Schaefer, president,
Westfield. N.J.
The Arlington Republican Club (119), Harold L. Patterson, Jr., president, Arlington, Tex.
National Indignation Convention (200), W. H. Cooper, D.D.S., Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Republican Women's Club (35), J. 0. Brien, president, l)avison, Mich.
Christian Citizens (73), Harry L. Hayden, chairman, Long Beach, Calif.
Paul Revere Association-Yeomen Association (150), If. J. Pleckerfer, president,
New Orleans, La.
Liberty Bookstore Associates (12),Ah. D. Maynient, chairman, Seattle, Wash.
Citizens Group (25), Mrs. Louis G. Ste.'k, secretary, Cathedral City, Calif.
San Diego Patriotic Society (2,000), J. D. Chlilders, chairman, San Diego, Calif.
Alaskans of Santa Barbara (310), F. W. Hand, president, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Aleters (30), Mrs. Md.J. Nobles, organizer, Vista, Calif.
Americans United for Constitutional Action (12), Rozella Roberts, chairman,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Greater Achievements Group No. 4 (25), Carelita Salasse, chairman, New
Orleans, La.
Fort Worth Freedom Committee (500), J. Ralph Ewing, chairman, Fort Worth,
Tex.
Galveston Anti-Communist s8oclety (15), John Ryder, leader, Galveston, Tex.
Volunteers for Constitutional Government (650), Wallace Ie, president, Portland, Oreg.
Erie Council of We, the People (40), Elizabeth Geer, chairman. Erie, Pa.
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Minishoshe Chapter D.A.R. (52), Lortane La Fleur, treasurer, Bismarck, N. Dak.
Guenwood Beef Producers A,'.-ociatlon (70), W. C. lighsmith, president, Bradley, S.C.
Telm (5,000), R. B. Moran, president, Kerville, Tex.
Our Americanlst Study Group (20), Charles A. Taylor, leader, Spring Valley,
Calif.
Freedom Fighters (75), Gloria Pcevee, chairman, Fort Worth, Tex.
California Christian Citizens Association (300), Oscar Langdale, Long Beach,
Calif.
University Area Republican Women (25), Mrs. William R. Dotson, treasurer,
San Diego, Calif.
The Constitution Club of Oklahoma (30), Mrs. C. E. Herring, secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Community Nducatlon Center (500), Harry MI.Davis, treasurer, Oakland, Calif.
Christian Constitution Study Group (25), Mrs. Vernon K. Peterman, president,
Excelsior, Minn.
Orange County Freedom Forum (631), TereU L. Root, president, Costa Mesa,
Calif.
Christian Crusade (15), Harold W. Shultz, chairman, Seattle, Wash.
The Understanding Group at Large, Rev. J. R. Kingham, Fresno, Calif.
For God and Country Study Group (50), Lily M. Wallace, secretary, San
Antonio, Tex.
Eugene Chapter, Volunteers for Constitutional Government (100), Leslie P.
Fleming, chairman, Eugeue, Oreg.
Valley Association To Preserve Freedom (120), Canoga Park, Calif.
Chandler Sheriff Posse (37), Lynn A. Staudefird, secretary-treasurer, Chandler,
Ariz.
Pro American Book Shop (15), Richard L. Key, Jr., sponsor, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Education Study Group (35), Mrs. John B. Bennett, president, Kirkland, Wash.
West Springfield Improvement Association (450), Myrtte M. Carter, president,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Junior Order United American Mechanics (25), William B. Penny, recording
secretary, Miami Shores, Fla.
Schwinn Clan of Houston (5), F. S. Schwlnn, Houston, Tex.
Signal Hill Post 490, American Legion (200), Victor F. Marshall, chairman
committee, Signal 11111, Calif.
Republican Statutory Couiuitiev of Milwaukev Couuty (200), Leonard W. Galbrecht, chairman, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mt. Pleasant Freedom Forum (0), Jack Bigford, vice president, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.
The Sons of Liberty (27), David L. Hobbs, president, Dallas, Tex.
The Lamplighters (20), Gary, Ind.
History Study Club (25), Kay I. Lamouseuf, chairman, South Pasadena, Calif.
Citizen's Letter-Writing Group (25), Miss Gerry Vanek, president, Cathedral
City, Calif.
The Defenders of the Amgrlcan Constitution (2,000), Ormond Beach, Fla.
Town Hall of Sonoma County (50), Carol M. Mineo, secretary, Santa Rosa,
Calif.
Brown County Chapter of Americans for Conservative Action (41), Robert A.
Percival, D.D.S., chairman, Indianapolis, Ind.
Biscayne Garden Civil Association (6,500), E. L. Vance, president, Miami, Fla.
Inter-Post Council on Americanism American Legion, Dr. L. F. Adams, chairman, Flint, Mich.
The Americanism Camuitco (300), Mr. Wilbur E. Smith, chairman, Arcadia,
Calif.
The Right to Write Committee (2,000), Maisie Turner Waters, executive secretary, Waco, Tex.
Committee to Preserve the American Republican (175), John Kirwan, executive
secretary, Midland, Tex.
Young Americans for Freedom (75), Jerry Stephens, chairman, Midland, Tex.
West University Citizens Union (120), Fred J. Drew, secretary, Houston, Tex.
Americans for America, Inc., 0. 0. Griffin, secretary-treasurer, Seattle, Wash.
The Patrick Henry Group (80), Tom Kerr, Greeley, Colo.
Young Americans for Freedom (15), Mrs. Lorin S. McDowell, Jr., sponsor, Big
Spring, Tex.
Yakima Christian Crusade Committee (100), Yaunda Tokle, chairman of committee, Yakima, Wash.
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Billy Sunday Memorial Tabernacle (300), Rev. Martin L. Mosier. pastor, Sioux
City, Iowa.
Liberty Bell Library (30), Mary Hawkins, president, Flint, Mich.
Grenada Chapter, D.A.R. (67), Keith B. Bryant, regent, Coffeeville, Miss.
American Freedom Academy of California (100), J. Donnell, vice president,
La Cauada, Calif.
Edwin A. Walker, Dallas, Tex.
The Lamp Lighters (15), R. H. Anfousen, president, St. Paul, Minn.
Campbell County Women's Republican Club (47), June Samuels, program chairman, Gillette, Wyo.
American Publishing & Broadcasting Association, Maylon D. Watkins, secretary,
Miami, Fla.
Cleveland Heights Chapter of Paul Revere (24), Ralph F. Leasing, president
pro tempore, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Deer Park Republican Club (16), Marie C. Kielman, president, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Department of California, Military Order of the World Wars (1,200), Clifford
Bartlett, chairman, Pasadena, Calif.
Government Educational Foundation, Inc. (1,200), A. W. MacNlchol, secretary,
San Francisco, Calif.
Houston Anti-Communist Studyclub (18), Everett R. Goar, M.D., Houston, Tex.
Americans Against Surrender (3,000), Kenneth B. Lynn, chairman, San Fran.
cisco, Calif.
America Alpha Group (1,000), Ian MacLeod, Sausalito, Calif.
Anti-Communist Society of Palo Alto (50), Mrs. H. A. Boyer, chairman, Palo
Alto, Calif.
Young Conservatives, Brighamn Young University (25), Gary Harsen, chairman,
Provo, Utah.
Texas Voters for Enforcing the Constitution (100,000), John C. Williams, presi.
dent, Houston, Tex.
The Constitution Party of the United States (750,000 affiliated members), Col.
Curtis B. Dall, national chairman, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lemon Grove Anti-Communist League (7), Lemon Grove, Calif.
Christian Patriotic League (20), Rodney Orr, chairman, Seneca, Pa.
The Patriot, Ernest J. Brosaug, secretary, Berkeley Heights, N.J.
North Carolina Defenders of States' Rights, Inc., James P. Dees, president,
Raleigh, N.C.
Hinsdale Study Group, Mrs. Calvin E. Race, Hinsdale, Ill.
Anti-Communist League of Altadena, Mrs. Shirley P. Mullane, leader, Belmont,
Mass.
Atascadero Barracks No. 28W5, Glen S. Crother, Jr., vice commander, Atascadero,
Calif.
East Erie Post 971 American Legion (150), John A. Dean, chairman, Erie, Pa.
Volunteers for Constitutional Government (150), Mrs. C. H. Phetteplace, chairman, Eugene, Oreg.
Wisner Anti-Communist League (17), Mrs. A. A. Wisner, Culver City, Calif.
Anti-Commmist League of San Diego (20), San Diego, Calif.
Monday Club (25), Clara H. Scarlett, chairman, Paradise, Calif.
El Cajon Anti-Communist League (17), Patsie E. Watson, El Cajon, Calif.
Woman's Christian Temperance Union (50), Mabel H. Roberts, president,
Berkeley, Calif.
Letters for Constitutional Government (125), Virginia H. Sery, secretary, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Witnessing Laymen Inc. (2000), Charls K, Sullivan, president, Sioux City,
Iowa.
Patriotic Evangelical News Service (5000), Dr. E. Roy Lockwood, director, Sioug
City, lowa.
Southwest Independent Study Group (6), Leo G. Loving, Jr., chairman, El Paso,
Tex.
Northern Westchester Freedom Presentations (34), Susan Hummel, president,
Mount Kisco, N.Y.
Snn Antonio Chapter No. 4, Texas Society, Sons of the American Revolution (67),
F. W. Huntington, colonel, U.S. Army, retired, president, San Antonio, Tex.
Republican Women Letter-Writers Group (25), Ruth L. Cook, chairman, Escondido, Calif.
Ilespnria Republican Women's Club, Lois V. Blake, president, Hlesperia, Calif.
San Lorenzo Patriots (35), Mrs. Helen Val, president, San Lorenzo, Calif.
National Americanism League, Inc. (30), G. E. Smith, president, Taylors, S.C.
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South Coast Study Club (20), Dorothy Hall, chairman, Laguna Beach, Calif.
Gardena Young Republicans Club (75), Ronald L. Carnes, president, Gardena,
Calif.
LaCrosse Conservative Club (25), Peter Schweiger, Jr., president, LaCrosse,
Wash.
Santa Barbara Free Enterprise Club (27), Tressa R. Caters, Santa Barabara,
Calif.
Midland Anti-Communist League (12), Linda S. Locke, leader, Midland, Micl.
Benton County Republican Women's Club (60), Mrs. Dick Bollinger, secretary,
Kennewick, Wash.
Pro Constitution Association (20), J. G. Gellings, board of directors, Berkeley
Heights, N.J.
Midland Americanism Committee (75), J. C. Barues, Jr., secretary, Midland,
Tex.
Sons of Confederate Veterans (78), J. F. Tenell, Jr., adjutant, New Orleans,
La.
The Citizens' Council of Louisiana, Inc. (60,000), Charles L. Barnett, president,
Shreveport, La.
Anema Education Guild, Inc., Myron Fagan, director, Hollywood, Calif.
Algonac Extension Group (18), Mrs. Arthur Schneider, chairman, Algonac,
Mich.
Van Nuys Citizens Committee (50), Michael Long, Van Nuys, Calif.
North Dallas Women's Club (20), Mrs. W. J. Burkart, president, Dallas, Tex.
California Christian Citizens (39), Mrs. Edna Bivens, secretary, W. Covina,
Calif.
Bipartisan Conservatives of Long Beach (175), Mrs. Stephen Paliska, Jr., secretary-treasurer, Long Beach, Calif.

APPENDIX B

[From the Congressional Record, 87th Cong., 2d sess.]
GLOVERSVIL.E. N.Y., CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MAKES ITS VOICE HARD AT THE
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN WASHINGTON

(Extension of remarks of Hon. Samuel S. Stratton of New York in the House
of Representatives, Tuesday, May 8, 1962)
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Speaker, the people of my congressional district are vitally
concerned with all legislation relating to the subject of foreign trade, tariffs, and
import competition. This is because the jobs and economic life of many communities in this district have been adversely affected by increased imports from
abroad. No community in this district has been more concerned wfth these
subjects than has been the city of Gloversville, N.Y., inasmuch as it is one of
the centers of the great glave industry in Fulton County. Employment in the
glove industry has dropped very sharply, while imports of foreign gloves into
this country have climbed almost astronomically.
For this reason the people of Gloversville have been understandably concerned with the details and the implications of the President's trade expansion
bill. In that connection, I include herewith as a part of my remarks an article
that appeared In the Gloversville Leader-Herald of Saturday, May 5, under
the byline of William H. Evans, the distinguished managing editor of that great
newspaper, describing the experiences of the Gloversvitle Chamber of Commerce
when the subject of trade legislation was raised at the annual meeting of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which was recently held in the city of Washington.
(The article follows:)
CnlAMBER'S

WASHINGTON

BATTLE NOT OvER YET

(By William H. Evans)
Gloversville's Chamber of Commerce, small in comparison with many of those
in the United States, has proved 'that it can have valid opinions and so state
theta before such large forums as the annual meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. The row in which it became engaged last Wednesday in Washington certainly was not ill-conceived or an act hastily contrived.
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A referendum of 3,600 State and local chambers of commerce and trade associations concerning their position on the controversial Trade Expansion Act
which President Kennedy wants Congress to adopt ismuch more than was taken
by the U.S. chamber before it gave what the U.S. President called historic
endorsement of his program.
The reason the Gloversville chamber undertook this poll was because it did
not believe the testimony of A.B. Sparboe before the House Ways and Means
Committee on March 26 represented those of a majority of chambers and trade
associations in the United States.
There was approximately a 10-percent response to the mall poll and returns
still are being received at the local office. What did this 10 percent show? The
figures, computed on a percentage basis and presented to the U.S. chamber in
Washington this week, are as follows:
Supporting II.R. 9900 (the trade expansion bill) in full, 3.9 percent; opposing
the bill in full, 16.3 percent; supporting the bill in accordance with qualifications stated by the U.S. chamber, 7.9 percent; considered the bill and decided
to remain neutral, 11.5 percent; did not consider the bill and have no position
on it, 60.3 percent.
As the local chamber delegate said at the Washington meeting: "These figures
reveal that a total of 71.8 percent of the respondents to the Gloversville poll
neither support nor oppose this controversial legislation, while only 11.9 percent
support the bill to some extent, and 16.3 percent are opposed to it."
This is quite in contrast to what Mr. Sparboe said when questioned March 26
by Congressman Alger of Texas. Some of that testimony reads:
"Mr. ALGER. Do you think you are speaking for the membership of the
chamber, really-to check your credentials? Have you polled the membership
in any way-men who htve read this bill and know what is in it?
"Mr. SPARBOE. Yes. I guess millions of mailing pieces have gone out on this
subject for several weeks and months.
"Mr. ALGER. You are prepared to say, then, that a majority of your members
favor this bill knowledgeably, knowing what is in the bill?
"Mr. SPARnoE. Absolutely."
Yet, when one of the opponents at the U.S. chamber policy meeting Wednesday asked If a poll had been taken, there was only silence.
And it became apparent at the Washington meeting that there Is decided
opposition. It didn't take the Gloversville poll alone to determine that. Delegate after delegate expressed opposition to the policy stand, the U.S. chamber
officials were determined to take. In fact the opposition was so string that a
motion to table was carried.
What happened after that makes one wonder if there was democracy in
action at that policy meeting. Alarmed at what had taken place, the U.S.
chamber officials managed to get the original motion off the table and then,
after any of the delegates had left the meeting, pass it by another voice vote.
It appears the battle Isn't over. Three big member organizations of the
U.S. chamber have gone before the president of the group and asked for a
transcript of the meeting and a referendum of the membership on a matter
this Important. They have been told they can see a transcript when It is ready
and that the referendum proposal will be taken under consideration.
The thinking of the Gloversville chamber, of course, Is that the power the
bill grants to the President in the matter of tariffs could lead to a complete
collapse of the glove industry. The chamber only hopes that Congress considers
this possibility when the time comes.

Senator CURTIS. The next witness is Mr. Carl H. Wilken, National Foundation for Economic Stability.
STATEMENT OF CARL H. WILKEN, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC STABILITY
Mr. WmKEN.. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is Carl H. Wilken, National Foundation for Economic Stability, Inc.
On the basis of the operating loss which the United States has at
the present time, I would like to make the blunt, statement that neither
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the United States nor the world can afford the type of economic
policy which is projected by this Trade Expansion Act.
I prepared a brief statement and several tabulations which highlight this balance sheet and I would like to file this with the committeeSenator CuRns. Without objection it will be incorporated.
Mr. WILKEN. I will use my time in oral analysis of what has taken
place since 1946.
Senator Curns. Very well. Go ahead. Your statement in its
entirety will be printed.
Mr. WLKENx.
Thank you.
In 1946-50 following the end of World War II, farm price supports
protected the price level of the United States, our national income and
the markets which industry must have at any point to meet specific
payrolls and capital costs involved in operating our economy.
In this peiod, we incorporated an increase of 160 percent in the
wages andsalaries that had tLken place in 1940 to the average of
1946-50. We also incorporated the capital costs in a debt expansion
from $216 billion at the end of 1940 to an average of $505 billion in
1946-50.
With a new price level and our production in 1946-50 we averaged
$212.4 billion. At that time this represented approximately 50 percent of the income of the world in terms of American dollars for
6 percent of the world's population.
In this 5-year period our economy for all practical purposes was
operating solvently. The Federal budget during this 5-year period
averaged'a surplus.
On the other hand, the expansion of the private debt was in approximate balance with the actual profits and savings earned in operating
the United States.
During this 5-year period, the tremendous buying power in the
United States kept the price of commodities in the United States
and throughout the world at the level required by the United States
to have a solvent economy.
Starting in 1946 and up to the present time, we have had devaluation of currencies in over 30 countries. The principal devaluation
was that of Great Britain, a devaluation of the pound of 30 percent
which took place in 1949.
As a result of these devaluations that reduced the buying power of
these countries in terms of American goods.
On the other hand, it decreased the price of products produced by
these countries in terms of the American price level.
As a result of these devaluations starting in 1951, we have had a very
rapid downward spiral of the commodity price structure. This is
revealed in a commodity letter in the Wall Street Journal, issue f
,July 31, 1962. They point out that 22 leading raw materials have
dropped from a level of 135.7 percent 1947-49, 1951, down to 80.3 percent on July 30,1962.
Now, this represents a drop of 40 percent.
As a result of this drop in commodity prices, we are losing today
here in the United States, 35 percent of the market which industry
needs in rural America to meet current payrolls and capital costs.
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. We are also losing 35 percent of the export market we should have
to balance with present wages and capital cost factors.
When these commodity prices started to move downward in 1951,
they forced the United States to operate at a loss, and in not one
single year since 1951 have we had enough income to meet existing
payrolls and capital costs.
* Now, a large part of the loss involved in operating the United
States was sustained by private enterprise. In our system of private
enterprise we have 9,200,000 business units made tip of our farm
operations, small business and corporation.
The share of the national income going to private enterprise has
been reduced from an average of 26 percent in 1946-50, to less than 17
percent at the present time.
In this period of 11 years private enterprise was short $375 billion
to balance with the wages and salaries and capital costs which were
paid out during this period.
This brings up the questionSenator CuRTis. May I ask right there, what made up for that
shortage, what was done?
Mr. WILKEN. Well, the thing that happened, we increased the mortgage against the United States by expanding the total debt $512 billion
from the end of 1950 to the end of 1961.
Senator CuRTis. Does that involve public debt and private debt?
Mr. WrLKFN. This involves all debts Federal debt, State, municipal
debts, corporate debts, private debts, debts of all kinds.
Senator Cums. Yes.
Now, relating that to an individual company, if their share, and
the share of all business concerns, is down and for capital expansion
and for continuing employment, they increase their rate that adds to
the load that they must carry throughout the years of their existence,
does it not
Mr. WILKEN. That's right. And I would like to illustrate
specifically.
Senator Cu-Tis. Expenditures made for carrying a load of past
debts, constitute that much of an expenditure which is not paying for
job creati on, isn't that right ?
Mr. WILKEN. That is correct, and just to illustrate the increase, in
1946-50, the net interest component of our national income resulting
from our total debt at that time was $4.3 billion. That has moved up
to $22 billion at the present time, and as you point out, it is part of
the cost in operating these businesses.
I woald like to illustrate very specifically what has taken place in
the case of private enterprise by analyzing the record of our
corporations.
In 1950, we had a national income of $241.9 billion. At this point,
the corporate profit after taxes was $22.8 billion.
In the next 11 years we averaged $349 billion of income, $107 billion
per year more than in 1950. but the corporate profit after taxes during
that l1-year period averaged $2 billion less than it did in 1950.
In other words, in that 11-year period our corporations received $2
billion per year less than nothing out of this increase of $107 billion
of national income.
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Senator Cuans. What effect did that have on our economy from the
standpoint of promoting enterprise and jobs as contrasted to the mere
fact that somebody got a lesser dividend transmitted.
Mr. WILKEN. I would first like to point out the effect it had in this
way: That the corporations did not have the income to pay a fair dividend and set aside new capital for expansion, so in this 11-year period
they had to step out and borrow $196 billion, in other word, they
increased their debt $196 billion in 11 years.
Now, in the process of borrowing this money and spending it,.they
created a market for their own product but it did not increase their
profit.
Now, as a result of that, you have this situation develop in th9
payment on invested capital.
In 1950 corporate dividends averaged a little over 6 percent. In
1961, they had moved down to 3 percent.
Now, in paying the 3 percent dividend in 1961, the corporations
had to set aside $5 billion less capital for expansion than they had
available in 1950.
The point I want to drive home is that none of our system of private
enterprise, that is, as a group, have the money to carry on the
expansion we need to create these new jobs and to create the income
we need to operate the United States.
Now, then, coming to this trade bill, for example, the income of any
nation is dependent upon just two things:
One, is its price level and the other is its total production.
At the present time we are operating at a level of approximately
$550 billion gross national product. This means that 1 percent of
our price level represents $5.5 billion.
Under the provisions of this trade bill, the proponents recognize it
is going to reduce price levels and force some businesses out.
Now, assuming it does reduce our price level 10 percent this will
mean a loss of $5.5 billion.
Senator CuRTns. I want to ask you something. Many people in the
general public regard the term "price level" as more or less synonymous with inflation. They are against inflation, and, therefore, they
are for lower prices.
What do you have to-say about the difference between inflation and
real prices?
Mr. WILKEN. Well, for example, at the present time or in 1961,
for example, to meet 1961 payrolls and capital costs we shsould have
had $487 billion of national income. But we only had $430 billion.
In other words, we were short $57 billion. Now, what would it
have required to have the income N . needed to meet the payroll in
capital costs?
'weneeded either a 13-percent higher price level or 13 percent more
sales. Because of the lack of buying power in rural America, industr
could not sell the 13-percent additional volume and because of the lack
of demand in rural areas, and the foreign competition they could
not increase their price level 13 percent so we lost $57 billion of
income needed to operate the United States.
.
Now, in terms of inflation And deflation, one is just the opposite of
the other.
In order to have a solvent economy, we must have price balance
between raw materials, wages, salaries, and capital costs.
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If the raw material price equation drops 1 percent below the level
of wages and capital costs, we will lose 1 percent of the income we
need to operate. Then we are in a period of deflation.
If your raw material prices, however, advance 1 percent above the
level of wages and salaries in capital costs then we will have an
increase of income above the actua goods produced. One is just the
opposite of the other.
Senator CURTIs. What you are suggesting is a balance?
Mr. WmKEN. A balance. You must have the balance.
Now, the aame thing is true with the rest of the world.
To illustrate: As a result of this drop in commodity prices, we are
paying to the rest of the world 65 cents with which ,)buy a dollar's
worth of goods. The same is true with rural Americ, We are paying rural America 65 cents with which to buy a dollar's N-orth of goods
of American industry, and it just doesn't balance.
Senator CUliris. I have a number of tines heard Mr. Wilken'spresentations and lie has lut a lot of very tedious hours on this, and has
made some valuable contributions. I want to pinpoint some things
directly to this bill.
Is it your opinion that this bill will increase imports?
Mr. TiLh-N. Definitely.
Senator CuRns. Is it your opinion that it will add to job opportunities or decrease job opportunities?
Mr. WILKEN. It will decrease them.
Senator CUR s. Is it your opinion that certain products, particularly raw materials, products of the faiins and other products, are
now underpriced comparatively?
Mr. WILKEN. They are underpriced 32 percent in our own econ°menator CURTIS. Now, will this bill solve that problem or make it
worse?
Mr. WILKEN. It will make it worse. It will start another downward spiral which will take us down to 1942 levels and at that level
we will duplicate the depression we had in 1929-33 and for the same
reason.
Senator CUTIS. You may proceed.
Mr. WmKEgN. Now, to illustrate what we have at stake in this:
In my opinion, if this bill is passed, enacted, and carried out as
written, it will force this downward spiral not only in the United
States but the rest of the world, down to 1942 levels or in balance
with $35 gold.
At that point the United States will lose $250 billion of income per
year. We will have to cut back present Wages and salaries.-$137 billion, and we will have to in some way or other liquidate over half of
$1,078 billion of total debt at the end of 1961.
Row, if that is permitted to happen, due to the fact that the United
States still has approximately 40 percent of the income of the world,
it will force the entire world into a depression, and we will have lost
the war against the Communists on the economic front.
Senator CUTIs. Would you concur in this proposition? That
imports per so are not bad, but. it is important as to what price level
they are imported at, sold at in this country as well as to take into accouit, whether or not they are imports in which we have a surplus or
the contrary, of which weave the need.
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Mr. WILKEN. Well, I would like to answer that question in this
way: In 1961 we had $20 billion of exports. On the other hand, we
imported approximately $15 billion from other countries. We supported about $5 billion of our exports with credits and foreign aid
and so on.
Now, deducting $15 billion of imports from $20 billion of exports
leaves a net of $5 billion.
Now, that represents less than 1 percent of our gross national
product.
Now, the point I want to make is that deducting like imports from
like exports at the present time, we are producing 89 percent of everything that we need to create the income we need in the United States.
Now, our problem is to maintain the price level of that 98 percent
in balance with our wages and capital costs, and then exchange the
goods that we do exchange with other countries on the basis of equity
without destroying the price level of .98 percent in the United States
which we need to create the income to have a solvent economy. That
can be done very easily and very simply.
For example, I will give you our sugar legislation.
In the case of sugar, we have maintained a price for sugar in balance with American cost factors, beet sugar producers and can sugar
producers.
I think lost year we brought in about 53 percent of our needs. Well,
this means that we imported 47 percent. But in the process we kept
the price about double the world level. This in turn made it possible
for our sugar producers to operate.
In return we treated the countries from whom we imported equitably by paying them approximately double the world price, thus giving
them the money to buy our goods."
Now, as a result of that we exchanged-we imported 47 percent
of our sugar, but it did not disrupt our price level, and by paying
them a price comparable to the price of American goods we gave them
the buying power so that it. gave us that export money.
If we were to do away with it and permit the world'price to dominate our sugar price, sugar would drop 50 percent in price, we would
lose that income from sugar, thus destroying markets in the United
States. The countries from whom we are now buying would lose the
income, and would lose the money to buy our goods. We would both
lose.
Senator CURTIS. I think the Sugar Act is generally regarded as the
most successful piece of agricultural legislation so far as stabilizing
an industry that we have on the books.
Mr. WILKEN. There isn't any question about it, and if you will trace
through the price of sugar in our economy, you will find as a result of
the sugar legislation we have had a stable price, as far as the consumer
was concerned, and at a very low price in terms of what an American
hour of work will buy.
Senator Curis. Now, you have referred to the income to rural
America.
Setting aside any unfairness, will it work to have production curtailed on the farms in America and, at the same time, increase the
importation of the same or similar products into this country from
abroad?
57270--62-pt. 3-32
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Mr. WILKEN. No, it will not work. It will merely give our market
to foreign producers. And as a result of that, we will lose additional
agricultural income, and additional markets in rural areas that we
need to meet our payrolls.
Senator CURTIS. It involves the same thing as trying to stabilize
agriculture by restricting production in 50 States and not-in 25
States and not in the other 25.
Mr. WILKEN. That is correct.
Now, Senator, I would like to show you the danger of this bill.
Senator CURTIS. All right.
Mr. WILKEN. In the tabulation which I have filed with the committee, I point out, that the percentage of national income going to
private enterprise has moved down from 26 percent to less than 17
percent at the present time.
Now, at the present moment 75 percent of the income of the United
States is going for wages and interest on our debt.
Now then, under this trade act, if it is passed, labor will not. take a
cut in hourly wages. We can't reduce the capital costs of this $1,078
billion of debt without repudiation of some kind or other.
The point I want to make is that 75 percent of our cost factor is fixd
at the present time. So that any price reduction resulting from the
additional imports will have to be borne by private enterprise.
Senator CuRTs. Is it a fair statement of your views t at you are
not contending for a reduction in wages, but you are contending that
the prices of raw products be commensurate therewith?
Mr. WILKEN. Well, in answer to that,, here is our situation at the
present time.
1'e are paying out about $317 billion in wages and salaries.
Now, I have talked with industrialists and they say these wages
are too high. So, let's just. arbitrarily reduce them 10 percent which
will reduce the payroll $31 billion.
The instant we have done that we have wiped out a $31 billion
market for goods. In addition to that we will wipe out the ability
to meet existing debts on the part of those individuals, and we are
going to have to have repossession of homes, goods bought on installment credit and so on, and it likewise would start a spiral downward.
Senator Cuins. In other words, it is your contention that there is
an imbalance there, and the remedy is not, the right remedy is not,
to lower wages?
Mr. WnitEN. Lower wages means a depression. Lower profits for
industry to expand would force a depression or to borrow money to
expand with.
Senator CURis. Now, if we accept the premise of free trade, of
world prices in this country, aren't we, in effect, saying that the American consumer dollar should go to those individuals, groups or combines
which are most successful in exploiting human labor?
Mr. WILKEN. That is right.
But the important factor, Senator, is this: At the present 'ime we
have a differential in the world from $70 of per capita in ome per
year, in India, with a population much larger than the United States
as compared to $2,300 in the United States.
On a basis of free trade our price structure and our wage structure
will at least have to drop down to the average of the world, and on
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the basis of about $1,100 per capita income we would lose the $250
billion of income that I mentioned to you a moment ago.
Senator Cuirris. Now, relating this proposed program to our farm
products, what will it do in reference to surpluses?
Mr. WaKEN. It will increase the surpluses. I will illustrate that
in this way: Wit,' the devaluation of the British pound, here is what
took place in regard to our farm products.
In 1946-50, before the devaluation, we had a net export of $90 million of farm products per year.
In the 5 years following the devaluation of the British pound, we
imported $6 billion more farm products than we exported.
Now, the same thing would be true today. Our imports of farm
products would be much greater than our exports if we were not subsidizing or reducing the price of our farm products to other countries.
Senator CURTIS. Are our imports of farm products substantial at
the present time?
Mr. WILKEN. How is that?
Senator CraTIS. Are our imports of farm products substantial at
the present time?
Mr. WILKEN. I think they are running around $4 billion a year,
something like that.
Senator Cuns. You would regard that as satisfactory or high or
what?
Mr. WILKEN. It is satisfactory providing we could sell our share.
Now, to illustrate that: We are underpaying South America about
35 percent for products that we buy from them. One of them is
coffee. We are buying coffee from South America at the present time
for about $800 million less than we did in 1954. Now, these South
American people can't eat coffee and live. They need food.
Now, if we had a proper trade agreement with them, and we paid
them that $800 million more for their coffee, they could buy $800 million more of farm products which they can't buy at the present time.
Senator CURTIS. In other words, you are advocating a trade program
that would make it possible for us to pay the American price to foreign
producers or if they failed to do that they would have to pay a tax or
duty of some kind into our Treasury?
Mr. WmLKN. That i4 correct.
Now to illustrate: In our mineral raw materials, we have no surpluses of any kind worth mentioning.
In other words, we can pay a price for copper, lead, zinc, petroleum,
or any of those mineral products in line with American cost of labor
and capital.
Then we should turn around and give the world a program by which
our imports of those products, whatever it might be whether it is 10
percent, 15 or 20 percent, that they get, an equivalent price to the
American producer providing that money is spent for American goods.
Senator CUIS So while you contend that this proposal if enacted
would add to our unemployment and add to our agricultural surpluses,
is it your contention that it would or would not help the foreign
peopleI
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Mr. WILKEN. Foreign people ?

Senator CUiRns. Yes.
Mr. WILKEN. It would hurt foreign people because it is going to
force the world price down to 1942 levels and we would repeat the
depression of 1929 to 1933.
Senator CURTIS.
n
I would like to go on.
I have had a couple of notes passed to me and I wish to finish the
agenda.
Thank you.
(The prepared statement follows:)
AN ANALYSIS OF TIlE ECONOMY OF TIlE UNITED STATES IN 1946--.0 COMPARED TO
TIlE I'iOa 1951-61 PREPARED BY CARL 11. WILKEN, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCtH, NA.
TIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC ,TABILITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Ini 1946-50 the income of private enterprise was In balance with wages, salaries
and capital costs, the principal items of cost in our production of goods and
services. The Federal budget at that time showed a surplus,-and the expansion
of the private debt was in balance with actual savings and earned profits.
1. In the Period 1951-61 total wages and interest averaged 79.6 percent more
per year than in 1946-50.
2. To meet this increase in wages and salaries our national income should
have averaged $381.5 billion in 1951--61. The actual average was $349 billion, a
shortage of $31.5 billion per year, or a total for the 11 years of $346.5 billion.
3. Private enterprise consists of 9,200,000 business units, made up of farm
operations, small business, and corporations. From 1951 to 19411 the income of
private enterprise in the form of net fartn income, small business Incone and
tcorporate profits after taxes increa ed an average of 17.8 percent as compared
to an increase of 79.6 percent In wages, salaries and interest.
4. The income of private enterprise necessary to balance with wages and
capital costs In 1951-61 should have averaged $99.1 billion. The actual income
for private enterprise averaged $65 billion, a shortage of $34.1 billion per year,
or a total of $375 billion.
5. Bro eln down, this shortage was $155 billion for farm operators, a shortage
of $89 billion for small business, and a shortage of $131 billion of corporate
profits after taxes.
6. It is obvious that private enterprise was not receiving the income necessary
to pay a fair return oti invested capital atl(l earn the new capital needed for expltnSi) in 1911-61.
7. The shortage of national Income with which to meet payrolls and capital
costs has increase steadily since 1946-50. In 19111, the shortage had Increased
ro $57 billion.
S. 'he shortage of income for private enterprise It 1961 was $53.6 billion, of
which $1.4 billion rei)resente(d a shortage in corporate profits after taxes.
9. In 19t46-50 the income of private enterprise averaged 26 percent of the
national inccle. In 1961 the income of private enterprise was 15 percent of the
$187 billion of national inconie needed to meet 1961 wages and capital costs.
10. In 1901 private enterprise was receiving only 57.7 percent of the income
required to pay a fair dividend on capital investment and earn new profits for
(xl)ansion.

11. Tie shortage (,f national inconie and income for private enterprise explains
whby it was necessary t, add $512 billion to the total debt in 11 years.
The shortage of corporate profits after taxes explains why the average dividends on stocks drop from 6.3 percent in 1950 to 3 percent In 1961.
'Ia' operating loss was due to a drop in the Income from (omestically produced
raw materials (the principal source of inconte of primary producers and small
business in rural areas) as compared to (a) the rapid increase in wages, and
(b) capital costs in the form of interest on $514 billion of increase In the total
debt, both public and private.
A careful analysis of the official records of the U.S. Government will prove
tihe t.ccuracy of time above statement.
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Comparison of income of private enterprise with gross public and private debt,
and wages and salaries,1950 to 1961
1950
(billions)
Public debt:
Federal --------------------------------------------------State and local ---------------------------------------Private debt: Corporate ....................................
Mortgage debt:
Farm .....................................................
Nonfarm ................................................
Nonmortgage debt:
Farm .....................................................
Nonfarm
n-----.----------------------------------------Total -------------------------------------------------

I

1961
(billions)

Percent
increase

$266.4
24.2
167. 1

$W).2
72. 5
363.3

23.9
200.0
117.4

6.1
59.4

132.8
219. 7

6.2
37.2

14.2
189.9
14.5
93.7

5666

1,078.3

133.8
151.8
90.3

ADDENDUM

Gross farns income, wages,.ailfrtes and capital cost014lust be in balance to
The tabulation
have a solvent economy UyAer a system of private enterprs.
below reveals the diislocation between the income of private ci4erprise, wages
and salaries and capita! costs since 1950. It is quite evident that the income of
private enterprise isideteramined by the value f ur farm production and raw
materials, rather tf'an by wages and.salaries and ci&Pta.l expenditures
1950 (~l~i6ns)

1961 (billions)

Pkoent
&W

__in

$164 2

Wages and salarie-...........................
Income of Private enterprise --------------------.

60.2
32.8

Increase in gross farm income.......................

96. 4

21.0

72.9
36.9

21.8

Comparion of the income o private enterpri', with the national income,
1929-631
Income of

private
enterprise
(billions)
1929 ...........
,..................
1933.
-----------------

..................
:
---. ............

1944-50
average ----------. .....
- ....
...........----.....
1.9
51------------------------1----------------------------------.........................
1J52........................
\
.............................
1953 ........................
,: ...................
1954 ..................................
19- ........................................................
--- ....195 7 ......
.............. ..........................----19 58 ...................................................
.......
1959 ..........................................................
1960 .........................................................
1961.................................................

$23.1
5.8

26.8
55. 2
62.0
59.4
5S.,,
67.3
66.7
01.

66.$

National

1erceitage

Ineoi':e
(billions)

of national
Incdme

$87.8
40.2
104.7
212.4
279,
252.2
'305.6
301.8
330.2
3 0

64.8
70.6
70.9

72.9

lT
430.2

I Income of private enterprise Is the comLined income of farm operators, small business and co
profits after taxes, 9,200,000 business units,

26. 2
14.4
25.6
26.10
212.2
20.3
19.2
18.98
20.2
19.1
18.2
17.6
17.6
17.0
16. 9
rate

In 1961 private enterprise was receiving only 65 percent of the share of
national income required to have a solvent economy and the new earnings for
expansion.
The temporary Increases In percentage In 1955 and 1956 over 1954 were due
to a debt expansion of $72 billion in 1955 (public and private).
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In 1959 again there was added $68 billion to the total debt, but the dislocation
between private enterprise and wages and capital costs In 1959 had reached a
point where the debt expansion was not sufficient to Increase the share of the
national income which private enterprise should have received.
Based on the income of private enterprise in 191t our earned national income
was $280 billion. The balance of the income was due to the debt expansion.
It has been pointed out that private enterprise in 1961 was receiving an in.
come based on 16.9 percent of the national income, or 65 percent of its rightful
share of 26 percent. The 1961 national income totaled $430.2 billion, 65 percent
of which represent a total of $279.6 billion.
As a cross-check or proof of the fact that in 1961 we were earning only $280
billion of national income is the relationship of the income of private enterprise
in 1961 as compared to the national income which averaged $212.4 billion in
1946-50.
In 1961 private industry had an income 32 percent higher than in 1946-50 as
compared to an increase of 129.3 percent in wages and interest, reflecting capital
costs, 132 percent of the 1946-50 Income of $212.4 billion equals $280.3 billion.
In 1961 the United States had an operating loss of $430.2 billion minus $280
billion, the earned income, or a total of $150.2 billion. In addition, we lost approximately $90 billion of production through unemployment and failure to use
capital investment in productive enterprise, resulting from a debt expansion of
$512 billion from 1950 to 1961.

Senator CUrrs. Mr. Donald Hiss.
Mr. Hist. Senator CurtisSenator CURTIS. Mr. Hiss, before you proceed, I have been asked
to insert in the record some communications relating to the subject
matter with which you are going to deal.
One is a letter addressed to the chairman of this committee from
the Honorable Carlton King, Member of Congress, from the 31st
District of New York.
Another is a telegram from Victor H1. Thomas, international vice
president-sipervisor, North East Cement Plant Local Unions, United
Cement Lime & Gypsum Workers International Union, AFL-CIO,
which comes from Easton, Pa., and is addressed to the chairman.
Another one is a letter, likewise addr- sed to the chairman of this
committee, signed by Mr. C. Wilbur Marshall, vice president, Lone
Star Cement Corp., Richmond, Va. And a letter from Hon. Francis
E. Walter of Pennsylvania.
(The material referred to is as follows:)
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., August 9, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman,Senate Finance Com mittee,
New Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As a member of the House of Representatives who
Introduced H.R. 10057, In the desire to curb discriminatory pricing practices In
world trade, it is my hope that the current deliberations of the Committee on
Finance on the proposed Trade Expansion Act will result in reporting favorably
on S. 3606, which has a similar purpose to the amendment whIch I and a few of
my colleagues on both sides of the aisle introduced earlier this year In the
House.
Extreme delay by the Treasury Department in reaching determinations in
dumping cases, and the lack of a requirement upon foreign producers to costjustify quantity discounts, as Is required of competitive producers in this
country, are Important features of these bills and I feel that they merit prompt
action by the Congress.
It is my understanding that on August 10 your committee will receive testimony on the proposed trade bill, and on the antidumping amendments from the
counsel for a number of northeastern domestic cement producers. I strongly
endorse the need for legislation to curb continued dumping of cement and other
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productJ in this country and I would appreciate it if you would read this letter
into the record of your bearings.
It is my earnest desire that, through favorable action by the Committee on
Finance, and approval by the Senate, it will be possible for this urgently needed
legislation to be enacted by the Congress before the close of this session.
Sincerely yours,
CARLETON J. KING, Member of Con,-e8s.

Hon. HARRY F. BYa,

LoNE STAR CEMENT COrP.,
Richmond, Va., August 8, 1932.

Old Senate Office Building,
Waehingtoi, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We are writing you to seek your favorable consideration
of a bill (S. 3606) introduced on August 3, 1962, by Senator Hubert Humphrey.
This bill seeks to amend the Anti-Dumping Act of 1921. We believe it to be
noncontroversial in nature, as It simply contemplates greater force and effect
for the present law, and we hope it will be favorably considered by the Senate
Finance Committee for inclusion in the Trade Expansion Act now under consideration.
We do not object to the present tariff level on cement imports, nor do we seek
relief from fair foreign competition, but we do object to competitive injury caused
us by the selling of Imported cement in the United States at prices below those
for which the same products are sold abroad.
The trade bill now before the Senate states as its purpose the development
of nondiscriminatory world trade. Injurious price discrimination in world
trade is thus a proper subject of the trade bill. Events of the past 4 years have
shown the urgency of insuring proper enforcement of the Anti-Dumping Act by
means of amendment to the trade bill.
Beginning in 1958, on complaints of several domestic cement companies, the
Treasury investigated a number of cases of obvious dumping of foreign cement,
and the Tariff Commission found that injury to domestic producers resulted.
The big problem in obtaining these findings and ending the dumping, however,
was one of time. Ten investigations took an average o1 17 months. We submit
that foreign producers should not be allowed to unduly stall Treasury decisions
in this manner. The Treasury, like the Tariff Commission (which is now required to decide injury within a 3-month period), should have a fixed time applicable to it.
Cement dumping, which appeared to be on the decline is once again increasing
In various new forms requiring new investigations. Our proposal Is that the
Anti-Dumping Act be amended to require Treasury to decide within 6 months
whether price discrimination exists, in order to prevent extended unfair cormpetition to domestic cement companies and extended uncertainty for cement
importers.
Thanking you iu advance for your consideration of this urgent matter, I
re;-.ain,
Cordially yours,
C. WILBUR MARSHALL, Vice President.
EASTON, PA.,

August 8. 1962.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Oh-armnan,Senate Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, Washingtoz, D.C.:
On behalf of production and maintenance employees (f Lehigh Valley, Hudson
Valley, and Maine cement plants, I respectfully urge that passage of S. 3606 not
be postponed but that the urgently needed Anti-Dumping Act amendments contained therein be incorporated as a part of the trade bill and passed at this
session. Every thousand barrels of dumped rinent sold in unfair competition
with our plants means 240 man-hours and $770 wages lost for our workers.
Dumped cement is costing our men hundreds of thousands of man-hours and
millions of dollars annually. Loophole Anti-Dumping Act, failure to require cost
justification, quantity discounts, and delays by Treasury dicislons, make a
mockery of the act and should not be allowed to frustrate pending cement
dumping cases and nulify what progress our industry has made against cement
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dumping. I am familiar with and support testimony Donali Hiss wil give before Finance Committee. August 10, and would appreciate havlug this telegram
read into the record.
VIros H. THomAs,
International Vivo President, Supervisor,North Rast Cement Plan4Locai
Unions, United Cement Lime d Gypsum Workers IternionaN Union,
AFL-CIO.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., July 30, 1962.
Hon. HARRvY FLOOD BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: A matter which is of real interest to me is scheduled to
be presented to your committee at the hearings on the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962, H.R. 11970, by a spokesman for certain cement companies operating plants in or near coastal ports.
These companies, which Include a number of companies in the Lehigh Valley of
Pennsylvania have since the amendment of the Anti-Dumping Act in 1958, been
seeking to obtain relief iinder the Anti-Dumping Act against Imported cement
which is being sold by the reignn producers at prices lower than the prices at
which their cement is sold in their home markets. In a number of cases Treasury
made determinations that cement from various foreign countries was being
sold at dumping prices and in three cases the Tariff Commission has found that
such dumped cement was injuring "'an industry in the United States" and dumpIng duties have been assessed.
Inordinate delays havc been encountered by these cement companies, however,
in the processing of their complaints by Treasury. In addition, Treasury has
construed the Anti-Dumping Act to permit foreign producers selling in this
market to grant non-cost-Justified quantity discounts. Under the RobinsonPatman Act domestic producers may not grant non-cost-Justified quantity discounts but may only grant cost-justified quantity discounts.
In order to provide for equality of treatment between foreign producers who
sell in this market and domestic producers of competitive products, with respect
to quantity discounts, and in order to provide a time limitation within which
Treasury will be required to conclude its investigations under the Anti-Dumping
Act, I introduced on January 31, 1962, H.R. 10021, which Is entitled, "A bill to
amend certain provisions of the Anti-Dumping Act, 1921, to provide for greater
certainty, speed, and efficiency in the enforcement thereof, and for other purposes." This bill was referred to the Ways and Means Committee, but, because
of extended hearings by that committee on various legislative proposals, no
hearing date has been set for the bill which I introduced. In fact, It is my understanding that none of the executive departments has as yet submitted a report
on this or identical bills introduce( by numerous Congressmen of both political
parties.
On August 10, Donald Hiss, of the Washington law firm of Covington &
Burling, as counsel to the aforementioned cement companies, is scheduled to
appear before your committee and I understand will urge on their behalf that
H.R. 11970 be amended by adding basically the same provisions which are contained in the bill, H.R. 10021, which I Introduced earlier this year. An additional
item may be included in their proposal since there has been a new development
by Treasury Involving an alleged loophole in the Anti-Dumping Act. This issue
has not been finally resolved by Treasury. If a loophole is found by Treasury
to exist In the law, it will be proposed to add a provision which would close
this loophole so that the Anti-Dumping Act will accomplish the purposes which
the Congress had in mind in amending the statute in 1958.
The cement companies are in favor of expanding trade and support the President's proposal for new powers as provided for in H.R. 11970. The cement companies' proposed amendments to the Anti-Dumping Act are whol!y consistent
with the President's proposed trade program, in that such amendments would
"strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the development
of open and nondiscriminatory trading in the free woOdd," which is one of the
purposes of H.R. 11970 as specified in section 102 of that bill. The proposed
amendments would also assure that the rights of all Interested parties are determined without undue delay by the Treasury Department. Thus, the proposed
amendme-.ts are not only wholly consistent with, but also germane to the objectives of H.11L 11970.
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I heartily endorse the proposed fLmendments which will be presented to the
committee on August 10 and trust that you and the other members of your committee will recommend in the report on H.R. 11970, the adoption of such amendments.
Thanking you, and with kind regards, I am,
FRANCIS E. WALTE.
Sincerely yours,

Senator CuRTis. You may proceed, Mr. Hiss.
STATEMENT OF DONALD HISS, ATTORNEY, ON BEHALF OF DOMESTIC
CEMENT PRODUCERS
Mr. Hiss. Thank you, Senator. My name is Donald Hiss. I am a
partner in the Washington law firm of Covington & Burling.
I am testifying on behalf of 14 cement companies who own and
operate mills in ereas near the eastern, coast, supplying northeastern
cement markets.
We have filed with the clerk, Senator Curtis, a detailed written
statement explaining the two proposals which we advance to this committee with respect to amending H.R. 11970.
Senator CunTis. Would you like to have those incorporated into the
record?
Mr. Hiss. If I could, please, sir.
Senator CunRTis. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
Mr. Hiss. I would like to briefly summarize the contents of that
statement.
We have two proposed amendments to H.R. 11970. The first refers
to an area which would restrict the President in his negotiation of
reductions of American duties.
We would like to add a subsection to section 225 of H.R. 11970,
which would reserve and prevent the President from reducing duties
on any article where the U.S. duty today is less than the foreign duty
on the same product in all of the principal competing countries.
The example of cement is an interesting one. Our dutySenator CuRTis. In other words, it is your contention that the delegation of power to the President in this particular section is too broad
and goes too far?
Mr. Hiss. In this instance, with this reservation, we would have no
objection to that part of the bill. We think that it is not a constitutional issue, Senator, we are raising it is an economic issue that is from
the standpoint of the desirabilit.vSenator CurIs. I understand.
Mr. Hiss. Right, sir.
Senator CURTIS. In other words, it is your position that if that provision of the bill is used it will do damage?
Mr. Hiss. It will.
Senator Cuwris. To whom?
Mr. Hiss. It will do damage, if I could iilustrate.
Senator CuRTs. All right.
Mr. Hiss. And lay a foundation, and I think that would be relevant
to your question.
The duty on U.S. cement ws originally 30 cents. It was reduced to
8 cents, and it remains today at 8 cents per barrel.
The Canadian duty on cement is 30 cents a barrel, the Mfexican duty
on cement is $1.58 a barrel.
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It seems to us, that it is not in the interest of the cement producers of
the United States who have to meet such high barriers with Canada
and Mexico to -permit the President to further reduce the American
duty on cement until the other countries which are potential recipients
of U.S. cement have reduced theirs.
Senator CuRris. Now, you say it is 8 cents here?
Mr. Hiss. Eight cents per barrel ; yes, sir.
Senator CtRTis. How much is itin Mexico?
Mr. Hiss. $1.58 per barrel.
Senator CurIs. If the President used full powers in this bill as it
comes from the House, to what point could he reduce that 8 cents?
Mr. Hiss. To 4 cents per barrel.
Senator CURTis. Four cents?
Mr. Hiss. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTis. And if in exchange for that bargaining got a 4-cent
reduction in the Mexican tariff what would their tariff be?
Mr. Hiss. That would be down to $1.54 per barrel.
Senator CuRTis. And suppose he obtained a 50-percent reduction,
because that is what it amounts to in this instance, from 8 cents to 4
cents, what would the Mexican tariff be?
Mr. Hiss. Seventy-nine cents a barrel.
Senator CuRTis. Yes.
You may proceed.
Mr. Hiss. So, our position is that there must be comparable problems with other articles, and that therefore, an amendment should be
added which would prevent any reductions on a given article where
the U.S. duty is lower than the duties of foreign countries.
That would be by way of aa amendment to section 225.
Our second proposal relates to an amendment to the Anti-Dumping
Act.
This does not involve any restrictions on the President's power of
negotiat ion or in any other respect.
There are three amendments which we think are necessary to the
Act in order to make that measure effective.
Anti-Dumping
They are contained
in a bill which Senator Humphrey, on behalf
of himself and on behalf of Senator Scott, of Pennsylvania, introduced on August 3.
That bill is S. 3606.
Our proposal is that the substantive provisions of Senator Humphrey's and Senator Scott's bill, S. 3606, should be merged into an amendment to H.R. 11970 in the form of a new title, title 5.
The Anti-Dumping Act problems are indeed relevant and germane
to H.R. 11970.
One of the purposes of H.R. 11970, as set forth in section 102 is to
strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the development of open and nondiscriminatory trade in the free world.
Now dumping is a form of price discrimination. It is when a
foreign producer charges less to the American importer than he does
to the Purchasers in the foreign market, and the same thing works
throughout.
Since 1921 we have had an anridumping statute on our books.
Al] nvt all, of thfc Europepn countries and Engrland have'antidumping
I
st:.tutes on their book.
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In 1947 GATT recognized the validity of antidumping laws. -The
Treaty of Rome also recognizes the validity of antidumping measures
i I
within the Common Market countries.
Senator CuRTIs. And your proposal isto strengthenMr. Hiss. Our proposal is in three ways to strengthen and make
our Anti-Dumping Act more effective.
Senator CURTIS. In what ways is our Anti-Dumping Act lacking
presently ?
Mr. Ifss. In three respects, if I could, sir,
The first is a procedural matter. This involves the time limitation
imposed or taken up by Treasury in the performance of their functions
of finding out whether there is a difference in price of the foreign
producer in the sale to the American importer and to the sale to its
customers abroad.
Senator Cuais. And sometimes in this lapse of time the damage is
already done?
Mr. His. Sometimes the damage is already done. Treasury performs the determination and Tariff has jurisdiction over the question
of injury.
In 1954, Congress took the injury function from the Treasury and
gave it to the Tariff Commission.
As to the Tariff Commission, it was written into the law they had
to finish their injury determinations 3 months from the date it was
referred to them by Treasury.
At that time the committee report of this committee stated that it
was expected that Treasury, since they no longer had the injury determinations to make, would be able to complete their price determinations within 90 days.
The cement companies which I represent have filed 15 complaints
since 1958. Ten have been processed to completion. An average
length of time of 17 months has been consumed by Treasury in processing these complaints. The range is from 7 to 37 months.
We think the old axiom, "Justice delayed is justice denied," applies
here, and that there ought to be an end'to thse inordinate delays on
the part of Treasury.
Our recommendation therefore is thft there be imposed on Treasury a 6-month time limitation with ,i s-fety valve, that within 6
months Treasury shall make its determination of whether dumping
exists or does not exist, unless the Secretary of the Treasury finds
that there are special situations and in that case he can so report to
the chairman of this committee and the chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and explain the reasons for the delay and an
estimated length of time beyond the 6-month period.
This seems reasonable to us. It does have an escape valve in case
they run into great difficulties such as with respectto conversion of
foreign currencies.
Our second proposal is of a substantive nature.
Senator Cuwis. Is of what?
Mr. Hiss. Of a substantive nature.
Under the Robinson-Patman Act, when a domestic producer ships
his articles in interstate commerce he can only grant a quantity discount to a large volume purchaser if he can cost-justify that discount, if he can establish that there is a savings in cost of production,
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delivery, administrative expenses, or otherwise, which permits the
lower price to large volume purchasers.
We thought the Antidumnping Act required a foreign producer,
when he sold his articles in this market, if he claimed that the lower
price to the purchaser here was due to the fact that the purchaser in
the United States had bought in large volume, that the act required
a similar cost justification to be made in ordrr to justify that quantity
discount.
Treasury disagreed with us. We sought review by the courts and
were unable to get review.
We have two cases in which the decision, the findings of the Treasury were no dumping. If the foreign producers had to cost-justify
the quantity discounts, dumping would have been found and the cases
would have been referred to the Tariff Commission.
We think that it is only fair and proper that if the domestic producer selling in competition with a foreign producer in the American
market has to cost-justify his quantity discounts, that a foreign producer when he sells in this market, should to that extent also, if he
grants a quantity discount, be required under the Antidumping Act
to cost-justify it or it should be disregarded.
This will not impose burdens on Treasury.
In the first place, Treasury now has to examine whether it is a reasonable quantity discount.
We were never able to find out what reasonable meant. This would
merely say that Treasury should determine whether there has been
a savings in costs commensurate with the quantity discount supposedly
granted by the foreign producer.
This would not require Treasury to go into the books and records
in every dumping case of the foreign producer.
This would merely say if a foreign producer claims a quantity discount which justifies a lower price to the American importers, then
he must satisfy Treasury and must, of course, produce his books and
records justifying that on a cost basis.
If he doesn't want to produce his books and records, then he can
just, disregard the quantity discount and raise his prices.
So, this is not a difficult administrative task for Treasury.
We think it is equitable. We think it is fair and we think it should
be noncontroversial, and it should be accepted, and we hope that this
committee will adopt those two amendments.
The third is a problem which is potential in nature, it is a potential
loophole which an ingenious importer in New York has seized upon.
He has set up a dummy corporation in a foreign country, had the
dummy corporation, his subsidiary buy from a foreign corporation.
It exports to the dummy corporation in New York, and in this way
they think they may be able to evade the reach of the Antidumping
Act.
The Treasury was prepared to accept that argument. They now
have it under reconsideration.
This is a matter of first impression. It is a new question. We say
we would like to have that loophole really plugged by legislation be-
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cause it would emasculate the act. Even if Treasury should later
decide in our favor the courts could overrule Treasury and say the
loophole does exist.
This is so equitable, that a stitch in time will now in this instance
save nine, and we do urge that that loophole be closed.
Senator CuTis. Has that loophole been used in reference to cement?
Mr. Hiss. It was indeed, that is precisely the case that gave rise to it.
Senator CURTIS. Is it your contention if it is not corrected it might
have a wide use.
Mr. Hiss. It would spread. If this is allowed to develop, Senator
Curtis, there is no question it will spread like wildfire, and it will just
make the act meaningless.
Those proposals, Senator Curtis, are all set forth in S. 3606.
Senator CuRTis. Which will be printed?
Mr. Hiss. Which has been printed, and I have two memorandums
setting forth proposed amendments, if S. 3606 substantive provisions
are put in the form of an amendment to H.R. 11970, which we urge this
committee to recommend to the Senate.
I also have a memorandum setting forth the language which would
limit the President's power to reduce the duty on any article where
the U.S. duty is less than the duties in foreign countries.
Senator Curris. And you would like to have those incorporated?
Mr. Hiss. I would like to have those two put into the record.
'Senator CURTIS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. Hiss. Thank you very much.
That finishes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senator Curtis, very much. If there are any questionsSenator CuRs. No further questions.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
SUPPORTING STATEMENT OF MR. DONALD Hiss ON BEHALF OF
DOMESTIC CEMENT PRODUCERS RE H.R. 11970

The 14 northeastern cement producers on whose behalf Mr. Donald Hiss is
appearing before the Senate Finance Committee in connection with H.R. 11970,
along with the location of their respective mills supplying coastal markets of
the United States, are as follows:
Allentown Portland Cement do., Evansville, Pa.
Alpha Portland Cement Co., Martins Creek, Pa., Cementon, N.Y.
Coplay Cement Manufacturing Co., Coplay, Pa.
Dragon Cement Co., Northampton, Pa., Thomaston, Maine.
Giant Portland Cement Co., Egypt, Pa.
Glens Falls Portland Cement Co., Glens Falls, N.Y.
Hercules Cement Co., Stockertown, Pa.
Keystone Portland Cement Co., Bath, Pa.
National Portland Cement Co., Brodhead, Pa.
Nazareth Cement Co., Nazareth, Pa.
North American Cement Corp., Catskill, N.Y., Howes Cave, N.Y.
Penn-Dixie Cement Corp., Bath, Pa., Nazareth, Pa.
Standard Lime & Cement Co., Martinsburg, W. Vi.
Whitehall Cement Manufacturing Co., Cementon, Pa.
This supporting statement is designed to set forth the factual basis and the
experience of these cement companies with cement dumping complaints over the
last 4 years, in support of Mr. Hiss' oral testimony.
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POSTWAR CEMENT TARIFF AND TRADE BACKGROUND

The Tariff Act of 1930 established the import duty for cement at approximately $0.23 per barrel. In 1947 pursuant to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, this figure was cut to approximately $0.08 per barrel at which level
It has remained ever since. For the period of the last 15 years the cement tariff,
while only one-third that prescribed in 1930, has at least been stable and thus
allowed American producers to operate on the basis of predictable competitive
cost.
During the first 7 years following the reduction in the cement tariff, that Is
from 1948 through 1954, the average annual importation of cement into the
United States from all sources was approximately 500,000 barrels. Beginning
In 1955 and continuing thereafter to date, there occurred very substantial increases in imports. In 1955 the figure reached in excess of 4,500,000 barrels hnd
for the 7 years from 1955 through 1961 the annual average has been just under
4 million barrels-eight tims whet it wo.s for the preceding 7 years.
Cement sold in the United States is a fungible product for which premium pric.
lng Is impossible. Cement being imported into our markets meets the "ane
specifications to which it is manufactured in this country. In this circumstance
a difference in price of 1 cent per barrel will determine who sells cement in a
particular American market. Cement is also a product for which demand is
relatively inelastic. This means that the availability of low-priced cement will
not increase total demand, but that instead sales of low-priced foreign cement in
the United States will of necessity displace sales here of domestic cement. Thus
the domestic cement mills supplying the coastal markets in which imported
cement has been sold have lost sales to foreign cement amounting to an average
of approximately 4 million barrels annually since 1955. On the basis of average
mill values during that' period of time, this figure represents lost business
namounting to approximately $12,500,000 annually.
Except insofar as unfair price discrimination in violation of the Anti-Dumping
Act is involved, we do not object either to cement imports into the United
States nor do we object to the present level of the U.S. tariff on cement. We
would, however, object to any further lowering of our cement tariff for two
reasons.
If the first place, a reduction'in the cement tariff would be g.,;ssly unfair in
view of the great disparity between the U.S. tariff and foreign tariffs on cement. Cement imports into the United States are, of course, unlicensed, and,
as noted above, carry a duty of approximately 8 cents ptr barrel. The contrast to foreign tariffs can be shown by several examples. Israel, whose cement
exports to the U.S., Treasury had under investigation for 3 years, imposes an
import license requirement and a duty approximating $3.74 per barrel. Sweden,
whose cement Imports to the United States were found by Treasury to have been
dumped and by the Tariff Commission to have injured the relevant domestic
industry, requires no license but imposes a 20-cent-per-barrel import duty. Norway and the Dominican Republic, both of whom Treasury found were selling
to the United States at dumping prices, impose duties of 19 cents and $1.37
per barrel, respectively, the Dominican Republic In addition requiring an import license.
Even our normal export markets impose comparably inequitable limitationsCanada's import duty amounting to 30 cents per barrel and Mexico's to approximately $1.58 per barrel in addition to a licensing requirement.
The House Committee report states as one of the principal reasons for adoptIon of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the fact that "we must seek out new
markets in the rapidly expanding economies of the rest of the free world" (p. 7).
Faced with the foreign tariffs described above, the American cement industry
is precluded from achieving this goal. In order that the cement industry in
the United States can export on the basis of free competition, we would hope
that cement be reserved from trade agreement negotiations until duties imposed by other free world countries are reduced to the level of the American
tariff on cement.
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A second reason why the American cement tariff should not be reduced
springs from the extent of cement dumping In recent years. As win be fully
explained below, most imports sold in the markets of the northeastern United
States in recent years have been sold at dumping prices. By and large, the
Anti-Dumping Act has prevented, and with appropriate amendments set forth
below will prevent, injury arising from the unfair trade practice of selling
cement at prices made possible only by dumping. This safeguard, however,
would become meaningless if, instead of buying dumped cement, importers could
gain the same competitive advantage as a result of a further lowering of the
U.S. tariff. In an industry where 1 ceni, a barrel is so important, it would not
take very much of a tariff cut to confer such an advantage on Importers.
In this connection and also in connection with the Anti-Dumping Act amendments discussed below, it is also important to realize that any reduction in the
U.S. tariff or in the price of cement as a result of dumping would not result In
any measurable benefit to consumers in the United States, since cement represents such a small percentage of building costs. 'Thus the only effect in the
United States of increased cement imports flowing from a lowered tariff or
dumping prices would be injury to the relevant domestic industry.
I1. CEMENT'S EXPERIENCE UNDER THE ANTI-DUMPING ACT

Briefly stated, the Anti-Dumping Act comes into play when sales of a
commodity are made to the United States at a price lower than the price at
which that commodity is sold abroad, and when such sales result in comptitive
injury to what the act terms "an industry in the United States." The Secretary of the Treasury is charged with responsibility for pricing investigations
on the complaint of domestic competitors or others. If he determines that
significant price differentials exist and that the imports involved are not
insignificant, the case is referred to the Tariff Commission for determination
of the injury question within a prescribed time l!mit of 3 months. If injury
is found, the sole remedy authorized by the act is the imposition of a "special
dumping duty" amounting to the price differential found by Treasury. It
should be noted that Treasury is authorized, if in the course of its investigation
it finds "reason to believe or suspect" that the sales under investigation are
being made at dumping prices, to suspend liquidation of imports. This means
that imports may be sold in this country, but only after a bond is posted that
insures collection of dumping duties on the Imports if such duties are eventually ordered.
There is no question as to whether the relevant industry in the United States
has suffered injury as a result of cement dumping. In our first cement case
referred to the Commission in 1960, the Commission, in view of the high
transportation costs of both domestic and imported cement, ruled unequivocably
that those domestic producers supplying the northeastern markets in which
Swedish cement was sold alone constitute "an industry in the United States"
for purposes of determining the matter of injury. This principle was followed
in the three subsequent cedient injury decisions of the Commission. In the
first three cases the Commission found the requisite injury and as a result
special dumping duties have been assessed. The last case-involving cement
imports from one source for the first 7 months of 1961--did not result In a
finding of injury since Treasury limited its finding of dumping prices to that
period and in that circumstance the Commission could not find injury. A new
contract for the exportation of cement from the same source to the United
States !has resulted in a fresh complaint which is iow pending at Treasury.
Thus, the unfortunate experience )f the northeastern cement producers under
the Anti-Dumping Act is limited to administrative and substantive problems
encountered on the Treasury side of dumping investigations.
Our first complaint was filed in September 1958 and was followed over the
next 3 years by a succession of 11 additional cases as importers Jumped to new
sources while Treasury investigated their old sources. For reasons explained
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below, this list has now increased to 15 complaints, the reasonableness of which
is demonstrated by the following table:
TABLE No. 1.-Renu ts o1 15 cement dumping casea
Country of
exportation

Treasury found
"reason to believe
or suspect"
dumping

Norway (in paper)..

Yes .............

Sweden -----------

Yes-----------

Israel --------------

Yes-----------

West Germany ---- Yes -----------

Nature of final Treasury determination

No dumping-Solely because of non-cost-justified quantity
allowance.
Dumping-Tariff Commission found injury to "an industry in
the United States."
No dumping-Partly because of non-dost-justified quantity
allowance.
Dumping-Not referred to Tariff Commission since shipments
ceased and producers assured no future dumping.

Colombia ---------

No ------------

Denmark ---------

Yes -----------

Portugal ----------

Yes -----------

Tunisia-----------

No ..............

Polaid-........
Dominican

Yes ----------Yes -----------

Republic.
Yugoslavia .........
Norway (in bulk)...

injury during limited period of Treasury finding.
Yes ----------Pending.
Yes ------------Do.

No--------------

Do.

Republic.
Italy --------------

No--------------

Do.

Belgium -----------

Dominican

Yes -----------

Dumping-Eliminated by price increase to United States.

Dumping-Tariff Commission found injury to "an industry in
the United States."
Dumping-Not referred to Tariff Commission in view of limited
quantities and cessation of shipments.
Dumping-Tariff Commission found injury to "an industry in
the United States."
Dumping-Not referred to Tariff Commission since shipments
ceased and producers assured no future shipments.
Pending.
Dumping through July 28, 1961-Tariff Commission found no

From table I it will be seen that in 11 of our 15 complaints Treasury Itself has
found "reason to believe or suspect" dumping. In two of the other cases, however, Treasury ultimately found dumping prices, without referring them to the
Tariff Commission in view of price changes, cessation of imports and the limited
quantities involved. The remaining cases are still pending, having been at
Treasury 3 months or less.
Perhaps eveui more important, in every one of the 10 completed cement
dumping investigations Treasury found price differentials, with only the exception of two cases where its refusal to require the cost-Justification of quantity
allowances resulted in contrary determinations. This record certainly confirms
the reasonableness of our cement dumping complaints.
The unfortunate and, we believe, unjustifiable experience of the northeast
cement industry in Treasury's processing of our complaints to date relates to
three problems.
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Time consumed in prooeisngcomplaints
Table 2 set forth below summiirizes the length of time that has been consumed
between the dates of our complaints and Treasury's final determination in those
i0 cases that it has thus far completed:
TABLE

2.-Time consumed in processing 15 cement dumping complaints

Exporlan country

Norway (in paper) ---------------------------------------Sweden -----------------------------------------------------

Time on-

TDate of final

Date of complaint

Treasury determination

Sept. 15 1958
Nov. 25,1958

smed in

reaching
final deterrmination
(months)

Apr. 18,1960
Dee. 80,1960

19
25

Israel -------------------------------------------------------

July 21,19 9

Aug. -, 1962

37

Colombia.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Belgium

Sept. 25,1959
Oct. 2, 1959

Nov.
Mar.

7,1960
1,1961

14
17

July 12,1961
Apr. 21,1961

13

West Germany .............................................

Denmark ----------------------------------------------Portugal -Tunisia....

..

Aug. 13, 1959

Dominican Republic .-----------------------------------Yugoslavia -----------------------------------------------Norway (In bulk) ----------------------------------------Dominican Republic ......................................
Italy ........................................................

20

Apr. 28,19601 Jan., 13.1961

---------------------------------------June 9,10
.
..--------------------------------------- Sept. 13,1960

Poland -------------------------------------------------

Mar. 30,1961

Dec. 29,1960

Apr. 19,1961
Aug. 28,1961
Dee. 27,1961
May 4,1962
June 7,1962

Jan.

($

,

()(2)
(2)
(2)

1962

9

.............

7
9

..............
.

'An earlier complaint, dated September 24,1955, was withdrawn Apr. 30, 195.

I Still pending.

Completion of 10 cement-dumping cases took an average of 17 months, the
range being from 7 mouths to the incredible total of 37 months in a case just completed. For the reasons that will be more fully set forth below, tAils delay is
unconscionable and must be precluded In the future.
(ost-justffication
Domestic producers of any commodity, including cement, competing with
imports are subject to the requirements of the Robinson-Patman Act which,
among othher things, prohibits quantity discounts in the absence of proof
that such discounts reflect savings in production or other costs resulting from
such larger quantities.
While the legislative history of the Anti-Dumping Act, we believe, imposes
the same requirement on sales to the United States by foreign producers,
,Treasury has ruled otherwise. In two major cement-dumping cases Treasury
approved alleged quantity discounts by the foreign producer to an American
importer which were not and could not be cost Justified. If the standards
of the Robinson-Patman Acto had been applied, dumping margins would have
been found. To require domestic producers of articles competing in American
markets with Imported articles to comply with the requirement of cost-justifying
any quantity discounts and not to Impose a similar requirement on a foreign
producer which sells his products in our markets confers an inequitable advantage on the foreign producer competing with a domestic producer .or U.S.
markets?
'We recognize, incidentally, that if a bona fide quantity discount is normally offered aid
made on cement sales abroad by a foreign producer, the quiantity-diseounted price must be,
and Is. accepted by Treasury without further inquiry.

87270-62-pt. 3-33
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Exporter's *ales price
Of the three problems we have encountered in our cemnent-dumping cases, the
*moit difficult to explain imply is the need to plug a potential loophole In the
Anti-Dumping Act. Such a loophole would materialize If Treasury rules in a
case now under consideration, that the establishment of a dummy corporation
by an importer for the purpose of buying a commodity abroad avoids the neces.
sity of following the usual standard of comparing the price of a foreign producer
abroad with the price to the American importer. If such a loophole should
materialize by a Treasury ruling or by a court decision, the result would be to
make the Anti-Dumping Act a farce.
Normally, Treasury, in ascertaining whether a price differential exists between the foreign producer's price abroad and his price to the American importer will compare what is known as "foreign market value" as defined in the
act, with what is known as "purchase price" as defined in the act. "Purcha s
price" is the price charged by the foreign producer to the American Importer.
If the foreign producer or manufacturer or the foreign exporter and the
American importer are related by common stock ownership, or otherwise, the
act recognizes that arms-length bargaining may be absent between the Amern.
can importer and the foreign supplier. In so recognizing, the act authorizes
-Treasury to make an additional computation starting with the importer's resale price In the United States, which the act refers to as the "exporter's sales
prive." This provides for certain deductions of costs from the importer's first
resale price and for a comparison of the resultant figure with the foreign producer's price abroad. In other words, if a foreign producer, manufacturer or
exporter and the American importer are related by common stock ownership,
Treasury Is authorized to ignore "purchase price" and If "exporter's sales price"
is less than foreign market value, Treasury is required to determine that a
dumping margin exists.
Such an additional computation of "exporter's sales price" is, of course, wholly
reasonable when the "purchase price" has been rigged and may not be a commercially bona fide price. In one of our pending cases, however, the American
Importer has established a subsidiary in the country producing the cement
which the Importer brings into the United States and sells in the New York
area. The dummy corporation buys from the foreign cement plnt at a price
which is far less than the foreign cement plant's price in Its home market. The
dummy corporation which buys from the foreign cement plant is required to
export the cement it so purchases and is by contract prohibited from selling any
of such cement in the home market of the foreign producer.
Actually, the subsidiary corporation has sold all of the cement it has purchased abroad to the parent company in New York which is the importer of
record in this country. Because the subsidiary corporation Is the exporter in
the foreign country, and because the subsidiary corporation is owned and controlled by the parent importing company in the United States, the importer
maintains that the price at which the foreign cement plant sells its cement to
the exporting subsidiary is irrelevant and that the only relevant datum is the
"exporter's sales 'price." As explained earlier, calculation of "exporters' sales
price" starts *Ith the first resale price of the importer in the United States and
deducts frQm such price the costs of selling cement by the importer in our market,
U.S. duty anl ocean freight and insurance. In addition, any commissions must
also be deducted.
If the 'subsidiary corporation, which is the exporter of record In the foreign
country, and the importer were unrelated, the price of the foreign cement plant
to the exporter would control and would be cqmpared with the fo-relgn -cement
plant's price inIts home market. Under this test, which Is-the normal test of
comparing purchase price with foreign market value, a dumping margin would
immediately be found. Because of the intercorporate relationship between the
subsidiary company, which is the exporter abroad, and the importer, Treasury
may disregard "purchase price" and base its calculations solely on "exporter's
sales price" and determine whether dumping exists by comparing that price
alone with the "foreign market value." Pursuant to the exporter's sales price
test, a dumping margin is not likely to be found.
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Such a margin would be found, however, if Treasury in calculating the exporter's sales price, deducted from the first resale price In the United States,
under the word "commissions," as used in the act In defining the term "exporter's
sales price," the profits of the importer and the profits of the subsidiary exporting company.
On such a basis the resultant figure would be the price which the foreign
cement plant charged to the subsidiary company which Is the exporter of the
cement to the United States. Such a price would be comparable to the price
charged by the cement plant in its sales in its own markets abroad. For the
foreign producer's price to the exporter and its price to its home market consumers, include only the cement plant's profits. If the subsidiary company's
profits or if the importer's profits are not deducted in the calculation of "exporter's sales price," that price is not comparable to "foreign market value."
For "exporter's sales price" would include not only an item reflecting the profit
of the foreign cement plant, but also one or two additional items of profts of
the subsidiary company and/or the parent Importing company. Consequently,
"exporter's sales price" as thus calculated would not be comparable to foreign
market value.
In brief, Treasury's proposed comparison of "exporter's sale price," as so
computed, with "foreign market value" would be like comparing oranges with
apples. Another way of looking at this problem Is to contemplate the result if
there were no exporting subsidiary of the American importer and .the foreign
mill sold directly. When it is realized that without the exporting subsidiary
of the importer, the foreign cement mill would clearly be beld to be dumping,
the absurdity and enormity of Treasury's proposed decision becomes apparent.
For the ease with which importers can establish foreign affiliates and buy from
them instead of-but at the same price as--from the foreign producer, soUnds
the death kn'ell of the Antidumping Act.
ir.

PRESENT POSTURE OF CEMENT

DUMPING

CASES

Five cases are still pending at Treasury and more will probably become
necessary In the next few weeks. These fire cases have already consumed an
average of over 8 months without Treasury determination. Each case under
present law could lie in Treasury for as long as 37 months or longer. These
cases currently involve the question of cost-justification and exporter's sales
price. Because we feel that a repetition of past error would be very serious
for northeastern and other domestic cement producers selling to coastal markets, as well as for other domestic Industries, we are seeking appropriate
amendments to the Antidumping Act now.
Before reviewing the specific grounds upon which we urge prompt enactment of the Antidumping Act amendmentF contained In S. 3606, It is pertinent
to note the economic background against which our dumping complaints have
been and are being processed. Set forth below is a table summarizing the extent
of the cement dumping that has transpired at our northeast coast ports from
1959 through June of 1962.
4
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TABLs No. 3.-Etent of cement durnping at northeast coast ports
(Unless otherwise indicated, all figures in barrels]

Imports
Subtotal
Dumped Tainted Treasury
as percent Disouted
imports I ImportsI suspects Subtotal
of all
imports '
of Ing
dump3

Fall River:
232,594
1969...........
1960.............
236,311
I81 -..........
0
19626 ------------ 0
Providence:
1959.............
104,605
1960
...........
80,256
1961 ------------25,019
1962 ............
0
Bridgeport:
1959 .............
95,619
1960 ------------204,412
1961 ............. 0
19621 ............

New York City:

0

100
1960 ...........
91,046
174,200
19062............ 0
Trenton:
1959 .............
20,600
1960 .............
5,300
1961 ............. 0
19626 ------------ 0
All 5 ports:
1959
----------453,518
1960...........
677, 32
1961............
199,219
1962 '...........
1959 .....

Imports 4

77,062
67,657
0
0

55, 813
59,000
131,432
64,481

865, 469
362, 968
131,432
64,481

145,433
0
0
0

42,611
145,825
14,577
0

292,649
226,081
39,596
0

82,902
53,322
0
0

0
13,252
0
0

18,521
270,986
0
0

149,531
129,462
26, 746
25,974

0
0
0
0

149,631
220,50
200,946
25,974

7,200
26,600
6, 700
3, 100

1,600
18,900
37,100
8,800

39,400
108,800
43, 800
11,900

462,128
277, 041
33, 446
29, 074

110,024 1,025,670
234,977 1,189,343
183,109
415,774
73,281
102,M35

Total as
Total

percent
of all
imports 4

39,2840
0

"-i
.....i
.......
402,252i.........
100
0 ---------------0 ................
0 ................
0 .................
0 .................

0...............---680,891
529,249
690,406
545,367

859,412
800, 235
600,406
545,367

00........
................... .........
0 .................
301,774
327,748

21,100

40

60, 500
169,700
64,300

100
89
97

701,991 1,727,661

98

6, 900
20, 500
0

629, 433 1,818,776
710, 906 1, 126, 680
847,141
949,496

95
80
66

I Imports from Sweden, Belgium, anc Portugal, whose sales Treasury found were made at dumping
prices and the Tariff Commission found caused injury, and imports at New York City of 45,246 barrels In
1960 and 174,200 barrels in 1961 through July from the Dominican Republic wbose sales Treasury found
were made at dumping prices through that date but which, for the limited period involved, the Tariff
Commission could not find caused injury.
I Imports from Denmark, West Germany, Tunisia, and Colombia whose sales Treasury found involved
dumping prices without, however, referral to the Tariff Commission in view of cessation of imports and
assurances regarding future pricing.
I Imports from Poland and Yugoslavia whose sales Treasury has thus far found "reason to believe or
suspect" are being made at dumping prices.
4"All imports" include cement, currently under investigation, from Italy and 1962 entries at New York
City through June of 199,877 barrels manufactured by a Belgian producer excepted from Treasury's 1961
determination of Belgian cement dumping.
AImports from Norway and Israel which Treasury cleared despite non-cost-Justified quantity allowances
(bulk Imports involved in 2d Norwegian investigation, which Treasury has found "reason to believe or
aspect" are being dumped, have not yet been cleared).
I iat 6 months.
I st 7 months.
' 6-month totals and 7-month totals combined.
The purpose of table No. 3 is not to prove the competitive injury that has been
and is being inflicted upon the relevant domestic industry by the unfair price
competition made possible by celient dumping, and that has been confirmed by
the Tariff Commission. This table does, however, demonstrate that In recent
years the overwhelming bulk of the cement Imported at our northeast coast
ports has been sold at dumping prices and that virtually the entire balance
constitutes imports from sources that, if Congress intent were effe tuated and
quantity allowances were required to be cost Justified, would be found to be
dumping.
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The consequences of this dumping for the production and maintenance employees of our northeastern cement mills in wbose markets this cement has
been sold are set forth in table No. 4:
TABLE No. 4.-Lost man-hours and lost wages resulting from cement dumping at
northeast coast ports, 1959--62
1959

1961

190

1062(-7

months)
Dumped, tainted and suspect imports:
Barrelage ----------------------------------------Equivaltnt man-hours lost --------------------wages lost ----------------------------Equivalent
Disputed
imports:
-----------------------rt---------------B ,rrelage

L 025, 670
238, 875
$679,831
701,991

1,189,343
277,236
$848,342
629,433

415,774
98, 759
$314,064
710, 90

102, 355
24,312
$79,600
847,141

Equivalent man-hours lost ---------------------------------------------Equivalent wages lost-

162,123
$465, 293

146,721
$448,66

168,681
$536, 978

201,221
$657, 993

1,818,776

1,126,880

Totalbarrelare ----------------------------------

Total equivalent man-hours lost ---------------Total equivalent wages lost --------------------

1,727,661
398,998
$1, 145,124

423, 957
$1, 297,308

Source: Survey of actual productivity and wages at northeast cement mills.

287, 20
$851,032

949,498
225, 533
$737, 493

(1) Productivity computed

at the rates of 4.33 barrels per man-hour In 1959, 4.29 ifn1960, and 4.21 In 1961 and 1962. (2) Average wages
(including fringe benefits) $2.87 per hour In 1959, $3.06 in 1960, $3.18 in 1961, and $3.27 In 1962.

The current significance of tables Nos. 3 and 4 lies In the obvious increase
in dumping during the first half of 1962. Thus, during that period imports and
resulting lost man-hours and wages have been at levels far higher than those
of the preceding years and promise by the end of 1962 to exceed anything we
have seen before. Added to this is the fact that the dumping described In these
tables does not yet reflect shipments under a new contract concluded by the
aforementioned dummy corporation of an American importer that are about
to begin. It Is with these facts in mind that we urge adoption of the following
amendments to the Anti-Dumping Act.
IV. NECESSARY ANTI-DUMPINO ACT AMENDMENTS

Time limitationon Treasury determinations
In 19-54, the Senate Finance Committee, when it approved transferral of the
responsibility for injury determinations from Treasury to the Tariff Commission, unequivocably stated that Treasury "should ordinarily make its determination within a period of 90 days and believes that it will conform to such a time
limitation to the full extent practicable." 2 The foregoing record In our cement
dumping complaints confirms the sad history belying the committee's expectations. Examination of public information in connection with dumping complaints
filed since 1954 on commodities other than cement will show that cement is

not alone in its experience.

Treasury either will not, or because of the delaying tactics of foreign producers and American importers cannot reach decisions within a reasonable
time. Whichever is the fact-and both may be true-the time has come to
require by statute, as Congress has done with the Tariff Commission in imposing
a 3-month time limit on the injury determination, reasonably prompt determinations by Treasury.
Our experience confirms that Treasury's investigations alone, without any
referral of cases to the Tariff Commission, can mean the cessation of dumping.
If those investigations had been concluded within a reasonable period of time,
the dumping that occurred in the course of such investigations would have been
materially diminished. The resulting competitive injury to domestic producers
would have been less and the uncertainties imposed on importers by the suspension of liquidation would also have been reduced.
'S. Rept. 2826, 834 Cong., 2d seas., 2 (1954).
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Testimony of individuals representing importers has repeatedly urged more
prompt Treasury determinations.! Treasury itself has supported this position,'
as did the Randall Commission in 1954.5
Our proposal is that in the absence of Justification for a longer period, the
Secretary of the Treasury be required to reach his determination under the act
as soon as practicable and no later than 6 months following the date of corn.
plaint. Six months is twice as long as the 90-day expectation of the Senate
Finance Committee and is, we believe, wholly reasonable. In the event of unusually complicated cases. however, our proposal would allow for a longer
period if, within the 6 months, the Secretary of the Treasury reports to the chairmen of the Senate Finance and House Ways and Means Committees the reasons why a longer period is required. S. 3006 embodies these proposals.
Coat justifcation
As noted above, we do not object to Treasury's computation of foreign prices
on the basis of quantity discounts, whether or not cost justified. If bona fide
quantity discounts nre customarily offered and made In the foreign trade tinder consideration, it is not the business of the United States to examine into
their reasonableness, and the Anti-Duniping Aet so provides. When it cones
to sales to the United States, however, it is our position that the customs and
laws of this country governing competitive domestic industries shoii
not and
cannot be eluded by foreign producers.
It is a fairly common occurrence that goods are sold to the United States in
quantities that are considerably greater than the quantities in which those goods
are sold abroad. It may well be that production and sales of such larger quantitles result In significant savings in manufacturing, selling, or other costs.
Under such circumstances the Anti-Dumping Act properly allows any such
cost savings to be passed along to customers in the United States-and does not
condemn the resulting lower prices to this country as dumping prices. Instead,
sections 202 (b) (1) and (c) (1) authorize Treasury to make "due allowance"
for price differences resulting from differing quantities in which goods are sold
to the United States in contrast to markets abroad.
This "due allowance" Is comparable to the act's provision for due allowances
for other differences In circumstances of sale and for the fact that sides abroad
and in the United States of similar, but not identical, merchandise are being
compared. It is perfectly clear, however, that in these two instances the "due
allowance" is limited to an amount justified from cost information.
Thus, the Ways and Means Committee report recommending enactment of
1958 amendments to the act authorizing "due allowance" for "other differences
In circumstances of sale" explicity states that "examples would be differences
in terms of sale, credit terms, and advertising and selling costs.' Similarly, that
report in connection with the 1958 amendment authorizing "due allowance"
for the fact that similar but not identical merchandise was under consideration,
gave as an example the comparison of long-handled shovels sold to the United
States and otherwise identical but short-handled shovels sold abroad and stated
that the price comparison would then be made after "allowance for the fact that
the long handles cost more than the short handles." " Identical statements respecting both kinds of "due allowance" appear in the Senate Finance Committee
report.'
In two cases completed in 1960 and this summer, and in a pending decision
Treasury has made and proposes again to make a "due allowance" for the larger
quantities of cement sold to the United States in contrast to foreign sales
without any cost-justification and under cover of a blanket assertion that this
allowance is "reasonable." This position Ignores Treasury's own professions
to Congress that "shortly after the [Antiduimping] act was passed the Treasury
in effect announced that its determination of price differential was going to
be made simply on the basis of arithmetic, without any reference to whether
the import price was 'fair'-meaning 'equitable,'" and that "this policy has
s See, for example, hearings on I.R. 6006 before the Senate Committee on Finance, 85th
Cone, 2d Ress..
198-199 (1958).
' Testimony of Treasury Assistant Secretary KendAU hearings on H.R. 6006, 00T and
5120 before the House Committee on Ways and Means, A5th Cong., 1st sess.. 46 (1957).
5 Commission on Foreign Economic Policy, report to the President and Congress, H. Doc.
290 83d Cong., 2d sess., 48 (1954).
ih. Pept. 1261, 85th Cong.. 1st sess., 7 (1957).
7 Ibid.
S. Rept. 1619, 85th Cong., 2d ses., 7 (1958).
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More important, a non-c0stnever been seriously challenged by Oongress."
justified quantity allowance in these cases ignores the teachings of (ongress
as set forth above. S. 808 is designed to insure that,'as In. the case of comparing similar but not identical' merchandise and "other diffekences in circumstances of sale," any "due allowance" for sales of relatively larger quantities
to the United States Is justified in terms of tost savirgL, For this purpose
S. 3606 borrows verbatim the relevant language of the Robinson-Patnian Act
and would limit due allowances for differing quantities of ale to "differences
in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery" resulting from the 4lerece Ia
quantities. By this amendment there would be imposed on foreign ptad cers
the same burden to cost justify quantity discounts as Is now mposed on their
competitors in the United States by the Robinson-Patman Act.
Eoporter's sales price
Since the purpose of providing for a second method of calculating price for
comparison with foreign market value is to test the commercial bona fides of
the purchase price when a seller and buyer are related by stock Ownership, it
follows inevitably that Congress must have intended to use exporter's sales
price as an additional check on and not as a substitute for purchase price.
When a dummy corporation is set up by the Importer fof the soie purpose of
buying foreign cement and exporting to its parent company In the United
States, and when the foreign producer is unrelated to either the exporter or
the importer, It would be absurd to ignore purchase price. For purchase price
is the price charged by the foreign producer to the exporter who Is in no way
related by stock ownership or otherwise.
In drder to prevent thd emasculation of the act in these circumstances, we
urge an amendment which wbuld require Treasury to determine whether either
is less than the "foreign market
"Purchase price" or "exporter's sales price"
'
If either such price Is less than foreign market value, to find
value" and
1"
To accomplish this same purpose, that Is, to prevent the act from
dumping.
being emasculated, we also urge that the word "commiSsions" in' the definition
of "exporter's sales price" be expanded to include the proilts of both the exporter and the related importer." This will insure that oranges and oranges,
apples, are compared when Treasury decides whether dumpand not oranges and
2
ing Is taking place.'
Such amendments seem to us to be essential even though Treasury should
upon reconsideration withdraw its original proposals and plug this loophole.
For importers have the right to obtain review of Trestsury's determinations
under the Anti-Dumping Act by the Customs Court. And the Customs Court
and the Appellate Court might overrule Treasury and find that a loophole does
exist and thus reduce the art to a meaningless shambles.
[H.R. 11970, 87-th Cong.. 2d sess.]
On page 82, after line 11 of H.R. 11970, add the following:
TITLE V-AMENDIMENTS

TO THiE ANTI-DUMPING AcT,

1921

by Secretary of Treasury
Sec. 501. Determnatito
Section 201(a) of the Anti-Dumping Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C. see. 160(a)), is
amended by inserting between the firat and second sentences the following new
sentence:
"The Secretary shall make such, determination, or shall make a determination that the, merchandise involved Is not being and is not likely to be sold in
the United States or elsewhere nt less than its fair value, at the earliest prae*eHearings on H.R. 600, 6007, and 5120 before the House Committee on Ways and
let sess'., 48 (1957).
Means 85th Cong.,
to wbete does the act render purchase price and exporter's sales price mutually excluCong let sess, which, after Senate amendthat H.r.2435, U7th
realized
is
it
Wbep
sive.
that the lower of the two
ment, bpeame the Anti-Dumping Act of 1921. expressly provided
prices Ihould'be compared with foreign Market value, it is clear that our amendment Offee.
the original intent of Congress
tuates
U There is no question but that the return to the foreign supplier, excluding the profits
price. Set, .or exaznple
of intermediaries, was viewed by Congres9 as the exporter's sales
Finance Committee, 67th Cong., let sees., 4"4
hearings on H.R. 24.35 before the Senate
1 1
(1921).
12
sess.,
let
Cong.
67th
16
(1921), and S. Rept.
Congress on
33 As the Secretary of the Treasury stated on p. 7 of the 1957 report '.o the
with see. 5 of the Customs
the operation of the Anti-Dumping Act, submitted in compliance
Simplifications Act of 1956: "In making the comparison, it is necessary to reduce the two
prices to comparable terms."
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ticable time after the date on which the question of dumping is first raised by
or presented to him or any person to whom authority under this section has
been delegated or, on the basis of the then existing record, not later than six
months after such date, unless, within the said six months, he shall Lave submitted a report to,.the Chairman of the Commitee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives and to the Chairman of the Committee on Finance
of the Senate stating the reasons why a longer period is required within which
to reach such determination, and the estimated extent of such longer period."

See. 502. Quaintity differentials
(a) Section 202(b) (1) of the Anti-Dumping Act, 19121 (19 U.S.C. see.
161(b) (1)), is amended by striking out "the fact that" and inserting In lieu
thereof "differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from
the fact that".
(b) Section 202(c) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out "the fact that"
and inserting in lieu thereof "differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or
delivery resulting from the fact that".
Sec. 503. Exporter's sales prio
(P) Section 202(a) of the ALtidumping Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C. sec. 161(a)),
is amended by inserting after the word "if" and before the word "the", In the
phrase "if the purchase price or expoer's sales price is less than . . .," the
word "either" and by striking out "a special dumping duty in an amount equal
to such difference." and Inserting In lieu thereof "a special dumping duty in an
amount equal to such difference: Provided, That if both the purchase price and
the exporter's sales price are less than the foreign market value (or, in the
absence of such value, than the constructed value), such special dumping duty
shall be in an amount equal to the greater difference"
(b) Section 204 of such'Act is amended by striking out "(2) the amount of the
commissions, if any, for selling In the United States" and inserting in lieu
thereof "(2) the amount of the commissions and profits, if any, for selling in or
to the United States".
Sec. 504. Applicability of M8 title
(a) Except as provided In subsection (b), the amendments made by this title
shall apply with respect to all merchandise as to which no appraisement report
has been made on or before the date of the enactment of this Act: Provided,
That with respect to such merchandise as to which, on or before such date, the
question of dumping shall have been raised by or presented to the Secretary of
the Treasury or any person to whom authority under section 201 of the Antidumping Act, 1921, has been delegated, the Secretary shall determine within six
months from the date of the enactment of this Act whether the merchandise is
being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than Its
fair value.
(b) The amendments made by this title shall not apply with respect to any
merchandise whioh(1) was exported from the country of exportation before the date of the
enactment of this Act, and
(2) is subject to a finding under the Antidumping Act, 1921, which (A)
is outstanding on the date of the enactment of this Act, or (B) was revoked
on or before the date of the enactment of this Act but is still applicable to
such merchandise.
Proposed amendment to H.R. 11970 to limit reductions of United States duty
on any article if duties of principal foreign countries on such article are higher
than U.S. duty.
Our proposal is limited to items like cement on which other free world countries Impose higher tariffs than we impose, and could be effectuated by a new
subsection of section 225 of H.R. 11970 phrased as follows:
"In addition to the articles described by subsections (a), (b), and (c), the
President shall also so reserve any article for which the rate of duty existing
on July 1. 1962 is less than the rate of duty imposed on such article by any free
world country."

Senator Curris. The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock
Monday morning.
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recor(B direction of the chairman, the following is made a part,of the
Tnu Nzw L-.GL&ZD Oouxozi
WasOingto, D.O., Juy $1,195.

Hon. HAmY F. Byao,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
New Senate Office Building, Waehingtons, D.U.
DwA SENATOR BYnD: The New.England Council is a nonpartisan organization, representing all aspects of the New England economy. It was established
In 1925 at the request of the six New England Governors and serves today as
secretariat for the New England Governors Conference. Iu addition, the council
provides a number of services to the State governments, working principally In
the area of Intcrstate cooperation. It Is concerned, of course, with Federal legislation as it affects the economy of our region. Made up of representatives from
industry, labor, educational, and farm groups, as well as the State governments,
the council is concerned solely with regional development and with the improvement of the New England economy.
Enclosed herewith you will find the New England Council's policy on foreign
trade. This policy was developed following a long consideration of the subject.
During the course of the study, a special report was made to the council by
members of Its research advisory committee and this report is also enclosed herpwith. This report was designed to furnish background Information which subsequently led to the adoption of the policy statement by the council's executive
committee and its board of directors.
The council's objective has been to weigh the economic effects of the trade
expansion program on the New England economy. While we believe that this
statement sets forth sound policy objectives, we are not unmindful of the patilcular problems to be faced by more vulnerable industries such as textile, shoe and
leather, and the silver-jewelry Industries. It was with this in mind that we included paragraph 4 In the statement. As long as It is necessary during the transitional years, we shall be syirrathetic to these special programs. However,
we feel that the long-range ob.active should be the inclusion of all Industries
under liberalized and nondiscriminatory trade policies.
We hope that the statement adopted by the council will be of some assistance
to you in your deliberations and we respectfully request that this letter and the
enclosures be made a part of the record of your committee.
Sincerely yours,
GXPwNER A. CAVERLY, Executive Vice President.
PoLIcY ON FoRIGN TRADE
(Adopted June 14, 1962)
The New England Council believes that the adoption by the United States, In
conjunction with other ndn-Conimunist countries, of liberalized and nondiscriminatory trade policies is in,the national interest of the United States and in
the regional interest of New England.
The council favors enactment by the Congress of a trade expansion law similar in basic principles, though not necessarily in details, to that now under coisideration (H.R. 11970). The council recognizes that conferring increased
negotiating authority upon the executive branch is not alone sufficient to achieve
trade expansion. Also called for are governmental and nongovernmental actions
In the fields of wages, prices, taxes, and monetary and fiscal policy which are
appropriate to the expansion of a competitive economy both here and abroad.
To facilitate the competitive adjustments by which the economic beheflts
of tariff reductions are realized, it may be necessary for the Federal Government
to provide for temporary adjustment assistance to an industry, firm, or groUp
of employees subjected to "major hardship" directly caused by a freer trade
policy. The "major hardship" should be defined in such a manner as to eliminate the subsidization of marginal industry or special interests. The council
believes that the Congress should insure that whatever adjustment provisions
are ultimately incorporated in the Trade Expansion Act will not be employed
as palliatives for problems requiring a more fundamental approach.
Recent experience has demonstrated that national Interest sometimes' requires
special exceptions to a general policy to meet the unusual problems of s0eclfte
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.idqtrles or particular geographic areas. The New England Council anticipates
continued exercise of governmental authority to insure that the buroen of adjusting to .t. impact arising from liberalized trade agreements do Aot fal
unduly 3i M ffo
c induti'le or their employees, or on geographic areas.
SPzCI&L REPORT ON THE TRADE EXPANSION PaOGRAM AND ITS MEANING' FOR Ntw
ENGLAWD
(Prepared for the New England Council by Harold Van B. Cleveland of Boston)
SUMMARY O

CONCLUSIONS

P ),rmatlio4 of the European Qpimmn 1farke and Britain's prospective membersohp have cre' ted
powerful
l
aggregate of economic powei which conipels
a baslc revision Of US, tariff poic:.
h rgpio r~te of economic growth, the Common Market offers us the
pee0S4i iy 0f TapiclY iicr aaijg exports, witch could provide a much needed
stimulus to our economy and help to stengtheii our balance of payments. But
tse
oRport pities depend on a substantial reduction of the Common Market's
eternal tUriff. Indeed, unless the external tariff is lowered, the formation of
c0avp N;ari t and British accessing to membership could seriously effect
fJ.$ export o Europe not only ih relative but even in absolute terms. If
thi shoild happen, It would have serious consequences not only for American bun}nesis ut 4!io for the unity of the Western Alliance.
Obviously, the C oimon Market's external tariff will be substantially reduced
only V the United States is prepared to offer important tariff concessions in
rettur . Tle _ropbvel Trade Expansion Act of 1962 woull give the President
,h'
bargaining authority which he now lacks. It would provide the
l. 6ver0eint with t powerful instrument for the building of an Atlantic
Trade Partneiship. Now While the external trade policy of the Common Markej is still undkned
is the time to act.
If he Trade Expansion Act becomes law, the Administration's first step,
accordflg to present Indications, will be a far-reaching trade agreement with
the European Common Market. The Agreement would provide for a major
reduction in U.S. And Common 'Market tariffs for many industrial productsthose on the so-called "dominant supplier" list (see table, p. 1565).
A reciprocal lowering of tariffs on industrial products and an expansion of
trade with Europe and other industrial areas would be generally beneficial to
U.S. Industry and to the American consumer. The effect of tariffs and other
attificial barriers to trade is to cause labor, capital, and management to be used
less efficiently: thus reducing the Nation's real output and income. Though
some tariffs may be required for reasons of national security or to prevent hardship, there is no avoiding the fact that the main effect of tariffs is to protect
inefficiency. As the Nation's foreign trade expands, employment in expor&.
industries Increases relative to employment In import-competing Industries.
This Is beneficial to the economy because both productivity and wages in the
export industries are substantially higher than in the import-competing
Industries.
An agreement with the Common Market to reduce tariffs on the manufactured products included In the so-called dominant supplier list would thus tend
to raise productivity and wages in American manufacturing. The mass produc,tiou industries and those which emphasize technological leadership and rapid
product Innovation would be particularly benefited.
New England, It appears, would benefit more than proportionally, because
the New England economy has a somewhat larger stake than the Nation as a
whole In exports of manufactures, and because many New England firms are
characterized by rapid product innovation. The New England industries which
are believed to.be particularly vulnerable to competition from imports and which
are now protected by high tariffs would be little affected by the trade expansion
program, because their products are not on the "dominant supplier" list.
Moreover, case studies of New England firms in three industries of this kindwoolen textiles, footwear, and silverware-lead to the conclusion that substantial parts of these New England industries are not as vulnerable to import
competition as is commonly assumed. This is because a substantial part qf
r business is a fashion and merchandising business, which presents major
difficulties to the foreign manufacturer.
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Tariff cuts leading to increased imports will nevertheless create problems of
adjustment for some domestic industries aad tommunities. The nature of tlies6
roblems and tlhel,
sqveritl pre by no means the sWnd for all Import-ootapel1g
ndustriep, however. NO orei" bde policy which ltsead these lfolbib
would make seise. ItIs Important, however, not to solve them by means which
effectively prevent trade lIberalization. This, unforftnatcly,
the effect of
the "wperil-point" and "escap;e&clause". provision of the present law (The TWade
Agreements Act).
The present law has been Interpreted to forbid any duty to be reduced If the
Tariff Commission finds any adverse effect on production or profits, or even a
decline in the proportion of the 4omestle market supplied by domestid produceli.
Thus the peril-poizt and escape-clause provisions In theirpresent form forbid
tariff reductions which would require any competitive adjuotment by. donlestic
industry. Thip "no-adjustment doctrine" is fundamentally at odds with the
purpose of trade liberalization, for the.economic benefits of tariff reductiolnto*
from the competitive adjustments which Incressed Imports helpto Inuce,
The administration's trade expansion bilU would eliminate the ne-adjustment
philosophy of the present law. It retalnp the essence of the perflpoint procedure
but vests authority for establisbi1g peril points In the President rather than the
Tariff Commission.
The bill also retains the essence of the escape clause: The President's authority to withdraw a tariff concession. But an alternative remedy for hardship
caused by tariff cuts ts also provide In the form of adjustment assistance to
firms, workers, and industries which can show that they have been seriously hurt
by tariff concessions.
These provisions of the bill are among its most controversial. It is to be
hoped, however, that any changes made in them by the Congres, will not perpetuate the no-adjustment philosophy of the present law, which is inconslst t
with the aims of the trade expansion program and would gravely weaken the
President's bargaining power in negotiating with the Common Market.
THE TRADE EXPANSION

PROGRAM AND ITS MEANING

FOR NEW ENGLAND

On January 26, 1962, President Kennedy presented to Congress a bill which,
if passed, will become the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The Trade Expansion
Act would replace the Trade Agreements Act, which expires this year. The
President's proposal differs from the present law at many points. The central
difference, however, is not in the details of the bill but In the underlying concept of trade policy.
The proposed new law Is presented to Congress and the public as a major
instrument of policy, foreign and domestic. The trade agreements program has
not usually been thought of in this Way. Indeed, it waO largely separate from
the main stream of our foreign and domestic concrnS. The Work of a small
group of devoted men In the executive agencies and on Capitol Hill, allies and
followers of Cordell Hull, believers in free trade, the pi6gram never enj6yed
widespread public understanding or support.
Mainly for this reason, tWfe President's authority under the Trade Agreements
Act has been gradually whittled dowh. Without general support based on a
belief that vital national interests require a reciprocal reddctioin o tariffs, the
program has inevitably suffered attritiont under pressure from thdse who fear
the impact of tariff concesSions on particular domestic tlndutrin5.
The authority to cut tariffs has, it Is true, been extended repeatedly and
somewhat expanded since 1934, when the act first beeaie laW,'but fttlcvie
amendments have greatly' reduced th6 rkel scope of that antioity. The socalled peril-point and escape-clause provisions of the act have been amended aid
reamended, until today they largely destroy the Wctfehess of the act for
trade liberaliMtion. Indeed It cuih be said that these amendments have reduced
the present law to little mbre thali a Oathmaent of good libtentttis.
Thus, though the Trade Agreements Act has in Its time served bur country
well, it is today obsolete. The proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962 Is an
effort to bring U.S. trade policy into line with present-day rbalttfes.
U.S. trade policy j;nd tA V ropepn.Compion Market
The trade expansion program hap been presented to 4he public as neceuary to
national security, to the .unity of the free world, and to the growth of produetion and employment at hbome. Is this new ebAracterizationof tariff reduction
just public relations g
y? ,Ordoes it efieet']Oanges in the world situation
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and in our domestic economy which have give' foreign trade a new importance
-tonational security and economic health?
,The major new fact which has compelled a rethinking of U.S. trade policy is
the emergence of the European Common Market. This new aggregate of economic power is based on a population equal to that of the United States and a
gross productio-n of $180 million-greater than that of any single country except the United States. Its production, moreover, has been growing twice as
fast as our own. If Britain and other prospective members join, the Common
Market will be producing $285 billion of goods and services, and its population
will be over 250 million. If the economic stimulus which the Common Market
has given Its present members extends to the prospective new members, the day
may not be too far distant when the combined purchasing power of the Common
Market will equal that of the United States.
The sudden rise of this young economic giant creates major opportunities for
the United States. Nearly a third of our total exports are already sold to members and prospective members of the Common Market. With its rapid rite of
economic growth, the Common Market offers the possibility of rapidly expanding imports from the United States, ivhich could provide a much-needed stimulus to our whole economy, where rate )f growth has for some years now lagged
behind that of all other Western industrial countries except Belgium and
and the United Kingdom, as the following figure show:

United States

3apan

Growth of total output: 1950-58
[Percent per year]
-----------------------------------------------

3.3

--------------------------------------

7.4
------------------------------------------West Germany ....
5.5
--------------------------------------Italy
4.5
------------------------------------------------Netherlands
4.3
------------------------------------France
4.0
------------------------------------Canada
Belgium
---------------------------------------------------2.9
2.2
---------------------------------------------United Kingdom
Source: U.S. Congress. .Tolnt Economic Committee, "The European Economic Community
and the United States" (Washington, 1961), p. 24.
At the same time, increased imports from the Common Market would apply
another form of stimulus to the domestic economy: foreign competition. We
have much to gain from exposing more of our industry to the necessity of keepIng up with industrial advance in Europe. Increasing imports would likewise
help to restrain inflation. Evidence is accumulating that the forces of domestic
competition in commodity and labor markets are not sufficient to prevent inflattonary price and wage Increase. Increasing foreign competition, made
effective through tariff reduction, may therefore prove to be a fundamental
means of combating inflation, that is, of making a higher rate of economic
growth compatible with reasonable stability of prices.
Because European markets are growing more rapidly than our own, mutual
tariff reduction will tend to increase our exports more rapidly than our imports, thereby strengthening our balance of payments at a time when strength
is greatly needed. Reduction of the Common Market's external tariff will likewise reduce the incentive for dirpet investment by American firms in Europe,
to the extent that such investment has been induced by a desire to establish production Inside the external tariff wall.. This too wil tend to ease the strain on
the dollar.
The weakness of the U.S. balance of payments has restricted the growth of
the economy by making a more cautious credit and monetary policy necessary.
The pressure on the dollar also tends to limit our ability to spend abroad for
Strengthening the foreign balance through
foreign aid and military nr, .
growing exports and reduction of uneconomic foreign Investment is thus necessary both to stimulate the domestic economy and to support foreign commitments.
These are great opportunities, but whether they are realized depends upon
th, external traile policy of the Common Market. The Common Market countries have comrrIted themselves to the totAl removal of all bRrriers to trfoe
among themselves, and the creation of a common external tariff eoual to the
average of their present national tariffs. This, of course, will greatly ease the
difficulties of trade within the Common Market-indeed to a remarkable extent
I
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it has done so already, as the vigorous growth of trade among the present members attests. In the period of ,197-80, trade among the six Common Market
In the same period, U.S. exports to the
countries 'increased .442 percent.
Common Market increased by only 7.8 percent.
But the removal of internal barriers Increases the difficulties of outsiders
who wish to penetrate the market with their goods. A Connecticut manufacturer of textile machinery And his German competitor formerly competed on equal
terms in the French markeL The creation of the Common Market gives the
German exporter a price advantage equal to the Common Market's external
tariff on textile machinery.
Thus the promising potential market for U.S. exports in the Common Market
will remain potential if the Common Market's external tariff on manufactures,
which is somwhat more restrictive than the U.S. tariff, and markedly so In the
case of consumer goods, is not bargained down to much lower levels. Obviously
this can be done only if the United States is prepared to offer important tariff
concessions In return.
The external tariff of the Common Market Is still being negotiated among the
members. Now, while the basic external trade policy of the Common Market is
still undetermined, is the time to act. The present opportunity may not last.
For if the external tariff remains high, investments within the Common Market will be made on that assumption, creating vested Interests that will demand
continued protection.
Moreover, the discrimination which is inherent In the form.,tion of the Common Market trade could lead to a political rift between Western Europe and the
United States which would not only diminish the possibility of successful tariff
negotiations at a later time but would have serious consequences for the unity
of the Western alliance. The discrimination against outsiders created by the
Common Market's external tariff can, however, be lessened if not largely eliminated by substantial reduction of the external tariff on a most-favored-nation
basis in exchange for similar action by the United States and other Industrial
countries.
Failure to seize the present opportunity will have other undesirable consequences. The underdeveloped nations of Asia and Africa are attempting to raise
their living standards through economic development and industrialization. To
support their growth, they too need expanding opportunities for trade, not only
for their traditional exports (raw materials and unmanufactured foodstuffs)
but also for the simpler manufactures. Our ally, Japan, has a similar and even
greater need to expand exports, as do our Canadian neighbors. The principal
export markets for these countries' products are the United States and the Common Market.
The United States has a major political interest in seeing to It that the Common Market's external trade policy as well as our own evolves In the direction
of providing adequate trading opportunities for third countries--unless we wish
to see the political and economic gap between the wealthy, industrial West and
the underdeveloped countriesof Latin America, Asia, and Africa widen, driving
them toward communism.
Our stake in the expansion of Latin American exports to the Common Market
is particularly great. Tropical Latin America competes directly In the Common
Market with the associated oversea territories and possessions of member countries, whose exports of products such as coffee, cocoa, and bananas will enter the
Common Market duty free, behind the protection of the Common Market's external tariff. For political reasons, we dare not neglect the interest of our
southern neighborsin nondiscriminatory access to European markets. The trade
expansion bill preserves the most-favored-nation principle, thus assuring that
tariff concessions among the Western powers will be generalized for the benefit
of other non-Communist countries.
To avoid the dangers and realize the opportunities which the Common Market
presents. the United States needs a trade policy which is more than an expression of good Intentions. The United States needs a powerful instrument for the
building of an Atlantic trsde partnership. This is the aim of the trade expansion
program.
The trade enrpanston program
The central feature of the administration's trade expansion program will be a
far-reachinz trade agreement with the European Common Market. The agreement would provide for a mjor reduction of United States and Common Market
tariffs on a selective basis. The basis of selection Is the so-called dominant sup-
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It 'wo"U4 guthorplier authority which the trade expjauson bill Wi6uldjrt'bvlc.
1*9 the President in a trade agreement with the Coifpn Market to r ucg or

evep eliminate entirely tariffs on those eat eiles of gores for whic'

United

States and Common Market exports In eoinbination ad'oufit for 80 percent or
more of the free world's trade (excluding trade among the. Common Market
#
countries themselves).
Under this authority, tariff cuts could be negotiated I terms of the broad
industrial product categories of the United Nations Standaid industrial Trade
Classification. Tariffs would not have to be negotiated article by article and
duty by duty, as the present law Is Interpreted to require.
This novel form of tariff-cutting authority has been proposed for several reasons. In the first place, the products Included are those Industrial products
which are of most interest to American ahd European exporters. For they are,
by definition, the goods on which we and the Europeans have demonstrated an
overwhelming advantage over other countries as producers and exporters.
Just what articles will be Included under the domIP4nt supplier authority
has not been officially determined. It depends, under the bill's definition, on the
membership of the Common Matket (particularly on whether Britain Joins) and
on the base year chosen for the 80 percent calculation. To illustrate broadly the
kinds of goods involved, a hypothetical "dominant supplier" list has been prepared for this report, based on 1960 trade figures and on the 4ssuniption that
Britain, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, and Norway join the Common Market, as
now seems quite pobable. The resulting product categories and the 1960 figures
on trade between the United States and the enlarged Common Market In these
categories ntre shown in the table on page 1565 of this report.
The dominant supplier principle also simplifies the application of the mostfavored-nation principle in negotiating with the Common Market. Since we and
the Europeans are the main suppliers of these products, tariff concessions can
appropriately be negotiated on a bilateral lasis and the results generalized to
other countries on a most-favored-nation basis, as the bill requires.
Another reason for adopting the dominant supplier principle is that it exclude
the products of certain Industries which might be seriously affected by imports if
tariffs were cut, such as textiles, footwear, and pottery. We are not major suppliers of these products in world trade, because our international competitive
position is not strong.
The President's proposed authority to negotiate a tariff agreement with the
Common Market in terms of the broad product categories of the standard Industrial trade classification (SITC) is also a useful innovation. The traditional
item-by-item procedure in International tariff negotiations is slow and exceedingly cumbersome. It tends to freeze trade patterns and makes little provision
for the many new products developed each year. The traditional approach to
tariff reduction was abandoned by the Common Market countries in negotiating
tariff cuts on trade with each other, in favor of across-the-board percentage cuts
applicable to broad product categories. The new technique proved effective.
The President's authority to negotiate in terms of the broad STTC categories is
a long step in the same direction. It would simplify the negotiating process, and
the resulting cuts, anplicable to broad product categories rather than to particular articles, would have less tendency to freeze trade patterns and would
apply to new as well as old Droducts in the same category.
Another aim of the trade expansion program Is to obtain nondiscriminatory
access to the Common Market for the agricultural ex.norts of Latin America
and southern Asia. To carry out this purpose.- the trade expansion bill would
grant the President authority to reduce or eliminate U.S. tariffs on agricultural
commodities produced in the geographical area lying between latitude 200 N. and
200 S., in excb.-nge for parallel tariff cuts by the Common Market.
The trade expansion bill would also authorize the President to reduce any duty
existing on July 1, 1962, by not more than 50 percent. This third grant of tariff
authority is similar to past grants of authority under extensions of the Trade
p0-ercent authority would presumably be used in situaAgreements Act. The
tions where the dominant supplier authority did not apply-for example, in
tariff negotiations on articles of which Canada or Japan were important suppliers in world trade. Or it might be used for products on the dominant suoplier list in cases where it was felt Inadvisable to extend a tariff cut negotiated
between the United States and the Common Market to a third country without
simultaneously negotiating an equivalent concession from the third country.
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Under the bill, tariff cuts in all threo categories must be spread'over a period
of not less than 5 years. In order to cushion th limpacte on domestic producers
and provide time for adjustment. As already noted, the bill also preserves
the most-favored-nation principle of the present law.
Perhaps the most far-reaching difference between the proposed Trade Expansion Act and the present law is the modification of the peril-point and escapeclause provision and the provisions for readjustment assistance. These changes
reflect a fundamental difference of philosophy between the trade agreements
program and the trade expansion program, as explained In the final chapter of
this report.
The economic impact of tariff reduction
If the United States and the Common Market make major tariff concessions
to each other, what will the effect be on the national economy? What-effect on
the -- onomy of New England?
A selective lowering of tariffs and an expansion of trade with Europe would
be generally beneficial to U.S. industry and to the American consumer. The
effect of tariffs and other artificial barriers to trade is to caused labor, capital,
and management to be used less efficiently, thus reducing the Natioh's reatl"
output and income. Likewise tariffs tend to limit the consumer's choice, causing him to accept a less desired and possibly inferior domestic product in place.
of the foreign product he might have bought if the tariff had not raised its price.
The productivity of each worker in the 65 principal U.S. exporting industries
is 50 percent higher (measured in terms of value added per worker) than In
the industries which face serious competition from imports and which are.
protected by high tariffs.' Wages in the exporting industries are also some-.
what higher than in the highly protected industries, and the exporting industries
are generally faster growing and technologically more progressive. The Nation's
economy will therefore be substantially better off to the extent that employiientin the exporting industries expands at the expense of employment in the protected industries as the result of a tariff agreement with the Common Market.
The American consumer's range of choice will also be wider, and he will get
more for his money.
Of course, industrial efficiency and the satisfaction of consumers' wants are
not the only considerations In making tariff policy. Some tariffs may be needed
to protect industries important to national defense. Some may be needed, on
a temporary basis at least, to avoid serious reduction of output and employment
in industries which face competition from imports and whose manpower is
unable to find alternative employment. Yet there is no avoiding the fa(t that
the main effect of tariffs Is neither to strengthen national defez'u nor to prevent
hardship, but to protect inefficiency.
Many American businessmen seem hardly aware of the existence and Im.
portance of export markets. Yet exports already play a large and growing
role in our economy. Labor Department figures for 1960 show that 7.7 percent
of all employees in manufacturing produce directly or indirectly for export.'
Indeed, the majority of out Industries share directly or indirectly in exports.
Reductions in the Common Market tariff and increased European dollar earnings due to tariff concessions by the United States would therefore benefit a
wide segment of American manufacturing.
From the figures we have been able to obtain, it appears that New England
would share more than proportionately in these gains. The proportion of New
England manufacturing employment which is engaged directly or indirectly
in exports is larger (8.4 percent) than for the Nation as a whole (7.7 percent).
Moreover, manufacturing is Aubstantially more important in New England
than in the country at large. Reduction of Common Market tariffs on manufactured goods would therefore increase wage payments, employment, and production in New England at least as much as, and possibly more than, In the
country as a whole. The following table shows some of these relationships.
1 Beatrice N. Vaccara, "Employment and Output in Protected Manufacturing Industries"
(Brookings Tn.titution. Wasm!ngton, D.C., 1960Jp. 71.
t Soe U.S. Depa rtmont of Labor, Bu rau of Labor Statistic, 'omestie Employment
Attributable to United States Expotts" (January 1962), table S.
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Manufacturing employment direoly and indirectly related to exports in 1960:
United States and New England
United
States
Total manufacturing employment (thousands) ......................
Manufacturing employment directly attributed to exports (thousands) ............................................................
Percent of manufacturing employment directly attributed to exports
(percent)
.....................
Manufaceturing epomn
nietyatiue
oe~i
sands)....................................--------nof manufacturing employment indirectly attributed to ex-

~

ports (percent) ----------------------------------------------------

16,054.7
640.6
&

88
64.0

Northeast

Northeast
as percent
of United
States

1,446 0
8.7
60.2
9.4
4.2 ............
42....
0.8
60.8u-

9:

4.2.........

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Domestic Employment Attributable

to U.S. Exports, 1960" (January1962) and Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, except the figures for indirect
manufacturing employment inew ngland attributed to exports, which are the writer's estimates.

What industries would be primarily affected by increased export opportunities
and by new competition from imports under the trade expansion program?
The central feature of the program and the first step in carrying it out, according to present indications, will be the negotiation with the Common Market
of a general tariff reduction for products on the dominant supplier list. A hypothetical dominant supplier list based on 1960 trade figures appears on page
1565. The table suggests that a general reduction of the Common Market tariff
would benefit American exporters of aircraft, coal and coke, organic chemicals,
metalworking machinery, other industrial machinery, electric machinery, automobiles and trucks, office machinery, and medical and pharmaceutical products.
These are products we already sell in large quantities to Western Europe and
would doubtless sell in still larger quantities if the Common Market's tariffs
were substantially reduced. New England industry is well represented in most
of these categories.
A list of 57 New England exporting industries may be found in the table on
page 1566. In 1958, these 57 industries employed some 330,000 persons In New
England-nearly a quarter of New England's total, employment in manufacturing.
Within the broad product categories of the dominant supplier list, the particular things we produce more cheaply than Europe, or in which we produce superior products owing to technological leadership or more rapid product innovation, will be the chief beneficiaries of reductions in the Common Market's external tariff. Conversely, where our costs are higher, our European competitors will usually be the stronger in their own markets and, if the U.S. tariff is
reduced sufficiently, in our markets as well.
Some of these items are in the product categories in which we are also strong
exporters. The table on page 1565 shows that our main imports from Western
Europe in the dominant supplier categories were automobiles, paints and pigments, office machinery, argicultural machinery, industrial machinery, and
electric machinery.
American wages are two to four times wages in Britain and western continental Europe. Nevertheless, our industries produce a wide range of manufactures at costs substantially below European costs. For labor costs are not
determined by wage rates but by the relation between wages and the productivity of labor. And the average productivity of European labor is as much
lower, proportionately, than the average productivity of American labor as European wages are lower than American wages.
In fact, this relationship appears to hold true among all the Industrial countries, and the reason is not far to seek. For a country's general.wage level is
determined by the average productivity of its labor, or to put it a little differently, the productivity of a nation determines what wages employers can afford
to pay.
It follows that no country has a general competitive advantage for all or
most of its exports over other countries, however'low its wage level. The argument which always crops up in tariff debates that a general redaction of tariffs
would produce a flood of cheap imports of all kinds is thus without foundation in economic theory or experience.
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The productivity of labor varies widely in all countries from industry to industry, and within industries from product to product. Wages, on the other
hand, are more uniform. This Is the maih reason why the United States (or
any other country) produces some goods (those In which its productivity is
relatively high) more cheaply than foreign competitors, while other industries
(those in which labor productivity is relatively low) are vulnerable to foreign'
competition unless protected by tariffs. If, then, one would assess the effect
of tariff reduction, something must be said about the causes of differences in
labor productivity among our own industries and in comparison with those of
Western Europe.
The productivity of labor of course is effected by many things but above all,
by the amount of capital plant and equipment used, and by Its technological
level. In the high wage American economy, management has a strong incentive to substitute capital for labor and to introduce improved equipment as
rapidly as It becomes available, in order to keep labor costs down. Firms which
do this consistently generally have little to fear from imports and are usually
strong competitors abroad.
Of course, all Industries are not equally able to substitute capital for labor
and to improve continually the technical level of their equipment. Some industries seem to have exhausted the possibilities of advance in production techniques. In others, markets may be static or declining or profits may be too
low to make modernization feasible.'
In general, however, our large markets make mass-production methods possible, which in turn makes possible the use of the more expensive, specialized,
high-speed equipment which cuts labor costs per unit of output way down.
Large markets which are also growing encourage the rapid replacement of
older equipment with more advanced and productive machinery. Because we
have the largest national market and the highest living standards In the world,
we are therefore able to produce many products at costs lower than our European competitors. Automatic electrical household, appliances are one among
a great many examples. They are mass-produced In this country at costs well
below European costs. Automatic appliances are still a luxury In Europe, and
the market is too small to permit mass-production techniques.
The European market for some products, however, is large and growing fast.
The Common Market already produces more bicycles, motorcycles, and small
cars than the United States. It will soon exceed the United States in total production of automobiles. Portable typewriters are produced in Italy and Switzerland on a volume basis. Thus despite Europe's substantially lower income per
capita, certain European manufactures are already sold to mass markets and
are produced by mass-production techniques.
Given Europe's lower wages, products of this kind can be sold at prices below
American prices, as shown by increasing United States imports of the items
mentioned. Tariff cuts would result in further increases. Japan, too, now
produces a number of products on a volume basis, including radios and transistors, and sells them here in substantial quantities, and would sell more if
4
our tariffs were lower.
As European incomes grow and as the Common Market creates a single continental market in place of several national markets, new opportunities to
Introduce volume-production techniques in Europe will appear. As this happens,
the Common Market's competitive strength will increase In some lines. But at
the same time, rising income means rising wages and rising labor costs In other
lines, where productivity happens to be growing less rapidly than the average.
This will open up new opportunities for United States exporters who are
alert to them.
Thus, as Europe's income and wages continue to rise, the character of our
mutual trade will also change. It will consist less than at present of the
exchange of mass-produced American products for labor-intensive European
goods and more of the exchange of specialties between trading partners more
nearly equal in technology. The composition of our trade with Western Europe
in the dominant supplier categories, as shown in the table on page 26, suggests
the extent to which this is true already.
The mojor part of the manufactured goods we import from Europe are still
not mass-produced, however. They are sold here'at competitive prices (if the
tariff is not too high), because the production methods used by competing producers in this country are not sufficiently labor saving as compared with
European methods to offset lower European wages. Such tariff-protected
industries as textiles, footwear, canned seafood, leather products, wood prod87270-42-pt. 3----i
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ucts, cutlery, and silverware (to name only products which compete with products of New England industries) are of this kind. In the main, however, these
imports are not included in the dominant supplier list and therefore may not
be the subject of tariff negotiations with the Common Market, at least for the
present.
We import other goods because nothing really comparable is made hereItalian handicrafts and British sports cars, for example. In these cases no
competing domestic producer is directly affected. Simi' irly, a large and growing part of U.S. exports consists of goods which are not produced in comparable
quality abroad. These are mainly the result of technological leadership. The
aircraft engine industry, which employs some 42,000 persons in New England,
is a good example. American aircraft engines owe their competitive strength
in foreign markets not to price but to technical excellence and advanced
design. Many similar examples can be found in most of the dominant supplier
categories. Reduction of European tariffs would mean an increase In many
U.S. exports of this kind.
Here again it is our own mass markets and high consumption which help
create export opportunities. Our larger domestic markets make it economical
for manufacturers to Install ncw and more productive kinds of industrial
machinery, such as high-speed, automatic machine tools and electronic computers. New kinds of industrial equipment tend therefore to be developed first
in the United States, which gives American manufacturers of such equipment
a solid export lead as demand develops abroad.
Likewise, our consumer goods industries develop every year hundreds of new
products, some of which find ready export markets. Another unique characteristic of American industry is the stress on continuing service to customers.
American firms doing business abroad frequently find that they have a competitive edge over European rivals for this reason.
In sum. an agreement with the Common Market to reduce tariffs on dominant
supplier products will tend to raise productivity and wages in American and
New England manufacturing and to improve the variety and quality of our
.tandnrds of living. Our mass-production industries and those which emphasize
technological leadership and rapid product innovation will be particularly
benefited.
New England, it appears, will benefit more than proportionally, because the
New England economy has a somewhat larger stake than the Nation as a whole
In exports of manufacturers, and because of the stress on research and product
innovation so characteristic of the newer New England industries. At the same
time, most New England Industries which are particularly vulnerable to imports
and which are now protected by high tariffs would, it appears, be little affected
by the trade expansion program, at least for the present, because their products
are not on the dominant supplier list.
The competitiveness of New England industrie8in foreign trade
In the preceding chanter, three broad categories of U.S. industries were
distinguished In terms of their competitiveness in foreign trade. One was the
older manufactures such as textiles and footwear, in which labor costs In this
country run generally higher than abroad, so that these industries tend to be
vulnerable to competition from imports. A second category includes massproduced items which have cost advantages over foreign competitors beo use
of our larger domestic markets. A third category inclles science-based industries rnd industries producing specialized producers goods for an advanced
industrialized socl-ty, whose competitive strength In foreign trade comes from
the technological lead of their products and not from any advantage in contt.
To help make these general economic categories come to life so far as New
England is concerned, case studies have been made of representative New England firms in the first and third of these categories, which are generally considered to be typical of manufacturing in New England. Firms In the older in.
dustries-wooleas, footwear, and silverware (including stainless steelware)were examined. Among the specialized producer goods industries, firms making
machine tools, industrial instruments, and textile machinery were chosen. Interviews were held with executives, and the conclusions which follow were drawn
In part from more extensive reports of these Interviews.'
J'The Iviterviews were conducted throvh a research grant from the Fpderai Reperve
Bank of Bnoton, and the interview reportst were written by Mr. Rapheel W. Hodavon
Artbur D Littio. Inc., of Jnton. Mr. Hodeson also cnllaborated in the PrnparAtion of
of
thi chlnter. Tho Arms to be tntprvlswed were selected in consultation with the Research
Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
I
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One conclusion which emerges from our study is that substantial part of the
-woolen, footwear, and silverware industries In New England are not as vulnerable to competition from imports as is commonly assumed. This is because a substantial part of their business is a fashion and merchandising business, which
prseuts major difficulties to the foreign manufacturer. On the other hand, the
staple (standardized) parts of their business are vulnerable and probably could
not exist without substantial tariff protection.
In producing for a fashion market, a manufacturer take# serious risks. Fashions change rapidly and what will sell is difficult to foresee. Thus a manufacturer of women's styled fabrics or shoes, for example, can produce in only relatively small lots and must keep inventories under careful control, or he will suffer
inventory losses which will put him out of business. He must balance the manufacturing economies of longer production runs, plus the sales advantage of being
able to deliver quickly from stock, against the risk of being caught with large
stocks that cannot be sold.
The problem Is serious enough for the domestic producer of fashion goods, but
It Is a good deal more serious for the competing foreign manufacturer because of
his distance from the American market. Italian manufacturers of woolens for
women's wear can make rapid deliveries, and their merchandisers in this country
are usually skilled stylists. Yet the greater distance from factory to market and
the less intimate contact between the manufacturer and the distributor or retailer mean that the Italian manufacturer must produce in much smaller lots
than his New England competitors. In consequence, italian-styled woolen fabrics are no cheaper than competing American fabrics despite much lower wages
in Italy.
Apart from cost considerations, the foreign producer of style goods also faces a
formidable merchandising problem. For the interest of distributors and retailers
must be retained, and this requires not only consistent success in bringing out
new designs but the offering of a wide line and a sustained level of advertising
and selling. Foreign producers of style goods in the industries under consideration have been generally unable to meet these requirements.
The only way a foreign manufacturer of fashion goods can overcome these cost
and merchandising problems Is to produce to order for a large American merchandiser, such as a chainstore or . large department store, which is close to the
American market and is able to assume most of the Inventory risk. This has
proved practical to a limited extent in fashion shoes, but not in the other industries examined.
On the other hand, the staple (standardized), nonfashion Items produced by
the New England woolen, shoe, and silverware industries are vulnerable to foreign competition and would doubtless be more so if our tariffs were lowered.
Rubber and canvas footwear and women's flats, for example, are relatively standardized and are now imported in substantial quantities despite the tariff. The
fashion risks and delivery timing problems are small in comparison with men's
and women's fashion shoes. The product changes little from season to season,
so that problems of design'and merchandising are minimized and the foreign
manufacturer can prodnce in runs long enough to realize the cost advantage of
the lower wages be pays, bringing his labor costs substantially below those of his
American competitors.
The same Is generally true in worsteds for men's wear, such as sharkskins,
glens, and herringbones.
(The foreign cost advantage In worsteds is more
marked in the high quality worsteds than in the lower grades, because the labor
content Is higher.) Hence the New England worsted mills have been in trouble,
while the mills making women's style fabrics have not. The woolen firm interviewed has concentrated most of Its New England production on fabrics for
women's wear, with the result that its employment In New England has expanded
in recent years, although total employment in the New Er ,-and woolen industry
has been declining.
In tMe silverware business, the inexpensive grades of stainless steel flatware
are the main staplee. Unlike stainless flatware of higher quality, which is retailed in jewelry stores and department stores and Is distinctly a fashion product,
stainless flatware 3f the lower qualities is sold mainly to chninstores, discount
houses and mail-order houses, where design and marketing problems are at a
minimum and the main consideration is price. In this market, Japanese competition has been strong. Indeed, in 198 the Japanese captured 40 percent of
the American mar-et for these grades. (The Japanese industry is understood
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to have accepted In 1960 a voluntary quota equivalent to 90-35 percent of the
American market.)
Lower labor costs are not the only reason for the competitive strength of
foreign producers of worsteds, staple shoes and stainless flatware, however.
The New England woolen manufacturer pays about $1.15 a pound for raw wool
as compared with the 80 cents his foreign competitor pays, because of the high
U.S. tariff on raw wool. The price of stainless steel in Japan Is about $420
a ton, as compared with the American price of about $950 a ton, the difference
being apparently due to differences in pricing policies The Japanese practice
of selling some articles abroad at prices below the Japanese domestic price is
believed to be responsible for some part of Japan's competitive strength in
worsteds and rubber and canvas shoes.
These specific points suggest a more general conclusion: There are many factors apart from comparative labor costs which must be considered before conclusions are drawn about the international competitive position of a New England industry.
Our study of New England firms making machine tools, textile machinery
and Industrial instruments show how the exacting competitive requirements
of the American market, particularly the constant demand for new, cost-saving
machinery, lead to competitive success abroad in these highly t6chnical capital
-oods industry.
The machine tool company had until quite recently been producing standard
machine tools. Three years ago the company decided to make a major change
in its product line. The decision was dictated by the state of the American
machine tool market. With heavy excess capacity in the metalworking indlustries (which are the machine tool industry's customers), the only way a
machine tool company could expect to sell its products was to develop new m-achines that would cut the buyer's labor costs of production substantially.
The company therefore initiated a major research and development effort
and brought out a class of automatic machine tools which have short set-up
times, making the machines very economical for use In production of short
runs. The high rate of innovation achieved IF-shown by the fact that 60 per,ant of the company's output in 1961 consisted of products introduced since
January 1, 1959.
The company's change in business policy and product line has Increased costs
substantially. Research and development expense has doubled. Expenses of
product engineering have increased 50 percent. Indirect shop and tooling
vo.ts have also increased substantially, because of the many new models. A
great deal more sales engineering and customer service work is now necessary.
But despite higher costs, the company now has a product line which is devioloping new b, i.!ness in this country and Is so unique abroad that it has a
'reOiMsing export potential. It Is also Immune to foreign competition in the
American market.
Competing Eauropean producers of machine tools offer standardized machines.
Their costs are lower, because they do little product development and run ?
steady production line, allowing a large backlog of orders to develop to make
this possible. Their delivery times are therefore slow (11 to 2 years). Their
cus tomer servicing is not good. And the y are vulnerable to crmpetitoi3 by
A.erian ilrms such as the one examined which are strong in product developmcmt and customer servicing and which offer more rapid delivery.
The ame characteristics distinguish the New England textile machinery firm
•nI t e industrial instruments firm examined. Large expenditures (i research
and development leading to the rapid Introduction of new products have been
the basis of sales success both at home and abroad. The flrms do pot compete with their European competitors In terms of price. Sales emphasis is
om the technical excellence and reliability of products, on sensitivity to the cuslomer's special requirements, on rapid delivery, and on superior servicing.
.itju.ling to increased imports
Tariff cuts leading to increased imports will create problems of adjustment
for meetingg domestic industries and for their suppliers. The nature of the
problems and their severity are by no means the same for all imixort-nmpeting
firmsv aid industries, however.
Where the domestic market for the product is growing, increased imports
may m-erely slow down the growth of production and employment in the domestl(- industry. In other cases, increased imports of a product may cause
domestic firms producing these items to increase production of other things, or
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to diversify by adding new products to their lines, without displacement of
workers or idling of capacity. In still other cases, increased imports may
force the discharge of workers in circumstances where they can find other work
without much delay.
On the other hand, increased imports may force workers to be discharged
in circumstances where they remain unemployed, because other work is not
available in the viornlty, or because they are unqualified for avallabl work.
This is likely to happen to any considerable body of workers only in the oneindustry town, or where the import competing firm is located in a community
which is already chronically depressed.
No tariff policy which Ignored problems of adjustment would make sense,
or stand a chance of congressional approval. But the question remains, Where
should the line be drawn? At what point does economic injury to an industry,
a firm, or a group of workers outweight the general interest in tariff reduction?
And is the only remedy in such cases to maintain or raise duties, or can means
of preventing hardships be found which facilitate rather tham prevent competitive adjustments?
The answer to these questions under
lit
nd in the "peril-point"
provision and the "escape clau
The present law
es the President,
before entering into tariff
tii
ations, to submit the list cf ies under consideration to the Tariff C mission for a determination of "pe
points." A
peril
point
is the "caus
point fg
Weow
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finds
that a dut
be
othecannot
omestic
to cat e
osijr
reduced
without
or threatening
The Tariff Ominisindustry p~roducing 1 l~eor directly cgm'l~titlve, articles.
er'y broadly to mea a decline, act al or
slti has interprete )"serious inju~y
threatened, in the omestic ougp 1 of the i~roduct or in th ~hare of the dom ttic
market held by do ireatic producers.
The escape cia se of the preson~law a titaorizes'be Tariff C~taiitilsston, at e
duty is causi g
thrnn eisig
request of an in terested party, to det~ln zi
or threatening to cause "serious injury' o th~dne~ci~ustry The escale
clause is drafted~so broadly as to nutht'r4le a fifiding or' "serious injury" if there
is any adverse ffect on pxq6Thmction or0ip~oitts or even "a decline in thie proportto4
I
of the domestic market supjdied'b doemeeitc producers."
rovest
'Ih lat iriectS the 'Tariff'"oenssion's
.Moreover, a 955 amnend~ient to
e'
S
even
t*
effect~
orm
an
industry
or
tigations unde the escape clause, z0t to the
the entire busi pess of the ,11rm whircls, applies for relief, but to the effect on &
single product. \Thus any r~ducti0 in 'the share of the d'otic market held
a firm with res ct to one, o verai prpodiet ln , or the'ltcine of profits
in one line, could under the rs ent law be ,ri to constitute "serious inJurf,"
justifying
an mnc ased duty, although the firm's total business rmight be in/exb
celienet shape.
The philosophy o\ the peri-po~nrovision and the escape clause ha ( been
tt-wight better be cajlod the no-adjirStment
called the "no-inintr)\doctrine."
doctrine. For the econ snic benefits of trade liberalization flow from coaipetitive
adjustment which incread imports help to induce. To characterze41i or most
such adjustments as "serioas injury" and to require that they e avoided by
maintaining or raising dutie .4, thus fundamentally at odds wlh the purpose
o
re
of the law and the general economfnhe-iterest in reducing ta
of trade ijlizaton
A far better policy and one consisfnt-witholh
at he poi
of "serious injury," but 1l* point
would be to draw the line ot
teanteofreventwhere real hardship is threatened, and to provide alternative m
ong dr relieving hardship. Broadly speaking it appears to be the philosophy
underlying the modified peril-point and escinpe-clause provisions of the trade
expansion bill and the adjustment assistance program which the bill would
establish.
The trade expansion bill modifies the peril-point procedure substantially. It
negotiations,
Tarrff to request findings
ito
enb
efoenterig
requiresvt he P i
from the Tariff Commission "as to the economic effect ofeduction or elimination
on
ss U.. firms, workers, and industries producing like or comtn duties *
petitive articles." Unlike the present law, the bill does not require the Tariff
Commission to fix peril points. It leaves that responsibility to the President
The bill would eliminate the escape clause in its present form and replace it,
on the one hand, with a simple delegation ofdlscretionary authority to the
President to modify or terminate any previous tariff cut and, on the other hand,
by elaborate adjustment assistance provisions. Thus the essential feature of the
escape clause would be retained: the President's authority to withdraw tariff
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concessions. But an alternative to this remedy is provided in the form of adjustment assistance to firms, workers, and industries adversely affected by tariff
actions.
To qualify for adjustment assistance, a lirm would have to show something
more than "serious Injury" as define t in t'e present- escape clause. It would
have to show that imports are increasing in such quantities as to cause, or immediately threaten to cause, significallt idling of productive facilities, prolonged
and persistent in ability to operate at profit, or unemployment or underemploy.
ment of a significant number of workers of the firm.
Similarly, employees, to qualify for aditstment assistance, would have to
tlreaten to cause unemployment
.mmediaelyshow that imports have caused or
or underemployment of a significant number of workers of the firm. When the
application is made by an industry, eligibility requirements include a showing
that reasonable efforts in the industry to adjust have been made and have not
substantially mitigated the problem.
Once eligibility for assistance has been determined, various forms of financial
and technical assistance and certain tax relief would be available. The provisions for assistance are elaborate and need not be summarized here. Suffice it
to say that any firm, group of workers, or industry which could establish its
eligibility for assistance would find its reasonable requirements for adjustment
adequately provided for, If the bill becomes law.
The. changed peril-point and escape-clause procedures and the adjustmentassistance provisions are the trade expansion bill's most controversial features.
They will no doubt be modified before the bill is enacted. It is to be hoped that
the changes made will not perpetuate the no-adjustment philosophy of the present
law, which is inconsistent with the aims of the program and would gravely
weaken the President's bargaining power in negotiating with the Common
Market.
A discussion of adjustment to increased Imports would hardly be complete
without some attempt to suggest the general magnitude of the problem. What
tariffs would be cut and by how much, and bow much the cuts would increase
imports are all as yet unknown, but the effect of a hypothetical increase of
dutiable Imports on employment can be very roughly estimated.
A recent exhaustive study done for the Brookings Institution estimates the
effect on domestic employment in tariff-protected industries, and in industries
supplying them with goods and services, of increases in competing Imports due to
reduction of the U.S. tariff.' It concludes that if competing Imports were to Increase by $1 billion (at present prices), roughly 100.000 jobs would be displaced.
This Includes Jobs in the import-competing Industries themselves and in all industries supplying them with goods and services.
Dutiable imports in 1960 were approximately $R billion. Let us assume a
tariff reduction sufficient to increase dutiable Imports by $2 billion a year. or 25
percent, over a 5-year period-undoubtedly a far more rapid incre se in imports
than would be likely to result in a 5-year period from any probable program of
.200000
tariff reduction. On the basis of the Brookings study, approximately
jobs would be displaced over the 5-year period, or 40,000 jobs a year. & little
over half of the displaced jobs would be in the protected industries themselves.
The rest would be In supplying industries.
These figures, however, leave out of account the effect of reciprocal tariff reduction on exports and on employment directly and Indirectly engaged in manufacturing for exports. If exports Increase as much as imports, the number of
jobs created should not he much less than the number of jobs displaced. Any
difference would be due to the higher production per man In the export Jobs than
In the jobs displaced by imports.
Moreover, a displaced job does not necessrilv mean a flisldaced worker. nor
does It necessarily imply hardship. The effect of Increased Imports on an importcompeting industry may be merely to prevent a new job from being created. Or
the worker who held the displaced job may readily find other work In the same
firm or community. Only a small fraction of the 40.000 jobs would therefore
represent hardship cases.
4 See Walter S. Salant and Beatrice N. Vaceara.

"Import Liberalization and Employ-

ment" (Brooklngs Inatltutlon. Washington. D.C., 1961).
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Each year the American economy has to create 1,500,000 new Jobs to reemploy
workers displaced through increases in productivity, and 1 million more t0 employ net new additions to the labor force. An economy which employs 53 million
people, which normally creates 2,500,000 new jobs each year, aud whose export
industries are stimulated by tariff reductions abroad should Lot find it too
difficult to create a few thousand more Jobs.
Much depends, of course, on the state of demand and unemployment. If demand is buoyant and unemployment low, the import adjustment problem will
attract little attention outside a relatively few firms and communities. But if
growth Is sluggish and unemployment rising, the fear of import competition
spreads. Thus success of the President's trade expansion program probably depends on maintaining prosperity. The program itself would contribute to
that end.
"Dominant 8upplier" product categories based on tradein 1960

S.1.T.C.
Group
No.

Product category

U.S. and
Common
Market
exports as
percent of
tree world
exports exeluding intraCommon
Market
trade I

Percent
Aircraft -----------------------------------------97
Photographic and cinematographic supplies, except cameras ----------------------------------93
321 Coal, coke, and briquettes .........................
92
613 Fur kns ...........................-............. 91
732 Road motor vehicles .............................
91
091 Margarine and shortenings ........................
90
664 Glass ..............................................
89
33 Pigments and paints -----------------------------88
0552
Perfumery, cosmetics, and cleansing preparations88
731
Railway vehicles ---------------------------------87
062 Sugar confectionery and other sugar preparations..
88
Ill Nonalcoholic be averages --------------------------86
715 Metalworking machinery ------------------------86
733 Road vehicles, except motor ----------------------86
712 Agricultural machinery, including tractors -------85
891 Musical instruments, sound recorders, and parts..
85
612 Leather manufactures ----------------------------83
512 Organic chemicals --------------------------------82
711 Power generating machinery, except electric ------82
0699
Miseellaneous chemicals, including plastics and
insecticides ------------------------------------81
C21 Materials of rubber ------------------------------81
714 Office machinery --------------------------------81
0716 Industrial machinery, except power generating
and metalworking .....
------------------------81
122 Tobacco manufactures ...........................
80
629 Articles of rubber --------------------------------80
'721
Electric machinery ................................
80
734
862

Total 80 percent and above (26 groups) .......

U.S.
Exports
to the
Common
Market '

U.S.
Imports
from the
Common
Market I

Millons
$425

MiUiks
$20

13
197 ...........
6
76
38
(4)
5
20
7
1
(4)
1

28
8
69
44
3
7
12

(4)

96
1
30
19
176
1.0

27
25
38
34
2
26
17

188
9
69

20
4
52

340
11
13
216

92
.1
21
IZJ

()

2.............
"206

1,199

I The product categories are those of the United Nation's standard ndistrial trade classification, revised.
except where an asterisk (4) appears, In which case the o-iginal S.I.T.C. definitions have been used.
Free world exports exclude exports of countries dominated or controlled by international communism.
. Includes the six present members of the Common Market (France Germany Italy Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg) and five prospective members (the United kingdom, freland, Greece, Denmark,
and Norway).
4 Less than $500,000.
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57 New England exporting industries5

Industry I

New England Estimated
employment exports as a
in 1958
percentage
(estimated)
of domestic
shipments i

Aircraft engines and parts ........------------------------------------------42,200
Shipbuilding and repairing ..................................................
21.300
Fabricated plastics products n.e.c -----------------------------------------+8000
Textile machinery ---------------------------------------------------------16,400
Ball and roller bearings ......................................................
15,500
Machine tool acce.ssories .................................................
14.000
Radio, TV communication equipment .......................................
13,200
Mechanical measurin? devices ...............................................
12,500
Metal cutting machine tools...................... . ...............
12,100
Aircraft propellers and parts--------------------------------------0,300
1
Narrow fabrics -------------------------------------------------------- 9.700
Valves and pipe fittings ---------------------------------------------------9,600
Steam engines, turbines, turbo generators and parts, and Internal combustion
engines n.e.c -------------------------------------------------------------9,400
'Electric measuring instruments ..............................................
8, 000
Typewriters ---------------------------------------------------------------7,300
Special industry machinery n.e.c ------------------------------------------7,000
Abrasive products (part) --------------------------------------------------6, 00
Electrontubes, transmitting -----------------------------------------------6,400
Hand and edge tools, except machine tools, and hand saws ..................
6,300
Electron tubes, receiving type ---------------------------------------------5, 800
General industrial machinery n.e.c ----------------------------------------5,700
Plastics materials (part) ---------------------------------------------------5,700
Switcher and switchboards ........................... -------------------5,300
Electric housewares and fans................................................
4,600
Office machines n.e.c ------------------------------------------------------4,400
Refrigeration machinery ---------------------------------------------------4,200
Power transmission equipment --------------------------------------------4,000
Scientific instruments -----------------------------------------------------4,000
Photographic equipment ....................................................
3,800
Paper industries machinery -----------------------------------------------3,600
Pumps and compressors ---------------------------------------------------3,600
Food products machinery ------------.......
.......................
3,100
Metal working machinery n.e.c. (part)---------------------------------2, 800
Surgical appliances and supplies -------------------------------------------2,800
Blowers and fans ----------------------------------------------------------2,600
Engine electrical equipment ----.-----------------------------------------2,400
Metal forming machine tools ---..----------------------------------------2,200
Automatic temperature controls -----------------.-------------------------2.200
Optical instruments and lenses --------------------------------------------2,100
Sewing machines
--------------------------------------------...............
2,100

10
II
6
20
a
6
10
9
18
8
7
9

Pulp mill products --------------------------------------------------------2,000

is

Hand saws, saw blades, and accessories ------------------------------------Painting trades machinery ------------------------------------------------Boat building and repairing ---------------------------------------------Canned and cured seafoods -----.------------------------------------------Surgical and medical Instruments ------------------------------------------Nonferrous metals, rolled, drawn, and extruded n.e.c ........................
Woodworking machinery --------------------------------------------------Medicinals and botanicals -------------------------------------------------Phonograph records -------------------------------------------------------Industrial furnaces and ovens ................................................
Scales and balances --------------------------------------------------------Measuring and dispensing pumps ----------------------------------------Industrial trucks and tractors ---------------------------------------------Pens and mechanical pencils ----------------------------------------------Commercial laundry equipment .............................................
Animal and marine oil mill products .........................................
Total, 57 industries ....................................................

,900
1,900
1,900
1,900
1.800
1,700
1,600
1,500
1,200
1,000
1,000
900
900
600
400
200

9
5
8
22
7
7
10
5
9
6
6
5
9
7
6
9
8
18
15
16
26
6
5
6
25
9
11
27
8
13
1I
5
22
7
10
9
8
13
11
7
12
13
11
8

330,000 ..............

I An "exporting industry" is here defined as one whose national exports were equal in value to 5 percent

or more of its total shipments in 195, and which had 6 percent or more of total U.S. employment located in

New England.
I Listed in order of size of employment in New England.
a These export ratios apply to the national industry rather than to the New England industry. Export
ratios for New Engl-and industries are not available at this time.
NoTn.-Detail wilh not add to total because of rounding.
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
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oN BEHALF or Coxin PARTS AND AcozsoRms
AswocIATIoN

This statement is made on behalf of the Cycle Parts & Accessories Association,
a trade association organized 37 years ago. At present there are 52 members
who produce a wide variety of parts and accessories for bicycles in plants located in 13 different States. Association members produce and sell their products to the various bicycle manufacturers and to wholesalers and retailers in all
parts of the U.S. In 1959, the latest year for which statistics are available these
sales amounted to $24.2 million ($19 million for parts and $5.2 million for accessories). Exports of parts in 1959 were only 2 percent of domestic sales of parts
and are estimated to be under I percent for 1960. This industry is unable to
understand how any concessions made by foreign countries will maintain or expand these exports when the main reason for low exports is the inability to
compete because of the difference in costs of production. As most of our products are high in labor content the wages paid in the U.S. are the principal factor in the cost difference.
This trade association was organized for the purpose of advancing the welfare of the cycle parts and accessories industry and promoting the distribution
of the products of this industry.
Unfortunately, the purpose of this association is now the protection of the
very existence of the industry. The facts included herein demonstrate the serious injury which has already been inflicted upon this industry by the trade
agreements program from increased imports and why H.R. 11970 will serve to
destroy most of the remaining companies producing bicycle parts and accessories.
Over the years there has developed in the United States an industry producing
bicycle parts and assessories. This industry has been in existence as long as
the bicycle industry, or some 77 years. Some of the members of the association
produce bicycle parts solely while others produce other products aa well.
The following list is representative of the items included as parts and accessories:
Mudguards
Toe clips
Chain guards
Bells
Saddles
Mirrors
Pedals
Gearshift mechanisms
Spokes
Hubs
Rims
Sprockets
Brakes
Cranks
Handlebars and grips
Axles
Seat posts
Chains
Lamps and lighting sets
Forks
Horns
Fittings, washers, nuts
Pumps
Tire casings, single tube tires, bolts, etc.
Luggage carriers
Inner tubes
Wickstands or other stands *
Dynamo mechanisms
Tanks
While there have been no tariff concessions on bicycle parts since !930, the
rate of duty was bound at 30 percent in the GATT agreement of 1948.
Most accessories have been subject to two previous concessions from the
1930 rate of 45 percent ad valorem so that the present rate is now 19 percent.
Parts and most accessories were included on the President's list for negotiation under the 1958 authority. On September 2, 1960, this association appeared
before the Tariff Commission and urged that the peril point had already been
reached on bicycle parts and accessories and that not only should there not
be any reduction in duty but that the Tariff Commission should order an escape
clause investigation to determine what additional import restrictions were
necessary to remedy the serious injuries already caused this Industry by increased imports. The Tariff Commission ordered escape clause investigations
on only 9 out of about 2,200 items on the list and unfortunately bicycle parts
and accessories were not 1 of the 9.
The cycle parts and accessories industry was indeed encouraged to learn that
the March 7, 1962, announcement of the negotiations at Geneva did not contain
any concessions on bicycle parts. However, some concessions were granted on
bicycle accessories.
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This observance of the peri point may only be a temporary respite as it
appears Imports of parts and most accessories may qualify under the 80-percent
provision of section 211 of H.R. 11970. The word "may" is used because this
fact iWnot known nor is it reasonably available to the domestic industry. If
these items do qualify then they may be put on the fre list. Any tariff re.
duction, much less removing all duties, will operate to force many producers
out of bicycle parts production entirely.
While this association Is not opposed to the principle that there must be
trade between nations it Is violently opposed ' , any program which could de.
stroy any part of this Industry no matter how large or small it may be.
Bicycle parts have been very intimately affected in recent years by the operation of the trade program. This association in fact joined with the Bicycle
Manufacturers Association in October of 1951 in filing an application for an
investigation pursuant to the escape clause. This application resulted In in.
vestigation No. 7 under section 7 of the T,-ade Agreements Act and was concerned
with bicyd.les and parts (not including tires). The Commission although It
found that imports of bicycle parts had been substantial since the end of World
War 'l, concludc-d that these imports were not causing serious injury at that
time to the domestic industry.
Since 1952 two further investigations have been made pursuant to the escape
clause concerning bicycles only and as a result that segment was found to be
seriously Injured and the concessions on bicycles were modified. Imports of
parts found to be substantial In the report of 1952 have increased 10 times since
that date and are now absorbing such a portion of the domestic market that
many producers have been forced to stop producing certain products and others
have been forced out of business altogether. Thus, only half the injury has
been remedied.
The domestic bicycle industry is made up of two segments, the manufacturers
or assemblers of bicycles, and the manufacturers of cycle parts and accessories.
Increased imports have seriously injured both segments. Although the U.S.
Government has endeavored to relieve the Injury to the bicycle manufacturers
through increases in rates of duty tbey are still not out of the woods. Bicycle
imports currently are running as high as ever.
The average annual total of imported parts for the immediate postwar yeazs
to 1950 was slightly over $400,000. foreign market value. However, following
the binding of the duty pursuant to GATT, this figure increased to the astounding
figure of $11 million In 1960 and has averaged over $9 million for the past 3
years.
These figures are for parts only-neither accessories nor tires being included.
Qualified sources estimate the foreign value of imported accessories in 1960
at no less than $4 million. Thus, the total foreign value of parts and accessories
imported as such in 1960 was $15 million. . In the same year the sales of domestic parts and accessories producers were about $24 million. Imports thus accounted for about 40 percent of U.S. consumption of parts and accessories in
1960. By no means, however, is this alarming percentage to complete the story.
There Is another extremely susbtantial volume of sales of parts and accessories denied the domestic producers and which they have no chance to share.
This Is the total of parts and accessories used on the 1 million bicycles imported yearly. These do double injury-affecting both the domestic bicycle
manufacturers and their suppliers-tbe parts and accessory manufacturers.
Just who would benefit from the decrease In duties of these items contemplated In H.P. 11970? It could be argued that the American bicycle manufacturers will benefit from a tariff reduction on bicycle parts and accessories and
support this proposition by stating that the low price of these foreign Items' was
the main reason these American manufacturers were able to produce 2% aillion bicycles In 1960. However, if you were to take this argument to Its conclusion what you would be saying is that this Increase In domestic bicycle production was in direct relationship to the Increase in imports of components. Thus.
to achieve the ultimate In domestic production of bicycles. 100 percent of the
parts must be Imported. When 100 percent of the parts are Imported, an entire
domestic Industry producing parts and accessorles will have been eliminated.
This industry does not agree that It Is expendable.
If 100 percent of the bicycle parts and accessories are Imported, tbo domestic
bicycle manufacturing Industry would be completely at the mercy of the foreign
producer who could then increase the price of his parts or even cut off the supply
of parts entirely, thus forcing the American public to buy complete Imported
bicycles If they wish a bicycle at all.
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The domestic parts and accessories industry would not benefit or even thedomestic bicycle manufacturer in the final analysis; therefore, only the foreign,
produeer and the domestic importer could benefit by any tariff reduction. Certainly It cannot be said that the present rates of duty on bicycle parts and accessories are burdening the commerce of the United States or any foreign country
when $11 million worth of parts aloe entered the United States In 1900.
What has been the result of these increased imports? Profits In the bicycle
parts and accessories industry are almost nonexistent and some companies are
operating at losses. But more Important there are companies which have been
forced by Increased imports to eliminate the production of bicycle parts and
accessories or even to go out of business entirely.
At one time the Diamond Chain Co. of Indianapolis was a major supplier of
bicycle chains for the entire domestic industry. Diamond is about out of business
today as far as bicycle chains are concerned. The record shows that in 195W
Diamond sold $1,155,(00 worth of chain to U.S. bike makers employing approximately 180 workers, while in 1959 they sold only $4,000 a decline of 99.6 percent
in 10 years. Needless to state the number of employees declined in the same ratio.
Diamond Chain is not an isolated case. In 1953 there were three bicycle brake
manufacturers in this country-Musselman of Cleveland, New Departure Division
of General Motors at Bristol, Conn., and the Eclipse Machine Division of Bendix
at Elmira, N.Y. In 1953 Musselman discontinued production. In 1959 New
Departure was forced out of business. Why could not a division of the General
Motors Corp. continue to compete with imported brakes? It certainly has at Its
command almost unlimited finances; it has as much technical know-how and
automation capability as any manufacturer In the world. Can anyone say that
General Motors does not know how to meet competition in any area? It knows
well enough, but this was not competition on anywhere near the same basis.
This was competition at approximately one-third the labor rate the members of
the Cycle Parts Association pay to their workers in order to maintain American
standards.
Other companies which have suffered disastrous experiences resulting from
increased low priced imports are the following:
The Lobdell Emory Co. which manufactured saddles and rims have discontinued this production.
The Electra Manufacturing Co. of Kansas City which manufactured lighting
equipment has virtually ceased the manufacture of this product.
The Magna Products Co. of Brooklyn, N.Y., which manufactured pedals and
mirrors are completely out of business.
The Torrington Co. of Torrington, Conn., one of the oldest in the bicycle
business has been forced to suspend production of p- lals.
The Troxell Co. of Elyria, Ohio, one of -tlic oldest saddle manufacturers, has
been forced to leave that area in order to reduce cost and try to compete.
Delta Electric Co. started business in 1913. Among its first products were
bicycle head and tall lamps operated on dry cell batteries. We pioneered in this
fie'd and were the first to produce such items. In 1930 we developed and started
production on the first horfis for bicycles to operate on dry cell batteries. In
1956 we were ustng approximately 200 people in production of bicycle lamps and
horns. At present we are using only 104 on this effort. Since 1956 we have lost
90 percent of our bicycle horn volume and more than 40 percent of our bicycle
lamp volume to low priced imports. The greater loss In the horn volume Is
accounted for by a larger price differential due to a much larger amount of labor
In horns than in lamps.
Our annual profits are down more than 80 percent and we find it Impossible
to pay reasonable dividends to our stockholders. It's a bitter pill to swallow
when we see ourselvs squeezed out of a field we pioneered and developed to its
present level, by low priced imports, in many cases copies of our own design and
engineering developments.
A large percentage of our remaining employees are well past 50 years of age.
We are sure that any further Inroads in our sales volume of bicycle parts because of any lowering of duty on Imports would result in further curtailment of
our production force. The finding of new employment by people past 50 would
be a most difficult if not impossible task In our area.
We have spent much mone and study on modern equipment and cost reducing methods in our efforts to compete with import prices but it seems that foreign manufacturers have ready ac.ess to latest production improvement, equip.
ment, and methods. The real problem lies in basic wage differentials. Our
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greatest competition comes from Japan and Hong Kong. We understand from
the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, September 1961, that wages
in Japan average 29 cents per hour. Hong Kong wages were not quoted but we
are reasonably sure they are no more than In Japan. Our own hourly wage, including fringe benefits, is $2.24.
Through the years Delta has proved its ability to successfully compete with
domestic producers, but it's an impossible task to try to match the cost of goods
produced with 29-cent labor, when our own rate is nearly eight times that figure.
The American parts and accessories manufacturers now in business have the
industrial capacity to supply the complete American market. In fact, it did so,
prior to the crushing Influx of import competition. Today it has but 40 percent
of that market.
The implications are clear. Discussion, in our experience and opinion, of the
advantages of reducing duties is but academic. We have passed the peril point
and any reductions will cause us to lose our struggle for economic survival in an
industry we pioneered and developed.
H.R. 11970 accepts the destruction of domestic industry as a cornerstone for
its existence. This is contrary to the historic development and exercise of the
various trade agreement acts. Further HR. 11970 changes the philosophy of the
causal relationship of imports to injury from that of the duty reflecting the concessions granted to the reduction itself. I other words this means if there were
no duty decrease, as in the case of bicycle parts, this industry would not qualify
for tariff relief. This presupposes that the rate set in 1930 was eternally correct no matter what economic changes occurred thereafter.
This industry therefore urgently recommends that the Senate Finance Committee restore the basic principle of avoiding serious injury to domestic industry
by operation of the Trade Agreements Act. The peril point provisions should be
restored to the bill in a form to remove absolutely the authority of the President
to exceed the peril points as determined by the Tariff Commission.
Further H.R. 11970 should be amended to continue the historic principle
that peril point findings should be made to determine whether increased imports
due in whole or in part to proposed concessions would cause or threaten serious
injury rather than limiting the Tariff Commission to a consideration of whether
imports resulting solely from concessions possible under the bill would cause
"idling of productive facilities, inability to operate at a profit, and unemployment or underemployment."
These changes would direct the Tariff Commission to effectively warn the
President in advance of negotiations for changes in duty which would be injurious to domestic industry. Total disaster attributable solely to a duty change
will be rarely foreseen. The peril point procedure should be retained to serve
as a guardrail to prevent disaster.

STATEMENT

OF POLIcY OF THE VINYL FILM DIVISION OF THE SOCIETY OF THE
PLASTICS INDUsTRY, INC., WITH RESPECT' TO H.R. 11970
THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC.,

New York, N.Y., July 30, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, New Senate Offiee Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BmD: The Vinyl Film Division of the Society of the Plastics
Industry, Inc., is unalterably opposed to those provisions of H.R. 11970 which
would permit further reductions of duties on Imports of vinyl film, sheeting
and resin and of products thereof and to any further weakening of section 7
of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended, the so-called
escape clause, or the peril point provisions.
Vinyl film products are already being imported In such increased quantities
as to threaten to eliminate the fabricators of such articles and the suppliers
of the raw materials to such fabricators. For example. import. of vinyl raincoats increased by 1,100 percent in 1959 over the volume of Imports for the
previous year.
In 1968 imports of vinyl film raincoats were equal to only 5 percent of domestic
production. In 1959 the figure had jumped to 71 percent and in 1960 to 97
percent. As a consequence, domestic production fell from 536,000 dozen in 1958
to 812,000 dozen in 1960, a decline of 41 percent.
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Presently dutiable at 12% percent by virtue of the similitude provisions of
paragraph 1558 of the Tariff Act of 1930, which imposes duties pursuant to
section 1537(b) on raincoats in chief value of rubber, it is undeniable that the
present rate is not sufficient to afford sufficient protection to prevent the elimination of the domestic fabricators of vinyl film rainwear. Additional protection
is essential and to consider any further tariff restrictions is unthinkable.
Similar difficulties from imports are being encountered by such other vinyl
film products as baby pants, shower curtains, place mats and tablecloths. In
addition, imports of vinyl film and sheeting are causing injury to the domestic
producers. It is undeniable that if the escape clause provisions are further
weakened the producers of all of tlese products are faced with virtual extinction.
Because of the present competition from imports the existing provisions of
the peril point should not be watered down and any proposed future negotiations should be subject to the existing safeguards provided by the peril point
provisions.
It is also relevant to note that the present method of supplying these plastic
products by similitude has created and will continue to create inequities. Since
these plastic products were unknown at the time of the adoption of the Tariff
Act of 1930, the only sensible method of determining appropriate duties would
be by the establishment of a separate schedule for such products with rates
of duties set forth therein. Such a schedule would eliminate the anachronisms
which had been produced by the similitude paragraph pursuant to which each
of thcse plastic products are subjected to the rate of duty provided for the
enumerated article which these items resemble "and the use to which it may
be applied."
On January 24, 1961, representatives of the Vinyl Film Division of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., appeared at a public hearing before the
U.S. Tariff Commission requesting through the escape clause procedures that
the duties be raised on Imported vinyl film rainwear. The U.S. Tariff Commission by a vote of 4 to 2 turned down this petition of our industry. However, the two dissenting Commissioners strongly emphasized the very real hardship that would continue to be imposed on the domestic vinyl rainwear market
if the tariff was not raised to the maximum amount under the escape clause
procedures.
For the foregoing reasons the Vinyl Film Division of the Society of the
Plastics Industry, Inc., is strongly opposed to the adoption of H.R. 11970 in
its present form and will continue to oppose this measure unless appropriate
amendments are adopted to retain the safeguards now provided for in the escape
clause and peril point provisions of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of
1958.
Very truly yours,
W-Mi. T. CRUSE, Executive Vice President.
4

DAEREN, Cor.rN., August 2, 1962.

HoN. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am writing with reference to the administration's trade
bill (lh.R. 11970), since I understand that the Senate Finance Committee is
currently holding hearings on this bill.
I have been personally concerned about the long-range aspects of H.R. 11970
as It is now written. I sincerely believe that in the noxt few years the matter
of foreign competition in many lines will become increasingly severe. A general
consideration of our economy leads me inescapably to this conclusion. In a
number of areas of our Industry there may well be a real fight for survival. I am
sure you are aware of the effect of foreign competition on such areas as the
bicycle industry, the Jeweled watch industry and, more recently, the textile Industry, particularly finished textile products. These examples are but straws In
the wind, and they are an indication of what we can expect in many other areas
in the next few years.
The seriousness of the situation exceeds the narrow limits of any specific part
of our overall business economy. If a worker in any one segment of industry is
deprived of his ability to make a livelihood in his chosen field, there is a corresponding drop in the vigor of the total economy. The more widespread such
dislocations become, the greater the effect on the total economy will be. It is all
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very well to say that a worker can shift from one type of endeavor to another,
but practically speaking, such a relocation of workers and families would be well
nigh impossible. Even if it were possible. Industry will not find it easy to expand markets in foreign countries in which the economies are rapidly being
strengthened and in which the tariff and import restrictions are much more
severe than in our country.
The administration's goals in H.R. 11970 are certainly worthy and one cannot
quarrel with them. I do feel, however, that certain safeguards ought to be inherent In any bill which is passed by the Legislature. Accordingly, I would ap-:
preclate your considering seriously the following points:
(1) If for particular reasons a concession is made with one country, the economic conditions in other countries might not make the same step necessary.
Therefore, it seems reasonable that the bill should provide that any concessions
be made on an individual country basis rather than in an across-the-board manner.
(2) T think it is important that any special tariff limits be established by the
Tariff Commission after thorough investigation by means of a hearing in which
all sides could be heard. This sort of consideration of the problems of the affected industries seems to me to be the only reasonable way to handle the questions which will undoubtedly arise. It would be impossible for any individual
or small group of individuals, such as the President or his advisers, to have a full
knowledge of all phases of the complicated industrial structure of the United
States. I would therefore suggest that any action of the executive branch of
the Government which was not in accord with the recommendations of the Tariff
Commission be referred to Congress.
(3) The existing laws contain escape clause provisions which could well be
part of H.R. 11970.
(4) The adjustment of tariffs on a group which provides little recognition of
the problems concerning Individual products or articles Is dangerous. Would
It not be reasonable to suggest that adjustments should be made in relation to
the product or article concerned and in view of the individual merits?
(5) There will always be a nwJmber of items which are manufactured in the
United States which can b: reasonably classified as "essential to national defense." It seems to m. that recognition of this should be taken, and our productive capacities for such products should be maintained. It would appear
reasonable that the Department of Defense could prepare a list of such items,
together with the component parts necessary, and that this list might be kept
exempt from the general tariff adjustments or, at least, regarded in a special
category.
I have taken the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to the other members
of your committee. I appreciate your consideration of these few suggestions.
Very truly yours,
3oiN A. FI.LTl.
INTERNATIONAL MOULDERS AND FOUNDRY WORKERS I'NION, LOCAL 179,

Rutland, Vt., July 80, 196.
DEAR SENATOR: I am writing this letter for our local of 100 members, and

our brother members whose jobs a.e at stake and we must do everything possible
to save these jobs.
Foreign trade bill H.R. 9900 is pending before Congress. This bill would
give the President the right to lower and even to abolish tariffs. There has been
a lot of talk about how this bill will improve the job situation through free trade.
I am concerned about the fact that in the first 3 months of this year some 8,600
tons of soil pipe have been dumped in this country by foreign countries where
wage scales and working conditions are far inferior to ours. That is more than
50 percent of soil pipe imports for all of last ycar. It means a lose of about
20,000 man-days of employment in the industry during the first 3 months of this
year alone.
If H.R. 9900 becomes law, the soil pipe industry may well cease to exist in
this country and I can only guess at how many foundries will be forced to the
wall and out of business.
There is in the bill a so-called peril point escape clause through which some
tariff relief can be obtained if an industry is In danger of extinction in this
country because of this dumping of imports. The President wants that clause
out of the bill. With that clause out of the bill, ther6 is no way to even try to
save certain industries.
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This is a most serious situation that confronts us and we must not sit ou our
bands while our jobs are taken out from under us through destruction of our industry. We can do something about It because we are the voters of this country.
We are opposed to H.R. 9900 and particularly any attempt to take the peril
point escape clause out of the bill.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES MUL AUY, Recording Secretary.

TESTIMONY OF JOsFzH V. FAL(ON,

PRESIDENT OF SAVAGE ARMS CORP.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Joseph V. Falcon and I am president of the Savage
Arms Corp. located in Westfield, Mass. This business dates back to 1864 and
today we may well be the Nation's leading producer of sporting firearms In
terms of total volume manufactured annually.
I am appearing on behalf of more than 700 employees and officers who, along
with the great majority throughout our Industry, have serious reservations
about the pending trade bill. We believe H.R. 11970 holds dangerous implications for our future economic well-being and the industry's continued capability
to meet Its traditional responsibilities In a time of national emergency.
The criticisms and recommendations I shall make stem from firsthand experience. This includes an intolerable wait of 3 long years for a decision-which
then proved to be unfavorable-under the national security clause of the 1958
Trade Act. Meanwhile. we have been doing everything in our power to combat
the damaging effect on industry employment levels and sales resulting from the
300 percent Increase in firearms imported since 1956.
Here is a brief profile of the industry, of which we are a part, pertinent to
the trade picture.
There is no foreign market of major consequence for American sporting arms,
primarily because of restrictions imposed on ownership of firearms in most
foreign countries, including those In the Common Market. The American market
Is all important.
The value of firearms imported into the United States annually is more than
double the amount our sporting arms industry sells abroad.
Since 1956, more than 1 million surplus military rifle imports have been
dumped in the U.S. market bearing an average Import value of under $4 apiece,
less than one-tenth the price of the least expensive comparable American product.
Although the Office of Emergency Planning declared our Industry essential
to national security and found that foreign imports had indeed "resulted in
lower sales, production, employment, and profits," relief from surplus military
rifle Imports was denied In June of this year after 36 months of deliberation.
New tariff concessions effective July 1 will surely increase the serious threat
new foreign firearms already pose to a major product line in the Industry, shotguns. Total sales slumped almost 30 percent in 6 years as imports rose sharply.
Against that background, let me stress how Imperative it is to retain the language In the bill as It passed the House which would keep the escape clause as a
standard means of safeguarding domestic industries. The President's original
request that It be used only In exceptional cases demanding "extraordinary relief" would mean extinction for hundreds, If not thousands, of firms now an
integral part of our economy.
The proposed bill would give the President broad power to reduce duties
drastically and, probably in the case of firearms and certain other categories,
to eliminate them entirely. Should It be used unwisely, many American companies would be badly damaged. Adjustment assistance would be their chief
hope but it certainty is no guarantee of survival.
The business adjustment aid provision should also be scrutinized most carefully from another viewpoint-that such assistance could discriminate unfairly
against firms which have already financed necessary changes without relying
on elaborate loan, tax, and technical assistance from Government. In the case
of our west coast tuna fisherman, whose request for higher duties on imports
was rejected, much criticism has been leveled at the Government's action In
lending money to a selected group so they could "modernize" their boat, thus
subsidizing the least efficient.
The pending bill would Invite the endless repetition of such discrimination.
A few years ago Savage Arms launched a multimillion dollar modernization and
plant relocation program. A substantial portion of our profits were diverted Into
It, and as a result, we are probably the most aggressive competitor among
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domestic sporting arms manufacturers. However, should some companies in
our field-but not all-qualify for extensive adjustment aid under this bill,
Savage, in effect, would be penalized unfairly for its costly display of Initiative
and drive.
In short, the availability of such aid would discourage many companies and
perhaps entire industries from pushing ahead with their own technological development Instead, they will tend to rely on Federal assistance in the event that
conditions worsen as the result of increased foreign competition.
Neither Is the provision for adjustment assistance to workers relevant to our
industry, which has an unusual percentage of highly skilled employees. Mrny
of those affected by the severe drop In employment due to imports have relocated
successfully while the new Federal training program, provided outside of this
act, should aid others still unemployed.
Our major manpower concern revolves around the shrinking reservoir of
skilled craftsmen and technicians essential for an immediate shift to wartime
production. And, with the industry's future in jeopardy because of our diminishing share of the peacetime market, it will become increasingly difficult to attract
good workers to be trained in these essential skills.
Because the pending trade bill would grant sweeping new tariff cutting authority to the President for up to 5 years, Congress must maintain and strengthen,
where necessary, our traditional tariff and quota machinery.
For example, now that our petition for quota limitations on surplus military
rifle imports has been denied by the OEP, we may have no alternative but to start
an escape clause action. Reasonable duties on new foreign firearms would help
us retain a necessary portion of the U.S. market. But higher tariffs would not
solve the problem of extremely low cost surplus rifles-such Imports have
usurped 37 percent of the American demand for sporting centerfire rifles.
We find the OEP decision inexplicable. Rumors have been circulated that
some executive branches consulted on the problem stressed the desirability of
finding a "safe" market for millions of surplus rifles overseas. Such areas are
made obsolescent by NATO rearmament policies and modern weapons supplied to
other free world allies through our military aid programs. Our Industry would
not know where to begin to substantiate such rumors. But we must continue to
search for necessary relief.
As a result, we have examined the Antidumping Act and recent amendments
to It authored by the Committee on Finance. We believe our problem is clearly
within the Intent of the law as clarified by this committee in 1958, when it said:
"The antidumping feature of our Tariff Act is of considerable importance in protecting domestic Industries from inroads of foreign goods sold or offered for sale
at less than fair value."
However, the act's language does not appear to cover the specific situation
wherein the low cost is due to surplus disposal by a foreign government. Therefore, we strongly urge the Inclusion in the pending bill of an amendment to the
Antidumping Act that would recognize this circumstance and make clear that
the fair market value of such goods is a constructed value for their present day
cost of manufacture-not the artificially depressed disposal price with which
we could never hope to compete.
Such action would not restrict imports of new sporting firearms, but it would
help us recapture some of our own market for high powered rifles, thus restoring
our military productive capacity.
However, if help is not available under this law, we might well be forced to
appeal for quotas again under the national security section provision. Our
recent experience points up the urgency of amending that section so it will function fairly and promptly.
No Industry should be subjected, as we were, to 3 years of agonizing procrastination while various departments and agencies bucked our petition back and
forth, No industry should be subjected to the risk that new tariff concessions
granted while national security investigation is underway must be taken Into
consideration even if the eventual decision is for relief.
We urge the committee to amend the national security provision to require
that a decision be rendered within 6 months after a petition Is filed. Also, any
concessions negotiated by our Government during that time should be nullified
automatically in cases where relief is granted. Such minimum protection is automatic under the escape clause and similar provisions.
In conclusion, let me stress that I do not believe it Is the intent of Congress to
pass legislation which would seriously damage necessary domestic industries and
those clearly vital to national security. However, I am sure the committee is
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conscious of the tidal wave of alarm surging through many U. S. industries over
the pending trade bill. Therefore, it is a matter of the highest national interest
that Congress not only modify this trade legislation to prevent irreparable Injury,
but that it also review and update existing machinery so it will effectively safeguard American business and labor.

Tiis

GRFATER NEW HAVEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

New Haven, Conn., July SU, 1962.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD.,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington,D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I have just written you about our chamber's position on the tax bill. Here I would like to give you our position on the trade bill.
By recommendation of our congressional action committee and with approval
of our board of directors, we believe there are several modifications that would
improve the trade bill as now being considered. They are:
1. That tariff reductions of the United States be accompanied by truly reciprocal reductions for sin!!ar products by all foreign countries and that other
police and regulatory restrictions on the importation of the product into the
foreign country be examined closely to be sure that the tariff reduction is really
meaningful in terms of the ability of the U.S. industry to export to that country.
2. That tariff concessions on the part of the United States be selective as to
product, i.e., that the negotiators be absolutely certain that nearly all of the
market for the particular product in question is not located in the United States
and that U.S. industry has an equal chance with foreign industry to benefit from
any reciprocal tariff reductions.
3. That within 6 months there must be administrative action and Presidential
decision regarding a petition for relief by any industry or company under the
escape-clause procedure, or under the national security procedure.
4. That the provisions of the bill regarding subsidies for industry and the retraining of workers be eliminated. It is our belief that industry is not interested
in this type of subsidy and than the Manpower Training Act, already a law,
provides the type of relief for labor which is necessary.
5. That the State Department negotiating teams be required to have representation from industry advisers when they are negotiating tariff reductions on
the products of any particular industry.
Your help in getting these modifications accepted will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
RIOIARD 0. GIBBs, President.
QUAKERTOWN, PA., August 4, 1962.
Hon. HARRY BYRD,

Chairman, Senate Finance COmmittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BYRD: Enclosed you will find a carbon copy of a letter to Senator

Hugh Scott, of Pennsylvania.' It speaks for Itself.
The Constitution of these United States expressly gives to the Congress the
power to control tariffs, and regulate foreign trade. This authority should never
be given up by Congress, or delegated to any other branch of the Government.
We are unalterably opposed to H.R. 9900 because its enactment is contrary
to the constitutlonal-and commonsense-plan for checks and balances, to safeguard this Nation from any one-man tyranny. This bill would not only be unconstitutional, it would be very dangerous for the country's economy, now and in
the future. Powers once given away are seldom regained. We urge the defeat
of H.R. 9900.
Please make this letter part of the hearing record, as testimony against this
bill.
Sincerely,
THEODORE D. STARR, Jr.
C. C. STARR,
I

Made a part of committee files.
87270--62-pt. 8-----85
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NATIONAL BOARD OF TIE YOUNG WOMEN'S
CIIHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S.A.,
New York, N.Y., August 2, 1962.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate FinanceCommittee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. •
MY DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The enclosed policy statement on international
trade, adopted by the national board of the Young Women's Christian Assoclation of the United States of America, provides the basis for our support of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. We believe that H.R. 11970 en bodies the prin.
ciples enclosed Ia our statement and we, therefore, urge your favorable con.
sideration of the bill as passed by the House.
Sincerely yours,
MRs. ARCHIE D. MARVEL, President.
YWCA POLICY STATEMENT ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

At a meeting of the total national board of the YWCA on Monday, March 26,
1962, the following statement was adopted upon recommendation of the national
public affairs committee:
"Two cornerstones of the YWCA public affairs program have been commitments to work internationally for peace and good will and at home for economic and social justice. Within this framework the YWCA has supported the
expansion of international trade along with measures designed to encourage
growth of the domestic economy.
"Rerent developments on the international scene call for a restatement of
the YWCA position on this issue. The European Economic Community with Its
emphasis on elimination of trade barriers and pooling of economic resources,
the rapid and dramatic chances In the political status of emerging nations
in Africa. growing national Interest In economic development of Latin America
are nmone the pressures on the U.S. Government for revision of trade policy.
"The YWCA of the U.S.A. as part of a worldwide movement is called unon to
reaffirm its support of measures to expand the flow of International trade with
consideration both for the economic growth of the United States and the economic stabilitv and development of nations throughout the world.
"To this end the notional board of the YWCA supports those measures In our
foreign tradP nollev that will"1. Make tariff adjustments to meet the pattern being established In the
European Economic Community and gain the greatest benefit from the free
flow of trade.
"2. Use the policy established In the most favored nation clause to prevent the building of a bloc of the more economielly ndvanced natiorn to
the detriment of the emerging nations and those outside the European Economic Community.
"3. Possess long-range procedures suitable to the planning for economic
advance both abroad and In the United States.
"4. Provide greater flexibility In trade negotiations such as dealing with
categories 'across the board' Instead of Item by item.
"5. Assist In the adjustment of domestic industry and labor through area
development measures which will facilitate the transfer of canitnl and manpower and cushion the impact on Individuals In affected Industries."

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF TRADE EXPANSION BILL (H.R. 11970)

BY IlwIN

JAY

FAIN, APEX TIRE & RuBsE Co., PAWTUCKET, R.I.
Equality of opportrinity.-This concept, implicit in civil rights, Is relevant to
trade. In civil rights, equality of opportunity means that individuals in the
society are free to learn and to earn, to work and to play, free of arbitrary
manmade discrimination based on factors unrelated to personal merit. In trade,
cartographic equality of opportunity means that business elements In the
society are free to buy and to sell, free of arbitrary manmade discrimination
based on map boundaries unrelated to economic merit. This concept of cartographic equality of opportunity In trade within the national market-was recognized by the Founding Fathers, and formalized In the ConstlitIn In article
I, sections 9 and 10. It has been part of our economic way of life for almost
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200 years. It has been an essential factor in the strength, efficiency, and growth
of the U.S. economy.
Our country's experience attests to the validity of the eternal verities of
economics relating to trade within the largest possible area and population.
These doctrines are applauded in teaching and In speeching, but are at times
ignored when their Implementation threatens change to vested interests.
What is sauce for the national goose is sauce for the international gander.
Our country has not yet expanded this concept of cartographic equality of opportunity in trade from the national to the international Other nations are
doing this now. Their appreciation of this expanded concept is revealed in
their current efforts to create regional trade groups, especially the European
Economic Community.
There comes a time for decision in the affairs of men and of nations. In
politics, our worV' is now completing an extraordinarily brief period of transition from colonialism to national political Independence. In economics, our
world Is now beginning a period of Internationalizing of horizons. In this
transition period, what will the United States do?
Our country has long been the biggest single market in which there Is cartographic equality of opportunity in trade. The business elements in our society
have been free to buy and to sell throughout the domestic economy, free of
arbitarary manmade State boundary discrimination unrelated to economic
merit. Our country can choose to restrict this concept to our national boundaries. We can stand pat, and protect the status quo vls-a-mvis international
competition. There are proponents for such protection against change from
International competition, although such protectors of the economy would not
so blatantly ignore the laws of economics as to protect the status quo from
the effects of change in technology and living patterns. In this transition period,
our country can choose to go interns tional. We can seek the goal of opening to
our economy the sources and markets of other nations, and conversely opening
to other economies the sources and markets of this Nation. It is easier to play
it safe, to make no change, to embark on no new program, to appease vested
interests. It is more difficult and more challenging to enlarge our trade vistasIt is also more rewarding. It was not easy in 1787, but it has been rewarding.
At this period In the affairs of nations, there can be no postponement of decision. As In the classic example of boy and girl (which example knows no
national boundaries), a decision is inevitable: "Yes" means "Yes"; hesitation
means "No."
The trade expansion bill (H.R.11970) before this committee, gives the administration a new power to negotiate new relationships with other nations and
groups of nations. Its passage will be a clear declaration tr, the world that the
United States Is ready and willing to expand Its concept and Its practice of
cartographic equality of opportunity in trade from the national to the international.
PERSONAL ADDENDUM

TO STATEMENT OF IRVING JAY FAIN

I am a native and lifelong resident !f Rhode Island and have been engaged
in private business continuously for the past 35 years, except for military
service. I am a director and officer of several business firms owned and
operated by our family group, Including: Apex Tire & Rubber Co., Pawtucket,
R.I. (rubber and plastic products); Thompson Chemical Co., Pawtucket, R.I.,
and Attleboro, Mass. (plastic raw materials); Tower Iron Works, Seekonk,
Mass. (steel fabrication and industrial machinery) : Apex, Inc., Pawtucket, R.I.
(retailing). These business firms buy and sell in the domestic market, also
In other markets of the world.
I have been active In the international aspects of our businesses. Organizationally, I am past president of the World Trade Club of Providence; past
president of the International Tra(ie Association of New England; past director
of the International Executives A;sociation of New York; past member of the
Export Advisory Committee of the U.S. Department of Commerce; past member of U.S. trade missions to Turkey in 1956, to west Africa in 1961: and
currently member of the Regional Export Advisory Council of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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ATHOL. "MASS., July 31, 1962.

CHAIRMAN,

SENATE

FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senaate Offct Building, Washington, D.C.
Request that you accept this as a filed statement against favorable action
by your committee on trade expansion bill. In my opinion this bill contains
some very grave dangers to our economy and to our business In particular.
If this is fiot so, then why is one-half of the bill directed to paying subsidies
and Indemnities to those who would be Injured by this legislation?
THE

L.

S.

STARRE'T

D. R. STARREr,

CO.,

President.

STATEMENT OF THE RUBBER MNANUFACTuRERS ASSOCIATION, INC., TO THE SENAIE
FINANCE COMMITTEE ON H.R. 11970
SUMMARY

The Rubber Manufacturers Association believes that enactment of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 alone will not relieve the Nation's economic distortions.
Adoption of the proposals of 11.R. 11970 as a trade policy, without other necessary changes :
1. Will not stimulate employment.
2. WIll not sustain business recovery.
3. Will not provide real economic growth.
The reciprocal trade agreements program, as embodied in H.R. 11970, has been
promoted by its sponsors as the stimulus needed to Increase American exports
with claims of additional economic ber ,fits that would:
Accelerate the growth of our domestic economy: improve our balance-ofpayments position: help prevent domestic inflation: promote tile strength and
unity of the West; aid developing nations; maintain U.S. leadership in the
free world; increase employment; benefit the consumer and provide that "American goods, produced by American know-how with American efficiency. can coinpete with any goods In any spot of the world."
The rubber manufacturing industry endorses these objectives and would support other fiscal, monetary, and economic reforms necessary for such an achievenient.

The expanding Common Market and the rapid industrialization of Japan pre.ent a new and hard competitive challenge to U.S. industry. As an Industry,
we recognize this challenge. While we do not seek an advantage, we wish to be
unshackled so that this competition may be met on more nearly equal terms.
The rubber manufacturing Industry is opposed to the adjustment assistance
provisions in H.R. 11970. These would interject arbitrary Government decisions
into the marketplace and would create a preferred class of unemployed claims.
We need to avoid more federalization of the unemployment compensation system and restrict these payments of Federal subsidies which undermine the will
to work. We recommend that chapters 2 and 3 of title III be deleted entirely
from the bill.
We recommend that the comprehensiveness of product categories In which the
United States and the EEC countries might aggregate 80 percent or more of
the world trade by section 211 of title II. be limited to avoid "basketing" subst:tntlally diverse products into the same broad category.
The rubber manufacturing industry supports new and bold revisions of public
policy which are needed to make U.S. production more competitive in international trade. 3ut adoption of H.R. 11970 will not automatically increase our
exports. Already the unit costs of many efficiently produced foreign products
,-.lower than ours and every evidence points toward an adverse widening of
this differential.
To meet the bard challenge of our competitors In the Industrialized free world.
we must create a favorable business climate without restrictive conditions.
Only then can we hope to meet foreign rates of economic growth, which presently
outstrin our own.
To nut V.S. manufacturers In a position to meet the challenge of world eomnetition, we need to stimulate private capital formation to provide a much
bibher rote of productive Investment. Our production capacity is runnin.dowi as obsolescenre and antiquated equipment take their toll.
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if America is to hold its leadership in the world community, we must go
beyond the provisions of H.R. 11970, and:
1. Limit Federal spending programs and end the overpowering burdens
of Federal deficits and monetary inflation to give stability to the dollar in
the world markets;
2. Overhaul the tax structure to lower corporate taxes and individual
surtax rates of our system of progressive income tax which is a definite
deterrent to business initiative;
3. Grant depreciation allowances equal to those permitted to producers
in other industrial nations to allow for the modernization of American
,lant and equipment;
4. Terminate the monopolistic practices of labor and allow an equitable
part of the future productivity gains to be devoted to reduction In prices
rather than increases in wages;
5. Strengthen the profit position of American business to allow it to go
forward to create the jobs which are needed;
6. Encourage rather than stifle expansion of private investments in the
foreign markets of the world. (Reference our testimony on H.R. 106.50,
p. 3991 of the hearings.)
Dedication of these principles through remedial legislation is necessary if
the United States is to stop standing still and losing ground to competitors who
are moving ahead.
Efforts of nations to increase exports often run Into import limitations in
other nations. Many nations push their exports while simultaneously banning
imports from other nations.
The UnitedI States seeks to be a notable exception on the precept that those
who wish to sell to the world must also buy. U.S. tariffs already are among the
world's lowest.
I1.R. 11970 contains no assurance that our future tariff' negotiations will
be any more realistic than in the past. To promote freer trade, other industrialized nations of the free world must match our example by cutting their
tariffs to U.S. levels and by reciprocal actions to remove quotas, hidden excises
and internal licensing arrangements. In terms of reciprocity, such action on
their part should come before any further reduction in U.S. tariffs, if U.S. exports are to be truly stimulated.
THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECT OF THE RUBBER MANUFAUFURING
UNITED STATES

INDUSTRY IN THE

The rubber manufacturing industry in the United States was born in the
atmosphere of International trade. For the first 100 years of its existence, it
depended exclusively on imports of natural tree rubber from the tropical areas
of the world. It is only during the last quarter century that it has become increasingly and now predominantly dependent upon the domestic manufacture of
synthetic rubber.
During the early years of the industry, it grew rapidly to where it accounted
for 70 percent of the world's rubber use by 1920, gradually declining to 50 percent
of the world total Just prior to World War II. It regained free world leadership
at 55 percent of the total in 19.50 but in 1960 It accounted for a sharply reduced
41 percent. During this past decade. rubber consumption increased 24 percent in
thb- United States but it grew by an amazing 116 percent in the rest of the free
world.
In terms of supplying the world's markets for rubber products, the factories
overseas have substantially increased their share of the total and strongly outpaced our domestic factories.
Some U.S. companies have shared in this sharp growth of oversea markets for
rubber products through their subsidiary factories in foreign countries. The
V.S. rubber manufacturing industry has devoted a greater share of its capital
expenditures to foreign Investment than have most domestic industries. By
1961 rubber companies in the United States manufactured rubber products in 77
subsidiary foreign plants. 34 of which are located in European countries. These
are exclusive of the oversea operations In which American rubber companies have
pa rtial ownership or contractual relationships.
By these oversea investments, the companies sought to overcome import restrictions and cost differentials and to compete effectively In the growing markets.
Such major capital Investments were made because of management decisions that
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the investments would earn a satisfactory rate of profit. Tax "gimmicks" cnnot
account for such investments. An indication of profit potential was the spur.
THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY AND THE IMPACT OF H.R. 11970

A. Gcnral appraisal
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 11970) as passed by the House will
have a widely varying impact on the rubber industry because of the great diversification of products and the many different domestic and export markets
the industry serves.
The rubber manufacturing industry in the United States is made up of 1,42
companies producing some 40,000 different rubber products essential to every
modern form of transportation, communication, industry, agriculture and national defense. During 1960, the aggregate sales of the companies in our industry
were in excess of $6 billion. Of this total, tires and tubes accounted for 39 percent and nontire rubber products 38 percent. The remaining 23 percent was sales
of nonrubber products of some of the widely diversified companies.
Certain of the industry's products have already experienced the dislocating
effects of import competition and would suffer further If U.S. imports are Increased. This applies to certain industrial rubber products such as belts and
hose, medical supplies, including surgeons' gloves and tubing, aud most particularly rubber footwear.
Rubber footwear imports have nearly always been a disturbing influence and
have now approached a position where foreign producers enjoy one-half of our
total domestic market. At the same time, U.S. produced rubber footwear has
been practically eliminated from world markets by low-cost foreign producers.
Tire imports presently account for a very small proportion of total domestic
sales and the value of tire exports in 1960, although 4.9 percent of the domestic
market, was still four times the value of imports.
On balance, certain of the industry's rubber products could be further injured by increased imports, while others might benefit by increased exports if
foreign tariffs and other trade barriers were lowered.
B. Special provisions concerning European Economic Commf ity (Title II,
ch. 2, sec. 211, H.R. 11970)
Under the authority granted by this section, U.S. tariffs may be eliminated
where the United States and all countries of the European Economic Community account for 80 percent or more of the world export value of all articles In a
product category. There Is no,hing in the language of section 211 or H.R. 11970
or in House Report 1818, page 14 and page 15, that gives any clue to the content of the product categories to be created under this section. Unlimited authority is granted to the President to select the categories and the Tariff Commission then determines the articles falling into such categories.
The recently approved Customs Simplification Act (Public Law 87-456)
established definite rubber product classifications which are more inclusive than
the former classifications they replace but still reflect the historical differences
in tariff treatment for diverse types of products.
"Rubber products" or "articles of rubber" have been mentioned as Included
in the 80 percent EEC group for which zero U.S. tariffs can be negotiated. Our
industry makes some 40,000 different products and the sensitivity to import
competition varies considerably. If all of these products are "basketed" into
one category and tariffs are eventually reduced to zero, the impact on certain
items within such a broad category would be devastating.
It is recommended that the recently approved classification of Public Law
87-456 be maintained and that the "basketing" authority of section 211 be
appropriately limited to .xclude from the "basket" those rubber products where
the current level of imports represents a substantial share of the domestic
market for such products.
0. Title 1II, Chapter 2, assistance to firms
This chapter of H.R. 11970 recognizes that certain producers will be injured
to the poln; of lo3 of tlieir domestic markets to low-cost foreign imports and
offers as a substitute or restitution, government intervention in the form of
adjustment assistance. These provisions would primarily be used to "adjust"
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for giveaway tariffs, resulting in serious injury to American business. This
also indicates we are to abandon the historic position that all such negotiations
must be carried on with competitor nations in good faith to seek protection'for
home producer as well as to open up foreign markets for our goods.
Determination of eligibility by Government "experts" including
management consulting firms must of necessity be arbitrary. In their "outside"
efforts to
solve such a problem they would create others which could lead only to further
Government intervention into our economic life. Firnis might qualify and accept
these assistance provisions but would thereafter find their operations dominated
by a Federal overseer. The technical, financial, and tax relief provis(1ng, involving a practical partnership between an affected firm and the Federal Government, could distort the free enterprise system.
The rubber manufacturing industry is opposed to the principle of Government
providing such assistance and recommends that these provisions be deleted frbm
the bill.
D. Title III, chapter 3, assistance to workers
The unemployment and retraining benefits provided in H.R. 11970 are substantially higher and of longer duration than are those now authorized under existing
Federal and State law for persons unemployed for any other reason. This Is
highly discriminatory and without logic. State systems are prepared to meet
the problem of unemployment regardless of cause:
Approval of these provisions would establish a precedent that would threaeb
the integrity and autonomy of the State unemployment compensation systems
and could lead to the complete federalization of the unemployment compensation
system which Congress heretofore has consistently rejected.
These provisions of HR. 11970 are obviously the price that Is to be paid to
organized labor for their support of the bill. The ability of the
U.S. domestic
Industry to compete effectively in world markets depends upon the basic economic
reforms suggested elsewhere in this statement. This negative approach, to
create a special class of unemployed, should be rejected.. The rubber manufacturing industry recommends that chapter 3 of title III be eliminated from 11970.
OMPETCY ON

WITH THE COMMON

MARKET

The facts are that the expanded Common Market, without internal trade barriers, and having a population greater than the United States, will give foreign
manufacturers a greater potential for mass production. The trends point to
a continuation of their lower labor costs, improvements in productivity, decreased
materials cost and lowered overheads through increased volume.
Many foreign factories already are equipped with the most modern facilities
and there are ample investment incentives to build and pay for even more
efflcient factories.
U.S. mass production, created to serve a gigantic domestic market has heretofore been unique in the world, permitting industry to thrive and sell abroad.
When European producers reach the point of general mass production which
is presently within their potential, with wage advantages, productivity Improved,
material costs decreased and overhead costs lowered through increased volume,
our domestic industries will be at a disadvantage in both domestic and foreign
markets on both sides of the Atlantic.
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 11970), in simple terms, places the
cart before the horse. Before a program can be devised which will achieve the
results claimed for it, the United States needs to face up to the reasons which
already prevent a large share of its Industry from competing. A greater share
will be unable to compete When the Common Market fulfills Its final goal.
HOW U.S. INDUSTRY CAN HE COMPETITIVE

Private capital formation is the keystone to sound economic growth.
present inadequate rate of U.S. productive investment is a major factor In The
unfavorable growth rate as compared with other industrialized nations. our
We
have been enjoying the luxury of a high-consumption economy while our foreign
competitors have out-saved and out-invested us.
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To compete effectively in world markets, and this includes our own unrestricted domestic market, we must have domestic fiscal, monetary, and economic
reforms to give stability to the dollar in the world markets. The overpowering
burden of Federal deficits and its resultant monetary inflation must be corrected.
We must curb the many Federal subsidies that have become a burden upon
our economy. These programs are diluting the resources needed for our entire
economy. We must realize that, in a vigorously competing Industrial world, we
cannot continue to sacrifice our own resources to the point of weakening our
national economic self-reliance and strength.
The Federal tax structure must be overhauled to provide lower corporate and
individual rates to stimulate investment and modernization of American plants
and equipment. Anticipated revenue losses should be offset by corresponding
reductions in Federal spending. Fiscal policy should strive for balanced budgets
and debt reduction.
The Treasury's new depreciation guidelines and rules announced July 12,
while apparently an improvement for some industries, is in fact, of no benefit
for the major portion of the rubber industry. We therefore recommend legislation to permit depreciation deductions which would be fully competitive with
other industrial nations. Such depreciation reform would also be more equLitable than the investment credit "subsidy" included in the pending tax bill, H.R.
10650.
The restrictive demands and practices of unions, perpetuating inefficiency and
high costs, must give way in the public interest. Legislation is needed to bring
tuder control the monopoly power of organized labor, so that a large share of
productivity gains could result in the lower prices needed to compete effectively
in world markets.
"Business" to our industry and to all other U.S. producers represents a method
of supplyiri essential needs and wants. Profit is a necessary driving force but
it is just o.:e valuable result of the transaction of business. Jobs and purchasing power also are resulting products. And from the same source comes taxes
which are paid to run Federal, State, and local governments.
Our foreign competitors have increased their earnings and are profiting from
the facts that their currency is stabilized, their nations are accumulatlng substantial gold reserves, strengthening their financial position. While we still
have a favorable export-import balance, it Is constantly being narrowed.
REDUCE FOREIGN TARIFFS AND TRADE BARRIERS

The report of the Joint Economic Committee of Congress entitled "Trade Restraints in the Western Community" clearly demonstrates that, taking tariffs
and quantitative restrictions together, U.S. barriers to trade are amoLg the lowest
in the world. For this reason, much of the responsibility for promoting freer
trade now rests with other Industrialized countries, and especially the Common
Market nations. In terms of real reciprocity, much more should be done to lower
these foreign barriers before making further reductions in the U.S. tariffs.
In fact, in view of the attractiveness of our domestic market, the strongest
basis from which to negotiate should be to stand on the facts of our low tariffs
and strive for reduction and removal of foreign barriers to match our past concessions.
UITED STATES MUST ACCEPT THE TRADE CHALLENGE

The world challenge is a dynamic one. We must adapt to the new situation by
exploiting our capabilities to the fullest. It involves thousands of employers
who do not now sell or seek to market their products abroad. It involves a
careful reappraisal of some of the vague and inconsistent provisions of business
regulatory statutes which impede the improvement of efficiencies on the part of
domestic manufacturers. We have been fortunate, In this century, to have an
economic and political system which has permitted us to enjoy a great economic
development as an outgrowth of our national drive and ingenuity and a vast
domestic market. Now we muct regard competition from our allies and friends
in the free world as a stimulant and incentive toward further research, innovation, cost reduction and improve meant in efficiency.
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STATEMENT OF AMERICAN RAILWAY CAB INSTITUTE SUBMITTED BY
RENZ, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
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The American Railway Car Institute is a trade association of independent
contract carbuilders of railroad passenger, rail rapid transit and freight cars.
its membership includes the following:
Greenville Steel Car Co., Greenville, Pa.
General American Transportation Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Magor Car Corp., Clifton,.N.J.
Pullman-Standard-Division of Pullman, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
St. Louis Car-Division of General Steel Industries, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Thrall Car Manufacturing Co., Chicago Heights, Ill.
it is proper at this point to note that the views expressed herein do not include those of the Magor Car Corp. However, it. is the opinion of the rest of
the membership of the Institute that its comember Magor Car Corp., has individual and factual circumstances, conditions and a past production record
which prompts the position it takes. This industry does have a problem confronting it with respect to the proposed trade expansion legislation now facing
the Congress.
Since the publication of the famous "zero" list in President Kennedy's trade
bill, much concern has been expressed by the independent American railroad
carbuilders about the listing of "railway vehicles" on said "zero" list, which
shows as 87 percent U.S. and European Community control of the world trade;
nothing imported by the United States from the European Community, and 1 percent of U.S. exports to the European Community.
At first it was difficult to understand just what "railway vehicles" covered,
but after reveiwing the standard international trade classifications, revised, of
the United Nations, group No. 731, we find that "railway vehicles" includes
every item which is produced by any member of the American Railway Car
Institute. Specifically, the designations which we believe should be eliminated
tinder group No. 731 are as follows:
731.4 Mechanically propelled railway and tramway cars, passenger.
freight or maintenance.
731.5 Railway and tramway passenger cars (coaches) not mechanically
propelled (including special purpose coaches for passenger services such as
luggage vans, travelling post office, etc.)
731.6 Railway and tramway freight and maintenance cars, not mechanically propelled.
731.6(1) Railway tramway service vehicles.
731.6(2) Railway and tramway goods wagons (freight cars).
731.6(3) Road-rail and similar containers.
For your information since the United Nations grouping of the standard international trade classification No. 731 does not differentiate between new ane
used railway vehicles, It is our opinion that rebuilt and used equipment have
been included in the total railway group mentioned in the release of the proposed "zero" list.
For your review and study I am attaching certain export production fig-ares
to support the contention that the "80 percent dominant supplier formula" portrays a completely distorted picture as to what our industry produces for the
world market.
Your attention first is invited to exhibit I entitled-"Classification oC' Passenger Train Cars Delivered for Export"-from the year 1931 through 1961.
This list does not include any transit, subway or street cars. However, ari to
the latter classification, no rail transit cars, etc., have been built for export silce
1932. This statement is based on our own records which include the produ'ivon
of transit cars of our members since said date. The American Transit Ass, ?ia-
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tioi has no records whatsoever of any export figures re rail rapid transit cars.
In any event exhibit I is indicative of the small amount of passenger train
cars delivered for export showing none for 1959, 1960, and 1961. Exhibit I
represents new cars built and would not, of course, include secondhand rail
passenger cars sometimes sold by American railroads to foreign countries. (For
countries to which passenger cars were delivered, see separate statement,
exhibit IV.)
With respect to freight cars, please refer to exhibit II attached hereto and
note the small totals in recent years. In connection with this exhibit some
explanation Is in order. The large totals for 1943 through 1945 are the result
of war production. The years 1946 and 1947 represent a rehabilitation program
of the French railways, financed by our Government. Of 1955's total, 3,300 cars
were produced for India and financed by the U.S. Government or through a
U.S. financial agency such as Ex-Im Bank. Of 1954's total, 1,440 cars were for
Korea and again these were financed out of U.S. funds. Of 1953's total, 1,200
cars went to Canada for the Labrador region. (See also breakdown 1946-61
by countries-16 statements--exhibit V.)
Generally speaking and taking into consideration the exceptional years ex.
plained above, such other production indicated was directed to the Central and
South American market and primarily financed through U.S. agencies.
As I stated at a meeting held in February before the Commerce Department.
the American railroad carbuilders are interested in foreign business but we
have not been competitive with foreign railroad carbuilders particularly those
in the Common Market sphere, unless financing has been arranged through
U.S. agencies such as the Ex-Im Bank, and where perhaps American standards
have been involved or where mass production and Immediate deliveries are of
primary Importance. Recent world market bids have indicated a complete Imbalance in favor of the Common Market and other foreign builders. This applies to rail rapid transist and passenger equipment as well as freight equipment. Should this imbalance be extended to the U.S. domestic market, the result would be devastating to our already depressed industry. One must keep
in mind the necessity of maintaining a health transportation system in thi.q
country-a subject with which you are well acquainted, but likewise the national defense is a prime consideration in keeping manufacturers in this country healthy and upon whom the country will depend In time of war or national
emergency, when help from elsewhere Is quite dubious.
We respectfully submit that "railway vehicles" do not properly belong on
the "zero" list. The purpose of said Hst is to develop a world market beneficial to the EEC and United States. To permit "railway vehicles" to remain
on said "zero" list would result in a "one-way street" advantage totally In favor
of the EEC group which already enjoys at least 90 percent of the work market
under the 80 percent formula.
WALTum A. RENE,
Executive Vice President.
P.S.-Attached herewith is exhibit III relating to interurban, subway and
other heavy electric cars delivered. This exhibit is not referred to In the above
statement but Is attached as an additional record for passenger cars.
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Exarnrr I
Clansificaflon of paessenger train care delivered for export
Year

Coch

------------

Coach Bage Sleeping Parlo
and
club,
ooman
bins- express combina- etc.
tion
tion

6 ....... .

Dining

6 ........

Postal
and
combination

Selfpropelled

Other

Total

21

6 ................

4

l .............r........[........................... ........,........,........,................-........
1933 ... .. .. ..
.. .. .. ---.
. ..
-- ..- --------.. .. ..
-- ..- -.. ..--.
-------.. ..
-- -- - ---------- -- - ------- ---.. .. .

1934-------------i

15

................................
........
...................
........

........
,........
,........
,........
,........
,........
.........
,..........
.......-.
.........
1937.............
........,..-...................... ........ ........
19M ............................. .........,........--.

1940-------------20

2

........
........
........
........
........
8 .........
..........

14
........
........
........
........
........
..........
1941------------- 14 .................
.--.-............... 11
.--.---- .--.----.---.-.--------.------1942------------- 11 --------.
21
........................ ................
..........
1943------------- 21 .................
1944 --------------- --

-

--------....
-- - - -

--------- --

--

-

--------.-- --

- !.
.
-------. .. .|-. .
-- ..-

--------..
.. . .

.-----.-------.-------.-------.-------.-------.--------.---------.-------1945-------------..-------3
.........
...................................................
19M ------------- 3,5 ........
26
7 ........
.........
........
7 ..........
........
1947------------- 12 ........

..................6
.........
1948-------------45 ........
,
33 ........
..........
1949.............

23

2

.Qm............................. ......... .. . . . ..

. . .

7

......... 5
4 ........

14 ........

I

. . . . . . . .

. . . .. . . .
.
------------------------------1943------------.
.. ..--------.. .. .. ..
... .. ..-------.. .. . ..
.. .. .. -------.. . ........
19,1
.............
71 ........

, ........
........
........
.....
..........
..
1.........
..........
........
L953 - ------ ........
1
954
3------------------7-----------.-.-..----------15
43---------........
a ........
------------------ 149
*-------24
-------- ------1948-

so

.

121
236

19,3.............30 -.....
26
6
18 ........ 14
-------- 97
-........
........ 25 ........ 34
-.--------.
-.------.
-.-------.
9m ............. 9 --------.
140
50
........
90
--------..--------..---------..-----....................
19,57
.............
1 .............
-.
.----.----------.......
---- ........1960....... . . .l. . . .

1L61
....... ........
...

.. . . .l. . . . . . . . . .

..

. . .i. . . .

.. . . .l. . . .

.. . . .l . . . .

........
........
........
........
.................
.................
.........

No.--Breakdown ofSelf-propelled1951--14
coach, 8 coach combination; 14--3 coach, 2 coach oom0
bnat-on; 194---4
coach, I postal
and combination; 1 -3 comh,9 coach combination, 2 posta and omb9at5on; 19 ----6 och,17 oach combination, 2 postal
and comb8nat1on; 1957-323
oach, 23 coach combintion,
4 postal
and o3mbinatlon; 19%-4 coach, 2 coach combination.

Classification of passenger train cars delivered for domestic use (carbuilder and railroad shops)

Year

Builder

Baggage
Coach
combina- expresss
tion

Coach

Total--------------------Total --------------------Total------------------------------------Total--------------------Tot-il--------------------- ------------------------------T otal ----------------------Total--------------------Total -------------------Total-------------------Total------------------------------------Total---------------------Total ------------------- -

1947

Contract shops -----------57
------------------ 307
------------------ 105 .........
Company shops -----------

3 - ------9
356

Total -------------- ------------------ 412
Contract shops ----------:
_
------Company shops----------Totd --------------1949

Contract shcps -----------Company shops ----------Totl .--------------

1950

Contract shops -----------Company shops -----------

Contract shops -----------Coirpany shops ---------Total ---------------

57

13
59

---- ---------12
2

235

21

Troop
sleeping

Troop
kitchen

Total

56 -----------------------------1
2 -----------------------------2
103 -----------------------------10
2 -----------------------------5
2 ........------------------------------14 --------------------------------------7 -------------------3
20
24
22
----------------------------26
-652
----------420
558
1
17
54-------------- 10 ----------. 193
10--1 -----------

9.11

368
8 22

344
56

205
191
629
434
276
257
349
417
1.003
931
1,337

11
5

101
16

1 -----------------------------47
5 ----------.-------------------------------

670
191

119

67

16

117

72

1 ------------------------------

861

25

190

9

16

368

11

60

11

M8

20
97
18 -------

81
23

60

34

20

115

104

_-----.--------------------12 ------------------------------3 ------------------------------

13 -----------------------------27
123
2--2 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------13 ------------------------------

36

125

33
380
---------------------

61

--------.-------------------8
33
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------10----10

33

61

43

7

6

5

27

6

517

380

4------89--4-14-27-6-----89
4

Troop
hospital

55
12

36
517
16
9
174
6 -------- ------- -------- ------------------

89 -

Other

91
28

6
25
21
154
........
81------------.-------.-----------

Total --------------- ---------------.-- 368
1951

Postal
and cornbination

Dining

2
14
25 -------------------107
9
15
27
33
19
84
8--------37
20
33
71
56
29
33
27
156
38
37
136
37
18
80
29
12
98
20
8
117
19
10
69
35
222
49
2
10
201
18
157
82
2
111
...
3...... ... 3.---------------------.

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

1948

Parlor
Sleeping
and corn- club, etc.
binatlon

14

--

27

-

8 --------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ---------- ---------- ----------

5-----------------------------------------

767
-124
891
915
18
933
954
10
964
145
34
-179

1952

Contract shops ------------------------------28

Com pany shops ----------------------------28----

19

T otal ----------------------------------

1913

Contract shops -----------------------------138
Com pany shops -----------------------------

13

-------

19
T otal ---------------------------------138
13

19 4

Contract shops ---------------..............
187
Com pany shops ----------------------------T o tal ---------------------------------187
Contract shops -----------------------------295
Com pany shops -----------------------------

1930

T otal ---------------------------------295
7
220
Contract shops -----------------------------12
Com pany shops ----------------------------220
T otal ---------------------------------- 12

7

1959

1960

22

61

35

61

35

28

85

4

------16

..........

1

28

85
25

15

23~

117
0

23
5

.....
3-...

117

89---

41

89

.....
3-...

4

5

2

19

2

19

2
2--------2

I

1

14

25

15

56

13

9

13

9

14 !.------------ -

56
- -- - - - - -

596

7

598

1

64

2

---- 11

Contract shops -----------------------------73 --------Company shops -----------------------------------

73------T otal --------..--------------------....

64

2

15

12

10

886

396
0

-

396

6

43

6

43

3

705
0
706

1

124
0
124
70
10
80

10
-

156----

349

--------:-----I---------------------------

10

12

25

155

349
0

886
0

22
7

386
0
386

41

.....
22...

...22..
.-

16

525

86

Contract shops -----------------------------Company shops -----_-----------..........
33
T otal --------------------------------

I Includes express refrigerator.

4

11

525

T o tal ---------------------------------54

T otal ---.-------------------------.....
27

11

9

----.....--

Contract shops ----------------------------64
Com pany shopG -----------------------------

19M8 Contract shops .............................
27
Com pany shops -----------------------------

9

---------

1955

1957

2

4

-

----------

6

3 -

-

--

6
---- ------- --- - :------ ----------..............................--------------6
3 --------------------

237
0
237

]b8S
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EXHIBIT II
Classdfleationof freight cars delivered for report
Year

Box

1943
..... 21,567
1944
..... 1,638
1945 ....
4,406
1946 ......10, 772
1947 ......20, 521
1948
...... 1,365
1949 ...... 2,091
1950.
-45~
1 1 -.
. ...
1952
.....
830
1953 .-.-

1954 ....
1955 .....
1956 ......
1957.
19,58.
19591960.
1961..

Flat

Oon.
dola Hopper

Stock

5,253
11,050
1,006
852
8o
99
100
7

13,111

8,567
4,250
5,816

50l

250

4
2D

36

852
1,125
2,252

12

113

311
9

852
48
967

115!

235
25
330

Covered
hopper

293
200
170

1,654
1,991
574
231
303
219
220

170

25
80
100
1,572
39
204
131
575
381
524
238
75

Tank

Refrigemtor

Caboose

200
470

894
2,2105

20

164
24
51
15
24
40

4
12
62

Total

145
1,633
247
179
275
212
45

43,117
3, 759
10,68
13,020
2D
27,721
2,245
2,610
218
50
30
1,565
2, 790
5
137
2, 755
40
4,497
42
425
1072
62
1,079
100
128
1, 522
628
95
----------------------------------12
267
145

117
117

200

Other

18

Freight cars delivered to railroads,private car lines and government (domestic)
Class I

railroads

Private
Other rail- car lines
roads
and industries

U.S. Government

3,522
609

1,221

4,131

1,221

62, 873

2,859
11

747
170

24, 616
7,220

2,870

917

31,836

861

190

27,953

190

43,003

Car builders ....................
Company shops .................
Total .......................

42,686
14,634

201
S 201

57,320

Car builders ......................
21,010
Company shops -------------------6.947
Total .......................
Car builders ----------------Com pany shops ..................
Total .....................
Car builders --------.........

Com pany shops ..................

-- 9---

27, 957

92

Total

47, 429
15,444

26, 767
14,442

113

41,209

248

1,356

110

1,959
530

1,927

31,011

1,000
1,110

2, 489

1,92M

43, 864

27,015

Total .......................

495

15,050

12, 853

Car builders ......................
Company shops ...................

29, 787
9,132

- --i
666-141

1,431
797

31,885

Total ........................

38, 919

807

21,228

41,955

Car builders ----------------------4,003
Company shops ..................
13,772

1,124

9,861

55.777

Car builders ......................
Company shops ..................

71.061
25,412

704
5.

11,418

Total .......................

96.473

709

15.445

Car builders ......................
Company shops ..................

55,541
23.603

691

T otal -----------------------79,144

716

Total ------------------------

52, 990

15,532

1,760

Total .......................

Car builders ......................
Company shops ..................

10,070

1,124

25

11,621

-- - -- - 13

4.0V

13

6. II
612
5.979 -----------

12,090

68, 522

83,196
29, 444
112, 640
62,955
29,607

612

92,562

21. 155
17,931 .........

132

3,038
1,617........

118

24,443

39.086

132

4,6 w

118
.=

1 _ ==

19, 548
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Freight cars delivered to railroads,private car lines and government
(domestic) -- Continued

Year

Class I
railroads

Private
Other rafl- car lines
U.S. Covroads
and indus- ernment
tries

Total

Car builders ----------------------58,194
Company shops ...................
24,555

1,615
200

7,337
598
2
............
-494

67,744
A8249

82,749

1,815

10, 831

Total ........................
Car builders ......................
Company shops ...................

598

95, 993

42,893
1,242
20,356 ............

6,794
2,658
3,890 ............

53,587
24,246

63,249

1,242

10,684

2,658

77,883

Car builders .......................
40,995
24,401
Company shops -------------------

1,431
1,000

6,757
5,115
2,322 ............

53,298
27,723

65,396

2,431

8,0

5,115

81,021

14, 629
10,759

381
260

6,681
627
2,359 ............

22,318
13,378

25, 888

641

9,040

35,696

19,374
11,739

171
7

3, 958
283
23,786
2,013 ............ M, 759

31,113

178

5,971

Total ........................

Total ........................
Car builders ......................
Company shops ..................
Total ........................
Car builders .......................
Company shops ...................
Total ........................
Car builders .......................
Company shops ...................
Total ........................
Car builders .......................
Company shops ..................

627

283

37 ,545

35,211
1,096
6,138
68
21,618 ............
- 2,960 ............-

42,502
24,578

56,829

58

67,080

7,97
30
4,862 ............

M,398
43,192

1,095

47,128
1,243
38, 330 ------------

9,098

Total ........................

85,458

1,243

30

99,590

Car builders .......................
Company shops ...................

20,288
14,371

331
250

6,123
15
1,382 ............

26, 757
16,003

34,659

581

7,505

Total ........................
Car builders .......................
Company shops ...................
Total ........................

20,430
12,534--32,964

Car builders .......................
27,688
Company shops ...................
18,130
Total ........................

50
----------

45,818

11

11]

12,859

15

42,760

4,032
.
20
5-------13,287

24,532

4, 785

37,819

9 468
11,698
11,166 1

20

52
37,219
19,828
52--------52
57,047
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EXHIBIT III

INTERURBAN, SUBWAY AND OTHER HEAVY ELECTRIC
CARS DELIVERED
BY CAR BUILDERS

OF

NUMBER

YEAR

191
191
1913
1914

500

400

300

200

o00

CARS

600

700

800

256
304

N

1915
1916
1917

426

1919
1920

223
=211

1921
1922
1923
1924
925
1926

396
25
410
J459

102

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

220
mia58
1

1932

12s

1936
1937

568
M229

I238

1938

193

0

1I61

940 19
:94;
1949
1943
1944

DOMESTIC FOREIGN

0

TOTAL

1948
1949

256
425

1950
1958
1953
1954

1

=22

4
0
1 260
1

956

376

95
1959
1960

212

1

].lr mmI - 470zo =RZ

416

_Jo

900
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Classification of passenger train cars in the United States (includes "Class 1:
Other Railroads and Pullman Co.")
Coach

Year

BagCombl- Other
nation combf- Dining ParlorI Sleepgae
Ing
and
pas- nation
express
seflgt r ICar

1910
--------------- 25,881
1911
--------------- 27,158
--------------- 27,961
1912
--------------- 28,075
1913
28,709
1914................
--------------- 30,135
1915
--------------- 29,618
1916
--------------- 29,468
1917
29,694
------------1918
1919
--------------- 29,476
29,343
19,20-------------191 -------------- 29,558
1'22-------------- 29,485
29,504
------------1923
29,483
1924
------------1925 -------------- 28,744
28,657
1926-------------------------- 27,696
1927
1928
-------------- 26,616
25,424
19'29--------------------------- 25,178
1930
1931
-------------- 24.255
1932
--------------- 23,421
1933
-------------- 22,218
1934
--------------- 20,763
-------------- 19,384
1935
1936
--------------- 18,893

Coach

18,585
18,124
17,827
17,470
1941--------- 17,490
1942 --------- 17,807
1943 ......... 17,929
17,842
1944 - - - 17,668
1946-....
17,654
1947 --------- 17,542
1948 .-------- 17,1-50
1949 .-------- 16,806
1, 488
1950..
15,856
1951.........
1952 --------- 14, 957
1953
--------- 14,460
19,54.-------- 14,210
13,543
1955 ......
12,867
1956-......
1957 --------- 12,328
11,934
/
1958 .
11,121
1959.
10.287
1960
1937
-------1940..

.. .

5,760
5,852
5,956
5,666
5, 784
3,125
5,861
3, 388
5,705
3,206
5,768
5,744 3,149
5,700 3,084
5,681 3,066
5,53
3,063
3,181
5, 473
3,132
5, 526
3,249
5,565
3,255
5,574
3, 313
5.543
5,524
3,313
5,508 3,328
5,472 3.318
5,270 3,284
5,143 3,224
5,032 3,169
3,038
4,697
2,925
4,333
4,052
2, 853
2,839
3,925

Coach
combination

3, 539
3,416
3,279
3,207
3,115
2,937
2, 879
2,777
2, 748
2,692
2,635
2, 592
2,482
2,331
2,188
2,021
1,879
1,711
1, 43s
1,282
1,150
1,066
954
771

974
1,081
1,157
1,223
1,296
1,385
1,368
1,381
1,352
1,30
1,351
1,370
1,414
1,431
1,561
1,5
1,635
16 9
1,652
1,687
1,760
1,743
1,704
1,642
1,556
1,476
1,434

1,397
1,510
1,563
1,650
1 ,704
1,737
1,760
1,754
1,671
1,617
1,623
1,529
1,511
1,501
1,563
1609
1604
1,589
1,60,5
1,623
1,723
1,617
1,605
1 451
1,419
1,365
1,332

Parlor, club
Sleeplounge, obDining servation and Ing
sleeping com.
binatlons
1,576
1,576
1,551
1,536
1,539
1,554
1,569
1,568
1,552
1,549
1,628
1,730
1,803
1836
1,784
1,691
1,617
1,534
1,639
1,559
1,474
1,342
1,273
1,170

1,707
1,608
1,473
1,370
1,223
952
805
786
634
817
954
948
931
938
954
927
876
874
851
794
749
710
686
675

6,865
6, 736
6,362
6,320
5,625
6,890
6,981
6,971
6, 562
7,241
6,099
6,234
5, 847
6,155
6,183
6,139
5, 527
4,858
4, 789
4,504
4,169
3,638
3, 435
3,173

Others
total
o

11,524
4,910
12,269
5, 561
12,766
5,799
12,943
6,198
13,607
6,575
9,938
1,566
6,761
1,453
9,709
6,992
1,336
6,882 t 11,435
1,285
7,078 I 11,979
1,354
7,042 I 11,962
1,2'43
7,145 ]12,101
1,231
12,608
7,322
1,239
7,226 12,516
1,221
12,827
6,949
1,131
7,169 13,104
1,092
7,863 13,174
1,017
7,840 13,343
1,011
7,838 13,219
1,007
8,007 13,137
991
8,254 13,020
9
8, 16 12,981
952
8,267 12,578
963
8,067 12,313
949
7,403 11,294
933
7, 366 10,699
W5
6,950 10,303
852
6,963 10,086

1,934
2,299
2, 491
%826
3,074
2, 571
2 494
2.415
2, 370
2,344
2,362
2,542
2,54
2,630
2,625
2,749
2, 855
2,918
3,188
3,578
3, 778
3,800
3,603
3,463
3.374
3,165
3,070

52380
5%,730
57,693
5581
60,749
63,079
62,487
63,645
64,322
63.929
63,915
64,776
64,591
64,721
65,450
65,628
65,807
64, 797
64,048
63,367
a3$44
61,579
59,877
56,155
53,357
50,43
49,394

Baggage ex-

press and

other nonpassenger

14,054
13,705
13, -1t
13,087
13, 247
13, 389
13,282
13,343
13, 671
13, 708
14,160
14,063
13, 919
13,817
13,686
13,529
13,481
12,890
11,063
11,146
10, 873
10, 672
10, 244
10,077

FPostal

1,918
1, 65
1,829
1,797
1,739
1,713
1,732
1,701
1,690
1,693
1,724
1,756
1,770
1,702
1,680
1,586
1,562
3,191
2,536
2,438
2,321
2,157
1,970

Others

43
42e
411
405
361
314
999
1,951
' 2,689
'534
'419
270
269
2,50
249
242
264
251
38
3
353
323
307
273

Includes troop sleeper and kitchen.
Source: Interstate Commerce Commission, Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics.
I

Total

Total

48,712
47,509
t, 029
45,224
45,397
45, 582
46,157
46,970
47,225
45, 85
45,130
44,711
43,813
43, 58
42,602
41, 186
39,690
37.8M
36, 94
35,081
33,534
32,006
30,177
28,396
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EXxiBrr IV

Passengertrain cars delivered for export by country of destination, 1951-61
Year

Arabia

Australia

BralH

Canada

Korea

Cuba

Mexico

Total

- 0
- -------..-.-------.-.--------.-.------1950 .............................-.-------11
2
........
.
18
161 .................
11
1952 .
..................-........-.........-.................................
5
195................................................ .-----------------------------19864
.................................................
26 ............ 236
196 .......................
1..... ............
.........
"....................
198 ....................................
.
2.....................5...
.
...........
34
1967 ................................
..... 90
42
8.....................
140
1960 .................
..........
............................................................
0
1961
.................
..........
..........
..........
.................... .................... 0
1981 ..............
......
---------... ---------------------------------.....-------861
24
9
22
4
3
195
404
12-year total...
Percent to
8.63
1.38
3.33
100.00
0.45
29.50
61.12
total ........ 0.61
Source: American Railway Car Institute, J'ly 27, 1962.
ExHEIT

V

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1961
Hopper

Country

Tank

Covered
hopper

Total

-------------- ---------- 8
Canada --------------------------------------2 ..............
Mexico ------------------------------------------------------75
75 1...............
Panama---------------------------------------------------Car builders -----------------------------

75

8
62

8

62

145

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1960
Hopper

Country

ICovered
hopper

Tank

Others

Caboose

Total

4
I ..........
Canada -------------------------------------------.---------120 -------------------------------------Chile -----------------------------------99 -------------------------------------Korea ----------------------------------1-----------------------------12
..........
Mexico ------115---------- -----------,22 ..........
Peru --------------------------------4 ..............................
Venezuela ----------------------------38
Car builder ........................

12

1

12

4

5
20
99
1 100
2....
27
4

267

3 Ore cam

IAir dump cars.
a Balit cars

Freightoars delivered to foreign countres, 1959
Country

Hopper

Flat

Others

Total

9i.......... ..........
Alaska .........................................................
0
------------------9--Argia.sk -----------------------------------------------30..........
------------------------------------------------------Chile
40
Dominican Republic -------------------------------------------------------------15
Iran -------------------------------------------------------------------------------J54 --------Peru ---------------------------------------------------------------------A40
----Saudi Arabia --------------------------------------------------Car builders ------------------------------------------I Ballast cars.
I Ore cars.
a Banana cars.
4 General cars.
AAir dump cars.

9

624

95

9
44
0
40
15
54
40
826
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Freight oar delivered to foreign countries, 1958
Flat

Box

Country
Alaska ...........
Canada
............
Chile ..............
Dominican Republic --------------Haiti ------------Jamaica ............
Mexico ------.......
Peru_ ------Venezuela ..........

Stock

Hopper

Gondola

Covered
hopper

Caboose

Others

Tank

Total
141
24
170

...... 91 ------------------

50 ..................................
4
20 ................
......................170 ....................

-.----.-.----.--------.----.----------

....................-

198 -------98
20
20 ..............................................................
85
------......
35 ----------------702
100
20
-----147 ---------135
......... . 200
........
----------.
....---114
......100
.......
......
1
2.5
- --- ........
-..................
. 30 ................ 114
218

...... ...... ........ .......... .......... .......... ........

......

-....................---------

-

I

100 I1,522

128

Car builders .....
Cane cars.

2 Air-dump cars.

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1957
Box

Country

Flat Gondola

ij" pper

Covered
hopper

Others

Tank

Caboose Total

2
2 ----------.------------------- ---------..------.---------...
Arabia ---------------.
..........-..........-........-....................
Brazil ------------------------------3
37
10 ..........
24 -------------------Canada -------------------------50
- - - - - - - - -------------------150 ---------.250.. . ...- . - .....-------------------------------------------..
Chile
25
- . -------Cuba-------........-.
62
62 --------------- ---------- ------ --------------------Dominican Republic -- ----106
0
6 -------- ---------Mexico ---------------- ------------ ---------- --------:::
..........
...........................
1. ...........----------.....
Peru~
10
---------Peru---------1-----------------------------10-----581
......
-12
15-----------525---------5
Venezuela -------------107 1,.9
62
24
6
575
25
15
265
Car bulders....

~ ~ ~ ~

~1

'Ore cars.
2 Cane cars.
Freight oars delivered to foreign countries, 1956
Gondola

Country

Caboose

Others

Tank

Hopper

Total
51
2
17

51 -----------------------------Belgian Congo ------------------------------------2 ..........
---------- -------------------Brazil -----------------------------------2
15 ----------------------------Canada ---------------------------------50 . . . . . . .. . . . -. . - .. - C h ile . . .-. -. -. . .. .-. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..-- *
..------------- --- ----... ..... .....
--------Ja ma ica ...................................
40---------Mexico --------------------------------------------------------------30 ............................
Peru .........................................
200-.......................................
Venezuela ...............................
235
Car builders -----------------------I Ore

15

131

3.
40
so
200

2

42

425

cars.

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1955
Country

Box

Alaska ........................
Arabia ........................
602
Brazil ........................
Canada ......................
Chile .........................
Cuba .........................
India .........................
1,6,0
Poituguese East Africa .......
Car builders ..............

I Ore hoppers.
87270---2-pt. 8-----37

2,252

Gondola

Hopper
100

300
124

Others

Tank

1o
2
10

...........

1,650
1,950

204

Total

............
----------

38
81

I~
100

984
10
24
0
40 31
40
3,5300
- -- - -- 38

----------

40

4,497
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Freightcars delivered to foreign countries, 1954
Country

Box

Gondola

Hopper

Tank

Total

Canada -------------------------------------------------------------------9
Chile ----------------------------------------------------.....-----------------Colombia ------------------------------------------------------------------2
Costa Rica-----------------------------------------------------------------7
Guatemala ----------------------------------------------------------------2
Honduras ------------------------------------------------------------------I
Jamaica -----------------------------------------4 -----------------------Korea -----------------------------------825
S
50 -----------Mexico -------------------------------300 ------------- 360
3
Portuguese East Africa ------------------------------398 -----------------------Venezuela-----------------------------------------------.
218
Total ------------------------------I Ore

1,125

967

639

-

11
2
7
2
I
4
- I,440
663
398
218

24

2,7,M

boppers.

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1953
Country

Box

Flat

Gondola Hopper

I

Tank

Others

Caboose

Total

Bolivia --------------------30 ----------------.-----..---------.-----------------30
Brazil ---------------------4.30
12
28
10---------------------------480
C anada---------------------------------1,200
156- ................ - 1,356
Colombia ------------------- --------- ---------26-------- --------- -----------------20
Costa Rica ---------------------------------------------2------------------2
Guatemala ----------------.---------.----------------------------------1100 --------100
Honduras ------------------ --------- -----------------------2---------- --------2
Mexico --------------- -----384 ---------..........---------------------1
-- 3M,
Newfoundland ---------------------------------------------4-----------------4
Venezuela ------------------8 --------- --------' 362 ---------20
5
395
Unknown: Suriuaamsche
bauxite ---------------------------------------------------2 16
16
Total ----------------3
2
2

852

12

48

1,572

137

164

5

2,790

Includes ore, coal, and coke.
Banana cars.
Air dump cars.

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1952
Country

Box

Flat

Gondola

Covered

Tank

hopper

Total

Others

Bolivia -----------------------60 -------------------------------------------Brazil
-----------------------------------------------------2

Canada ----------------------

300---------

Chile---------------------------Colombia --------------

" ---- . 6------------------------..................
---------------------------1------

Cuba -------------------------

---------- ----------

350 ------ - -. .

.- .-

.
-

60
2

340

40.....

16

30

.

3

Mexico ---------------------100-------------300----------Panama ---------------------20
20 --------- ---------- --------- ---------Unknown:
British American Oil---------------------------------------20
U.S. Army
--------- ---------------------------------------50
Esso Standard Oil ------------------------------------------3
Kaiser Bauxite ----------- ---------52 ---------- -------------------

Total --------------------

830

36[

352

200

30

117

601
40
20
50
3
52

1,56W

I Cane cars.
Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1951
Countr)
Arabia ---------------------------------------------------.
Brazil ------------------------------------------------------Total --------------------------------------------------

Box

Tank

Total

45---------------------------5
45

5

- 45
5
50
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Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1950
Country

Flat

Gondola

Brazil...................................................
Cble ------------------------------------------------7M exico ------------------------------------------------2"
Total -------------------------------------------

10

7

200

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, 1949

Country

Box

Flat

Stock

Gondola

Hopper

Tank

Others

Caboose

Total

Alaska--------------------------------------------------------------20
20
Arabi ----------------------------100 ----------- ---------------- -------- -------100
Belgian Congo ------------100 --.--------.---------------------------------------100
Brazil ------------------------------------------------Ore 100
4 ---------------104
Canada --------------------------------------------------------102 ---------------102
Colombia -----------------166 -------- -------30
---------------------------I
Costa Rica ..------------------------------------------------3 .---------------3
Cuba -------------- ----------------------------------Cane4
45
Guatemala -------------- ------ ------------------------------- ------5
Mexico
--------------------------------------4
106 ---------------110
Franc -----------------182------- --------------- -------- --------------1,825
Total ---------------

2,091

100

30

4

100

220

45

20

2,610

Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, Jan. I-Dec. 31, 1948
Company

Box

Flat

Gondola

Ore

Tank

Refrigerator

Argentina ...........
600 ---------- ---------B razil ...............
..........
---------- ----------------91
Canada ......................
---------- ----------------34
Chile ............
-..........
---------- ----------Colombia ...................
24
100
,Costa Rica-------------------------- ---------Cuba .........................
14
---------- ---------- -----.---Ecuador----------.------------------- ..........
France -------------675 ---------- ----------Guatemala -------------------------- ---------H onduras .................
... ---------- ---------Kenya -----------.----------------63
_ ---------M adagascar ...................
7 ---------Mexio ------------------------150
Peru ---------------90 ---------- ---------V enezuela ...........
..........
80 .........
..........
Total ..........
Air dump cars.
Banana cars.

1,365

99

2w

80

219

Others

Total

--------'80
------.--.
---------..........
..........
--.------....
1122

600
171
34
20
1262
14
675
122
63

..........

10

20

212

150
150

90

2,245
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Freight cars delivered to foreign countries, Jan. 1, 1947-Dvc. 31, 1947
Country

Box

Stock

Flat

Gondola

Tank

Hopper

Others

Total

Caboose

20
........
---------------................... --------Alaska ......................
---s 0--Arabia-------------------------. 8o ----- --------------------- 299
o
151 ........
Brazil .......................
20--........
20
Canada.....................----------------------........--....

10-........

10
91

........
0 .......

154

........
........ 360.....-"-....... .
20,070---------------6
France ......................
17
'78
Guatemala ...........................................
-- -7------- -------- -----------------------Madagascar ----------------

430
95
75

---------------------------------------------Chile ............
87 -. .-Colombia ...........................
------------------------ -------Costa Rica ---------------Cuba .......................
Ecuador ....................

6-------- -------67

135-.-----------------------------------------------1.....
7...
--90 ------------------------------

135
107

37
'30 -------- 67
----- --------------------------------------------Mexico
10
10
------------ -------- -------------------------------Newfoundland
2----------------2
........
...........................
Panama ..............
5
........
50
--------..
......
Peru --------------------------------------2
2 ........
..
......... ....
Russia ...........................-..
s
Salvador---------------- -------- -------- ---------- _-------- -------- '150 -----2
------------------ -------- -------- -------Turkey -------------------------4
4---Venezuela ........ .....................................................

Tota..................
,
Ttl------20,521

- 80---

6.7
50 16,447

25

303

2s
275

20 '127,721
,2

Banana cars.

s Cane cars.

3 Alrdump cars.
' Aluminum cars.
I General cart

Freight care delivered to foreign countries, Jan. I-Dec. 31, 1946
Company

Box

Flat

Gondola

Ore

Tank

Others

Total

,368
1,368
1......... ------U.S. War Department ...............
102 30
1, 682
1, 0 -------------------------Mexlcc ------------------.
------ 0,320
3, 40--------- ---------..
.------------------6,680 --------France _
50
50 --------.-----------------------------------Belgian Congo ...............
2,798
50
73 90
1,385
650
550
Brazil -------------------1,330
250
100 ----------------90 --------Cbile ........................
25 --------- 65
40 -----------------Colombia --------------------------3
3
-----------------------------------Costa Rica --------------165
1 50
115 ---------------------------------Cuba ----------------------4 -------- 14
10--------- --------- --------Ecuador --------------------8
-------------------------------- 8
Guatemala -- _------_---.--------40
40 --------------------------------Honduras --------------.---------

Panama------.-------------.---------

60 -------------------

10 -

--------36 ------------------------Peru ------.------------.----------6 -----Puerto Rico --------------------------------------------------' 9
14 ------------------ -------Russia ---------------------------20 ---------........
2
12
8
Venezuela -----------------Total ----------------

10,772

852

5,816

170

231

179

70

36
6
23
42
18,020

Percent
to total
7.59
9.33
57.27
.28
15.53
7.38
.38
.01
.92
.08
.05
.22

.39
.20
.03
.13
.23

100.00

1 Cane

cars.
'General cars.
IN BEHALF OF THE FRIENDS COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF EM3LE BENOrr SuBMrruT
ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Emile Benoit I am
associate professor of international business at the Columbia University Graduate School of Business. I am speaking today on behalf of the Friends Committee on National Legislation, an organization which seeks to represent many
of the concerns of Friends but does not claim to speak for all Friends. In the
interest of saving time for possible questions, I am greatly abbreviating my
presentation.
We support passage of the Trade Expansion Act without crippling amendments.
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RELIGIOUS BASIS FOR TRADE ?LIKA

TI0N

The Friends Committee on National Legislation has historically supported
liberalization of U.S. trade policy. This is not only for the usug1. economic
reasons, but also because we feel that recognition of the brotherhood of man imposes a moral and religious duty to eliminate as far as possible all artificial barriers impeding the free intercourse of human beings, which make for unjustified,
discriminatory treatment as between fellow-nationals and others. Wp hope also
that freeing of trade may reduce incentives to war by satisfying, without recourse
to violence, the essential needs of nations for foreign markets and for sources of
raw materials.
URGENT NEED FOR IMPROVED TRADE POLICIES AND MECHANISMS

The establishment of the Common Market makes it est ential i have a new
policy and new powers in this field of trade. To bargain effectively with the
Common Market and strengthen its liberal inclinations, we must be able to
make large concessions, by broad categories of product, without having to worry
about peril points and escape clause actions except in rare instances. - But at the
same time, the Government must be ready and able to help persons and industries injured by tariff concessions. We are pleased to note that the House-passed
bill contains measures for adjustment assistance which coincide with the improvements we supported in our testimony before this committee in 1958. They
include retraining and relocation allowances for workers and technical and
financial asistance to industries.
THE CRUCIAL OHARAOFU 01 TRADE OR UNDUDEVZELOP2l

'JOUNTEIE

We regret the special emphasis in this bill, and in the administration's presentation, on our trade with Europe, and on maintaining our own exports. Highest
priority should be given, we feel, to expansion of the trade of the underdeveloped
countries. Such countries are virtually dependent on international trade for
their hope of economic development and for overcoming shockingly low living
standards.
Expanding the flow of U.S. cars, TV sets, and dishwashers to Europe Is of far
less significance than absorbing more exports from the countries of Asia, Latin
America. and Africa, and expanding the flow of capital goods and technical assistance to these areps. It is vital +hat we use our bargaining power with Europe
not only to reduce barriers to oar own exports, but to reduce also official and
unofficial obstacles in Europe to imports from the developing countries and from
such a country as Japan.
We commend section 213 on tropical agricultural and forestry commodities,
which allows the President to reduce duties on such commodities, but we disagree
with the protectionist provision in section 213 (a) (2) which restricts reductions
to commodities which are "not produced in significant quantities In the United
States." We would like to see section 213 expanded to cover certain manufactured
products and minerals, and we hope Congress will expand the restricted geographic coverage.
TRADE WITH COMMUNIST NATIONS

We urge the committee to eliminate section 231 of the House-passed bill which
would require the President to withdraw tariff concessions from "any country
or area dominated or controlled by communism." We believe it highly inadvisable
to limit Presidential discretion In this way. Section 232 of the bill provides adequate protection against trade concessions injurious to national security. Only
the President. we believe, can appropriately determine, j, the shifting day-to-day
political developments, what, If any, Interruptions In trade are required in the
interests of national security, and what U.S. trade concessions are desirable for
humanitarian reasons, and for the strengthening of friendly relationships between peoples. The present proviso risks imposing on the President. despite his
better Judgment. the need to take actions Increasing International tension and
strengthenine the control, in Yugoslavia and the Russian satellites, of hard-line
extremits who believe there can be no accommodation with the Fnited States.
We believe decisions on such issneq eon best be left in the 'nndq of the President.
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SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 'MANUFACTURERS' INSTITUTE,

New York, N.Y., July 30, 1962.
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 11970).
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
C' airman, Senate FinanceCommittee,
Washington,D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The American manufacturers of sporting arms filing this
statement represent over 90 percent of U.S. production of centerfire rifles, and
over 75 percent of all U.S. sporting shoulder arms production. Their plants are
located in Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York.
THE INDUSTRY IS ESSENTIAL TO NATIONAL DEFENSE

Department of Defense mobilization policy places the major responsibility for
quantity production of military firearms on the American fireams industry.
FIREARMS IMPORTS HAVE INJURED THE INDUSTRY UNDER EXISTING TARIFFS

Since 1934, import duties on firearms have been reduced by 50 to 78 percent.
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations during 1961 have
resulted in additional reductions on the principal firearms imported of approxiinately 20 percent to take effect over a 2-year period starting July 1. 1962.
Firearms imports under existing tariffs have increased from $5.8 million in
1956 to $9.5 million in 1961, an increase of approximately two-thirds. In units,
imports have more than tripled, increasing from 130,000 to 417,000.
Firearm.s imports, 1956-61
[Amounts in thousands]
Rifles
Units
1961 --------------------------------------1960 --------------------------------------1959 --------------------------------------1958 --------------------------------------1957 -------------------------------------1956 --------------------------------------

310
00
2
198
130
38

Total

Shotguns

Dollars

Units

$2,S56
2,930
2,08
1.,430
1,227
699

107
124
129
93
99
92

Dollars

Units

$6,708
7,648
7,63
5.486
5,407
5,105

417
524
398
291
229
130

Dollars
$9, W4
10,578
9,768
6. 916
6,634
5,503

The preponderance of shotgun imports is autoloading shotguns from Belgium.
In 1961, over 70,000 autoloaders were imported Into the United States and it is
estimated they accounted for approximately 40 percent of all autoloading shotguns sold in the domestic market. Industry sales of autoloading and other
shotguns have declined approximately 27 percent over the past 6 years.
Included in 1961 rifle Imports are approximately 265,000 surplus rifles having an estimated import value of approximately $3.70 per rifle which is less than
one-tenth the price of the lowest priced American-made centerflre rifles. These
surplus rifles account for approximately $960,000 of 1961 rifle import value.
Surplus military rifle imports
[Amounts in thousands)
Units
-----------------------------------------1961 ----------------------------------------------------1960 ------------------------------------------1959 ----------------------------------------------------------------------1958 -------------------------------------------------------------------------1957-----------------------------------------------------------------1956 -------------------------------------.----------------------------------

Value
265
360
232
172
98
21

$90
1,250
830
545
132
44

In 1961. imports of surplus rifles were 36 times greater than the quantity imported in 1955, while at the same time domestic sales of American sporting
centerfire rifles were 37 percent below their 1955 level.
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Three of the companies subscribing to this letter manufacture ammunition.
These companies are the principal domestic commercial suppliers of ammunition to the U.S. Armed Forces.
Import volumes under existing tariffs have increased more than seven times,
from $364,000 in 1956 to $2.8 million In 1961.
Amniunition imports, 1956-61
[Amounts in thousands)

Metallies

Shotshells

$2,059

$823

1960-----------------------------------------.--------------

952

804

1958----------------------------------------------------------1957
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1956

334
230
192

323
305
172

1961
----------------------

---- -----------------------------

1959
----------------------------------------------------------

660

579

Total
$2,882
1,75%

1,239

657
536
364

THE NATIONAL SECURITY PROVISION HAS FAILED TO GIVE RELIEF

Since June 1959, the American manufacturers of sporting arms and ammunition waited for relief under the national security provisions of the Trade Agreeients Act against imports of cheap surplus military rifles, which severely cut
the sales, profits, and employment of the industry and endangered its capability
to meet its responsibility for quantity production of firearms in time of war.
At last on June 5, 1962, 3 years after the industry's petition was filed, the Office
of Emergency Planning issued Its decision.
Although the OEP found both that the American sporting arms industry is
essential to the national defense and that it had been injured by foreign surplus rifles being dumped in the U.S. market, It concluded that the injury had
It is diffinot yet reached the point of endangering the national security.
cult to image how any industry would qualify for relief under the national
security provision if the American firearms industry cannot do so.
While waiting for this decision, the American industry suffered from still
further increases in imports of surplus rifles and, in addition, from growing
competition by foreign manufacturers of autoloading shotguns. At the same
time, in the last GATT negotiations, the United States made further concessions
on sporting arms, below the level of the peril point recommended by the Tariff
Commission.
SECTION 225 (a) SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED TO PREVENT NECOTIATIONS ON PRODUCTS

PENDING INVESTIGATION
Based on the experience of our industry, which suffered increasing import
competition and further tariff cuts while waiting for a decision, we urge the
Congress to strengthen section 225ka) of the Trade Expansion Act so as to
preclude placing any product on the negotiating list while an escape clause or
national security investigation is pending.
Such a provision would have two desirable effects:
(1) It would prevent added import competition while the injured domestic
industry was waiting for the Government to decide its case. The sporting arms industry, after the experience of waiting nearly 3 years for decision, is keenly conscious of the injury that can result while the Governmeat delays in acting.
(2) It would spur the Government to decide promptly petitions under
the two provisions. The inexcusable time taken to decide the Industry's
national security petition calls for such an incentive to faster action.
To accomplish this. we suggest that the words "investigation or other" be
inserted at the beginning of section 225(a) after the words "while there is in
effect with respect to any article any," so that it will read as follows:
"(a) While there is in effect with respect to any article any investigation or
other action taken under (1) section 232 or 351, (2) section 2(b) of the Act
entitled 'An Act to extend the authority of the President to enter into trade
agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended', approved
July 1. 1954 (19 U.S.C.. sec. 1352a), or (3) section 7 of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 1951 (19 U.S.C., se-. 1364), the President shall reserve such
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article from negotiations under this title for the reduction of any duty or other
import restriction or the elimination of any duty."
THE ANTIDUMPING LAW SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED

Export sales to the U.S. market of surplus military rifles by foreign govern.
inents at prices totally unrelated to their cost are clearly contrary to the prlnci.
ples of the antidumping law. To strengthen the law against such dumping
we urge that it be amended to provide that the constructed value for foreign
military surplus imports be based on the original cost of the articles to the
foreign government.
A TIME LIMIT SHOULD BE SET ON NATIONAL SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

The industry's experience in waiting 3 years for a decision on its national
security petition shows the need for a time limit on consideration of such petitions. Otherwise, relief can be denied simply by postponing a decision.
We urge that the national security provision be amended to require a decision
to be rendered within 6 months of the filing of a petition.
TiE RECIPROCITY PINCIPLE IN TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED

Duties.-The United States should not grant duty concessions on products made
by an American industry without obtaining reductions in the foreign duties
imposed on the products of that industry. Yet this has often been done in the
case of the American sporting arms industry in past negotiations.
To insure due reciprocity, we urge that the Trade Expansion Act be amended
to require that the United States should not make any tariff concessions for
products on which a foreign country imposes duties, unless a reciprocal reduction is made in the foreign duties on such products.
Disorimination.-The American sporting arms and ammunition industry is
put at a serious disadvantage every time duty concessions on arms and ammunition are made by the United States, because foreign tariff concessions on such
products are generally nullified as a result of restrictions imposed on firearms
imports.
Some of the largest foreign countries control the sale and use of arms and
ammunition through monopolies which can and do discriminate against imports.
Other countries regulate arms and ammunition so stringently that they provide
virtually no market for U.S. exports. When such countries make tariff concessions, there is no practical benefit to U.S. manufacturers of arms and ammunition. This is confirmed by the fact that export volumes in firearms and ammunition, under present duties and restrictions, have remained constant over the past
6 years totaling approximately $6.8 million in 1956 and $6.7 million in 1961.
Imports during this period, however, have doubled, from $6.2 million in 1956 to
$12.3 million in 1961.
Ammunition cannot be imported into France without special government permission, nor into Switzerland except through a national monopoly, which effectively restricts such imports. No matter how far the duty might be reduced in
such countries, U.S. manufacturers cannot except significant increases In sales
in these countries as long as the governments control imports.
The majority of other European countries either limit the sale and use of
sporting arms and ammunition through stringent licensing requirements or ban
them altogether, except for small calibers. Thus, when those countries grant
duty concessions on arms and ammunition, U.S. manufacturers do not necessarily gain additional foreign markets; certainly they do not gain anywhere near
the markets that have been opened up for foreign producers in the United States
as a result of progressive tariff reductions under the reciprocal trade agreements
program.
The United States exposes a relatively free and very broad firearms and ammunition market in exchange for an extremely small market in Europe which Is
severely restricted and highly unpromising.
We recommend therefore that the Congress provide that American tariff reductions be made contingent not only on the reduction of foreign tariffs but also the
elimination of quota or other restrictions which effectively bar U.S. exports.
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11970 SHOULD BE ELIMINATED

The American sporting arms industry opposes the readjustment provisions of
the Trade Expansion Act and urges their elimination. Our industry desires adequate protection from unfair foreign competition; it does not wish to be eased
out of business, with or without Government subsidies.
The subsidy provisions of the Trade Expansion Act take attention away from
the real need, which is to defend American business against excessive imports.
Strengthening the reciprocity principle in the trade agreements authority and
expediting the processing of industry petitions under the escape clause will do
more to keep a healthy domestic economy than putting American business on a
dole.
CONCLUSIONS

In the light of the Industry"s experience, we strongly urge that the following
specific changes be made in the Trade Act:
(1) An amendment to the antidumping laws expressly providing that the constructed value for foreign military surplus be based on original cost to the foreigu government. This would go a long way toward eliminating the unfair competitive impact of extremely low cost surplus military rifles that have been
dumped in vast quantities on the U.S. market.
(2) A requirement that every reduction of American duty should be made
contingent on (a) an equivalent reduction of foreign duty on the same item, and
(b) the elimination of restrictions which effectively deny export opportunities
to the American products.
(3) An amendment to the national security provisions requiring the President
to render a decision on petitions brought under these provisions, within 6 months
after the filing of the petitions. This would prevent nullifying the national security provisions through delays such as that experienced by the American sporting firearms manufacturers.
(4) A provision that the President shall not make any further tariff concessions on products of industries that are essential to the national security.
(5) An amendment to section 225(a) to reserve products from negotiation
while investigations are pending under the escape clause or national security
provisions.
(6) We also urge elimination from the act of the provisions for adjustment
assistance. Such measures are undesirable and inadequate to protect American
business from unfair foreign competition.
We respectfully request that this statement be included in the record of the
hearings of your Committee on the Trade Expansion Act, and urge that the committee adopt the industry's recommendations.
Very truly yours,
FwERAL CARRIDmE CORP.,
THi Hoir STANDARD MANUFACTURING

CORP.,

ITHACA GUN Co., INC.,
40. F. MosBnar & SONS, INC.,
REI.urOTON ARmS Co., IO.,
SAVAGz ARMS CORP.,
WXINOHESTER-WzSTERN

DIvIsION,

OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CoRP.
By H. L. HAMPTON, Jr.,
Secretary, Sporting Arms d Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute.

STUDEBAKER

INTFR NATIONAL,

South Bend, Ind.,July 30, 1962.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BIRD,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washingtov, D.C.
DE.AR MR. CHATRMAN: On March 2,3 1962, the Automobile Manufacturers
Association submitted a statement to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives in Its public hearings ofn H.R. 9900. As copies of the
statement have been sent to all members of the Senate, I will not repeat the
position set forth by the Automobile Manufacturers Association, but take this
occasion azain to fully endorse the inosition and to provide for the information
of the Senate Finance Committee the following additional statement.
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Studebaker International directs and manages the international effort of all
Studebaker Corp. product lines. These include, in addition to automotive
products, such things as electrical generating equipment, small hand-operated
tractors, floor maintenance equipment, commercial refrigeration, superchargers,
and various defense products.
"* * * We are the protectionists * * *"
I believe that protectionist is an expression best suited to those persons
and organizations that, like myself, vigorously support H.R. 9900. Its enactment will protect and Improve our living standards, protect and expand U.S.
employment levels, protect and strengthen our ability to provide economic and
military aid to those many critical areas overseas urgently in need of such
support.
The means to achieve these goals can be found only in achieving the highest
pos sible level of free-world economic activity. Thus, we who support programs
specifically designed to achieve that end are indeed the protectors of the
American free enterprise way of life. Perhaps restrictionist would describe
better the opposing view.
"* * * National goals and advantages * * *"
As the many advantages that will flow to the United States from the enactment of this essential legislation already have been clearly and vigorously
stated. in the President's message and in many other statements prepared by
supporters of the legislation, there is no need to repeat them In this statement.
As I see it, our national interest is linked strongly to the prompt enactment
of this hill.
I wish to set forth, briefly, may view concerning adjustment assistance and
full employment.
"* * * Critical nature of adjustment assistance * * *
Instead of perpetuating economic inefficlency by the creation of high tariffs,
H.R. 9900, like certain provisions of the Treaty of Rome, provides for orderly
and acceptable changes in domestic ev.oncaoic activity to accommodate to changing international economic conditions.
I support those who urge that before the bill Is enacted the Congress insure
that adjustment assktanee to workers, to industry, and to areas in need of
redevelopment lie fully adequate unto the need. Current programs that may
meet some of these needs have to be reinforced and expanded.
"* * * Critical need for expanded U.S. employment levels * * *"
We are all, of course, vitally concerned with increasing the level of U.S.
economic activity. And not simply or primarily to remove possible obstacles
to the acceptance of this legislation. But it would be tragic if the opponents
of a liberal trade policy were allowed to link present U.S. employment and
economic activity levels to this legislation. Unfortunately the dislocated worker
draws a clear and immediate relationship between Imports and his problems,
whereas the millions of workers whose jobs actually depend on exports frequently are unaware of the tremendous importance to them of our national
level of exports. However, the evidence is clear that this bill will contribute
to expanding U.S. employment levels.
I urge the committee and the Senate to support H.R. 9900 In full confidence
that our Nation will benefit from this measure to reduce trade barriers, stimulate
competition, and expand world trade.
Respectfully,
A. R. GALE.
"WASHINGTON, D.C.. July 30, 1962.
lion. IIARRY F. BYRD ,
Chairman, Scnatc Fi n ce Comimittee.
Senate Occ Building, Washiagton, D.C.:
On behalf of the 1,2.000-odd individual independents in business and the
professions from all 50 States,. members of the federation, ve urge you reject
the administration's request for expanded powers to reduce tariffs. At the
same time, if your decision is to recommend this legislation favorably, then we
urge you to amend the bill with the strongest possible safeguards against overeager use of its authorities by administration theorists which could lay our
economy wide oi*n. especially the smaller independent business segment, to
ruinous competition by foreign produced goods made either by subsidiaries of
U.S. large businesses or 100 percent foreign producers who benefit from wage,
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tax. and other cost advantages denied those operating only in our country.
Our position is based on three polls taken among our members within the past
120 days. both on the administration's trade proposal. The first in mandate
No. 271 (L)eceinber 19611) reads: "Should Congress give the President power
to further reduce tariffs?" The vote on this was 36 percent favorable, 57 percent unfavorable with 7 percent no opinion. The second in mandate No. 273
(March 1962) reads: "II.R. 9900 grants the President greater power to reduce
tariffs, for use in bargaining with European Common Market nations for new
international trade agreements." The vote on this was 33 percent favorable.
63 percent unfavorable, with 4 percent no opinion. The third in mandate 275
(May 1962) reads: ".S. 2840 Congress reFerve for itself the power to veto international trade agreements made by the: President". The vote on this was 88
percent favorable, 9 percent unfavorable, and 3 percent no opinion.
We consider the fact that opposition to the administration's proposals increased during a period when there was heavy propaganda in press and magazines and direct from the White House, as most significant. We feel that this
is due largely to the fact that the administration has been less than candid
on the subject which in turn has generated uncertainty and fear.
Attesting the accuracy of our conclusion, we cite: (1) the result of a poll
taken In mandate No. 273 kMarch 1962) on S. 2663 (provide Government loans
and other help for firms seriously injured by Increased imports, and assistance
to workers employed by these firms) which ran: 23 percent for, 72 percent
against, with 5 percent abstaining; and (2) results of our continuing "How's
Business With You?" 1962 special survey in which 27,532 members in all 50
States were polled during the first 6 months of the year (this survey will
contiAue during the balance of the year) which shows that to date 84 percent
(of them claim not to have been affected by imports.
If there were confidence in the direction of the proposed assistance to injured firms and employees, there would have been every reason for favorable
vote on S. 2663. By the same token If there were confidence In the future
handling of the authority sought with the administration's trade proposal and
belief in the lack of Injury claimed by top level Government officials, this
S percent should have given the votes necessary for a favorable response in
the polls on the trade proposals themselves. We repeat, those who vote in tiifhse
poll. are responsible individuals who know what It takes to meet a payroll
alnd make a profit, who must be realistic in assessing the future of their cperatlon, they do not dwell in ivory towers.
They are looking to your committee to exercise the lawmaking powers vested
in It to safeguard them from arbitrary injury such the they foresee in the administration's program as it now exists. You can do this by retaining and
strengthening the national security provisions written into the bill by the
IHouse, and by inserting a strengthened peril-point provision, and by further
increasing the powers written into the legislation by the House to permit Congress to veto injurious trade agreements made by the President. Let us make
these points clear: We and our members recognize the need for trade but on a
fair competitive basis. We are favorably impressed by development of the
Common Market in Europt. We recognize it is a fact of history and that we
must deal with it also, adjust our concepts to the realities It promotes. We
have done and will continue doing all possible to encourage and assist smaller
independent businesses in developing their export capabilities. However, we
do not believe that the Common Market nations intend to give away any part
of their economy in trade with us. There is no reason why they should. By
the very same token we should not give away any part of our economy to them,
especially when It involves smaller independent businesses which are the backbone of our business opportunity system.
Finally we urge that if you concur in the House's action In setting up a program to assist injured firms, you delegate responsibility for It to the Small
Business Administration, which has developed a mass of experience In representing and assisting the smaller, independent business segment of our economy,
rather than by vesting such responsibility in any other agency of Government or
in any new agency. We ask that you make this statement of the Federation's
position part of the record of your hearings on H.R. 9900.
GEORGE J. BURGER.

Vice President, National Federation of Indepnp-dent Bl.Rilless.
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W-ST ENOLEWOOD, N.J., July 27,1962,
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ch airman, U.8. Senate FinanceCommittee,
Washington, D.C.
GENTLEMEN: After an exhaustive study of the original bill on tariffs and
trade, II.R. 9900, which emerged from the House of Representatives as HR.
11970, and Is now before your committee for hearings, we submit this statement.
opposing the legislation and respectfully request that it he made a part of
the hearings.
We strenuously object to the sweeping powers which It would grant to any
President to reduce or eliminate, at his discretion, any or all remaining tariffs
on U.S. imports. Granting of such power could be used either for protectionism
or free trade, eliminating the constitutionally delegrated power granted Congress
upon which a large part of the national welfare is dependent. Under this arrangement we could end up with a dictatorship.
U.S. tariffs already are at exceptionally low levels in comparison with former years and in comparison with other countries. This coupled with low hourly
rates of earning in most other countries enables these other countries to flood our
markets thereby causing more unemployment (which Is already on the rise) in
our own country.
,ng." on
Siiuc. all axgdiileut f n. gxantlng this power to th, Prccicnt
petition with the European Common Market we should realize that the purpose
of the European Common Market is for protection to them Nut even more imporlant is the fact that It is first and essentially poditical. They are trying to
build a political union and the customs union and the economic union are means
to attain that end. For this reason there Is absolutely no assurance that the
Common Market will allow the United States to export on equal terms.
Since the gross national product of the United States is twice that of the
European Common Market we would be opening our entire market in return for
their opening one half as big. How on earth could this increase our exportz
We respectfully request this committee to reject this proposed legislation a
being detrimental to the welfare of our Nation.
Respectfully submitted.
Mrs. GERALDINE EARL.IN.

Director,West Englewood Legislatire Study Chib.
THE CINCINNATI MILT.ING

MACHINE CO..

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jil!/20. 196.
11on. HARRY F. BYRD,

Sena te Ofice Building,
Wahs ingto,n, D.C.
Di:oR SENATOR B"YRD: Because of your deep interest in the vitality and growth of

the Nation's economy, I know you are concerned to know of any serious adverse
effects of the pending "Trade" bill. Almost no one realizeQ that the administration's announced Intent to put machine tools on the free list will certainly tinderatine the defense potential and the future Industrial productivity of tle
Nation.
This sober conclusion rests on lifelong experience with the largest producer
of machine tools in the World War IT and Korea defense emergencies. In michine tools this company is first In the United States. and first In the free world.
It Is bth the most export-minded, and the most exlerienced in manufacture
abroad for nverqea markets, with no product shippld from abroad into our own
country.
'he'seriou. vonsequenees to the Nallon's defense tetentitl and it- future iniMay I urve you t(o consider
(htLtrlal productivity are briefly set forth bolr.
them.
The writer sneraks from firsthand experience as indicated in attached notes.
Respectfully,
1'REFERI CK V. CEF'it.

Prior to World War I and IT and even after war began in Korea, Governnient overlooked tl key role of machine tools in defense. But Gen. George C.
.Mnr,h.oll. as Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, was early to de-lare that,
"Practially every problem concerned with the production of arms ind equipniont. shins and planf,Q starts with th, question of machine tools. The tool
,,ilders. th,refore. oonzlitude the keystone of the entire praurement structure."

A
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And it was the distinguished Dean of Engineering at Cornell University,
Dexter S. Kimball, who pointed out that machine tools are the "Master Tools
of Industry". They are the machines rcquqied to produce all others, they alone
can reproduce themselves. They ar. In fact the very cutting edge of industrial
productivity.
U.S. industrial strength and productivity derive primarily from the technical
equipment and machinery industries, of which machine tools are the core.
Such machines are built in small lots or on individual order-not mass-produced.
Thus labor and engineering are the large element of cost, as much as 35 to 55
percent of selling price. But foreign-built machines of good quality, built with
wage rates one-third to one-fourth those in the United States, sell at prices 30
to 50 percent below those built here.
Contrary to the current impression that foreign wages are outpaclng those
here, the disparity in wage rates through the years has actually widened, the
differences in productivity have narrowed, while the U.S. tariff on machine
tools was successively reduced from 80 to 15.pervpnt, recently to 12. And now
is slated for zero.
chine tool capacity
The consequences are clear. -i all other major countries
and production are expandthg, but in the U.S. they are shrDbling. It is not
,urprising that 67 U.S. miAchine tool companies, including most mAjor producers,
some ovcrm !6 rn-ftature
A years .fclt Impelled to arrangfr
hii
±,t
in 109 plants in 11 foyeign countries.
The striking recovery, expansion Ad Progress of the ihetal-working equipment
industries in Eurppe and Jap a, together with their mnch lower wags costs,
will increasingly affect U.S. ullders of such equipment in the American' tome
market, now in jts fifth decidedly subnormal year.,
The actual rew domestic Orders for petilcaUttifig machine'tools reported, for
the -4 years beginning 1958 were $232 million, $44l mIllion, $W52 million, jnd
S.1741 million. . For 5 months of this yeoi they were at an annual rate of $413
million. Pre4ent industry capacity is' above $850 million, 1942 World War I
shipments we $1,320 ifilillo, 195$ Korea shipment were $1,191, price levels
'.
it currently comparable.
Overall industry statistics of the past-ieveral years Impt exCellent demand
for U.S. huilt'machines abroad. Actually the UTited States was oeneficlary of a
large spill-ovqr of orderA because European, and Japnese builders were s1d
An additional factor was the foreign need
41u1 with deli~eries up to' 2 years.
for i.S. speciaijties not as yo built In vqlu me btoad. Export orders the first
months of 1962are down 45 percent from t1fe'list half of 1961.
This is now thA position:
Is receding.
Iexpbis
1. Te momentary ware of
2. Even abolition of Eurdpean tariffs on U.S.-built machine tools would
not materially 'eplarge U.S. "exports beca\ se U.S. basic employment costs
put U.S. nachine.,qbove the reach of host overseas buyers.
3. As European and Japanese backlogs run down, foreign imports into the
United States wil nbout.
4. U.S. builders will bet.,further weakened In finances ad in holding togother research, engineerin, technical and specially skilled per nel.
(3
5. Pressure to shift operations abroad will intensify.
(1. In self-preservation, I..S. builders will be forced to con!M following
r'iow
producwho
a
U.S.
customers
long-time
their
the ox-anmple of some of
ing "U.S." product abroad for shipment into the States.
7. Considering U.S. defense needs, machine tool facilities in other industrial nations abroad are far more vulnerable to sabotage, destruction or cap1"
ture than if located in the United States.
Sonic U.S. technical equipment makers can survive this situation, but the distiuctive American technology most likely will not. The U.S. lndustr!al su,romacy and the superior standard of living it has produced have been based on
.\inrican progress in management, methods and machinery. Fortunately, management has had available our technical equipment industries to develop the
procpsses, tooling, gaging, instrumentation and all manner of machinery to fit
the American urge for manufacturing progress. This could never have been atMined if U.S. Industry had had to equip with foreign machinery designed by
foreigners with a background of concepts, education, and experience foreign to
the distinctive American way. 1

A

and used In the French
1 For example, the automated transfer-line equipment developed
Rnniult faetory (and also sold by them for use elsewhere) Is distinctly different from that

fivored and used by U.S. motorcar manufacturers.
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This Is a dangerous direction for our Nation. Even If the momentum of some
of our mass production industries can absorb the disparity in wages and meet
free trade pro tem, many equipment builders cannot. But even our most favorably situated mass producers cannot remain competitive unless they can continually draw on healthy, technically progressive native machine tool and equipment builders. Hanging in the balance is the question-will the latter still be
here, financially and technically able to lead the way in new methods, new processes, and cost-cutting innovations?
In time of national emergency a strong machine tool industry on the Job here -n
the United States is a critical necessity. Even more, since the United States has
elected to receive the first atomic blow, the resources of a first-rate, technicallyadvanced machine tool Industry are a matter of national survival and chance
to recover.
NOTES REoARDING Mn. GEIr
"International Year Book and Statesmen's Who's Who, London 1962."
"Who's Who in America, 1961."
U.S. News & World Report, March 12, 1954, "Lower Prices Through New
Machines," pages 48-57, a general review of the role of machine tools in the
economy.
American MachuiistiMetalwur'king ,Makat-turlng, pcag 133, D-cCmbe" 11, 1na1.
Mr. Geier's associations with defense and machine tools:
Ordnance sergeant, U.S. Army, 1917-19.
Assistant Chief, Cincinnati Ordnance District, U.S. Army, 1938-40.
Foreign Economic Administration, Committee To Survey Axis Machine Tool
Industries, 1945.
Army and Navy Munitions Board, Machine Tool Industry Advisory Task
Committee, 1947-50.
Economic Cooperation Administration, Industrial Advisory Committee, 1948,
review German plant dismantlement.
Business Advisory Council, Department of Commerce, 1944:
Graduate member, Vice Chairman, 1948-50.
Committee on Reciprocal Trade, Committee on Labor.
American Ordnance Association, 1933:
National director, 1933.
Cincinnati post director, 1936.
President, Cincinnati post 1944-45.
National Association of Manufacturers, National Defense and Mobilization
Committee, 1939-40.
National Machine Tool Builders' Association:
National Defense Committee, 1938-41.
Vice president. 1939-40; president, 1941-42.
Machinery & Allied Products Institute Executive Committee. 1936-39.
Director. Cincinnati branch. Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, 1943-46.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.. 1916:
General manager, 1929-34.
President, 1934-58.
Chairman. 1958.
From a pre-World War II volume of $10 million, the company expanded
to produce $10.3 million for defense in 1942.

STEELE HOLMAN & ASSOCIATES,

Sausaltto, Calif, July 15. 1962.
Re H.R. 11970.
Hon. IIARry F. BYRD.
chairman. S tate Finance Committee.
Washington. D.C.
HONORABLF SIn: I would like to insert a comment Into the hearlgs of your
committee on the above bill as follows: recommendation of John W. Hight that
I testify before your hearing:
As a small business consultant for the past 15 years I have observed the high
death rate on marginal businesses, more particularly those caught in the general
profit squeeze. I sincerely believe that this pending legislation will increase the
individual profit squeeze but will Improve the total business health of the Nation,
and therefore I wish to endorse fully.
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The sooner we realize that we are in competition with a world market and trim
down to compete within that area the better we as a Nation will be capable of
surviving this Common Market ehaUenge and the Japanese and Soviet trade
offensives. We must liberalize our policy to prepare for this.
Yours mot sincerely,
STELE HOLMAN, Pre8ident.
RAILWAY LAnOR EXECUTIVES' ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.C., July 19, 1962.
HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD " We are pleased to lend our voice in support of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.
Railway workers have long recognized the fact that the transportlug and handling of exports and imports by rail and auxiliary equipment contributes to their
economic well-being.
Estimates are that more than 1,600,000 carloadings in 1961 can be attributed to
U.S. exports and imports.
The President's prup ,sls are iteiided to 6pur the cxchangc of good among
nations of the free world, and will, we believe, contribute toward job stability
among those of us who have the responsibility for transporting so much of America's commerce.
We wish the committee to know that we recognize the potential problem that
the external tariff wall of the Common Market creates for American workers
and industry. The power to bargain down Common Market tariffs is the power
to generate job opportunities in the United States.
We therefore wish to be recorded in favor of granting the President the instruniNts of negotiation that can make this prospect a reality, and I respectfully ask
tha you make this letter a part of the record of the Senate Finance Committee's
heariL-'s.
b.'icerely,
DONALD S. BEATTIE, Executive SeCretary.

The Honorable

THE WUnLrzER Co.,
Ch kwgal, Jimly 18, 1962.
Re House Resolution 11970.

The Honorable

HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD:

Your committee is now holding hearings on the Trade

Expansion Act, 1962. Because of my concern, both personally and as president
of the Wurlitzer Co., over the effect of this bill, if passed, I wish to express our
opposition to the enactment of this bill into law. The Wurlitzer Co., which has
a history of more than 100 years in the music business is, as you may know, a
leading manufacturer and seller Gf musical instruments throughout the world.
It is my considered opinion that the bill, as proposed, would have a long-lasting, deleterious effect on the American domestic economy. The tariff reductions
under the Reciprocal Trade Act have already caused loss of employment and
real economic suffering to American workers together with the outright elimination of some American businesses.
The benefits that are supposed to flow from the adoption of this bill are entirely speculative, whereas the injuries, which past experience has shown to follow domestic tariff reductions, are outside the area of conjecture. Our company, in common with many other U.S. manufacturers In the music Industry,
has already experienced the unfortunate consequences of the reductions of our
domestic tariffs.
It is incumbent on both Government and business to do all wr. can to preserve
and maintain the strength of the American economy, and in this regard, first
things must come first. The highly skilled and trained American labor force
Is one of our great national assets together with the vigorous and progressive
management which characterizes American business today. The inevitable loss
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of employment which would flow from the passage of this bill would certainly
result in the loss of the efficiency and the present productivity of American labor
because of the large-scale change in jobs, retraining, and difficulties in obtaining
reemployment.
Further, the loss of sales, established channels of supply and distribution, and
a trained labor force would inevitably result in a long-term loss of efficiency and
strength in the affected Industries, assuming the companies involved were able
to survive the impact of these losses.
I also wish to state our opposition to the "dole" provisions of the bill which
offer "adjustment assistance" when the impact of the tariff cuts proposed in
the bill should be felt. I do not believe that this type of reparation, for injury
inflicted is effective or consistent with the maintenance of a healthy and workable economy.
Finally, I object to the bill because it constitutes a delegation to the executive
branch of the traditional and proper authorities of the Congress without any
effective limitations or controls over the exercise of the powers thus abandoned.
I respectfully request that this letter be incorporated In the record of the public
hearings scheduled to be held before your committee, as testimony In opposition
to the passage of H.R. 11970.
Yours sincerely,
R. 0. RoLYNG, Prefident.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY EIO JOHNSTON, PRESIDENT, MoTIos PicTuRE
TION or AMERicA

AssociA-

Mly name is Eric Johnston. I am president of the Motion Picture Association
of America. 1600 1 Street NW., Washington, D.C. I am also president of two
allied associations, the Motion Picture Export Association of America, and the
Association of Motion Picture Producers.
I want to thank the committee for the privilege of submitting this statement
in support of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
I want to stress two reasons why I favor enactment of the trade bill. The
first stems from some of the lessons learned by the U.S. motion picture industry
throughout Its long history of export activities. The second Is my deep belief
that the trade bill has implications for the United States and the free world that
go far beyond the economic exigencies of the moment.
Let me begin with the industry I represent-motion pictures. The motion picture must export to live. It cannot exist on Its domestic market alone. We
discovered years ago that we had to get out into the world and compete. Right now, In fact, American movies dominate the theater screens of almost
every country of the globe. More than half of our revenues comes from our
overseas business. And we are even now striving to expand film markets especially in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
And I can assure you that this has been no small task, no easy job. Over
the years the American motion picture has faced an endless variety of trade
barriers. It has met stiff and unrelenting competition. It has encountered
virtually every form of trade discrimination.
But in this rugged, never-ending battle, one fact stands out: Wherever we
managed to get into a market, we found ways of doing business successfully.
In short, we have had to be an outward-looking industry, and it has paid off.
Perhaps the two most valuable lessons we have learned from our experience
in world trade are these: (1) American business can compete successfully in any
world market to which It has access; and (2) the elimination or reduction of
trade barriers among nations should be welcomed-not feared.
Here, It seems to me, are two of the strongest arguments for passage of
the trade bill. For the trade bill sets up machinery that will give American
business the chance to compete-machinery that will provide access to the
growing markets of the world. And next, it recognizes that a healthy, mutually
beneficial atmosphere of freer world trade is essential to America's prospects
for Increased economic growth.
Time, certainly, is growing short. The vigorous, fast-paced economi- 'ditegration currently underway In Europe will not slow down for us. If . Lnerican
business wants to compete in this burgeoning new market-and I think it mustwe have to act now. In my opinion, the trade bill is the way.
Now, for my second point-the long-range Implications of the trade bill.
I feel there Is more than economic considerations involved in this issue.
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America has assumed the leadership of the entire free world. And it's a
changing world. We must consta tly keep this in mind. The plan that worked
yesterday can be hopelessly outdated today-the innovation of today can be
obsolete tomorrow.
Can we lead a changing world if we do not keep abreast of the change-if
we do not change with it I fail to see how.
More importantly, we must try to anticipate the changes ahead. And we
must assess every present action in the light of this future world.
One of the most important of these changes, in my Judgment, Is the evolving
partnership of the industrialized nation' of the West. To me, the trade bill
is probably t.e most essential step we can take right now in the interest of
promoting this Atlantic partnership.
In concert wita the Atlantic nations, we can help to make the Atlantic partnership a mighty ei'onomic instrument capable of achieving many things.
It can mean an area of prosperity such as we have never known.
It can be a way of strengthening the Western alliance and ultimately insuring
the security of the nations of the free world.
It can provide the means to promote growth and progress In the less developed
regions of the world.
It can do all this, and I think we have an obligation to work toward these objectives now and In the future.
That's why I feel our present course of action Isclear. We live in a tough,
difficult, ever-changing world. But an opportunity has presented Itself. I believe
the trade bill is the only way we can take advantage of it.
I urge its passage.
STATEMENT OF THIE WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL

LEAGUE

FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM

(Submitted by Mrs. Michael Ingerman, research assistant)
The Women's International League for Peace and Freedom endorses in principle H.R. 11970, because it makes possible the lowering of tariff barriers. We
believe that the level of living for the people of the world will be improved by
a free exchange of products unhampered by trade restrictions. We look forward
to the time when narrow national advantage and security stockpiling will no
longer dominate economic foreign policy. We hope that relationship of the
United States to the Common Market will not result in a regional trade association which will be the economic counterpart of a political and military bloc
and thus increase rather than diminish the ten .ons of the cold war.
We commend the provisions in H.R. 11976 lor the welfare of industries and
workers who may be displaced by the shifts in exports and imports resulting
from the new trade agreements.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY VIOBERT J. MCGORRIN, PRESIDENT, TILE INTERNATIONAL
TRADE CLUB OF CHICAGO, CONCERNING THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962

(I1.R. 9"00)
The International Trade Club of Chicago, with more than 700 members representing more than 500 firms engaged in international trade or allied services,
believes that enactment of the Trade Expansion Act is Imperative now, in 1962,
for the following reasons:
1. The emergence of the European Common Market already has revolutionized
world trading patterns and still greater changes are in the making as Britain,
Scandinavia, Austria and Switzerland move toward closer economic union with
their European neighbors. American tariff walls to keep the products of Europe
out of this market will be matched by tariff walls to close off U.S. exports from
300 million potential customers ib Europe.
.
2. The national security, If not survival demands that our trade policy suPport our foreign policy in the struggle against International communism. We
can no more retire into an economic Fortress America than we cab retire into
a political Fortress America. To assert American leadership and marshal
the economic resources of the free world, the President must have authority to
negotiate, on a reciprocal basis, trade agreements that will strengthen ouir ofn
economy
lnd
the economies of friendly nations. If we shrink from this corn-
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petitive challenge, Mr. Khrushchev will indeed make good his boast to bury us.
3. The continued growth and prosperity of the United States demand expan.
slon, rather than contraction, of our world trade. U.S. exports in 1961 amounted
to over $20 billion, and more than 4 million Americans today depend directly
on international trade for their jobs, far more people than would be affected
by industrial displacement as a result of imports. The whole history of the
reliprwal trade program, going back 28 years, proves that liberalized foreign
trade means more jobs, more markets for the products of 'merican farms and
industries.
Enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 inevitably will cause disloca.
tit in some few domestic industries. But the act provides ample adjustment
assistance in such cases, including tax relief and technical and financial aids
for affected industries, as well as retraining and readjustment and relocation
assistance for workers In those lines. The Government will be empowered to
move swiftly and effectively to assist the transfer of labor and capital into the
more productive channels which an expanding American economy constantly
provides.
In sum, we are for the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and we urge its passage
now, because it is vital to America's continuous growth.
ST. Louis, Mo., July 6, 1962.
Re proposed tariff bill.
Hon. IARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, J)J.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Enclosed find brief statement re the above bill which
may interest you and your committee.
If this bill should pass and we remain on a paper currency standard domestically while the Common Market remains on the gold standard, it means to my
mind economic suicide for us.
You may make such use of the enclosed as you wish, and I would be glad of
the opportunity to express my views before the Senate Finance Committee.
Yours very truly,
PAUL BAKEWELL, Jr.

A CONTROLLED DOMESTIC ECONOMY VERSUS FREE WORLD TRADE

In our domestic economy the Government:
(a) Controls the production of farm products and provides minimum prices
for them;
(b) Spends billions to purchase and store such farm products;
(c) Fines a farmer who produces grain in excess of his quota, even though
he feeds that grain to his own cattle;
(d) Subsidizes metals, sugar and other commodities with other billions;
(e) Sets the price of gold below the cost of production here and thereby
shuts down most of our gold mines;
(M) Establishes a minimum wage law;
(g) Uses a managed currency which grows in volume and decreases in purchasing power;
(h) Sends millions abroad which may be used to build new factories which
can produce at lower costs than our factories here and even sell and produce
here at lower prices than our own;
() Regulates the railroads until they face bankruptcy;
(1) Gives billions to foreign nations;
(k) Contracts the biggest debt in world history;
(1) Issues currency against that debt;
(m) Takes so much in taxes that there is little remaining for the cities and
the States, which therefore turn to the Federal Government for aid.
In that situation the same Government proposes that the President be given
power to reduce tariffs in order to aid our economy.
How can our Government advocate free world trade when our dcmestie trade
is subject to such controls by the Government? Will reduction of our tariffs
stimulate the export of our high cost products?
In 1936 Senator Vandenberg said in the Senate: "'lte trade agreements are
stimulating imports faster than they are stimulating exporti.'
He proved that statement with figures from the Department of Commerce.
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THE THEORY
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OF FREE TRADE

One may well accept the theory of free trade.
But such theory assumes that the currency of all nations will be freely convertible into gold; that all artificial internal controls, as well as all tariff barriers, will be removed.
THE INCONSISTENCY

BETWEEN

THE ACT OF 1946 AND THE PROPOSED TARIFF ACT

The Employment Act of 1946 declares the policy of our Government to foster
and promote private employment.
Contrary to that policy the proposed Tariff Act implicitly asserts that its
operation will cause unemployment. It does so by providing for financial payments by the Government to those who would be put out of employment as the
result of the act.
HARNISOHFEOR,

Milwaukee, Wis., July 5, 1969.

Hon.

HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, The Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRn: T received notice that your committee Is holding additional hearings on H.R. 11970 which has to do with modifying the existing trade
bill. Personally, I believe it is most unrealistic to reduce tariffs under prevailing conditions when business finds itself in an extremely hazardous positionfirst of all by reason of our unsound fiscal position and secondly because of the
stock market collapse.
I believe the most sensible thing would be to reenact the existing tariff bill
for another year. In the event that a new tariff bill is enacted, I believe that it
should incorporate that all tariffs are set by a nonpartisan tariff commission
reporting to Congress so that in each industry experts in costs and trading conditions can testify and that tariffs should be set under that philosophy.
A most serious situation in our tariff bill is that our representatives of GATTY
are horse trading our tariffs on the basis of averages without due consideration
to the influence that will have to our industries. The American business machine is an extremely sensitive machine and unless these conditions are carefully weighed, we will find ourselves with more distressed areas and more unemployment financed at the expense of the American taxpayer. If any industry
wants free trade, they certainly are entitled to it. However, it is most unrealistic in the manufacturing industry with $3 labor rates to compete against
70 cent rates in Europe and 40 cents or less in the Orient without injuring our
economy.
Furthermore, at a time when we are looking for more exports, a horizontal
reduction in tariffs will bring about more imports and further dislocate Industry
and bring about more imbalance in trade balances.
Another provision of the House bill to enable the President to gain control of
our business economy by giving him powers of life or death in an industry are
unwarranted and are already being used for political purposes--very much to
the detriment of our country.
Even under existing conditions, for any manufacturing industry to survive
in the international markets, it is essential to produce in foreign countries which
are low-cost producing areas.
If desirable, I will appear before your committee although it seems to me that
if these statements are read, It will serve Its purpose.
We are headed for a further serious deterioration in our national and international picture and the problem of tariffs, taxes, and giveaway programs are
very much tied together.
At a special meeting called by the Council of Staii Chambers, the attached
were developed by some of the leaders In Industry and were
recommendations
1
You no doubt received these recommendations but I am enclosing
adopted.
another copy for your attention.
Kindest personal regards.
Sincerely,
W. HaNmsor0EMa.
'Attachment referred to made part of committee flleL

87270-2-pt. 8----88
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UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS,

INC.,

Washington,D.C., July 12, 1962.
Re H.R. 11970.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Scnate, Washington, D.C.
DER MR. CHAMMAN: We will appreciate your including the statement below
in the record of your committee's hearings on the trade bill.
United World Federalists, Inc., has long favored the stimulation of freer
world trade. We believe that the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is an important
step in this direction. We believe that it will strengthen our economic and po.
litical relations with the European Economic Community and countries, will
assist the less developed countries, and will counter economic penetration by the
Communist bloc. We favor the objectives sought in H.R. 11970 and hope that
this measure will be reported favorably by the Committee on Finance and enacted
by the Congress.
Respectfully,
PAUL W. WALTE,

President.

Ai TRANSPORT A sO4 TATION.
Waelnington, D.C., July 19,1962.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN : The Air Transport Association of America, on behalf of
Its members, which include virtually all U.S. scheduled certificated airlines, fully
supports the principle of the trade expansion program as contained In H.R. 11970.
By the nature of air transport service and the congressional mandate under which
it Is performed, our policy has been and Is to advocate and work for the freer
flow of persons and property In international and domestic commerce.
The business activity of the air transport industry is influenced by such economic factors as Industrial production, national income, personal consumption,
and the behavior of major markets. The economic well-being of our country and
it.s ability to maintain steady economic growth Is, therefore, of considerable
interest to us. Such economic growth depends to a large measure on our ability
to efficiently and economically produce and sell goods, and to achieve greater
productivity. Greater productivity requires expanded markets. There now exist
new world market opportunities for American Industry, provided tariff barriers
abroad do not impose competitive disadvantages. In our opinion, enactment of
the provisions of H.R. 11970 would provide American industry with the opportunity and incentive to Increase the domestic production and sale of American
goods abroad.
As a member of the international, as well as the national, business community,
the airline industry Is sensitive to matters which may affect international political
stability. It supports efforts to achieve the goal of peaceful and harmonlous relations among free nations. In the airline industry's view, mutually beneficial
commerce and trade between nations is one of the most effective means of achieving that goal.
The scheduled airline industry has a vital Interest in the foreign trade policy
of the United States because it is a most important international industry. As
a regular day-to-day matter, the scheduled airlines of the United States lirk
over 700 American communities with hundreds of communities throughout the
world in friendship and commerce, and they devote tremendous efforts to promote international commerce. They provide an extensive and highly developed
transportation and communications network essential to the expansion of foreign
trad.
Of particular importance is the fact that the U.S.-flag air transport system provides a creative Influence in projecting the image of the United States
and private enterprise abroad.
The scheduled airline industry of the United States alao represents a stimulus
for the promotion of U.S. exports through its worldivide marketing services.
In this connection, the industry is a major factor in helping to minimize the balance-of-payments problem by (a) conserving dollars which would otherwise
be expended to procure foreign transportation, And (b) earning foreign exchange
from foreign travelers and shippers. The Increased amount of international
commerce made possible in a large part by the speed, reliability, and economy
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of air transportation has contributed much to better world understanding and
harmonious trade relationships.
Longe-range modern aircraft have overcome geographic and other natural
trade barriers but much work is necessary to overcome artificial barriers that
today restrict international trade. In our opinion, flexibility to adjust tariffs
to meet changing conditions will do much to overcome these obstacles.
In many respects the trade environment envisaged by H.R. 11970 closely approximates the environment under which our International air transportation
system operates. For example: Sec.ion 232 of H.R. 11970 provides for national
security considerations similar to those of the Federal Aviation Act which provide, as a matter of policy, for " * * * an air transportation system properly
adopted to the present and future needs of the foreign and domestic commerce
of the United States, of the postal service, and of the national defense." Moreover, the general principles of H.R. 11970 clearly establish the fact that reliance
is placed on American business to provide the creative economic development
necessary to meet the international competitive challenge. This kind of a program not only recognizes the role American businesses play in economic development, but also provides for an equitable exchange of trading opportunities to
insure maximum benefit to the domestic economy.
The air transport industry of the United States is one of the many American
industries that will be directly affected by, and an active participant in, increased international commerce. Increased travel, trade, and communications
between the United States and other nations will naturally lead to a greater
demand for air transport services. This in turn will result In expanded public
service, increased employment, greater financial strength for our industry, and
enhance the contribution made by the U.S. airlines to our Nation's economic
growth. We live in an ocean of air and our airline industry serves to make
this productive for the people and the economy of the United States.
We appreciate this opportunity to advise you of our position and we request
that it be made a part of the printed record.
Cordially,
S. G. TrnoN.
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.,
June 7, 19620.

Hon.

HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Our association has maintained a progressive attitude
toward tariff reductions, and, over the years, Its members have assiduously supported the U.S. Government policy of enhancing foreign trade through orderly
methods of reciprocal tariff reductions. Moreover our member companies account for more than 90 percept of the U.S. production of aeronautical and space
equipment.
At present the aerospace industry is substantially contributing to the correction of our imbalance of international payments, and we stress the Importance
of our industry's objectives In this respect.
The board of governors of the Aerospace Industries Association formally
adopted the following statement of position with respect to the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, H.R. 11970, which we reslpctfully transmit for your consideration.
"The U.S. aerospace industry annually, during the past 2 years, has exported.
products in excess of $1 billion to markets throughout the world.
"If the aerospace industry is to maintain a position of leadership in the
export of products abroad, It is essential that our Government have greater
flexibility in tariff negotiations.
"The economic growth of the United States Is dependent In part upon the
ability of its industries to compete in rapidly evolving world markets.
"Proposed legislation, known as the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, requires
the strongest possible public and industry support In order to assure Its passage
in acceptable form.
"We believe In the principles of this act, and take the position that legislation
in support of these principles is vital to the national interest.
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"In the negotiations of trade agreements, we urge that the United States take
into account inequities that stem from foreign government ownership and/or
control."
We should bp able to trade competitively with other nations having economies
comparable to our own. It must be recognized that many indutrles abroad are
owned by their governments and can ofter their products In world markets on
terms more favorable than terms and prices governing organizations operating
under the free enterprise system. We believe that this legislation should provide
that the U.S. tariff negotiations should very definitely take into account the
competitive export disadvantages of products produced under the free enterprise
system.
We feel that the major objective of appropriate tariff legislation should be to
assure our Nation both the balance of payments equilibrium and the economic
growth we need to sustain our prosperity and military security.
Sincerely yours,
GEORGE HANNAUM, Acting President.

OvnmnsEAs Aucroo=v
Chairman,Senate jornmiiteeon Finanv6,
Waalkingt on, D.C7.

Cttur,

wc.,

New York, N.Y., April
19,1962.

Hon. Hmmy F. BYRnD,,
DEAR MR. BYRD: The Overseas Automotive Club is a non-profit-making organization now in its 40th year. It is an association of members engaged in the oversea automotive trade of the United States. Members of the OAC comprise
export executives of U.S. automotive vehicle, component, accessory, supplies and
service equipment manufacturers, individual export managers, group export managers, bankers, freight forwarders, advertising agencies, confirming houses, and
publishers. These OAC members are responsible for the exports of approximately 1,500 leading American manufacturers.
THE PROPOSED TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962

The Overseas Automotive Club endorses the stated purposes of the proposed
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (H.R. 9900). It believes that the reduction of
trade barriers, achieved through truly reciprocal trade agreements with other
free world countries and accompanied by necessary safeguards for American
industry and labor, is essential to the economic progress and security of the
United States. It recognizes also that the goals of the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962 are of fundamental Importance in overall U.S. foreign policy
and In the broader effort to foster and preserve the unity and strength of the
free world.
The Overseas Automotive Club recommends that the U.S. Government continue vigorously to seek the elimination of discrimination against American
automotive products abroad and the reduction of arbitrary and other burdensome restrictions which impede development of an open and nondiscriminatory
international trading system.
Respectfully,
J. STEWART GILLIES, Secretary.
AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK Co.,

St. Paul Minn., February13, 1962.
Hon. VANCE HARTKE,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HARTKE: You may remember the writer as I appeared before
the Senate Finance Commitcee in August of last year and I had a pleasant
exchange of views with you in connection with the proposed expansion of social
security. You apparently were the better debater because the bill I opposed
went through the Senate 99-0. I never did find out what happened to the
other Senator.
Now I have a form letter that you sent to one of our plants in Indiana asking
for some information on the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. As you probably
know, we hire about 700 of your good people in Indiana and so we have quite a
stake in your State. We have consistently expanded our operations there. I am
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not going to exactly answer your questionnaire but I do have some ideas on this;
subject that I think you might be well advised to consider.
In the first place by way of qualification, I am sending you it copy of our 1961
annual report. I want you to notice on pages 15 and 16 of this report that wedo have sizable facilities in your State. This qualifies me as one of your parishioners. We manufacture in Indiana drop forged hardware for use with wirerope and chain, asphalt plants for the mixing of road materials, and cranes.
Photographs on -pages 4 and 5 of the enclosed report will give you a clue as to
the things we do in your State. Other Items are small things like tackles, hooks,
ttrnbuckles, and wire rope fastenings. We do seek markets abroad as you can
tell from the general theme of this report, and we call to your attention that we
energetically cooperate with and subscribe to the National Export Expansion
Committee of the U.S. Department of Commerce. I have been personally active
in the regional export expansion committee out of Minneapolis and I believe
this is a very critical matter.
As a matter of fact, I was in Washington 2 weeks ago, the day that Dean
Rusk returned from Uruguay and was with a group that was briefed by him,
by Mr. Ball and Mr. McGhee. We also listened to Secretary Hodges, Dr. Bierman and Mr. Gudeman, so that I have a current knowledge of how you people
in -,vornmont feel on export expansion.
As far Aq we perwonally are concerned, we are concentrating on the European
Common Market area. We are sending machinery over to Holland and Italy
and Sweden in advance of Its sale to have it available when needed as Immediate delivery is the only basis on which we can sell. We are necessarily
high In price. Although the performance of our machines is superior to those
made in the European Common Market, we can only sell them effectively if
immediate delivery can be made. We are also giving credit terms that are
competitive with the Germans and the English so we can compete in these
areas.
We are concerned now that our Swiss corporation may be subject to eccentric taxation on the part of the Government of the United States and we think
this would be very wrong as our Swiss company is the selling tool to allow
us a mechanism by which we can retain title, give credit accommodation and
properly service the machinery that we have working in the European Common
Market area.
I would, first of all, have you take a long look at this business of taxing
money accuraulated In foreign based subsidiaries. This money is being used
to increase exports from the United States and taxing such corporations is
not In the interest of the export expansion program. I feel so strongly on
this point that I would welcome a chance to come to Washington to discuss with
you or your contemporaries this broad subject.
On the other side of the coin following your questionnaire: we consider
that foreign competition does endanger our business success even with present
tariff barriers. Companies like the United States Steel, Koppers, the C. & 0. Railway, the U.S. Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation have turned their backs
on us to purchase from foreign sources. We think, however, that we could
handle this kind of competition. We build a better product and we are building it quite efficiently. We will take our chances in a free trade atmosphere.
We realize that the President wants to cut tariffs and we would have no protest of his desire we do a poor job of trading, specifically with the inembers of the so-called Inner Six and the Outer Seven. If he Is a good horse
trader, we can be good enough horse traders to survive against foreign competition in the United States.
We believe our business might decrease slightly in the United States if we
had no tariff protection but if tariffs, for example, were increased In the United
States we don't think we would get a great deal more domestic business and
we know that It would ruin our foreign business. We think our total business would be better off if the administration's program is adopted.
There are always some sidelights to be shown on these subjects but, In general, this is the answer to your question.
We also have great Interest in Central and South America, and a slight interest in the African market. These are specific situations but, In general, we
feel that we could live with the Kennedy program.
The only problems that we are getting into on present trade agreements
are problems where foreign aid dollars are being spent other than in the United
States. I believe the administration is trying to put an end to this as we now
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have German firms wishing to cooperate with us in order to qualify for busi.
ness where American aid dollars are concerned.
We do not import raw materials to any extent for manufacturing our product
It is pretty hard for us to answer your question about Indiana. I don't
know how to answer that. I can say that so far, Indiana is the best State In
which we operate and a greater percentage of our total business will be clone
in Indiana as the years go by as long as the present attitude of the taxing
authorities In Indiana remains as favorable as it is today.
We don't like to see the legislative powers of the Government subordinated
to that of the executive branch. We think fellows like yourself in committee
and in concert with the House can move rapidly. We don't believe that the
Executive needs broad powers. We believe the Executive should be more concerr -A with giving the legislative branch a set of rules under which they could
perhaps be a little more flexible and move a little faster. I would guess that
you and the Senate know more about those answers than we do. We think
somebody needs the power to move rapidly-whether it is the Senate committee
or the President himself.
I would, on this subject of foreign commerce, reiterate what I said before
your Finance Committee and which I have said in the sacred halls of Mr. Mills'
committee of the House, the American manufacturer, particularly of capital
goods, must be allowed to compete. Tariff barriers in the countries where we
shin must be lowered. We must, however, realize that foreign commerce cannot
be conducted successfully If our costs of operation in the United States, from
waares anl taxation, are high with respect to our counterparts located abroad.
We charge you as a Member of the Senate and of the Finance Committee to
handle this business from a tax standpoint in such a manner that you do not
encourage the flight of capital. We do not wish to take several million dollars
out of our business, take it out of the United States and build a factory in
England or Europe for the manufacture of our product to ship into foreign
marketing areas. We wish to do our export business from the United States,
to make it here and sell it overseas. I think your number one consideration
in maintaining a proper trade balance across the board is to arrange a tax
situation so that the United States producer who ships to an overseas market
from the United States gets a special break over the U.S. manufacturer who
satisfies requirements outside the United States from plants located outside the
United States. You are trying to maintain a proper flow of gold; you are trying
to maintain full employment. Your legislation must recognize these needs by
favoring the fellow who manufactures his product in this country and effectively sells it outside of this country.
In our small business last year 1961, we exported well over $10 million worth
of equipment. We brought the dollars into the United States; we hired U.S.
labor; did our subcontracting and the purchasing of our components here. We,
in a way, are the forgotten element in manufacturing. Companies like ours
who are really contributing to this economy and contributing to It while we
aggressively market overseas deserve your prime consideration, whether based
In Indiana or based in Minnesota. Unfortunately, I find no one else on the
Foreign Commerce Committee from a State In which we operate. I will be
glad to send copies of this too lengthy epistle to fellows like Humphrey and
McCarthy if you think this advisable.
We are trying to help the people of your State as well as the whole United
States and with this acute interest solicit your reply to this letter and your
instructions to what we should do for the proper presentation of our case.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN CARoLL.
Hon. ALEXANDER S. W'ILEY,
Senator for Wisconsin,
lVashington, D.C.

My

DEAR

SENATOR:

CHAMPION AIRCRAFT CORP.,
Osceota, Wi., April 24, 1,962.

During the course of the past 12 months, a series of

domestic economic events have occurred which in turn have had an adverse
effect on all manufacturers of small aircraft. As a result, management at
Champion Aircraft has taken such steps as it can to attempt to adjust itself
to market variations both foreign and domestic in the areas over which the
company has any control.
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However, in the sphere of international trade, there is a program set in
motion by the National Export Expansion Council that involves our product.
Aircraft has been included in the portion of the Trade Expansion Act which
permits tariff reduction by as much as 50 jwrcent over a 5-year period. Prior
to the possibility of tariff reduction by ou-, Government, Champion Aircraft had
increased its export sales quota for 1962 by more than 15 percent over 1961.
Naturally, a tariff reduction by foreign countries would be most helpful in
achieving our objective as well as that of the Trade Expansion Council. On
the other hand, there are considerations within the scope of the Expansion Act
that could be harmful to our U.S. domestic sales. To be specific, the introduction of foreign aircraft into the American market at rates reciprocal to the
foreign reduction would be seriously detrimental. Our conclusion in this instance is based upon the comparison of foreign labor rates and ours. In addition, this problem is compounded by the fact that foreign manufacturers of
aircraft are subsidized by their governments particularly France and Italy.
Further study of foreign markets indicates a vast difference between our
average standard of living and that of foreign countries. To successfully sell
our product at a level commensurate with foreign buying ability we have not
only been confronted by tariff rates, but also by the crying need for a finance
plan allowing up to at least 36 months for reimbursement.
It Is of utmost Importance to us to keep abreast of both these iesie. Therefore, may we please enlist assistance from your office for the purpose of conveying our needs in the matter of foreign trade at the proper level? In this
particular instance we are both working toward the achievement of the same
goal, but we cannot be successful unless our problems receive the proper attention.
Very respectfully yours,
R. C. BRowN, President.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE CoUNcIL, INo.,
Neto York, N.Y., July 23, 1962.

Chairman Comnmittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In connection with the hearings which your committee is holding on the Trade Expansion bill (H.R. 11970), I am submitting
herewith for your consideration the position of the National Foreign Trade
Council.
The National Foreign Trade Council endorses the stated purposes of the proposes of the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962. It believes that the reduction of trale barriers, achieved through truly reciprocal trade agreements with
other free world countries and accompanied by necessary safeguards for American Industry and labor, Is essential to the economic progress and security of
the United States. It recognized also that the goals of the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962 are oS fundamental importance in overall U.S. foreign policy
and in the broader effort to foster and preserve the unity and strength of the
free world.
The Council recommends that the U.S. Government continue vigorously to
seek the elimination of discriminations against American trade abroad and the
reduction of arbitrary and other burdensome restrictions which impede developmnent of an open and nondiscriminatory international trading system.
The Council further believes that the United States should press for effective
application of the most-favored-nation principle and should oppose secial preferentiol trading relationships.
Insofar as programs for regional economic
intergation are concerned, they should be consistent with, and not substitutes
for. sustained multilateral efforts to enlarge and develop the free world
economy.
The council urges that the legislative authority of the President to conduct
trade agreement negotiations with other countries be extended in a form, and
for a sufficient period, to enable the United States to negotiate reductions in
tariff and other barriers which place American exporters at a disadvantage in
foreign markets as compared with traders of other countries. The grant of
increased bargaining authority is essential if American exporters are to remain
competitive in the European Common Market and other common markets and
trading areas.
The National Foreign Trade Council on many occasions has emphasized the
importance of a large and expanding volume of international trade to the se-
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purity and economic well-being of the United States and the free world. It believes that International trade cannot be stimulated to the desired ends if at the
same time other measures are adopted which would hamper or restrict the ex.
pansion of such trade, or the freedom of international investment. In a practical sense, expanding trade and expanding international investment are interdependent and continually complement one another. Of prime importace, therefore, Is the need for tax and other measures which consistently promote both
international trade and the international investment of private enterprise
capital.
It is requested that this letter be made a part of the official record.
Sincerely yours,
JoiiN AKIN, Presidett.
Tim UNITED STATES FLAG COMMITTEE,
Jacksion Heights, Long Island, N.Y., July 18, 1962.
Hon. HARRY BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlice Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We wish to register our very strong opposition to the
passing of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, on several counts. We consider
it one of the most dangerous bills now In committee from the standpoint of our
national sovereignty. We believe that It has within it, other aims than merely
trade expansion. We believe that this, like the other legislative bills on foreign
policy, is written and promoted by a small planning group in our country supported by huge sums of money, and designed for the one purpose-world federation This group is now called the invisible government-and since our Nation
now is on the verge of losing its independence through these internationally
slanted bills, and the foreign policies drawn up by this Planning Committee
of the Council on Foreign Relations, the time has come for us to speak plainly.
"Ile who hesitates is lost," so we do not hesitate.
There is plenty of evidence that this Council on Foreign Relations has planned
all this deliberately over a period of years, and now their final goals are about
to be accomplished, if this trade bill is passed. Does your committee realize that
this is the outcome of passing the Atlantic Union Committee's resolution, Senate Joint 170? That resolution was passed because Members of Congress listened to the very people who have stated for years that we must give up our
sovereignty. World federalists and other members of one-world groups were
instrumental in putting this across.
The Atlantic Union Committee's goal was government of all the world, beginning with the NATO countries. Common market is really the economic or third
point of their plan, the fourth being political alliance, which will follow. That
means the destruction of the constitutional form of government that every member of Congress is under oath to defend. If our form of government is overthrown, what difference does it make who does it? Will it be any less so if accomplished by unfaithful citizens with the help of Congress, than by the Communist Party? Do you realize that if this regional world government is accomplished, it will be placed within the framework of the United Nations, and our
national independence is destroyed? How then, does your committee have any
right to recommend such a bill? You are all under oath as is the President.
Do you wish to vote for Euramerica-to replace the United States? !s that not
the real design?
The second strong objection to this trade bill is the section which calls for
granting unprecedented powers to the President. We believe this to be as
unconstitutional as the rest of the bill. The Cozstitution was drawn up by our
forefathers In such a way as to insure protection against any Socialist dictatorship rule. If Congress votes to transfer the powers delegated to the legislative
branch to the executive branch of the Government, are they not voting to
change the Constitution to that extent? And the only way, according to the
'Constitution, to bring about changes, Is by constitutional amendment.
Also. has not the President already disqualified himself for added powers
by publicly declaring himself for world federation-by shockingly talking
interdependence on our very national Independence Day? We believe that
should disqualify him from even being a President. Is that keeping his oath of
office to protect and defend our constitutional form of government? All of this
is actually the sum total of the admonitions of Washington against entering
into foreign entanglements. We choose to uphold the great man who gave us
freedom.
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And who are the ones largely promoting this? The Council on Foreign Relations, whose members have been placed in all the important positions in the
Government to bring about this world federation plan: President Kennedy, by
his own statement a member of this council; Dean Rusk, Christian Herter, Will
Clayton, Walt Rostow, George Ball-to mention a few-all members of this
CFR. And it has been revealed that George Ball and his law firm have been
agents of a foreign government-that of Communist Cuba-at the rate of about
$287,000. Why should Congress listen to him?
In the printed hearings of the House committee on this bill, please note that
the entire list of officials and trustees of the American Council of the International Chamber of Commerce were included for the Common Market, nearly
100 percent members of the Council on Foreign Relations-a fact which was not
given.
We ask you again to consider these points carefully before voting on this bill.
The majority of the American people know nothing about all this but if they
did we feel sure they would not favor a Euramerica to replace our great American Republic and independence. You have a grave responsibility to "preserve
us a nation" in this crisis when our national sovereignty hangs in the balance
by a very thin thread.
We enclose a few sheets of documented material to substantiate our arguments.' Under separate cover we are sending a packet of material for the
inspection of your committee which we believe has direct bearing on this allimportant bill. Actually, this matter of appearing at hearings seems quite unfair. These agents of the large international groups, supported with foundation
money, can afford to be present while loyal members of smaller groups a distance
away from Washington cannot be present to speak for their rights and their
conutry. Our only way is to write-which is not so effective.
Sincerely yours,
HELEN P. LASKLL.

UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA,

Washington, D.C., July 28, 1962.
Hon. BARRLY F. BDRD,
Chairman, Senate Finan4e Committee,
Washington, D.C.
My DEAR SENATOR: In the interest of saving the committee's time so late in
the session, the United Steelworkers of America proposes to forgo a personal
appearance in favor of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Instead, I should like
to submit for inclusion in the record a statement made to the House Ways and
Means Committee in our behalf by our International Affairs Director Meyer
Bernstein on April 5, 1962.
That testimony consisted of an analysis of employment costs and foreign
trade. It is based upon a series of studies made by the International Metalworkers Federation in cooperation with the United Steelworkers of America.
Its main documentation is'a volume entitled, "The Largest Steel Companies
in the Free World," which contains a comprehensive financial and corporate
comparison of the 118 major steel producers outside of the Soviet orbit, and
accounting for almost 90 percent of the total steel produced in the free world.
Its major conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(1) The U.S. steel industry is head and shoulders over the rest of the world
in productivity and in hourly earnings and hourly employment costs. Combined,
these result in total employment or labor costs which are only marginally lower
in other countries than they are in the United States.
Labor costs as a percentage of savles8-National average for 1906
Percent
Percent
39.6 Sweden -----------------------21.3
United States---------------20.3
Canada --------------------33.8 Norway -------------------19.5
31.2 Austria --------------------Belgium -------------------19.5
Union of South Africa ---------26.5 Luxembourg -------------------16.4
23.2 Mexico ------------------------Great Britain ---------------12.7
Italy
----------------------22.6 Japan ---------------------12.0
-------------------West Germany --------------- 21.6 Holland
21.3
France ------------------------1 Enclosures made a part of committee files.
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Several of the largest American steel companies have labor costs either lower
than or barely above those of our chief foreign competitors:
Armco Steel Corp ------------------------------------------------30.4
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co --------------------------------------32.7
National Steel Corp ------------------------------------------------33.5
Inland Steel Co -------------------------------------------------30.2
MeLouth Steel Corp ----------------------------------------------16.1
Detreit Steel Corp ------------------------------------------------32.2
(2) The profit ratio of the American steel companies with respect both to net
worth and sales was generally higher than that of foreign companies, during good
years, and about average when the American steel industry was In a recession.
(3) Cost of materials was substantially higher abroad than in the United
States. For example, material costs for the largest steel company in Japan,
Yawata, for 1960 amounted to 63 percent of sales compared with 29 percent for
United States Steel.
(4) A major consideration in pricing policy in foreign lands Is the maintenance of full employment, an objective which has not entered American pricing
determinations.
On balance, then, steel from the United States is-or, at the discretion of our
producers, can be-competitive with that of foreign countries. There is a small
employment cost advantage abroad which is more than counterbalanced by a
materials cost disadvantage. Greater pricing flexibility practiced abroad Is motivated largely by social and legal considerations which are absent here.
I enclose a copy of this study, together with the April 5 testimony.
I have a special interest in the success of the bill because it contains a provision
I first suggested as a member of the Randall Commission almost a decade ago.
I argued then that since a vigorous foreign trade policy is indispensable to the
welfare of the overwhelming majority of the American people, the country as a
whole should help alleviate the harm which could accrue to a small proportion of
our industry and workers through competition from abro.d. Increased international trade would bring gains to most, but could also mean loss to a few. The
few who lose their markets or jobs ought not to be required to bear the burden
alone. I therefore suggested a kind of readjustment allowance and an aid-to-industry program. I am most pleased that these features are Incorporated in the
bill.
I hope your committee will give favorable consideration to the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Very truly yours,
DAVID J. MCDONALD, President.
EMPLOYMENT COSTS AND FOREIGN TRADE STATEMENT BY 'MEYER BERNSTEIN,
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIRECTOR, UNITE.) STEELWORKERS oF AMERICA -

My name is Meyer Bernstein. I am International affairs director of the
United Steelworkers of America. I am glad to have this opportunity to appear
before this committee because our organization has always supported trade
liberalization within the free world, and we now wholeheartedly support H.R.
9900.
In February of 1950 I went to Germany on loan from my union to the State
Department to serve as labor liaison office in the Ruhr. I remained in Germany until September of 1952. In June of 1953 I returned to Europe, this time
in behalf of the United Steelworkers of America to serve as our representative
to the European Coal and Steel Community and the unions associated with that
organization. I remained In Luxembourg until December of 1955 when I was
transferred to Geneva to serve ior a year as assistant to the president of the
International Metalworkers' Federation, a trade secretariat to which my union
is affiliated.
You will note that after the completion of my Government duty, I returned
to Europe for an additional period of 31/ years in an official capacity for my
own union. Our purpose was threefold: First, to encourage and assist wage
policies and programs which would help raise living standards of metalworkers
In Europe. Secondly, to study foreign industry conditions, particularly within
the European Coal & Steel Community, and to ascertain the effect upon our
own steel industry in the United States. And, thirdly, to help strengthen the
democratic labor union movements abroad and their ties with the United States.
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PROBLEM OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR COST COMPARISONS

It is out of this experience and the continuing exchange of information from
the sources I developed in Europe during that period and in Asia and Latin
America subsequently that I wish to discuss the question of international labor
costs comparisons as a factor in foreign competition.
There is probably no aspect of II.1. 9900 which is so little understood and
concerning which there is so much eloquent confusion. I can speak with some
confidence on the aintter, for my indoctrination began with the same set of false
notions and half truths. At the outset I too made the standardized hourly
comparisons and drew hasty provisional conclusions. But as I dug more deeply
into the whole body of facts, I realized how erroneous surface Indications we :e.
Let me share with you my findings.
I was chiefly interested in two prime questions: First, how did the average
foreign worker fare in comparison with his American counterpart; i.e., what
were his earnings and benefits with respect to ours?
Because of the wide disparity in workweeks and employment stability, hourly
comparisons taken alone were misleading. Information on the relative purchasing powers of the respective national currencies on the basis of both our
market baskets and theirs, plus data on significant social legislation, would
als, be necessary to provide worthwhile international standard of living compa risons.
STEEL WAGES AND FOREIGN COMPETITION

The second question was of equal concern to my organization. What were
employment costs to the employer and what effect did they have on hIs-tompetitive position?
In a sense, this question also dealt with earnings and benefits, but from an
entirely different standpoint. Obviously, hourly earnings, that is, the wage
rate plus shift and weekend premiums, overtime, and the like, or even hourly employment costs, that is the foregoing plus the cost of all other fringe benefits
such as vacations, hospitalization, pensions, and so forth calculated an an hourly
basis, tell little in themselves, not only because of differences in productivity (I.e.,
number of hours of work necessary to produce the same unit of product) but
also because of differences in workweeks, differences in hours paid for but not
worked, etc.
International differences in wages or employment costs then have an effect
on relative competition positions only when taken together with the relative
number of hours worked or paid for per unit of product. A low hourly wage or
emi)loyaient cost producer has no labor cost advantage over a high wage or employment cost producer if his productivity is proportionally lower. That is the
low-wage producer gains In hourly costs; but he loses this advantage In having
to pay for more hours. The two elements must be taken in conjunction. Furthermore, other cost factors must also be compared. And finally the comparison
must be made on a company by company basis, for it is the individual producer
that is the' competitor , not the country.
It was with these thoughts in mind that I Inaugurated In 1956 a comparative
and comprehensive study of the hundred largest steel companies of the free
world. These companies accounted for 85 percent of the total steel produced outside of the Soviet orbit. I prepared this study for a conference of the Iron and
Steel Departnent of the International Metalworkers' Federation. For the first
time we now had detailed information on every major steel company in the
free world. from which could be made comparisons of all the financial items
which entered into the relative competitive position of each company. The
basic Information was the kind which we in the United States normally prepare
for our negotiations with employers.
The IMF has since that time held another conference of its iron and steel department, In 1959, and has one scheduled for May of this year. This same study
has been enlarged and brought up to date for each meeting by the economist
of the IMP headquarters at Geneva, Mr. Carl Casserini, with assistance from
myself.
I should like to summarize the main conclusions of these studies:
(1) The United States Is head and shoulders over the rest of the world In
productivity and in hourly earnings and hourly employment costs. Combined,
these result in total employment or labor costs which are only marginally lower
in other countries than they are in the United States.
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(2) The profit ratio of the American companies with respect to both net
worth and sales was generally higher than that of foreigners. (This is particularly true in the case of a nonrecession year.)
(3) Cost of materials was substantially higher abroad than in the United
States. (This applies to all of the main raw materials: coal, iron ore, power,
and transportation.)
(4) A major consideration in pricing policy in foreign lands is the maintenance
of full employment; an objective which has not entered American pricing determinations.
STATISTICAL SHORTCOMINGS

The best measurement for point (1) above would, of course, have been labor
costs per unit, which would be expressed in terms of hours per unit of product
times average employment costs per hour. We know the total hours worked
in the steel industries of most countries, including our own, but these total hours
data are in themselves inadequate without information on the product mix and
the types of steel produced in the different countries, which vary considerably.
We produce more high-quality steel proportionately than other countries; cold
rolled sheets are major American exp rt items. Man-hours going Into these
valuable products therefore cannot reasonably be equated with man-hours going
into concrete reinforcement bars, a large import item. Furthermore, man-hours
going into alloy steels cannot be put on a par with man-hours going into Thomas
steel, a cheap method not used in the United States, or other inexpensive steels.
For a meaningful comparison we must therefore also have a breakdown product
by product and process by process. Unfortunately, such information is not
reliably available any place, not even in the United States. Furthermore, as
will be explained later, the European steel industry pays for vastly more hours
not worked, and therefore not included in the statistics cited below, than we do.
There are other shortcomings, again tending to upgrade the appearances of
foreign productivity and downgrade ours. Our definition of the steel industry
is more comprehensive than Europe's. Our steel plants begin the manufacturing
stage at an earlier process than is common abroad. Coke works are almost
always in the steel plant here, and thus included in steel industry total hours;
whereas in Europe such works are generally located at the coal mines, and the
hours worked are accounted for in that industry. Then, too, we include more
finishing operations in steel than do the Europeans. Nevertheless, a comparison
of average hours per ton of product would give a general indication of the advantage we enjoy.
In 1960, the six members of the European Coal and Steel Community produced
50,770,000 metric tons of steel products, requiring 1,007,900,000 man-hours of
labor or 20.2 per metric ton. During the same year we l)roduced 64,545,503
metric tons of steel products, requiring 862,665,000 man-hours, or 13.4 per metric
ton. And curiously enough, the biggest exporter to the United States, Belgium,
had the highest man-hours per ton, 23. Belgian employment costs are among
the highest in the world, even higher than those of many companies in the
United States.
Another useful measurement, which is enhanced in value because it is available with respect to most individual steel companies of the free world, is labor
costs as a percentage of sales. For this we find the following national averages
for 1960:
Percent
Percent
United States of America .---- 39.6 Sweden --------------------21.
Canada -----------------------33.8 Norway -------------------20.3
Belgium --------------------31.2 Austria --------------------19.5
South Africa -----------------26.5 Luxembourg -------------------19.5
Great Britain ----------------23.2 Mexico --------------------16.4
Italy -------------------------22.6 Japan ---------------------12.7
West Germany ---------------21.6 Holland -----------------------12.0
France ------------------------21.3
Even this measurement, however, leaves much to be desired. The employmeat costs, of course, include all employees in all operations for all levels, right
up to the president or chairman of the board. Other shortcomings of this
measurement are as follows:
(a) The American companies are generally more integrated; that is, they
have more operations and therefore more employees included in the consolidated
statement, thus adding to labor costs here.
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(b) American industry includes all fringes. In Europe, many fringes are not
included because of peculiarities In their financing. Housing for example, is in
large measure paid for out of taxes or tax benefits, which are not reflected in
labor costs there.
(c) During the periods covered in our latest report, the American mills were
operating at recession levels while the Europeans and Japanese were going at
optimum rates.
All these factors had the effect of raising the American percentage while reducing the foreign, but even so, the differences in labor costs among American
companies were almost as much as the differences between the American national average and the foreign national averages. Furthermore, a number of
American companies-some fully integrated-had lower labor costs than their
European competitors. Differences in labor costs, then, were not nearly as significant as claimed.
On balance, then, steel from the United States is--or, at the discretion of our
producers, can be---competitive with that of foreign countries. There Is a small
employment cost advantage abroad which is more than counterbalanced by a materials cost disadvantage. Greater pricing flexibility practiced abroad is motivated largely by social and legal considerations which are absent here.
EMPHASIS ON

FRINGE

BENEFITS ABROAD

The disparity in hourly earnings averages Is indeed substantial. The average
European's hourly income is normally one-third to one-fourth that of an American worker. The Europeans, however, work more hours per week. But a more
important difference Is to be found in the multitude and extent of fringe benefits
provided for abroad by law or collective bargaining agreement. Social security
in other industrialized countries is more widespread than here, and contain
programs unknown in the United States.
FAMILY AND

HOUSING ALLOWANCES

France and Italy, for example, are leaders in the field of family allowances.
There the state Imposes a tax of approximately 15 percent c f the total wage bill
of each employer and then reallocates this money among married employees on
the basis of the size of their families. It is perfectly possible to have two workers, one a mal ried man with a large family and the other single, employed side
by side, both with the same seniority, doing exactly the same Job at the same
rate, and receiving thia same wages directly from the employer. In the case of
the single worker his wages would constitute his total income, whereas the
married man working beside him would receive a supplemental check from the
family allowance fund administered by the Government. This check could be
just as large as his direct wages from the company. Furthermore, if the latter
worker were laid off or ill, his family allowance would continue. In other words,
a nonworking family man could have a bigger income than a single man remaining on the same Job.
Housing allowances under law, and housing construction under company
policy-for which tax credits are given-are also common abroad. Furthermore, supranational agencies like the Coal and Steel Community have vast housing programs. Social security abroad also includes medical care and hospitalization, again with more comprehensive coverage than in the United States.
It may be said that the European percentages are higher because the base
is lower and that the absolute figures for the United States are really higher.
In general, that is true. But also true Is the fact that the European benefits
to the worker are much greater than our own. Let me explain.
IS

MEDICAL CAM

Under our steelworkers' contracts, the steel companies must provide the full
cost of a medical progTAm which they estimate costs more than 15 cents an
hour. This program, though expensive, is still inadequate. And any steelworker taken seriously ill must put out of his own pocket a large share ,if the
hospital costs. Hospitalization under our contract is limited to 120 days with
a $300 maximum surgical schedule. A man with a major illness would therefore get little comfort from such a program.
In Europe, where the companies undertake full medical care irrespective
of cost, the benefits for the worker are infinitely greater. Consider, for ex-
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ample, the ease of the Fiat steel and auto plant in Italy. There, the company
under a private equivalent of the social security requirement makes available
to its employees comprehensive medical care. Fiat has its own hospitals and
clinics and its own staff of (60 doctors to look after the 188,000 employees and
dependents included in their prograln. Coverage is complete for everything
from first aid for a cut finger to cancer.
I have myself visited the Fiat medical facilities, and at my request was
given a case study involving what we describe as a catastrophic illness. I
wanted this Information to mak a comparison of benefits at Fiat as compared
to those in the United States, since in the United States the cost of catastrophic
Illness is one of our chief problems. The case study given to me was the coiplete record of a worker who was originally employed by Fiat in 1949. From
that time up to the fall of 1961 he was ill a total of more than 1,400 of 4,380
days in the elapsed period.
He spent a total of 570 days in the hospital on 14 separate visits. He spent
277 days during 10 convalescent periods in a convalescent hospital maintained
by the company. He spent 120 clays at a clinic for hydrotherapy during a total
of eight treatment periods. He spent 194 lays in additional convalescence
away from home. He spent 15 days in a company rest home in the mountains
and he spent 312 lays at home. In other words, he was tinder medical care
or convalescent for 4 solid years out of the 12 he has been on the company's
payroll, and all of this treatment and care was made available to him free by
the company.
Under the labor agreement, full salary is paid up to the first 4 months of
Illness and after that half salary for the remaining months.
Fiat illustrates too a number of other benefits which a company can make
available to workers on a really lavish scale without prohibitive costs. For
example, Fiat has vacation facilities in the mountains and at the seashore for
the children of employees. Equivalent accommodations in the United States
are so expensive as to be practically prohibitive for workers. Fiat also maintains an old folks home and five children's nurseries in the city of Turin. In
addition, Fiat has an extensive housing program, a sports program and other
recreational benefits.
SOCIAL WAGE SYSTEM IN JAPAN

The same type of extensive welfare program Is to be found in Japan, where it
is the practice of the large steel companies to provide hospitals and health centers for the care of the workers and their dependents; to provide houses and
apartments for employees: to establish cooperative department and food stores,
offering commodities at large discounts; to provide commuting allowances for
workers from their homes to the plants and back: to provide rest homes, vacation resorts, and other recreational facilities. All of these services and benefits are offered either free or at nominal charge.
For example, a typical Japanese steelworker lives in a company apartment of
moderate size with all conveniences, including bathroom, veranda, etc. It is
well furnished, with refrigerator, washer, TV. His basic rent is approximately
$6 per month and in addition he pays some 66 cents a month for water, a little
less than $3 for gas, and a maximum of $2 a month for electricity.
The wage system in effect in Japan could be called a social wage-that is, additional earnings are provided to workers based on service with the company.
family status, dependents, etc. A young unmarried man entering the Japanese
steel industry is paid a relatively low starting rate. with this amount being increased yearly based on the factors mentioned above plus yearly negotiated increases until at the time of retirement at age 55 the worker may earn in excess
of $200 a month. Upon retirement, a worker at Yawata Steel Co.. the largest
in Japan. for example, receives a lump sum payment cc, ivalent to .83 times his
monthly pay at the time of retirement.
But most important, the Japanese steelworker having permanent status, unlike his I'.s. counterpart, is not subject to layoff, short workweeks. or reduced
hours, but is guaranteed full employment 52 weeks a year, giving the worker a
sense of real economic security.
In most European countries paid vacations are longer and paid holidays more
numerous thagn in the United States. In France the minimum legal vacation
period is 3 weeks. In Belgium it is 12 days, with double pay for the last 9. i.e..
the Belgian worker gets, 12 days' vacation each year, but is paid for 21 days. In
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Luxembourg, Germany, Belgiwn, and italy paid holidays range from 10 to 17
days per year. Almost all European countries provide for what Is called compassionate leave-that is, time off for marriages, births, or deaths.
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AND CODETERMINATION

Much more significant, however, than these benefits is employment security as
practiced in Europe under law, custom, and collective bargaining agreement.
Layoffs are unusual in countries where the welfare state has been established.
Germnay, France, Italy, and other countries have laws limiting the power of an
employer to lay off workers even in the case of reduced operations.
Take Germany, for instance. Before an employer may lay off more than 49
persons during the course of a month, he must file a petition with the state labor
office explaining the need for such a reduction in forces and at the same time he
must file a statement by the "works council," a sort of European equivalent of
our local union, setting forth the position of labor with respect to this proposed
Move.

It is true that the purpose of this law Is simply to delay layoffs and that
eventually the employer could bring about the desired layoffs. In practice,
however, this occurs only rarely. One of the reasons for this is that other laws
In Germany-and to a limited extent elsewhere-give labor a very large role in
establishing management-employment policy. Most outstanding in this field is
the principle of codetermination in effect in Germany under which in all large
enterprises labor has at least one-third representation on the company board of
directors and in the steel and coal industries plus certain other governmentowned or controlled enterprises labor has a share of power as large as that of
the owners or managers.
In every steel and coal company half of the membership of the boards of directors are named by labor. In a number of steel companies a labor man Is in
fact chairman of the board of directors. In return for this, however, managenient has a slight majority in membership. In other companies, an employer
representative would be chairman of the board, but then labor would have the
majority.
The management board-that is, the officers-consists normally of only three
to five persons of coequal rank and in each case the top officer in charge of labor
relations (the Arbeitsdirektor) Is a union man named by the union. He has
management authority greater than that of a vice president in charge of labor
relations in a U.S. company for he also takes part In decisions passed on by
the whole board in other matters as well.
For example, the president of the Metalworkers' Union of Germany Is vice
chairman of the board of directors of the Krupp-owned Rheinhausen Steel Co.,
and a former union district director is Arbeitsdirektor. In such a setup we can
well understand why the companies practice moderation in layoff.
In preparation for a study I made, I wanted to obtain an actual case of a
layoff with its petition to the state labor office. I had a difficult time. Most
of Arbeitsdirektoren told me that they didn't even ask for permission to lay
off. During the recession, and they have had them in Germany just as in the
United States but on a much smaller scale, they simply transferred workers
around, using them in construction or for other internal improvements,
In February of this year, the Salzgitter Co. announced that as a result of its
modernization program and other changes a number of workers had become
superfluous. But it said nobody would be laid off. In order to take up this
slack, the company would depend on attrition alone, that is, workers who retire
or quit or die would not be replaced.
AMERICAN

STEEL COMPANIES

INDER FOREIGN

LABOR CONDITIONS

Let me close by referring once more to the concept of a real wage or employment cost comparison and what we as a labor union are doing about it.
All of the major American steel corporations have opened iron ore oparations abroad. These same companies continue to operate their iron ore mines
in the United States. This provides us with a wonderful opportunity to use
actual examples of labor costs for the sciae operations for the same companY
in the United States and abroad. The results are most Interesting when we
consider the levity with which these same companies make use of the international hourly wage or employment cost comparison.
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The United States Steel Corp. and the Bethlehem Steel Corp. both have subsidiaries in Venezuela, both are under collective bargaining agreement with the
mine workers' union there. Both these companies have similar mines in the
United States, which are under collective bargaining agreement with my union.
In the U.S. mines, the minimum wage is $2.285 an hour compared with the
minimum of 77.6 cents an hour In Venezuela. The maximum in the United
States is $3.825 an hour compared with $1.847 in Venezuela. So far, Lhere
would seem to be some truth in the hourly wage comparison, but now look at
the hours paid for. The American workers work a 5-day week an(!, assuming
the best of all possible conditions, he would therefore be on the j.. 49 weeks,
on vacation an average of 2 weeks and on holiday a total of 7 days. lie therefore would be paid for 2432 days per year, that is, 51 weeks at 5 days each plus
7 holidays.
The Venezuelan miner working for the same company has recently been put
on an alternate 5 and 6 (lay workweek-that is, one week, he works 5 days
and the other week he works 6 days. But In both cases the pay is the samethat is, he is paid for 6 days. In addition, Venezuelan law and the American
companies' collective bargaining agreements provide for full pay for Sundays
not worked 52 weeks a year. In other words, these American steel companies
pay their miners in Verezuela for 365 days a year at full rates although the
miner works a total of only 249 days, that is, 26 weeks at 5 days and 26 weeks
at G days less 30 days vacation and 7 days holiday for everyone.
Nor Is this all. Again under law and collective bargaining agreement, the
American steel companies pay a profit-sharing bonus of 60 full days' pay per
yea r.
Summing up, then, an American miner gets a higher wage per hour but only
for 262 days per year. The Venezuelan worker gets a lower wage per hour
but for 425 days per year.
Actually, because of additional time off with pay for compassionate leave and
for other causes, the Venezuelan miner works no more days in the course of a
year than his American counterpart employed by the same company but he gets
paid for over 60 percent more days in the course of the year.
Furthermore, it is only the American miner with the highest seniority who
gets full time employment in the American mines. For the last 3 years we
have been in a recession, and the mines have been operating only part time
with most of the miners on short workweeks. In Venezuela, on the other hand,
the employers are not permitted to reduce the workweek or to lay off workers
in spite of the fact that production, as at home. dropped considerably. To be
exact, iron ore produced in Venezuela was reduced by 25.27 percent in 1961
as compared with 1960. The United States Steel Corp. down there attempted
to readjust its working force to meet this lower demand, but Venezuela had
laws governing such things. rarthermore, the collective bargaining agreement
had a clause guaranteeing work stability. The result was that the Secretary
of Labor forbade the company to make the changes. In spite, therefore, of
production reduced by a quarter, United States Steel in Venezuela was required
to maintain the same workforce, all continuing to receive 7 full days pay each
week for 52 weeks.
This is without doubt an unusual case, but it does illustrate that care must
be used in making hourly wage cost comparisons.
A LABOR POINT FOUR PROGRAM

Nevertheless, we as a union are aware that earnings of workers abroad
generally are not as high as they could be. This affects the competitive status
of their employers only to a limited degree because of the lower productivity
abroad. But productivity is increasing all over the world, and it is our purpose
to help our sister labor organizations in other countries not only maintain
their pace but to catch up with us.
Let me give you one simple example, namely, Japan. In times past, the Japanese steelworkers' union was limited in its effectiveness, (1) because it was
highly political in its objectives and (2) because it did not make full use of its
economic strength. One of the reasons it did not bargain with full vigor was
that it had been persuaded that it was impossible to strike a steel mill for extended periods of time without doing so much damage to continuous equipment
that it would take 6 months or more to resume full operations after settlement
of a strike.
This was their belief. But when they observed right after our strike of 116
days in 1959 that we were able to resume a high rate of operations within a mat-
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ter of 2 weeks and that no appreciable damage to our equipment had been suffered, the Japanese steelworkers' union realized that they had been laboring
under a misapprehension. Accordingly, they addressed a request to our union
through the International Metalworkers' Federation. They wanted us to send
them two experts who could explain how to shut down a steel will in a strike
without damaging the equipment and permit a resumption of work immediately
after settlement.
We were more than happy to comply, and we sent two of the beat experts in
the field. These two Americans made a tour of the Japanese steel plants with
the Japavese steelworkers' union and they explained how we did such things
at home. This was a kind of private point 4 program.
This was in 1960. The results were obviously most worthwhile for the union
can now bargain from a much stronger position. Previously the companies only
had to fear a token strike of a few hours. Now they could be faced with a real
shutdown. Following up on this advantage just a few months ago, !he Japanese
steelworkers union addressed another request to us.
Their new collective bargaining was just getting underway and they had been Informed that the com.
panes would propose an American-type job evaluation program, so again the
Japanese asked for our help. They wanted a job evaluation expert who would
teach them how to protect their interests. Furthermore, they wanted another
American who could advise them on negotiating strategy. We were happy to
comply with both requests, and two associates of mine left for Japan on the
day that we began our own negotiations in Pittsburgh. The Japanese union was
happy to make full use not only of the talents but also of the publicity value of
these two men.
We have received a warm letter of thanks from the president of the Japanese
union extolling the value of this visit.
A FAIR INTERNATIONAL LABOR STANDARDS

PROGRAM

I could cite many other examples of the kind of cooperation my union has
offered to other labor organizations abroad. In our program of International
upward harmonization of wages, hours and working conditions, it is our purpose
to eliminate differences in labor costs as a factor in international competition.
The International 'Metalworkers' Federation has been much concerned with this
subject also, and we have over the course of the past few years drawn up a prograin which we think will deal adequately with the unusual case of unfair competition based on labor. The essential element Is that we could use a proposition of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs which is known as the
Havana Charter. This provides that member states will undertake an obliga.
tion to achieve and maintain full and productive employment and to eliminate
unfair labor conditions which substantially disrupt international trade.
The heart of the International Metalworkers Federation proposal is to the
effect that we would propose machinery be created to provide for a complaint
procedure on allegations that a given country is not complying with fair interna.
*
tional labor standards.
It is proposed that a basis of complaint be established if both hourly and unit
labor costs in exporting firms are unjustifiably below those in the same industry
in the complaining country.
If such a charge should be made, there would be a confrontation between the,
domestic producer claiming he is hurt by low-wage foreign competition and the
exporting producer. Both would be required to furnish data necessary to sus.
tain or disprove the allegation. We would hope thereby to take labor cost comparisons out of the bands of the propagandists and put them into the sphere of
serious and factual study, which is where the subject belongs.

AuToMoTIvE ExroRxns CLUB,
July 26,1962.
ByD,
F.
Flon. HARRY
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.
HONORABLE SrR: As president of the Automotive Exporters Club, an organization consisting of 40 members whose combined export volume is in excess of
$25 million annually, I wish to place our organization on record as being In favor
87270-62-pt. 3----39
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of passage of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, otherwise designated as H.R.
11970.
Our organization believes that passage is essential for a number of reasons, and
the first and foremost is that the continued growth and prosperity of the United
States demands that our executive arm of the Government should be placed in
position to deal with the administrators of the European Common Market organization with respect to negotiating our tariff program.
The growth of our export volume is absolutely imperative to a sound economy
in this country. Statistics indicate that only 4 percent of our GNP is exported to
foreign countries, which is far below the percentage established by all developed
nations. In order to increase this percentage it is necessary that we make it
lolssii)le for foreign countries to purchase the products of our own manufacture
and to this end the ability to negotiate our tariff schedules is implicit.
There is no doubt but that some of the changes in our tariff program will resuit in some domestic dislocation but this, in our opinion, will be minimal and
far outweighed by the advantages to be obtained from this act. The provisions
of the act to protect those industries affected by the tariff reductions appear to
be adequate so as to reduce any damages that may occur.
For the reasons stated above, we trust that you and your committee will vote
in favor of the passage of the act so that the future of American industry will
be given every possible support in the international struggle and to promote the
continued growth of American vigor.
Very truly yours,
S. P. Simrr, President.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ROBERT El. JONES IN BEHALF OF THE UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE IN SUPPORT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT, H.R.

11970
The Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice wishes to go on record in support
of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, H.R. 11970.
Our organization, which expresses the social and International concerns of
Unitarians and Universalists, was recorded in'favor of the Trade Expansion Act
in a statement submitted to the House Committee on Ways and Means, March
23, 1962.
Members of the Unitarian Universalist denomination have had a long and
abiding concern for the promotion of peaceful relations between peoples and
nations. It is self-evident that one of the important keystones of international
peace and order Is healthy, multilateral trade.
We believe the Trade Expansion Act will be of tremendous benefit to the
American people and to the people of the free world. It will signal to the nations of the world that the United States is continuing to accept its responsibilities as leader and partner In the Western alliance.
The Trade Act will strengthen the U.S. economy and act as a stimulus to its
growth. It will also strengthen our economic and political ties with Western
Europe and Canada and enable the Unitud States to keep pace with changes in
world trade conditions caused by the Common Market. It is Imperative that the
United States ard Common Market countries not be divided into warring economic blocs.
We support strongly the adjustment assistance provisions of this bill which
will insure relief to workers, firms, and industries which may suffer dislocations as a result of tariff reductions. The adjustment features are essential if
the Trade Act Is to be successfully administered.
The act should aid the economic growth of the developing countries who stand
to benefit from the strengthened economies of the Western nations. Also, the
special authority to reduce or eliminate tariffs on tropical agricultural and
forest commodities should prove helpful to the economies of the nations emerging from colonialism.
For these principal reasons we support the Trade Expansion Act and urge its
passage.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS SUBMITTED BY R. T.
COMPTON, VICE PRESIDENT GOVERNMENT RELATIONS DIVISION, WASHINGTON. D.C.

The National Association of Manufacturers welcomes this opportunity to express its views on the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962. At the start it
should be explained that this association does not attempt to speak for its members on tariff matters.
The National Association of Manufacturers does, however, urge that its members speak lip on tariff policy both as individuals and through trade associations
representing specific industries. We know that your committee has consulted
with business witnesses and we hope that you will carefully consider their recomniendations.
Even though the National Association of Manufacturers does not speak on
behalf of its members in regard to tariffs, it is our conviction that, even within
this limitation, there are many significant things to be said in regard to H.R.
11970, which can be helpful to your committee in its deliberations.
We are pleased to note that a number of safeguards have been inserted In
this bill. While Congress would delegate to the President some of its constitutional power to set tariff rates, the bill does provide that two Members of each
House of Congress will be members of the U.S. delegation for trade negotiations.
Further, this bill restrains the President from reducing or eliminating U.S. import restrictions in order to obtain changes in "unjustifiable" foreign import restrictions. In addition, the bill permits him to suspend, withdraw, or prevent
the application of the benefits of trade agreements with countries which maintain nontariff trade restrictions or engage in other acts which "unjustifiably"
restrict U.S. commerce. And furthermore, the bill provides that if the President
fails to implement recommendations of the Tariff Commission to remedy an injurious industry situation, the Congress can by majority vote override the President.
We are also pleased that in this bill the Tariff Commission is required to hold
public hearings where any interested parties may present their views with respt, t to any concessions to be made through trade agreements. These hearings,
in addition to the functions of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations
and the Interagency Trade Organization, could prove of value in developing
the necessary information required for intelligent action in the very complex
field of mutual trade agreements.
We are pleased that our prior recommendation that the Secretary of Commerce be specifically recognized in the bill as an adviser in trade negotiations was
incorporated in the bill. We trust that the President and the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations would give due weight to his recommendations.
We are disturbed, however, that the Secretary of Labor's determinations as to
entitlement of individual employees for adjustment assistance are final and not
subject to review, while the Secretary of Commerce "may sue and be sued" in
providing technical and financial assistance to firms. Since each Secretary certifies independently the firms and employees entitled to assistance after an affirmative finding of injury by the Trade Commission, it is possible that employees
would be certified even tlfough their firm may not be certified or the opposite
may equally be true. In fairness then, the actions of each Secretary should be
open to court test.
The remainder of our comments will be devoted to a discussion of the relationship between the balance-of-payments problem and the proposed legislation,
and an appraisal of the adjustment assistance provisions of the bill.
THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

AND TRADE LIBERALIZATION

The President in his message to Congress proposing trade liberalization, expressed his concern over the pressing balance-of-payments problem and stated:
"To maintain our defense, assistance, and other commitments abroad, while
expanding the free flow of goods and capital, we must achieve a reasonable
equilibrium in our international accounts by offsetting these dollar outlays
with dollar sales."
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The President's expression of concern is gratifying. International deficits of
the magnitude we have had in recent years cannot be continued indefinitely
without destroying the international value of the dollar, without creating a
serious inflation domestically, and without creating economic chaos in those
countries which employ the dollar as a reserve for their own currencies.
These serious prospects can be prevented if we correct the fundamental conditions which have caused the large International deficits of recent years.
Some proponents of the proposed legislation have suggested that it will make
a significant contribution to solving our balance-of-payments problem. The proposal contemplates the negotiation of mutual reductions in tariff barriers by
the United States and other countries. There is no logical reason to suppose
that we would gain more in the way of access to foreign markets than we
would concede in access to our own. The effect on our balance of payments
is unpredictable, with no assurance that It is more likely to be plus than minus.
Trade liberalization, whatever other arguments there may be in its favor,
would not, on balance, improve the competitive position of American producers.
What it does, is give greater scope to the operation of international competitive
forces. Where our products have a competitive advantage they would penetrate
more markets; where our products are at a competitive disadvantage they
would lose more markets. The enactment of this type of legislation means we
would-have to be more concerned than ever with the ability of American producers to compete with producers abroad. The real answer to the balance-ofpayments problem, therefore, will continue to be that of improving the coinpetitive position of American producers. This can only be achieved through
economic discipline at home.
A program for improving the competitive position of American producers is
practically identical with a general program for improving the health of the
American economy, raising the level of employment and increasing the rate of
economic growth. It would include:
1. Fostering an "economic climate" which encourages business growth
and efficiency. This would include the elimination of actions by Government which harass and discourage legitimate business operations.
2. Restraining the power of labor unions to arbitrarily impose continually higher unit costs on American production.
3. Promoting the growth in productivity of the American economy. The
practical way of doing this is through permitting a higher rate of private
saving and investment by reformation of tax rates, which would help the
small businessman as well as the large company.
4. Controlling Government expenditures and thus relieving the inflationary pressures which raise the costs of American goods.
Although this may seem extraneous to the bill before you, it is our fl Ya conviction that a solution of the balance-of-payments problem cannot be achieved
without first taking positive steps to correct the domestic economic ills outlined
above.
ADJUSTMENT

ASSISTANCE

The National Association of Manufacturers is firmly opposed to the adjustment assistance features of this bill, as set forth in title III. W67 are opposed
both to the general principle of Government providing such assistance, and to
the detailed provisions of the bill. We strongly urge that your committee not
approve any legislation with this type of provision.
Our general reasons for opposing any Government program which would offer
Government assistance to those adversely affected by trade agreementss are as
follows:
(1) Adjustment assistance seems to imply that there is something wrong
with the operation of the free market. The marketplace tells us which
goods and services society values most highly and who can produce them
most efficiently. The marketplace loses these functions when participants
in it are artificially stimulated or supported. It is the nature of adjustment assistance to transcend the marketplace and competition and to
direct our resources Into inefficient operations.
(2) Business enterprses and their employees are continuously affected,
for better or worse, by all sorts of events beyond their control. This would
include changes in technology, changes in consumer taste, the unforeseen
emergence of rivly products, alterations in the pattern of Government
expenditures for defense, movement of customers to distant locations,
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as well as the impact of tariff changes. Ve would certainly oppose a comprehensive program for assisting firms and employees to meet all these possible contingencies. That being so, we must also oppose singling out any one
of these possibilities as the basis of a special program of Federal assistance.
(3) It is impossible in practice to trace out all the effects of any given
tariff change. The impact Is passed from the firms directly affected to their
customers and suppliers and to the merchants who supply their employees.
It will ramify through the economy and ultimately affect people and enterprises who have no way of knowing the original cause of their plight.
Correspondingly it is impossible to determine in practice all the causes of
any difficulty a particular firm may experience. There is usually a combination of causes, some of which are recognized and some of which are not, of
which the effect of tariff change would be only one.
Judgments as to which firms or persons would be entitled to special assistance would inevitably be arbitrary. Some who should be Included would
be left out because the, evidence to prove their case is unavailable. Others
who should not be eligible might nevertheless be qualified since the real
causes of the decline of the firm in ques, 'on are not identified.
(4) All experience warns that programs of this type inevitably expand
and proliferate. Although originally conceived as a means of facilitating
transitional adjustments they become a permanent onus on the taxpayers'
backs. In attempting to solve one problem they create others, involving
further Government expenditures and further governmental Intervention in
our economic life. Soon no one, not even those It is Intended to benefit, is
happy with the program, but no one is willing to initiate Its elimination.
Our experience with the farm program should warn us against undertaking
new ventures in Government assistance to particular groups.
We would like to turn now to an examination of the assistance proposals contained in the bill.
ELIOIBILITY

A firm Is required to petition the Tariff Commission for a determination as to
Its eligibility for assistance. An industry determination by the Tariff Commission
is also required. The Commission shall determine:
"* * * whether, as a result of concessions granted under trade agreements, an
article like or directly competitive with an article produced by the firm is being
Imported into the United States in such increased quantities, as to cause, or
threaten to cause, serious injury to such firm. In making its determination under
this paragraph, the Tariff Commission shall take into account all ecoi.omic factors which it considers relevant, including idling of productive facilities of the
firm, inability of the firm to operate at a profit, and unemployment cr underemployment in the firm."1
Even with the wisdom of Solomon, this would be an impossible tak. The
standard "like or directly competitive" can be made as broad or narrow as the
Tariff Commission decides. In business, actions continually threaten to cause
injury but, in large measure, management decisions are based on preventing the
injury from occurring. All economic factors which the Tariff Commission considers relevant allow a wide latitude of judgment on the part of the Commission.
These factors invite discrimination and arbitrary action on the part of the Commission in carrying out their functions under this bill. Redrafting the language
of the bill cannot correct these basic flaws without injecting other similar vague
and arbitrary definitions that would lead to unequal treatment of those subject
to the bill.
The fact that the adjustment assistance provisions of this bill apply retro.
actively to firms and persons who may have been injured by past tariff changes is,
we believe, especially objectionable. There Is no possibility of determining the
extent of liability the Government assumes In this area, though the litigation
Involved may be lengthy and costly. This provision might benefit firms which
had suffered from past tariff actions which nevertheless managed to survive,
while denying any benefit to firms which had been forced to go out of existence
by those same governmental actions. Thos who best qualify (i.e., are damaged
most), are excluded.
I

Title III, see, 301.
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AID TO FIRMS

Such aid iight in some cases subsidize lack of initiative and Inefficiency.
The firm which anticipates Injury as a result of trade agreements, discontinues
those operations which may be affected, and profitably employs those resources
in other lines of activity would not be eligible for aid. Another firm, similarly
situated, which did not attempt to prevent, or succeed in preventing, the Injurlous effect would be eligible for Government help.
The requirement that a firm's proposal, after certification of eligibility, for
its economic adjustmentt should be approved by the Secretary of Commerce seems
reasonable, since a giver of gifts Is assumed to have in inherent right to impose
conditions on those who are to receive them. However, such a requirement Involves greater Government intervention in the private economy, though without
it, the taxpayers' money may be wasted through loose administration. This
simply illustrates the principle that Government aid inevitably entails a measure
of Government control, and explains why we oppose the adjustment assistance
features of the bill.
Technical assistance may be provided by Government agencies or through private institutions "on such terms and conditions" as the Secretary of Commerce
deems appropriate and the firm shall be required to share the cost thereof. In
other words, a firm may receive technical aid of a kind it does not want nor
find useful and then be required to pay for it.
Financial assistance in the form of guarantees of loans, agreements for deferred participations in loans, or loans, will be provided under the conditions
set forth by the Secretary of Commerce. Those loans can only be made if there
iq reasonable assurance of repayment by the borrower. Since under those conditions firms normally have no trouble borrowing through usual channels, thiq
program contemplates subsidizing such firms through the, use of chenpr credit
than the market would accord them.
Tax relief granting 5-year loss-carryback and 5-yeir loss-carryover is an
undesirable feature of a trade expansion act. In providing for the carryback
and carry-forward of losses there Is no logical reason to make a distinction between those losses resulting from domestic competition and those resulting from
foreign competition.
ASSISTANCE TO WORKERS

The provisions for assistance to workers are limited to employees of firms
directly affected by increased Inlmports. If adopted, they will create a new. privilege class Z unemployed to be paid premium benefits substantially in excess of
those presently payable under State unemployment insurance programs.
Normal State laws provide an unemployment compensation beneficiary with
weekly benefits amounting to half his prior weekly wages up to a maximum
varying from State to State. The great majority (if
employees are in States where
the range is from $.3- o $45 a week. The maximum duration is normally about
26 weeks.
By contrast the 'fr h,Expansion Act provides benefits amounting to 65 percent
of weekly wages, subject to a maximum of $61 a week (based on the present averagt,national wage), and thcse benefits would be paid for 52 weeks plus either an
extra 13 weeks to those over 60 years of age or an extra 26 weeks to those taking
retraining.

The State would pay benefits in accordance with the weekly amounts and duration provided by the State law, and thes- benefits would h supplemented (up
to the above limits) out of Federal funds paid through the State agency.
There is no reason to believe that an employee who loses his job because of foreign competition is in any greater need than an employee who loses his job be.
cause of domestic competition. Yet the enactment of l1.i. 11970 In its present
form would lead to such glaring discriminations as these:
An employee of a manumfacttiring plant that Is shut down because of tariff
reduction could receive State unemployment benefits-for example--at $40 a
week. In addition he coul, aceive a Federal supplement of $21 a weekor a total of $61---and could draw these benefits for a full year or for a
year and a half If lie takes training,
A next-door neighbor who had had the same prior earnings but who becomet unemployed because of any reason not directly connected with tariff
reduction could receive only the State uiinemployment benefit-the $40 a
week-for a maximum of 26) weeks.
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This same discrimination would occur if the neighbor's prior employment
had been with a retail or service establishment dependent upon the activity
of the manufacturing plant for its business.
Unfair situations like this must inevitably be the result when the amount and
duration of benefits are conditioned on tile cause of unemployment. They demonstrate the desirability of relying on existing State programs to meet the problem of employment shifts resulting from foreign competition.
Tile discriminatory aspects of th3 proposed program are further highlighted
by a recent holding of the Solicitor of Labor that workers entitled to assistance
benefits can also draw supplemental unemployment benefits under private SUB
platis. Thus, in some cases, unemployed workers could draw benefits higher than
their normal weekly salary. For example, a worker with weekly wages of
$97 would qualify for $61 In benefits under this bill; and possibly $53 per week
in SUB for a total of $114 a week.
Although these assistance benefits are designed primarily to aid displaced
workers, they may have a secondary effect of questionable merit. We refer to
the Iossibility of an overly liberal attitude on the part of the tariff negotiator
through the realization that those-whWT6otit1 obmsps a result of his action will
be succored at the public ?rise.
It would be most dfor4!tunate if this realization numbed the feeling fresponslbtlity and restraint that'IKust guide the negotiator in the exercise-.f his extraordinary powers.
The training anQrelocation allowance p ;esions in H.R. 119t would appear
to Ihe suiritiou ,i/in view of programs lreal-.y-,established by 4t4 e Congress.
For example, on- a few months,agb'-Congress enacted. a $435 milliofr manpower
development awld training pr~gtam to help the long-term unemployed, One of
the reasons fto passage ofofe Manpower Developme$f and Training Ac of 1962,
as stated inlectiion 101,'was the obsolescence of-skills resulting from foreign
coiipetition.1 Thiis, any additional.roerenre to the sub)Pct, as it relats specifically to Wkorkers adversely affcety foreign competition, we believe redundait. In
y event, since Congre"s adopted the aforementioned program vn an
experimen al
,is, it would seeql) Imprudent at this.early date to depart substantially rom its provision.
I
- t
Rather han the eitabl wien df still another retraining program, wlit is
badly ne ed Is a careful reAldy of existing faviities 'so that the problem of
retraining lisplaceIIorkers could be attacked,.ij A unified way, taking a' vantage of ex sting State" and Federal Government jnstru mentalities, notab the
State empl
iyment secq rity ofttices. Furthermore, privatp programs shoVId be
encouraged nd better lm....ade of existing pzublie and pi-tvate vocationAl and
technical ed catlonal faltlUes.
- .
/
Incidentally , it is well to note the. section on "Disqualification by flefusal
of Training"
the bill (section 327)'. This provides that a worker, otherwise
entitled to-tra
rea(diustme9aflowances, shall not receive them as long as he
reftses to part ate in a traing program regarded by the Government as
suitable for him. Tlhis gives the Governmeut a definite voice in career decisions
better iade by th(6ndividual himself. Perhaps such a provision would be
necessary to.prevent alwspof the allowances granted in the act. Hore, then, we
have the dilemma of an*uWlvidual's freedom of choice b-hi0 circumscribed by
a governmentt that is trying fb-4l p him.
We would close our comanentswathua,rititcuiur portion .iftfVill
with a
reminder that the House of Representatives, because of th45fli$iamentary
Procedures followed, did not have the opportunity to vote on thte-speciflc issue
of assistance to workers. This aspect of the program has yet to be really tested
and your concern, and careful consideration is therefore of even greater
importance.
SUMMARY

.

Whether or not a bill Is enacted by Congress authorizing tariff changes through
mutual trade agreements, the National Association of Manufacturers is conviced that:
1. Trade liberalization, while it would increase foreign trade, would do little
to cure the balance-of-payments problem or to improve the competitive position
of the American economy. The remedy for these problems lies In curbing the
Power of labor unions to raise costs, removing the barriers to Investment by
tax-rate reform, improving the general business climate, and controlling inflation.
2. It Is futile, arbitrary, discriminatory, unnecessary, and expensive to attempt
to assist firms and individuals who may be required to adjust to additional
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competition as a result of trade liberalization. It will tend to compound, rather
than solve, problems associated with shifting trade positions.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962, H.R. 11970,
CHARLES HYMES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH
SUBMITTED BY 'AR.

WOMEN, INc., NEW YORK, N.Y.
The National Council of Jewish Women, an organization established in 1893,
with a current membership of 123,000 In 329 communities throughout the United
States, has had a long-standing position in support of a liberal trade policy as
an indispensable aspect of social and economic progress. A national resolution
to that effect was adopted by our organization in 1938, and has been reatirmed
at every blcunial convention since then, urging: "the United States to continue
to develop trade agreements on a reciprocal basis and to undertake international
agreements for the reduction of tariffs and other barriers to the free flow of
trade."
Today, with the advent of the European Economic Community, the emergence
of new trade needs of the underdeveloped nations and the increasing tensions
of the cold war, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is urgently needed in order
to revitalize our trade program and give the President adequate authority to
meet changing demands in our national interest and the interest of the free
world.
The various aspects of H.R. 11970 have been thoroughly reviewed by the
members of the National Council of Jewish Women during our programs of
study and action. From these studies has come the firm conviction that freer
trade, as envisioned in this act, would lead to the greater economic good of all
concerned. Our national economic growth is, of course, dependent on key
materials imported from other nations as well as on foreign outlets for the
products of American agriculture and industry. The American consumer will
benefit from a reduction of import tariffs which will lower purchasing costs and
from increased foreign competition resulting in a wider range of choice and
better quality of goods. Increased international trade is an important stimulus
to employment. Imports help create and maintain jobs in industries dependent
on foreign materials, and conversely increased exports offer new employment
opportunities for American workers.
As our economy has developed through the years, by changing demands,
technological progress and domestic competition, some industries have been
hurt. But the long-term benefits to the economy have always outweighed the
short-term difficulties. With this in mind, we strongly support the section of
H.R. 11970 relating to trade adjustments. We deem these adjustment proposals
to be more practical and more realistic than the escape clause. Under the
escape clause the only avalble remedy for the protection of an industry is
an increase in tariffs. This method of adjustment produces retaliatory action
which is not conducive to the reduction of trade barriers. Only recently, on
recommendation of the Tariff Commission, and pursuant to the escape-clause
provision, the President increased tariffs on carpets and sheet glass. The
European Economic Community retaliated immediately by doubling tariffs oD
several American products. It is conceivable that similar instances might occur
in the future resulting in an increase in trade barriers rather than an elimination of them.
From a broader view, we believe the Trade Expansion Act to be an urgently
needed tool to complement our foreign aid program. Through the most favored
nation clause and the special provision of section 213, concerning tropical agilculture and forestry commodities, we will be encouraging the economic progress
of the less developed coutries by affording them opportunities to sell their products abroad in a favorable market. We would thus be stressing self-help and
economic growth, with a view to reducing eventually reliance on direct assistance.
Finally, we would like to stress the importance of considering this bill in its
proper context as a major aspect of America's foreign policy. We feel that the
existence of two rival trade systems would seriously undermine America's position of world leadership. We consider the enactment of H.R. 11970, allowing for
unencumbered trade negotiations with the European Economic Community, an
unprecedented opportunity to strengthen the bonds 'of the free world both economically and politically, and create a union vital to the national security of the
United States and the well-being of the entire free world.
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Mr. Chairman and members oi the Senate Finance Committee, my name is
Sol M. Linowitz. I am chairman of the board of directors of Xerox Corp. of
Rochester, N.Y. I am also a member of the Rochester law firm of Harris, Beach,
Keating, Wilcox, Dale, & Linowitz.
As you know beyond all others, this bill has been widely discussed, not only
here in the Congress and throughout the country, but literally throughout the
world. Having recently returned from a business trip to the Orient and Europe,
I believe awareness of this proposed legislation is as great beyond our borders as
within them. Nor is this true only of I.R. 11970. We could say the same about
most of the major issues which confront this country and this Congress. And
even better known than our issues abroad are our products.
This commonplace illustrates a fact which seems to me fundamental to consideration of this legislation. Recent advances in communications and transportation have shrunk this world to proportions which 30 years ago most of us
would have regarded as highly improbable. It may be comforting in this regard
to recall Abe Martin's observation: "Things ain't no worse than they used to be;
we just got better facilities."
The free world in particular has, for purposes of communications and comwerce, truly become "one world." The forces of history and technology will, in
time, shape this one world into one market The growth and development of the
European Common Market is an illustration of regional cooperation which wiU
surely be followed either by other trading regions or will be expanded to such
proportions that It and the United States will become the two major trading
blocks in the free world.
In theory, we can meet the future in one of two ways. One is to remain as we
are now, disadvantaged in our dealings with this already massive trading area.
The other Is to undertake a planned, analytical reshaping of tue rules which
govern our trading relationships with that bloc, with the twin objectives of
furthering our own national self-interest and simultaneously furthering the
strength and growth of democratic institutions in or:- economic contest with
those nations which are not free.
While these two courses are open to us in theory, we are necessarily impelled
toward the second. Maintenance of the procedural status quo would Inevitably
result in a steady diminution of our trade with the growing Common Market,
damaging both this country and the strength and unity of the free nations. On
the other hand, reduction and possible complete removal of tariffs would enable
the United States to obtain the benefits which the Common Market has demonstrated without being required to join it. And further, through the principle
of reciprocity which underlies this bill, these benefits would be extended to our
other trading partners, for our mutual benefit.
Accepting the basic philosophy of the bill, we confront those suggestions
which would dilute its substance while preserving its form. Is It to be a viable,
integrated instrument of our foreign economic policy or one of limited effect
and Incomplete in structure? The most frequently proposed dilution of the
bill has been grounded on the argument that it would make the President czar
of our foreign trade, and the proposed cure Is to subject each trade agreement
to congressional review and disapproval.
The clear implication of this proposal is anticipated Presidential irresponsibility. This is, I submit, justified by neither the terms of the act nor the
facts of history. Under existing law the President now has, and has had for
some years, the authority to reduce tariffs on his own motion, although on an
undesirable item-by-item basis, a deficiency which this bill would cure. I know
of no evidence that Presidents of either party have abused their tariff-reducing
authority. Is there any reason to assume that the authority to be granted
under the Trade Expansion Act, Identical In principle though greater in scope,
would be abused? I see no reason to impute lesser motives to present or future
Presidents than those which have guided Presidents of the past
Moreover the act Itself contains several safeguards against possible misapplication. For example, trade agreements negotiated by the President are
limited in term to 3 years and are subject to termination at that point or thereafter upon 6 months' notice. Accordingly, if In practice a particular agreement
does not achieve its desired objectives, it may be permitted to expire. Three
years Is certainly not too long a period to determine the efficacy of a trade
agreement.
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In addition, the President is required to consult the Tariff Commission in
negotiating agreements and reducing tariffs. Affected industries or parties will
be afforded an opportunity to present their views. Resulting hardship cases
may be eligible for adjustment assistance and tariff relief as provided under the
act.
Since the fear of Presidential abuse is without basis, the suggested remedy
becomes unnecessary.
Actually, I submit it is more than that: It is harmful to the objectives of the
bill. For it would inject into our future tariff negotiations a serious element of
uncertainty and prevent our representatives from negotiating with the authority
which they should possess.
Unfortunately, dilution of the objectives of the bill can come from sources
other than direct amendment. I have in mind those provisions of the proposed
tax revision bill which would tax American shareholders of foreign corporations
on much current income of those corporations, regardless of whether such In.
come is distributed to the American shareholder. Such a move will neither
increase nor encourage foreign trade by American citizens. In fact, it would
place American industries operating abroad at a serious competitive disadvan.
tage. The British, for example, do not tax the income of so-called overseas
trading companies at all until it is brought home. The French and others have,
I believe, similar, although less formal, arrangements.
The operation of American subsidiaries in forign countries has traditionally
resulted in an inflow of income from Invested capital to the United States. Although this favorable flow of income normally occurs after a period of years,
we should realize that we are-we must be--in foreign trade to stay. Initial
unfavorable balances on isolated projects in their early years do not justify a
policy which would discourage further investment in foreign markets.
While I deeply believe that H.R. 11970 will significantly benefit American
business enterprises, I am just as firmly convinced that it will be of great benefit
to the individual consumer. A primary justification of our historical emphasis
on free competition has been the benefits which such competition confers upon
the consuming public. The benefits are as real, and stimulation of competition
is as important when the avenue of fair competition open to us is with European
producers as when it Is with those of this country. Simply stated, trade barriers
which limit a customer's freedom of choice penalize him.
The reduction or removal of trade barriers does, of course, involve more than
the simple reduction of tariffs. It has been said in criticism of the Trade Expansion Act that granting the President the authority to reduce tariffs on a
reciprocal basis is not enough. There are other impediments to free trade such
as quota restrictions and domestic and foreign monetary and labor policies.
While it is true that the mere removal of tariffs will not remove these other
barriers, it is necessary to grant the President the authority which the Trade
Expansion Act would give him as an essential element for use in the resolution
of other artificial restrictions to free trade. Authority to reduce tariffs can be
-used to obtain elimination of quotas and other restrictions in addition to reciprocal tariff reductions, and the administration has stated that this will be its
objective.
If we are to face the future realistically, we must come to terms with our
partners in the Western World along lines which will most effectively implement our overall foreign economic as well as political policy. And the first
step in that direction is and must be elimination of artificial trade barriers.
Theodore Roosevelt put the challenge before us very well: "The United States
of America has not the option as to whether it will or will not play a great part
In the world. It must play a great part. All that It can decide is whether it
will play that part well or badly."
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.,
Lancaster,Pa., August 8,1962.

Hon. HARY

FLOOD BYRm,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DhnR SENATOR BYRD: While the trade expansion bill, as passed by the House,
Is an improvement over the measure as originally written, some of the most
objectionable provisions are still in the bill. We are disturbed over the delegation of vast powers to the President, and believe that stricter guidelines Should
be laid down along the order of the amendments Senator Bush and others are
proposing.
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Our greatest concern is directed to the readjustment provisions In chapters
With respect to adjustment assistance to firms, It seems
2 and 3 of title II.
to us that there is already available adequate assistance from the Small Business Administration In the form of loans for plant construction, conversion, expansion, and even acquisition of land. Loans may be had to obtain equipment,
machinery, raw materials, and working capital. There is also a great deal of
technical assistance available from the Department of Commerce and various
State agencies. In short, there is no need for another Government assistance
program.
The adjustment assistance to workers in chapter 3 is particularly objectionable and Is fraught with danger. Here the worker made totally or partially
unemployed as the result of imports would receive a "trade adjustment allowance" of a much higher level and of longer duration than the unemployment
compensation benefits provided under State law. Why should these adversely
affected workers be given substantial preferential treatment over workers made
unemployed by factors other than Imports? This proposal is discriminatory,
will cause resentment from other workers, would be an unjustified burden on the
Treasury and would constitute a broad step toward the federalization of our unemployneat compensation system, traditionally and properly vested in the
States. We think it is completely indefensible.
We urge that the readjustment provisions of the bill be eliminated by the
Senate Finance Committee. Surely there Is no place for expediency in legisla.
tion of this magnitude and importance to the country.
My personal regards and best wishes to you, Senator. We appreciate the
invaluable service you are rendering to America.
Yours sincerely,
M. J WARNOCK, Presidenl.

AMERICAN BAR AssocIATION,
STANDING COMMITTEE ON CusToMs LAW,

New Yark, N.Y., August 7,1962.
Hon. H. F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The house of delegates of the American Bas Association
yesterday approved the following proposed amendments to the bill, H.R. 11970,
in the form as recommended by this committee.
The specific suggested amendments are:
1. Section 213, page 8, following line 15, Insert a new section 214 to read as
follows:
"SEC. 214. In the course of any investigation preceding findings required by
this chapter, the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable public notice, hold
public hearings and shall afford interested parties opportunity to be present, to
produce evidence and to be heard at such hearings."
2. Section 221, page 9, lines 10 and 11, change to read as follows:
"In the course of preparing surh advice, the T?-.ff Commission shall, after
reasonable public notice, including the list of articles under investigation, hold
public hearings, and shall afford Interested parties opportuaity to be present, to
produce evidence, and to be heard at such hearings."
3. Section 223, page 10, line 5, insert after the words "hearings" the following:
"'at which all interested parties shall be given opportunity to be present, to
produce evidence and to be heard."
4. Section 232, page 13, line 21, following the word "motion nbert a new sentence to read as follows:
"In the course of any Investigation under this section, the Director shall, after
reasonable public notice, hold public hearings and shall afford interested parties
opportunity to be present, to produce evidence and to be heard."
The recommendations here presented do not relate to or affect in any way the
proposed basic grant of delegated powers by the Congress to the President. Said
recommendations relate solely to the establishment and maintenance of proper
procedures and judicial review in administering said delegated powers.
It is believed that the proposed legislation, H.R.- 11970, would be considerably
improved and the intention of the Congress to extend to interested parties full
notice, hearing, and opportunity to be heard in administrative proceedings there-

.
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under, would be clarified if the foregoing suggested specific amendments be
approved and incorporated in said measure.
Thanking you for your attention,
I am, sincerely,
J. BRADLEY COLBURN, Chairman.
ASSOCIATION OF PACIFIC FISHERIES,

Seattle, Wash., August 8,1962.
Re H.R. 11970, Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DER SENATOR BYRD: We are enclosing herewith statement on behalf of the
Association of Pacific Fisheries, dated March 22, 1962, and supplemental statement dated April 12, 1962, in opposition to H.R. 9900, known as the Trade Expansion Act, as then drawn. It Is our understanding that this act, now H.R. 11970,
is the subject of consideration of the Senate Committee on Finance.
The position of the Association of Pacific Fisheries is unchanged since the
preparation of the aforesaid statement and supplemental statement.
It would be appreciated if you would make the statement and supplement statement in 'opposition to the act, a part of the record of your committee.
Sincerely yours,
HERALD A. O'NEmiL, Executive Secretary.
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT ON BEHALF
IN OPPOSITION To H.R. 9900 (MILLS),

OF ASSOCIATION OF PACIFIC FISHERIES
THE SO-CALLED TRADE EXPANSION Aor,

AS Now DRAWN
In response to the very pertinent questions raised at the hearing before the
Ways and Means Committee of Congress on April 6, 1962, by the Honorable
Thomas B. Curtis, of Missouri, the Association of Pacific Fisheries supplements
its statement then presented as follows:
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JAPANESE AND U.S. SALMON

FISHING REGULATIONS

Salmon spawn in fresh water rivers and lakes, go to sea for one to several
years, differing with the five species, then return to the particular rivers or lakes
where they were spawned to turn to spawn and die. The races in one river
system may be badly depleted and require severely protective regulations. Those
in another system may be flourishing and require less or different regulations to
insure sufficient escapement to the spawning grounds.
When salmon are out in the high seas those from the different river systems
commingle and in commercial fishing it is impossible to distinguish them. But
when the salmon come into shore to select their particular streams they segregate so that the different races may to a large extent be regulated separately
according to their needs.
Accordingly both the Federal and State authorities prohibit net fishing for
salmon outside of our territorial waters. Both Canada and Russia are in accord
with this policy, at least as to the salmon spawned in their own streams. The
Japanese, on the other hand, having very few salmon spawning streams, take
the bulk of their catch out on the high seas.
Although one would not generally consider officiency to be objectionable, fishing
can become so intensive that essential change In regulations cannot keep pace.
The practice of the J.panese being to catch as much fish as possible as rapidly as
possible with little or no consideration of conservation regulations, they have
taken prompt advantage of the newly developed and exceedingly effective monofilament nylon nets which appear to be invisible to the fish. But American authorities being intent on making their regulations conform to the day-to-day evidence of conservation requirements have found that too Intensive a fishery can
get out of hand and overfishing occurs before regulations can catch up with it,
sir cc they forbid the uise of such nylon nets.
AIR CONSERVATION REGULATIONS PURSUANT TO TREATIES

Canada and the United States have two Joint Commissions created by treaties,
one for halibut and one for the salmon of the Fraser River system. These Commissions do formulate regulations which when approved by the executives of the
two nations become effective.
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The Commission created by the fisheries treaty between Japan, Canada, and the
United States, however, has conducted splendid research but has no regulating
power, though the treaty does commit each nation to pursue conservation practices and by the treaty the Japanese do agree to certain specific restrictions as
to fishing American halibut, salmon, and to some extent herring. However, the
Japanese claim that the restrictions do not apply west of the so-called provisional
line at 1750 west longitude, and, unfortunately, the very valuable Bristol Bay,
Alaska red salmon migrate west of this line during their feeding period. To the
best of our knowledge, however, the Japanese have not fished salmon east of the
provisional treaty line, and in this respect they have complied with the treaty.
NEGOTIATION

OF TARIFFS

Unfortunately experience has shown that our U.S. negotiators either because
.of unfamiliarity with the fishing industry, indifference to its interests, commitment.to.abstract political dogmas, or inability as negotiators, fall almost uniformly to protect our American interests. The industry has more confidence in
the practical knowledge of Congressmen, and is reluctant to any change that
could result in an adjustment in the tariffs favorable to a country not practicing conservation of a common natural resource such as salmon, spending much
-of its life on the high seas and thus within the reach of being caught and processed
by such a country for export to the United States in competition with salmon
caught and procemsed by American fishermen and packers at a higher cost,
mainly because of restraint in their fishing efforts by State and Government regulations for the very purpose of conservation of the salmon runs for the benefit
of future generations.
:S-ATEMENT ON BEHALF Or ASSOCIATION Or PACIFIC FISHERIES IN OPPOsrrIoN TO
H.R. 9900 (MILLS), THE So-CATLE TRAD. EXPANSION ACT, AS Now DRAWN

1. The Association of Pacific Fisheries, organized in 1914, is a nonprofit trade
association representing producers of 95 percent of the canned salmon pack of
Alaska, Washington, and Oregon. There are approximately 25,000 direct em:ployees. The wholesale value of the pack in 1961 was $120,238,769.
2. Fishing Is one of the oldest and most respected industries. Great as is
its monetary value, its importance to the welfare of the people of this country
goes far beyond that. It involves the production of food of such an essential
character that our people should not risk becoming dependent on importations
from abroad. It develops i.'l seamen, men of boldness and hardihood who do
not wish to become dependent upon Government subsidies even if this were prac-tical, which we doubt. The industry not only gives direct employment to
thousands of fishermen and cannery workers, but to shipbuilding and other plants
-essential to a well-balance economy.
3. The fisheries of this country have become subject to increasingly severe
-competition from foreign nations so that while our own production has failed
to increase, that of Japansand the Soviet have increased enormously and unless
there is protection from the lower production costs of Japan which are aided
'by disregard of American standards of conservation regulation, and the Government-financed operations of the Soviet, which are indifferent to costs, various
branches of fisheries are In trouble.
4. What Is said is particularly applicable to the salmon inclustry of the Pacific
-oast States of Alaska, Washington, Oregon, and the northern part of California.
This Is especially serious for Alaska where the value of fish production, primarily salmon, has exceeded that of all other Indu3tries put together, and from
an Alaskan income standpoint has only been exceeded by Government-financed
defense expenditures In recent years.
5. The Pacific coast salmon industry directly confronts the two most aggressive fishery nations in the world, Japan and the Soviet, and is even In competition with Canadian production at lower costs. At the samJe time our fishermen
-are subject to rigid governmental regulations as to time, place, and methods of
fishing. The types and sizes of fishing gear are restricted by such regulations
and because high seas salmon fishing is believed to be inconsistent with effective
conservation It Is prohibited to ,our fishermen, yet Japanese do practically all
their salmon fishing in the open ocean, much of it on American -spawned salmon,
with nets thousands of feet long and with monofilament nylon web, the use of
which is forbidden American fishermen.
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6. In July 1951 the ad valorem duty on the importation of canned salmon was,
as a result of negotiations, reduced from 25 percent to 15 percent. This was a
severe blow to the industry and any further reduction in duty would encourage
the Japanese that much harder to fish in the open ocean on Ameriean-born
salmon and market their salmon pack in the Lnited States, the result of which
would be disastrous to our fishermen and industry. Even with the 15-percent
duty Japanese canned salmon are being imported into this country.
7. By the proposed bill, regardless of what it is entitled, Congress would be
abnegating its powers and duty to deal with the matter of tariff, and turning its.
proper functions over to negotiators, whoever they might be. Experience shows
that seldom, if ever, regardless of protestations to the contrary, do either fisheries
or other industries have adequate representation in such negotiations. Our industry has always looked to Congress itself as the people's representatives to give
the people concerned the hearings that they are entitled to when their interests
are to be affected.
8. The industry beliefs that there should be no delegation of the power of
Congress to deal with tariffs, but certainly if this should be done adequate peril
point and escape clauses should be included in whatever bill is passed. We are
opposed to the bill in its present form which we consider bad for the fishing
industry.
9. Attached hereto is a copy of resolution adopted at Seattle, Wash., March 5,
1962, by representatives of the American fishing industry; also a concurring
letter dated March 21, 1962, by the secretary of the Alaska Fishermen's Union,
the oldest fishing union on the Pacific coast.
10. We request that this statement, the resolution of March 5, 1962, and the
letter of March 21, 1962, from the secretary of Alaska Fishermen's Union be made
a part of the printed record.
RESOLUTION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF AMERICAN FISHING INDUSTRY RE
TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962

H.R. 9900,

Be it resolved by representatives of the American fishing industry including
spokesmen of fishermen, labor, and processors of the U.S. crab, halibut, groundfish, oysters, salmon, shrimp, and tuna industries meeting on the 5th day of
March 1962, at the request of the Association of Pacific Fisheries:
That every group and organization interested in the future welfare of the
American fishing industry give urgent and thorough consideration to the possible adverse effects and results upon the various segments of the U.S. fishing
industry of H.R. 9900, known as the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and similar or
identical hills; and further
Let it be known that this consensus and action is based on the strong belief
on behalf of many responsible members of the American fishing industry that
this act, as written, can cause severe hardship and in some cases complete destruction to various segments of the U.S. fishing industry which is so important
to the general public welfare both as a valuable source of protein food and means
of employment.
MNARCH 21, 1962.
Re H.R. 9900.
Congressman WILBUR D. MILLS,
(;hairntn,Committee on Ways and Meant,
1o1080 Ojice Building, Washington, D.C.
GENTLEMEN: The Alaska Fishermen's Union concurs with the statement of
opposition submitted by the Association of Pacific Fisheries to your committee.
Our main concern is that under the terms of the reciprocal trade agreement,
the proposals embodied In H.R. 9900 (Trade Expansion Act of 1962) will remove
the minimum protection tariffs on fishery products which are now In existence
and will place the American fishing Industry in a position where It cannot
compete with foreign fishery imports.
The United States has been reduced to fifth place in world production of fish.
Japan, Communist China, Peru, and Russia are ahead of us. The following
table, setting forth the catches of fish In millions of pounds by the tive leading
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fishing countries, clearly illustrates the quick recent growth of their production,
it the expense of our own fishing industry:
1959

J960

13,651
12,952 Japan -------------------Japan -------------------11,067 China (mainland) (1959) --- 11,067
China (mainland) ---------7,785
6, 384 Peru ---------------------United States --------------6,724
----------------,076 U.S.S.R.
----------------U.S.S.R.
6, 166
4, 409 United States --------------Peru --------------------The employment of fishermen has declined from a total of 161,463 in 1950 to
£28,985 in 1959, with corresponding decreases in employment for allied workers
within the industry. The downward trend Is continuing. While the consumption of fish in the United States has increased by about 40 percent during the last
10 years, our production remains at the same level it was 10 years ago.
The United States is unable to hold its own because of lack of adequate protection, either by tariffs or quotas. To reduce such scant protection as we now
have would serve only one purpose-that of speeding up destruction for the fishfig industry. As pointed out in the statement of the Association of Pacific
Fisheries, any lowering of tariffs on fishery production would only be an -incentive for Japan and Russia to increase their fishing efforts off the Pacific coast
to a point where they would most seriously deplete and even destroy those
fishery resources for all time,
Congress should be aware that, in discussing fisheries, we are not talking only
about dollars and cents, but what is really important is that we are talking
about conservation of a food resource which is a necessity to the well-being of the
American people.
We join with the Association of Pacific Fisheries In opposing any lowering
of tariffs on fishery products and ask that the problem of maintenance and
conserving of the U.S. fishery resources not be considered on the basis of foreign
policy but that it be considered on its own merits, so that this invaluable food
may always be available and in good supply for the American people.
H.R. 9900 is probably one of the most important bills to come before the Congress in this session and it no doubt will have far-reaching effects on the future.
We hope that Congress, in Its vwlsdom, will carefull consider all aspects
of the problem before it, and, in particular, conservation of the fishery resource
which is seriously involved in this legislation.
Sincerely yours,
ALASKA FISHERMEN'S UNION,
GEORGE JOHANSEN, Seoretary-Treasurer.

U.S. TARIFF COMMISSION,

August 13, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman,Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: I hawe your letter of August 10, 1962, requesting an explanation for the "delay" in the Tariff Commission's completion of the investigation under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, with
respect to cotton products.
Your letter and mine to you of the same date crossed in transit. I am sure
that by now you have received my letter, which reported as follows:
"* * * the cotton study is on the Commission's agenda for consideration at its
next meeting, which is scheduled for August 15. Immediately after the Commission arrives at its decision, it will complete the report. Until the Commission's decision is reached, I hesitate to give you a precise date for completion
of the report and its publication. Because of the length of the report, however,
I would expect that at least 2 weeks' time would be required after the Commission reaches its decision."
For some time now the Commission has been inundated with inquiries charging
undue delay in completing the investigation. We do not agree that there, in
fact, has been any delay; on the contrary we believe that, considering the many
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other pressing matters that the Commission has had to attend to in recent months,.
the cotton products investigation-one of the most complex that has ever come
before the Commission-has progressed with commendable speed.
The Commission has recognized from the outset the urgency of the cotton:
products investigation. This recognition, however, did not absolve the Commission from performing other functions imposed upon it, such as the completion
of projects within fixed time limits. In the course of the cotton products invest.
gation, the Commission has had to give attention, among other things, to several
escape-clause investigations (vanillin, hatters' fur, chinaware, and earthenware)
which must be completed within statutory time limits; several reports to the
President under Executive Order 10401 reviewing developments in the trade in
various products covered by outstanding escape-clause actions (watch move.,
ments, dried figs, linen toweling, and clinical thermometers) ; several "general"
Investigations extensive in nature pursuant to Senate Resolution 206 with fixed;
time limits for reporting the results to the Congress; the request by the House
Ways and Means Committee for reports on many bills, Including H.R. 9900(the administration trade bill); and your committee's request for reports on
many bills, including H.R. 11970 (the proposed Trade Expansion Act of 1962).
Sincerely yours,

B&N

DORFMAN,

Chairman.

See letter, p. 1348.)
Whereupon, at 12: 45 p.m., the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Monday, August 13,1962.)
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